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PREFACE.

This Memoir was originally intended to form one of the uniform series of local histories compiled by order of the Government. Its main object was therefore to serve as a book of reference for the use of district officers; thus it touches upon many topics which the general reader will condemn as trivial and uninteresting, and in the earlier chapters the explanations are more detailed and minute than the professed student of history and archaeology will probably deem at all necessary. But a local memoir can never be a severely artistic performance. On a small scale it resembles a dictionary or encyclopedia and must, if complete, be composed of very heterogeneous materials, out of which those who have occasion to consult it must select what they require for their own purposes, without concluding that whatever is superfluous for them is equally familiar or distasteful to other people.

As good libraries of standard works of reference are scarcely to be found anywhere in India out of the presidency towns, I have invariably given in full the very words of my authorities, both ancient and modern. And if I have occasion to mention any historical character—though he may have achieved somewhat more than a mere local reputation—I still narrate succinctly all the material facts of his life rather than take them for granted as already known. Thus, before quoting the Chinese Pilgrims, I explain under what circumstances they wrote: and when describing the Mathurâ Observatory, I introduce an account of the famous royal astronomer by whom it was constructed. Hence my pages are not unfrequently overcrowded with names and dates which must give them rather a repellent appearance; but I shall be compensated for this reproach if residents on the spot find in them an answer to all enquiries, without occasion to consult other authorities, which, though possibly far from obscure, may still under the circumstances be difficult to obtain.

I dwell at considerable length on the legends connected with the deified Krishna, the tutelary divinity of the district: because, however puerile and comparatively modern many of them may be, they have materially affected the whole course of local history and are still household words, to which allusion is constantly made in conversation, either to animate a description or enforce an argument.

The great years of famine and the mutiny of 1857, though the latter was a calamity much more lightly felt in this neighbourhood than in many other
parts of India, yet form the eras, by which the date of all domestic occurrences is ordinarily calculated, and both subjects have therefore been duly noticed. But there has been no need to enter much into general history, for Mathurá has never been a political centre, except during the short period when it formed the theatre for the display of the ambitious projects of Súraj Mall and his immediate successors on the throne of Bharat-pur. All its special interest is derived from its religious associations in connection with the Vaishnava sects—far outnumbering all other Hindu divisions—of whom some took birth here, all regard it as their Holy Land. Thus, the space devoted to the consideration of the doctrines which they profess and the observances which they practise could scarcely be curtailed without impairing the fidelity of the sketch by suppression of the appropriate local colouring. It may also be desirable to explain that the long extracts of Hindi poetry from local writers of the last two centuries have been inserted not only as à propos of the subject to which they refer, but also as affording the most unmistakeable proofs of what the language of the country really is. No such specimens could be given of indigenous Urdu literature, simply because it is non-existent and is as foreign to the people at large as English.

So much irreparable damage has been done in past years from simple ignorance as to the value of ancient architectural remains, that I have been careful to describe in full every building in the district which possesses the slightest historical or artistic interest. I have also given a complete résumé of all the results hitherto obtained in archæological research among the relics of an earlier age, and have added a sketch of the development of the local style of architecture, as it exists at the present day.

Besides noting the characteristics of peculiar castes, I have given an account of the origin and present status of all the principal residents in the district, mentioning every particular of any interest connected with their family history or personal qualifications. Only a few such persons of special repute will be found included in the general narrative; the remainder have been relegated to the more strictly topographical sequel, where they are noticed in connection with their estates. Upon purely agricultural statistics I touch very briefly; all such matters have been most ably discussed by the officer in charge of the last settlement.

The village lists, which occupied a considerable space in the first and second editions, have now been omitted in consequence of my inability—here at Bulandshahr—to obtain the detailed results of the last census. I believe they had been found useful by district officials. No one who has not had experience in matters of the kind can form any idea of the labour and vexation involved in
the preparation for the first time of such tables, when the materials on which they are based consist exclusively of manuscripts written in the Persian character. An attempt to secure accuracy induces a feeling of absolute despair; for the names of the places and people mentioned can only be verified on the spot, inasmuch as they are too obscure to be tested by reference to other authorities, and the words as written, if not absolutely illegible, can be read at least three or four different ways.

A remark, originally consisting of no more than three or four lines in my first edition, has been expanded into a thorough discussion on the etymology of local names, which occupies the whole of Chapter XII. It incidentally disposes of several crude theories on the subject, which have been advanced by scholars of more or less distinction under a misconception as to the historical growth of the modern vernacular of Upper India. The conclusions at which I arrive can scarcely be disputed, but they will probably be ignored as too fatal to whimsical speculation.

In the matter of transliteration I have been more consistent than was prescribed of necessity, in the belief that compromise is always an evil, and in this matter is exceptionally so; for with a definite orthography there is no reason whatever why in the course of two or three generations the immense diversity of Indian alphabets, which at present form such an obstacle to literary intercourse and intellectual progress, should not all be abolished and the Roman character substituted in their stead.

As to the word 'Mathurá' itself, the place has had an historical existence for more than 2,000 years, and may reasonably demur to appearing in its old age under such a vulgar and offensive form as 'Muttra,' which represents neither the correct pronunciation nor the etymology. Though it has been visited by Europeans of many different nationalities, it was never so mutilated till it fell into the hands of the English, now eighty years ago. Even the Chinese, with a language that renders transliteration all but impossible, represent it, more correctly than we have hitherto done, under the form Mothulo. Mathurá Dás, or some similar compound, is a name very frequently given by Hindus to a child who has been born after a pilgrimage to the holy city, and it is always so spelt. Hence results the egregious absurdity that in any official list 'Mathurá Dás of Mathurá' appears as 'Mathurá Dás of Muttra,' with two utterly different spellings for one and the same word.

BULANDSHAHAB, April 21st, 1882.

F. S. GROWSE.
RULES FOR PRONUNCIATION.

\( a \) unaccented is like \( a \) in India.
\( à \) accented is like \( à \) " bath.
\( e \) is always long, like \( è \) " fete.
\( i \) unaccented is like \( i \) " India.
\( ë \) accented is like \( ë \) " ëlite.
\( u \) unaccented is like \( u \) " put.
\( û \) accented is like \( û \) " rural.
\( o \) is always long, like \( o \) " oval.
\( ai \) is like \( ai \) " aisle.
\( au \) is like \( ou \) .. cloud

The consonants are pronounced as in English: \( th \) as in boot-hook, never as in father; \( g \) is always hard, as in gag; \( y \) is always a consonant, and \( e, g \) and \( x \) are not used at all. The fixed sound of each letter never varies; and it is, therefore, impossible for any person of the most ordinary intelligence to hesitate for a moment as to the correct way of pronounceing a word the first time he sees it. Without the slightest knowledge of the language, he may read a page of a Romanized Sanskrit or Hindustani book to an Indian audience, and be perfectly intelligible, if he will only take the trouble to remember the few simple rules given above.
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MATHURÁ.

CHAPTER I.

The modern district of Mathurá is one of the five which together make up the Agra Division of the North West Provinces. It has an area of 1,453 square miles, with a population of 671,690, the vast majority of whom, viz., 611,626, are Hindus.

In the year 1803, when its area was first included in British territory, part of it was administered from Agra and part from Sa'dábd. This arrangement continued till 1832, when the city of Mathurá was recognized as the most fitting centre of local government and, superseding the village of Sa'dábd, gave its name to a new district, comprising eight tahsílis, viz., Aring, Sahár, and Kosí, on the right bank of the Jamuná; and on the left, Mát, Nob-jhíl, Mahábán, Sa'dábd, and Jalesar. In 1860, Mát and Nob-jhíl were united, with the former as the head-quarters of the Tahsílídár; and in 1868 the revenue offices at Aring were transferred to Mathurá, but the general boundaries remained unchanged.

The district, however, as thus constituted, was of a most inconvenient shape. Its outline was that of a carpenter’s square, of which the two parallelograms were nearly equal in extent; the upper one lying due north and south, while the other at right angles to it stretched due eastward below. The capital, situated at the interior angle of junction, was more accessible from the contiguous district of Aligarh and the independent State of Bharat-pur than from the greater part of its own territory. The Jalesar pargana was the most remote of all; its two chief towns, Awa and Jalesar, being respectively 55 and 43 miles from the local Courts, a greater distance than separated them from the capitals of four other districts.
This, under any conditions, would have been justly considered an inconvenience, and there were peculiar circumstances which rendered it exceptionally so. The transfer of a very large proportion of the land from the old proprietary village communities to wealthy strangers had created a wide-spread feeling of restlessness and impatience, which was certainly intensified by the remoteness of the Courts and the consequent unwillingness to have recourse to them for the settlement of a dispute in its incipient stages. Hence the frequent occurrence of serious outrages, such as burglaries and highway robberies, which were often carried out with more or less impunity, notwithstanding the number of people that must have been privy to their commission. However willing the authorities of the different districts were to act in concert, investigation on the part of the police was greatly hampered by the readiness with which the criminals could escape across the border and disperse themselves through the five districts of Mathurá, Agra, Mainpuri, Eta, and Aligarh. Thus, though a local administrator is naturally jealous of any change calculated to diminish the importance of his charge, and Jaliesar was unquestionably the richest portion of the district, still it was generally admitted by each successive Magistrate and Collector that its exchange for a tract of country with much fewer natural advantages would be a most politic and beneficial measure.*

The matter, which had often before been under the consideration of Government, was at last settled towards the close of the year 1874, when Jaliesar was finally struck off from Mathurá. At first it was attached to Agra; but six years later it was again transferred and joined on to Eta, which was then raised to the rank of a full district. No other territory had been given in compensation till 1879, when 84 villages, constituting the pargana of Farrah, were taken from Agra and added on to the Mathurá tahsili. The district has thus

* In the first edition of this work, written before the change had been affected, I thus summarized the points of difference between the Jaliesar and the other parganas:—The Jaliesar pargana affords a marked contrast to all the rest of the district, from which it differs no less in soil and scenery than in the character and social status of the population. In the other six parganas wheat, indigo, and rice are seldom or never to be seen, here they form the staple crops; there the pasturage is abundant and every village has its herd of cattle, here all the land is arable and no more cattle are kept than are barely enough to work the plough; there the country is dotted with natural woods and groves, but has no enclosed orchards, here the mango and other fruit trees are freely planted and thrive well, but there is no jungle; there the village communities still for the most part retain possession of their ancestral lands, here they have been ousted almost completely by modern capitalists; there the Jata constitute the great mass of the population, here they occupy one solitary village; there the Muhammadans have never gained any permanent footing and every spot is impregnated with Hindu traditions, here what local history there is is mainly associated with Muhammadan families.
been rendered much more manageable and compact. It is now in the shape of an imperfect crescent, with its convex side to the south-west and its horns and hollow centre on the left bank of the river looking upwards to the north-east. The eastern portion is a fair specimen of the land ordinarily found in the Doáb. It is abundantly watered, both by wells and rivers, and is carefully cultivated. Its luxuriant crops and fine orchards indicate the fertility of the soil and render the landscape not unpleasing to the eye; but though far the more valuable part of the district for the purposes of the farmer and the economist, it possesses few historical associations to detain the antiquary. On the other hand, the western side of the district, though comparatively poor in natural products, is rich in mythological legend, and contains in the towns of Mathurá and Brindá-ban a series of the master-pieces of modern Hindu architecture. Its still greater wealth in earlier times is attested by the extraordinary merit of the few specimens which have survived the torrent of Muhammadan barbarism and the more slowly corroding lapse of time.

Yet, widely as the two tracts of country differ in character, there is reason to believe that their first union dates from a very early period. Thus, Varáha Mihira, writing in the latter half of the fifth century of the Christian era, seems to speak of Mathurá as consisting at that time also of two very dissimilar portions. For, in the 16th section of the Brihat Sanhitá, he includes its eastern half, with all river lands (such as is the Doáb), under the protection of the planet Budha—that is, Mercury; and the western half, with the Bharatas and Purohits and other managers of religious ceremonies (classes which still to the present day form the mass of the population of western Mathurá, and more particularly so if the Bharatas are taken to mean the Bharat-pur Játs) under the tutelage of Jiva—that is, Jupiter. The Chinese pilgrim, Hwen Thsang, may also be adduced as a witness to the same effect. He visited India in the seventh century after Christ, and describes the circumference of the kingdom of Mathurá as 5,000 li, i.e., 950 miles, taking the Chinese li as not quite one-fifth of an English mile. The people, he says, are of a soft and easy nature and delight to perform meritorious works with a view to a future life. The soil is rich and fertile and specially adapted to the cultivation of grain. Cotton stuffs of fine texture are also here obtainable and gold; while the mango trees* are so abundant that they form complete forests—the fruit being of two varieties, a smaller kind, which turns yellow as it ripens, and a larger, which remains always green. From this description it would appear that the then kingdom of Mathurá

*The fruit intended is probably the mango, díra; but the word as given in Chinese is an-ma-lo-ho, which might also stand for dmilká, the tamarind, or amld, the Phyllanthus emblica.
extended east of the capital along the Doáb in the direction of Mainpuri; for there the mango flourishes most luxuriantly and almost every village boasts a fine grove; whereas in Western Mathurá it will scarcely grow at all except under the most careful treatment. In support of this inference it may be observed that, notwithstanding the number of monasteries and stūpas mentioned by the Buddhist pilgrims as existing in the kingdom of Mathurá, comparatively few traces of any such buildings have been discovered in the modern district, except in the immediate neighbourhood of the capital. In Mainpuri, on the contrary, and more especially on the side where it is nearest to Mathurá, fragments of Buddhist sculpture may be seen lying in almost every village. In all probability the territory of Mathurá, at the time of Hwen Thsang’s visit, included not only the eastern half of the modern district, but also some small part of Agra and the whole of the Shikohábád and Mustafábád parganas of Mainpuri; while the remainder of the present Mainpuri district formed a portion of the kingdom of Sankasya, which extended to the borders of Kanaj. But all local recollection of this exceptional period has absolutely perished, and the mutilated effigies of Buddha and Maya are replaced on their pedestals and adored as Brahma and Devi by the ignorant villagers, whose forefathers, after long struggles, had triumphed in their overthrow.

In the time of the Emperor Akbar the land now included in the Mathurá district formed parts of three different Sarkárs, or Divisions—viz., Agra, Kol, and Sahár.

The Agra Sarkár comprised 33 maháls, four of which were Mathurá, Mahóli, Mangotla, and Mahá-ban. Of these, the second, Mahóli, (the Madhúpuri of Sanskrit literature) is now quite an insignificant village and is so close to the city as almost to form one of its suburbs. The third, Mangotla or Magora, has disappeared altogether from the revenue-roll, having been divided into four pattis, or shares, which are now accounted so many distinct villages. The fourth, Mahá-ban, in addition to its present area, included some ten villages of what is now the Sa’dábád pargana and the whole of Mát; while Noh-jhíl, lately united with Mát, was at that time the centre of pargana Noh,* which was included in the Kol Sarkár. The Sa’dábád† pargana had no independent existence till the reign of Shahjahan, when his famous minister, Sa’dullah Khán,

* There is another large town, bearing the same strange name of Noh, at no great distance, but west of the Jammuná, in the district of Gurgánw. It is specially noted for its extensive salt works.

† Dr. Hunter, in his Imperial Gazetteer, has thought proper to represent the name of this pargana as Saidabad, which he corrects to Sayyidabad!
founded the town which still bears his name, and subordinated to it all the surrounding country, including part of Khundauli, which is now in the Agra district.

The Sahár Sarkar consisted of seven maháls, or parganas, and included the territory of Bharat-pur. Its home pargana comprised a large portion of the modern Mathurá district, extending from Kosi and Shergaarh on the north to Aring on the south. It was not till after the dissolution of the Muhammadan power that Kosi was formed by the Játs into a separate pargana; as also was the case with Sháhpur, near the Gurgánw border, which is now merged again in Kosi. About the same unsettled period a separate pargana was formed of Gobardhan. Subsequently, Sahár dropped out of the list of Sarkárs altogether; great part of it, including its principal town, was subject to Bharatpur, while the remainder came under the head of Mathurá, then called Islámpur or Islámábád. Since the mutiny, Sahár has ceased to give a name even to a pargana; as the head-quarters of the TubsílDar were at that time removed, for greater safety, to the large fort-like saráí at Chhátá.

As might be expected from the almost total absence of the Muhammadan element in the population, the language of the people, as distinct from that of the official classes, is purely Hindi. In ordinary speech 'water' is jal; 'land' is dharti; 'a father,' pitá; 'grandson,' náti (from the Sanskrit napré), and 'time' is often samay. Generally speaking, the conventional Persian phrases of compliment are represented by Hindi equivalents, as for instance, ikból by protáp and tashrif lánd by kripá karná. The number of words absolutely peculiar to the district is probably very small; for Braj Bhashá (and Western Mathurá is coterminous with Braj), is the typical form of Hindi, to which other local varieties are assimilated as far as possible. A short list of some expressions that might strike a stranger as unusual has been prepared and will be found in the Appendix. In village reckonings, the Hindustani numerals, which are of singularly irregular formation and therefore difficult to remember, are seldom employed in their integrity, and any sum above 20, except round numbers, is expressed by a periphrasis—thus, 75 is not pachhattar, but panch ghat assí, i.e., 80—5; and 97 is not sattánáce, but tin ghat sau, i.e., 100—3. In pronunciation there are some noticeable deviations from established usage; thus—1st, ś is substituted for sh, as in admil for shámil; sumár for shumár: 2nd, cu takes the place of ś as in Chita for Sítá, and occasionally vice versá; as in charsa for charcha: and 3rd, in the vowels there is little or no distinction between ā and i, thus we have Lakshmin for Lakshman. The prevalence of this latter
vulgarism explains the fact of the word Brahman being ordinarily spelt in English as Brahmin. It is still more noticeable in the adjoining district of Mainpuri; where, too, á generally becomes e, as chalo gayo, "he went," for chalá gaya—a provincialism equally common in the mouths of the Mathura peasants. It may also, as a grammatical peculiarity, be remarked that kari, the older form of the past participle of the verb karná, 'to do,' is much more popular than its modern abbreviation, kā; ne, which is now generally recognized as the sign of the agent, is sometimes used in a very perplexing way, for what it originally was, viz., the sign of the dative; and the demonstrative pronouns with the open vowel terminations, tu and us, are always preferred to the sibilant Urdu forms is and us. As for Muhammadan proper names, they have as foreign a sound and are as much corrupted as English; for example, Waizr-ud-din, Hiddvat-ullah and Táj Muhammad would be known in their own village only as Waju, Hatu and Taju, and would themselves be rather shy about claiming the longer title; while Mouja, which stands for the Arabic Muaj-ud-din, is transformed so completely that it is no longer recognized as a specially Muhammadan name and is often given to Hindus.

The merest glance at the map is sufficient proof of the almost exclusively Hindi character of the district. In the two typical parganas of Kosi and Chhátá there are in all 172 villages, not one of which bears a name with the anywhere familiar Persian termination of -ābd. Less than a score of names altogether betray any admixture of a Muhammadan element, and even these are formed with some Hindi ending, as pur, nazar, or garh; for instance, Akbarpur, Sher-nagar, and Sher-gurh. All the remainder, to any one but a philological student, denote simply such and such a village, but have no connotation whatever, and are at once set down as utterly barbarous and unmeaning. An entire chapter further on will be devoted to their special elucidation. The Muhammadans in their time made several attempts to remodel the local nomenclature, the most conspicuous illustrations of the vain endeavour being the substitution of Islámpur for the venerable name of Mathurá and of Muminábád for Brindá-ban. The former is still occasionally heard in the law Courts when documents of the last generation have to be recited; and several others, though almost unknown in the places to which they refer, are regularly recorded in the register of the revenue officials. Thus, a village near Gobardhan is Parsoli to its inhabitants, but Muhammad-pur in the office; and it would be possible to live many years in Mathurá before discovering that the extensive gardens on the opposite side of the river were not properly described as being at Hansganj, but belonged to a place called Isá-pur. A yet more curious fact, and one
which would scarcely be possible in any country but India, is this, that a name has sometimes been changed simply through the mistake of a copying clerk. Thus, a village in the Kosi pargana had always been known as Chacholi till the name was inadvertently copied in the settlement papers as Piloli and has remained so ever since. Similarly with two populous villages, now called Great and Little Bharna, in the Chhátá pargana: the Bharna Khurd of the record-room is Lohra Marna on the spot; lohra being the Hindi equivalent for the more common chhota, 'little,' and Marna being the original name, which from the close resemblance in Nágari writing of m to bh has been corrupted by a clerical error into Bharna.

As in almost every part of the country where Hindus are predominant, the population consists mainly of Bráhmans, Thákurs, and Baniyas; but to these three classes a fourth of equal extent, the Játs, must be added as the specially distinctive element. During part of last century the ancestors of the Ját Rájá, who still governs the border State of Bharat-pur, exercised sovereign power over nearly all the western half of the district; and their influence on the country has been so great and so permanent in its results that they are justly entitled to first mention. Nothing more clearly indicated the alien character of the Jalesar pargana than the fact that in all its 203 villages the Játs occupied only one; in Kosi and Mahá-ban they hold more than half the entire number and in Chhátá at least one-third.

It is said that the local traditions of Bayána and Bharat-pur point to Kandahár as the parent country of the Játs, and attempts have been made* to prove their ancient power and renown by identifying them with certain tribes mentioned by the later classical authors—the Xanthii of Strabo, the Xuthii of Dionysius of Samos, the Jatii of Pliny and Ptolemy—and at a more recent period with the Jats or Zaths, whom the Muhammadans found in Sindh when they first invaded that country.† These are the speculations of European scholars, which, it is needless to say, have never reached the ears of the persons most interested in the discussion. But lately the subject has attracted the attention of Native enquirers also, and a novel theory was propounded in a little Sanskrit pamphlet, entitled Játharotpati, compiled by Sástri Angad Sármú for the gratification of Pandit Giri Prásád, himself an accomplished

---


† Tod, however, considered the last-mentioned tribe quite distinct. He writes: "The Jats or Jits, far more numerous than perhaps all the Rájput tribes put together, still retain their ancient appellation throughout the whole of Sindh. They are amongst the oldest converts to Islam."
Sanskrit scholar, and a Ját by caste, who resided at Beswa on the Aligarh border. It is a catena of all the ancient texts mentioning the obscure tribe of the Játharas, with whom the writer wishes to identify the modern Jats and so bring them into the ranks of the Kshatriyas. The origin of the Játharas is related in very similar terms by all the authorities; we select the passage from the Padma Puráña as being the shortest. It runs as follows:—"Of old, when the world had been bereft, by the son of Bhrigu, of all the Kshatriya race, their daughters, seeing the land thus solitary and being desirous of conceiving sons, laid hold of the Bráhmans, and carefully cherishing the seed sown in their womb (juthara) brought forth Kshatriya sons called Játharas."

Now, there is no great intrinsic improbability in the hypothesis that the word Játhara has been shortened into Ját; but if the one race is really descended from the other, it is exceedingly strange that the fact should never have been so stated before. This difficulty might be met by replying that the Jats have always been, with very few exceptions, an illiterate class, who were not likely to trouble themselves about mythological pedigrees; while the story of their parentage would not be of sufficient interest to induce outsiders to investigate it. But a more unanswerable objection is found in a passage which the Sastri himself quotes from the Brihat Sanhitá (XIV., 8). This places the home of the Játharas in the south-eastern quarter, whereas it is certain that the Játs have come from the west. Probably the leaders of Ját society would refuse to accept as their progenitors either the Játharas of the Beswa Pandit or the Sindhian Zaths of General Cunningham; for the Bharat-pur princes affect to consider themselves as the same race with the Jádavas, and the Court bards in their panegyrics are always careful to style them Jadu-vansi.

However, all these speculations and assumptions have little basis beyond a mere similarity of name, which is often a very delusive test; and it is certain

* He is the author of a Hindi commentary on the White Yajur Veda.

† चन्दौते पुरा लेकि भारवेण यदा हते इति।
ब्लेकाम्ब्रियां धारी कन्यालेखां सहस्रः।।
ब्राह्मणां ब्रह्मुसूमस्ति पुजोत्पादनलिख्याः।।
जाठरे धारिते गर्भे सरस्व विधिवत्त्या।।
पुउचाऽऽ मुखविरे कन्या चाहारातं चचम्बजात॥
† भानेव दिच्चति कपलकिलवंदोपविनमन्तः॥
that whatever may have been the status of the Játs in remote antiquity, in historic times they were no way distinguished from other agricultural tribes, such as the Kurmis and Lodhas, till so recent a period as the beginning of last century.

Many of the largest Játs communities in the district distinctly recognize the social inferiority of the caste, by representing themselves as having been degraded from the rank of Thákurs on account of certain irregularities in their marriage customs or similar reasons. Thus, the Játs of the Godha sub-division, who occupy the 18 villages of the Ayra-khera circle in the Mohá-ban pargana, trace their pedigree from a certain Thákur of the very ancient Pramár clan, who emigrated into these parts from Dhar in the Dakhin. They say that his sons, for want of more suitable alliances, married into Játs families in the neighbourhood and thus came to be reckoned as Játs themselves. Similarly the Dangri Játs of the five Madem villages in the same pargana have a tradition, the accuracy of which there seems no reason to dispute, that their ancestor, by name Kapúr, was a Sissodiya Thákur from Chitor. These facts are both curious in themselves and also conclusive as showing that the Játs have no claim to pure Kshatriya descent; but they throw no light at all upon the origin of the tribe which the new immigrants found already settled in the country and with which they amalgamated: and as the name, in its present form, does not occur in any literary record whatever till quite recent days, there must always remain some doubt about the matter. The sub-divisions are exceedingly numerous: one of the largest of them all being the Nohwár, who derive their name from the town of Noh and form the bulk of the population throughout the whole of the Noh-jhil pargana.

Of Bráhmans the most numerous class is the Sanádh, frequently called Sanaurhiya, and next the Gaur; but these will be found in every part of India, and claim no special investigation. The Chaubes of Mathurá however, numbering in all some 6,000 persons, are a peculiar race and must not be passed over so summarily. They are still very celebrated as wrestlers and, in the Mathurá Máhátmya, their learning and other virtues also are extolled in the most extravagant terms; but either the writer was prejudiced or time has had a sadly deteriorating effect. They are now ordinarily described by their own countrymen as a low and ignorant horde of rapacious mendicants. Like the Précédé-wúlahs at Allahabad, they are the recognized local cicerones; and they may always be seen with their portly forms lolling about near the most popular gháts and temples, ready to bear down upon the first pilgrim that approaches. One of their most noticeable peculiarities is that they are very reluctant to make a
match with an outsider, and if by any possibility it can be managed, will always find bridegrooms for their daughters among the residents of the town. Hence the popular saying—

मथुरा की बेटी गोकुल की गाय
कम्भ पूटे तै चनत जाय

which may be thus roughly rendered—

Mathura girls and Gokul cows
Will never move while fate allows:

because, as is implied, there is no other place where they are likely to be so well off. This custom results in two other exceptional usages: first, that marriage contracts are often made while one, or even both, of the parties most concerned are still unborn; and secondly, that little or no regard is paid to relative age; thus a Chaube, if his friend has no available daughter to bestow upon him, will agree to wait for the first grand-daughter. Many years ago, a considerable migration was made to Mainpuri, where the Mathuriya Chaubes now form a large and wealthy section of the community and are in every way of better repute than the parent stock.

Another Brâhmanical, or rather pseudo-Brâhmanical, tribe almost peculiar to the district, though found also at the town of Hâthras and in Mewât, is that of the Ahivâsis, a name which scarcely any one beyond the borders of Mathura is likely to have heard, unless he has had dealings with them in the way of business. They are largely employed as general carriers and have almost a complete monopoly of the trade in salt, and some of them have thus acquired

* Tieffenhaller mentions this as a peculiarity of the women of Gokul. He says: "Vis a vis d'Aurungabad est un village nommé Gokul, où l'on dit que demeuraient seize mille femmes avec lesquelles Krishna était marié. Les femmes de ce village se distinguent en ce qu'elles n'en sortent pas et ne se marient pas ailleurs." The writer, Father Joseph Tieffenhaller, a native of Bolzano, in the Austrian Tyrol, came out to India as a Jesuit missionary in 1743 and remained in the country all the rest of his life, nearly 42 years. As he never resided long in any one place, his travels eventually extended over nearly the whole continent and supplied him with matter for several treatises which he composed in Latin. None of them have been published in that language; but a French translation of his Indian Geography, from which the above extract is taken, appeared in 1786 at Berlin as the first volume of Bernoulli's Description de l'Inde. He died at Lucknow in July, 1785, but was buried at Agra, where on the stone that covers his grave may still be read the words: "Pater Joseph Tiefenbhailler, obit Lacnoi 5 Julii, 1785." This is at the back of the old Catholic Church (built by Walter Reinhard), which stands in the same enclosure as the modern Cathedral, but has been long disused. I quote from him on several occasions rather on account of the rarity than the intrinsic value of the book.

† They are not mentioned either by Wilson or Elliot in their Glossaries. They have as many as seventy-two sub-divisions, two of the principal of which are called Dighiya and Bajrávat.
THE GAURUAS.

considerable substance. They are also the hereditary proprietors of several villages on the west of the Janumá, chiefly in the pargana of Chhátá, where they rather affect large brick-built houses, two or more stories in height and covering a considerable area of ground, but so faultily constructed that an uncracked wall is a noticeable phenomenon. Without exception they are utterly ignorant and illiterate, and it is popularly believed that the mother of the race was a Chamír woman, who has influenced the character of her offspring more than the Bráhman father. The name is derived from ahi, the great 'serpent' Káliya, whom Krishna defeated; and their first home is stated to have been the village of Sunrakh, which adjoins the Káli-mardan ghát at Brindá-ban. The Pándes of the great temple of Baladeva are all Ahivásís, and it is matter for regret that the revenues of so wealthy a shrine should be at the absolute disposal of a community so extremely unlikely ever to make a good use of them.

The main divisions of Thákurs in Mathurá are the Jadon and the Gauruá. The former, however, are not recognized as equal in rank to the Jadons of Rájputáná, though their principal representative, the Rája of Awa, is one of the wealthiest landed proprietors in the whole of Upper India. The origin of the latter name is obscure, but it implies impure descent and is merely the generic

*Now that Jalesar, the Rája's residence, has been included in the Fá district, he can no longer be reckoned among the gentry of Mathurá: but as part of his estate still lies here, it may be convenient to give, in the form of a note, a brief sketch of the family history. The pedigree begins only in the reign of Muhammad Sháh (1720-1748 A.D.), when Thákur Chaturbhuj, a zamindár of Nari in the Chhátá pargana, came and settled at Jalesar, and was employed by the local governor in the professional capacity of a physician. His son, Bijay Sinh, for a short time also followed the vocation of his father, but was afterwards appointed to a small military command. The Jadon zamindás of some adjacent villages, having become involved in pecuniary difficulties, were assisted by Chaturbhuj, now become a wealthy man, and his son, themselves also members of the Jadon clan. They thus acquired considerable local influence, which was further extended by Bijay Sinh's eldest son, Bhakt Sinh. He was for a time in the service of Jawahir Sinh, the Maharája of Bharat-pur, and also lent some support to Thákur Bahádur Sinh of Umargárh, from whom he received a grant of the village of Misá. A number of other villages, belonging to different Thákur clans, also passed into his hands; and this accession of revenue enabled him to enlist under his standard a troop of marauding Mewásís, with whose aid he established himself, according to the custom of the time, as an independent free-booting chief. Finally he obtained a sanaád from the Maharátras authorizing him to build a fort at Awa. This was simply a garhi with a circuit of mud walls. The present formidable stronghold was built by his successor, Hira Sinh. In the Maharátra war the latter was able to render some good service to the English; and in 1838 it is said that his son, Pitamber Sinh, was recognised as Rája by the then Governor-General, Lord Auckland. He died in 1845, leaving no issue of his own save one daughter, who was married to a Rájput chief in the Gwálíar territory. His son by adoption, Rája Prithí Sinh, a descendant of Thákur Bijay Sinh, the second of the family, died in July, 1876, leaving an infant heir, the present Rája, Chitra Pal Sinh, born 12th August, 1874; his mother being a member of the branch of the Nepal royal family residing at Banáras. The estate pays a Government revenue of Rs. 3,67,515. The sanaád conferring the title is not forthcoming, nor is it known when it was conferred. It is said to have been given by a Rána of Udaipur.*
The Saraugis.

title which has as many subordinate branches as the original Thakur stock. Thus we have Gauruas, who call themselves—some Kachhwahas, some Jasawats, some Sissodiyas, and so on, throughout the whole series of Thakur clans. The last named are more commonly known as Bakhals from the Bachh-ban at Sehi, where their Guru always resides. According to their own traditions they emigrated from Chitor some 700 or 800 years ago, but probably at rather a later period, after Alâ-ud-din's famous siege of 1303. As they gave the name of Rânero to one of their original settlements in the Mathurâ district, there can be little doubt that the emigration took place after the year 1202, when the Sovereign of Chitor first assumed the title of Râna instead of the older Râval. They now occupy as many as 24 villages in the Chhátá pargana, and a few of the same clan—872 souls in all—are also to be found in the Bhagánw and Bewar parganas of the Mainpuri district.

The great majority of Baniyas in the district are Agarwâlas. Of the Saraugis, whose ranks are recruited exclusively from the Baniya class, some few belong to that sub-division, but most of them, including Seth Raghuñâth Dâs, are of the Khandel gachhha or got. They number in all 1593 only and are not making such rapid progress here as notably in the adjoining district of Mainpuri and in some other parts of India. In this centre of orthodoxy 'the naked gods' are held in unaffected horror by the great mass of Hindus, and the submission of any well-to-do convert is generally productive of local disturbance, as has been the case more than once at Kosi. The temples of the sect are therefore few and far between, and only to be found in the neighbourhood of the large trading marts.

The principal one is that belonging to the Seth, which stands in the suburb of Kesâpur. After ascending a flight of steps and entering the gate, the visitor finds himself in a square paved and cloistered court-yard with the temple opposite to him. It is a very plain solid building, arranged in three aisles, with the altar under a small dome in the centre aisle, one bay short of the end, so as to allow of a processional at the back. There are no windows, and the interior is lighted only by the three small doors in the front, one in each aisle, which is a traditional feature in Jaini architecture. What with the want of light, the lowness of the vault, and the extreme heaviness of the piers, the general effect is more that of a crypt than of a building so well raised above the ground as this really is. It is said that Jambu Swâmi here practised penance, and that his name is recorded in an old and almost effaced inscription on a stone slab that is still preserved under the altar. He is reputed the last of the Kevalis, or divinely inspired teachers, being the pupil of Sudharma, who
was the only surviving disciple of Mahávira, the great apostle of the Digambaras, as Parsva Náth was of the Svetámbara sect. When the temple was built by Mani Ráma, he enshrined in it a figure of Chandra Prabhu, the second of the Tri-thankarás; but a few years ago Seth Raghunáth Dás brought, from a ruined temple at Gwáliar, a large marble statue of Ajít Náth, which now occupies the place of honour. It is a seated figure of the conventional type, and beyond it there is nothing whatever of beauty or interest in the temple, which is as bare and unimpressive a place of worship as any Methodist meeting-house. The site, for some unexplained reason, is called the Chaurási, and the temple itself is most popularly known by that name. An annual fair is held here, lasting for a week, from Kartik 5 to 12: it was instituted in 1870 by Nain-Sukh, a Saráni of Bharat-pur. In the city are two other Jain temples, both small and both dedicated to Padma Prabhu—the one in the Ghiya mandi, the other in the Chaubes' quarter. There are other temples out in the district at Kosi and Sahpau.

The Muhammadans, who number only 58,088 in a total population of 671,690, are not only numerically few but are also insignificant from their social position. A large proportion of them are the descendants of converts made by force of the sword in early days and are called Malakánas. They are almost exclusively of the Sunni persuasion, and the Shias have not a single mosque of their own, either in the city or elsewhere. In Western Mathurá they nowhere form a considerable community, except at Shálpur, where they are the zamindárs and constitute nearly half of the inhabitants of the town, and at Kosi, where they have been attracted by the large cattle-market, which they attend as butchers and dealers. To the east of the Jamuná they are rather more numerous and of somewhat higher stamp; the head of the Muhammadan family seated at Sa'dábad ranking among the leading gentry of the district. There is also, at Mahá-ban, a Saiyid clan, who have been settled there for several centuries, being the descendants of Sufi Yahya of Mashhad, who recovered the fort from the Hindus in the reign of Alá-ud-din; but they are not in very affluent circumstances and, beyond their respectable pedigree, have no other claim to distinction. The head of the family, Sardár Ali, officiated for a time as a tahsíldar in the Mainpuri district. The ancestral estate consists, in addition to part of the township of Mahá-ban, of the village of Golarpur and Nagara Bhäuser; while some of his kinsmen are the proprietors of Shálpur Ghosna, where they have resided for several generations.

Though more than half the population of the district is engaged in agricultural pursuits, the number of resident country gentlemen is exceptionally small.
Two of the largest estates are religious endowments; the one belonging to the Seth's temple at Brindá-ban, the other to the Gosáín of Gokul. A third is enjoyed by absentees, the heirs of the Lála Babu, who are residents of Calcutta; while several others of considerable value have been recently acquired by rich city merchants and traders.

For many years past the most influential person in the district has been the head of the great banking firm of Mani Rám and Lakhmi Chand. The house has not only a wider and more substantial reputation than any other in the North-Western Provinces, but has few rivals in the whole of India. With branch establishments in Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay, and all the other great centres of commerce, it is known everywhere, and from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin a security for any amount endorsed by the Mathurá Seth is as readily convertible into cash as a Bank of England Note in London or Paris. The founder of the firm was a Gujaráti Bráhman of the Vallabháchárya persuasion. As he held the important post of 'Treasurer' to the Gwáliar State, he is thence always known as Párikh Ji; though, strictly speaking, that was only his official designation, and his real name was Gokul Dáś. Being childless and on bad terms with his only brother, he, at his death in 1826, bequeathed the whole of his immense wealth to Mani Rám, one of his office subordinates, for whom he had conceived a great affection; notwithstanding that the latter was a Jainí, and thus the difference of religion between them so great, that it was impossible to adopt him formally as a son. As was to be expected, the will was fiercely disputed by the surviving brother; but after a litigation which extended over several years, its validity was finally declared by the highest Court of appeal, and the property confirmed in Mani Rám's possession. On his death, in 1836, it devolved in great part upon the eldest of his three sons, the famous millionaire, Seth Lakhmi Chand, who died in 1866, leaving an only son, by name Baghunáth Dáś. As the latter seemed scarcely to have inherited his father's talent for business, the management of affairs passed into the hands of his two uncles, Rádhá Krishan and Gobind Dáś. They became converts to Vaishnavism, under the influence of the learned scholar, Swámi Rangáchárya, whom they afterwards placed at the head of the great temple of Rang Ji, which they founded at Brindá-ban; the only large establishment in all Upper India that is owned by the followers of Rámanuja.

On the death of Rádhá Krishan in 1859, the sole surviving brother, Gobind Dáś, became the recognized head of the family. In acknowledgment of his many distinguished public services, he was made a Companion of the
Star of India on the 1st of January, 1877, when Her Majesty assumed the Imperial title. Unfortunately he did not live long to enjoy the well-merited honour, but died only twelve months afterwards, leaving as his joint heirs his two nephews, Raghunath Das, the son of Lakhmi Chand, and Lachman Das, the son of Radha Krishan. For many years past the business has been mainly conducted by the head manager, Seth Mangi Lal, who is now also largely assisted by his two sons, Narayan Das and Srinivasa Das. The latter, who has charge of the Delhi branch, is an author as well as a man of business, and has published a Hindi drama of some merit entitled 'Randhir and Prem-mohini.' Narayan Das is the manager of the Brindaban Temple estate, and a very active member of the Municipal Committee, both there and at Mathura. For his personal exertions in superintending the relief operations during the late severe famine he received a khilat of honour from the Lieutenant-Governor in a public Darbar held at Agra in the year 1880.

At the time of the mutiny, when all the three brothers were still living, with Seth Lakhmi Chand as the senior partner, their loyalty was most conspicuous. They warned the Collector, Mr. Thornhill, of the impending outbreak a day before it actually took place; and after it had occurred they sent such immediate information to the authorities at Agra as enabled them to disarm and thus anticipate the mutiny of the other companies of the same Native Regiments, the 44th and the 67th, which were quartered there. After the houses in the station had been burnt down, they sheltered the Collector and the other European residents in their house in the city till the 5th of July, when, on the approach of the Nimach force, they took boat and dropped down the river to Agra. After their departure the Seths took charge of the Government treasure and maintained public order. They also advanced large sums of money for Government purposes on different occasions, when other wealthy firms had positively refused to give any assistance; and, so long as the disturbances lasted, they kept up at great expense, for which they never made any claim to reimbursement, a very large establishment for the purpose of procuring information and maintaining communication between Delhi and Agra. In acknowledgment of these services, the title of Rao Bahadur was conferred upon Seth Lakhmi Chand, with a khilat of Rs. 3,000. A grant was also made him of certain confiscated estates, yielding an annual revenue of Rs. 16,125, rent-free for his own life and at half rates for another life.

During the more than 20 years of peace which have now elapsed since those eventful days, the Seths, whenever occasion required, have shown themselves
equally liberal and public spirited. Thus, when Sir William Muir started his scheme for a Central College at Allahabad, they supported him with a subscription of Rs. 2,500; and in the famine of 1874, before the Government had put forth any appeal to the public, they spontaneously called a relief meeting and headed the list with a donation of Rs. 7,100. Again, when the construction of the Mathurā and Hāthras Light Railway was made conditional on its receiving a certain amount of local support, they at once took shares to the extent of a lakh and-a-half of rupees, simply with the view of furthering the wishes of Government and promoting the prosperity of their native town: profit was certainly not their object, as the money had to be withdrawn from other investments, where it was yielding a much higher rate of interest. In short, it has always been the practice of the family to devote a large proportion of their ample means to works of charity and general utility. Thus their great temple at Brindā-ban, built at a cost of 45 lakhs of rupees, is not only a place for religious worship, but includes also an alms-house for the relief of the indigent and a college where students are trained in Sanskrit literature and philosophy. Again, the city of Mathurā, which has now become one of the handsomest in all Upper India, owes much of its striking appearance to the buildings erected in it by the Seths. It is also approached on either side, both from Delhi and from Agra, by a fine bridge constructed at the sole cost of Lakhmi Chand. To other works, which do not so conspicuously bear their names, they have been among the largest contributors, and it would be scarcely possible to find a single deserving institution in the neighbourhood, to which they have not given a helping hand. Even the Catholic Church received from them a donation of Rs. 1,100, a fact that deserves mention as a signal illustration of their unsectarian benevolence.

The Jāt family of highest ancestral rank in the district is the one represented by the titular Rājā of Hāthras, who comes of the same stock as the Rājā of Mursān. His two immediate predecessors were both men of mark in local history, and his pedigree, as will be seen from the accompanying sketch, is one of respectable antiquity.

Makhan Sinh, the founder of the family, was an immigrant from Rājputāna, who settled in the neighbourhood of Mursān about the year 1860 A.D. His great-grandson, Thākur Nand Rām, who bore also the title of Faujdar, died in 1696, leaving 14 sons, of whom it is necessary to mention two only, viz., Jaikaran Sinh and Jai Sinh. The great-grandson of the former was Rājā Bhagavant Sinh of Mursān, and of the latter Thākur Daya Rām of Hāthras,
MAKHAN SINGH, c. 1600.

Thákur Nand Rám, of Mursán, died 1695.

Jalkarn Singh, of Mursán.

Kushál Singh.

Thákur Puhap Singh, died 1708.

Bhúri Singh, died 1775.

Badan Singh, of Háthras, died 1768.

Sámant Singh.

Thákur Sakat Singh, of Karíl.

Mukhrám Singh.

Thákur Uday Singh, of Karíl.

Balavant Singh.

Kishan Singh.

Thákur Daya Rám, of Háthras, died 1841.

Rájá Tikam Singh, c.s.i., of Mursán, died 1878.

Jiva Rám, of Mendú, died 1835.

Thákur Hari Krishan, of Beswan.

Rájá Gobind Singh, of Háthras, died 1861.

Thákur Surjan Singh, of Jatoí.

Adopted

Thákur Ráp Singh, of Jatoí, died 1876.

Kunwar Kishan Prasad, died before his father.

Thákur Jay Kishor Bandhír Singh, of Mendú.

Thákur Giri Prasad Singh, of Beswan, died 1881.

Rájá Ilari Nárayan Singh, born 1863.
who, during the early years of British administration, were the two most powerful chiefs in this part of the country. From a report made by the Acting Collector of Aligarh in 1808, we learn that the Mursán Hájá's power extended at that time over the whole of Sá’dábád and Sonkh, while Mát, Mahá-ban, Sonai, Raya Hasangarh, Sahpau and Khandauli, were all held by his kinsman at Háthras. Their title, however, does not appear to have been altogether unquestioned, for the writer goes on to say:—"The valuable and extensive paragas which they farmed were placed under their authority by Lord Lake, immediately after the conquest of these Provinces; and they have since continued in their possession, as the resumption of them was considered to be calculated to excite dissatisfaction and as it was an object of temporary policy to conciliate their confidence."

This unwise reluctance on the part of the paramount power to enquire into the validity of the title, by which its vassals held their estates, was naturally construed as a confession of weakness and hastened the very evils which it was intended to avert. Both chieftains claimed to be independent and assumed so menacing an attitude that it became necessary to dislodge them from their strongholds; the climax of Daya Rám's recusancy being his refusal to surrender four men charged with murder. A force was despatched against them under Major-General Marshall, and Mursán was reduced without difficulty. But Háthras, which was said to be one of the strongest forts in the country, its defences having been improved on the model of those carried out by British Engineers in the neighbouring fort of Aligarh, had to be subjected to a regular siege. It was invested on the 21st of February, 1817. Daya Rám, it is said, was anxious to negotiate, but was prevented from carrying out his intention by Nek Rám Sinh (his son by an akiri concubine), who even made an attempt to have his father assassinated as he was returning in a litter from the English camp. Hostilities, at all events, were continued, and on the 1st of March fire was opened on the fort from forty-five mortars and three breaching batteries of heavy guns. On the evening of the same day a magazine exploded and caused such general devastation that Daya Rám gave up all for lost and fled away by night on a little hunting pony, which took him the whole way to Bharat-pur. There Rájá Randhúr Sinh declined to run the risk of affording him protection, and he continued his flight to Jaypur. His fort was dismantled and his estates all confiscated, but he was allowed a pension of Rs. 1,000 a month for his personal maintenance.

On his death in 1841, he was succeeded by his son, Thákur Gobind Sinh, who at the time of the mutiny in 1857 held only a portion of one village,
Shágharh, and that merely in mortgage. "With his antecedents," writes Mr. Bramley, the Magistrate of Aligarh, in his report to the Special Commissioner, dated the 4th of May, 1858, "it would, perhaps, have been no matter for surprise had he, like others in his situation, taken part against the Government. However, his conduct has been eminently loyal. I am not aware that he at any time wavered. On the first call of the Magistrate and Collector of Mathurá, he came with his personal followers and servants to the assistance of that gentleman, and was shortly afterwards summoned to Aligarh; there he remained throughout the disturbed period, ready to perform any services within his power; and it was in a great measure due to him that the important town of Háthras was saved from plunder by the surrounding population. He accompanied the force under Major Montgomery to Kol, and was present with his men in the action fought with the rebel followers of Muhammad Ghos Khán at Mán Sinh's Bágh on the 24th of August. On the flight of the rebel Governor of Kol, he was put in charge of the town and was allowed to raise a body of men for this service. He held the town of Kol and assisted in collecting revenue and recovering plundered property till September 25th, when he was surprised by a Muham-madan rabble under Nasim-ullah and forced to leave the town with some loss of men. This service was one, I presume, of very considerable danger, for he was surrounded by a low and incensed Muham-madan population and on the high road of retreat of the Delhi rebels, while the support of Major Montgomery's force at Háthras was distant and liable itself to be called away on any exigency occurring at Agra.

"On the re-occupation of the Aligarh district Gobind Sinh resumed his post in the city, and by his good example rendered most important aid in the work of restoring order. His followers have at all times been ready for any service and have been extremely useful in police duties and in escorting treasure to Agra and Bulandshahr; in guarding gháts and watching the advance of rebels; in performing, indeed, the duties of regular troops. His loyalty has exposed him to considerable pecuniary loss; his losses on September 25th being estimated at upwards of Rs. 30,000, while his house at Brindá-ban was also plundered, by rebels returning from Delhi, to a much larger amount of ancestral property that cannot be replaced."

In compensation for these losses and in acknowledgment of the very valuable services which he had rendered to Government by his family influence and personal energy, he received a grant of Rs. 50,000 in cash, together with a
RAJÁ HARI NÁRÁYAN SINH. OF HÁTHRAS
landed estate* lying in the districts of Mathurá and Bulandshahr, and was also honoured with the title of Rájá; the sanad, signed by Lord Canning, being dated the 25th of June, 1858.

Rájá Gobind Sinh was connected by marriage with the head of the Ját clan; his wife, a daughter of Chaudhari Charan Sinh, being sister to Chaudhari Ratan Sinh, the maternal uncle of Maharája Jasvant Sinh of Bharat-pur. This lady, the Ráni Sahib Kunvar, is still living and manages her estate with much ability and discretion through the agency of Pandit Chítar Sinh, a very old friend of the family. At the time of her husband's decease in 1861, there was an infant son, but he died very soon after the father. As this event had been anticipated, the Rájá had authorized his widow to adopt a son, and she selected for the purpose Hari Náriyan Sinh, born in 1863, the son of Thákur Rúp Sinh of Jatoí, a descendant, as was also Rájá Gobind Sinh himself, of Thákur Nand Rám's younger son, Jai Sinh. This adoption was opposed by Kesí Sinh, the son of Nek Rám, who was the illegitimate offspring of Thákur Daya Rám. But the claim that he advanced on behalf of his own sons, Sher Sinh and Balavant Sinh, was rejected by the Judge of Agra in his order dated November, 1872, and his view of the case was afterwards upheld by the High Court on appeal. At the Delhi Assemblage of the 1st of January, 1877, in honour of Her Majesty's assumption of the Imperial title, Rájá Gobind Sinh's title was formally continued to Hari Náriyan Sinh for life. He resides with his mother, the Ráni Sáhib Kunvar, at Brindú-ban, where he has a handsome house on the bank of the Jamuná, opposite the Kesí ghát, and here, on the occasion of his marriage in February, 1877, he gave a grand entertainment to all the European residents of the station, including the officers of the Xth Royal Hussars. Though only 14 years of age, he played his part of host with perfect propriety and good breeding—taking a lady into dinner, sitting at the head of his table—though, of course, not eating anything—and making a little speech to return thanks after his health had been proposed.

The only Muhammadan family of any importance is the one seated at Sa'dábád. This is a branch of the Lál-Khání stock, which musters strongest in the Bulandshahr district, where several of its members are persons of high distinction and own very large estates.

* The estate consists—1st, of the zamúldár of the township of Koi and some shops and gardens at Háthras, valued at Rs. 3,000; 2ndly, of eight confiscated Gójar villages in the Chhátá and Kosi parganas of the Mathurá district, now assessed at over Rs. 10,000; and 3rdly, of five villages in the Bulandshahr district, assessed at Rs. 7,000.
They claim descent from Kunvar Pratap Singh, a Bargujar Thakur of Rajaur, in Rajputana, who joined Prithi Raj of Delhi in his expedition against Mahoba. On his way thither he assisted the Dor Rajja of Kol in reducing a rebellion of the Minas, and was rewarded by receiving in marriage the Rajja’s daughter, with a dowry of 150 villages in the neighbourhood of Pahásu. The eleventh in descent from Pratap Singh was Lal Singh, who, though a Hindu, received from the Emperor Akbar the title of Khan; whence the name Lall-Khání, by which the family is ordinarily designated. It was his grandson, Itimád Raé, in the reign of Aurangzeb, who first embraced Muhammadanism.

The seventh in descent from Itimád Raé was Náhar Ali Khán, who, with his nephew, Dunde Khán, held the fort of Kumona, in Bulandshahr, against the English, and thus forfeited his estate, which was conferred upon his relative, Mardán Ali Khán.

The latter, who resided at Chhatári, which is still regarded as the chief seat of the family, was the purchaser of the Sa’dábád estate, which on his death passed to his eldest son, Husain Ali Khán, and is now held by the widow, the Thákuráni Hakim-un-níssa. It yields an annual income of Rs. 48,569, derived from as many as 26 different villages. The Thákuráni being childless, the property was long managed on her behalf by her husband’s nephew, the late Kunvar Irshád Ali Khán. He died in 1876 and was succeeded by his son, Itimád Ali Khán, who is the present head of the family in this district. Several of his relatives have other lands here. Thus his uncle, Nawáb Sir Faiz Ali Khán, k.c.s.i., owns the village of Nánau; and the villages of Chháva and Dauháí, yielding a net income of Rs. 1,993, belong to Thákuráni Zeb-un-níssa, the widow of Kamr Ali Khán, Sir Faiz’s uncle. Two other villages, Bahardoi and Náráyanpur, are the property of a minor, Ghulám Muhammad Khán, the son of Hidayat Ali Khán, who was adopted by Zuhur Ali Khán of Dharpur on the failure of issue by his first wife; they yield an income of Rs. 3,555. The relationship existing between all these persons will be best understood by a glance at the accompanying genealogical table.

The family, in commemoration of their descent, retain the Hindu titles of Thakur and Thákuráni and have hitherto, in their marriage and other social usages, observed many old Hindu usages. The tendency of the present generation, however, rather to affect an ultra-rigid Muhammadanism; and the head of the house, the Nawáb of Chhatári, is an adherent of the Wahábis.

Of the smaller estates in the district, some few belong to respectable old families of the yeoman type; others have been recently acquired by speculating
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money-lenders; but the far greater number are split up into infinitesimal fractions among the whole village community. Owing to this prevalence of the Bhaiyáchári system, as it is called, the small farmers who cultivate their own lands constitute a very large class, while the total of the non-proprietary classes is proportionately reduced. A decided majority of the latter have no assured status, but are merely tenants-at-will. Throughout the district, all the land brought under the plough is classified under two heads,—first, according to its productiveness; secondly, according to its accessibility. The fields capable of artificial irrigation—and it is the supply of water which most influences the amount of produce—are styled cháhi, all others kháki; those nearest the village are known as bárá, those rather more remote as manjha, and the furthest away barhá.* The combination of the two classes gives six varieties, and ordinarily no others are recognized, though along the course of the Jamuná the tracts of alluvial land are, as elsewhere, called khádar—the high sterile banks are bángar, and where broken into ravines behár; a soil exceptionally sandy is bháir, sand-hills are páth, and the levels between the hills púlaj.

The completion of the Agra Canal has been a great boon to the district. It traverses the entire length of Western Mathurá, passing close to the towns of Kosi, Sahár, and Aríng, and having as its extreme points Hathána to the north and Little Kosi to the south. It was officially opened by Sir William Muir on the 5th of March, 1874, and became available for irrigation purposes about the end of 1875, by which time its distributaries also had been constructed. Its total length from Okhla to the Utangan river at Bhári below Fatihabád is 140 miles, and it commands an area of three-quarters of a million acres, of which probably one-third—that is 250,000 acres—will be annually irrigated. The cost has been above £710,000, while the net income will be about £58,000, being a return of 8 per cent. It will be practicable for boats and barges, both in its main line and its distributaries, and thus, instead of the shallow uncertain course of the Jamuná, there will be sure and easy navigation between the three great cities of Delhi, Mathurá, and Agra. One of the most immediate effects of the canal will probably be a large diminution of the area under bájra and joár, which, by reason of their requiring no artificial irrigation, have hitherto been almost the only crops grown on much of the land. For,

* It is exactly the same in Russia. "All the arable land of the commune is divided into three concentric zones, which extend round the village: and these three zones are again divided into three fields according to the triennial arrangement of crops. More regard is paid to proximity than to fertility, as this varies very little in the same district in Russia. The zones nearest the village are alone manured."—Lavely's Primitive Property.
with water ordinarily from 40 to 60 feet below the surface and a sandy subsoil, the construction of a well is a costly and difficult undertaking. In future, wheat and barley, for which the soil when irrigated is well adapted, will be the staple produce; indigo and opium, now almost unknown, will be gradually introduced; vegetables will be more largely cultivated and double-cropping will become the ordinary rule. Thus, not only will the yield per acre be increased by the facilities for irrigation, but the produce will be of an entirely different and much more valuable character.

A scheme for extending the irrigation of the Ganges Canal through the parganas on the opposite—that is to say, the left—side of the Jamuná has long been held in view. The branch which takes off from the main canal at Dehra in the Merath district has by anticipation been termed the Mát branch, though its irrigation stops short in the Tappal pargana of Aligarh, one distributary only irrigating a few villages north of Noh-jhíl. The water-supply in the Ganges Canal is limited, and would not have sufficed for any further extension; but now that the Kánhpur branch is supplied from the new Lower Ganges Canal, a certain volume of water has become available, a portion of which has been allotted for the Mát branch extension. If the project be sanctioned in its entirety, the existing sub-branch will be widened to carry the additional supply and extended through the Tappal pargana, entering Noh-jhíl in the village of Bhure-ká. The course of the main supply line will pass along the watershed of the Karwan and Jamuná Doáb to the east of Bhure-ká, and then by the villages of Dandisara, Harnaul, Nasíthi, and Arua till it crosses the Máí and Ráya road and the Light Railway. Thence it will extend to Kárab, Sonkh, and Pachawar, where at its 40th mile it will end in three distributaries, which will carry the water as far as the Agra and Aligarh road. The scheme thus provides for the irrigation of the parganas of Noh-jhíl, Máí, Mahá-ban, and that portion of Sa’dábád which lies to the west of the Karwan nádi. About five miles of the main line were excavated as a famine relief work in 1878; but operations were stopped in consequence of financial difficulties, and it is doubtful whether they will be resumed. There is also a considerable amount of well-irrigation in Mahá-ban and Sa’dábád, which renders the extension into those parganas a less pressing necessity.

The district is one which has often suffered severely from drought. In 1813-14 the neighbourhood of Sahár was one of the localities where the distress was most intense. Many died from hunger, and others were glad to sell their wives and children for a few rupees or even for a single meal. In 1825-26 the
whole of the territories known at that time as the Western Provinces were afflicted with a terrible drought. The rabi crops of the then Sa'ddâdâd district were estimated by Mr. Boddam, the Collector, as below the average by more than 200,000 mans; Mahâ-ban and Jalesar being the two parganas which suffered most. But the famine of 1837-38 was a far greater calamity, and still forms an epoch in native chronology under the name of 'the chaurânaic,' or 'the 94'; 1894 being its date according to the Hindu era. Though Mathurâ was not one of the districts most grievously afflicted, distress was still extreme, as appears from the report submitted by the Commissioner, Mr. Hamilton, after personal investigation. About Râya, Mât, and Mahâ-ban he found the crops scanty, and the soil dry, and cultivated only in the immediate vicinity of masonry wells. About Mathurâ, the people were almost in despair from the wells fast turning so brackish and salt as to destroy rather than refresh vegetation. "All of the Aring and Gobardhan parganas (he writes) which came under my observation was an extensive arid wastc, and for miles I rode over ground which had been both ploughed and sown, but in which the seed had not germinated and where there seemed no prospect of a harvest. The cattle in Aring were scarcely able to crawl, and they were collected in the village and suffered to pull at the thatch, the people declaring it useless to drive them forth to seek for pasture. Emigration had already commenced, and people of all classes appeared to be suffering."

Of the famine of 1860-61 (commonly called the dth-sea, from the prevalent bazar rate of eight sers only for the rupee) the following narrative was recorded by Mr. Robertson, Officiating Collector:—"Among prosperous agriculturists," he says, "about half the land usually brought under cultivation is irrigated, and irrigated lands alone produce crops this year. But though only half the crop procured in ordinary years was obtained by this class of cultivators, the high price of corn enabled them, while realizing considerable profits, to meet the Government demand without much difficulty. The poorer class of cultivators were, however, ruined, and with the poorest in the cities, taking advantage of the position of Mathurâ as one of the border famine tracts, they abandoned the district in large numbers, chiefly towards the close of 1860. Rather more than one-fourth of the agricultural emigrants have returned, and the quiet, un murmuring industry with which they have recommenced life is not a less pleasing feature than the total absence of agrarian outrage during the famine. The greatest number of deaths from starvation occurred during the first three months of 1861, when the average per mensem was 497. During
the succeeding three months this average was reduced to 85, while the deaths in July and August were only five and six respectively. The total number of deaths during the eight months has been 1,758. Viewing the universality of the famine, these results sufficiently evidence the active co-operation in measures of relief rendered by the native officials assisted by the police, and the people everywhere most pointedly express their obligation to the Government and English liberality. No return of the number of deaths caused by starvation seems to have been kept from October, 1860, to January, 1861, but judging by the subsequent returns, 250 per mensem might be considered as the highest average. Thus, the mortality caused by the famine in this district in the year 1860-61 may approximately be estimated at 2,500." If such a large number of persons really died simply from starvation—and there seems no reason to doubt the fact—the arrangements for dispensing relief can scarcely have merited all the praise bestowed upon them. There was certainly no lack of funds towards the end, but possibly they came when it was almost too late. In the month of April some 8,000 men were employed daily on the Delhi road; the local donations amounted to Rs. 16,227, and this sum was increased by a contribution of Rs. 8,000 from the Agra Central Committee, and Rs. 5,300 from Government, making a total of Rs. 29,528. An allotment of Rs. 5,000 was also made from the Central Committee for distribution among the indigent agriculturists, that they might have wherewithal to purchase seed and cattle.

At the present time the district has scarcely recovered from a series of disastrous seasons, resulting in a famine of exceptional severity and duration, which will leave melancholy traces behind it for many years yet to come. Both in 1875 and 1876 the rainfall was much below the average, and the crops on all unirrigated land proportionately small. In 1877 the entire period of the ordinary monsoon passed with scarcely a single shower, and it was not till the beginning of October, when almost all hope was over, that a heavy fall of rain was vouchsafed, which allowed the ground to be ploughed and seed to be sown for the ensuing year. The autumn crops, upon which the poorer classes mainly subsist, failed absolutely, and for the most part had never even been sown. As early as July, 1877, the prices of every kind of grain were at famine rates, which continued steadily on the increase, while the commoner sorts were before long entirely exhausted. The distress in the villages was

---

* Mr. Robertson's narrative has been copied from the original paper in the District Office. The other particulars have been extracted from Mr. Girdlestone's Report on Past Famines, published by Government in 1878.
naturally greatest among the agricultural labourers, who were thrown out of all employ by the cessation of work in the fields, while even in the towns the petty handicraftsmen were unable to purchase sufficient food for their daily subsistence on account of the high prices that prevailed in the bazar. In addition to its normal population the city was further thronged by crowds of refugees from outside, from the adjoining native states, more especially Bharat-pur, who were attracted by the fame of the many charitable institutions that exist both in the city itself and at Brindá-ban. No relief works on the part of the Government were started till October, when they were commenced in different places all over the district under the supervision of the resident Engineer. They consisted chiefly of the ordinary repairs and improvements to the roads, which are annually carried out after the cessation of the rains. The expense incurred under this head was Rs. 17,762, the average daily attendance being 5,519. On the 25th of November in the same year (1877) it was found necessary to open a poorhouse in the city for the relief of those who were too feeble to work. Here the daily average attendance was 890; but, on the 30th July, 1878, the number of inmates amounted to 2,139, and this was unquestionably the time when the distress was at its highest. The maximum attendance at the relief works, however, was not reached till a little later, viz., the 19th of August, when it was 20,483, but it would seem to have been artificially increased by the unnecessarily high rates which the Government was then paying.

The *rabi* crops, sown after the fall of rain in October, 1877, had been further benefited by unusually heavy winter rains, and it was hoped that there would be a magnificent outturn. In the end, however, it proved to be even below the average, great damage having been done by the high winds which blew in February. Thus, though the spring harvest of 1878 gave some relief, it was but slight, and necessarily it could not affect at all the prices of the common autumn grains. The long-continued privation had at last had its effect upon the people both physically and mentally, and they were less able to struggle against their misfortunes. The rains for 1878 were, moreover, very slight and partial and so long delayed that they had scarcely set in by the end of July, and thus it was, as already stated, that this month was the time when the famine was at its climax. In August and September matters steadily improved, and henceforth continued to do so; but the poorhouse was not closed till the end of June, 1879. The total number of inmates had then been 395,824, who had been relieved at a total cost of Rs. 43,070, of which sum Rs. 2,990 had been raised by private subscription and Rs. 3,500 was a grant from the Municipality.
Beside the repairs of the roads the other relief works undertaken and their cost were as follows: the excavation of the Jait tank, Rs. 6,787; the deepening of the Balbhadra tank, Rs. 5,770; and the levelling of the Jamálpur mounds, Rs. 7,238: these adjoined the Magistrate's Court-house, and will be frequently mentioned hereafter as the site of a large Buddhist monastery. On the 11th of May, 1878, the earthwork of the Mathura and Achnera Railway was taken in hand and continued till the beginning of September, during which time it gave employment to 713,315 persons, at an expenditure of Rs. 56,639. An extension of the Mát branch of the Ganges Canal was also commenced on the 30th July, and employed 579,351 persons, at a cost of Rs. 43,142, till its close on the 16th of October. There should also be added Rs. 6,379, which were spent by the Municipality through the District Engineer, in levelling some broken ground opposite the City Police Station. The total cost on all these relief works thus amounted to Rs. 1,80,630.

The following tabular statement shows the mortality that prevailed during the worst months of this calamitous period: the total population of the district being 778,839:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1877-78</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1,126</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>1,537</td>
<td>1,579</td>
<td>1,973</td>
<td>1,669</td>
<td>1,725</td>
<td>2,018</td>
<td>2,611</td>
<td>2,189</td>
<td>2,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878-79</td>
<td>2,563</td>
<td>2,970</td>
<td>6,579</td>
<td>10,414</td>
<td>8,843</td>
<td>4,710</td>
<td>2,490</td>
<td>1,474</td>
<td>1,143</td>
<td>1,511</td>
<td>1,891</td>
<td>1,661</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The metalling of the Delhi road, which has been incidentally mentioned as the principal relief work in 1860, was not only a boon at the time, but still continues a source of the greatest advantage to the district. The old imperial thoroughfare, which connected the two capitals of Agra and Labor, kept closely to the same line, as is shown by the ponderous kos minars, which are found still standing at intervals of about three miles, and nowhere at any great

---

* I saw nothing of the famine myself, as I left the district in April, 1877, before it had begun. Selfishly, I am glad to have escaped the sight of so much misery; though, possibly, if I had been on the spot, my local experience might have proved useful both to the Government and the people.
distance from the wayside. Here was the "delectable alley of trees, the most incomparable ever beheld," which the Emperor Jahángír enjoys the credit of having planted. That it was really a fine avenue is attested by the language of the sober Dutch topographer, John de Laet, who, in his India Vera, written in 1631, that is, early in the reign of Shábjáhán, speaks of it in the following terms:—"The whole of the country between Agra and Lahor is well-watered and by far the most fertile part of India. It abounds in all kinds of produce, especially sugar. The highway is bordered on either side by trees which bear a fruit not unlike the mulberry," and," as he adds in another place, "form a beautiful avenue." "At intervals of five or six coss," he continues, "there are saráes built either by the king or by some of the nobles. In these travellers can find bed and lodging; when a person has once taken possession he cannot be turned out by any one." The glory of the road, however, seems to have been of short duration, for Bernier, writing only thirty years later, that is, in 1663, says:—"Between Delhi and Agra, a distance of fifty or sixty leagues, the whole road is cheerless and uninteresting;" and even so late as 1825, Bishop Heber, on his way down to Calcutta, was apparently much struck with what he calls "the wildness of the country," but mentions no avenue, as he certainly would have done had one then existed. Thus it is clear that the more recent administrators of the district, since its incorporation into British territory, are the only persons entitled to the traveller's blessing for the magnificent and almost unbroken canopy of over-arching boughs, which now extends for more than thirty miles from the city of Mathurá to the border of the Gurgánw district, and forms a sufficient protection from even the mid-day glare of an Indian summer's sun.

Though the country is now generally brought under cultivation, and can scarcely be described as even well wooded, there are still here and there many patches of waste land covered with low trees and jungle, which might be considered to justify the Bishop's epithet of wild-looking. The herds of deer are so numerous that the traveller will seldom go many miles in any direction along a bye-road without seeing a black-buck, followed by his harem, bound across the path. The number has probably increased rather than diminished in late years.

* In the original Latin text the word is moræ, which Mr. Lethbridge, in his scholarly English edition, translates by 'fig'; but I think 'mulberry' a more accurate rendering, and that to be the tree intended. It is to this day largely used for roadside planting at Lahor, and still more so in the Pesháwar valley and in Kábul and on the Oxus. De Laet says it was only like the mulberry, and not that it positively was the mulberry, on account of the difference of the two varieties of the fruit, the Indian and the European, which is very considerable. In the Kashmiri valley both are to be seen.
as the roving and vagabond portion of the population, who used to keep them in check, were all disarmed after the mutiny. Complaints are now frequent of the damage done to the crops; and in some parts of the district yet more serious injury is occasioned by the increase in the number of wolves.

The old Customs hedge, now happily abolished, used to run along the whole length of this road from Jait, seven miles out of Mathurá, to the Gurgánw border. Though in every other respect a source of much annoyance to the people living in its neighbourhood, the watchmen, who patrolled it night and day, were a great protection to travellers, and a highway robbery was never known to take place; while on the corresponding road between Mathurá and Agra they were at one time of frequent occurrence.*

The quantity of sugarcane now grown in this part of the district is very inconsiderable. The case may have been different in De Laet's time; but on other grounds there seems reason for believing that his descriptions are not drawn from actual observation, and are therefore not thoroughly trustworthy. For example, he gives the marches from Agra to Delhi as follows:—"From Agra, the residence of the king, to Rownoctan, twelve coss; to Bady, a saríc, ten; to Achbarpore, twelve (this was formerly a considerable town, now it is only visited by pilgrims, who come on account of many holy Muhammadans buried here); to Hundle, thirteen coss; to Pulwool, twelve; to Fareedabad, twelve; to Delhi, ten." Now, this passage requires much manipulation before it can be reconciled with established facts. Rownoctan, it may be presumed, would, if correctly spelt, appear in the form Raunak-thán, meaning "a royal halting-place," and was probably merely the fashionable appellation, for the time, of the Hindu village of Rankatá, which is still the first stage out of Agra. Bady or Bál, is a small village on the narrow strip of Bharat-pur territory which so inconveniently intersects the Agra and Mathurá road. There has never been any saríc there; the one intended is the Jamál-pur saríc, some three coss further on, at the entrance to the civil station. The fact that Mathurá has dropped out of the Itinerary altogether, in favour of such an insignificant little hamlet as Bál,

---

* This Inland Customs Line, which had no parallel in the world except the great wall of China, was about 1,200 miles in length, from the Tápti to the Indus, and was manned by an establishment of between 8,000 and 9,000 officers and men. It consisted of a barrier, chiefly in the form of a thick, thorny hedge, along which were placed at short intervals more than 1,300 guard posts. The cost was about £100,000 per annum, and the revenue realized about a million sterling; the yearly import of salt from Bajputána being about 80,000 tons, of which on an average one-half came from the Bharat-pur State.
is a striking illustration of the low estate to which the great Hindu city had been reduced at the time in question.* Again, the place with the Muhammadan tombs is not Akbar-pur, but the next village, Dotáná; and the large saráes at Kosi and Chhátú are both omitted.

These saráes are fine fort-like buildings, with massive battlemented walls and bastions and high-arched gateways. They are five in number: one at the entrance to the civil station; the second at 'Azamábád, two miles beyond the city on the Délhi road; another at Chaumuhá; the fourth at Chhátú, and the fifth at Kosi. The first, which is smaller than the others and has been much modernized,† has for many years past been occupied by the police reserve, and is ordinarily called 'the Damdama.' The three latter are generally ascribed by local tradition to Sher Sháh, whose reign extended from 1540 to 1545, though it is also said that Iltibár Khán was the name of the founder of the two at Mathurá and Kosi, and A'saf Khán of the one at Chhátú. It is probable that both traditions are based on facts: for at Chhátú it is obvious at a glance that both the gateways are double buildings, half dating from one period and half from another. The inner front, which is plain and heavy, may be referred to Sher Sháh, while the lighter and more elaborate stone front, looking towards the town, is a subsequent addition. As A'saf Khán is simply a title of honour (the 'Asaph the Recorder' of the Old Testament) which was borne by several persons in succession, a little doubt arises at first as to the precise individual intended. The presumption, however, is strongly in favour of Abd-ul-majíd, who was first Humáyún's Díwán, and on Akbar's accession was appointed Governor of Delhi. The same post was held later on by Khwájá Iltibár Khán, the reputed founder of the Kosi saráe. The general style of architecture is in exact conformity with that of similar buildings known to have been erected in Akbar's reign, such, for example, as the fort of Agra. The Chaumuhá saráe‡

* Similarly, it will be seen that Tavernier, writing about 1650, recognizes Mathurá as the name of a temple only, not of a town at all.

† A range of vaulted chambers flanking the central gateway were pulled down by the Public Works Department in 1876, to make way for some modern buildings intended to answer the same purpose, but necessarily of much less substantial construction. The old cells had been rendered unsightly by the mud walls with which the arches had been closed; but these excrescences could all have been cleared away at very slight expense.

‡ Chaumuhá is distorted by Tieffenthaler into Tschomso. He speaks of its saráe as "hotellerie belle et commode."
is, moreover, always described in the old topographies as at Akbarpur. This latter name is now restricted in application to a village some three miles distant; but in the 16th century local divisions were few in number and wide in extent, and beyond a doubt the foundation of the imperial saráé was the origin of the village name which has now deserted the spot that suggested it. The separate existence of Chaumuhá is known to date from a very recent period, when the name was bestowed in consequence of the discovery of an ancient Jain sculpture, supposed by the ignorant rustics to represent the four-headed (chaumuhá) god, Brahma.

Though these saráés were primarily built mainly from selfish motives on the line of road traversed by the imperial camp, they were at the same time enormous boons to the general public; for the highway was then beset with gangs of robbers, with whose vocation the law either dared not or cared not to interfere. On one occasion, in the reign of Jahángír, we read of a caravan having to stay six weeks at Mathurá before it was thought strong enough to proceed to Delhi; no smaller number than 500 or 600 men being deemed adequate to encounter the dangers of the road. Now, the solitary traveller is so confident of protection that, rather than drive his cart up the steep ascent that conducts to the portals of the fortified enclosure, he prefers to spend the night unguarded on the open plain. Hence it comes that not one of the saráés is now applied to the precise purpose for which it was erected. At Chhátá, one corner is occupied by the school, another by the offices of the tahsíldar and local police, and a street with a double row of shops has recently been constructed in the centre; at Chaumuhá the solid walls have in past years been undermined and carted away piecemeal for building materials; and at Kosi, the principal bazar lies between the two gateways and forms the nucleus of the town.

Still more complete destruction has overtaken the 'Azamábád saráé, which seems to have been the largest of the series, as it certainly was the plainest and the most modern. Its erection is ordinarily ascribed by the people on the spot to Prince 'Azam, the son of Aurangzeb, being the only historical personage of

* At Akbarpur, by the roadside is a large and very deep tank approached by a flight of 76 steps, once cased with stone, which has now been almost all stripped off and applied by the villagers to other purposes. Immediately adjoining are the ruins of a mosque and tomb, and masonry tank 18 bighas in extent. The boundary wall of the latter are now for the most part broken down, and of the eight kiosques that crowned the extremities of the gates only one remains. These extensive works are said to have been constructed some two centuries ago by a converted Thákur named Dhakmal. A ríjábah of the Agra Canal passes through the village lands, and a nest-house is being built at the point where it crosses the high road.
the name with whom they are acquainted. But, as with the other buildings of
the same character, its real founder was a local governor, 'Azam Khán Mír
Muhammad Bákír, also called Irádat Khán, who was faujdár of Mathurá from
1642 to 1645. In the latter year he was superseded in office, as his age had
rendered him unequal to the task of suppressing the constant outbreaks against
the Government, and in 1648 he died.* As the new road does not pass im-
mediately under the walls of the saráe, it had ceased to be of any use to tra-
vellers; and a few years ago, it was to a great extent demolished and the ma-
terials used in paving the streets of the adjoining city. Though there was little
or no architectural embellishment, the foundations were most securely laid,
reaching down below the ground as many feet as the superstructure which
they supported stood above it. Of this ocular demonstration was recently
afforded, for one of the villagers in digging came upon what he hoped would
prove the entrance to a subterranean treasure chamber; but deeper excavations
showed it to be only one of the line of arches forming the foundation of the
saráe wall. The original mosque is still standing, but is little used for reli-
gious purposes, as the village numbers only nine Muhammadans in a population
of 343. They all live within the old ruinous enclosure.

* For this and several other facts gathered from the Persian chronicles, I was indebted to
the late Mr. Blochmann, the Secretary of the Calcutta Asiatic Society, a gentleman whose knowl-
dge of Muhammadan history and literature was as unlimited as was the courtesy with which he
communicated it.
CHAPTER II.


Apart from inscriptions and other fragmentary archaeological vestiges of its ancient glory, the first authentic contemporary record of Mathura that we find in existing literature is dated the year 1017 A.D., when it was sacked by Mahmud of Ghazni in his ninth invasion of India. The original source of information respecting Mahmud's campaigns is the Turkh Yamini of Al Utbi, who was himself secretary to the Sultan, though he did not accompany him in his expeditions. He mentions by name neither Mathura nor Mahab-an, but only describes certain localities, which have been so identified by Firishta and later historians. The place supposed to be Mahab-an he calls "the Fort of Kulchand," a Raja, who (he writes) "was, not without good reason, confident in his strength, for no one had fought against him and not been defeated. He had vast territories, enormous wealth, a numerous and brave army, huge elephants, and strong forts that no enemy had been able to reduce. When he saw that the Sultan advanced against him, he drew up his army and elephants in a 'deep forest' ready for action. But finding every attempt to repulse the invaders fail, the beleaguered infidels at last quitted the fort and tried to cross the broad river which flowed in its rear. When some 50,000 men had been killed or drowned, Kulchand took a dagger, with which he first slew his wife and then drove it into his own body. The Sultan obtained by this victory 185 fine elephants besides other booty." In the neighbouring holy city, identified as Mathura, "he saw a building of exquisite structure, which the inhabitants declared to be the handiwork not of men but of Genii.† The town wall was constructed of solid stone, and had opening on to the river two gates, raised on high and massive basements to protect them from the floods. On the two sides of the city were thousands of houses with idol temples attached, all of masonry and strengthened with bars of iron; and opposite them were other buildings supported on stout wooden pillars. In the middle of the city was a temple, larger and finer than the rest, to which neither painting nor description could

* These words may be intended as a literal translation of the name "Mahab-an."
† Possibly "Jini," the name both of the Buddhist and Jaini deity, was the word actually used, which was mistaken for the Arabic "Jinn."
do justice. The Sultan thus wrote respecting it:—'If any one wished to construct a building equal to it, he would not be able to do so without expending a hundred million dinars, and the work would occupy two hundred years, even though the most able and experienced workmen were employed.' Orders were given that all the temples should be burnt with naphtha and fire and levelled with the ground." The city was given up to plunder for twenty days. Among the spoil are said to have been five great idols of pure gold with eyes of rubies and adornments of other precious stones, together with a vast number of smaller silver images, which, when broken up, formed a load for more than a hundred camels. The total value of the spoil has been estimated at three millions of rupees; while the number of Hindus carried away into captivity exceeded 5,000.

Nizám-ud-din, Firishta, and the other late Muhammadan historians take for granted that Mathurá was at that time an exclusively Brähmanical city. It is possible that such was really the case; but the original authorities leave the point open, and speak only in general terms of idolaters, a name equally applicable to Buddhists. Many of the temples, after being gutted of all their valuable contents, were left standing, probably because they were too massive to admit of easy destruction. Some writers allege that the conqueror spared them on account of their exceeding beauty, founding this opinion on the eulogistic expressions employed by Mahmud in his letter to the Governor of Ghazni quoted above. It is also stated that, on his return home, he introduced the Indian style of architecture at his own capital, where he erected a splendid mosque, upon which he bestowed the name of 'the Celestial Bride.' But, however much he may have admired the magnificence of Mathurá, it is clear that he was influenced by other motives than admiration in sparing the fabric of the temples; for the gold and silver images, which he did not hesitate to demolish, must have been of still more excellent workmanship.

During the period of Muhammadan supremacy, the history of Mathurá is almost a total blank. The natural dislike of the ruling power to be brought into close personal connection with such a centre of superstition divested the town of all political importance; while the Hindu pilgrims, who still continued to frequent its impoverished shrines, were not invited to present, as the priests were not anxious to receive, any lavish donation which would only excite the jealousy of the rival faith. Thus, while there are abundant remains of the earlier Buddhist period, there is not a single building, nor fragment of a building, which can be assigned to any year in the long interval between the
invasion of Mahmúd in 1017 A.D. and the reign of Akbar in the latter half of the sixteenth century; and it is only from the day when the Játs and Mahrattas began to be the virtual sovereigns of the country that any continuous series of monumental records exists.

Nor can this be wondered at, since whenever the unfortunate city did attract the Emperor's notice, it became at once a mark for pillage and desecration: and the more religious the sovereign, the more thorough the persecution. Take for example the following passage from the Tárikh-i-Dáúdi of Abdullah (a writer in the reign of Jahángír), who is speaking of Sultán Sikandar Lodi (1488—1516 A.D.), one of the most able and accomplished of all the occupants of the Delhi throne: "He was so zealous a Musalmán that he utterly destroyed many places of worship of the infidels, and left not a single vestige remaining of them. He entirely ruined the shrines of Mathurá, that mine of heathenism, and turned their principal temples into sacrès and colleges. Their stone images were given to the butchers to serve them as meat-weights, and all the Hindus in Mathurá were strictly prohibited from shaving their heads and beards and performing their ablutions. He thus put an end to all the idolatrous rites of the infidels there; and no Hindu, if he wished to have his head or beard shaved, could get a barber to do it." In confirmation of the truth of this narrative, it may be observed that when the Muhammadan Governor Abd-un-Nabi, in 1661, built his great mosque as a first step towards the construction of the new city, of which he is virtually the founder, the ground which he selected for the purpose, and which was unquestionably an old temple site, had to be purchased from the butchers.

During the glorious reign of Akbar, the one bright era in the dreary annals of Imperial misrule, there was full toleration at Mathurá as in all other parts of his dominions. Of this an illustration is afforded by the following incident, which is narrated by Badauni: Among the persons held in high favour at the Court was a Shaikh, by name Abd-un-Nabi, who occupied the distinguished position of Sadr-us-Saudár. A complaint was made to him by Kázi Abú-ur-Rahim of Mathurá that a wealthy Bráhman had appropriated some materials that had been collected for the building of a mosque, and not only used them in the construction of a temple, but, when remonstrated with, had, in the presence of a crowd of people, foully abused the Prophet and all his followers. The Bráhman, when summoned to answer the charge, refused to come; whereupon Ab-ul-Fazl was sent to fetch him, and on his return reported that all the people of Mathurá agreed in declaring that the Bráhman
had used abusive language. The doctors of the law accordingly gave it as their opinion—some that he should be put to death, others that he should be publicly disgraced and fined. The Shaikh was in favour of the capital punishment, and applied to the Emperor to have the sentence confirmed; but the latter would give no definite reply, and remarked that the Shaikh was responsible for the execution of the law and need not apply to him. The Bráhman meanwhile was kept in prison, the Hindu ladies of the royal household using every endeavour to get him released, while the Emperor, out of regard for the Shaikh, hesitated about yielding to them. At last Abd-un-Nabi, after failing to elicit any definite instructions, returned home and issued orders for the Bráhman's execution. When the news reached the Emperor, he was very angry, and though he allowed Abd-un-Nabi to retain his post till his death, which occurred in 1583, he never took him into favour again.

Jahángir, on his accession to the throne, continued to some extent his father's policy of religious tolerance; but in the following reign of Sháhjahán, we find Murshid Ali Khán, in the year 1636, made a commander of 2,000 horse, and appointed by the Emperor Governor of Mathurá and Mahá-ban, with express instructions to be zealous in stamping out all rebellion and idolatry. The climax of wanton destruction was, however, attained by Aurangzeb, the Oliver Cromwell of India, who, not content with demolishing the most sacred of its shrines, thought also to destroy even the ancient name of the city by substituting for it Islámpur or Islámabad.

Mathurá was casually connected with two important events in this Emperor's life. Here was born, in 1639, his eldest son, Muhammad Sultán, who expiated the sin of primogeniture in the Oriental fashion by ending his days in a dungeon, as one of the first acts of his father, on his accession to the throne, was to confine him in the fortress of Gwáliar, where he died in 1665. In the last year of the reign of Sháhjahán, Aurangzeb was again at Mathurá, and here established his pretensions to the crown by compassing the death of his brother Murád. This was in 1658, a few days after the momentous battle of Samogarh,* in which the combined forces of the two princes had routed the army of the rightful heir, Dárá. The conquerors encamped together, being apparently on the most cordial and affectionate terms; and Aurangzeb, protesting that for himself he desired only some sequestered spot where, unharrassed by the toils of government, he might pass his time in prayer and

* Samogarh is a village, one march from Agra, since named, in honour of the event, Fatíh-ábád, 'the place of victory.'
religious meditation, persistently addressed Murád by the royal title as the recognized successor of Sháhjáhán. The evening was spent at the banquet; and when the wine cup had begun to circulate freely, the pious Aurangzeb, feigning religious scruples, begged permission to retire. It would have been well for Murád had he also regarded the prohibition of the Kurán. The stupor of intoxication soon overpowered him, and he was only restored to consciousness by a contemptuous kick from the foot of the brother who had just declared himself his faithful vassal. That same night the unfortunate Murád, heavily fettered, was sent a prisoner to Delhi and thrown into the fortress of Salim-garh.* He, too, was subsequently removed to Gwálíar and there murdered.

In spite of the agreeable reminiscences which a man of Aurangzeb’s temperament must have cherished in connection with a place where an act of such unnatural perfidy had been successfully accomplished, his fanaticism was not a whit mitigated in favour of the city of Mathurá. In 1668, a local rebellion afforded him a fit pretext for a crusade against Hinduism. The insurgents had mustered at Sahora,† a village in the Mahá-ban pargana, where (as we learn from the Maásiri-i-Alamgírí) the Governor Abd-un-Nabi advanced to meet them. “He was at first victorious, and succeeded in killing the ring-leaders; but in the middle of the fight he was struck by a bullet, and died the death of a martyr.” It was he who, in the year 1661, had founded the Jama Masjid, which still remains, and is the most conspicuous building in the city which has grown up around it. He was followed in office by Sáff-Shikan Khán; but as he was not able to suppress the revolt, which began to assume formidable dimensions, he was removed at the end of the year 1669, and Hasan Ali Khán appointed Faujdar in his place. The ringleader of the disturbances, a Ját, by name Kokila, who had plundered the Sa’dábád pargana, and was regarded as the instrument of Abd-un-Nabi’s death, fell into the hands of the new Governor’s Deputy, Shaikh Rázi-ud-din, and was sent to Agra and there

* Bernier, on whose narrative the above paragraph is founded, calls Salim-garh by the very English-looking name ‘Slinger;’ a fine illustration of the absurdity of the phonetic system. By phonetic spelling I mean any arbitrary attempt to represent by written characters the sound of a word as pronounced by the voice without reference to its etymology. This would seem to be the most natural use of the term; but as critics have objected, I add this explanation.

† As is always the case when an attempt is made to identify the local names mentioned by any historian who writes in the Persian character, it is extremely uncertain whether Sahora is really the village intended. The word as given in the manuscript begins with s and ends with s, and has an r in the middle; but beyond that much it is impossible to predicate anything with certainty about it.
executed.* A few months earlier, in February of the same year, during the fast of Ramazán, the time when religious bigotry would be most inflamed, Aurangzeb had descended in person on Mathúri. The temple specially marked out for destruction was one built so recently as the reign of Jahángir, at a cost of thirty-three lakhs, by Bir Sinh Deva, Bundela, of USáh. Beyond all doubt this was the last of the famous shrines of Kesava Deva, of which further mention will be made hereafter. To judge from the language of the author of the Maúsir, its demolition was regarded as a death-blow to Hinduism. He writes in the following triumphant strain:—"In a short time, with the help of numerous workmen, this seat of error was utterly broken down. Glory be to God that so difficult an undertaking has been successfully accomplished in the present auspicious reign, wherein so many dens of heathenism and idolatry have been destroyed! Seeing the power of Islam and the efficacy of true religion, the proud Rájás felt their breath burning in their throats and became as dumb as a picture on a wall. The idols, large and small alike, all adorned with costly jewels, were carried away from the heathen shrine and taken to Agra, where they were buried under the steps of Nawáb Kudsiá Begam's mosque, so that people might trample upon them for ever." It was from this event that Mathúra was called Islámabád.

In 1707 Aurangzeb died, and shortly after began the rule of the Játs of Bharat-pur.

The founder of this royal house was a robber chief, by name Chúrá-mani, who built two petty forts in the villages of Thún and Sinsini,† a little south of Dig, from which he organized marauding expeditions, and even ventured to harass the rear of the imperial army on the occasion of Aurangzeb's expedition to the Dakhin. This statement is contradicted by Thornton in his Gazetteer, under the word Bharat-pur; but his reasons for doing so are not very conclusive. He writes:—"Chúrá-mani did not become the leader of the Játs until after the death of Aurangzeb. Besides, the scene of the operations of the Játs was widely remote from that of the disasters of Aurangzeb, which occurred near Ahmad-nagar. According to the Sair-i-Mutá-akhkhírin, during the struggle between Aurangzeb's sons, 'Azam and Muazzim, Chúrá-mani beset the camp of the latter for the purpose of plunder." This correction, if it really is one, is so slight as to be absolutely immaterial; the army, which was led into the Dakhin

* His son and daughter were both brought up as Muhammedans, and eventually the girl married Shah Kuli, and the boy, who had received the name of Fázil, became famous for his skill in reciting the Qurán.

† From this place the Bharat-pur Rájá's family derives its name of Sinsinwar.
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by Aurangzeb, was brought back by 'Azam after the Emperor's decease, and both father and son died within four months of each other.

A little later, Jay Sinh of Amber was commissioned by the two Saiyids, then in power at Delhi, to reduce the Ját freebooters. He invested their two strongholds, but could not succeed in making any impression upon them, and accordingly retired: only, however, to return almost immediately; this time bringing with him a larger army, and also a local informant in the person of Badan Sinh, a younger brother of Chhúrá-mani's, who, in consequence of some family feud, had been placed in confinement, from which he had contrived to escape and make his way to Jaypur. Thún was then (1712 A.D.) again invested, and after a siege of six months taken and its fortifications demolished. Chhúrá-mani and his son Muhkam fled the country, and Badan Sinh was formally proclaimed at Dig as leader of the Játs, with the title of Thákur.

He is chiefly commemorated in the Mathurá district by the handsome mansion he built for himself at Sahár. This appears to have been his favourite residence in the latter years of his life. Adjoining it is a very large tank, of which one side is faced with stone and the rest left unfinished, the work having probably been interrupted by his death. The house was occupied as a tahsil under the English Government till the mutiny, when all the records were transferred for greater safety to Chhátá, which has ever since continued the head of the pargana, and the house at Sahár is now unoccupied and falling into ruin. He married into a family seated at Kámar, near Kosi, where also is a large masonry tank, and in connection with it a walled garden containing three Chháttris in memory of Chaudhri Mahá Rám, Ját, and his wife and child. The Chaudhri was the Thákuráni's brother, and it appears that her kinsmen were people of some wealth and importance, as the Castle Hill at Kámar is still crowned with several considerable edifices of brick and stone where they once resided.

For some years before his death, Thákur Badan Sinh had retired altogether from public life. To one of his younger sons, by name Pratáp Sinh,* he had especially assigned the newly erected fort at Wayar, south-west of Bharat-pur, with the adjoining district, while the remainder of the Ját principality was administered by the eldest son, Súraj Mall. On his father's death, Súraj Mall assumed the title of Rája and fixed his capital at Bharat-pur, from which place he had ejected the previous governor, a kinsman,

* Two other sons were named Sobhá Rám and Bir Náráyan.
by name Khema. The matrimonial alliances which he contracted indicate his inferiority to the Rájput princes of the adjoining territories, for one of his wives was a Kurmin, another a Múlin, and the remainder of his own caste, Játinis. Yet, even at the commencement of his rule, he had achieved a conspicuous position, since, in 1748, we find him accepting the invitation of the Emperor Ahmad Sháh to join with Holkar, under the general command of the Vázir, Safdar Jáng, in suppressing the revolt of the Rohillas. In the subsequent dispute that arose between Safdar Jáng and Gházi-ud-din, the grandson of the old Nizám, the former fell into open rebellion and called in the assistance of the Játís, while his rival had recourse to the Mahrattas. Safdar, seeing the coalition against him too strong, withdrew to his vice-royalty of Audh, leaving Súráj Mall to bear alone the brunt of the battle. Bharat-pur was besieged, but had not been invested many days when Gházi-ud-din, suspecting a secret understanding between his nominal allies, the Mahrattas and the Emperor, discontinued his operations against the Játís and returned hastily to Delhi, where he deposed Ahmad Sháh and raised Alamgír II. to the throne in his stead. This was in 1754.

Three years later, when the army of Ahmad Sháh Durání from Kandahár appeared before Delhi, Gházi-ud-din, by whose indiscretion the invasion had been provoked, was admitted to pardon, in consideration of the heavy tribute which he undertook to collect from the Doáb. Sádár Jahán Khán was despatched on a like errand into the Ját territory; but finding little to be gained there, as the entire populace had withdrawn into their numerous petty fortresses and his foraging parties were cut off by their sudden sallies, he fell back upon the city of Mathurá, which he not only plundered of all its wealth, but further visited with a wholesale massacre of the inhabitants.

In the second invasion of the Durání, consequent upon the assassination of the Emperor Alamgír II. in 1759, the infamous Gházi-ud-din again appeared at the gates of Bharat-pur; this time not with a hostile army, but as a suppliant for protection. By his unnatural persuasions a powerful Hindu confederacy was formed to oppose the progress of the Muhammadan, but was scattered for ever in the great battle of Pánipat, in January, 1761, when the dreams of Mahratta supremacy were finally dissolved. Súráj Mall, foreseeing the inevitable result, withdrew his forces before the battle, and falling unexpectedly upon Agra, ejected from it the garrison of his late allies and adopted it as his own favourite residence. Meanwhile, Sháh Alam was recognized by the Durání as the rightful heir to the throne, but continued to hold his poor
semblance of a Court at Allahabad; and, at Delhi, his son Mirza Jawán Bakht was placed in nominal charge of the Government under the active protectorate of the Rohilla, Najíb-ud-daula. With this administrator of imperial power, Súraj Mall, emboldened by past success, now essayed to try his strength. He put forth a claim to the Fanjdarship of Farrúkh-nagar; and when the envoy, sent from Delhi to confer with him on the subject, demurred to the transfer, he dismissed him most unceremoniously and at once advanced with an army to Shahdara on the Hindan, only six miles from the capital. Here, in bravado, he was amusing himself in the chase, accompanied by only his personal retinue, when he was surprised by a flying squadron of the enemy and put to death. His army coming leisurely up behind, under the command of his son Jawáhir Sinh, was charged by the Mughals, bearing the head of Súraj Mall on a horseman's lance as their standard, the first indication to the son of his father's death. The shock was too much for the Játs, who were put to flight, but still continued for three months hovering about Delhi in concert with Holkar. This was in 1764.*

In spite of this temporary discomfiture, the Játs were now at the zenith of their power; and Jawáhir had not been a year on the throne when he resolved to provoke a quarrel with the Rája of Jaypur. Accordingly, without any previous intimation, he marched his troops through Jaypur territory with the ostensible design of visiting the holy lake of Pushkara. There his vanity was gratified by the sovereign of Marwár, Rújá Bijay Sinh, who met him on terms of brotherly equality; but he received warning from Jaypur that if he passed through Amber territory on his return, it would be considered a hostile aggression. As this was no more than he expected, he paid no regard to the caution. A desperate conflict ensued on his homeward route (1765 A.D.), which resulted in the victory of the Kachhwáhas, but a victory accompanied with the death of almost every chieftain of note. Soon after, Jawáhir Sinh was murdered at Agra, at the instigation, as is supposed, of the Jaypur Rájá.

Súraj Mall had left five sons, viz., Jawáhir Sinh, Ratn Sinh, Naval Sinh, and Ranjít Sinh, and also an adopted son, Hardeva Baksh, whom he is said to have picked up in the woods one day when hunting. On the death of Jawáhir, Ratn succeeded, but his rule was of very short duration. A pretended

---

*A magnificent cenotaph was erected by Jawáhir Sinh in honour of his father on the margin of the Kousum Sarovar, an artificial lake a short distance from Gobardhan, and will be described in connection with that town.
alchemist from Brindá-ban had obtained large sums of money from the credulous prince to prepare a process for the transmutation of the meaner metals into gold. When the day for the crucial experiment arrived and detection had become inevitable, he assassinated his victim and fled.*

His brother, Naval Sinh, succeeded, nominally as guardian for his infant nephew, Kesari, but virtually as Rájá. The Mahrattas had now (1768) recovered from the disastrous battle of Pánipat, and, re-asserting their old claim to tribute, invaded first Jaypur and then Bharat-pur, and mulcted both territories in a very considerable sum. They then entered into an understanding with the Delhi Government which resulted in the restoration of Sháh Alam to his ancestral capital. But as the only line of policy which they consistently maintained was the fomentation of perpetual quarrels, by which the strength of all parties in the State might be exhausted, they never remained long faithful to one side; and, in the year 1772, we find them fighting with the Játs against the Imperialists. Naval Sinh, or, according to some accounts, his brother and successor, Ranjit Sinh, laid claim to the fort of Ballabhgarh held by another Ját chieftain. The latter applied to Delhi for help and a force was despatched for his relief; but it was too weak to resist the combined armies of Sindhia and Bharat-pur, and was driven back in disorder. The Mahrattas then pushed on to Delhi; but finding the Commander-in-Chief, Niyáž Khán, ready to receive them, they, with incomparable versatility, at once made terms with him and even joined him in an expedition to Rohilkhand.

Meanwhile, the Játs, thus lightly deserted, espoused the cause of Najaf's unsuccessful rival, Zábita Khán. But this was a most ill-judged move on their part: their troops were not only repulsed before Delhi, but their garrison was also ejected from Agra,† which they had held for the last 13 years since its occupation by Suraj Mall after the battle of Pánipat in 1761. From Agra the Vazir Najaf Khán hastily returned in the direction of the capital, and found Ranjit Sinh and the Játs encamped near Hodal. Dislodged from this position, they fell back upon Kot-ban and Kosi, which they occupied for nearly a fort-

* It was probably this Rásín Sinh, for whom was commenced the large chhattrí near the Madan Mohan temple at Brindá-ban, where it is still to be seen in its unfinished state, as left at the time of his sudden death.

† The commander of the Ját garrison in Agra was Dán Sahay, brother-in-law (sála) of Naval Sinh.
night, and then finally withdrew towards Dig; but at Barsána were overtaken by the Vazir and a pitched battle ensued. The Ját infantry, 5,000 strong, were commanded by Sumroo, or, to give him his proper name, Walter Reinhard, an adventurer who had first taken service under Ranjit's father, Suraj Mall. The ranks of the Imperialists were broken by his impetuous attack, and the Jats, feeling assured of victory, were following in reckless disorder, when the enemy rallied from their sudden panic, turned upon their pursuers, who were too scattered to offer any solid resistance, and effectually routed them. They contrived, however, to secure a retreat to Dig,† while the town of Barsána, which was then a very wealthy place, was given over to plunder, and several of the stately mansions recently erected almost destroyed in the search for hidden treasure.

† According to local tradition, Naval Singh died some 30 days after the battle of Barsána.
Dig was not reduced till March of the following year, 1776, the garrison escaping to the neighbouring castle of Kumbhir. The value of the spoil taken is said to have amounted to six lakhs of rupees. The whole of the country also was reduced to subjection, and it was only at the intercession of the Rání Kishori, the widow of Súraj Mall, that the conqueror allowed Ranjit Sinh to retain the fort of Bharat-pur with an extent of territory yielding an annual income of nine lakhs.

In 1782, the great minister, Najaf Khán, died; and in 1786 Sindhia, who had been recognized as his successor in the administration of the empire, proceeded to demand arrears of tribute from the Rájputs of Jaypur. His claim was partly satisfied; but finding that he persisted in exacting the full amount, the Rájás of Jaypur, Jodh-pur, and Uday-pur, joined by other minor chiefs, organized a formidable combination against him. The armies met at Lalsot, and a battle ensued which extended over three days, but without any decisive result, till some 14,000 of Sindhia’s infantry, who were in arrears of pay, went over to the enemy. In consequence of this defection, the Mahrattas fell back upon the Játs and secured the alliance of Ranjit Sinh by the restoration of Dig, which had been held by the Emperor since its capture by Najaf Khán in 1776, and by the cession of eleven parganas yielding a revenue of ten lakhs of rupees. The main object of the new allies was to raise the siege of Agra, which was then being invested by Ismail Beg, the Imperial captain, in concert with Zíbitu Khán’s son, the infamous Ghulám Kádir. In a battle that took place near Fatihpur Síkri, the Játs and Mahrattas met a repulse, and were driven back upon Bharat-pur; but later in the same year 1788, being reinforced by troops from the Dákhin under Rání Khán, a brother of the officer in command of the besieged garrison, they finally raised the blockade, and the province of Agra again acknowledged Sindhia as its master.

Ghulám Kádir had previously removed to Delhi and was endeavouring to persuade the Emperor to break off intercourse with the Mahrattas. Failing in this, he dropped all disguise and commenced firing upon the palace, and having in a few days taken possession of the city, he indulged in the most brutal excesses, and after insulting and torturing his miserable and defenceless sovereign in every conceivable way, completed the tragedy by, at last, with his own dagger, robbing him of his eye-sight. Sindhia, who had before been urgently summoned from Mathurá, one of his favourite residences, on hearing of these horrors, sent a force to the relief of the city. Ghulám Kádir, whose
atrocities had disgusted all his adherents, fled to Merath, and endeavouring to escape from there at night alone on horseback, fell into a well from which he was unable to extricate himself. There he was found on the following morning by a Brāhman peasant by name Bhikha, who had him seized and taken to the Mahratta camp. Thence he was despatched to Sindhia at Mathurā, who first sent him through the bazar on an ass with his head to the tail, and then had him mutilated of all his members one by one, his tongue being first torn out, and then his eyes, and subsequently his nose, ears and hands cut off. In this horrible condition he was despatched to Delhi; but to anticipate his death from exhaustion, which seemed imminent, he was hanged on a tree by the roadside. It is said that his barbarous treatment of the Emperor, for which he suffered such a condign penalty, was in revenge for an injury inflicted upon him when a handsome child by Shah Alam, who converted him into a haram page.

It was in 1803 that Mathurā passed under British rule and became a military station on the line of frontier, which was then definitely extended to the Jamuna. This was at the termination of the successful war with Daulat Rāo Sindhia: when the independent French State, that had been established by Perron, and was beginning to assume formidable dimensions, had been extinguished by the fall of Aligarh; while the protectorate of the nominal sovereign of Delhi, transferred by the submission of the capital, invested the administration of the Company with the prestige of Imperial sanction. At the same time a treaty was concluded with Ranjēt Sinh, who with 5,000 horse had joined General Lake at Agra and thereby contributed to Sindhia’s defeat. In return for this service he received a part of the districts of Kishangarh, Kathāwar, Rewārī, Gokul and Sahār.

In September of the following year Mathurā was held for a few days by the troops of Holkar Jasavant Rāo; but on the arrival of reinforcements from Agra, was re-occupied by the British finally and permanently. Meanwhile, Holkar had advanced upon Delhi, but the defence was so gallantly conducted by Ochterlony that the assault was a signal failure. His army broke up into two divisions, one of which was pursued to the neighbourhood of Farrukhābād, and there totally dispersed by General Lake; while the other was overtaken by General Fraser between Dig and Gobardhan and defeated with great slaughter. In this latter engagement the brilliant victory was purchased by the death of the officer in command, who was brought into Mathurā fatally wounded, and
survived only a few days. He was buried in the Cantonment Cemetery, where a monument* is erected to his memory with the following inscription:—

"Sacred to the memory of Major-General Henry Fraser, of His Majesty’s 11th Regiment of Foot, who commanded the British Army at the battle of Deig on the 13th of November, 1804, and by his judgment and valor achieved an important and glorious victory. He died in consequence of a wound he received when leading on the troops, and was interred here on the 25th of November, 1804, in the 40th year of his age. The army lament his loss with the deepest sorrow; his country regards his heroic conduct with grateful admiration; history will record his fame and perpetuate the glory of his illustrious deeds."

Holkar, who had fled for refuge to the fort of Bharat-pur, was pursued by General Lake and his surrender demanded; but Ranjit refused to give him up. The fort was thereupon besieged; Ranjit made a memorable defence, and repelled four assaults with a loss to the besiegers of 3,000 men, but finally made overtures for peace, which were accepted on the 4th of May, 1805. A new treaty was concluded, by which he agreed to pay an indemnity of twenty lakhs of rupees, seven of which were subsequently remitted, and was guaranteed in the territories which he held previously to the accession of the British Government. The parganas granted to him in 1803 were resumed.

Ranjit died that same year, leaving four sons,—Randhir, Baladeva, Harideva, and Lachluman. He was succeeded by the eldest, Randhir, who died in 1822, leaving the throne to his brother, Baladeva.† After a rule of about 18 months he died, leaving a son, Balavant, then six years of age. He was recognized by the British Government, but his cousin, Durjan Sál, who had also advanced claims to the succession on Randhir’s death, rose up against him and had him cast into prison. Sir David Ochterlony, the Resident at Delhi, promptly moved out a force in support of the rightful heir, but their march was stopped by a peremptory order from Lord Amherst, who, in accordance with the disastrous policy of non-interference which was then in vogue, considered that the recognition of the heir-apparent during the life of his father did not impose on the Government any obligation to maintain him in opposition to the presumed wishes of the chiefs and people. Vast preparations were made, with the secret support of the neighbouring Rajput and Mahratta States, and at last, when the excitement threatened a protracted war, the Governor-General reluctantly confirmed the eloquent representations of

* To judge from the extreme clumsiness both of the design and execution, the irregular spacing of the inscription, and the quaint shape of some of the letters, this must have been one of the very first attempts of a native mason to work on European instructions.

† Randhir Sinh and Baladeva Sinh are commemorated by two handsome chhatrries on the margin of the Mauasi Ganga at Gobardhan.
Sir Charles Metcalfe and consented to the deposition of the usurper. After a siege that extended over nearly six weeks, Bharat-pur was stormed by Lord Combermere on the 18th of January, 1826. Durjan Sál was taken prisoner to Allahabad, and the young Mahāríja established on the throne under the regency of his mother and the superintendence of a political agent.* He died in 1853 and was succeeded by his only son, Jasavant Singh, the present sovereign, who enjoys a revenue of about Rs. 21,00,000 derived from a territory of 1,974 square miles in extent, with a population of 650,000.

With 1804 began a period of undisturbed peace and rapid growth of prosperity for the city of Mathurá, which in 1832 was made the capital of a new district, then formed out of parts of the old districts of Agra and Sa'dábád; nor does any event claim notice till we come down to the year 1857. It was on the 14th of May in that eventful year that news arrived of the mutiny at Merath. Mr. Mark Thornhill, who was then Magistrate and Collector of the district, with Ghulám Husain as Deputy Collector, sent an immediate requisition for aid to Bharat-pur. Captain Nixon, the political agent, accompanied by Chaudhari Ratn Sinh, chief of the five Sardars, and Gobardhan Sinh, the Faujdá, came with a small force to Kosi on the northern border of the district and there stayed for a time in readiness to check the approach of the Mewárís of Gurgiáon and the other rebels from Delhi. Mr. Thornhill had meanwhile removed to Chhátá, a small town on the high-road some eight miles short of Kosi, as being a place which was at once a centre of disaffection, and at the same time possessed in its fortified sardá a stronghold capable of long resistance against it. The first outbreak, however, was at Mathurá itself. The sum of money then in the district treasury amounted to rather more than 5½ lakhs, and arrangements had been made for its despatch to Agra, with the exception of one lakh kept in reserve for local requirements. The escort consisted of a company of soldiers from the cantonments, supported by another company which had come over from Agra for the purpose.† The chests were being put

* The Ráí of Balavant Sinh was a native of Dhálhu in the Sa’dábád pargána, where is a garden with a double chhaustrí erected by her in memory of two of her relatives.

† There were present at the time Mr. Elliot Colvin, the son of the Lieutenant-Governor, who had been sent from Agra to supersede Mr. Clifford, laid up by severe fever; Lieutenant Graham, one of the officers of the Treasury Guard; Mr. Joyce, the head clerk, and two of his subordinates, by name Hashman. As they were cut off from the civil station by the rebels, who occupied the intermediate ground, they made their way into the city to the Seth, by whom they were helped on to Mr. Thornhill’s camp at Chhátá. Mr. Nicholls, the Chaplain, with his wife and child and a Native Christian nurse, took refuge in the Collector’s house, and waited there for some time in hopes of being joined by the others; but on hearing that the jail was broken open, they fled to Agra.
on the carts, when one of the súbadárs suddenly called out 'hoshiyár, sipáhi,' 'look alive, my man,' which was evidently a preconcerted signal; and at once a shot was fired, which killed Lieutenant Burlton, commandant of the escort, dead on the spot.* The rebels than seized the treasure, together with the private effects of the residents in the station, which were also ready to be transported to Agra, and went off in a body to the Magistrate's Court-house, which they set on fire, destroying all the records, and then took the road to Delhi. But first they broke open the jail and carried all the prisoners with them as far as the city, where they got smiths to strike off their fetters. Besides Lieutenant Burlton, one of the treasury officials also was killed. An attempt was made to check the rebel body as it marched through Chhátá, but it was quite ineffectual, and on the 31st of May they entered the town of Kosi. There, after burning down the Customs bungalow and pillaging the police-station, they proceeded to plunder the tahsili. But some Rs. 150 was all they could find in the treasury, and most of the records also escaped them. The townspeople and most of the adjoining villages remained well-affected to the Government; and subsequently, as a reward, one year's revenue demand was remitted and a grant of Rs. 50 made to each headman. Mr. Thornhill and the other Europeans with him now determined to abandon their position at Chhátá and return to Mathurá, where they took refuge in the city in the house of Seth Lakhmi Chand. While there a report came that the Játs had set up a Rája, one Devi Sinh, at Rayá, on the other side of the Jamuná. His reign was of no long continuance, for the Kota Contingent, which happened to be on the spot at the time, seized and hanged him with little ceremony. But as soon as this was accomplished, they themselves mutinied; and Mr. Thornhill, who had accompanied them to Rayá, had to make a hasty flight back to Mathurá, bringing some small treasure in the buggy with him.

On the 6th of July, the mutineers of Morár and Nimach, on their retreat from Agra, entered the city. In anticipation of their arrival, Mr. Thornhill, disguised as a native and accompanied by a trusty jamadar, Diláwar Khán, started to flee to Agra. When they reached Aurangabad, only some four miles on the way, they found the whole country on both sides of the road in

* The site of the old Court-house is now utterly out of the beaten track and is all overgrown with dense vegetation, among which may be seen a plain but very substantial stone table tomb, with the following inscription: "Sacred to the memory of Lieutenant P. H. C. Burlton, 47th Native Infantry, who was shot by a detachment of his regiment and of the 11th Native Infantry near this spot on the 30th of May, 1857. This tomb is erected by his brother. officials."
the possession of the rebels. The men whom the Seth had despatched as an escort took fright and decamped; but the jamadár, by his adroit answers to all enquiries, was enabled to divert suspicion and bring Mr. Thornhill safely through to Agra. On the suppression of the disturbances, he received, as a reward for his loyalty, a small piece of land on the Brindá-ban road, just outside Mathurá, called after the name of a Bairági who had once lived there, Dudhádhári.

Though the rebels stayed two days in Mathurá before they passed on to Delhi, the city was not given up to general plunder, partly in consequence of the prudent management of Seth Mangí Lál, who levied a contribution, according to their means, on all the principal inhabitants. At this time Seth Lakh-ní Chand was at Dig, but the greater part of his establishment remained behind and rendered Government the most valuable assistance by the despatch of intelligence. Order in the city was chiefly maintained by Mir Imdád Ali Khán, tahsíldár of Kosi, who had been specially appointed Deputy Collector.

On the 26th of September, the rebels, in their retreat from Delhi, again passed through Mathurá. Their stay on this occasion lasted for a week, and great oppression was practised on the inhabitants, both here and in the neighbouring town of Brindá-ban. They were only diverted from general pillage by the influence of one of their own leaders, a súbadár from Nimach, by name Hira Sinh, who prevailed upon them to spare the Holy City. For a few days there was a show of regular government; some of the chief officers in the Collector’s court, such as the Sadr Káñungo, Rahmat-ullah, the Sarishtadár, Manohar Lál, and Wazír Ali, one of the muharrirs, were taken by force and compelled to issue the orders of the new administrators; while Maulvi Karámát Ali was proclaimed in the Jama Masjid as the Viceroy of the Delhi Emperor. It would seem that he also was an involuntary tool in their hands, as he was subsequently put on his trial, but acquitted. He is since dead. It is said that during their stay in the city the rebels found their most obliging friends among the Mathuriya Chaubéés, who, perhaps, more than any others, have grown rich and fat under the tolerance of British rule. After threatening Brindá-ban with their cannon and levying a contribution on the inhabitants, they moved away to Háthras and Bareli. Mir Imdád Ali and the Seth returned from Bharat-pur; and in October Mr. Thornhill arrived from Agra with a company of troops, which in the following month he marched up to Chhátá. There the rebel zamindárs had taken possession of the fortified sardé, and one of its
bastions had to be blown up before an entry could be effected: at the same time
the town was set on fire and partially destroyed, and twenty-two of the lead-
ing men were shot. A few days previously, Mir Imdád Ali with Nathu Lál,
tahsildár of Sahár, had gone up into the Kosi pargana and restored order among
the Gujars there, who alone of all the natives of the district had been active
promoters of disaffection. While engaged in their suppression, Imdád Ali
received a gun-shot wound in the chest, but fortunately it had no fatal result.
He is now Deputy Collector of Murúdabad, with a special additional allowance
of Rs. 150 per mensem, and has been made a C.S.I. By the end of November
general tranquillity was restored; but it was not till July, 1858, that the
treasury was transferred from the Seth’s house in the city to the Police lines in
the civil station. In Christmas week of the following year, 1859, the Viceroy
held a Darbár, in which many honours were conferred upon different individuals,
and in particular the ten villages, which the Gujars had forfeited by their open
rebellion, were bestowed upon Rájá Gobind Sinh of Háthras, in acknowledg-
ment of his distinguished loyalty and good services. The value of this grant
has been largely diminished by the persistent lawlessness of the ejected Gujars,
who have always sullenly resented the loss of their estates.

* Here it remained till after the completion, in 1861, of the new Court-house and district
offices, which, with important results to archaeological research, as will hereafter be shown, were
rebuilt on a new site.
CHAPTER III.

THE STORY OF KRISHNA, THE TUTELARY DIVINITY OF MATHURÁ.

Of all the sacred places in India, none enjoys a greater popularity than the capital of Braj, the holy city of Mathurá. For nine months in the year festival follows upon festival in rapid succession, and the gháts and temples are daily thronged with new troops of way-worn pilgrims. So great is the sanctity of the spot that its panegyrist do not hesitate to declare that a single day spent at Mathurá is more meritorious than a lifetime passed at Banáras. All this celebrity is due to the fact of its being the reputed birth-place of the demi-god Krishna; hence it must be a matter of some interest to ascertain who this famous hero was, and what were the acts by which he achieved immortality.

The attempt to extract a grain of historical truth from an accumulation of mythological legend is an interesting, but not very satisfactory, undertaking: there is always a risk that the theorist's kernel of fact may be itself as imaginary as the accretions which envelop it. However, reduced to its simplest elements, the story of Krishna runs as follows:—At a very remote period, a branch of the great Jádav clan settled on the banks of the Jamuná and made Mathurá their capital city. Here Krishna was born. At the time of his birth, Ugrasen, the rightful occupant of the throne, had been deposed by his own son, Kansa, who, relying on the support of Jarásandha, King of Magadha, whose daughter he had married, ruled the country with a rod of iron, outraging alike both gods and men. Krishna, who was a cousin of the usurper, but had been brought up in obscurity and employed in the tending of cattle, raised the standard of revolt, defeated and slew Kansa, and restored Ugrasen to the throne of his ancestors.

All authorities lay great stress on the religious persecution that had prevailed under the tyranny of Kansa, from which fact it has been surmised that he was a convert to Buddhism, zealous in the propagation of his adopted faith; and that Krishna owes much of his renown to the gratitude of the Bráhmans, who, under his championship, recovered their ancient influence. If, however, 1000 B. C. is accepted as the approximate date of the Great War in which Krishna took part, it is clear that his contemporary, Kansa, cannot have been a Buddhist, since the founder of that religion, according to the now most generally accepted chronology, died in the year 477 B. C., being then about 80 years of age.
Possibly he may have been a Jain, for the antiquity of that religion* is now thoroughly established; it has even been conjectured that Buddha himself was a disciple of Mahavira, the last of the Jain Tirthankaras.† Or the struggle may have been between the votaries of Siva and Vishnu; in which case Krishna, the apostle of the latter faction, would find a natural enemy in the King of Kashmir, a country where Saivism has always predominated. On this hypothesis, Kansa was the conservative monarch, and Krishna the innovator: a position which has been inverted by the poets, influenced by the political events of their own times.

To avenge the death of his son-in-law, Jarásandha marched an army against Mathurá, and was supported by the powerful king of some western country, who is thence-styled Kála-Yavana: for Yavana in Sanskrit, while it corresponds originally to the Arabic Yíndin (Ionia) denotes secondarily—like Vitákpat in the modern vernacular—any foreign, and specially any western, country. The actual personage was probably the King of Kashmir, Gónanda I., who is known to have accompanied Jarásandha; though the description would be more applicable to one of the Bactrian sovereigns of the Panjáb. It is true they had not penetrated into India till some hundreds of years after Krishna; but their power was well established at the time when the Mahábhárata was written to record his achievements: hence the anachronism. Similarly, in the Bhágavat Puráña, which was written after the Muhammadan invasion, the description of the Yavana king is largely coloured by the author's feelings towards the only western power with which he was acquainted. Originally, as above stated, the word denoted the Greeks, and the Greeks only.‡ But the Greeks were the foremost, the most dreaded of all the Mlechhas (i. e., Barbarians) and thus Yavana came to be applied to the most prominent Mlechha power for the time being, whatever it might happen to be. When the Muhammadans trod in the steps of the Greeks, they became the chief Mlechhas, and they also were consequently styled Yavanas.

* The oldest Jain inscription that has as yet been discovered is one from the hill Indragiri at Srívána Belgoa in the South of India. It records an emigration of Jainás from Ujáyín under the leadership of Swámi Bhadra Bahu, accounted the last of the Sruta Kevalis, who was accompanied by Chandragupta, King of Pataliputra. As the inscription gives a list of Bhadra Bahu's successors, it is clearly not contemporary with the events which it records; but it may be inferred from the archaic form of the letters that it dates from the third century B. C.

† More recent research, however, has revealed the fact that the Gotama Swámi, who was Mahávira's pupil, was not a Kshatriya by caste, as was Sákya Muni, the Buddha, but a Brahman of the well-known Gautama family, whose personal name was Indra-bhúti.

‡ This, however, is stoutly denied by Dr. Rajendra Lal Mittra. See his Indo-Aryan.
Krishna eventually found it desirable to abandon Mathurā, and with the whole clan of Yādavs retired to the Bay of Kachh. There he founded the flourishing city of Dwārakā, which at some later period was totally submerged in the sea. While he was reigning at Dwārakā, the great war for the throne of Indrapras-tha (Delhi) arose between the five sons of Pāndu and Durjodhan, the son of Dhritarāshtra. Krishna allied himself with the Pāndav princes, who were his cousins on the mother’s side, and was the main cause of their ultimate triumph. Before its commencement Krishna had invaded Magadha, marching by a circuitous route through Tirhūt and so taking Jarāsandha by surprise: his capital was forced to surrender, and he himself slain in battle. Still, after his death, Karna, a cousin of Krishna’s of illegitimate birth, was placed on the throne of Mathurā and maintained there by the influence of the Kauravas, Krishna’s enemies: a clear proof that the latter’s retirement to Dwārakā was involuntary.

Whether the above narrative has or has not any historical foundation, it is certain that Krishna was celebrated as a gallant warrior prince for many ages before he was metamorphosed into the amatory swain who now, under the title of Kanhaiya, is worshipped throughout India. He is first mentioned in the Mahābhārata, the most voluminous of all Sanskrit poems, consisting in the printed edition of 91,000 couplets. There he figures simply as the King of Dwārakā and ally of the Pāndavas; nor in the whole length of the poem, of which he is to a great extent the hero, is any allusion whatever made to his early life, except in one disputed passage. Hence it may be presumed that his boyish frolics at Mathurā and Brindā-bal, which now alone dwell in popular memory, are all subsequent inventions. They are related at length in the Hārivansa, which is a comparatively modern sequel to the Mahābhārata,* and with still greater circumstantiality in some of the later Purāṇas, which probably in their present form date no further back than the tenth century after Christ. So rapid has been the development of the original idea when once planted in the congenial soil of the sensuous East, that while in none of the more genuine Purāṇas, even those specially devoted to the inculcation of Vaishnava doctrines, is so much as the name mentioned of his favourite mistress, Bādhā: she now is jointly enthroned with him in every shrine and claims a full half of popular devotion. Among ordinary Hindus the recognized authority for his life and exploits is

* Though many episodes of later date have been interpolated, the composition of the main body of the Mahābhārata may with some confidence be referred to the second or third century before Christ.
Descent of Krishna through his father, Vasudeva, from the Sūrājvānīśī Kshatriyas.

From the patriarch Ikshvākū, generated by a sneeze of the Supreme Being, descended at a long interval Madhu, giant king of Madhu-vana.

Haryasva, banished king of Ajodhya, = Madhumāti. founder of Gobardhan.

Mādhava.

Bhīma (annexes Mathurā).

Andhaka.

Revati.

Visvagārba.

Vasu, or Sūra.

Vasudeva = Devaki.

The Sun-God = Prithā = Pándu. or Kunti.

Krishna.

Suprabhā = Dama-Ghōsha, Rājā of Chelī. or Sruta-srava.


Sisupāl.
Descent of Krishna through his mother, Devaki, from the Yādava clan of Soma-vansi Kshatriyas.

Soma, the Moon-God, by Tárá, ‘the bright star,’ whom he stole away from Vrihaspati, had a son Budha, married to Ilá. From this union sprang Pururavas = Urvasi, ‘the dawn.’

| Ayus.               |
| Nahusha.           |
| Yayáti.            |
| Yadu.              |
| Vidarbha.          |
| Andhaka.           |
| Abhijit.           |
| Ahuka.             |

Devaka.                              Ugrasen, King of Mathurá.

| Devaki = Vasudeva = Rohini. |

Krishna = Rukmini, daughter of Bhishmaka, King of Vidardha.

Pradyumna = a daughter of Rukmin, the brother of Rukmini.

Aniruddha = Ushá.

Vajra, who is generally said to have been crowned King of Mathurá on Krishna's death. But this belief rests on a verse in the Vishnu Purāna, where for Mathurá other MSS.—preferably as it would seem from the context—read Indra-prastha, or Hastinapura. The more unscientific native philologers are disposed to derive from Vajra the name of the country, Vraja (Braj).
the Bhágavat Purána," or rather its tenth Book, which has been translated into every form of the modern vernacular. The Hindi version, entitled the Prem Ságar, is the one held in most repute. In constructing the following legend of Krishna, in his popular character as the tutelary divinity of Mathurá, the Vishnu Purána has been adopted as the basis of the narrative, while many supplementary incidents have been extracted from the Bhágavat, and occasional references made to the Harivánsa.

In the days when Ráma was king of Ajodhiyá, there stood near the bank of the Jamuna a dense forest, once the stronghold of the terrible giant Madhu, who called it after his own name, Madhu-ban. On his death it passed into the hand of his son, Lavana, who in the pride of his superhuman strength sent an insolent challenge to Ráma, provoking him to single combat. The god-like hero disdained the easy victory for himself, but, to relieve the world of such an oppressor, sent his youngest brother, Satrughna, who vanquished and slew the giant, hewed down the wood in which he had entrenched himself, and on its site founded the city of Mathurá. The family of Bhoja, a remote descendant of the great Jadu, the common father of all the Jádav race, occupied the throne for many generations. The last of the line was King Ugrasen. In his house Kansa was born, and was nurtured by the king as his own son, though in truth he had no earthly father, but was the great demon Kálanemi incarnate. As soon as he came to man's estate he deposed the aged monarch, seated himself on the throne, and filled the city with carnage and desolation. The priests and sacred cattle were ruthlessly massacred and the temples of the gods defiled with blood. Heaven was besieged with prayers for deliverance from such a monster, nor were the prayers unheard. A supernatural voice declared to Kansa that an avenger would be born in the person of the eighth son of his kinsman, Vasudeva. Now, Vasudeva had married Devaki, a niece of King Ugrasen, and was living away from the court in retirement at the hill of Gobardhan. In the hope of defeating the prediction, Kansa immediately summoned them to Mathurá and there kept them closely watched.† From

* The Bhágavat is written in a more elegant style than any of the other Puránas, and is traditionally ascribed to the grammarian Bopadeva, who flourished at the Court of Hemádri, Rája of Devagiri or Daulatabad, in the twelfth or thirteenth century after Christ.

† The present Madhu-ban is near the village of Maholi, some five miles from Mathurá and from the bank of the Jamuná. The site, however, as now recognized, must be very ancient, since it is the ban which has given its name to the village; Maholi being a corruption of the original form, Madhupuri.

‡ The site of their prison-house, called the Kárá-grah, or more commonly Jam-bhámí, &c., 'birth-place,' is still marked by a small temple in Mathurá near the Potara-kund.
year to year, as each successive child was born, it was taken and delivered to the tyrant, and by him consigned to death. When Devaki became pregnant for the seventh time, the embryo was miraculously transferred to the womb of Rohini, another wife of Vasudeva, living at Gokul, on the opposite bank of the Jamuna, and a report was circulated that the mother had miscarried from the effects of her long imprisonment and constant anxiety. The child thus marvellously preserved was first called Sankarshana,* but afterwards received the name of Balarāma or Baladeva, under which he has become famous to all posterity.

Another year elapsed, and on the eighth of the dark fortnight of the month of Bhadon† Devaki was delivered of her eighth son, the immortal Krishna. Vasudeva took the babe in his arms and, favoured by the darkness of the night and the direct interposition of heaven, passed through the prison guards, who were charmed to sleep, and fled with his precious burden to the Jamuna. It was then the season of the rains, and the mighty river was pouring down a wild and resistless flood of waters. But he fearlessly stepped into the eddying torrent: at the first step that he advanced the wave reached the foot of the child slumbering in his arms; then, marvellous to relate, the waters were stillled at the touch of the divine infant and could rise no higher,‡ and in a moment of time the wayfarer had traversed the torrent’s broad expanse and emerged in safety on the opposite shore.§ Here he met Nanda, the chief herdsman of Gokul, whose wife, Jasodā, at that very time had given birth to a daughter, no earthly child, however, save in semblance, but the delusive power Joganidrā. Vasudeva dexterously exchanged the two infants and, returning, placed the female child in the bed of Devaki. At once it began to cry. The guards rushed in and carried it off to the tyrant. He, assured that it was the very child of fate, snatched it furiously from their hands and dashed it to the

* Signifying ‘extraction,’ i.e., from his mother’s womb. The word is also explained to mean ‘drawing furrows with the plough,’ and would thus be paralleled by Balarāma’s other names of Haláyudha, Haladhara, and Halabhirīt.

† On this day is celebrated the annual festival in honour of Krishna’s birth, called Jann Ashtami.

‡ This incident is popularly commemorated by a native toy called ‘Vásudeva Katora’ of which great numbers are manufactured at Mathurā. It is a brass cup with the figure of a man in it carrying a child at his side, and is so contrived that when water is poured into it it cannot rise above the child’s foot, but is then carried off by a hidden duct and runs out at the bottom till the cup is empty.

The landing-place is still shown at Gokul and called ‘Uttarēsva Ghat.’
ground: but how great his terror when he sees it rise resplendent in celestial beauty and ascend to heaven, there to be adored as the great goddess Durgā.* Kansa started from his momentary stupor, frantic with rage, and cursing the gods as his enemies, issued savage orders that every one should be put to death who dared to offer them sacrifice, and that diligent search should be made for all young children, that the infant son of Devaki, wherever concealed, might perish amongst the number. Judging these precautions to be sufficient, and that nothing further was to be dreaded from the parents, he set Vasudeva and Devaki at liberty. The former at once hastened to see Nanda, who had come over to Mathurā to pay his yearly tribute to the king, and after congratulating him on Jasoda’s having presented him with a son, begged him to take back to Gokul, Rohini’s boy, Balarām, and let the two children be brought up together. To this Nanda gladly assented, and so it came to pass that the two brothers, Krishna and Balarām, spent the days of their childhood together at Gokul, under the care of their foster-mother Jasodā.

They had not been there long, when one night the witch Pūtanā, hovering about for some mischief to do in the service of Kansa, saw the babe Krishna lying asleep, and took him up in her arms and began to suckle him with her own devil’s milk. A mortal child would have been poisoned at the first drop, but Krishna drew the breast with such strength that her life’s blood was drained with the milk, and the hideous fiend, terrifying the whole country of Braj with her groans of agony, fell lifeless to the ground. Another day Jasodā had gone down to the river-bank to wash some clothes, and had left the child asleep under one of the waggons. He all at once woke up hungry, and kicking out with his baby foot upset the big cart, full as it was of pans and pails of milk. When Jasoda came running back to see what all the noise was about, she found him in the midst of the broken fragments quietly asleep again, as if nothing had happened. Again, one of Kansa’s attendant demons, by name Trināvart, hoping to destroy the child, came and swept him off in a whirlwind, but the child was too much for him and made that his last journey to Braj.†

The older the boy grew, the more troublesome did Jasodā find him; he would crawl about everywhere on his hands and knees, getting into the cattle-sheds and pulling the calves by their tails, upsetting the pans of milk and whey, sticking his fingers into the curds and butter, and daubing his face and clothes

* The scene of this transformation is laid at the Jog Ghāt in Mathurā, so called from the child Jogānidrā.

† The event is commemorated by a small cell at Mahāban, in which the demon whirlwind is represented by a pair of enormous wings overshadowing the infant Krishna.
all over; and one day she got so angry with him that she put a cord round his waist and tied him to the great wooden mortar* while she went to look after her household affairs. No sooner was her back turned than the child, in his efforts to get loose, dragged away with him the heavy wooden block till it got fixed between two immense Arjun trees that were growing in the court-yard. It was wedged tight only for a minute, one more pull and down came the two enormous trunks with a thundering crash. Up ran the neighbours, expecting an earthquake at least, and found the village half buried under the branches of the fallen trees, with the child between the two shattered stems laughing at the mischief he had caused.†

Alarmed at these successive portents, Nanda determined upon removing to some other locality and selected the neighbourhood of Brindá-ban as affording the best pasturage for the cattle. Here the boys lived till they were seven years old, not so much in Brindá-ban itself as in the copses on the opposite bank of the river, near the town of Mát; there they wandered about, merrily disjointing themselves, decking their heads with plumes of peacocks’ feathers, stringing long wreaths of wild flowers round their necks and making sweet music with their rustic pipes.‡ At evening-tide they drove the cows home to the pens, and joined in frolicsome sports with the herdsmen’s children under the shade of the great Bhândir tree.§

But even in their new home they were not secure from demoniacal aggression. When they had come to five years of age, and were grazing their

* From this incident Krishna derives his popular name of Démodar, from dám a cord, and udar, the body. The mortar, or udákhaňa, is generally a solid block of wood, three or four feet high, hollowed out at the top into the shape of a basin.

† The traditionary scene of all these adventures is laid, not at Gokul, as might have been anticipated, but at Mahabán, which is now a distinct town further inland. There are shown the jugal arjun ki thur, ‘or site of the two Arjun trees,’ and the spots where Pútáné, Trinávart, and Sakatásur, or the cart-demon (for in the Bhágavat the cart is said to have been upset by the intervention of an evil spirit), met their fate. The village of Koila, on the opposite bank, is said to derive its name from the fact that the ‘ashes’ from Pútáné’s funeral pile floated down there; or that Vasudeva, when crossing the river and thinking he was about to sink, called out for some one to take the child, saying ‘Koi le, koi le.’

‡ From these childish sports, Krishna derives his popular names of Ban-mátí, ‘the wearer of a chaplet of wild flowers,’ and Baní-thar and Murli-thar, ‘the flute-player.’ Hence, too, the strolling singers, who frequent the fairs held on Krishna’s fête days, attire themselves in high-crowned caps decked with peacocks’ feathers.

§ The Bhândir-ban is a dense thicket of ber and other low prickly shrubs in the hamlet of Cháhiri, a little above Mát. In the centre is an open space with a small modern temple and well. The Bhândir bat is an old tree a few hundred yards outside the grove.
cattle on the bank of the Jamuná the demon Bachhásur made an open onset against them.* When he had received the reward of his temerity, the demon Bakásur tried the efficacy of stratagem. Transforming himself into a crane of gigantic proportions he perched on the hill-side, and when the cowherd's children came to gaze at the monstrous apparition, snapped them all up one after the other. But Krishna made such a hot mouthful that he was only too glad to drop him; and as soon as the boy set his feet on the ground again, he seized the monster by his long bill and rent him in twain.

On another day, as their playmate Tosh† and some of the other children were rambling about, they spied what they took to be the mouth of a great chasm in the rock. It was in truth the expanded jaws of the serpent-king Aghásur, and as the boys were peeping in he drew a deep breath and sucked them all down. But Krishna bid them be of good cheer, and swelled his body to such a size that the serpent burst, and the children stepped out upon the plain uninjured.

Again, as they lay lazily one sultry noon under a Kadamb tree enjoying their lunch, the calves strayed away quite out of sight.‡ In fact, the jealous god Brahma had stolen them. When the loss was detected, all ran off in different directions to look for them; but Krishna took a shorter plan, and as soon as he found himself alone, created other cattle exactly like them to take their place. He then waited a little for his companions' return; but when no signs of them appeared, he guessed, as was really the case, that they too had been stolen by Brahma; so without more ado he continued the work of creation, and called into existence another group of children identical in appearance with the absentees. Meanwhile, Brahma had dropped off into one of his periodical dozes, and waking up after the lapse of a year, chuckled to himself over the forlorn condition of Braj, without either cattle or children. But when he got there and began to look about him, he found everything just the same as before: then he made his submission to Krishna, and acknowledged him to be his lord and master.

One day, as Krishna was strolling by himself along the bank of the Jamuná, he came to a creek by the side of which grew a tall Kadamb tree. He

---

* This adventure gives its name to the Bachh-ban near Schl.
† Hence the name of the village Tosh in the Mathurá pargana.
‡ The scene of this adventure is laid at Khadira-ban, near Khaira. The khadira is a species of acacia. The Sanskrit word assumes in Prákrit the form khaira.
climbed the tree and took a plunge into the water. Now, this recess was the haunt of a savage dragon, by name Káliya, who at one started from the depth, coiled himself round the intruder, and fastened upon him with his poisonous fangs. The alarm spread, and Nanda, Jasoda and Palarám, and all the neighbours came running, frightened out of their senses, and found Krishna still and motionless, enveloped in the dragon’s coils. The sight was so terrible that all stood as if spell-bound; but Krishna with a smile gently shook off the serpent’s folds, and seizing the hooded monster by one of his many heads, pressed it down upon the margin of the stream and danced upon it, till the poor wretch was so torn and lacerated that his wives all came from their watery cells and threw themselves at Krishna’s feet and begged for mercy. The dragon himself in a feeble voice sued for pardon; then the beneficent divinity not only spared his life and allowed him to depart with all his family to the island of Ilamanak, but further assured him that he would ever thereafter bear upon his brow the impress of the divine feet, seeing which no enemy would dare to molest him. 

After this, as the two boys were straying with their herds from wood to wood, they came to a large palm-grove (tálbán), where they began shaking the trees to bring down the fruit. Now, in this grove there dwelt a demon, by name Dhenuk, who, hearing the fruit fall, rushed past in the form of an ass and gave Balaram a flying kick full on the breast with both his hind legs. But before his legs could again reach the ground, Balaram seized them in his powerful grasp, and whirling the demon round his head hurled the carcase on to the top of one of the tallest trees, causing the fruit to drop like rain. The boys then returned to their station at the Bhándir fig-tree, and that very night, while they were in Bhadra-bán† close by, there came on a violent storm. The tall dry grass was kindled by the lightning and the whole forest was in a blaze. Off scampered the cattle, and the herdsmen too, but Krishna called to the cowards to stop and close their eyes for a minute.

* One of the gháts at Brindá-ban is named, in commemoration of this event, Káli-mardan, or Káli-dah, and the, or rather ə, Kadamb tree is still shown there.

† Bhadra-bán occupies a high point on the left bank of the Jamuná, some three miles above Mát. With the usual fate of Hindi words, it is transformed in the official map of the district into the Persian Bahádur-bán. Between it and Bhándir-bán is a large straggling wood called mekh-bán. This, it is said, was open ground, till one day, many years ago, some great man encamped there, and all the stakes to which his horses had been tethered took root and grew up.
When they opened them again, the cows were all standing in their pens, and the moon shone calmly down on the waving forest trees and rustling reeds.

Another day Krishna and Balarām were running a race up to the Bhándir tree with their playmate Sridáma, when the demon Pralamba came and asked to make a fourth. In the race Pralamba was beaten by Balarām, and so, according to the rules of the game, had to carry him on his back from the goal to the starting-point. No sooner was Balarām on his shoulders than Pralamba ran off with him at the top of his speed, and recovering his proper diabolical form made sure of destroying him. But Balarām soon taught him differently, and squeezed him so tightly with his knees, and dealt him such cruel blows on the head with his fists, that his skull and ribs were broken, and no life left in the monster. Seeing this feat of strength, his comrades loudly greeted him with the name of Balarām, 'Ráma the strong,'* which title he ever after retained.

But who so frolicsome as the boy Krishna? Seeing the fair maids of Brāj performing their ablutions in the Jamuná, he stole along the bank, and picking up the clothes of which they had divested themselves, climbed up with them into a Kadamb tree. There he mocked the frightened girls as they came shivering out of the water; nor would he yield a particle of vestment till all had ranged before him in a row, and with clasped and uplifted hands most piteously entreated him. Thus the boy-god taught his votaries that submission to the divine will was a more excellent virtue even than modesty.†

At the end of the rains all the herdsmen began to busy themselves in preparing a great sacrifice in honour of Indra, as a token of their gratitude for the refreshing showers he had bestowed upon the earth. But Krishna, who had already made sport of Brahma, thought lightly enough of Indra's claims

---

* Balarām, under the name of Belus, is described by Latin writers as the Indian Hercules and said to be one of the tutelary divinities of Mathurā. Patanjali also, the celebrated Grammāriian, a native of Gonda in Oudh, whose most probable date is 150 B.C., clearly refers to Krishna as a divinity and to Kansa's death at his hands as a current tradition, both popular and ancient; the events in the hero's life forming the subject of different poems, from which he quotes lines or parts of lines as examples of grammatical rules. Thus, whatever the date of the eighteen Puránas, as we now have them, Pauránik mythology and the local cultus of Krishna and Balarām at Mathurā must be of higher antiquity than has been represented by some European scholars.

† This popular incident is commemorated by the Chīr Ghát at Sīyāra; chīr meaning clothes. The same name is frequently given to the Chain Ghát at Brinda-ban, which is also so called in the Vṛaja-bhakti-vilāsa, written 1853 A.D.
and said to Nanda:—“The forests where we tend our cattle cluster round the foot of the hills, and it is the spirits of the hills that we ought rather to worship. They can assume any shapes they please, and if we slight them, will surely transform themselves into lions and wolves and destroy both us and our herds.” The people of Braj were convinced by these arguments, and taking all the rich gifts they had prepared, set out for Gobardhan, where they solemnly circumambulated the mountain and presented their offerings to the new divinity. Krishna himself, in the character of the mountain gods, stood forth on the highest peak and accepted the adoration of the assembled crowd, while a fictitious image in his own proper person joined humbly in the ranks of the devotees.

When Indra saw himself thus defrauded of the promised sacrifice, he was very wrath, and summoning the clouds from every quarter of heaven, bid them all descend upon Braj in one fearful and unbroken torrent. In an instant the sky was overhung with impenetrable gloom, and it was only by the vivid flashes of lightning that the terrified herdsmen could see their houses and cattle beaten down and swept away by the irresistible deluge. The ruin was but for a moment; with one hand Krishna uprooted the mountain from its base, and balancing it on the tip of his finger called all the people under its cover. There they remained secure for seven days and nights and the storms of Indra beat harmlessly on the summit of the uplifted range: while Krishna stood erect and smiling, nor once did his finger tremble beneath the weight. When Indra found his passion fruitless, the heavens again became clear; the people of Braj stepped forth from under Gobardhan, and Krishna quietly restored it to its original site. Then Indra, moved with desire to behold and worship the incarnate god, mounted his elephant Airāvata and descended upon the plains of Braj. There he adored Krishna in his humble pastoral guise, and saluting him by the new titles of Upendra* and Gobind placed under his special protection his own son the hero Arjun, who had then taken birth at Indraprastha in the family of Pandu.

* The title Upendra was evidently conferred upon Krishna before the full development of the Vaishnava School; for however Paurāṇik writers may attempt to explain it, the only grammatical meaning of the compound is ‘a lesser Indra.’ As Krishna has long been considered much the greater god of the two, the title has fallen into disrepute and is now seldom used. Similarly with ‘ Gobind;’ its true meaning is not, as implied in the text, ‘ the Indra of cows,’ but simply ‘ a finder, or ‘ tender of cows,’ from the root ‘ vid.’ The Hindus themselves prefer to explain Upendra as meaning simply Indra’s younger brother, Vishnu, in the dwarf incarnation, having been born as the son of Kasyapa, who was also Indra’s father.
When Krishna had completed his twelfth year, Nanda, in accordance with
a vow that he had made, went with all his family to perform a special devotion
at the temple of Devi. At night, when they were asleep, a huge boa-con-
strictor laid hold of Nanda by the toe and would speedily have devoured him;
but Krishna, hearing his foster-father’s cries, ran to his side and lightly set his
foot on the great serpent’s head. At the very touch the monster was trans-
formed and assumed the figure of a lovely youth; for ages ago a Ganymede of
heaven’s court by name Sudarsan, in the pride of beauty and exalted birth, had
vexed the holy sage Angiras, when deep in divine contemplation, by dancing
backwards and forwards before him, and by his curse had been metamorphosed
into a snake, in that vile shape to expiate his offence until the advent of the
gracious Krishna.

Beholding all the glorious deeds that he had performed, the maids of Braj
could not restrain their admiration. Drawn from their lonely homes by the
low sweet notes of his seductive pipe, they floated around him in rapturous
love, and through the moonlight autumn nights joined with him in the circling
dance, passing from glade to glade in ever increasing ecstasy of devotion. To
whatever theme his voice was attuned, their song had but one burden—his per-
fect beauty; and as they mingled in the mystic maze, with eyes closed in the
intensity of voluptuous passion, each nymph as she grasped the hand of her
partner thrilled at the touch, as though the hand were Krishna’s, and dreamed
herself alone supremely blest in the enjoyment of his undivided affection.
Rádha, fairest of the fair, reigned queen of the revels, and so languished in the
heavenly delights of his embraces, that all consciousness of earth and self was
obliterated.*

One night, as the choir of attendant damsels followed through the woods
the notes of his wayward pipe, a lustful giant, by name Sankkhúr, attempted
to intercept them. Then Krishna showed himself no timorous gallant, but cast-
ing crown and flute to the ground pursued the ravisher, and seizing him from
behind by his shaggy hair, cut off his head, and taking the precious jewel
which he had worn on his front presented it to Balarám.

* Any sketch of Krishna’s adventures would be greatly defective which contained no allusion
to his celebrated amours with the Gopís, or milkmaids of Braj. It is the one incident in his
life upon which modern Hindu writers love to lavish all the resources of their eloquence. Yet
in the original authorities it occupies a no more prominent place in the narrative than that which
has been assigned it above. In pictorial representations of the ‘circular dance’ or Rámandal,
whatever the number of the Gopís introduced, so often is the figure of Krishna repeated. Thus
each Gopi can claim him as a partner, while again, in the centre of the circle, he stands in larger
form with his favourite Rádha.
Yet once again was the dance of love rudely interrupted. The demon Arishta, disguised as a gigantic bull, dashed upon the scene and made straight for Krishna. The intrepid youth, smiling, awaited the attack, and seizing him by the horns forced down his head to the ground; then twisting the monster’s neck as it had been a wet rag, he wrenched one of the horns from the socket and with it so belaboured the brute that no life was left in his body. Then all the herdsmen rejoiced; but the crime of violating even the semblance of a bull could not remain unexpiated. So all the sacred streams and places of pilgrimage, obedient to Krishna’s summons, came in bodily shape to Gobardhan and poured from their holy urns into two deep reservoirs prepared for the occasion. There Krishna bathed, and by the efficacy of this concentrated essence of sanctity was washed clean of the pollution he had incurred.

When Kansa heard of the marvellous acts performed by the two boys at Brindá-ban he trembled with fear and recognized the fated avengers, who had eluded all his cruel vigilance and would yet wreak his doom. After pondering for a while what stratagem to adopt, he proclaimed a great tournay of arms, making sure that if they were induced to come to Mathurá and enter the lists as combatants, they would be inevitably destroyed by his two champions Chánur and Mushtika. Of all the Jádav tribe Akrúr was the only chieftain in whose integrity the tyrant could confide: he accordingly was despatched with an invitation to Nanda and all his family to attend the coming festival. But though Akrúr started at once on his mission, Kansa was too restless to wait the result: the demon Kesin, terror of the woods of Brindá-ban, was ordered to try his strength against them or ever they left their home. Disguised as a wild horse, the monster rushed amongst the herds, scattering them in all directions. Krishna alone stood calmly in his way, and when the demoniacal steed bearing down upon him with wide-extended jaws made as though it would devour him, he thrust his arm down the gaping throat and, with a mighty heave, burst the huge body asunder, splitting it into two equal portions right down the back from nose to tail.

* These are the famous tanks of Rádhá-kund, which is the next village to Gobardhan; while Aring, a contraction for Arishta-gáñw, is the scene of the combat with the bull.

† There are two gháts at Brindá-ban named after this adventure: the first Kesá Gháí, where the monster was slain; the second Chain Gháí, where Krishna ‘rested’ and bathed. It is from this exploit, according to Puránik etymology, that Krishna derives his popular name of Kesava. The name, however, is more ancient than the legend, and signifies simply the long-haired, ‘crinitus,’ or radiant, an appropriate epithet if Krishna be taken for the Indian Apollo.
All unconfused at this stupendous encounter, Krishna returned to his childish sports and was enjoying a game of blind-man's buff, when the demon Byomásur came up in guise as a cowherd and asked to join the party. After a little, he proposed to vary the amusement by a turn at wolf-and goats, and then lying in ambush and transforming himself into a real wolf he fell upon the children, one by one, and tore them in pieces, till Krishna, detecting his wiles, dragged him from his cover and, seizing him by the throat, beat him to death.

At this juncture, Akrúr* arrived with his treacherous invitation: it was at once accepted, and the boys in high glee started for Mathurá, Nanda also and all the village encampment accompanying them. Just outside the city they met the king’s washerman and his train of donkeys laden with bundles of clothes, which he was taking back fresh washed from the river-side to the palace. What better opportunity could be desired for country boys, who had never before left the woods and had no clothes fit to wear. They at once made a rush at the bundles and, tearing them open, arrayed themselves in the finery just as it came to hand, without any regard for fit or colour; then on they went again, laughing heartily at their own mountebank appearance, till a good tailor called them into his shop, and there cut and snipped and stitched away till he turned them out in the very height of fashion: and to complete their costume, the mdti Sudáma gave them each a nosegay of flowers. So going through the streets like young princes, there met them the poor hump-backed woman Kubja, and Krishna, as he passed, putting one foot on her feet and one hand under her chin, stretched out her body straight as a dart.†

In the court-yard before the palace was displayed the monstrous bow, the test of skill and strength in the coming encounter of arms. None but a giant could bend it; but Krishna took it up in sport, and it snapped in his fingers like a twig. Out ran the king’s guards, hearing the crash of the broken beam, but all perished at the touch of the invincible child: not one survived to tell how death was dealt.

When they had seen all the sights of the city, they returned to Nanda, who had been much disquieted by their long absence, and on the morrow repaired to the arena, where Kansa was enthroned in state on a high dais overlooking

---

* Akrúr is the name of a hamlet between Mathurá and Brindá-ban.

† "Kubja’s well" in Mathurá commemorates this event. It is on the Delhi road, a little beyond the Katra. Nearly opposite, a carved pillar from a Buddhist railing has been set up and is worshipped as Párvatí.
the lists. At the entrance they were confronted by the savage elephant Kavala-yapída, upon whom Kansa relied to trample them to death. But Krishna, after sporting with it for a while, seized it at last by the tail, and whirling it round his head dashed it lifeless to the ground. Then, each bearing one of its tusks, the two boys stepped into the ring and challenged all comers. Chunar was matched against Krishna, Mushtika against Balarám. The struggle was no sooner begun than ended: both the king's champions were thrown and rose no more. Then Kansa started from his throne, and cried aloud to his guards to seize and put to death the two rash boys with their father Vasudeva—for his sons he knew they were—and the old King Ugrasen. But Krishna with one bound sprung upon the dais, seized the tyrant by the hair as he vainly sought to fly, and hurled him down the giddy height into the ravine below.* Then they dragged the lifeless body to the bank of the Jamuná, and there by the water's edge at last sat down to 'rest,' whence the place is known to this day as the 'Viaránt' Ghát.† Now that justice had been satisfied, Krishna was too righteous to insult the dead; he comforted the widows of the fallen monarch, and bid them celebrate the funeral rites with all due form, and himself applied the torch to the pyre. Then Ugrasen was reseated on his ancient throne, and Mathurá once more knew peace and security.

As Krishna was determined on a lengthened-stay, he persuaded Nanda to return alone to Brindá-ban and console his foster-mother Jasodá with tidings of his welfare. He and Balarám then underwent the ceremonies of caste-initiation, which had been neglected during their sojourn with the herdsmen; and, after a few days, proceeded to Ujjayín, there to pursue the prescribed course of study under the Kásya sage Sandípani. The rapidity with which they mastered every science soon betrayed their divinity; and as they prepared to leave, their instructor fell at their feet and begged of them a boon—namely, the restoration of his son, who had been engulfed by the waves of the sea when on a pilgrimage to Prabhása. Ocean was summoned to answer the charge, and taxed the demon Panchajana with the crime. Krishna at once plunged into the unfathomable depth and dragged the monster lifeless to the surface. Then

*Kansa’s Hill and the Rang-Bhúmi, or ‘arena,’ with an image of Rangesvar Mahádeva, where the bow was broken, the elephant killed and the champion wrestlers defeated, are still sacred sites immediately outside the city of Mathurá, opposite the new dispensary.

†The Viaránt Ghát, or Resting Ghát, is the most sacred spot in all Mathurá. It occupies the centre of the river front, and is thus made a prominent object, though it has no special architectural beauty.
with Balaram he invaded the city of the dead and claimed from Jama the Brähman’s son, whom they took back with them to the light of day and restored to his enraptured parents. The shell in which the demon had dwelt (whence his title Sankhasur) was ever thereafter borne by the hero as his special emblem* under the name of Panchajanya.

Meanwhile, the widows of King Kansa had fled to Magadha, their native land, and implored their father, Jarsandsada, to take up arms and avenge their murdered lord. Scarcely had Krishna returned to Mathurá when the assembled hosts invested the city. The gallant prince did not wait the attack; but, accompanied by Balaram, sallied forth, routed the enemy and took Jarasandsada prisoner. Compassionating the utterness of his defeat, they allowed him to return to his own country, where, unmoved by the generosity of his victors, he immediately began to raise a new army on a still larger scale than the preceding, and again invaded the dominions of Ugrasen. Seventeen times did Jarsandsada renew the attack, seventeen times was he repulsed by Krishna. Finding it vain to continue the struggle alone, he at last called to his aid King Kala-yavana,† who with his barbarous hordes from the far west bore down upon the devoted city of Mathurá. That very night Krishna bade arise on the remote shore of the Bay of Kachh the stately Fort of Dwaraká, and thither, in a moment of time, transferred the whole of his faithful people: the first intimation that reached them of their changed abode was the sound of the roaring waves when they woke on the following morning. He then returned to do battle against the allied invaders; but being hard pressed by the barbarian king, he fled and took refuge in a cave, where the holy Muchkunda was sleeping, and there concealed himself. When the Yavana arrived, he took the sleeper to be Krishna and spurned him with his foot, whereupon Muchkunda awoke and with a glance reduced him to ashes.‡ But meanwhile Mathura had

* The legend has been invented to explain why the sankha, or conch-shell, is employed as a religious emblem: the simpler reason is to be found in the fact of its constant use as an auxiliary to temple worship. In consequence of a slight similarity in the name, this incident is popularly connected with the village of Sonsa in the Mathurá pargana, without much regard to the exigencies of the narrative, since Prabháśa, where Panchajana was slain, is far away on the shore of the Western Ocean in Gujarát.

† The soul of Kala-yavana is supposed in a second birth to have animated the body of the tyrannical Aurangzeb.

‡ The traditional scene of this event is laid at Muchkund, a lake three miles to the west of Dholpur, where two bathing fairs are annually held: the one in May, the other at the beginning of September. The lake has as many as 114 temples on its banks, though none are of great antiquity. It covers an area of 41 acres and lies in a natural hollow of great depth,
fallen into the hands of Jarásandha, who forthwith destroyed all the palaces and temples and every memento of the former dynasty, and erected new buildings in their place as monuments of his own conquest.

Thenceforth Krishna reigned with great glory at Dwáráká; and not many days had elapsed when, fired with the report of the matchless beauty of the princess Rukmíni, daughter of Bhishmak, king of Kundina in the country of Vidarbha, he broke in upon the marriage feast, and carried her off before the very eyes of her betrothed, the Chanderi king Sisupál.† After this he contracted many other splendid alliances, even to the number of sixteen thousand and one hundred, and became the father of a hundred and eighty thousand sons.‡ In the Great War he took up arms with his five cousins, the Pándav princes, to terminate the tyranny of Duryodhan; and accompanied by Bhíma and Arjuna, invaded Magadha, and taking Jarásandha by surprise, put him to death and burnt his capital: and many other noble achievements did he perform, which are written in the chronicles of Dwáráká; but Mathurá saw him no more, and the legends of Mathurá are ended.

To many persons it will appear profane to institute a comparison between the inspired oracles of Christianity and the fictions of Hinduism. But if we

fell in the rains by the drainage of the neighbourhood and fed throughout the year by a number of springs, which have their source in the surrounding sand-stone hills. The local legend is that Rájá Muchkund, after a long and holy life, desired to find rest in death. The gels denied his prayer, but allowed him to repose for centuries in sleep and decreed that any one who disturbed him should be consumed by fire. Krishna, in his flight from Kála-yavana, chanced to pass the place where the Rájá slept and, without disturbing him threw a cloth over his face and concealed himself close by. Soon after arrived Kála-yavana, who, concluding that the sleeper was the enemy he sought, rudely awoke him and was instantly consumed. After this Krishna remained with the Rájá for some days and finding that no water was to be had nearer than the Chambal, he stamped his foot and so caused a depression in the rock, which immediately filled with water and now forms the lake.

* As Magadha became the great centre of Buddhism, and indeed derives its latter name of Bihár from the numerous Viháras, or Buddhist monasteries, which it contained, its king Járá-antha and his son-in-law Kansa have been described by the orthodox writers of the Mahá-bhárata and Sri Bhágavat with all the animus they felt against the professors of that religion, though in reality it had not come into existence till some 400 years after Járásandha's death. Thus the narrative of Krishna's retreat to Dwáráká and the subsequent demolition of Hindu Mathurá, besides its primary signification, represents also in mythological language the great historical fact, attested by the notices of contemporary travellers and the results of recent antiquarian research, that for a time Brahmánísm was almost eradicated from Central India and Buddhism established as the national religion.

† Sisupál was first cousin to Krishna; his mother, Srutadevá, being Vasudeva's sister.

‡ These extravagant numbers are merely intended to indicate the wide diffusion and power of the great Jádava (vulgarily Jádon) clan.
fairly consider the legend as above sketched, and allow for a slight element of the grotesque and that tendency to exaggerate which is inalienable from Oriental imagination, we shall find nothing incongruous with the primary idea of a beneficent divinity manifested in the flesh in order to deliver the world from oppression and restore the practice of true religion. Even as regards the greatest stumbling-block, viz., the 'Panchádyáya,' or five chapters of the Bhágavat, which describe Krishna's amours with the Gópis, the language is scarcely, if at all, more glowing and impassioned than that employed in 'the song of songs, which is Solomon's;' and if theologians maintain that the latter must be mystical because inspired, how can a similar defence be denied to the Hindu philosopher? As to those wayward caprices of the child-god, for which no adequate explanation can be assigned, the Bráhman, without any derogation from his intellect, may regard them as the sport of the Almighty; the mysterious dealings of an inscrutable Providence, styled in Sanskrit terminology máyá, and in the language of Holy Church sapientia—sapientia ludens omni tempore, ludens in orbe terrarum.

Attempts have also been made to establish a definite and immediate connection between the Hindu narrative and at least the earlier chapters of S. Matthew's Gospel. But I think without success. There is an obvious similarity of sound between the names Christ and Krishna; Herod's massacre of the innocents may be compared with the massacre of the children of Mathurá by Kansa; the flight into Egypt with the flight to Gokul; as Christ had a forerunner of supernatural birth in the person of S. John the Baptist, so had Krishna in Balarám; and as the infant Saviour was cradled in a manger and first worshipped by shepherds, though descended from the royal house of Judah, so Krishna, though a near kinsman of the reigning prince, was brought up amongst cattle and first manifested his divinity to herdsmen.*

The inference drawn from these coincidences is corroborated by an ecclesiastical tradition that the Gospel which S. Thomas the Apostle brought with him to India

---

* Hindu pictures of the infant Krishna in the arms of his foster-mother Yasodá, with a glory encircling the heads both of mother and child and a background of Oriental scenery, might often pass for Indian representations of Christ and the Madonna. Professor Weber has written at great length to argue a connection between them. But few scenes (as remarked by Dr. Rájendraála Mitra) could be more natural or indigenous in any country than that of a woman nursing a child, and in delineating it in one country it is all but utterly impossible to design something which would not occur to other artists in other parts of the world. The relation of original and copy in such case can be inferred only from the details, the technical treatment, general arrangement and style of execution; and in these respects there is no similarity between the Hindu painting and the Byzantine Madonna quoted by Professor Weber.
was that of S. Matthew, and that when his relics were discovered, a copy of it was found to have been buried with him. It is further to be noted that the special Vaishnava tenets of the unity of the Godhead and of salvation by faith are said to have been introduced by Nárada from the Sweta-dwipa, an unknown region, which if the word be interpreted to mean 'White-man's land,' might well be identified with Christian Europe. It is, on the other hand, absolutely certain that the name of Krishna, however late the full development of the legendary cycle, was celebrated throughout India long before the Christian era; thus the only possible hypothesis is that some pandit, struck by the marvellous circumstances of our Lord's infancy as related in the Gospel, transferred them to his own indigenous mythology, and on account of the similarity of name selected Krishna as their hero. It is quite possible that a new life of Krishna may in this way have been constructed out of incidents borrowed from Christian records, since we know as a fact of literary history that the converse process has been actually performed. Thus Fr. Beschi, who was in India from 1700 to 1742, in the hope of supplanting the Rámayana, composed, on the model of that famous Hindu epic, a poem of 3,615 stanzas divided into 30 cantos, called the Tembávaní, or Unfading Garland, in which every adventure, miracle and achievement recorded of the national hero, Ráma, was elaborately paralleled by events in the life of Christ. It may be added that the Harivansa, which possibly is as old* as any of the Vaishnava Puránas, was certainly written by a stranger to the country of Braj;† and not only so, but it further shows distinct traces of a southern origin, as in its description of the exclusively Dakhini festival, the Punjal: and it is only in the south of India that

* It is quoted by Birúni (born 970, died 1038 A. D.) as a standard authority in his time.

† The proof of this statement is that all his topographical descriptions are utterly irreconcilable with facts. Thus he mentions that Krishna and Balaráma were brought up at a spot selected by Nanda on the bank of the Jamuná near the hill of Gobardhan (Canto 61). Now, Gobardhan is some fifteen miles from the river; and the neighbourhood of Gokula and Mahában, which all other written authorities and also ancient tradition agree in declaring to have been the scene of Krishna's infancy, is several miles further distant from the ridge and on the other side of the Jamuná. Again, Tál-ban is described (Canto 79) as lying north of Gobardhan—

गोबर्ढन नक्षत्रताता यमुनातीरसतिधिः
ददुशाते ततो बिरैरा रम्यं तालवं महत्

It is south-east of Gobardhan and with the city of Mathurá between it and Brindá-ban, though in the Bhágavat it is said to be close to the latter town. So also Bhándir-ban is represented in the Harivansa as being on the same side of the river as the Káli-Mardan Ghát, being in reality nearly opposite to it.
a Brāhman would be likely to meet with Christian traditions. There the Church has had a continuous, though a feeble and struggling existence, from the very earliest Apostolic times* down to the present; and it must be admitted that there is no intrinsic improbability in supposing that the narrative of the Gospel may have exercised on some Hindu sectarian a similar influence to that which the Pentateuch and the Talmud had on the founder of Islam. Nor are the differences between the authentic legends of Judaism and the perversions of them that appear in the Kurān very much greater than those which distinguish the life of Christ from the life of Krishna. But after all that can be urged there is no historical basis for the supposed connection between the two narratives, which probably would never have been suggested but for the similarity of name. Now, that is certainly a purely accidental coincidence; for Christos is as obviously a Greek as Krishna is a Sanskrit formation, and the roots from which the two words are severally derived are entirely different.

The similarity of doctrine is perhaps a yet more curious phenomenon, and Dr. Lorinser, in his German version of the Bhagavad Gita, which is the most

---

* According to Eusebius, the Apostle who visited India was not Thomas, but Bartholomew. There is, however, no earlier tradition to confirm the latter name; while the Acts of S. Thomas—though apocryphal—are mentioned by Epiphanius, who was consecrated Bishop of Salamis about 368 A.D., and are attributed by Photius to Lucius Charinas, by later scholars to Bardianes at the end of the second century. Anyhow, they are ancient, and as it would have been against the writer's interest to contradict established facts, the probability is that his historical groundwork—S. Thomas' visit to India—is correct. That Christianity still continued to exist there, after the time of the Apostles, is proved by the statement of Eusebius that Pantenus, the teacher of Clemens Alexandrinus, visited the country in the second century and brought back with him to Alexandria a copy of the Hebrew Gospel of S. Matthew. S. Chrysostom also speaks of a translation into the Indian tongue of a Gospel or Catechism; a Metropolitan of Persia and India attended the Council of Nice; and the heresiarch Mani, put to death about 272 A.D., wrote an Epistle to the Indians. Much stress, however, must not be laid on these latter facts, since India in early times was a term of very wide extent. According to tradition S. Thomas founded seven Churches in Malabar, the names of which are given and are certainly old; and in the sixth century, Cosmas Indicopleustes, a Byzantine monk, speaks of a Church at Male (Malabar) with a Bishop in the town of Kallıena (Kalyán) who had been consecrated in Persia. The sculptured crosses which S. Francis Xavier and other Catholic Missionaries supposed to be relics of S. Thomas have Pahlavi inscriptions, from the character of which it is surmised that they are not of earlier date than the seventh or eighth century. The old connection between Malabar and Edessa is probably to be explained by the fact that S. Thomas was, as Eusebius and other ecclesiastical historians describe him, the Apostle of Edessa, while Pahlavi, which is an Aramean dialect of Assyria, may well have been known and used as far north as that city, since it was the language of the Persian Court. From Antioch, which is not many miles distant from ancient Edessa, and to which the Edessa Church was made subject, the Malabar Christians have from a very early period received their Bishops.
authoritative exponent of Vaishnava tenets, has attempted to point out that it contains many coincidences with and references to the New Testament. As Dr. Muir has very justly observed, there is no doubt a general resemblance between the manner in which Krishna asserts his own divine nature, enjoins devotion to his person and sets forth the blessing which will result to his votaries from such worship on the one hand, and the language of the fourth Gospel on the other. But the immediate introduction of the Bible into the explanation of the Bhagavad Gita is at least premature. For though some of the parallels are curious, the ethics and the religion of different peoples are not so different from one another that here and there coincidence should not be expected to be found. Most of the verses cited exhibit no very close resemblance to Biblical texts and are only such as might naturally have occurred spontaneously to an Indian writer. And more particularly with regard to the doctrine of 'faith' bhakti may be a modern term, but sraddhā, in much the same sense, is found even in the hymns of the Rig Veda.

A striking example of the insufficiency of mere coincidence in name and event, to establish a material connection between the legends of any two religious, is afforded by the narrative of Buddha's temptation as given in the Lalita Vistara. In all such cases the metaphysical resemblance tends to prove the identity of the religious idea in all ages of the world and among all races of mankind; but any historical connection, in the absence of historical proof, is purely hypothetical. The story of the Temptation in the fourth Chapter of S. Matthew's Gospel, which was undergone after a long fast and before the commencement of our Lord's active ministry, is exactly paralleled by the circumstances of Buddha's victory over the assaults of the Evil One, after he had completed his six years of penance and before he began his public career as a national Reformer. But the Lalita Vistara is anterior in date to the Christian revelation, and therefore cannot have borrowed from it; while it is also certain that the Buddhist legend can never have reached S. Matthew's ears, and therefore any connection between the two narratives is absolutely impossible. My belief is that all the supposed connection between Christ and Krishna is equally imaginary.
CHAPTER IV.

THE BRAJ-MANDAL, THE BAN-JÁTRA, AND THE HOLI.

Not only the city of Mathurá, but with it the whole of the western half of the district, has a special interest of its own as the birth-place and abiding home of Vaishnava Hinduism. It is about 42 miles in length, with an average breadth of 30 miles, and is intersected throughout by the river Jamuná. On the right bank of the stream are the parganas of Kosi and Chhátá—so named after their principal towns—with the home pargana below them to the south; and on the left bank the united parganas of Mát and Noh-jhíl, with half the pargana of Mahá-ban as far east as the town of Baladeva. This extent of country is almost absolutely identical with the Braj-mandal of Hindu topography; the circuit of 84 kos in the neighbourhood of Gokul and Brindá-ban, where the divine brothers Krishna and Balarám grazed their herds.

The first aspect of the country is a little disappointing to the student of Sanskrit literature, who has been led by the glowing eulogiums of the poets to anticipate a second vale of Tempe. A similarly unfavourable impression is generally produced upon the mind of any chance traveller, who is carried rapidly along the dusty high-road, and can scarcely see beyond the hideous strip of broken ground which the engineers reserve on either side, in order to supply the soil required for annual repairs. As this strip is never systematically levelled, but is dug up into irregular pits and hollows, the size and depth of which are determined solely by the requirements of the moment, the effect is unsightly enough to spoil any landscape. The following unflattering description is that given by Mons. Victor Jacquemont, who came out to India on a scientific mission on behalf of the Paris Museum of Natural History, and passed through Agra and Mathurá on his way to the Himalayas in the cold weather of 1829-30. "Nothing," he writes, "can be less picturesque than the Jamuna. The soil is sandy and the cultivated fields are intermingled with waste tracts, where scarcely anything will grow but the Capparis aphylla and one or two kinds of zizyphus. There is little wheat; barley is the prevailing cereal, with pea, sesamum, and cotton. In the immediate neighbourhood of the villages the Tamarix articulata gives a little shade with its delicate foliage, which is superlatively graceful no doubt, but as melancholy as that of the pine, which it strangely resembles. The villages are far apart from one another and present every appearance of decay. Most of them are surrounded by strong walls
flanked with towers, but their circuit often encloses only a few miserable cottages.” After a lapse of 50 years the above description is still fairly applicable. The villages are now more populous and the mud walls by which they were protected, being no longer required, have been gradually levelled with the ground. But the general features remain unchanged. The soil, being poor and thin, is unfavourable to the growth of most large forest trees; the mango and shisham, the glory of the lower Doab, are conspicuously absent, and their place is most inadequately supplied by the nén, farás, and various species of the fig tribe. For the same reason the dust in any ordinary weather is deep on all the thoroughfares and, if the slightest air is stirring, rises in a dense cloud and veils the whole landscape in an impenetrable haze. The Jamuná, the one great river of Bráj, during eight months of the year meanders sullenly, a mere rivulet, between wide expanses of sand, bounded by monotonous flats of arable land, or high banks, which the rapidly expended force of contributory torrents has cracked and broken into ugly chasms and stony ravines, naked of all vegetation.

As the limits of Braj from north to south on one side are defined by the high lands to the east of the Jamuná, so are they on the other side by the hill ranges of Bharat-pur; but there are few peaks of conspicuous height and the general outline is tame and unimpressive. The villages, though large, are meanly built, and betray the untidiness characteristic of Jāts and Gújars, who form the bulk of the population. From a distance they are often picturesque, being built on the slope of natural or artificial mounds, and thus gaining dignity by elevation. But on nearer approach they are found to consist of labyrinths of the narrowest lanes winding between the mud walls of large enclosures, which are rather cattle-yards than houses. At the base of the hill is ordinarily a broad circle of meadow land, studded with low trees, which afford grateful shade and pasturage for the cattle; while the large pond, from which the earth was dug to construct the village site, supplies them throughout the year with water. These natural woods commonly consist of pilu, chhonkar, and kadamb trees, among which are always interspersed clumps of karil with its leafless evergreen twigs and bright-coloured flower and fruit. The parandu, pāpri, arni, hingot, gondi, barna, and dho also occur, but less frequently; though the last-named, the Sanskrit dhara, at Barsána clothes the whole of the hill-side. At sun-rise and sun-set the thoroughfares are all but impassable, as the straggling herds of oxen and buffaloes leave and return to the homestead: for in the straitened precincts of an ordinary village are stalled every night from 500 or 600 to 1,000 head of cattle, at least equalling, often outnumbering, the human population.
The general poverty of the district forms the motif of the following popular Hindi couplet, in which Krishna’s neglect to enrich the land of his birth with any choicer product than the *karīl*, or wild caper, is cited as an illustration of his wilfulness:

कहा कहे मुरुनाथ की गई खल्ली नाहि।
काबुल में मेवा करी टूटी ब्रज की माहि।

which may be thus done into English:

Krishna, you see, will never lose his wayward whims and vapours;
For Kabul teems with luscious fruit, while Braj boasts only capers.

In the rains however, at which season of the year all pilgrimages are made, the Jamuná is a mighty stream, a mile or more broad; its many contributory torrents and all the ponds and lakes, with which the district abounds, are filled to overflowing; the rocks and hills are clothed with foliage, the dusty plain is transformed into a green sward, and the smiling prospect goes far to justify the warmest panegyrics of the Hindu poets, whose appreciation of the scenery, it must be remembered, has been further intensified by religious enthusiasm. Even at all seasons of the year the landscape has a quiet charm of its own; a sudden turn in the winding lane reveals a grassy knoll with stone-built well and overhanging *pīl*; or some sacred grove, where gleaming tufts of *karīl* and the white-blossomed *ariṣa* weed are dotted about between the groups of weird *pīl* trees with their clusters of tiny berries and strangely gnarled and twisted trunks, all entangled in a dense undergrowth of prickly *ber* and *hīna* and *chhonkar*: while in the centre, bordered with flowering oleander and *nivāra*, a still cool lake reflects the modest shrine and well-fenced bush of *tulī* that surmount the raised terrace, from which a broad flight of steps, gift of some thankful pilgrim from afar, leads down to the water’s edge. The most pleasing architectural works in the district are the large masonry tanks, which are very numerous and often display excellent taste in design and skill in execution. The temples, though in some instances of considerable size, are all, excepting those in the three towns of Mathurá, Brindá-ban and Gobardhan, utterly devoid of artistic merit.

To a very recent period almost the whole of this large area was pasture and woodland and, as we have already remarked, many of the villages are still environed with belts of trees. These are variously designated as *ghaná*, *jhári*, *rakhyá*, *ban*, or *khandi*,* and are often of considerable extent. Thus, the Koki-
in Ban at Great Bathan covers 723 acres; the rakhyā at Kāmar more than 1,000; and in the contiguous villages of Pisāya and Karana, the rakhyā and kadamb-khandi together amount to nearly as much. The year of the great famine, 1838 A.D., is invariably given as the date when the land began to be largely reclaimed; the immediate cause being the number of new roads which were then opened out for the purpose of affording employment to the starving population.

Almost every spot is traditionally connected with some event in the life of Krishna or of his mythical mistress Radhā, sometimes to the prejudice of an earlier divinity. Thus, two prominent peaks in the Bharat-pur range are crowned with the villages of Nand-gānwh and Barsana: of which the former is venerated as the home of Krishna’s foster-father Nanda, and the latter as the residence of Radhā’s parents, Vrisha-bhānu and Kīrat.* Both legends are now as implicitly credited as the fact that Krishna was born at Mathurā; while in reality, the name Nand-gānwh, the sole foundation for the belief, is an ingenious substitution for Nandīsvar, a title of Mahā-deva, and Barsāna is a corruption of Brahma-saum, the hill of Brahma. Only the Giri-rāj at Gobardhan was, according to the original distribution, dedicated to Vishnu, the second person of the tri-murti, or Hindu trinity; though now he is recognized as the tutelary divinity at all three hill-places. Similarly, Bhau-gānwh, on the right bank of the Jamuni, was clearly so called from Bhava, one of the eight manifestations of Siva; but the name is now generally modified to Bhay-gānwh, and is supposed to commemorate the alarm (bhay) felt in the neighbourhood at the time when Nanda, bathing in the river, was carried off by the god Varuna. A masonry landing-place on the water’s edge called Nand-Ghāt, with a small temple, dating only from last century, are the foundation and support of the local legend. Of a still more obsolete cultus, viz., snake-worship, faint indications may be detected in a few local names and customs. Thus, at Jait, on the highroad to Delhi, there is an ancient five-headed Nagā, carved in stone, by the side of a small tank† which occupies the centre of a low plain adjoining the village. It stands some four feet above the surface of the ground, while its tail was supposed to reach away to the Kāli-mardan Ghāt at Brinda-ban, a distance of seven miles. A slight excavation at the base of the figure has, for a few years at

* Kīrat is the only name popularly known in the locality; in the Padma Purāṇa it appears in its more correct form as Kirttīda: in the Brahma Vaivarta she is called Kalāvati. It may also be mentioned that Vrisha-bhānu is always pronounced Brikh-bhān.

† This tank was re-excavated as a famine relief work in the year 1878 at a cost of Rs. 6,787.
least, dispelled the local superstition. So again, at the village of Paigánw, a
grove and lake called respectively Pai-ban and Pai-ban-kund are the scene of
an annual fair known as the Barasi Nága ji mela. This is now regarded more
as the anniversary of the death of a certain Mahant; but in all probability it
dates from a much earlier period, and the village name would seem to be
derived from the large offerings of milk (payas) with which it is usual to pro-
pitiate the Nága, or serpent-god.

Till the close of the 16th century, except in the neighbourhood of the one
great thoroughfare, there was only here and there a scattered hamlet in the
midst of unclaimed woodland. The Vaishnava cultus then first developed
into its present form under the influence of Rapa and Sanátana, the celebrated
Bengáli Gosáins’of Brindá-ban; and it is not improbable that they were the
authors of the Brahma Vaivarta Purána,* the recognized Sanskrit authority for
all the modern local legends. It was their disciple, Náráyan Bhatt, who first
established the Ban-játra and Rás-lilá, and it was from him that every lake and
grove in the circuit of Braj received a distinctive name, in addition to the some
seven or eight spots which alone are mentioned in the earlier Puránas. In the
course of time, small villages sprung up in the neighbourhood of the different shrines
bearing the same name with them, though perhaps in a slightly modified form.
Thus the khadira-ban, or ‘acacia grove,’ gives its name to the village of Khaira;
and the anjan pokhar, on whose green bank Krishna pencilled his lady’s eye-
brows with anjan, gives its name to the village of Ajnokh, occasionally written
at greater length Ajnokhari. Similarly, when Krishna’s home was fixed at
Nand-gánw and Rádhá’s at Barsána, a grove half-way between the two hills
was fancifully selected as the spot where the youthful couple used to meet to
enjoy the delights of love. There a temple was built with the title of Rádhá-
Raman, and the village that grew up under its walls was called Sanket, that is,

* The Brahma Vaivarta Purána is, as all critics admit, an essentially modern composition,
and Professor Wilson has stated his belief that it emanated from the sect of the Vallabháácháris,
or Gosáins of Gokul. Their great ancestor settled there about the year 1489 A. D. The popular
Hindi authority for Rádhá’s Life and Loves is the Braj Bilás of Braj-vási Dáś. The precise date
of the poem, sambat 1800, corresponding to 1743 A. D., is given in the following line—

शक्त सुम पुराण शत जाने

Another work of high repute is the Sár Ságár of Sár Dáś Ji (one of the disciples of the
great religious teacher Rámánand) as edited and expanded by Krishnánand Vyása.
place of assignation.* Thus we may readily fall in with Hindu prejudices, and admit that many of the names on the map are etymologically connected with events in Krishna's life, and yet deny that those events have any real connection with the spot, inasmuch as neither the village nor the local name had any existence till centuries after the incidents occurred which they are supposed to commemorate.

The really old local names are almost all derived from the physical character of the country, which has always been celebrated for its wide extent of pasture land and many herds of cattle. Thus Gokul means originally a herd of kine; Gobardhan a rearer of kine; Mát is so called from mát, a milk-pail; and Dadhiganw (contracted into Dah-gánw) in the Kosi pargana, from dadhi, 'curds.' Thus, too, 'Braj' in the first instance means 'a herd,' from the root vraj, 'to go,' in allusion to the constant moves of nomadic tribes. And hence it arises that in the earliest authorities for Krishna's adventures, both Vraja and Gokula are used to denote, not the definite localities now bearing those names, but any chance spot temporarily used for stalling cattle; inattention to this archaism has led to much confusion in assigning sites to the various legends. The word 'Mathurá' also is probably connected with the Sanskrit root math, 'to churn;'

* The temple dedicated to Rádhá Ráman, which was built by Rúp Ráma, of Barsána, is in precisely the same style as the one at Nand-gánw, though on rather a smaller scale. The exterior has an imposing appearance, and is visible from a considerable distance, but there is nothing worth seeing inside, the workmanship being of a clumsy description, and the whole of the cloistered court-yard crowded with the meanest hovels. There is, however, a pretty view from the top of the walls. The original shrine, which Rúp Ráma restored, is ascribed to Todar Mall, Akbar's famous minister. The little temple of Bihári (otherwise called Sija Mahal), built by a Rája of Bardwán, seems to be accounted much more sacred. It stands in a walled garden, all overgrown with bina jungle, in which is a high Jhálá with several builthaks and other holy spots marked by inscribed commemorative tablets set up by one of Sidhia's Generals (as at Paitha and other places in the neighbourhood) in samvat 1885. It is here, on the occasion of any játéra, that the spectacles of Krishna's marriage is represented as a scene in the Rás Lilmá. The Krishna-kund is a large sheet of water, fifty yards square, with masonry steps on one of its sides. In the village are three large and handsome dwelling-houses, built in the reign of Súraj Mall, by one of his officials, Jauhari Mall of Fátihabad, and said to have been reduced to their present ruinous condition by the succeeding occupant of the Bharat-pur throne, the Bajá Jawáhir Sinh. The Vihvala-kund is a few hundred yards from the village on the road to Karálá. It is of stone, and has on its margin a temple of Devi, built by a Mahárája of Gwalior. The Doman-ban is within the boundaries of Nand-gánw, but is about the same distance from that town as it is from Bijnwári and Sanket. It is a very pretty spot, of the same character as Pissiya, and of considerable extent: the name being always explained to mean 'the double wood;' as if a corruption of do van. At either extremity is a large pond embosomed in the trees, the one called Purán-mási, 'the full moon,' the other Rundki jhindki, 'jingle jingle.' A few fields beyond is the Kamál-pur grove.
the churn forming a prominent feature in all poetical descriptions of the local scenery. Take, for example, the following lines from the Harivansa, 3395:

चेम्य प्रचारवहुलं हृपुपुजनाब्रतं ।
दामनीप्रायवहुलं गणरूपारनिन्दं ॥
तक्षनिम्रायवहुलं दधिमयाद्रौरमृतिं ।
मन्यानवलयोद्वारी गोपीनां जनितिस्वं ॥

“A fine country of many pasture-lands and well-nurtured people, full of ropes for tethering cattle, resonant with the voice of the sputtering churn, and flowing with butter-milk; where the soil is ever moist with milky froth, and the stick with its circling cord sputters merrily in the pail as the girls spin it round.”

And, again, in section 73 of the same poem—

ब्रजेशु च विशेषेष्व गणरूपारहस्सिं ॥

“In homesteads gladdened by the sputtering churn.”

In many cases a false analogy has suggested a mythological derivation. Thus, all native scholars see in Mathura an allusion to Madhu-mathan, a title of Krishna. Again, the word Mathan is still current in some parts of India to designate a pasture ground, and in that sense has given a name to two extensive parishes in Kosi; but a top term is not a familiar one thereabouts, a legend was invented in explanation, and it was said that here Balarama ‘sat down’ (baithen) to wait for Krishna. The myth was accepted; a lake immediately outside the village was styled Bal-bhadra kund, was furnished with a handsome masonry ghāt by Rūp Rām, the Katāra of Barsāna, and is now regarded as positive proof of the popular etymology which connects the place with Balarāma. Of Rūp Rām, the Katāra, further mention will be made in connection with his birth-place, Barsāna. There is scarcely a sacred site in the whole of Braj which does not exhibit some ruinous record, in the shape of temple or tank, of his unbounded wealth and liberality. His descendant in the fourth degree, a worthy man, by name Lakshman Dās, lives in a corner of one of his ancestor’s palaces and is dependent on charity for his daily bread. The present owners of many of the villages which Rūp Rām so munificently endowed are the heirs of the Lālā Bābu, of whom also an account will be given further on.
In the Váráhá Purána, or rather in the interpolated section of that work known as the Mathurá Māhātmya, the Mathurá Mandal is described as twenty yojanas in extent.

"My Mathurá circle is one of twenty yojanas; by bathing at any place therein a man is redeemed from all his sins."

And taking the yojana as 7 miles and the kos as 1½ mile, 20 yojanas would be nearly equal to 84 kos, the popular estimate of the distance travelled by the pilgrims in performing the Parī-krama, or 'perambulation' of Braj. It is probable that if an accurate measurement were made, this would be found a very rough approximation to the actual length of the way; though liberal allowance must be made for the constant ins and outs, turns and returns, which ultimately result in the circuit of a not very wide-spread area. There can be no doubt that the number 84, which in ancient Indian territorial divisions occurs as frequently as a hundred in English counties, and which enters largely into every cycle of Hindu legend and cosmogony, was originally selected for such general adoption as being the multiple of the number of months in the year with the number of days in the week. It is therefore peculiarly appropriate in connection with the Braj Mandal; if Krishna, in whose honour the perambulation is performed, be regarded as the Indian Apollo, or Sun-God. Thus, the magnificent temple in Kashmir, dedicated to the sun under the title of Martand, has a colonnade of exactly 84 pillars.*

It is sometimes said that the circle originally must have been of wider extent than now, since the city of Mathurá, which is described as its centre, is more than 30 miles distant from the most northern point, Kotban, and only six from Tārsi to the south; and Elliot in his glossary quotes the following couplet as fixing its limits:

इन्हि वर्षहि इन्हि सोहनहि उन दूरसेन का गांव।
ब्रज वरासी आस में मथुरा मंडल माह॥

"On one side Bar, on another Sona, on the third the town of Sūrasen; these are the limits of the P-raj Chaurási, the Mathurá circle."

*Mr. Fergusson, in his Indian Architecture, doubts whether this temple was ever really dedicated to the sun. In so doing he only betrays his wonted linguistic ignorance. Martand is not, as he supposes, simply a place-name, without any known connotation, but is the actual dedication title of the temple itself.
According to this authority the area has been diminished by one half; as Bar is in the Aligarh district, Sona, famous for its hot sulphur springs, is in Gur-gánw; while the 'Súrasen ka gánw' is supposed to be Batesar,* a place of some note on the Jamuná and the scene of a large horse fair held on the full moon of Kártik. It might equally mean any town in the kingdom of Mathurá, or even the capital itself, as King Ugrasen, whom Krishna restored to the throne, is sometimes styled Súrasen. Thus, too, Arrian mentions Mathurá as a chief town of the Súraseni, a people specially devoted to the worship of Hercules, who may be identified with Balaráma: and Manu (II., 19) clearly intends Mathurá by Súrasena† when he includes that country with Kuru-kshetra, Panchála and Matsya, in the region of Brahmávarta. But though it must be admitted that the circle is sometimes drawn with a wider circumference, as will be seen in the sequel to this chapter, still it is not certain which of the two rests upon the better authority. In any case, the lines above quoted cannot be of great antiquity, seeing that they contain the Persian word hadd.;† and, as regards the unequal distances between the city of Mathurá and different points on the circumference, it has only to be remembered that the circle is an ideal one, and any point within its outer verge may be roughly regarded as its centre.

As the anniversary of Krishna's birth is kept in the month of Bhadon, it is then that the perambulation takes place, and a series of melas is held at the different woods, where the rás-lilá is celebrated. This is an unwritten religious drama, which represents the most popular incidents in the life of Krishna, and thus corresponds very closely with the miracle plays of mediæval Christendom. The arrangement of the performances forms the recognized occupation of a class of Bráhmans residing chiefly in the villages of Karuhla and Pisaya who are called Rádháris and have no other profession or means of livelihood. The complete series of representations extends over a month or more, each scene

* Father Tiefenthaler, in his Geography of India, makes the following mention of Batesar:—
  "Lieu célébre et bien bâti sur le Djéna, 38 milles d'Agra. Une multitude de peuple s'y rassemble pour se laver dans ce fleuve et pour célébrer une foire en Octobre. On rend un culte ici dans beaucoup de temples bâtis sur le Djéna, à Mahadeo tant revêrè de tout l'univers adonné à la luxe; car Mahadeo est le Priape des anciens qu'enveaseent, ah quelle honte! toutes les nations."

† It is however possible, though I think improbable, that and may here stand for the Sanskrit brada, a lake.
being acted on the very spot with which the original event is traditionally connected. The marriage scene, as performed at Sanket, is the only one that I have had the fortune to witness: with a garden-terrace for a stage, a grey stone temple for back-ground, the bright moon over head, and an occasional flambeau that shot a flickering gleam over the central tableau framed in its deep border of intent and sympathizing faces, the spectacle was a pretty one and was marked by a total absence of anything even verging upon indecorum. The cost of the whole perambulation with the performances at the different stations on the route is provided by some one wealthy individual, often a trader from Bombay or other distant part of India; and as he is always accompanied by a large gathering of friends and retainers, numbering at least 200 or 300 persons, the outlay is seldom less than Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 6,000. The local Gosain, whom he acknowledges as his spiritual director, organizes all the arrangements through one of the Rásdháris, who collects the troupe (or mandali as it is called) of singers and musicians, and himself takes the chief part in the performance, declaring in set recitative with the mandali for chorus, while the children who personate Rádhá and Krishna act only in dumb show.

The number of sacred places, woods, groves, ponds, wells, hills, and temples—all to be visited in fixed order—is very considerable; there are generally reckoned five hills, eleven rocks, four lakes, eighty-four ponds, and twelve wells; but the twelve bans or woods, and the twenty-four upabans or groves, are the characteristic feature of the pilgrimage, which is thence called the Ban-Játra. The numbers 12 and 24 have been arbitrarily selected on account of their mystic significance; and few of the local pandits, if required to enumerate either group offhand, would be able to complete the total without some recourse to guesswork. A little Hindi manual for the guidance of pilgrims has been published at Mathurá and is the popular authority on the subject. The compiler, however great his local knowledge and priestly reputation, has certainly no pretensions to accuracy of scholarship. His attempts at etymology are, as a rule, absolutely grotesque, as in the two sufficiently obvious names of Khaira (for Khadira) and Sher-garh (from the Emperor Sher Sháh), the one of which he derives from khedna, 'to drive cattle,' and the other, still more preposterously, from sihara, 'a marriage crown.' The list which he gives is as follows, his faulty orthography in some of the words being corrected:

The 12 Bans: Madhu-ban, Til-ban, Kumud-ban, Bahulá-ban, Kám-ban, Khadira-ban, Brindá-ban, Bhadra-ban, Bhándir-ban, Bel-ban, Lohá-ban and Mahá-ban.

This list bears internal evidence of some antiquity in its want of close correspondence with existing facts; since several of the places, though retaining their traditionary repute, have now nothing that can be dignified with the name either of wood or grove; while others are known only by the villagers in the immediate neighbourhood and have been supplanted in popular estimation by rival sites of more easy access or greater natural attractions.

Starting from Mathurá, the pilgrims made their first halt at Madhu-ban, in the village of Maholi, some four or five miles to the southwest of the city. Here, according to the Puránas, Ráma’s brother, Satrughna, after hewing down the forest stronghold of the giant Madhu, founded on its site the town of Madhu-puri. All native scholars regard this as merely another name for Mathurá, regardless of the fact that the locality is several miles from the river, while Mathurá has always, from the earliest period, been described as situate on its immediate bank. The confusion between the two places runs apparently through the whole of classical Sanskrit literature; as, for example, in the Harivansa (Canto 95) we find the city founded by Satrughna distinctly called, not Madhu-puri, but Mathurá, which Bhíma, the king of Gobardhan, is represented as annexing:—

When Sumitrá’s delight, prince Satrughna, had killed Lavana, he cut down the forest of Madhu, and in the place of that Madhu-ban founded the present city of Mathurá. Then, after Ráma and Bharata had left the world, and the two sons of SUMITRÁ had taken their place in heaven, Bhíma, in order to consolidate his dominions, brought the city, which had formerly been independent, under the sway of his own family.”
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Some reminiscence of the ancient importance of Maholi would seem to have long survived; for though so close to Mathurá, it was, in Akbar’s time and for many years subsequently, the head of a local division. By the sacred wood is a pond called Madhu-kund and a temple dedicated to Krishna under his title of Chatur-bhuj, where an annual mela is held on the 11th of the dark fortnight of Bhádon.

From Maholi, the pilgrims turn south to Tál-ban, ‘the palm grove,’ where Balaráma was attacked by the demon Dhenuk. The village in which it is situated is called Társi, probably in allusion to the legend; though locally the name is referred only to the founder, one Tára Chand, a Kachhwáhá Thákur, who in quite modern time moved it from Satoha, a place a few miles off on the road to Gobardhan. They then visit Kumud-ban, ‘of the many water-lilies,’ in Uncha-gánw, and Bahulá-ban in Báthi, where the cow Bahulá, being seized by a tiger, begged the savage beast to spare her life for a few minutes, while she went away and gave suck to her little one. On her return, bringing the calf with her, the tiger vanished and Krishna appeared in his stead; for it was the god himself who had made this test of her truthfulness. The event is commemorated by the little shrine of Bahulá Gáe, still standing on the margin of the Krishna-kund.* They next pass through the villages of Tos, Jakhin-gánw, and Mukharái, and arrive at Rádhá-kund, where are the two famous tanks.

* The village of Báthi, has long been held muáf, by the Gurus of the Ráj of Bharatpur, for the use of the temple of Sitá Rám, of which they are the hereditary mahants. The shrine stands within the walls of the village fort, built by Mahant Rám Kishán Dás in the time of Súraj Mall. The first zamindárs were Kalá, but more recently Bráhmans and Kachhwáhás. They have sold 8 biswás of their estate to the muáfísár, which have now been made a separate mahál. The sacred grove of Bahulá-ban, from which the place derives its name (originally Bahulávatí) is separated from the village by a large pond, which has three broad flights of masonry steps in front of the little cell called the Go Mandir. In this is a bas-relief of the famous cow and its calf with their divine protector. Close by is a modern temple of Rádhá Krishán or Bihári Ji. On the other side of the water is a ruinous temple in the old style of architecture, dedicated to Murli Manohar, with a sikhara of curvilinear outline over the god, and a mandap with three open arches on either side to serve as the nave. The buildings in the fort are of substantial character and comprise, besides the temple and ordinary domestic offices, a court-room with stone arcades, the roof of which commands a very extensive view of the country round as far as Mathurá, Brindabán, and Nandgáwn. The front of the temple of Síta Rám is an interesting and successful specimen of architectural eclecticism; the pillars being thoroughly Hindu in their proportions, but with capitals of semi-Corinthian design; not unlike some early adaptations of Greek models found in the ruined cities of the Euzufzai. The Goásí belongs to the Sri Sámrádáya. The báñ is one of the stations of the Ben-játra, and the mela is held in it on Bhádon bádi 12.
prepared for Krishna’s expiatory ablution after he had slain the bull Arishta.* Thence they pass on to Gobardhan, scene of many a marvellous incident, and visit all the sacred sites in its neighbourhood; the village of Basáí, where the two divine children with their foster-parents once came and dwelt (basáé); the Kalol-kund by the grove of Aring; Mádhuri-kund; Mor-ban, the haunt of the peacock, and Chandra-sarovar, ‘the moon lake;’ where Brahma, joining with the Gopís in the mystic dance, was so enraptured with delight that, all unconscious of the fleeting hours, he allowed the single night to extend over a period of six months. This is at a village called Parsoli by the people, but which appears on the maps and in the revenue-roll only as Muhammad-pur. The tank is a fine octagonal basin with stone ghats, the work of Rájá Náhar Sinh of Bharat-pur. After a visit to Paitha,† where the people of Braj ‘came in’ (paithá) to take shelter from the storms of Indra under the uplifted range, they pass along the heights of the Giri-ráj to Anyor,‡ ‘the other side,’ and so by many sacred rocks, as Sugandhi-sila, Sindúr-sila, and Sundar-sila, with its temple of Gobardhan-náth, to Gopál-pur, Bilchhu, and Gánthauli, where the marriage ‘knot’ (gántth) was tied, that confirmed the union of Rádhá and Krishna.

* Aring, which is on the road from Mathurá to Gobardhan, and only a few miles distant from Rádhá-kund, is supposed to have been the place where the bull was slain, and to have derived its name, originally Arishta-gánw, from the event.

† At Paitha the original temple of Chatur-bhanj is said to have been destroyed by Aurangzeb. Its successor, which also is now in ruins, was probably built on the old foundations, as it comprised a nave, choir, and sacrarium, each of the two latter cells being surmounted by a sikhara. It thus bore a general resemblance to the temples of Akbar’s reign at Brindá-ban. The nave is unroofed, and both the towers partly demolished; what remains perfect is only of brick and quite plain and unornamented. It stands in the kadamb-khassí (107 bighas), which spreads over the low ground at the foot of the village Khera; its deepest hollows forming the Náryan Sarovar, which is only a succession of ponds with here and there a flight of masonry steps. A cave is shown, which is believed to reach the whole way to Gobardhan, and to be the one that the people of Braj went into (paitha) to save themselves from the wrath of Indra. On the road to Gobardhan near Parsoli is the Moha-ban, and in it a lingam called Mohesvar Mahúdeva, that is said to be sunk an immense depth in the ground, and will never allow itself to be covered over. Several attempts have been made to build a temple over it; but whenever the roof began to be put on, the walls were sure to fall in. This and several other of the sacred sites in the neighbourhood are marked by inscribed tablets set up last century by an officer under Sindhi.

‡ Here are two ancient temples dedicated to Gobind Deva and Baladera, and a sacred tank, called Gobind kund, ascribed to Ráni Padmavati, the waters of which are supposed to be very efficacious in the cure of leprosy. The Pínd-dán, or offerings to the dead, in the ceremonials of the Sráddh, have as much virtue here as even at Gaya. There are 40 acres of woodland. The original occupants are said to have been Kírsá. After the mutiny the village was conferred for a time on Chaudharí Daulat Sinh, but eventually restored to the existing zamindár.
Then, following the line of frontier, the pilgrims arrive at Kám-ban, now the head-quarters of a tahsild in Bharat-pur territory, 39 miles from Mathurá, with the Luk-luk cave, where the boys played blind-man’s buff; and Aghásur’s cave, where the demon of that name was destroyed; and leaving Kanwárogánw, enter again upon British ground near the village of Uncha-gánw, with its ancient temple of Baladeva. High on the peak above is Barsáná, with its series of temples dedicated to Lárliji, where Rádhá was brought up by her parents, Brikkhhbán and Krítat; and in the glade below, Dolani-kund near Chaksauli, where as Jasodá was cleansing her milk-pail (dohant) she first saw the youthful pair together, and vowed that one day they should be husband and wife. There too is Prem Sarovar, or love lake, where first the amorous tale was told; and Sánkari Khor, ‘the narrow opening’ between the hills, where Krishna lay in ambush and levied his toll of milk on the Gopis as they came in from Gahvarban, the ‘thick forest’ beyond. Next are visited Sanket, the place of assignation: Rithora, home of Chandrávali, Rádhá’s faithful attendant; and Nand-gánw, long the residence of Nanda and Jasodá, with the great lake Pán-Sarovar at the foot of the hill, where Krishna morning and evening drove his foster-father’s cattle to water (pán). Next in order come Karahla,* with its fine kadamb trees; Kamai, where one of Rádhá’s humble friends was honoured by a visit from her lord and mistress in the course of their rambles: Ajnokh,† where Krishna pencilled his lady’s eyebrows with anjan as she reclined in careless mood on the green sward: and Pisáya,‡ where she found

* Karahla, or, as it is often spelt, Karbela, is locally derived from kar hína, the movements of the hands in ras-líd. At the village or Little Marna, a pond bears the same name—karbela-kund—which is there explained as karh hína, equivalent to pöp mokan. But in the Malupuri district is a large town called Karzial—the same word in a slightly modified form—where neither of the above etymologies could hold. The name is more probably connected with a simple natural feature, viz., the abundance of the karil plant at each place.

† Ajnokh, or, in its fuller form, Ajnokharlı, is a contraction for Anján Pokhar, ‘the anjan lake.’

‡ Bhákto pisáya is, in the language of the country, a common expression for ‘hungry and thirsty.’ But most of these derivations are quoted, not for their philological value, but as showing how thoroughly the whole country side is impregnated with the legends of Krishna, when some allusion to him is detected in every village name. In the Vraja-bhakti vełása Písáyo is called Pipásá-vana; but it would seem really to be a corruption of pasáya. It is one of the most picturesque spots in the whole district, being of very great extent, and in the centre consisting of a series of open glades leading one into the other, each encircled with a deep belt of magnificent kadamb trees, interspersed with a few specimens of the padri, pasendu, dhák and sahora, of lower growth. These glades, which are often of such regular outline that they scarcely seem to be of natural formation, are popularly known as the ñduán chaúk or ‘62 courts,’ though they are not
him fainting with 'thirst,' and revived him with a draught of water. Then still bearing due north the pilgrims come to Khadirabān, 'the acacia grove,' in Khaira; Kumar-bān and Jávak-bān in Jáu, where Krishna tinged his lady's feet with the red Jávak dye, and Kokila-bān, ever musical with the voice of 'the cuckoo'; and so arrive at the base of Charan Pahār in Little Bathan, the favoured spot, where the minstrel god delighted most to stop and play his flute, and where Indra descended from heaven on his elephant Airāvata, to do him homage, as is to this day attested by the prints of the divine 'feet' charan, impressed upon the rock.

They then pass on through Dadhi-gāṅw, where Krishna stayed behind to divert himself with the milk-maids, having sent Baladeva on ahead with the cows to wait for him at Bathan: and so reach Kot-bān, the northernmost point of the perambulation. The first village on the homeward route is Sessai (a hamlet of Hathána), where Krishna revealed his divinity by assuming the emblems of Nárāyan and reclining under the canopying heads of the great serpent Sesha, of whom Baladeva was an incarnation; but the vision was all too high a mystery for the herdsmen's simple daughters, who begged the two boys to doff such fantastic guise and once more, as they were wont, join them in the sprightly dance.* Then, reaching the Jamunā at Khel-bān by Shergarh,† where Krishna's temples were, decked with 'the marriage weath' (sikara), they follow the course of the river through Bhār-bān in Pir-pur, and by Chirghāt in the village of Siyara, where the frolicsome god stole‡ the bathers' 'clothes' (chhr) and arrive at Nand-ghāt. Here Nanda, bathing one night, was carried off by the myrmidon of the sea-god Varuna, who had long been lying in wait for this very purpose, since

really so many. They all swarm with troops of monkeys. On the eastern border the jungle is of more ordinary character, with ragged pilù and renjā trees and karīl bushes; but to the west, where a pretty view is obtained of the temple-crowned heights of Barsāna in the distance, almost every tree is accompanied by a stem of the arni, which here grows to a considerable height and scents the whole air with its masses of flower, which both in perfume and appearance much resemble the English honeysuckle. Adjoining the village is a pond called Kishori-kund and two temples, visited by the Ban-jātra pilgrims, Bhādon sudi 9.

* According to the Vishnu Purāṇa, this transformation was not effected for the benefit of the Gopis, but was a vision vouchsafed to Akrūr on the bank of the Jamuná the day he fetched the boys from Brindá-bān to attend the tourney at Mathurā.

† This is a curious specimen of perverted etymology, illustrating the persistency with which Hindus and Muhammadans each go their own way and ignore the other's existence. The town unquestionably derives its name from a large fort, of which the ruins still remain, built by the Emperor Sher Shāh.

‡ In the Vishnu Purāṇa this famous incident is not mentioned at all.
their master knew that Krishna would at once follow to recover his foster-father, and thus, the depths of ocean, too, no less than earth, would be gladdened with the vision of the incarnate deity. The adjoining village of Bhay-gānw derives its name from the 'terror' (bhay) that ensued on the news of Nanda's disappearance. The pilgrims next pass through Bachh-ban, where the demon Bachhāsur was slain; the two villages of Basīn, where the Gopis were first 'subdued' (basādī) by the power of love; Atas, Nari-semri,* Chhatikra, and Akrūr, where Kansa's perfidious invitation to the contest of arms was received; and wend their way beneath the temple of Bhatrond, where one day, when the boys' stock of provisions had run short, some Brahmans' wives supplied their wants, though the husbands, to whom application was first made, had churlishly refused.† So

* A large fair, called the Nau Durgā, is held at the village of Nari-Semri during the dark fortnight of Chait, the commencement of the Hindu year. The same festival is also celebrated at Sanchauli in the Kosi pargana and at Nagar-Kot in Gur-gānw, though not on precisely the same days. The word Semri is a corruption of Syāmalā-ki, with reference to the ancient shrine of Devi, who has Syāmalā for one of her names (compare simika, 'an ant-hill,' for syamika). The present temple is a small modern building, with nothing at all noteworthy about it. It stands on the margin of a fine large piece of water, and in connection with it are two small dharmadālas, lately built by pilgrims from Agra. A much larger building for the same purpose was commenced by a baniya before the mutiny, but the work was stopped by his death. The offerings ordinarily amount to at least Rs. 2,000 a year, and are enjoyed in turn by three groups of shareholders, viz., the zamindārs of Semri old village, of Birja-ka-nagara and of Devi Sinh-ka-nagara, to each of whom a turn comes every third year. They had always spent the whole of the money on their own private uses, but at my suggestion they all agreed to give an annual sum of Rs. 150 to expend on conservancy during the fair time and on local improvements. The first work to have been taken in hand was the completion of the baniya's rest-house. I estimated the cost at Rs. 1,050 and had begun to collect bricks and stone and mortar, when my transfer from the district took place, and the project immediately fell through. If the work had once been started, the pilgrims would have gladly contributed to it; and in addition to the dharmadāla, which was of very substantial construction, so far as it had gone, there would soon have been a masonry ghat to the pond and a plantation of trees round about the temple. But Dies aliter vocant est. The principal fair begins on the new moon of Chait and lasts for nine days. On the sixth there is a very large gathering at the rival shrine of the same goddess at Sanchauli; but during all the remainder of the time the Agra and Delhi road is crowded day and night with foot passengers and vehicles of every description. Fortunately none of the visitors for religious purposes stay more than a few hours; and thus, though it is the most popular melā in the whole district, there is never any very great crowd at any one particular time, for as one set of people comes, another goes. Special days are even assigned to particular castes and localities: thus the Agra people have one day, the Jādons of the neighbourhood another, the Gauruas a third, and so on. The second fair is held on the Akh-tij, the third day of the bright fortnight of Baisākh.

† To commemorate the event, a fair called the Bhatmela is held on the spot on the full moon of Kartik. Compare the story of David repulsed by the churlish Nabal, but afterwards succoured by his wife Abigail.
they arrive at Brindá-ban, where many a sacred ghátd and venerable shrine claim devout attention.

The pilgrims then cross the river and visit the tangled thickets of Bel-ban in Jahángír-pur; the town of Mád with the adjoining woods of Bhadra-ban, scene of the great conflagration, and Bhándir-ban, where the son of Rohini first received his distinctive title of Bala-ráma, i.e., Ramá the strong, in consequence of the prowess he had displayed in vanquishing the demon Pralambá; Dángoli, where Krishna dropt his 'staff (dang)'* and the fair lake of Mán-sarovar;† scene of a fit of lover's 'pettishness' (mán). Then follow the villages of Piparauli, with its broad spreading pipal trees; Loha-ban, perpetuating the defeat of the demon Lohásur;‡ Gopálpur, favourite station of the herdsmen, and Rával, where Rádhá's mother, Kírat, lived with her father, Surbhán, till she went to join her husband at Barsána. Next comes Burhiya-ká-kherá, home of the

* The name Dángoli is really derived from the position of the village on the 'high river bank,' which is also called dang.

† The name is probably derived from the tree lodha or lodhra. The demon slain by Krishna is styled Lohá-jangha in late local Sanskrit literature, but apparently is not mentioned at all in any ancient work. Here is a pond called Krishna-kund, and a temple of Gopináth, built in the old style, with a shrine and porch, each surmounted by a sikhara, the one over the god being much the higher of the two. The doorways have square lintels and jambs of stone with a band of carving. The date assigned to the building is 1712, which is probably not far from correct. Outside is the lower part of a red sandstone figure set in the ground, called Lohásur Dáitya, the upper part much worn by the knives and mattocks that are sharpened upon it. Here are made offerings of iron (loha) which become the perquisite of a family of Mahá Brahmins living in Mathurá. The Sanádh Bráhman at the temple has only the offerings that are made specially there. About the Krishna-kund is a Kadamb-khandi of rather stunted growth, and some very fine pipal trees. Immediately under the roots of one of them is a small well, called Gop kés, which always has water in it, though the pond dries up in the month of Jeth. Over it is a stone rudely carved with two figures said to represent Gopá. A small shrine on the opposite side of the kund has been erected over some sculptures of no great antiquity, which were found in the pond. I arranged with the Gokul Gosáins to have the bána planted with trees, which when grown up would be a great boon to the pilgrims. They were getting on well when I left, but probably no further care will now be taken for their maintenance.

‡ The Mán-sarovar on the borders of Páni-gáñw is a lake of no great depth or extent and in the hot weather most of it dries up. Lakhmí Dás, a Gosáín of the Báláh Ballabh persuasion, owns the whole of the village and has a little hermitage on the bank, prettily situated in the midst of some venerable jáman trees, the remains of an old garden, said to have been planted by a Rája of Ballabh-gárh, to whom is also ascribed a chhátdri, with a ribbed stone roof. There are two small and plain modern shrines, one of which was built by Mohánti, the Ráni of Súráj Mail, who is commemorated by the Gángá Mohán Káuj at Brindá-ban. The adjoining pána, or wood, spreads over several hundreds of acres and is quite different in character from any other in Braj, the trees being all, with scarcely an exception, sándal,
old dame whose son had taken in marriage Rádhá's companion, Mánvati. The fickle Krishna saw and loved, and in order to gratify his passion undisturbed, assumed the husband's form. The unsuspecting bride received him fondly to her arms; while the good mother was enjoined to keep close watch below and, if any one came to the door pretending to be her son by no means to open to him, but rather, if he persisted, pelt him with brick-bats till he ran away. So the honest man lost his wife and got his head broken into the bargain.

After leaving the scene of this merry jest, the pilgrims pass on to Bandigáñw, a name commemorative of Jasodá's two faithful domesticus, Bandi and Anandí, and arrive at Baladeva, with its wealthy temple dedicated in honour of that divinity and his spouse, Revati. Then, beyond the village of Hathaura, are the two river landing-places, Chintá-haran, 'the end of doubt,' and Brahmánda, 'creation,' ghát. Here Krishna's playmates came running to tell Jasodá that the naughty boy had filled his mouth with mud. She took up a stick to punish him, but he, to prove the story false, unclosed his lips and showed her there, within the compass of his baby cheeks, the whole 'created' universe with all its worlds and circling seas distinct. Close by is the town of Mahá-ban, famous for many incidents in Krishna's infancy, where he was rocked in the cradle, and received his name from the great pandit Garg, and where he put to death Pútaná and the other evil spirits whom Kansa had commissioned to destroy him. At Gokul, on the river-bank, are innumerable shrines and temples dedicated to the god under some one or other of his favourite titles, Madan Mohan, Mádhava Ráé, Brajesvara, Gokul-náth, Navanit-priya, and Dwáraaká-náth: and when all have been duly honoured with a visit, the weary pilgrims finally recross the stream and sit down to rest at the point from which they started, the Visránt Ghát, the holiest place in the holy city of Mathurá.

remja, or chhonkar, three kindred species of acacia. Part of it lies within the borders of Arna and Piparruli; but by far the greater part is in Páñ-gánw and is the property of the Mahárája of Bharatpur, who has frequently been tempted to sell the timber and convert it into firewood. It is much to be hoped that he will always withhold his consent from an act which would destroy all the beauty of the scene and be so offensive to the religious sentiments of his fellow Hindús. There are no relics of antiquity, nor indeed could there be; for both lake and wood are all in the khádar, or alluvial land, which at no very distant period must have been the bed of the Jamuná; it is still flooded by it in the rains. Though a legend has been invented to connect the place with Rádha and Krishna, the name as originally bestowed probably bore reference to the Mánuša lake on Mount Kailás in the Hima layas, sacred to Mahadeva.
As may be gathered from the above narrative, it is only the twelve bans that, as a rule, are connected with the Paurânik legends of Krishna and Balarama, and these are all specified by name in the Mathurâ Mâhâtmya. On the other hand, the twenty-four upobans refer mainly to Radhâ's adventures, and have no ancient authority whatever. Of the entire number, only three were, till quite recent times, places of any note, viz., Gokul, Gobardhan, and Radhâ-kund, and their exceptional character admits of easy explanation: Gokul, in all classical Sanskrit literature, is the same as Mahâ-ban, which is included among the bans; Gobardhan is as much a centre of sanctity as Mathurâ itself, and is only for the sake of uniformity inserted in either list; while Radhâ-kund, as the name denotes, is the one primary source from which the goddess derives her modern reputation. It is now insisted that the parallelism is in all respects complete; for, as Krishna has four special dwelling-places, Mathurâ, Mahâ-ban, Gobardhan, and Nand-gânw, so has Radhâ four also in exact correspondence, viz., Brindâ-ban, Râval, Radhâ-kund, and Barsânâ.

The perambulation, as traced in the foregoing sketch, is the one ordinarily performed, and includes all the most popular shrines; but a far more elaborate enumeration of the holy places of Braj is given in a Sanskrit work, existing only in manuscript, entitled Vraja-bhakti-vilâsa. It is of no great antiquity, having been compiled, in the year 1553 A.D., by the Narâyana Bhatt, who has been already mentioned.† He is said to have been a resident of Unchâ-gânw near Barsânâ, but he describes himself as writing at Sri-kund, i.e., Radhâ-kund. It is divided into 13 sections extending over 108 leaves, and is professedly based on the Paramahansa Sanhitâ. It specifies as many as 133 bans or woods, 91 on

* Râval is still included in the perambulation of Gokul, and till the foundation of the new temple of Lâlî Jî at Barsânâ was a much more popular place of pilgrimage than it is now. Probably the whole of old Râval has been washed away by the Jamunâ, and a similar fate threatens before long to overtake the present temple of Lâlî Jî, built by Kusâlî, Seth, in the early part of this century. The river wall, by which it was protected, has already in great measure fallen. The Pujari, Chhote Lâlî, has a sanad dated the 20th year of Muhammad Shah (1739 A.D.) in which the Vazir Karm-ud-din Khân assigns Hôp Chand, the then Pujri, one rupee a day for his support from the revenues of the Mahâ-ban tahsil. There is a garden surrounded by a substantial wall, from the top of which there is a good view of the City and Cantonments of Mathurâ. In its centre is a pavilion with stone arcades in the same style as the temple and built by the same Seth. About one-half of the village land is cut up by ravines and unculturable. Some years ago there used to be a ferry here and a large colony of boatmen, who were all thrown out of employ when the ferry was closed and a pontoon bridge substituted for the old bridge of boats between Mathurâ and Hangânj.

the right bank of the Jamná and 42 on the left, and groups them under different heads as follows:—

I.—The 12 Bans: 1, Mahá-ban; 2, Kúmya-ban; 3, Kokila-ban; 4, Tál-ban; 5, Kumud-ban; 6, Bhándir-ban; 7, Chhatra-ban;* 8, Khadira-ban; 9, Lohana-ban; 10, Bhadra-ban; 11, Bahuía-ban; 12, Vilva-ban, i.e., Bel-ban.

II.—The 12 Upabans: 1, Brahma-ban; 2, Apsara-ban; 3, Vihvala-ban; 4, Kadamb-ban; 5, Svarna-ban; 6, Surabhi-ban; 7, Prem-ban;† 8, Mayura, i.e., Mor-ban; 9, Manengiti-ban; 10, Sesha-saiyí-ban; 11, Nárada-ban; 12, Paramánanda-ban.

III.—The 12 Práti-bans: 1, Ranka-ban; 2, Vártá-ban; 3, Karahla; 4, Kámya-ban; 5, Anjana-ban; 6, Kúma-ban; 7, Krishna-kshipanaka; 8, Nandaprekshana; 9, Indra-ban; 10, Siksha-ban; 11, Chandrávatí-ban; 12, Lohaban.§

IV.—The 12 Adhi-bans: 1, Mathurá; 2, Rádhá-kund; 3, Nanda-gráma; 4, Gata-sthána; 5, Lalita-gráma; 6, Brisha-bhánu-pur;§ 7, Gokul; 8, Baladeva; 9, Gobardhan; 10, Júva-ban; 11, Brindá-ban; 12, Sanket.

V.—The 5 Sevya-bans; VI. the 12 Tapo-bans; VII. the 12 Moksha-bans; VIII. the 12 Káma-bans; IX. the 12 Artha-bans; X. the 12 Dharma-bans; XI. the 12 Siddhi-bans—all of which the reader will probably think it unnecessary to enumerate in detail.

To every ban is assigned its own tutelary divinity; thus Haláyudha (Baladeva) is the patron of Mahá-ban; Gopináth of Káma-ban; Nata-vara of Kokila-ban; Dámodar of Tál-ban; Kesava of Kumud-ban; Sridhara of Bhándir-ban; Hari of Chhatra-ban; Náráyan of Khadira-ban; Hayagriva of Bhadra-ban; Padma-nábha of Bahulá-ban; Janardana of Bel-ban; Adi-vadrisvara of Paramánanda; Paramesvara of Kam-ban (práti-ban); Jásoda-nandan of Nagágánw; Gokulchandrama of Gokul; Murlidhar of Karahla; Lila-kamala-lochana of Háysa-ban; Lokesvara of Upáhára-ban; Lankadhipa-kula-dhvansi of Jahnuban; and Sríshatsilankshyana of Bhuvana-ban.

* Chhatra-ban represents the town of Chhátá. The only spot mentioned in connection with it is the Súraj-kund, a pond which still exists and bears the same name, but is not now held in much regard.

† Surabhi-ban adjoins Gobardhan. Near Prem-ban is the Prem-sarovar.

‡ The one Loha-ban on the right bank of the river is described as the scene of the destruction of Járásandha's armies; the other, on the left bank, is more correctly styled Loha-jangha-ban.

§ Brisha-bhánu-pur is intended as the Sanskrit original of Barána, but incorrectly so.
The four last-named woods are given as the limits of the Braj Mandal in the following sloka, and it is distinctly noted that the city of Mathurā is at the same distance, viz., 21 kos, from each one of them:

पूर्वी दक्षिणवर्ती नीय पश्चिमवर्तीपर्याप्तरिकं ॥
दक्षिणे जन्मुक्षाकं भुवनाख्यं तथाजाते ॥

The Pandits, who were asked to reconcile these limits with those mentioned in the Hindi couplet previously quoted, declared Hāṣya-ban in the east to be the same as Barhadd in Aligarh: Upahāra-ban in the west as Sona in Gurgān; Jahnu-ban to the south the same as Sūrasen-kā-gānw, or Batesar; and Bhuvanaban to the north, Bhūkhan-ban near Shergarh. The identification is probably little more than conjectural; but a superstition, which is at once both comparatively modern and also practically obsolete, scarcely deserves a more protracted investigation than has already been bestowed upon it.

Next to the Ban-jātra, the most popular local festivity is the Holi, which is observed for several days in succession at different localities. Several of the usages are, I believe, entirely unknown beyond the limits of Braj, even to the people of the country; and, so far as I could ascertain by enquiries, they had never been witnessed by any European. Accordingly, as the festival fell unusually early in 1877, while the weather was still cool enough to allow of a mid-day ride without serious inconvenience, I took advantage of the opportunity thus afforded me and made the round of all the principal villages in the Chhátá and Kosi parganas where the rejoicings of the Phūl Dol, for so these Hindu Saturnalia are popularly termed, are celebrated with any peculiarities, visiting each place on its special fete-day. The following is an account of what I saw:

Feb. 22nd, Barsāna, the Rangila Holi.—In the middle of the town is a small open square, about which are grouped the stately mansions and temples built by the great families who resided here during the first half of the 18th century. A seat in the balcony over the gateway of the house still occupied by the impoverished descendants of the famous Katára, Rūp Rām, the founder of Barsāna’s short-lived magnificence, commands a full view of the humours of the crowd below. The cheeriness of the holiday-makers as they throng the narrow winding streets on their way to and from the central square, where they break up into groups of bright and ever-varying combinations of colour; with the buffooneries of the village clowns and the grotesque dances of the lusty swains, who with castanets in hand caricature in their movements the conventional graces of the Indian ballet-girl,
all make up a sufficiently amusing spectacle; but these are only interludes and accessories to the great event of the day. This is a sham fight between the men from the neighbouring village of Nand-gâñw and the Barsâna ladies, the wives of the Gosâins of the temple of Lârli Ji, which stands high on the crest of the rock that overlooks the arena. The women have their mantles drawn down over their faces and are armed with long heavy bambus, with which they deal their opponents many shrewd blows on the head and shoulders. The latter defend themselves as best they can with round leather shields and stags’ horns. As they dodge in and out amongst the crowd and now and again have their flight cut off and are driven back upon the band of excited viragoes, many laughable incidents occur. Not unfrequently blood is drawn, but an accident of the kind is regarded rather as an omen of good fortune and has never been known to give rise to any ill-feeling. Whenever the fury of their female assailants appears to be subsiding, it is again excited by the men shouting at them snatches of the following ribald rhymes. They are not worth translation, since they consist of nothing but the repetition of the abusive word sôld, applied to every person and thing in Barsâna. That town being the reputed home of Râdhâ, the bride, its people are styled her brothers; while the Nand-gâñw men account themselves the brothers of Krishna, the bridegroom:—

श्रीभांडबाधाईः बरसानि की ।
बब सारे बरसानेबारे रावलबारे सारे ।
जनानाथके नाती सारे वे बरसानेबारे ॥
लवानियाँ घौर झटारे चारे के बरसानेबारे ।
डॉम ठहरे सबसी चारे घौर पलराबारे ।
बाग बागीचा सबसी चारे सारे दीवनबारे ।
विरकत घौर गुंटरिया सारे लंके सुतनाबारे ॥
जाबाणी मानेरिहर सारे प्रेममहरोखबारे ।
खाट खंटिला सबसी चारे मोका चोहे चारे ॥
भालायत महलायत चारे चारे खम तिझारे ।
श्रीगारे पिझारे सारे गौल गिझारे चारे ॥
Feb. 23rd, Nand-gánw.—Another sham fight, as on the preceding day, only with the characters reversed; the women on this occasion being the wives of the Gosains of the Nand-gánw temple, and their antagonists the men of Barána. The combatants are drawn up more in battle-array, instead of skirmishing by twos and threes, and rally round a small yellow pennon that is carried in their midst; but the show is less picturesque in its accessories, being held on a very dusty spot outside the town, and was more of a Phallic orgie.

Feb. 27th, the Holi. Phalen.—Here is a sacred pond called Prahlád-kund, and the fact of its having preserved its original name gives a clue, as in so many parallel cases, to the older form of the name now borne by the village. Local pandits would derive the word phalen from the verb phárma, “to tear in pieces,” with a reference to the fate of Prahlád’s impious father, Hiranya-Kasipu: but such a formation would be contrary both to rule and to experience, and the word is, beyond a doubt, a corruption of Prahláda-gráma.

Arriving at the village about an hour before sunset, I found a crowd of some 5,000 people closely packed in the narrow spaces on the margin of the pond and swarming over the tops of the houses and the branches of all the trees in the neighbourhood. A large bonfire had been stacked half-way between the pond and a little shrine dedicated to Prahlád, inside which the Khern-pat, or Panda, who was to take the chief part in the performance of the day, was sitting telling his beads. At 6 p. m. the pile was lit, and, being composed of the most inflammable materials, at once burst into such a tremendous blaze that I felt myself scorched, though the little hillock where I was seated was a good many yards away. However, the lads of the village kept on running close round it, jumping and dancing and brandishing their lāthi, while the Pánda went down and dipped in the pond and then, with his dripping pégri and ḍhoti on, ran back and made a feint of passing through the fire. In reality he only jumped over the outermost verge of the smouldering ashes and then dashed into his cell again, much to the dissatisfaction of the spectators, who say that the former incumbent used to do it much more thoroughly. If on the next recurrence of the festival the Pánda shows himself equally timid, the village proprietors threaten to eject him, as an impostor, from the land which he holds rent-free simply on the score of his being fire-proof.

Feb. 28th, Kosi.—After sitting a little while at a náca of the ordinary character, given by one of the principal traders in the town, I went on to see
the chaupátis, or more special Holi performances, got up by the different bodies of Ját zamindáres, each in their own quarter of the town. The dancers, exclusively men and boys, are all members of the proprietary clan, and are all dressed alike in a very high-waisted full skirted white robe, reaching to the ankles, called a jhagd, with a red pagri, in which is set at the back of the head a long tinsel plume, kalangi, to represent the peacock feathers with which Krishna was wont to adorn himself as he roamed through the woods. The women stand at one end of the court-yard with their mantle drawn over their faces and holding long lithis, with which, at a later period of the proceedings, they join in the Holi sports. Opposite them are the bandsmen with drums, cymbals and timbrels, and at their back other men with sticks and green twigs, which they brandish about over their heads. The space in the middle is circled by torch-bearers and kept clear for the dancers, who are generally six in number, only one pair dancing at a time. Each performer, in the dress as above described, has a knife or dagger in his right hand and its scabbard in his left. At first, darting forward, they make a feint of thrusting at the women or other spectators, and then pointing the knife to their own breast they whirl round and round, generally backwards, the pace growing faster and more furious and the clash of the hand louder and louder, till at last they sink down, with their flowing robe spread out all round them, in a sort of curtsey, and retire into the back ground, to be succeeded by another pair of performers. After a pair of men comes a pair of boys, and so on alternately with very little variation in the action. Between the dances a verse or two of a song is sung, and at the end comes the Holi khelna. This is a very monotonous performance. The women stand in a line, their faces veiled, and each with a lithi ornamented with bands of metal and gandy pendants, like the Bacchantes of old with the thyrsus, and an equal number of men oppose them at a few yards' interval. The latter advance slowly with a defiant air and continue shouting snatches of scurrilous song till they are close upon the women, who then thrust out their lithis, and without uttering a word follow them as they turn their back and retreat to their original standing-place. Arrived there, they let the women form again in line as they were at first and then again advance upon them precisely as before, and so it goes on till their repertory of songs is exhausted, or they have no voice left to sing them. To complete my description I here give some specimens of these lithis or verses, and have added notes to all the words that seemed likely to require explanation. They are many of them too coarse and at the same time too stupid to make it desirable for me to translate them in full.
हैली खेलने के समय की साखि।

कभी यादि संग खेलेंगी।
कई बाबू वे घरी कहेंगे भागीरथ नहींगी। १।
हरलेगे छोर मुरारी।
लेके छोर बदम वे बेटे हम जल मोब उधारी।
तुम्हारे छोर जवे हम दूः हे जल ते होजाए न्यारी।
वे हम जल ते न्यारी हांगी बांध लाज तिहारी।
छोर हमारी देहु सांत्रे तुम जीते हम हारी। २।
राघे कोई दलगोरी मन में।
के कहूँ स्याम बेझ न न्यारे के परगई चूक भजन में। ३।
बंदाबन वे बन नहीं। नंदगांव वे गांव।
बंसीबत वे बट नहीं। कृष्ण नाम वे नाव। ४।
ब्रज चैरासी कोसमे। चार गांव निज घाम।
बंदाबन ब्रह मधुपूरी। बरसाना नंदगांव। ५।
राघे दीने बंसी मेरी।
के दीने के नाहीं कोई देख गरोबी मेरी। ६।
मन मेहन हेरे द्वार।
घर घर ते। बनता बन आई। अपनी अपनी ठारी।
ब्रह ते नकी बुंदा कन्हिया वह ब्रहमान किशोरी।
ताल मुंग मंग डप बाले मेंह चंगन की ठारी।
उड़ित गुलाल लाल भप बादर केसर गागर ठारी। ७।
द्वारी हेरे औरगिरियारी।
कौनसे पे कैसरिया बानी। कौन पे छोर हृदारी।

1. Krishna says to Udha: Ask her if she will come. She set the karshni on the fire the first thing in the evening and will slip out at midnight.
2. Jibi, then: jayeki leh sharti. you will be put to shame.
3. Dilgiri, sadness.
4. Whether you give or whether you refuse.
5. Aap saauni jori, in pairs, two and two. मोहम्ब, or mocham, a Jew’s-harp. Gagar, ajar: Ghar for ghal, mixed.
होली सौंग।

कान्हा रे केशरिया बानी। राजी जीर हजारी।
बॉन के झाँक गड़ूरा चोदे कान्हा रे पिच्चारी।
राजी झाँक गड़ूरा चोदे कान्हा रे पिच्चारी। ॥ ८ ॥
दचि पीजा स्थाय बलाना।
कान्हा की तेरी बनी मधनिया काहे के तेरे दीवा।
ब्रजराज की मेरी बनी मधनिया कदम पात के दीवा। ॥ ९ ॥
मेरी स्थाय बिना बल काते।
मुर मुर पिंजर छुए गाँजे राजी मुखलगी पलकाते। ॥ १० ॥
दचि के सु चोर कन्हिया।
दचि मेरी झाँक मधनिया तोरी चोर मैररी बेंगा। ॥ ११ ॥
दचि खुट्ट लाठी दगरे में।
दचि मेरी झाँक मधनिया तोरी ग्वाल बाल सगरे। ॥
दंगरे में की मुंदरी लूटी नोलखार गरें।
बाजूबंद खपला लूटे तन्द्र राखी मगरे में। ॥ १२ ॥
वहा सब तकरि सब में मेरा।
ब्रजबासिन के टूक मूक में घर घर झाँस महेरा।
भुक लगे चाल मांग खातहुँ यांक गिनू न सवेरे। ॥ १३ ॥
कान्हा घरे रे मुकट खेले होरी।
या चोर खेले कुंवर कन्हिया चब चोर राधा गोरी। ॥ १४ ॥
इन गलियन काम कहा तेरी।

8. Kausa for kaut sa; ñasa, clothes; garär sa, a pot.
9. Pija, for pifiye dhar.
11. Baiyda, for baih, arm.
12. Khaeda, an ornament that hangs pendent from the elbow.
13. Makero, a mess of rice and sour milk.
March 1st, Koat.—Spend an hour or two in the afternoon as a spectator of the Holi sports at the Gomati-Kund. Each of the six Jät villages of the Danda Pál* has two or more chaupdis, which come up one after the other in a long procession, stopping at short intervals on the way to dance in the manner above described, but several at a time instead of in single pairs. One of the performers executed a pas de seul mounted on a daf, or large timbrel, which was supported on the shoulders of four other men of his troupe. Bands of mummers (or swangs) were also to be seen, one set attired as Muhammadan fakirs; another (ghyalon ki swang) as wounded warriors, painted with streaks, as it were of blood, and with sword-blades and daggers so bound on to their neck and arms

15. Syah, a woman's dupatta.
   Jhag, a man's dress.
16. Addær, in the middle.
   Bard, an ornament worn by women on the elbow.
17. Suk, the planet Venus, which is regarded as auspicious.
   Chal, the same as the more common gams.
18. Jori, for sori, sabrasiti.
   Jom, lust, passion.
19. Dyasa, the day-time.
   Khaddar, a clay pit.

* Any subdivision of a Jät clan is called a Pál, and the town of Koat is the centre of one such sub-division, which is known as the Danda Pál.
and other parts of the body that they seemed to be transfixed by them. Some long iron rods were actually thrust through their protruded tongue and their cheeks, and in this ghastly guise and with drawn swords in their hands, with which they kept on dealing and parrying blows, the pair of combatants perambulated the crowd.

March 2nd.—At 2 P.M. ride over to Bathen for the Holanga mela, and find a place reserved for me on a raised terrace at the junction of four streets in the centre of the village. Every avenue was closely packed with the densest throng, and the house-tops seemed like gardens of flowers with the bright dresses of the women. Most of them were Jâts by caste and wore their distinctive costume, a petticoat of coarse country stuff worked by their own hands with figures of birds, beasts, and men, of most grotesque design, and a mantle thickly sewn all over with discs of talc, which flash like mirrors in the sun and quite dazzle the sight. The performers in the chaupâdi could scarcely force their way through the crowd, much less dance, but the noise of the band that followed close at their heels made up for all shortcomings. There was a great deal of singing, of a very vociferous and probably also a very licentious character; but my ears were not offended, for in the general din it was impossible to distinguish a single word. Handfuls of red powder (abhâ) mixed with tiny particles of glistening talc were thrown about, up to the balconies above and down on the heads of the people below, and seen through this atmosphere of coloured cloud, the frantic gestures of the throng, their white clothes and faces all stained with red and yellow patches, and the great timbrels with bunches of peacocks' feathers, artificial flowers and tinsel stars stuck in their rim, borne above the players' heads and now and again tossed up high in the air, combined to form a curious and picturesque spectacle. After the music came a posse of rustics each bearing a rough jagged branch of the prickly acacia, stript of its leaves, and in their centre one man with a small yellow pennon on a long staff, yellow being the colour appropriate to the Spring season and the God of Love. The whole party slowly made its way through the village to an open plain outside, where the crowd assembled cannot have numbered less than 15,000. Here a circular arena was cleared and about a hundred of the Bathen Jâtnis were drawn up in a line, each with a long bambu in her hands, and confronting them an equal number of the bough-men who are all from the neighbouring village of Jan. A sham fight ensued, the women trying to beat down the thorny bushes and force their way to the flag. A man or two got a cut in the face, but the most perfect good humour prevailed, except when an
outsider from some other village attempted to join in the play; he was at once hustled out with kicks and blows that meant mischief. The women were backed up by their own husbands, who stood behind and encouraged them by word, but did not move a hand to strike. When it was all over, many of the spectators ran into the arena and rolled over and over in the dust, or streaked themselves with it on the forehead, taking it as the dust hallowed by the feet of Krishna and the Gopís.

The forenoon had been devoted to the recitation of Hindi poems appropriate to the occasion. I was not on the spot in time enough to hear any of this, but with some difficulty I obtained for a few days the loan of the volume that was used, and have copied from it three short pieces. The actual M.S. is of no greater antiquity than 1776 A.D., the colophon at the end, in the curious mixture of Sanskrit and Hindi affected by village pandits, standing thus:

Sambat 1852 Bhadrapad sudi 2 dwitiya, rabibár, likhitam idam pustakam, Sri Gopál Dás Charan-Pahari*—madhye parhan árthi Sri Seva Dás Bari Bathain vâsi:

but probably many successive copies have been made since the original was thumbed to pieces. The first stanzas, which are rather prettily worded, are, or at least profess to be, the composition of the famous blind poet Súr Dás.

* Charan-Pahári is the name of a small detached rock, of the same character as the Bharat-par range, that crops up above the ground in the village of Little Bathen.
"Thy ways are past knowing, full of compassion, Supreme Intelligence unapproachable, unfathomable beyond the cognizance of the senses, moving in fashion mysterious.

"A lion, most mighty in strength and courage, dies of hunger; a snake fills his belly without labour and without exertion.

"Now a straw sinks in the water, now a stone floats: he plants an ocean in the desert, a flood fills it all round.

"The empty is filled, the full is upset, by his grace it is filled again; the lotus blossoms from the rock and fire burns in the water.

"A king becomes a beggar and again a beggar a king with umbrella over his head: even the guiltiest (says Súr Dás) in an instant is saved, if the Lord helps him the least."

The second piece, in a somewhat similar strain, is by Dámodar Dás:

|| पद ||

श्रे मन मंजिले नंदलला।
गृह बांनमें रखो तिन कौँ पकरत नाही पला॥
बेद पुराण वंगृत याँ भाषिय यांते नाहीं भला।
दिन प्रताप चौधु नीति जेखो चंद्रकला॥
काको धन काको गृह संपति जाने सुन्त भवला।
दामेदौर कछु चिर न रहेगे जगमें चलोला॥

Translation.

"Come, my soul, adore Nand-lala (i.e., Krishna), whether living in the house or in the woods (i.e., whether a man of the world or a hermit), there is no other help to lay hold of.

"The Veda, the Puránas, and the Law declare that nothing is better than this; every day honour increases four-fold, like the moon in its degrees."
“Who has wealth? who has house and fortune? who has son and wife? says Dāmodar, nought will remain secure in the world: it is gone in a moment.”

The third piece, an encomium of the blooming Spring, is too simple to require any translation:

राग बसंत ॥

नवल बसंत नवल ब्रुंदाबन नवले फूले फूल ॥
नवले कान्छ नवल घग गोपी निरंतर यकृतुल ॥
नवले साप झाबालि कुमकुमा नवले बधान भमुल ॥
नवले झीट बनी केशरीके मेटत मनमय गुल ॥
नवल गुलाल उड़े रंगबुझा नवल पवनके भुल ॥
नवलः राये राजे भीमट कालिंदी के फूल ॥

The only divinities who are now popularly commemorated at the Holi Festival are Rādhā, Krishna, and Balarāma; but its connection with them can only be of modern date. The institution of the Ban-jātra and the Rās-līla, and all the local legends that they involve is (as has been already stated) traceable to one of the Brindā-ban Gosāins at the beginning of the 17th century A. D. The fact, though studiously ignored by the Hindus of Mathurā, is distinctly stated in the Bhakt-mālā, the work which they admit to be of paramount authority on such matters. But the scenes that I have described carry back the mind of the European spectator to a far earlier period and are clearly relics, perhaps the most unchanged that exist in any part of the world, of the primitive worship of the powers of nature on the return of Spring. Such were the old English merry-making on May Day and, still more closely parallel, the Phallic orgies of Imperial Rome as described by Juvenal. When I was listening to the din of the village band at Bathen, it appeared to be the very scene depicted in the lines—

Plangebant aliae proceris tympana palmis,
Ant tereti tenus tinnitus sare ciebant;
Multis rancionsos efflabant cornus bombos,
Barbaraque horribili stridebat tibia canta.
Or, again, in the words of Catullus—
Leve tympanum remugit, cava cymbala recrepant,
Ubi sacra sancta acutis ululatibus agitant,
Quatiumtique terga tauri teneris cava digitis:

while the actors in the chaupdi with dagger in hand recalled the pictures of the Corybantes or Phrygian priests of Cybele, the very persons to whom the poet refers. In Greece the Indian Holi found its equivalent in the Dionysia, when the phallus, the symbol of the fertility of nature, was borne in procession, as it now is here, and when it was thought a disgrace to remain sober. In like manner the Gosains and other actors in the Indian show are quite as much inspired in their frenzied action by their copious preliminary libations as by the excitement of the scene and the barbarous music of the drums, cymbals, and timbrels that accompany them.
CHAPTER V.

THE BUDDHIST CITY OF MATHURA AND ITS ANTIQUITIES.

Apart from its connection with the deified Krishna, the city of Mathura has been a place of note from the most distant antiquity. In Buddhist times it was one of the centres of that religion, and its sacred shrines and relics attracted pilgrims even from China, two of whom have left records of their travels. The first, by name Fa Hian, spent, as he informs us, three years in Western Asia, visiting all the places connected with events in the life of the great teacher or of his immediate successors; his main object being to collect authentic copies of the oldest theological texts and commentaries, to take back with him to his own country. Commencing his journey from Tibet, he passed successively through Kashmir, Kabul, Kandahar, and the Panjab, and so arrived in Central India, the madhya-des of Hindu geographers. Here the first kingdom that he entered was Mathura, with its capital of the same name situate on the bank of the Jamuna. All the people from the highest to the lowest were staunch Buddhists, and maintained that they had been so ever since the time of Sakyamuni's translation. This statement must be accepted with considerable reserve, since other evidence tends to show that Hinduism was the prevalent religion during part of the interval between Buddha's death and Fa Hian's visit, which was made about the year 400 A.D. He assures us, however, that many of the ecclesiastic establishments possessed copper plates engraved with the original deeds of endowment in attestation of their antiquity. In the capital—where he rested a whole month—and its vicinity, on the opposite banks of the river, were twenty monasteries, containing in all some 3,000 monks. There were, moreover, six relio-towers, or stūpas, of which the most famous was the one erected in honour of the great apostle Sāri-putra. The five other stūpas are also mentioned by name; two of them commemorated respectively Ananda, the special patron of religious women, and Mudgala-putra, the great doctor of Samādhi or contemplative devotion. The remaining three were dedicated to the cultus of the Abhidharma, the Sutra, and the Vinaya divisions of the sacred books, treating respectively of Metaphysics, Religion, and Morality, and known in Buddhist literature by the collective name of the Tri-pitaka or 'three baskets.'
Some 200 years later, Hwen Thsang, another pilgrim from the Flowery Land, was impelled by like religious zeal to spend sixteen years, from 629 to 645 A.D., travelling throughout India. On his return to China, he compiled, by special command of the Emperor, a work in twelve Books entitled 'Memoirs of Western Countries,' giving succinct geographical descriptions of all the kingdoms, amounting in number to 128, that he had either personally visited, or of which he had been able to acquire authentic information. After his death, two of his disciples, wishing to individualize the record of their master's adventures, compiled in ten Books a special narrative of his life and Indian travels. This has been translated into French by the great Orientalist, Mons. S. Julien. Mathurā is described as being 20 li, or four miles in circumference, and as containing still, as in the days of Fa Hian, 20 monasteries. But the number of resident monks had been reduced to 2,000, and five temples had been erected to Brāhmaṇical divinities; both facts indicating the gradual decline of Buddhism.

There were three stupas, built by King Asoka, and many spots were shown where the four former Buddhas had left the marks of their feet. Several other stupas were reverenced as containing relics of the holy disciples of Sākya Muni, viz., Śāri-putrā, Mudgalāyana, Purṇa-maitrāyani-putra, Upali, Ananda, Rāhula, Manjusri, and other Bodhi-satwās. Every year (he writes) in the months of the three long fasts (the first, fifth, and ninth) and on the six monthly fasts the religious assemble in crowds at these stupas, and make their several offerings at the one which is the object of their devotion. The followers of Abhi-dharma offer to Śāri-putra, and those who practise contemplation (dhyāna) to Mudgalāyana. Those who adhere to the Sūtras pay their homage to Purṇa-maitrāyani-putra; those who study the Vināya honour Upali; religious women honour Ananda; those who have not yet been fully instructed (catechumens) honour Rahula; those who study the Mahā-yāna honour all the Bodhi-satwās.* Banners enriched with pearls float in the air, and gorgeous umbrellas are grouped in procession. Clouds of incense and constant showers of flowers obscure the sight of the sun and moon. The king and his ministers apply themselves with zeal to the practice of meritorious works. Five or six li—in other words, about a mile and a quarter—to the east of the town is a monastery on a hill, the sides of which have been excavated to allow of the construction of cells. The approach is by a ravine. It is said to have been built by the venerable Upagupta. In its centre may be seen a stupa which encloses some nail-parings

* A Bodhi-satwa is defined as a being who has arrived at supreme wisdom (bodhi), and yet consents to remain as a creature (sātwa) for the good of men.
of the Tathágata. At a hill to the north of this monastery is a cave in the rock, twenty feet high and thirty feet broad, where had been collected an immense number of little bambu spikes, each only four inches long. When a married couple, whom the venerable Upagupta had converted and instructed, obtained the rank of Arhat, * he added a spike. But he took no note of other persons, even though they had attained the same degree of sanctity. Twenty-four or 25 li to the south-east of this cave was a large dry tank with a stúpa by its side, where it was said that one day as Buddha was pacing up and down, he was offered some honey by a monkey, which he graciously told him to mix with water and divide among the monks. The monkey was so charmed at the condescension that he forgot where he was, and in his ecstasy fell over into the tank and was drowned: as a reward for his meritorious conduct, when he next took birth, it was in human form. A little to the north of this tank was a wood with several stúpas to mark the spots that had been hallowed by the presence of the four earlier Buddhas, and where 1,250 famous teachers of the law, such as Sáriputra and Mudgala-putra, had given themselves up to meditation. When the Tathágata (he adds) lived in the world, he often travelled in this kingdom, and monuments have been erected in every place where he expounded the law.

The Lalita Vistara, which is the oldest and most authentic record that the Buddhists possess, gives a most elaborate account of Sákya Muni’s early adventures, and of the six years of preliminary penance and seclusion that he spent in the woods of Uruvilva (now Buddh Gaya) before he commenced his public ministry; but the narrative terminates abruptly with his departure for Banáras, which was the first place to which he betook himself after he had attained to the fulness of perfect knowledge. There is no equally trustworthy and consecutive record of the second and more important half of his life—the 40 years which he spent in the promulgation of his new creed—and it is therefore impossible to say at what period he paid those frequent visits to Mathurá of which Hwen Thsang speaks. There is, however, no reason to doubt that they were paid; for the place was one of much importance in his time and, like every other new teacher, it was the great centres of population that he laboured most to influence. In Beal’s translation of the Chinese version of the Abhinishkramana Sútra we find Mathurá styled the capital of all Jambu-dwípa, and on that account it was one of the first suggested as a fit place for Buddha to take birth in. He rejected it, however, on the ground that the king by whom it was ruled, a powerful monarch, Subáhu by name, was a

* An Arhat is a saint who has attained to the fourth grade in the scale of perfection.
heretic. The objections to other large cities were, either that the king's pedigree had some flaw; or that he was a Brahman, not a Khatriya by caste; or that he had already a large family; or that the people were insubordinate and self-willed. Banaras and Ujaiyin were considered unworthy for a similar reason as Mathurá, viz., that at the former there were four heretical schools of philosophy, and that the king of the latter did not believe in a future state. The use of the word 'heretical' is to be noted, for it clearly indicates that Buddha did not intend to break entirely with Hinduism; or rather, like the English 'Reformers' of the 16th century, and Dr. Dollinger and his "old Catholics" on the continent of Europe at the present day, or Bābu Kesav Chandra Sen in Calcutta, or, in short, like all subverters of established systems, he found it politic to disguise the novelty of his theories by retaining the old terminology, and thus investing them with the prestige of a spurious antiquity.

In consequence of the changes in religion and the long lapse of time, the whole of the ancient Buddhist buildings described by the Chinese pilgrims had been overthrown, buried, and forgotten, till quite recently, when some fragments of them have been again brought to light. The first discovery was made by General Cunningham, in 1858, who noticed some capitals and pillars lying about within the enclosure of the Katra, the site of the Hindu temple of Kesava Deva. A subsequent search revealed the architrave of a gateway and other sculptures, including in particular a standing figure of Buddha, three and-a-half feet high, which was found at the bottom of a well, with an inscription at its base recording the gift of the statue to the 'Yasa Vihāra,' or 'Convent of Glory,' which may be taken as the name of one of the Buddhist establishments that had existed on the spot. The date of the presentation was recorded in figures which could not be certainly deciphered."

A far more important discovery was made in 1860, in digging the foundation of the Magistrate and Collector's new court-house. The site selected for this building was an extensive mound overhanging the Agra road at the entrance to the civil station. It had always been regarded as merely the remains of a series of brick-kilns, and had been further protected against exploration by the fact that it was crowned by a small mosque. This was, for military reasons, blown down during the mutiny; and afterwards, on clearing away the rubbish and excavating for the new foundations, it was found to have been erected, in accordance with the common usage of the Muhammadan conquerors, upon the ruins of a destroyed temple. A number of Buddhist statues, pillars,

* This statue was one of those removed by Dr. Playfair to the Museum at Agra.
Note.—This sketch has been drawn by eye only, and makes no claim to absolute accuracy; but it is correct enough to be useful for visitors.
and basso-relievos, were disinterred; and the inscriptions, as partially deciphered, would seem to indicate that the mound was occupied by several different monasteries; three of which, according to General Cunningham, bore the names of Sanghamitra-sada Vihára, Huvishka Vihára, and Kundokhara,* or as it may be read, Kunda-Suka Vihára. On the pedestal of a seated figure was found recorded the first half of a king's name, Vasu; the latter part was broken away, but the lacuna should probably be supplied with the word 'deva,' as a group of figures inscribed with the name of King Vasudeva and date 87 was discovered in 1871 at a neighbouring mound called the 'Kankálí tila.' The most numerous remains were portions of stone railing of the particular type used to enclose Buddhist shrines and monuments. The whole were made over to the Agra museum, where the railings were roughly put together in such a way as to indicate the original arrangement. The entire collection has since been again removed elsewhere, I believe to Allahabad; but as there is no proper building for their reception there, nobody appears to know anything about them, and it is very much to be regretted that they were ever allowed to be taken from Mathuri. Many of the pillars were marked with figures as a guide to the builder; and thus we learn that one set, for they were of various sizes, consisted of at least as many as 129 pieces. There were also found three large seated figures of Buddha, of which two were full, the third a little less than life-size; and the bases of some 30 large columns. It was chiefly round these bases that the inscriptions were engraved. One of the most noticeable fragments was a stone hand, measuring a foot across the palm, which must have belonged to a statue not less than from 20 to 24 feet in height.

Most of the sculptures were executed in common red sandstone and were of indifferent workmanship, in every way inferior to the specimens more recently discovered at other mounds in the neighbourhood. The more artistic was the figure of a dancing-girl, rather more than half life-size, in a tolerably natural and graceful attitude.† Like the so-called figure of Silenus, discovered by James Prinsep in 1836, of which a detailed description will be given further on, it was thought that it might have been the work of a Greek artist. This conjecture, though I do not accept it myself, involves no historical difficulty, since in the Yuga-Purána of the Gárgi-Sanhitá, written about the year

---

* It must be admitted that Kundokhara, i.e., Kunda-pushkara, is a very questionable compound, since the two members of which it is composed would bear each precisely the same meaning.

† Two representations of this figure are given in Cunningham's Archæological Survey, Vol. I., page 260.
50 B.C., it is explicitly stated that Mathurā was reduced by the Greeks, and that their victorious armies advanced into the very heart of Hindustan, even as far as Pāṭalī-putra. The text is as follows:

तत् साकेतमानसम् पञ्चालान् मधुरो तथा |
यवनादुर्गविस्तारतः प्राप्यत्सनिकुषुभवयम् |
तत् पुष्पपुरे प्राणे कददेशे प्रायिे हिते |
अभुला विषय: सबं भविष्यति न संशय: |

"Then those hateful conquerors, the Greeks, after reducing Sāketa,* the country of Panchāla and Mathurā, will take Kusuma-dhvaja (Pāṭalī-putra); and when Pushpa-pura (i.e., Pāṭalī-putra) is taken, every province will assuredly become disordered."

In close proximity to the mound where the antiquities, which we have described above were discovered is a large walled enclosure, called the Damdama, for some years past occupied by the reserves of the district police, but originally one of a series of sardes erected in the time of the Delhi Emperors along the road between the two royal residences of Agra and Delhi. Hence the adjoining hamlet derives its name of Sarō Jamālpur; and for the sake of convenience, when future reference is made to the mound, it will be by that title. As it is at some distance to the south-east of the katra, the traditional site of ancient Mathurā, and so far agrees with the position assigned by Hwen Thsang to the stūpa erected to commemorate Buddha’s interview with the monkey, there is plausible ground for identifying the two places. The identification is confirmed by the discovery of the inscription with the name Kundo-khara or Kundasuka; for, whichever way the word is read, it would seem to contain a reference to a tank (kunda), and a tank was the characteristic feature of Hwen Thsang’s monkey stūpa. It at first appears a little strange that there should be, as the inscriptions lead us to infer, four separate monasteries on one hill, but General Cunningham states that in Barma, where Buddhism is still the national religion, such juxtaposition is by no means uncommon.

* The siege of Sāketa is ascertained to have taken place early in the reign of Menander, who ascended the throne in the year 144 B.C., Pushpa-mitra being at that time King of Pāṭalī-putra. The Gārgi Sāhīṭā is an ancient and extremely rare work, of which only five MSS.—all apparently imperfect—are as yet known to be in existence. Three are in European libraries; one belongs to Dr. Kern, who was the first to call attention to the work in the Preface to his edition of Varāhā Mihiira’s Brihat Sāhīṭā, in which it is frequently quoted; and the fifth has been recently discovered by Dr. Buhler.
Transcripts and translations of many of these inscriptions have been since made by different scholars and have been published by General Cunningham in Volume III. of his Archaeological Survey; but they are for the most part of a very tentative character and leave much room for uncertainty, both as regards reading and interpretation. They are all brief votive records, giving only the name of the obscure donor, accompanied by some stereotyped religious formula. The dates, which it would be specially interesting to ascertain, are indicated by figures, the value of which has been definitely determined; but the era to which they refer is still matter of dispute. Dr. Rajendra-lâla Mitra has consistently maintained from the first that it is the Sâka era, beginning from 76 A. D.; and if so, the series ranges between 120 and 206 A. D. But the era intended might also be that of Vikramâditya, or of the Seleucids, or of Buddha's Nirvâna, or of the particular monarch whose name is specified.

Before the discovery of these and similar inscriptions, the history of India, from the invasion of Alexander the Great to that by Mahmud of Ghazni, was almost an absolute blank, in which however the name of Vikramâditya, the reputed founder of the era still most in vogue among Hindus, enjoyed such universal celebrity that it seemed impossible for any question to be raised regarding him. This solitary stand-point has completely given way under the weight of modern researches, and not only Vikramâditya's paramount sovereignty, but even his existence, is now denied, and that by disputants who will scarcely find a single other matter on which to agree. Mr. Fergusson writes: "No authentic traces exist of any king bearing the name or title of Vikramâditya having lived in the first century before Christ; nor"—though here his assertion will be disputed—"has it been possible to point to any event as occurring B. C. 56, which was of sufficient importance to give rise to the institution of an era for its commemoration." Similarly, Professor Bhan Daji, of Bombay, declared that he knew of no inscription, dated in this Sambat, before the eleventh century of the Christian era; and, though this appears to be carrying incredulity a little too far, General Cunningham, upon whose accuracy every reliance can be placed, says that the earliest inscription of the Vikramâditya era, that he has seen, bears date 811, that is A. D. 754. Now, if the era was really

* It may be hoped that Dr. Hoenne of the Calcutta Madrasa will at some time find leisure to revise and translate the whole series of these early inscriptions. There is no one in India, or even among European scholars, who is equally qualified for the task by his knowledge of Sanskrit, of literary Prâkrit and of the modern vernacular, which last is often of the greatest service in supplying parallel examples of colloquial usage. His corrected readings of the inscriptions from the Bharhat stupas, as published in the Indian Antiquary, are a triumph of scholarly ingenuity.
established before the birth of Christ, it is difficult to understand why it should have lain so long dormant and then have become so curiously revived and so generally adopted.

Various solutions of the difficulty have been attempted. It has been definitely ascertained that the title Vikramáditya was borne by a king Sri Harsha, who reigned at Ujairin, in the first half of the sixth century A.D., and General Cunningham conjectures with some probability that it was he who restored the general use of the old era (which had been to a great extent superseded by the introduction of the Sáka era in 79 A.D.) and made it his own, simply by changing its name to that which it now bears. The king by whom it was really established about the year 57 B.C. he conceives to have been the Indo-Scythian Kanishka.

This is a personage who as yet scarcely figures at all in histories intended for the general reader; but it is certain that he was one of the greatest sovereigns that ever held sway in Upper India and, if not the first to introduce Buddhism, was at least the one who definitely established it as the state religion. The Sanskrit Chronicle, entitled the Raja-Tarangini, mentions among the successors of the great Asoka, in the latter half of the century immediately preceding the birth of Christ, three kings of foreign descent named Hushka (or Huvishka), Jushka, and Kanishka. The later Muhammadan writers represent them as brothers: but it is not so stated in the original text, the words of which are simply as follows:

हुष्क्षुष्ककानिष्काख्यास्वयस्तयस्त्वच्छ पार्थे।
ते तुष्क्षुष्कान्योदुतान्शिपि पुष्क्रास्यानुष्प।
प्राच्य राज्यविह तेषां प्रायः काष्मीरमवकत|।
भाभ्यमास्ते च बाद्यानं प्रभ्योजित्वतुच्चा।

"There, too, the three kings, Hushka, Jushka, and Kanishka, born of Turushka descent, monarchs of eminent virtue. In their exalted reign a great part of the region of Kashmir was occupied by peripatetic Buddhist ascetics."

Their dominions are known to have included Kábul, Kashmir, and the Panjáb; and recently discovered inscriptions imply that their sway extended thence as far south as Mathurá. It is true that many of the religious buildings in holy places have been founded by foreign princes, who had no territorial
connection with the neighbourhood; but there seems to have been some special bond of union between Mathurá and Kashmir. Incredible as it has been deemed by most geographers, it is yet within the range of possibility, as pointed out by Professor Wilson, that Ptolemy intended, by the close similarity of names, to indicate a connection between Κασμίρα and της Κασμίρης; that is, Kasperia, or Kashmir, at the sources of the Vitasta, the Chandra-bhág, and the Rávi—and the Kas-petρeî, dwelling lower down on the Vindhya range and the banks of the Jamuná, one of whose chief towns was Mathurá. For, further, Ptolemy represents η παντοῦν Χώρα 'the country of Pându,' as lying in the neighbourhood of the Vitasta, or Jhelam; while Arria, quoting from Megasthenes, says it derived its name from Pandœa, the daughter of Hercules, the divinity specially venerated by the Suraseni on the Jamuná. Thus, as it would seem, he identifies Mathurá, the chief town of the Suraseni, with Pandœa. Balaráma, one of its two tutelary divinities, may be certainly recognized as Belus, the Indian Hercules; while, if we allow for a little distortion of the original legend, Prithá, another name of Kuntí, the mother of the Pândavas and sister of Krishna and Balaráma's father, Vasudeva, may be considered the native form which was corrupted into Pandœa.

In historical illustration of the same line of argument, it may be remarked that Gonanda I., the king of Kashmir contemporary with Krishna, is related (Rája-Tarangini, I., 59) to have been a kinsman of Járásandha and to have assisted him in the siege of Mathurá.* He was slain there on the bank of the Kálini, i.e., the Jamuná, by Balaráma. His son and successor, Dámodara, a few years later, thinking to avenge his father's death, made an attack on a party of Krishna's friends, as they were returning from a wedding at Gandhára near the Indus, but himself met his death at that hero's hands. The next occupant of the throne of Mathurá in succession to Járásandha was Karna, the faithful ally of the Kauravas, against whom the great war was waged by Krishna and the Pândavas. Gonanda II., the son of Dámodara, was too young to take any

* "Gonanda, the king of Kashmir, having been summoned by his relation, Járásandha, to his assistance, besieged with a mighty army Krishna's city of Mathurá."
part in the protracted struggle; but the reigning houses of Mathurá and Kashmír acknowledged a common enemy in Krishna, and the fact appears to have conduced to a friendly feeling between the two families, which lasted for many generations. Thus we read in the Rája-Tarangini (IV., 512)* that when Jayapída, who reigned over Kashmír at the end of the eighth century after Christ, built his new capital of Jayapura, a stately temple was founded there and dedicated to Mahádeva under the title of Achesvara, by Acha, the son-in-law of Pramoda, the king of Mathurá.†

Three inscriptions have been found bearing the name of Kanishka.‡ Of these one is dated 9, another 28; in the third the year has unfortunately been broken away. The memorials of his successor, the Maharaja Huviṣká,§ are more numerous, and the dates range from 33 to 50. In one instance, however, the gift is distinctly made to the king’s Vihára, which does not necessarily imply that the king was still living at the time; and the same may have been the intention of the other inscriptions; since the grammatical construction of the words, which give the king’s name and titles in the genitive case, is a little doubtful, the word upon which they depend not being clearly expressed. Huviṣká was succeeded by Vasudeva, who, notwithstanding his purely Indian name, must be referred to the same dynasty, since ordinarily he is honoured with the same distinctive titles, Mahárája Rájatírdájá Devaputra; and for Devaputra is in one legend substituted Shdlii^ by which the Indo-Scythian Princes were specially distinguished. On gold coins, moreover, his name is given in Greek characters, Bazodeo.

* तास्मिन् जयुथः कौटेर जययोग्यधान्मथ ।
राजचन्दुः प्रमोदस्य जामाता मषुरापेते ।
प्राचाचिवायवचरयचुकिरचिखररहर ।
† I have not been able to trace king Pramoda’s name elsewhere. He may have been one of the seven Nágas (or, according to another MS., Mauna) princes, whom the Vayu Purána mentions as destined to reign over Mathurá—

मषुरार च पुरीरां रम्यां नागा भोक्त्रलिन्ति घर वे।

“The seven Nágas will possess the pleasant city of Mathurá.”

‡ On his coins his name appears in the form Kanerki.

§ On coins the name Huviṣká is given as Ooerki.
In an article contributed to the Indian Antiquary for 1881 Dr. Oldenberg of Berlin seeks to identify the great Kanishka, not, as General Cunningham has done, with the mythical Vikramâditya, but with the founder of the Saka era in 78 A.D., thus supporting the same chronological theory as Dr. Mitra. The Kushana dynasty, to which Kanishka belonged, seems to have first established itself about 24 B.C. in the person of Hermaens. The coins of this Prince, in which he is styled Basilevs Soter, are well known to numismatists, as also are those of his three successors, who bear the barbarous names of Kozulokadphises, Kozolakadaphes and Ooemakadphises. The Chinese speak of this dynasty as of great power in India in 159 A.D., but after the death of Vasudeva c. 178 A.D. it rapidly declined and was altogether extinguished about the year of our era 220. After a century of darkness, regarding which nothing is known, the Guptas rose to power in 319 A.D. and held the throne, for five generations, till about 480 A.D., when they were deposed by the Vallabhis, who, however, continued to date events by the same era as their predecessors. The Satrapas or Kshatrapas, who are commemorated by an inscription at Mathura, dated in the reign of the Satrap Saudasa, probably employed a local era of their own dynasty. This appears to have been founded in Gujarat about 100 A.D. and to have continued in power for three centuries, when it was overthrown by the Guptas.

Mr. Thomas, the celebrated numismatist, has broached a theory that the era intended is that of the Seleucidæ, which commenced on the last of October, 310 B.C. The long interval of time between this date and either the Vikramâditya or the Saka initial year would seem to render his hypothesis altogether untenable, as being utterly subversive of accepted chronology. But from such an inscription as that of Kanishka with the date Sambat 9 he does not deduce the year 303 B.C. (that is 312-9), but rather supposes that as we ourselves ordinarily write 75 for 1875, so the Indo-Scythians wrote 9 for 309; and thus Sambat 9 might correspond with the year 3 B.C. A curious confirmation of this view may be observed in the fact that the inscriptions, in which the dates range from 9 to 98, employ a division of the year into the three seasons, Grishma, Varsha, and Hemanta—that is to say, the hot weather, the rains and the winter; and the day is specified as (for example) the 11th of the 4th month of the particular season. In only one of the Mathurâ inscriptions is the date above a hundred, viz., 135; and here the division of time is according to the Hindu Calendar still in use, the particular month named being Pûshya. Hence it may be inferred that this inscription
belongs to an entirely different series and may very probably refer to the Sāka era.

The Seleucidan era is obviously one that might have recommended itself to a dynasty of mixed Greek descent; but another that might with equal or even greater probability have been employed is the Kashmirian era used by Kalhana in the last three books of his Rājā-Tarangini, and which is still familiar to the Brāhmans of that country. It is otherwise called the era of the Saptarshis and dates from the secular procession of Ursa Major, Chaitra sudi 1 of the 26th year of the Kali-yuga, 3076 B.C. It is known to be a fact and is not a mere hypothesis that when this era is used, the hundreds are generally omitted. The chronological difficulties involved in these inscriptions seem therefore almost to defy solution; for the era may commence either in March, 3076 B.C., or in October, 312 B.C., or in 57 B.C., or in 78 A.D. There is further a difficulty in considering that any one era can be intended; for one inscription has been found, dated 47, mentioning Huvishka as king, while two others bearing Vasudeva’s name are dated respectively 44 and 83, which would thus make Vasudeva at once the predecessor and the successor of Huvishka. The simplest way of meeting this difficulty would be to refer the figures to the year of the king’s reign, and a small fragment of an inscription that I found in the Jamālpur mound bears the words...sṛkasya rājya-samvatsare 28 Hemant 3 div., of which the most obvious translation would be ‘On the day of the third winter month of the 28th year of the reign of Kanishka’ (as the name it would seem must have been). Nor need any difficulty be occasioned by the use of the word Sambat to denote the year of a monarch’s reign. For though modern practice restricts the term exclusively to the Vikramāditya era, such was not always the case: witness the inscription on the temple of Gobind Deva at Brindā-ban—Sambat 34 Sri Sakabandh Akbar Shāh rāj—‘ in the 34th year of the reign of the Emperor Akbar.’ But the height to which the figures run is fatal to this theory, and a final solution to the mystery has yet to be sought.

About half-a-mile due west of the Jamālpur mound is a small one on the edge of the Circular Road, where I found the lower extremities of two large seated figures, in red sandstone: the one a Buddha, with an inscription at the base, of which the only words legible are: varsha māse 2 divas 6, ‘on the 6th day of the 2nd month of the rains.’ The other is almost a facsimile of a sculpture figured at page 36 of Mr. Oldham’s Memoir of Ghāzipur, among the antiquities found at a place called Aonrihār. It is well executed and
represents a woman with her left hand clasping an infant in her lap. One foot rests on an elaborately ornamented stool, the other is doubled under her body. There are five small accessory figures, one in front and two on either side at the back.

Between this mound and Jamālpur is an extensive ridge, which I spent some days in exploring, but found nothing of interest. The most likely place in this immediate neighbourhood that yet remains to be examined is a mound at the back of the jail and within its outer precincts. I brought away one figure from it. Close by is an enormous pit out of which earth was taken to construct the mud walls of the enclosure. As this is objectionable from a sanitary point of view as well as unsightly, prison labour might with advantage be employed in levelling the mound and using the earth to fill up the pit; by which means two objects would be obtained.

After my transfer from the district, the Jamālpur mound, which had so often been explored before with valuable results, was completely levelled, at a cost of Rs. 7,236, the work having been sanctioned by Government as a famine relief operation. A large number of miscellaneous sculptures was discovered, of which I have received no definite description. But the more prominent object is a life-size statue of Buddha, which is very finely executed and, when found, was in excellent preservation, though unfortunately broken in two pieces by a fracture just above the ankles.* On the base is an inscription in Pāli characters, of which a transcript has been sent me by a clever native draughtsman. I decipher it as follows:

"Deyadharmāyam Sākya-bhikṣu Yasa-dittasya. Yad atra punyam, tad bhavatu mātā-pitroh sukhā rya pāddhya yatam cha sarvva-satv-ānuttarajñānā-vāptaye."

I have probably misread some of the letters printed in italics, for as they stand they yield no sense. The remainder I translate as follows:

"This is the votive offering of the Buddhist monk Yasa-ditta. If there is any merit in it, may it work for the good of his father and mother and for the propagation of perfect knowledge throughout the world."

* The face of this statue was a really beautiful piece of sculpture, of far more artistic character than in any other figure that has yet been discovered. However, not the slightest care was taken to preserve it from injury; and the nose was soon broken off, either by some bigoted iconoclastic Muhammadan, or by some child in the mere spirit of mischief. The disfigurement is irreparable, and that it should have been allowed to occur is not very creditable to the local authorities.
In Sanskrit the primary meaning of _deya-dharma_ is 'the duty of giving'; but in Pāli it ordinarily stands for 'the gift' itself. The literal signification of the monks' name, Yasa-ditta is 'Resplendent with glory'; _ditta_ being the Pāli, Prākrit, or Hindi form of the Sanskrit _dipta_, by a rule of Vararachi's, under which the example given is _sutta_ (the modern _sota_) for _supta_. _Vāpi_, 'the propagation,' is from the root _vap_, to sow; from which also comes the Hindi word _bāp_, a father,' like the Latin _sator_ from _sero_.

A second inscription of some length commences with the words _Maha-rājasya Devaputra-sya Huwiskasya Samvatsare 51 Hemunta mēsa 1 div. _ but I have not been able to read further, as the only transcript that I have received is a very imperfect one. A great number of fragmentary sculptures of different kinds were also discovered, as I understand, and some of them have been photographed for General Cunningham, who spent several days at Mathurā for the purpose of examining them. An account may possibly appear in some future volume of his Archaeological Survey; but already four years have elapsed and not a sign has been made.

After General Cunningham's visit a third inscribed slab was found of which a transcript was made and sent. It begins with the word _siddham_; then apparently followed the date, but unfortunately there is here a flaw in the stone. After the flaw is the word _etasya_.* The second line begins with _Bhagavat_. In the third line is the name _Mathurā_; at the end of the sixth line _mātapi-troh_; in the middle of the seventh line _bharatu surva_.

Incidental allusion has already been made to the Kankāli, or, as it is occasionally called, the Jainī Tīla.† This is an extensive mound on the side of the Agra and Delhi road, between the Bharat-pur and Dīg gates of the city. A frag-

* The word following _etasya_ begins with the letters _pu_—the remainder being defaced—and was probably _purvaye_. This phrase _etasya purvaye_ is of frequent occurrence in these inscriptions and is translated by General Cunningham 'on this very date'. I do not think it can bear such a meaning. It might be literally rendered 'after this;' but it is really an expletive like the Hindi _dhe_, or occasionally the Sanskrit _tad-nasātaram_, with which an Indian correspondent generally begins a letter—after the stereotyped complimentary exordium—and which, in the absence of full stops and capital letters, serves to indicate a transition to a new subject.

† By the roadside, between the Kankāli Tīla and the Sīva Tāl, there is a handsome chhatri built in 1873, in memory of Chabē Genda, Purohit to the Rājā of Jhālē-pattan. It was intended to add a rest-house; but, in consequence of a complaint made by the District Engineer, the design was abandoned and the chhatri itself has never been thoroughly completed. The building is so ornamental that I hoped an encroachment of a few inches on to the side of the road might have been pardoned, but my suggestion to that effect was summarily scouted.
ment of a carved Buddhist pillar is set up in a mean little shed on its summit and does duty for the goddess Kankáli, to whom it is dedicated. A few years ago, the hill was partially trenched, when two colossal statues of Buddha in his character of teacher were discovered. They are each seven and-a-half feet in height, and are probably now in the Allahabad museum. Whatever else was found was collected on the same spot as the remains from the Jamálpur mound, and it is therefore possible (as no accurate note was made at the time) that some of the specimens referred to the latter locality were not really found there; but there is no doubt as to the inscriptions, and this is the only point of any importance. Further excavations resulted in the discovery of several mutilated statues of finer stone and superior execution, and it was thought that many more might still remain buried; as the adjoining fields for a considerable distance were strewn with fragments applied to all sorts of vile purposes. A large figure of an elephant—unfortunately without its trunk—standing on the capital of a pillar and in all respects similar to the well-known example at Sankisa, but of much coarser work, was found in 1871 in a neighbouring garden. On the front of the abacus is engraved an inscription with the name of King Huvishka and date 'Sambat 39.' Another inscription, containing the name of King Kanishka, with date 'Sambat 9,' was discovered the same day on the mound itself below a square pillar carved with four nude figures, one on each face. This is of special interest, inasmuch as nude figures are always considered a distinctive mark of the Jain sect, which was supposed to be a late perversion of Buddhism; an opinion, however, which most scholars have now abandoned. Mahávira the 24th and last of the great Jinas died in 526 B.C., while the Nirvána, or death, of Buddha, the founder of the rival faith, has finally been determined as having taken place in 477 B.C. Indeed, it was suggested by Colebrooke, though further research would seem to have disproved the theory, that Buddha was actually a disciple of Mahávira's.

Among other sculptures found here while I was in the district may be mentioned the following:

1st. — A life-size seated figure with an elaborately carved nimbus and long hair flowing over the shoulders and down the back. The head is lost. 2nd. — A teacher of the law standing between two tiers of small figures seated in the attitude of contemplation, with a Caliban-like monster sprawling over the top of the canopy above his head. The arms and feet of the principal figure are missing; but with this exception the group is in good preservation and is well executed. 3rd. — A spandril of a doorway carved with the representation of a
triumphal column with a bell capital surmounted by winged lions supporting the figure of an elephant. The reverse has an ornamental border enclosing a short inscription in which the name of the donor is given as Mugali-putra. 4th.—A chaumukhi, or pillar of four (headless) Buddhas, seated back to back, well executed in fine white stone. 5th.—A chaumukhi of four standing nude figures, roughly carved in coarse red sandstone. 6th.—A pair of columns, 3½ feet high, characteristically carved with three horizontal bands of conventional foliage and festoons, which are slightly suggestive of a classic model. 7th.—A cross-bar of a Buddhist railing with a sculptured medallion on either side. 8th.—A small seated figure with six persons standing in a line below, three on each side of a chakra which they are adoring. There is an inscription in one line as follows:—

Siddham. Jivikasya datta Bhikshasya viharasya ;

Which I would translate thus: 'May it prosper; the gift of Jivika, a mendicant, for the monastery.'

It is worthy of remark that no definite line of foundation has ever been brought to light nor any large remains of plain masonry superstructure; but only a confused medley of broken statues without even the pedestals on which they must have been originally erected. This suggests a suspicion that possibly there never was a temple on the site, but that the sculptures were brought from different places in the neighbourhood and here thrown into a pit by the Muhammadans to be buried. They clearly belong to two very different periods. The more ancient are roughly carved in coarse red sandstone and, whenever there is any lettering, it is in Pali; the more modern display much higher artistic skill, are executed in much finer material, and all the inscriptions are in the Nagari character, one being apparently dated in the twelfth century after Christ. But upon the whole I conclude that the discovery of no foundations in situ is rather to be explained by the fact that the mound has long served as a quarry, and that bricks and small blocks of stone, being more useful for ordinary building purposes, would all be removed, when cumbrous and at the same time broken statues might be left undisturbed.

It is possible that here may have stood the Upagupta monastery, mentioned by Hwen Thsang. As there is no trace of any large tank in its immediate proximity, it was more probably the site of a monastery than of a stupa. For a tank was almost a necessary concomitant of the latter; its excavation supplying the earth for the construction of the mound, in the centre of which the relics were deposited. Hence a different procedure has to be adopted in exploring a
mound believed to have been a stūpa from what would be followed in other cases. Unless the object be to discover the relics, it is ordinarily a waste of labour to cut deep into its centre; for the images which surmounted it must have fallen down outside its base, where they have been gradually buried by the crumbling away of the stūpa over them and will be found at no great depth below the surface. But, in the case of a temple or monastery, the mound is itself the ruined building; if Muhammadans were the destroyers, it was generally utilized as the substructure of a mosque. The Upagupta monastery, it is true, is said to have comprised a stūpa also, but it would appear from the way in which it is mentioned to have been comparatively a small one: it may well have formed the raised centre of the Kankāli Tīla, into which I dug and found nothing.

But whatever the purpose of the original buildings, it is clear that the hill was frequented as a religious site for upwards of a thousand years. Some of the statues are unmistakably Buddhist and about coeval with the institution of Christianity; while others are as clearly Jain and one of these is dated Sambat 1134. Either the Jains succeeded the Buddhists in the same way as Protestants have taken the place of Catholics in our English Cathedrals; or the two rival sects may have existed together, like Greek and Latin Christians in the holy places of Jerusalem.

Hwen Thsang describes the Upagupta monastery as lying to the east of the town and the Kankali Tīla is a little to the east of the katra, which was certainly the centre of the old Buddhist city, the local tradition to that effect having been confirmed by the large number of antiquities recently found in its neighbourhood. The only difficulty in so considering it arises from the fact that Mathurā has at all times been represented as standing on the bank of the Jamunu, while the katra is nearly a mile away from it. Popularly, this objection is removed by an appeal to the appearance of the ground, which has evidently been affected by fluvial action, and also by the present habits of the river, which is persistent in endeavouring to desert its present channel in favour of one still more to the east. The stream, it is said, may have so worked its way between the natural hills and artificial mounds that the temples, which once stood on its east bank, found themselves on the west, while those that were originally on the western verge of the river were eventually left far inland. This was the view taken by Tavernier more than two centuries ago,* who was so far influenced by the popular tradition and the appearance of the

* The edition from which I translate was published at Paris in 1677.
country as to assert positively, not only that the course of the river had changed, but that the change had taken place quite recently. His words are as follows:—"At Cheka Sera" (by which he must intend the Shahganj sarâé, then recently built) "may be seen one of the largest pagodas in all India. Connected with it is a hospital for monkeys, not only for those that are ordinarily on the spot, but also for any that may come from the surrounding country, and Hindus are employed to feed them. This pagoda is called Maturá, and was once held in much greater veneration by the heathen than it is now; the reason being that the Jamuná used to flow at its foot, and so the Hindus, whether natives, or strangers who had come from a distance on a pilgrimage for purposes of devotion, had facilities for bathing in the river both before they entered the pagoda and also before eating when they went away. For they must not eat without bathing, and they believe that their sins are best effaced by a dip in flowing water. But for some years past the river has taken a turn to the north, and now flows at the distance of a kos or more; whence it comes about that the shrine is less frequented by pilgrims than it used to be."

The third of the principal Buddhist sites is the vicinity of the katra. Here, at the back of the temple of Bhútesvar Mahádeva, is rather a high hill of very limited area, on the top of which stood, till removed by the writer, a Buddhist pillar of unusually large dimensions. It is carved in front with a female figure, nearly life-size, bearing an umbrella, and above her head is a grotesque bas-relief representing two monkeys, a bird, and a misshapen human dwarf. Immediately opposite the temple is a large ruinous tank, called Balbhadora Kuml, with a skirting wall, into which had been built up some good specimens of the cross-bars of a Buddhist railing. From an adjoining well was recovered a plain pillar measuring four feet seven inches in height by eleven inches in breadth, carved in front merely with two roses. The elliptical holes in the sides of the pillar were too large for the cross-bars, which must have belonged to a smaller range. They measure only one foot three inches in length, and are enriched with various devices, such as a rose, a lotus, some winged monster, &c. These were eleven in number: four of the most perfect were taken away by General Cunningham, the rest are still in situ. Built into the verandah of a chaupál close by were five other Buddhist pillars of elaborate design and almost perfect preservation. It is said that there was originally a sixth, which some years ago was sent down to Calcutta; there it has been followed by two more; the remaining three were left, by the writer, for the local museum.
where possibly they may now have been placed. They are each four feet four inches in height and eleven inches broad; the front is carved with a standing female figure, whose feet rest upon a crouching monster. In an upper compartment, divided off by a band of Buddhist railing, are two demi-figures, male and female, in amorous attitudes, of very superior execution. On one pillar the principal figure is represented as gathering up her drapery, in another as painting her face with the aid of a mirror, and in the third as supporting with one hand a wine-jar and in the other, which hangs down by her side, holding a bunch of grapes. Each of these figures is entirely devoid of clothing: the drapery mentioned as belonging to one of them is simply being gathered up from behind. They have, however, a profusion of ornaments—*karaś* on the ankles, a belt round the waist, a *mohan mālā* on the neck, *karn-phūls* in the ears, and *bājū-band, chūri*, and *pahūnchē* on the arms and wrists. There are also three bas-reliefs at the back of each pillar; the subject of one is most grossly indecent; another represents Buddha's mother, Māyā Devi, with the sūl tree under which she gave birth to her son. A fragment of a pillar from one of the smaller concentric circles of this same set was at some time sent to Lahor, and is now to be seen in the museum there.

General Cunningham, in his *Archaeological Report*, has identified the Upāgupta monastery with the Yasa Vihāra inside the *katra*; but in all probability he would not now adhere to this theory. At the time when he advanced it, he had never visited the Kankālī Tīlā, and was also under the impression that the Fort had always been, as it now is, the centre of the city. Even then, to maintain his theory, he was obliged to have recourse to a very violent expedient and in the text of the Chinese pilgrim alter the word 'east' to 'west,' because, he writes, "a mile to the east would take us to the low ground on the opposite bank of the Jamnā, where no ruins exist;" forgetting apparently Fa Hian's distinct statement that in his time there were monasteries on both sides of the river, and being also unaware that there are heights on the left bank, at Isapur* and Mahāban, where Buddhist remains have been found. The topographical descriptions of the two pilgrims may be reconciled with existing facts without any tampering with the text of their narrative. Taking the *katra*, or the adjoining shrine of

* At Isapur, almost facing the Visrānt Ghat is the Duvāsa tīla, a high mound of artificial formation, with some modern buildings on its summit, enclosed within a bastioned wall, part of which has been lately restored. A small nude statue of a female figure has been found here, and there are also the remains of a *bādī* constructed of large blocks of red sandstone fitted together without cement and therefore probably of early date.
Bhútesvar, as the omphalos of the ancient city and the probable site of the great stūpa of Sāriputra, a short distance to the east will bring us to the Kankáli Tilá, i.e., the monastery of Upagupta; the Jamálpur mound has already been identified with the monkey stūpa; while some mounds to the north, that will shortly be mentioned, may have been the stūpas of the four earlier Buddhas and other great teachers of the law.

Close at the back of the Balbhadra Kund and the katra is a range of hills of considerable elevation, commonly called dhāl kat, literally 'dust-heaps,' the name given to the accumulation of refuse that collects outside a city, and so corresponding precisely to the Monte Testaccio at Rome. Some of these are, however, clearly of natural formation and probably indicate the old course of the Jamuná or its tributaries. Others are the walls of the old city, which in places are still of great height. They can be traced in a continuous line from the Rangesvar Mahádeo on the Kans ká tilá outside the Holi gate of new Mathurá, across the Agra road, to the temple of Bhútesvar, and thence round by an orchard called the Uthaigira ká bágh, where the highest point is crowned by a small Bairági's cell, at the back of Kesav Dev and between it and the Seth's Chaurási temple, to the shrine of Gartesvar, 'the God of the Most,' and so on to the Mahávidyá hill and the temple of Gokarnesvar near the Sarasvati Sangam.

At the distance of about a mile to the south-west of these ancient ramparts, at the junction of the boundaries of the township of Mathurá and the villages of Bákípur and Giridharpur, is a group of some twelve or fourteen circular mounds, commonly known as the Chauwára mounds, from a rest-house that once stood there; Chauwára and Chaupáal being different forms of the same word, like gopála and gopalá. They are strewn with fragments of brick and stone and would seem all to have been stūpas. As they are to the north of the Jamálpur mound, they may with great probability be identified with the stupas described by Hwen Thsang as lying to the north of the monkey tank and marking the spots that had been hallowed by the presence of the 1,250 famous teachers of the law.

In the year 1868, the new road to Sonkh was carried through one of these mounds, and in the centre was disclosed a masonry cell containing a small gold reliquary, the size and shape of a pill-box. Inside was a tooth, the safe-guard of which was the sole object of box, cell, and hill; but it was thrown away as of no value. The box was preserved on account of the material and has been given to the writer by Mr. Hind the district engineer, whose workmen had discovered it.
Another mound was, as I am informed, examined, by General Cunningham in 1872, when, on sinking a well through its centre, he found, at a depth of 13½ feet from the summit, a small steatite relic casket imbedded in a mass of unburnt bricks. Here I found subsequently the head of a colossal figure of very Egyptian cast of features with a round hole in its forehead, in which was once set a ruby or other precious stone. The lower part of a large seated Buddha was also unearthed with an inscription in the Pali character on the ledge beneath, of which the first three words read Mahârâjasya Decaputrasya Huvis-kasya, i.e., 'of the great king, the heaven-born Huviska,' followed by the date sam 33, gri 1, di 8, 'the 8th day of the 1st summer month of the 33rd year.' The remainder has not been deciphered with any certainty. I found also several cross-bars and uprights of Buddhist rails of different sizes and a great number of small fragments of male and female figures, animals, grotesques, and decorative patterns, showing that the sculptures here must have been far more varied in design than at most of the other sites. One of the uprights has a well-executed and decently draped figure of a dancing-girl, with the right hand raised and two fingers placed upon her chin. The lower part of the post has been broken away, carrying with it her feet and the third of the three groups at the back. Of the two groups that remain, the upper one represents two seated figures, apparently a teacher and his disciple, with two attendants standing in the back-ground, and has a single line of inscription below, recording the donor's name. The second group shows a sacred tree, enclosed with the conventional rails, and a pilgrim on either side approaching in an attitude of veneration. The only other sculpture deserving special notice is a small bas-relief that represents a capacious throne resembling a garden chair of rustic wood-work, with a foot stool in front of it and some drapery spread over the seat, on which is placed a relic casket. In the back-ground are two figures leaning over the back of the chair. Their peculiarly furtive attitude is characteristic of the style almost every group includes one or more figures peeping over a balcony, or a curtain, or from behind a tree. On this stone was found a copper coin so much corroded that no legend was visible, but bearing in its centre a running figure which was the device employed both by Kanishka and Huviska. I had great hopes of discovering another inscription here, as I had picked up a small fragment with the letters ꞌBudhánam,' cut very clear and deep; but my search was unsuccessful. Digging in the field some twenty paces from the base of the mound, I came upon the original pavement only two or three feet below the surface, with three large square graduated pedestals, ranged in close line, one overthrown, the other two erect. A capital, found by Genero
Cunningham in 1872, measuring 3ft. × 2 × 2, and carved with four winged lions and bulls conjoined, probably belonged to one of the pillars that had surmounted these pedestals. They have been put in the local museum, together with the antiquities above described and the knee of a colossal statue found by General Cunningham in sinking the well through the centre of the mound. A large dry tank, adjoining the mound, is proved to be also of Buddhist construction, as I had anticipated; for I found in one of the mounds on its margin a broken stone inscribed with the letters ॐ, that is, ‘Danim Chh.’

Between the Kankāli Tila and these Chauwāra mounds, all the fields are dotted with others, so close together and so much worn by time that they can scarcely be distinguished from the natural level of the ground. One that I searched, after an exploration extending over several days, yielded nothing beyond a few arabesque fragments and, at a depth of six feet below the surface, a small pediment containing in a niche, flanked by fabulous monsters and surmounted by the mystic wheel, a figure of Buddha, canopied by a many-headed serpent and seated on a lion throne. A mound immediately adjoining the pillar that marks the boundary of the township of Mathurā and the villages of Maholi and Pāli-kherā, lying due south of the Kankāli Tila and east of the Girdharpur mound, has yielded a strange squat figure of a dwarf, three feet nine inches high and two feet broad, of uncertain antiquity; and at another mound, just outside the Pāli-kherā village site, I came upon the counter-part of Colonel Stacey’s so-called Silenus, which he found in 1836 and placed in the Asiatic Society’s Museum in Calcutta, where it still is. A full description of this curious sculpture will be given in another chapter. On further excavating the mound, in which I found it, I discovered in situ three bell-shaped bases of large columns at 13 feet distance from one another, at the three corners of a square; the fourth had completely disappeared. In clearing the space between them I came upon some small figures of baked clay, glazed, of a bluish colour, similar in character to the toys still sold at Hindu fairs; also a few small fragments of carved stone and some corroded pieces of metal bangles. According to village tradition this khera was the fort of a demon, Nonāsur; the exploration proves it to have been a Buddhist site; it adjoins a temple court, of the early part of the 17th century, now occupied by a married Bairāgi as an ordinary dwelling-house. Close by, on the border of the hamlet of Dhan Sinh, is a small Buddhist rail (now reverenced as the village Devi) with the usual figure of Buddha’s mother under the sāl tree on its front, and three roses at the back. A few paces further on is the central portion of a very large Buddhist pillar, with a head on either side, the exact counter-part of one that I extracted from the Chhatthi Pālī at Mahābān.
The hill known as the Kans ká Tilá just outside the south, or, as it is called, the Holi Gate of the city, is supposed to be the one from the summit of which the tyrant of that name was tumbled down by Krishna. General Cunningham suggests that this might be one of the seven great stúpas mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims, and adds that on the north of the city there are two hills still bearing the names of Anand and Vináyaka, titles which they specify. But in this it appears that he was misinformed, as no such localities can be traced. Of the hills to the north of Mathurá, the most conspicuous are the Kailás and Mahal* or Jaysinhpura khera, sometimes called the Ganes from the Ghat of that name which is immediately below it. An Anant tirtha, easily to be confounded with Anand, is noted in the Mathurá Máhámya; and the fact that Vináyaka, besides its Buddhist meaning, is also an epithet of Ganes, may have given rise to an error in the other name. The Kans ká Tílá certainly appears to be primarily of natural formation and hence to have been selected as the river boundary of the old city wall. The whole country, indeed, has been broken up into heights and hollows of indefinite number and extent: but most ancient Buddhist sites must be looked for at a greater distance from the river and outside the modern city, in what is now open country at the back of the katra, and in the direction of Maholi, the ancient Madhu-puri, where the aboriginal Madhu held his court. Subsequently to his defeat, the Aryan city was built in the neighbourhood of the present Katra and the temple of Bhútesvar; and, being the seat of the new Government, it appropriated in a special way the name which formerly had denoted, not the capital, but the whole extent of territory. This view is confirmed by observing that, philologically, ‘Mathurá’ appears a more fitting name for a country than for a city, and one that could be applied to the latter only inferentially. The present city is the third in order and has for its centre the Fort; as the second had the temple of Bhútesvar, and the first the grove of Madhu-ban. Thus, speaking generally, the further we move back from the city in the direction of Maholi, the older will probably be the date of any antiquities that may be discovered.

* So called from a dwelling-house that was built there by Sawáé Jay Sinh.
CHAPTER VI.

THE HINDU CITY OF MATHURĀ.

On the decline of Buddhism, Mathurā acquired that character for sanctity which it still retains, as the reputed birth-place of the deified Krishna. Or, more probably, the triumph of Buddhism was a mere episode, on the conclusion of which the city recovered a character which it had before enjoyed at a much earlier period; for it may be inferred from the language of the Greek geographers that Brahmānism was in their time the religion of the country, while Hindu tradition is uniform in maintaining its claims both to holiness and antiquity. Thus it is represented as the second of the capitals of the Lunar race, which were in succession Prayāg, Mathurā, Kusasthali, and Dwārakā; and in the following well-known couplet it is ranked among the seven sanctuaries of Hindustān:

Kāśi Kānti cha Māyākhyā tvayodhyā Dwāravatayapi
Mathurāvantikā chaśtā septa puryo tra mokahadāḥ.

"Kāśi (i. e., Banāras), Kānti (probably Kanchi), Mayā (i. e., Haridwār), with Ayodhyā, Dwāravati, Mathurā, and Avantikā, are the seven cities of salvation."

At the present day it has no lack of stately edifices, with which, as described of old in the Harivānsa, "it rises beautiful as the crescent moon over the dark stream of the Jamunā;" but they are all modern. The neighbourhood is crowded with sacred sites, which for many generations have been reverenced as the traditio- nary scenes of Krishna’s adventures; but, thanks to Muhammadan intolerance, there is not a single building of any antiquity either in the city itself or its environs. Its most famous temple—that dedicated to Kesava Deva—was destroyed, as already mentioned, in 1669, the eleventh year of the reign of the iconoclastic Aurangzeb. The mosque erected on its ruins is a building of little architectural value, but the natural advantages of its lofty and isolated position render it a striking feature in the landscape. The so-called katra, in which it stands, a place to which frequent allusion has been made in the previous chapter, is an oblong enclosure, like a sardé, 104 feet in length by 653 feet in breadth. In its centre is a raised terrace, 172 feet long and 86 feet broad, upon which

* ब्राह्मणप्रतीकाया यमुनातीर्थामिनि || Harivānsa, 3,100.
now stands the mosque, occupying its entire length, but only 60 feet of its breadth. About five feet lower is another terrace, measuring 286 feet by 268. There may still be observed, let into the Muhammadan pavement, some votive tablets with Nâgâri inscriptions, dated Sambat 1713 and 1720, corresponding to 1656 and 1663 A.D. In the latter year the temple attracted the notice of the traveller Bernier, who writes:—"Between Delhi and Agra, a distance of fifty or sixty leagues, there are no fine towns; the whole road is cheerless and uninteresting; nothing is worthy of observation but Mathurâ, where an ancient and magnificent pagan temple is still to be seen." The plinth of the temple-wall may be traced to this day at the back of the mosque and at right angles to it for a distance of 163 feet; but not a vestige of the superstructure has been allowed to remain.

The following description of this famous building is given by Tavernier, who visited it about the year 1650. He writes:—"After the temples of Jagannâth and Banâroux, the most important is that of Matura, about 18 kos* from Agra on the road to Delhi. It is one of the most sumptuous edifices in all India, and the pace where there used to be formerly the greatest concourse of pilgrims; but now they are not so many, the Hindus having gradually lost their previous veneration for the temple, on account of the Jamunâ, which used to pass close by, now having changed its bed and formed a new channel half a league away. For, after bathing in the river, they lose too much time in returning to the temple, and on the way might come across something to render them unclean.

"The temple is of such a vast size that, though in a hollow, one can see it five or six kos off, the building being very lofty and very magnificent. The stone used in it is of a reddish tint, brought from a large quarry near Agra. It splits like our slate, and you can have slabs 15 feet long and nine or ten broad and only some six inches thick; in fact, you can split them just as you like and according to your requirements, while you can also have fine columns. The whole of the fort at Agra, the walls of Jehânâbâd, the king's palace, and some of the houses of the nobles are built of this stone. To return to the temple.—It is set on a large octagonal platform, which is all faced with cut stone, and has round about it two bands of many kinds of animals, but particularly monkeys, in relief;
the one hand being only two feet off the ground level, the other two feet from
the top. The ascent is by two staircases of 15 or 16 steps each; the steps
being only two feet in length, so that two people cannot mount abreast. One of
these staircases leads to the grand entrance of the temple, the other to the back
of the choir. The temple, however, occupies only half the platform, the other
half making a grand square in front. Like other temples, it is in the form of a
cross, and has a great dome in the middle with two rather smaller at the end.
Outside, the building is covered from top to bottom with figures of animals,
such as rams, monkeys, and elephants, carved in stone: and all round there are
nothing but niches occupied by different monsters. In each of the three towers
there are, at every stage from the base to the pinnacle, windows five or six feet
high, each provided with a kind of balcony where four persons can sit. Each
balcony is covered with a little vault, supported some by four, others by eight
columns arranged in pairs and all touching. Round these towers there are yet
more niches full of figures representing demons; one has four arms, another
four legs; some, human heads on bodies of horned beasts with long tails twining
round their thighs. There are also many figures of monkeys, and it is quite
shocking to have before one's eyes such a host of monstrosities.

"The pagoda has only one entrance, which is very lofty, with many columns
and images of men and beasts on either side. The choir is enclosed by a screen
composed of stone pillars, five or 6 inches in diameter, and no one is allowed
inside but the chief Brāhmans, who make use of a little secret door which I could
not discover. When in the temple, I asked some of the Brāhmans if I could
see the great Rām Rām, meaning the great idol. They replied that if I would
give them something, they would go and ask permission of their superior:*
which they did as soon as I had put in their hands a couple of rupees. After
waiting about half an hour, the Brāhmans opened a door on the inside in the
middle of the screen—outside, the screen is entirely closed—and, at about 15 or
16 feet from the door, I saw, as it were, a square altar, covered with old gold

* Regarding the veneration paid to the head of the temple. Tavemler, in another place,
relates the following anecdote:—"While I was at Agra, in the year 1642, a very odd thing hap-
pened. A Hindu broker in Dutch employ, by name Voldas, some 80 or 90 years of age, received
tidings of the death of the chief Brāhman, that is to say, the high priest of the temple of
Mathura. He at once went to the head of the office and begged him to take his accounts and
finish them off, for as his high priest was dead he wished to die too, that he might serve the holy
man in the other world. Directly his accounts had been inspected, he got into his carriage
together with some relations who followed him, and as he had taken nothing either to eat or
drink since the news had reached him, he died on the road, without ever expressing a wish
for any food."
and silver brocade, and on it the great idol that they call Ráµm Ráµm. The head only is visible and is of very black marble, with what seemed to be two rubies for eyes. The whole body from the neck to the feet was covered with an embroidered robe of red velvet and no arms could be seen. There were two other idols, one on either side, two feet high, or thereabouts, and got up in the same style, only with white faces; these they called Becchor. I also noticed in the temple a structure 15 or 16 feet square, and from 12 to 15 feet high, covered with coloured clothes representing all sorts of demons. This structure was raised on four little wheels, and they told me it was the moveable altar on which they set the great god on high feast days, when he goes to visit the other gods, and when they take him to the river with all the people on their chief holiday."

From the above description, the temple would seem to have been crowded with coarse figure-sculptures, and not in such pure taste as the somewhat older temple of Govind Deva at Brindá-ban; but it must still have been a most sumptuous and imposing edifice, and we cannot but detest the bigotry of the barbarian who destroyed it. At the time of its demolition it had been in existence only some fifty years. but it is certain that an earlier shrine, or series of shrines, on the same site and under the same dedication, had been famous for many ages. Thus it is said in the Varáha Purana—

Na Kesava samo deva na Mathurá samo dvíja,
"No god like Kesava, and no Bráhman like a Mathuriya Chaube."

In still earlier times the site now wrested by the Muhammadans from the Hindus had been seized by the Hindus themselves to the prejudice of another religion, as is attested by the Buddhist remains which we have already described as found there.

With regard to the change in the course of the stream, all engineers whom I have consulted are unanimous in declaring that the main channel of the Jamuná can never in historic time have been at the foot of the temple, as Tavernier imagined. The traces of fluvial action, which he observed, are unmistakable, but they date from the most remote antiquity. This, however, need not occasion any difficulty: for, as Madhu-puri, the first capital, was established at a point which clearly the Jamuná could never have reached, there is no improbability in supposing that the second capital also, though much nearer the stream, was not actually on its bank. The temples which Fa Hian mentions as being on the other side of the river were probably situated at Isapur and Mahá-ban. It is also to be noted that a tributary stream, the bed of which
is now partly occupied by the Delhi road, did certainly flow past the katra. This being joined, at the point still called the Sungam, or ‘confluence,’ by another considerable water-course from the opposite direction, fell into the channel now crossed by the Seth’s bridge, and so reached the Jamuná.

In anticipation of Aurangzeb’s raid, the ancient image of Kesava Deva was removed by Ráñá Ráj Sinh of Mewár, and was set up on the spot where, as they journeyed, the wheels of the chariot sank in the deep sand and refused to be extricated. It happened to be an obscure little village, then called Siarb, on the Banás, 22 miles north-east of Udaypur. But the old name is now lost in the celebrity of the temple of Náth Ji, ‘the Lord,’ which gives its designation to the town of Náth-dwára, which has grown up round it.* This is the most highly venerated of all the statues of Krishna. There are seven others of great repute, which also deserve mention here, as a large proportion of them came from the neighbourhood of Mathurá, viz., Nava-níta, which is also at Náth-dwára; Mathurn-náth at Kota; Dwáráká-náth at Kankarpali, brought from Kanauj; Bál Kishan at Surat, from Mahá-ban; Bitthal-náth or Pándu-rang at Kota, from Banáras; Madan Mohan from Brindá-ban; and Gokul-náth and Gokul chandramá, both from Gokul. These two last were at Jaypur till a few years ago, when, in consequence of the Mahárája’s dislike to all the votaries of Vishnu, they were removed to Kám-ban in Bharat-pur territory. In all probability before very long they will be brought back to their original homes.

At the back of the katra is the modern temple of Kesava Deva, a cloistered quadrangle of no particular architectural merit and, except on special occasions,

* It is described, in the lately published report of the Indian Survey Department, as ‘a large walled city on the right bank of the Banás river. On the north-east and south it is surround-ed by hills, but to the west, across the river, which here takes a very sharp bend, it is fairly open. It has the reputation of being an enormously wealthy city, which I have no doubt is true, as it is a great place of pilgrimage; every pilgrim giving what he can as an offering at the shrine of Sridá. Amongst the more valuable presents given to the Bráhmans, are elephants and cattle; large herds of the latter graze on the hills to the east of the city, where there is a regular cattle farm surrounded by a high wall and guarded by sepoys; the cows in milk receive a daily ration of grain, all sorts mixed, which is boiled in an immense iron caldron. About two years ago the Mahant, or head Gosín, of Náth-dwára, became troublesome, ignoring all orders of the Darbár, and otherwise misconducted himself to such an extent that it was found necessary to send a force against him. It was supposed that he would resist, but on seeing some guns commanding his city, he gave in; he was banished to Mathurá and his son allowed to take his place; but at the same time 300 sepoys, under the orders of a Kám-dár, appointed by the Darbár, were stationed there to ensure his good behaviour. Even now it is a place rather to be avoided, as the Bráhmans are a very independent set and apt to be insolent on very small provocation. All fishing and shooting is strictly prohibited within the ground belonging to this city.
little frequented, in consequence of its distance from the main town. It is supported by an annual endowment of Rs. 1,027, the rents of the village of Undí in the Chhátá pargana. Close by is a very large quadrangular tank of solid masonry, called the Potara-kund, in which, as the name denotes, Krishna’s ‘baby linen’ was washed. There is little or no architectural decoration, but the great size and massiveness of the work render it imposing, while the effect is much enhanced by the venerable trees which overhang the enclosing wall. Unfortunately, the soil is so porous that the supply of water is rapidly absorbed, and in every season but the rains the long flights of steps are dry to their very base. Its last restoration was made, at considerable cost, in 1850, by the Kámdár of the Gwáliar Ráj. It might now be easily filled from the canal.

A small cell on the margin of the tank, called indifferently Kárá-grah, ‘the prison-house,’ or Jánm-bhúmi, ‘the birth-place,’ marks the spot where Vasudevá and Deváki were kept in confinement, and where their son Krishna was born. The adjoining suburb, in its name Mallpura, commemorates, it is said, Kansa’s two famous mallas, i. e., ‘wrestlers,’ Chánura and Mushtika. At the back of the Potara-kund and within the circuit of the Dhúl-kot, or old ramparts of the city, is a very large mound (where a railway engineer had a house before the Mutiny) which would seem to have been the site of some large Buddhist establishment. It is strewn with broken bits of stone and fragments of sculpture, and I found in particular two large but headless and armless and otherwise mutilated figures of Buddha seated and fully clothed. In this respect they agreed with all the figures found in this particular neighbourhood, as also in the position of the hands, which are not crossed on the feet, but the right is raised in admonition, while the left rests on the thigh. At the Kándáli钛 the statues are mostly nude; and at the Jamálpur mound they are more commonly standing than seated.

In connection with the discovery of Buddhist antiquities, allusion has already been made to the temple of Bhútesvar Mahádeva, which overlooks the old and ruinous Balbhadrakund. In its present form it is a quadrangle of ordinary character with pyramidal tower and cloister built by the Mahrattas towards the end of last century. The site has probably been occupied by successive religious buildings from most remote antiquity, and was at one time the centre of the town of Mathurá, which has now moved away from it more than a mile to the east. In the earlier days of Bráhmanism, before the development of the Krishna cultus, it may be surmised that Bhútesvar was the special local divinity. There are in Braj three other shrines of Mahádeva, which are also of high traditional repute in spite of the meanness of their modern accessories,
civ., Kâmesvar at Kâma, Chakresvar at Gobardhan, and Gopesvar at Brindâ- 
ban. A mela is held by the Balbhadra-kund on the full moon of Srâvan, the 
feast of the Sâlûno. The pond was partially cleaned out and repaired as a relief 
work during the late famine, and, as the Aring navigation channel terminates 
in a reservoir close by, there will now be no difficulty in keeping it always filled 
with water. This branch of the canal has a length of eight or nine miles, 
with two locks, one at Ganesra, the other immediately opposite the Chaurâsi 
temple. For some little distance it runs directly under the Dhûl-kot, or old 
city wall.

Of the many little shrines that cluster about the Balbhadra-kund, one is 
dedicated to Balarûma under his title of Dau-ji, 'the elder brother'; another 
to Ganes, and a third to Nar-Sinha, 'the man-lion,' the fourth incarnation 
of Vishnu. According to the legend, there was an impious king, b: name 
Hiranya Kasipu, who claimed universal sovereignty over all powers on earth, 
in heaven, and hell. No one had the hardihood to oppose him, save his own 
son, the pious prince Prahlád, who was for ever singing the praises of the 
great god Vishnu. "If," said the king, "your god is everywhere present, 
let him now show himself in this pillar which I strike." At the word the 
pillar parted in twain and revealed the god in terrible form, half lion half 
man, who seized the boastful monarch and tore him in pieces and devoured him.

In an adjoining orchard called the Kúzî’s Bâgh is a small modern mosque, 
and in connection with it a curious square building of red sand-stone. It now 
encloses a Muhammadan tomb, and in all probability was originally constructed 
for that purpose, though it has nothing Saracenic about it and is a good 
specimen of the pure Hindu style of architecture, with characteristic columns and 
square architraves supported on brackets instead of arches. Similarly, almost all 
the oldest buildings that now remain in and about the city are houses or tombs, 
that were constructed for Muhammadans by Hindus and in purely Hindu style. 
At the present day all the new buildings are intended for Hindu use, but 
their architectural forms have been greatly modified by Muhammadan influ-
ences.

After leaving the great entrance to the katra, the Dehli road passes a ma-
sory well* called 'Kubjâ's' in commemoration of the miracle which Krishna 
wrought in straightening the hump-backed maiden who met him there. The

---

* Immediately opposite the well a fragment of a sculptured Buddhist pillar has been set up, and 
receives religious honours as representing the Hindu goddess Devî.
turn to the right leads into the city by the Brindá-ban gate, under the Ambarisha hill, and past the Sháhganj saráé, which has a once handsome, but now sadly ruinous, stone front. In the Muhammadan burial-ground, on the opposite side of the street, is a fine large stone Chhatttri, similar to the one near the Idgah at Mahá-ban, which commemorates Ali Khan, the local Governor of that town. It is probably of the reign of Akbar, and is said to cover the ashes of a certain Khwája. Nearer the roadside is an unfinished square stone building with very elegant tracery, which is said to have been commenced as the monument of some grandee of Darbhanga. The handsome bridge which here crosses the natural water-course known as the Sarasvati Sangam, or 'confluence of the Sarasvati,' was built by Seth Lakhmi Chand in 1849.

To the right of it is a temple of Mahádeva, which forms a very conspicuous object. It was built in the year 1850 by Ajudhiyá Prasád of Lucknow, and the court-yard is in the debased style of architecture for which that city is notorious. Close by is a walled garden with another temple to the same divinity and a much frequented stone ghát on the river-bank, all constructed at the cost of Sík Gopal, the head of the money-changers in the city, who is now represented by his son Rádhá Krishan. Round the garden wall on the inner side are rooms for the accommodation of pilgrims, the arches being filled in with doors and panels of reticulated tracery, in wood. A daily distribution of grain is here made to the poor. The adjoining hill is called Kailás, and on its slope is the shrine of Gokarnesvar, who is represented as a giant seated figure, with enormous eyes and long hair and beard and moustaches. In one hand is what appears to be a wine cup, in the other some flowers or grapes. The stone is much worn. The figure is certainly of great antiquity and might have been originally intended to represent some Indo-Scythian king. In a niche in the wall are two small statues, about 1½ foot high, called by the Bráhmans Sati and Párvati. They really are both well executed and early figures of Buddha, seated and preaching. One has lost the right hand. In the same set of buildings is the tomb of Gautama Rishi. Now, Gokarna is the name of a place near the Malabar coast where Bhagirath practised austerities before he brought down the Ganges from heaven, and Gotama (not Gautama) is the author of some of the hymns in the Rig Veda; so that both names might be connected with Hinduism; but both are also Buddhist, and this fact, combined with the existence of unmistakably Buddhist sculptures on the spot, may be taken as proof that this is one of the old Buddhist sites. Gautama, it need scarcely be said, is one of the commonest names of Buddha himself, and Gokarnesvar is one of the eight great Viva-rágas, or passionless deified saints.
Immediately under the bridge is a shrine bearing the singular name of Gārgi Sārgi, or as it is sometimes called the Great and Little Pathawāri. They are said to have been the two wives of Gokarn, who when translated to heaven became the equal of Mahādeva. The mantra to be repeated in honour of the younger lady runs as follows:

शारसवति नमस्तुम्मार्ग प्रणामे।
शुभो वरदे गरी ज्ञातता चित्तिदायिनी॥

“Honour to thee, O divine Sārgi, the Rishi’s beautiful wife, happy mother, beneficent incarnation of Gauri, ever bestowing success.”

Here are several other groups of rude vermilion-stained stones, some in the open, some housed in shrines of their own, which do duty for Bhāirav, Sītāla Devī, and Māsānī. Two fragments are of Buddhist type: one a rail, the other a sculpture of Maya Devī standing under a pillar with bell-shaped capital. Opposite the Kailāś hill, across the road, is an open plain, where the sports of the Rām Līlā are celebrated on the festival of the Dasahara. Close by is a tank called the Sarasvati-kund, measuring 125 feet square. Owing to some fault in the construction, it is almost always dry, and the adjoining buildings have also rather a ruinous and deserted appearance. We learn, however, from the following inscription, which is on a tablet over the entrance to the temple, that the last restoration was completed so recently as the year 1846:

श्रीमत् परमहंस परिश्राकाचार्ये श्री ज्ञाप स्वामी परमहंसवजि तथ्यरुपा
सेवापरायण वद्वेव देवा ग्रामवामी बासी मधुराजी दशावतार को गली के ने
सरस्वती कुरुक का जोगीज्ञार शर्भ चौर तेन तथा नवीन सरस्वती का मन्दिर
श्रीमूर्ति प्रतिष्ठा मृद्धा बनवायो माफ़ित छोटिलाल मधुलाल यशवाजी की
उद्घाट लुट्टी में लागत हुया १७३४। मिति कालिक गुल १३ सं १८४६॥

The above, which exhibits several peculiarities, both in style and phraseology, may be rendered as follows:—“Baladeva Gosain, resident of the Daśāvatār Gali of Mathura, the devoted servant of the venerable contemplative ascetic the right reverend Swāmi Paramhans, thoroughly restored from ruin the Sarasvati-kund, and built this new temple and in due form set up a god in it. His agents
were Chhote Lál and Mannú Lál, Sanádhí; the head of the works Chunni: the cost Rs. 2,735. Kártik sudí 13th, Sambat 1908.” The Swámi’s actual name was Náráyan, and his disciple, Baladeva, was a foundling whom he picked up in the street. Both were Pandits of high local repute.

At no great distance is the temple of Mahá Vidyá Deví. The original image with that dedication is said to have been set up by the Pádavas; the present shrine, a Sikhára of ordinary character in a small quadrangle, was built by the Peshwá towards the end of last century. The hill upon which it stands is ascended by flights of masonry steps between 30 and 40 in number. At the foot is a small dry tank, completely overgrown with a dense jungle of ber, pílu, and hiná. In the court-yard, which occupies the entire plateau, is a karíl tree said to be of enormous age, under which were to be seen, among other fragments, a Buddhist pillar carved with the figure of Máyá Deví under the sál-tree, and a square stone box with a seated Buddha on each of its four sides. Two melas are held here on the 8th of the light fortnight of Chait and Kuwár. This again, like Gokarnesvar, is unquestionably one of the old Buddhist sites, with its name still unchanged; for Mahávidyá or Vidyá Deví is, strictly speaking, a Buddhist goddess.

The Jaysính-pura Kherá, which overlooks the Sarasváti Sangam and is separated by a deep ravine from the Mahávidyá hill, is of great extent and has been tunnelled all over in search for bricks. Several Buddhist sculptures have been found at different times and collected at a shrine of Chámund Deví, which is immediately under the kherá at the back of Seth Mangí Lál’s new garden, whence I brought away the best for the museum. Across the road, under Jay Sinh’s old palace, I found, in the bed of the river, near the gháṭ erected by one of Sindhia’s generals and hence called the Senapati’s, a draped Buddhist figure of the earliest period, with a Páli inscription at the base, so much obliterated by the washermen, who had used it for beating linen upon, that only a few letters here and there were legible. The figure had lost both head and hands, but was otherwise in good preservation.

At several of the holy places, as we have had occasion to remark, a large tank forms one of the principal features; but the only one that can be called a success is the Siva tál, not far from the Kankáli tíla. This is a spacious quadrangular basin of great depth and always well supplied with water. It is enclosed in high boundary wall with corner kiosques and a small arched doorway in the centre of three of its sides. On the fourth side is the slope for watering cattle or ‘go-gháṭ,’ with two memorial inscriptions facing each other, the one in
Sanskrit, the other in Persian; from which we learn that the tank was constructed by order of Rájá Patni Mall (of Banaras) in the year 1807 A.D.:—

"In the holy circuit of Mathurá, reverenced by the gods, pure home of the votaries of Siva, is a sacred place, whose virtues are told in the Varáha Puráña, inaccessible by men save through the efficacy of virtuous deeds performed in a previous state of existence; chief of all sacred places, giver of special graces: a pellucid lake, whose praises no length of time would suffice fully to tell. After a careful survey and employing the best of architects, who adorned it with tracery of varied design, the ceremony of its donation was performed by Rájá Patni Mall through the Bráhmans, causing gladness like that which arises from the touch of the foot of Vishnu, rejoicing even the gods. In the year of the (4) oceans, the (6) members, the (8) elephants, and the (solitary) moon (that is, Sambat 1864) on Friday, the 10th of the light fortnight of the month Jeth."

He is the one who is asked for help and who is constantly worshipped. The famous remains of this ancient shrine in the neighbourhood of Mathurá, the place of pilgrimage from all six quarters, have now been renewed. When the
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old buildings of the Siva tál were restored by that generous and benevolent founder, the goal of good deeds, the bestower of benefits on all the people of the world, the centre of public gratitude, Rájá Patni Mall, Bahádur, fountain of excellent virtue; then the year of its construction—for the remembrance of all the world—was found to be 1222. Thought (or the poet Zaká) suggested the following tarikh according to the ablaj reckoning [illegible] water of life."

The design and execution are both of singular excellence and reflect the highest credit on the architect whom he employed; the sculptured arcades, which project far into the centre of the basin and break up the long flights of steps into three compartments on each side, being especially graceful. The place is visited by a large number of bathers from the neighbourhood every morning and is the scene of an annual mela held on the 11th of the dark fortnight of the month Bhádon. Outside the enclosure is a small temple in the same style of architecture dedicated to Mahádeva under the title of Achaiesvar. In the Manoharpur quarter of the city is a large temple of this Rájá's foundation, bearing the title of Dirgha Vishnu. The name is unusual and refers to the 'gigantic' stature which the boy Krishna assumed when he entered the arena to fight with Kansa's champions, Chánura and Mushtika. The Rájá's dwelling-house is still standing, on the Nakiréhi tila, and was recently occupied for a time as a normal school for the training of female teachers. He is further commemorated by another small shrine near the Holi gate of the city, which he rebuilt in honour of Vira-hhadra, the terrible being created by Siva and Devi in their wrath, to disturb the sacrifice of Daksáha, a ceremony to which they had not been invited. His great ambition was to rebuild the ancient temple of Kesava Deva, and with this view he had gradually acquired a considerable part of the site. But as some of the Muhammadans, who had occupied the ground for nearly two centuries, refused to be bought out and the law upheld them in their refusal, he was at last, and after great expense had been incurred, reluctantly obliged to abandon the idea. Should a stranger visit the tank early in the morning and enquire of any Hindu he meets there by whom it was constructed, he will find considerable difficulty in eliciting a straightforward answer. The Rájá, it is said, was a man of such delicate constitution that he never could take at one time more than a very few morsels even of the simplest food; hence arises a belief that any one, who mentions him by name the first thing in the morning, will, like him, have to pass the day fasting.

From the katra, the centre of all the localities which we have hitherto been describing, a fine broad road has been carried through the high ridge, which
appears to have been at one time part of the mediaeval city wall, down to the edge of the river. On the right-hand side is the stone-cutters' quarter with the small old temple of Bankhandi Mahadeva, near which is a high mound, lying back from the main streets between the dispensary and the kotwali, and now crowned by a ruinous little shrine dedicated to Bihari; from this I brought a Buddhist pillar, bearing the figure of a dancing-girl, with a leonine monster at her feet and over her head a group representing a teacher of the law seated under an umbrella addressing an audience of ten persons. To the left of the road is the suburb of Manoharpur, with a mosque which, as we learn from the following inscription over the centre arch, was erected in the year 1158 Hijri, i.e. 1745 A.D., during the reign of Muhammad Shah:—

"In the reign of Shah Muhammad Shâh, Abdurrashid built this mosque: thought suggested the târikh, 'He built a beautiful mosque.'" [A. H. 1158; or A.D. 1745].

From an adjoining street, where it had been built up into a mud wall, I removed to the museum a stone fragment of exceptional interest. It is only a small headless seated nude figure and, to judge from the style of the sculpture and the ill-formed letters in the Pâli inscription at the base, is of no very great antiquity. Under it is a row of six standing figures, three on either side of a central chakra. The inscription records nothing whatever beyond the date, but this is given both in words and figures as follows: Samvatsaro sapa panyâse 57 hemanta tritiye divuse trayadoses asya puruṣayan, that is to say 'in the year fifty-seven (57) on the thirteenth day of the third winter month.' It is curious in two ways: first, because it definitely fixes, beyond any possibility of doubt, the value of the symbol representing 50; and secondly, because if the date is really the year 57 of the same era as that employed in the inscriptions of Kanishka and Huvislika, it is the earliest unmistakable Jaina figure yet found in the neighbourhood. The computation by seasons certainly favours the idea of antiquity and the argument for its modern date, derived from the character of the sculpture and of the lettering, may be deceptive; for at any period different styles both of carving and writing may exist simultaneously; yet probably the solution of the difficulty is to be found in Mr. Thomas's theory already mentioned, according to which the date is not given in full, but specifies only the year of the century, omitting the century itself, as being at the time well known.
In the streets are many broken Buddhist pillars and other sculptures. The road was constructed in the collectorate of Mr. Best, and in the progress of the work a column was found bearing an inscription in some ancient character; to reduce the size of the stone, the inscribed face was ruthlessly cut away, and it was then converted into a buttress for a bridge. As it approaches the river, the road opens out into a fine square, with graceful arcades of carved stone. These are the property of the Mahárája of Bharat-pur and Gosái Purushottam Lál, and, though ordinarily they have rather a deserted appearance, on the occasion of any great local festival they let for as much as Rs. 2 to 3 each a day. On the other side of the square opposite the road is a pontoon bridge, which was opened for traffic in 1870. The tolls were farmed for the large sum of Rs. 40,500 a year: whence it is obvious that any reasonable outlay incurred in its construction would soon have been repaid. But, unfortunately, everything was sacrificed to a false economy; it was made so narrow that it could not allow of two carts passing, and so weak that it could not bear even a single cart laden. Thus it was no sooner opened than it broke down; and repairs were in constant progress, till the night of the 13th of August, 1871, when it was completely swept away by a heavy flood. It was immediately re-constructed; but it is impossible that it should ever present a satisfactory appearance, while at the same time its cost has been excessive. It may be hoped that it will, before many years are over, be superseded by a masonry bridge in connection with the railway, which at present pays for its use a fixed annual sum of Rs. 4,044: its original value having been put at Rs. 1,15,566.

The city stretches for about a mile and-a-half along the right bank of the Jamuná, and from the opposite side has a very striking and picturesque appearance, which is owing not a little to the broken character of the ground on which it is built. Were it not for this peculiarity of site, the almost total absence of towers and spires would be felt as a great drawback, for all the large modern temples have no sikharas, as are usually seen in similar edifices, but are simple cloistered quadrangles of uniform height. The only exceptions are the lofty minarets of the Jama Masjid on the one side, and the campanile of the English Church seen through the trees in the distance below.

Looking up the stream, the most prominent object is the old Fort, or rather its massive sub-structure, for that is all that now remains, called by the people Kans-ká-kila. Whatever its legendary antiquity, it was rebuilt in historical times by Rájá Mán Sinh of Jaypur, the chief of the Hindu princes at Akbar's Court. At a later period it was the occasional residence of Mán Sinh's still more famous successor on the throne of Amber, the great astronomer Sawái Jay
Sinh, who commenced his long reign of 44 years in 1699 A.D. Till the day of his death he was engaged in almost constant warfare, but is less known to posterity by his military successes, brilliant though they were, than by his enlightened civil administration and still more exceptional literary achievements. At the outset he made a false move; for in the war of succession that ensued upon the death of Aurangzeb, he attached himself to prince Bedar Bakht and fought by his side in the fatal battle of Dhol-pur. One of the first acts of Sháh Alam, on his consequent elevation to the throne, was to sequester the principality of Amber. An Imperial Governor was sent to take possession, but Jay Sinh drove him out sword in hand, and then formed a league with Ajit Sinh of Márwár for mutual protection. From that day forward he was prominently concerned in all the troubles and warfare of that anarchic period, but never again on the losing side. In 1721, he was appointed Governor of the Province of Agra and later of Málwa; but he gradually loosened his connection with the Court of Delhi, from a conviction that the dissolution of the Muhammadan empire was inevitable, and concluded terms with the Mahrattas. At his accession, Amber consisted only of the three parganas of Amber, Deosa, and Barsao, as the Shaikháwats had made themselves independent and the western tracts had been attached to Ajmer. He not only recovered all that his ancestors had lost, but further extended his frontiers by the reduction of the Bargújars of Deoti and Rájáur and made his State worthy to be called the dominions of a Rája—a title which he was the first of his line to assume. The new capital, which he founded, he called after his own name Jaypur, and it is still to the present day the only native city in India built upon a regular plan; the only one also, it most unfortunately be added, in which the street architecture is absolutely bad and systematically false and pretentious; though it is the fashion for Anglo-Indians to admire it. He is said to have been assisted in the execution of his design by an architect from Bengal.

In consequence of his profound knowledge of astronomy, he was entrusted by Muhammad Sháh with the reformation of the calendar. To ensure that amount of accuracy which he considered the small instruments in ordinary use must always fail to command, he constructed observatories with instruments of his own invention on a gigantic scale. One of these was on the top of the Mathurá Fort, the others at Delhi, Jaypur, Ujaiyin, and Banáras. His success was so signal that he was able to detect errors in the tables of De la Híre, which had been communicated to him by the King of Portugal. His own tables were completed in 1728 and are those still used by native astronomers. He died
in 1743. His voluminous correspondence is said by Tod* still to exist and his acts to be recorded in a miscellaneous diary entitled Kalpadruma and a collection of anecdotes called the *Eksau nau gun Jay Sinh kī.

The whole of the Mathurā observatory has now disappeared. A little before the mutiny the buildings were sold to the great Government contractor, Joti Prasād, who destroyed them for the sake of the materials. Certainly, they had ceased to be of any practical use; but they were of interest, both in the history of science and as a memorial of one of the most remarkable men in the long line of Indian sovereigns and their inconsiderate demolition is a matter for regret. The old hall of audience, which is outside the actual Fort, is a handsome and substantial building divided into three aisles by ranges of red sand-stone pillars. Soon after the mutiny it was converted into a school and, in order to render it as unsightly as such Government buildings ordinarily are, the front arches were all blocked up with a mud wall which concealed every trace of them. Quite by an accident I discovered their existence and, after opening them out again, filled in their heads with iron bars set in a wooden frame and the lower part with a slight masonry wall, thus preserving all the architectural effect without any sacrifice of convenience.

About the centre of the river front is the most sacred of all the ghāts, marking the spot where Krishna sat down to take 'rest' after he had slain the tyrant Kansa and hence called the 'Visrānt' Ghāt. The small open court has a series of marble arches facing the water, which distinguishes it from all the other landing-places; and on the other three sides are various buildings erected at intervals during the last century and-a-half by several princely families; but none of them possesses any architectural beauty. The river here swarms with turtles of an enormous size, which are considered in a way sacred, and generally receive a handful or two of grain from every visitor. Close by is a natural water-course, said to have been caused by the passage of Kansa's giant body, as it was dragged down to the river to be burnt, and hence called the 'Kans Khār.' The following lines in the Vishnu Purāṇa are alleged in support of the tradition:

गौरबेश्यातिमहत्त परिखा तेन कृष्यता ।
कृता कंसस्य देहेन वेदेनव महामभ्र ॥

"By the trailing body of Kansa, with its prodigious weight, a channel was made as by the rush of a mighty stream."

* From whom all the facts in the above narrative of Jay Sinh's life are borrowed.
It is now arched over, like the Fleet river in London, and for many years formed one of the main sewers of the town; a circumstance which possibly did not affect the sanctity, but certainly detracted somewhat from the material purity of this favourite bathing place. It is now being closed, as it was throught to have contributed not a little to the abnormal sickness which has lately prevailed in the city.

Wile reference to this spot a story is told in the Bhakt Mála, of Kesav Bhatt, one of the most celebrated of the Vaishnava teachers. After spreading his doctrines through all the chief cities of India and demolishing every argument that the most learned Pandits could bring against him, he was himself unable to reply to the questions put him by Chaitanya, though at the time a child only seven years of age. Thereupon he abandoned the career of a controversialist and retired to his native country Kashmir, where he remained in solitude, absorbed in humble and devout meditation, till roused to action by news of the tyranny that prevailed at Mathurá. For the Muhammadans had set up a diabolical engine at the Visránt Ghát, which perforce circumcised every Hindu who went there to bathe. Hearing this, he gathered together a thousand of his disciples and on arriving at Mathurá, went straight to the spot, where the Governor's myrmidons set upon him and thought to bring him too under the yoke of Islam. But he broke the engine in pieces and threw it into the river. An army was then sent against him, but not a man of it escaped; for he slew the greater number with the sword and the rest were driven into the Jamumi and drowned.

For this legend it is possible there may be some slight historical foundation; the next to be told can at the best be regarded as only a pious fiction. It is given in the Mathurá Maháttyna, or Religious Chronicle of Mathurá, which is an interpolation on the Váralha Paráma, though of sufficient extent to be itself divided into 29 sections. After expatiating in the most extravagant terms on the learning, piety and other virtues of the Mathuriya Chaubes, and the incomparable sanctity of the city in which they dwell, it briefly enumerates the twelve Vanas, or woods, that are included in the perambulation of the land of Braj, and then at greater length describes the principal shrines which the pilgrim is bound to visit in the capital itself. As a rule, no attempt is made to explain either the names borne by the different holy places, or the origin of their reputed sanctity; but their virtue is attested by the recital of some of the miracles, which have been worked through their supernatural influence, such as the following:—
"Once upon a time there was a Brähman living at Ujjayin, who neglected all his religious duties, never bathed, never said a prayer, never went near a temple. One night, when out with a gang of thieves, he was surprised by the city watchmen, and in running away from them fell down a dry well and broke his neck. His ghost was doomed to haunt the place, and was so fierce that it would tear to pieces and devour every one who came near it. This went on for many years, till at last one day a band of travellers happened to pitch their tents by the well, and among their number was a very holy and learned Brähman. So soon as he knew how the neighbourhood was afflicted, he had recourse to his spells and compelled the evil spirit to appear before him. Discovering, in the course of his examination, that the wretched creature had in his lifetime been a Brähman, he was moved with pity for him and promised to do all in his power to alleviate his sentence. Whereupon the ghost begged him to go straight to Mathurá, and bathe on his behalf at the Vírsánt Ghat, 'for,' said he, 'I once in my life went into a temple of Vishnu, and heard the priest repeat this holy name and tell its wondrous saving power.' The Brähman had often bathed there and readily agreed to transfer the merit of one such ablution. The words of consent had no sooner passed his lips than the guilty soul was absolved from all further suffering."

* To a devout Hindu, who believes that Krishna was an incarnation of the Deity, and that he hallowed with his presence the place now called the Vírsánt Ghat, there is no intrinsic absurdity in the legend as above quoted. It can be paralleled in all its particulars by many that have been recorded for the edification of the faithful by canonized saints of the Church. That the merit of good deeds can be transferred—the point upon which the story mainly turns—is a cardinal Catholic doctrine; and as to the dying in sin and yet being saved through the efficacy of a formal act of devotion, take the following example from the pages of S. Alphonse Liguori:—

"A certain Canon was reciting some prayers in honour of the Divine Mother, and, whilst doing so, fell into the river Seine and was drowned. Being in mortal sin, the devils came to take him to hell. In the same moment Mary appeared and said, 'How do you dare to take possession of one who died in the act of praising me?' Then addressing herself to the sinner, she said, 'Now change thy life and nourish devotion to my Conception.' He returned to life and became a Religious." Here the concluding words correspond precisely with the finale of the story of the barber Tinduk, as told on the next page. In short, the Hindu in his ideas of divine worship, of the religious life, of the efficacy of faith and good works, of the earnest sympathy of the Divine Being with human distress, and His occasional miraculous intervention for its relief, tells little, if at all, short of Catholic truth. Unhappily he has no clear perception of the true God to whom the devotion, which he understands as well, should alone be paid; yet for all this drawback, Hinduism remains in one aspect divine, which is more than can be said either of Islam or of Protestantism. They are both essentially human inventions in direct antagonism to the truth, while Hinduism is a genuine natural religion, which only needs to be sustained and completed by Revelation. Thus S. Augustine says of the heathen of old: "Hæc ipsa quæ none
On the other side of this sacred spot, a number of minor ghâts stretch up and down the river, those to the north being called the uttar kot and those to the south the dakshin kot. They are invariably represented as twenty-four in all, twelve in either set; but there is a considerable discrepancy as to the particular names. The following list was supplied by a Pandit of high local repute, Mâkhân Misr, a Gaur Brâhman, from whose extensive library of manuscripts I was able to procure almost every Sanskrit work that I had occasion to consult.

To the north: Ganes Ghât; Mânasa Ghât; Dasasvamedha Ghât, under the hill of Ambarîsha; Chakra-tirtha Ghât; Krishna-Gangâ Ghât, with the shrine of Kâlinjareswar Mahâdeva; Som-tirtha Ghât, more commonly called Vasudeva Ghât or Shaikh Ghât; Brahmalok Ghât; Ghatâbharan Ghât: Dhârâ-patan Ghât; Sangaman-tirtha Ghât, otherwise called Vaikunth Ghât; Nava-tirtha Ghât; and Asikunda Ghât.

To the south: Animukta Ghât; Vîsrânti Ghât; Prâg Ghât; Kankhal Ghât; Tinduk Ghât; Sûrya Ghât; Chintâ-manî Ghât; Dhrayâ Ghât; Rishi Ghât; Moksha Ghât; Koti Ghât; and Buddha Ghât.

The more common division is to include the Animukta Ghât in the first set, from which the Mânasa is then omitted; to except the Vîsrânt Ghât altogether from the number of the twenty-four; and to begin the second series with the Balabhâdra and the Jog Ghât. By the former of these two are the Satghara or 'seven chapels' commemorating Krishna's seven favourite titles, and the shrine of Gata Sram or 'ended toil.' The Jog Ghât is supposed to mark the spot where Joga-Nidra, the infant daughter of Nanda and Jasodâ, whom Vasudeva had substituted for his own child Krishna, was dashed to the ground by Kansa and thence in new form ascended to heaven as the goddess Durgâ. Between it and the Prâg Ghât (where is the shrine of Beni Mâdho) is one of more modern date called Srîngar Ghât, with two temples dedicated respectively to Pipaleswar Mahâdeva and Batuk-nâth: by Prâg Ghât is also the shrine of Râmesvar Mahâdeva. Two other ghâts occupy far more conspicuous sites than any of the above, but are included in no list, as being devoid of any legendary reputation. The first bears the name of Śâmi Ghât,
not, as might be supposed, a corruption of swámi, but of Sádhná, ‘opposite,’ as it faces the main street of the city, where is a mansion of carved stone built by the famous Rúp Rám, Katára, of Barsána. The second is the Bengáli Ghát, at the foot of the pontoon bridge and close to a large house, the property of the Rája of Jhálra-pattan. It is so called from having been built by the Gosáin of the temple of Gobind Deva at Brindá-ban, the head of the Bengáli Vaishnavas, who has a residence on the opposite side of the street. The end of the ghát adjoining the Rája of Jhálra-pattan’s house has been left unfinished, as the right to the ground forms the subject of a dispute between the Rája and the Gosáin.

Most of the gháts refer in their names to well-known legends and are of no special historical or architectural interest. The list is appropriately headed by one dedicated to Ganes, the god invoked at the commencement of every undertaking; the second and third are both sacred to Siva—the one commemorating the Mánaśa lake, a famous place of pilgrimage on mount Kailáś in the Himalayas; the other the Dasasvamedh Ghát, the holiest spot in Siva’s city of Banáras. The fourth or Chakra-tirtha, with the hill of Ambarisha, refers to Vishnu’s magic discus, chakra, with which he defended his votary Ambarisha against the assaults of the Sivite Durvásas. The hill is between 60 and 70 feet high, and according to popular rumour there is in the centre of it a cave containing an enormous treasure. I did not expect to discover this, but as General Cunningham had told me of a gold coin of Apollodotus that had been found there, I got some men to dig, thinking it not unlikely something might turn up. The only reward for my trouble was a small fragment of Buddhist sculpture representing a devotee under a niche with the rail pattern below and the capitals of the pillars of Indo-Ionic type. This however was sufficient proof of the great antiquity and also of the Buddhist occupation of the mound.

The temple of Mahádeva at the Ganga Krishan Ghát has some very rich and delicate reticulated stone tracery, and all the work about this ghát is exceptionally good, both in design and execution. It was done, a little before the mutiny, under the immediate superintendence of the Bráhman then in charge of the shrine, Baladeva Byás by name. The title Kalinjarasvar would seem to be a mistake for Kálindisvár: Kálindi being a name of the Jamuná, which takes its rise in the Kalinda range. A little above the ghát is an old red stone chhattri, which has a singularly graceful finial.

A little below the Sámi Ghát is a small mosque and group of tombs commemorating a Muhammadan saint, Makhdúm, Sháh Wilayat, of Hirát. The
tombs date apparently from the sixteenth century and the architecture is in all its details so essentially of Hindu design that, were it not for the word 'Allah' introduced here and there into the sculptured decorations, there would be nothing to distinguish them from Hindu chhattris. The Muhammadans call this the Shaikh Ghát, while the Hindus maintain that the word is not Shaikh, but Shesh, the name of the thousand-headed serpent that forms Vishnu's couch and canopy. This is probable enough, for the final cerebral sibilant is vulgarly pronounced and indeed often written as the guttural kh. After long dispute between the two parties as to who should have the privilege of rebuilding the ghát, the work was taken in hand in 1875 by Viláyat Husain, the Seth's house agent, who also added a mosque and gave no little offence thereby. He died in 1879, leaving one minaret of the mosque still unfinished.

The word Ghantábharañ (which would be derived from ghantas, 'a bell,' and bharana, 'bearing,' ) is in the Vraj-bhakti-vilás perhaps more correctly written Ghantábháran, bhan meaning 'sound.' The allusion is to the bell, by the ringing of which Vishnu is roused from his four months' slumber on the 11th of the month Kártilk.

The name Dhárápatan (from dhárá, 'a stream,' and patan, 'falling,' ) probably referred primarily to the position of the ghát, which is on a projecting point where it bears the full force of the 'fall of the stream.' But in the Mákántmaka it is explained by the following legend:—"Once upon a time, a woman, whose home was on the bank of the Ganges, came on a pilgrimage to Mathurá and arrived there on the 12th of Kártilk. As she was stepping into a boat near the place where now is the Dháá-patan Ghát, she fell over and was drowned. By virtue of this immersion in the sacred flood, she was born again in an exalted position as the daughter of the king of Banarás, and, under the name of the Rani Pivari, was married to Kshatra-dhanu, the king of Suráshtra, by whom she had seven sons and five daughters. Upon one occasion when the royal pair were comparing notes, it came to light that he too had undergone a very similar experience: for, originally he had been a wild savage who had come over to Mathurá from the Naimisha forest and was crossing the Jamuná with his shoes balanced on the top of his head, when they fell off into the water. He dipped down to recover them and was swept away by the torrent and drowned. Every stain of sin being thus washed out of his body, when he again took birth it was no longer as a barbarous Nishádha, or wild man of the woods, but as a noble Kshatriya king."
Dhruva who gives a name to one of the most southern of the ghāts was, according to the legend, the son of a king by name Uttána-páda. Indignant at the slights put upon him by his stepmother, he left his father's palace to make a name for himself in the world. By the advice of the seven great Rishis, Maríchi, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Kratu, Pulaha, and Vasishtha, he repaired to Madhu-ban near Mathura, and there, absorbed in the contemplation of Vishnu, continued for seven years a course of the severest penance. At last the god appeared to him in person and promised to grant him any boon he might desire. His request was for a station exalted above every station and which should endure for ever; whereupon he was translated to heaven as the polar star together with his mother Suniti.

On the Dhruva tīla, or hill at the back of the ghāt, is a small temple, built Sambat 1894, in place of an older shrine, of which the ruins remain close by, dedicated to Dhruva Ji. Here I found a set of Buddhist posts, with the cross rails and top bar all complete, cut out of a single slab of stone, measuring two feet two inches square. The Pujiāris, or priests in charge, by name Dámodar Dás and Chhote Lál, belong to the Sanákadi or Nimbárak Sampradáya of Vaishravas, and produce a manuscript pedigree in Sanskrit in proof of their direct spiritual descent from Kesava Bhatt, one of Nimbárak's successors, who is regarded as the head of the secular, or Grihastha, sub-division of the sect, as his brother-in-law, Hari Vyása, was of the celibate, or Viraktu, order. In the temple are figures of Rádhá Krishan, whom the Nimbáraks have adopted as their special patrons. The list of superiors, or Gurn-parampara, as it is called, runs as follows:—

I.—1 Hansavatári; 2 Sanakádi; 3 Nárada; 4 Nimbárak Swámi: all deified characters.

II.—1 Sránivásácháryá; 2 Biswácháryá; 3 Purushottam; 4 Bilása; 5 Sarúpa; 6 Madhava; 7 Balbhadora; 8 Padma; 9 Syáma; 10 Gopála; 11 Krí-pála; 12 Deva: all distinguished by the title of Achárya.

III.—1 Sundar Bhatt; 2 Padma-nábha; 3 Sri Ráma-chandra; 4 Baman; 5 Sri Krishna; 6 Padmákara; 7 Sravan; 8 Bhúri; 9 Mádhava; 10 Syáma; 11 Gopála; 12 Sri-bal, or Balbhadora; 13 Gopinath; 14 Kesava; 15 Gangal; 16 Kesava Kashmíri; 17 Sri Bhatt; 18 Kesava Bimáni: all bearing the title of Bhatt.

IV.—1 Giridhar Gosáin; 2 Ballabh Lál; 3 Mukund Lál; 4 Nand Lál; 5 Mohan Lál; 6 Rám Ji Lál; 7 Mann Lál; 8 Rádhá Lál; 9 Kanhaiya Lál; and 10 Dámodar Dás: all bearing the title of Gosáin.
The Nimbáraks have also a temple at Brindában, dedicated to Rasak Bihári, and some account of their tenets will be given in connection with that town. Their distinguishing sectarial mark consists of two white perpendicular streaks on the forehead with a black spot in the centre. The natural parents of their founder are said to have been named Aruna Rishi and Jayanti.

The Tinduk Ghát, according to the Mákámya, is so called after a barber who lived at Kámpílya, the capital of Páñchála, in the reign of King Devadatta. After losing all his family, he came to live at Mathurá and there practised such rigorous austerities and bathed so constantly in the sanctifying stream of the Jamuná, that after death he took birth once more as a high-caste Brahman.

The legend of the Asikunda Ghát is told on this wise:—A pious king, by name Sumati, had started on a pilgrimage, but died before he was able to complete it. His son, Vimati, on succeeding to the throne, was visited by the sage Nárad, who, at the time of taking his departure, uttered this oracular sentence: 'A pious son settles his father's debts.' After consulting with his ministers, the prince concluded that the debt was a debt of vengeance, which he was bound to exact from the places of pilgrimages, which had tempted his father to undertake the fatal journey. Accordingly, having ascertained that every holy place paid an annual visit in the season of the rains to the city of Mathurá, he assembled an army and marched thither with full intent to destroy them all. They fled in terror to Kalpa-gráma to implore the aid of Vishnu, who at last yielded to their entreaties, and assuming the form of a boar joined in combat with King Vimati on the bank of the Jamuna and slew him. In the fray, the point of the divine sword, 'ast,' snapped off and fell to the ground; whence the ghát to this day is called Así-kunda Ghát, and the plain adjoining it Váráha Kshetra, or 'the field of the boar.'

Before finally leaving the river-side, one other building claims a few words viz., 'the Sati Burj.' This is a slender quadrangular tower of red sand-stone commemorating the self-sacrifice of some faithful wife. According to the best authenticated tradition, she is said to have been the queen of Raja Bihár Mal of Jaypur and the mother of the famous Raja Bhágaván Dás, by whom the monument was erected in the year 1570 A.D. It has, as it now stands, a total height of 55 feet and is in four stories: the lowest forms a solid basement; the second and third are lighted by square windows and are supplied with an internal staircase. The exterior is ornamented with rude bas-reliefs of elephants and other devices, but is in a very ruinous condition. The tower was originally
of much greater height; but all the upper part was destroyed, it is said, by Aurangzeb. The exceedingly ugly and incongruous plaster dome, which now surmounts the building, was apparently added about the beginning of the present century. It no doubt helps to preserve what yet remains of the original work, but it sadly detracts from its architectural effect. I had hoped that the reigning Maharaja might be induced to undertake the complete restoration of this interesting family monument, and if the matter had been properly represented to him, he would in all probability have consented to do so. It is not at all likely that anything will be done now; but the design that I had prepared may be thought worthy of preservation. No small amount of time and thought was bestowed upon it; and I hope that architects will consider it both a pleasing object in itself and also a faithful reproduction of the destroyed original.

At the time when it was built, that is, at the end of the 16th century, it may be presumed that the city of Mathura occupied its old position in the neighbourhood of the katra, and that the river-bank was used as the ordinary place for the cremation of the dead. Several cenotaphs of about the same period still remain, being mostly in old Hindu style, with brackets of good and varied design. The two largest bear the dates 1638 and 1715 Sambat, corresponding to 1581 and 1638 A.D. They had all been taken possession of by the Chabes, who blocked up the arches with mud or rough brick-work and converted them into lodging-houses, which they rented to pilgrims. In 1875 I had them all opened out when widening and paving the street along the river-bank. This work was left unfinished, but enough had been done to render the street, though still narrow, the most picturesque in the city. Many of the ghats had been repaired, while the removal of a number of obstructions had opened out a view not only of the river but also of the houses and temples on the land site. Some of these are very graceful specimens of architecture, in particular the house of Purushottam Lal, the Gokul Gosain, close to the Bengali ghat, which has a most elaborate facade and a balcony displaying a great variety of patterns of reticulated tracery.

Immediately below the last of the ghats and opposite the Sadr Bazar, which has a population of some 6,000 souls and forms a small town by itself, entirely distinct both from the city and the European quarters, are two large walled gardens on the river-bank. One of these, called the Jamuna bagh, is the property of the Seth. It is well kept up and contains two very handsome chhattris, or cenotaphs, in memory of Parikh Ji, the founder of the family, and
Mani Ram, his successor. The latter, built in the year of the chauranawe famine, 1837 A.D., is of exceedingly beautiful and elaborate design: perhaps the most perfect specimen ever executed of the reticulated stone tracery, for which Mathura is famous. It has been purposely made a little lower and smaller than the earlier monument, the caves of which at one corner completely overhang it. The adjoining garden, which may be of even greater extent, has a small house and enclosed court-yard, in the native style, on the bank of the river, and in the centre, an obelisk of white stone raised on a very high and substantial plinth of the same material with the following inscription: “Erected to the memory of Robert Sutherland, Colonel in Maharaj Daulat Rao Scindia’s service, who departed this life on the 20th July, 1804, aged 36 years. Also in remembrance of his son, C. P. Sutherland (a very promising youth), who died at Hindia on the 14th October, 1801, aged 3 years.” The monument is kept in repair by the grandson, Captain S. S. Sutherland, of the Police Department. Colonel Sutherland was the officer whom De Boigne, on his retirement in 1795, left in command of the brigade stationed at Mathura, one of three that he had raised in the service of Madho Ji Sindhaia. The Mahratta Commander-in-Chief, who also had his head-quarters at Mathura, was at that time one Jagu Bapu, who was probably the Senapat of whom local tradition still speaks. In 1797 he was superseded by Perron, to whom Daulat Rao had given the supreme command of all his forces and who thereupon established himself at Kol, as virtual sovereign of the country. In the following year he discharged Sutherland for intriguing with the other Mahratta chiefs, but not long after he recovered his post through the interest of his father-in-law, Colonel John Hessian, to whose memory is erected the very fine monument in the Catholic cemetry at Agra, which Jacquemont considered superior to the Taj. In 1813 Sutherland, like the other British officers in Sindhia’s service, received a pension from the Government, but he lived only one year to enjoy it.

On a rising ground in the very heart of the city stands the Jama Masjid, erected in the year 1661 A.D., by Abd-un-Nabi Khan, the local Governor. The following inscription seems very clearly to indicate that it was erected on the ruins of a Hindu temple:

بیه شہ عالمگیر مسیہ الدین والمله • شہنشاہ جہان ارائه زيب معدات پرما
بیسملہ للہ اکبر است انوار مسلمانی • ک از علامت گھاپ خان داد نا این مسجد را
بانی یا بیسو جدود آوڑ این بھجوالہ نامی • بہری ممکن جداصلحق کہ بانگ کا مسلم مہم اورا
جو جمہ سال تاریخی زهیشد حق نام$outputtag
1. In the reign of Sháh Alamgír Muhiuddin Walmillah, the king of the world, Aurangzeb, who is adorned with justice,

2. The lustre of Islámi shone forth to the glory of God; for Abd-un-Nabi Khán built this beautiful mosque.

3. This second ‘Holy Temple’ caused the idols to bow down in worship. You will now see the true meaning of the text, ‘Truth came and error vanished. [‘Koran, XVII. 83’.]

4. Whilst I searched for a táríkh, a voice came from blissful Truth, ordering me to say ‘Abd-un-Nabi Khán is the builder of this beautiful mosque.’ A.H. 1071, or 1660-61.

The founder is first mentioned by the Muhammadan historians as fighting on the side of Dárá Shikoh at the battle of Samogarh in 1658. About a week after the defeat, he joined Aurangzeb and was immediately appointed faujdár of Itáwa. This office he retained only till the following year, when he was transferred to Sirhind and thence, after a few months, to Mathurá. Here he remained from August, 1660, to May, 1668, when, as we have already mentioned, he met his death at Sahora, a village in the Mahá-ban pargana on the opposite side of the Jamúni, while engaged in quelling a popular dmeute. The author of the Maasír-i-Alamgíri says of him:—“He was an excellent and pious man, and as courageous in war as successful in his administration. He has left a mosque in Mathurá as a monument, which, for a long time to come, will remind people of him. Muhammad Anwar, his nephew, received from His Majesty a mourning dress of honour; but the property of the deceased lapsed (according to custom) to the State, and the Imperial Mutassaddis reported it to be 93,000 gold muhrs, 13,00,000 rupees, and

* For this and other translations from the Persian I am indebted to the kindness of the late Mr. Blochmann, whose immense fund of information was always at the service of all enquirers, and whose untimely death is an irreparable loss to the Calcutta Branch of the Asiatic Society, of which he was for many years the Secretary.
14,50,000 rupees' worth of property." The architecture of his mosque is not of particularly graceful character, but there are four lofty minarets, and as these and other parts of the building were originally veneered with bright-coloured plaster mosaics, of which a few panels still remain, it must at one time have presented a brilliant appearance.

It was greatly injured by an earthquake which took place, strange to say, in 1803, the very year in which the country was first brought under British rule. The following account of this most exceptional event is copied from pages 57 and 58 of 'The Asiatic Annual Register' for 1804:

DREADFUL EARTHQUAKE.

Mathura, September 24, 1803.

"On the night between the 31st August and the 1st of September, at half-an-hour after midnight, a severe shock of an earthquake was felt at this place, which lasted for many minutes and was violent beyond the memory of man. Probably not a living creature in the place but was roused from his slumbers by the alarm and felt its effects. Many of the pucka buildings were cast down and zananas, hitherto unassailed by violence, were deserted, and their fair inhabitants took refuge in the streets and in the fields, seeking protection with men, whose visages it would otherwise have disgraced them to behold. The night was calm and enjoyed the full influence of a bright moon.

"In the morning very extensive fissures were observed in the fields, which had been caused by the percussion of the night before, through which water rose with great violence and continues to run to the present date, though its violence has gradually abated. This has been a great benefit to the neighbouring ryots, as they were thence enabled to draw the water over their parched fields.

* Father Tieffenthaler, who visited Mathura in 1743, after mentioning the two mosques, says that Abd-un-Nabi was a convert from Hinduism, a statement for which there seems to be no authority. He describes the mosaics as "un ouvrage plombé en diverses couleurs et incrusté à la manière dont sont vernis les poëles en Allemagne." "La ville," he says, "est entourée d'une levée de terre, et obèst aujourd'hui au Diât. Anparvant elle était sous les ordres du Raja de Djejoun à qui l'empereur Mogul en avait confié le gouvernement:" i. e., Raja Jay Sinh, who died 1743. He goes on to describe the streets as narrow and dirty and most of the buildings as in ruins; the fort very large and massive, like a mountain of hewn stone, with an observatory, which was only a feeble imitation of the one at Jaipur, but with the advantage of being much better raised. The only other spot that he particularises is the Viscánt ghât. Jacquemont's description is in very similar terms: he says: "The streets are the narrowest, the crook-edest, the steepest and dirtiest that I have ever seen."
"The principal mosque of the place, erected on an eminence by the famous Gházi Khan, as a token of his triumph over the infidelity of the Hindus, has been shattered to pieces, and a considerable part of the dome was swallowed up during the opening of the earth.

"Several slighter shocks have since occurred, but I do not hear they have occasioned any further damage."*

The above description certainly exaggerates and also to some extent mis-represents the effects of the shock upon the mosque. The gateway was cracked from top to bottom, the upper part of one of the great minarets was thrown down and one of the little corner kiosques of the mosque itself was also destroyed, but the dome was uninjured. In 1875 the Sadábad family started a subscription for the repairs of the building and over Rs. 5,000 were collected. This sum I expended on the restoration of the fallen minaret and kiosque and of the two hujras or alcoves at the sides of the court-yard. Several of the shops that disfigured the approaches were also bought up and demolished. As soon as I left, the work came to a standstill.

The mosque now appears out of place as the largest and most conspicuous edifice in what is otherwise a purely Hindu city, and there is also every reason to suppose that it was founded on the ruins of a pagan temple. But at the same time it should be observed that all the buildings by which it is now surrounded are of more modern date than itself. It was not planted in the midst of a Hindu population; but the city, as we now see it, has grown up under its shadow. Old Mathurá had been so often looted and harried by the Muhammadans that, as has been noted in other parts of this work, it had actually ceased to exist as a city at all. It was a place of pilgrimage, as it had ever been; there were saris for the accommodation of travellers and ruins of temples and a few resident families of Brúhmans to act as cicerones, living for the most part in the precincts of the great temple of Kesava Dva, or still further away towards Madhuban; but it was as much a scene of desolation as Goa with its churches and convents now is, and on the spot where the present Mathurá stands there was no town till Abul-un-Nabi founded it. The whole of the land was in the possession of Muhammadans. The ground, which he selected as the site of his mosque, he purchased from some butchers, and the remainder he obtained from a family of Kázis, whose descendants still occupy what is called the Kushk Mahalla, one of the very few quarters

* For the knowledge of this curious letter I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. A. Constable, of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, who sent me a copy of it.
of the city that are known by a Persian name. They continued to be regarded as the zamindars of the township till the time of the Játs, when Saiyid Bákir, their then head, quarrelled with the local governor, and being afraid of the consequences made over all his rights to some Chaubes and others. When the English Government took possession, the Chaubes’ title was alone recognized and the first settlement was made with one of their number, Shio LáI, as mukaddam. A claim was brought forward by Imám Bakhsh, a son of the Saiyid abovenamed, but he died before it could be heard, and the suit thus falling through has never since been revived. In 1812, the then Chaube landholders, Bishnu, Ajíta, Shio Lál, Ghisa and Jwála, styling themselves mukaddams, made over their rights to the Lála Bábú, who engaged to pay them Rs. 150 a year and 5 per cent. on his collections. The area so transferred, according to the settlement of 1841, was only 568 bíghas 11 biswas; but in the revision of records the Lála Bábú’s widow had herself entered as owner of every rood of land, excepting only such as was or had been rent-free, and the agreement was with her as sole zamindar of the township of Mathúr. On the strength of this she claimed to exercise over the whole city the same rights that a zamindar can claim in any petty village; but, after oft-renewed litigation, these extravagant claims have been set aside, and by the new settlement the property of her heirs is shown as a separate thok, the muáfi and resumed muáfi grants forming another, while the Jamuná sands, used for melon cultivation, all nazúl lands and the streets and city generally are shown as Government property.*

From the mosque as a central point diverge the main thoroughfares, leading respectively towards Brindá-ban, Díg, Bharat-pur,† and the civil station. They are somewhat broader than is usual in Indian cities, having an average breadth of 24 feet, and were first opened out at the instance of Mr. E. F. Taylor in 1843. A number of houses were demolished for the purpose, but, in every instance, all claim to compensation was waived. Seth Lakhmi Chand’s loss, thus voluntarily sustained for the public good, was estimated at a lakh of rupees, as he had recently completed some handsome premises, which had to be taken down and rebuilt.

* Vide a report on the Proprietary Rights claimed by the heirs of the Lála Bábú, drawn up by Mr. Whiteway, Settlement Officer, in 1875.

† Close to the mosque on the left-hand side of the Bharat-pur gate bazar is a high hill with very steep ascent, all built over. On the summit, which is called Sitalá ghát, may be seen many fragments of Buddhist pillars and bas-reliefs, and an armless seated figure, the size of life.
These streets have now, throughout their entire length and breadth, been paved by the municipality with substantial stone flags brought from the Bharatpur quarries.* The total cost has been Rs. 1,38,663. Many of the townspeople and more particularly the pilgrims, who go about barefooted, are by no means pleased with the result; for in the winter the stone is too cold to be pleasant to tread upon, while in the summer again, even at sunset, the streets do not cool down as they used to do aforetime, but retain their heat through the greater part of the night. As is the custom in the East, many mean tumble down hovels† are allowed here and there to obtrude themselves upon the view; but the majority of the buildings that face the principal thoroughfares are of handsome and imposing character. With only two exceptions all have been erected during the seventy years of British rule. The first of the two exceptional buildings is a large red sandstone house, called Chaube Ji ka Burj, which may be as old as the time of Akbar. The walls are divided into square panels, in each of which, boldly carved in low relief, is a vase filled with flowers, executed in a manner which is highly effective, but which has quite gone out of fashion at the present day, when pierced tracery is more appreciated. The second is a temple near the turn to the Sati Burj. This is remarkable for a long balcony supported on brackets quaintly carved to represent elephants. Many of these had been built up with masonry, either by the Hindus to protect the animal form from iconoclastic bigotry, or else by the Muhammadans themselves to conceal it from view. This unsightly casing was at last removed in 1875.

In all the modern buildings, whether secular or religious, the design is of very similar character. The front is of carved stone with a grand central archway and arcades on both sides let out as shops on the ground floor. Storey upon storey above are projecting balconies supported on quaint corbels, the arches being filled in with the most minute reticulated tracery of an infinite variety of pattern, and protected from the weather by broad eaves, the undersurface of which is brightly painted. One of the most noticeable buildings in point of size, though the decorations perhaps are scarcely so elegant as in some of the latter examples, is the temple of Dwarakadhish, founded by the Gwalior treasurer, Parikh Ji, and visited in 1825 by Bishop Heber, who in his journal describes it as follows:—“In the centre, or nearly so, of the town, Colonel

---

* This important work was commenced in November, 1857.
† As an indication that many of the houses are not of the most substantial construction, it may be observed that, after three days of exceptionally heavy rain in the month of August, 1873, as many as 6,000 were officially reported to have come down; 14 persons, chiefly children, having been crushed to death under the ruins.
Penny took us into the court of a beautiful temple or dwelling-house, for it seemed to be designed for both in one, lately built and not yet quite finished, by Gokul Pati Sinh, Sindbia's treasurer, and, who has also a principal share in a great native banking-house, one branch of which is fixed at Mathura. The building is enclosed by a small but richly carved gateway with a flight of steps which leads from the street to a square court, cloistered round, and containing in the centre a building, also square, supported by a triple row of pillars, all which, as well as the ceiling, are richly carved, painted, and gilt. The effect internally is much like that of the Egyptian tomb, of which the model was exhibited in London by Belzoni; externally, the carving is very beautiful. The cloisters round were represented to me as the intended habitations of the Brahmanes attached to the sune; and in front, towards the street, were to be apartments for the founder on his occasional visits to Mathura.” To show how differently the same building sometimes impresses different people, it may be mentioned that Jacquemont, only four years later, describes the temple as like nothing but a barrack or cotton factory: but possibly he may have seen it soon after the festival of the Diwali, when, according to barbarous Hindu custom, the whole of the stone front is beautified with a thick coat of whitewash. This gentleman’s architectural ideas were, however, a little peculiar. Thus he says, of the Jama Masjid at Agra, that the bad taste of the design and the coarseness of the materials are good reason for leaving it to the ravages of time; that the tomb of Itimad-ud-daula is in the most execrable taste; that the Taj, though pretty, cannot be called elegant; and that the only building in Agra which is really a pure specimen of oriental architecture is the tomb of Colonel Hesling in the Catholic cemetery, the work of ‘a poor devil’ called Latif. His theological views would seem to have been equally warped, for in another place he thus expresses himself:—“Of all the follies and misfortunes of humanity, religion is the one which is the most wearisome and the least profitable to study.”

The Dwarkadhis temple has always been in the hands of the Vallabhacharyas, the sect to which the founder belonged. It is now administered by the Gosain who is the hereditary lord of the much older and yet wealthier shrine with the same name at Kaikarauli in Udaypur (see page 130). Hitherto the expenses of the Mathura establishments have been defrayed by annual grants from the Seth’s estate; but the firm has lately made an absolute transfer to the Gosain of landed property yielding an income of Rs. 25,000; thus religiously carrying out the intention of their ancestor, though in so doing they further the interests of a sect not a little antagonistic to the one of which they themselves are members.
On the opposite side of the street is the palace of the princes of Bharat-pur. The lofty and highly enriched entrance gateway was added by Rájá Balavant Sinh, and the magnificent brass doors by the present Rájá. Close by is the mansion of Seth Lakhmi Chand, built at a cost of Rs. 1,00,000. The latest of the architectural works with which the city is decorated, and one of the most admirable for elegance and elaboration, is a temple near the Chhata Bazar built by Deva Chand Bohra, and completed only at the end of the year 1871. Whatever other buildings there are of any note will be found enumerated in the list at the end of the next chapter. In most cases the greatest amount of finish has been bestowed upon the street front, while the interior court is small and confined; and the practice of having only a single gate both for entrance and exit occasions great, and sometimes dangerous, crowding on high feast days. It is, as before remarked, a peculiarity of the Mathurá temple architecture to have no tower over the seat of the god.

If the new city was ever surrounded by walls, not a vestige of them now remains, though the four principal entrances are still called the Brinda-ban, Dig, Bharat-pur, and Holi gates. The last-named is the approach from the Civil Station, and here a lofty and elaborately sculptured stone arch has been erected over the roadway, in accordance with an elegant design in the local style, supplied by Yusuf, the municipal architect, a man of very exceptional taste and ability. As the work was commenced at the instance of the late Mr. Bradford Hardinge, who was for several years Collector of the district, and took a most lively interest in all the city improvements, it is named in his honour* "the Hardinge arch," though it is not very often so called. Since his death, it has been surmounted by a cupola, which was intended at some future time to receive a clock, with four corner kiosques, the cost of these additions being Rs. 3,493. Two shops in uniform style were also built in 1875, one on either side, at a further cost of Rs. 1,621, in order to receive and conceal the ponderous staged buttresses, which the engineers in the Public Works Department had thought it necessary to add. The expenditure on the gate itself was Rs. 8,617, making a total of Rs. 13,731.

As may be inferred from the above remarks stone-carving, the only indigenous art of which Mathurá can boast, is carried to great perfection. All the temples afford specimens of elegant design in panels of reticulated tracery (juti), as also do the chhátäris of the Seth's family in the Jamuná bāgh. The

---

* The little marble tablet, on which the name has been inscribed in the straightest and most uncompromising Roman capitals, is a conspicuous disfigurement and looks exactly like an auction ticket. The Engineer who inserted it cannot have had much of an eye for harmony of effect.
only other specialities are of very minor importance. One is the manufacture of little brass images, which, though of exceedingly coarse execution, command a large sale among pilgrims and visitors, especially the religious toy called Vásudeva Katorá (described at page 54); the other the manufacture of paper. This is made in three sizes. The smallest, which is chiefly in demand, is called Mán-Sinhi and varies in price, according to quality, from Rs. 1·8 to Rs. 2·6 a gaddi or bundle; the medium size, called Bichanda, sells for Rs. 4 a gaddi; and the larger size, called Syálkoti, for Rs. 10. The factories are some 100 in number and can turn out in the course of the day 150 gaddis, every gaddi containing 10 dastas of 24 takhtas, or sheets, each. There is also a kind of string made which is much appreciated by natives. It is chiefly used for lowering lotus, the ordinary brass drinking cups of the country, into wells to draw water with. The price is about three or four anas for 40 yards. A coloured variety is made for temple use.
CHAPTER VII.

THE CITY OF MATHURA (concluded): ITS EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS AND MUSEUM.

A light railway, on the metre gauge, 29½ miles in length, which was opened for traffic on the 19th of October, 1875, now connects the city with the East India Line, which it joins at the Hâthras Road station. The cost was Rs. 9,55,868, being about Rs. 30,000 a mile, including rolling stock and everything else. Of this amount Rs. 3,24,100 were contributed by local shareholders, and the balance, Rs. 6,31,763, came from Provincial Funds. Interest is guaranteed at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum, with a moiety of the surplus earnings that may at any time be realized. The line has proved an unquestionable success and its yearly earnings continue to show a steady increase. But the principal shareholders—including the Seth, who invested as much as a lakh and a-half in it—were certainly not attracted by the largeness of the pecuniary profit; for 12 per cent. is the lowest return which Indian capitalists ordinarily receive for their money. They were entirely influenced by a highly commendable public spirit and a desire to support the local European authorities, who had shown themselves personally interested in the matter.* The ultimate success of the line has now been secured by its junction with the Rajputana State Railway. The distance being only some 25 miles, the earthwork was carried out during the late famine, and the scheme is now completed but for the bridge over the Jamuna. In the design that has been supplied there are 12 spans of 98 feet each, with passage both for road and railway traffic and two foot-paths, at an estimated cost of Rs. 3,00,000. As the receipts from tolls on the existing pontoon bridge are about Rs. 45,000 per annum, even a larger expenditure might safely be incurred. Cross sections of the river have been obtained, and a series of borings taken, which show a flood channel of 1,000 feet and clay foundations underlying the sand at 33 feet. The site is in every way well suited for the purpose and presents no special engineering difficulties; but the construction of so large a bridge must necessarily be a work of time, and before it is completed it is probable that the line will have been extended from its other end, the Hâthras terminus, to Farukhabad and so on to Cawnpur, the

* Next to the Seth—longe intervallo—the largest number of shares were taken up by myself; for at that time I never expected to be moved from the district.
great centre of the commerce of Upper India. As yet, the line labours under very serious disadvantages from being so very short and from the necessity of breaking bulk at the little wayside station of Mendu, the Hâthras Road junction. Consequently, traders who have goods to despatch to Hâthras find it cheaper and more expeditions to send them all the way by road, rather than to hire carts to take them over the pontoon bridge and then unload them at the station and wait hours, or it may be days, before a truck is available to carry them on. Thus the goods traffic is very small, and it is only the passengers who make the line pay. These are mostly pilgrims, who rather prefer to loiter on the way and do not object to spending two hours and fifty minutes in travelling a distance of 29½ miles. As the train runs along the side of the road, there are daily opportunities for challenging it to a race, and it must be a very indifferent country pony which does not succeed in beating it.

The Municipality has a population of 55,763, of whom 10,006 are Muhammadans. The annual income is a little under Rs. 50,000; derived, in the absence of any special trade, almost exclusively from an octroi tax on articles of food, the consumption of which is naturally very large and out of all proportion to the resident population, in consequence of the frequent influx of huge troops of pilgrims. The celebrity among natives of the Mathurâ perô, a particular kind of sweetmeat, also contributes to the same result. Besides the permanent maintenance of a large police and conservancy establishment, the entire cost of paving the city streets has been defrayed out of municipal funds, and a fixed proportion is annually allotted for the support of different educational establishments.

The High School, a large hall in a very un-Oriental style of architecture, was opened by Sir William Muir on the 21st January, 1870. It was erected at a cost of Rs. 13,000, of which sum Rs. 2,000 were collected by voluntary subscription, Rs. 3,000 were voted by the municipality, and the balance of Rs. 8,000 granted by Government. The City Dispensary, immediately opposite the Kans-kâ-tîlâ and adjoining the Munsif’s Court, has accommodation for 20 in-door patients; there is an ordinary attendance per*
CATHOLIC CHURCH OF THE SACRED HEART, MATHURA
of 50 applicants for out-door relief, and it is in every respect a well-managed and useful institution.

The Cantonments, which are of considerable extent, occupy some broken and undulating ground along the river-side between the city and the civil lines. In consequence of the facilities for obtaining an abundant supply of grass in the neighbourhood, they are always occupied by an English cavalry regiment. The barracks are very widely scattered, an arrangement which doubtless is attended with some inconveniences, but is apparently conducive to the health of the troops, for there is no station in India where there is less sickness—a happy result, which is also due in part to the dryness of the climate during the greater part of the year and the excellence of the natural drainage in the rains.

The English Church, consecrated by Bishop Dealtry in December, 1856, is in a nondescript style of architecture, but has a not inelegant Italian campanile, which is visible from a long distance. The interior has been lately enriched by a stained-glass window in memory of a young officer of the 10th Hussars, who met his death by an accident while out pig-sticking near Shergarh.

The adjoining compound was for many years occupied by a miserably mean and dilapidated shed, which was most appropriately dedicated to St. Francis, the Apostle of Poverty, and served as a Catholic Chapel. This was taken down in January, 1874, and on the 18th of the same month, being the feast of the Holy Name, the first stone was laid of the new building, which bears the title of the Sacred Heart. The ground-plan and general proportions are in accordance with ordinary Gothic precedent, but all the sculptured details, whether in wood or stone, are purely Oriental in design. The carving in the tympanum of the three doorways, the tracery in the windows, both of the aisles and the clerestory, and the highly decorated altar in the Lady Chapel, may all be noted as favourable specimens of native art. The dome which surmounts the choir is the only feature which I hesitate to pronounce a success, as seen from the outside; its interior effect is very good. I originally intended it to be a copy of a Hindu sikhara, such as that of the temple of Madan Mohan at Brindaban; but fearing that this might prove an offence to clerical prejudices, I eventually altered it into a dome of the Russian type, which also is distinctly of Eastern origin and therefore so far in keeping with the rest of the building. As every compromise must, it fails of being entirely satisfactory.

The eastern half of the Church, consisting of theapse, choir, and two transepts, was roofed in and roughly fitted up for the célébration of Mass by

*Occasionally it has so happened—that every single ward in the hospital has been empty.
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All Saints’ Day, 1874, only nine months after the work had been commenced. The nave and aisles were then taken in hand, and on the recurrence of the same feast, two years later, in 1876, the entire edifice was solemnly blessed by the Bishop of Agra. On that occasion the interior presented a very striking appearance, the floor being spread with handsome Persian carpets, and a profusion of large crystal chandeliers suspended in all the inter-columniations; while the Bishop’s throne of white marble was surmounted by a. canopy of silk and cloth of gold; magnificent baldachinos, also of gold embroidery, were suspended above the three altars, and the entire sanctuary was draped from top to bottom with costly Indian tapestry. These beautiful accessories, several thousands of rupees in value, were kindly lent by the Seths, the Raja of Hāthras and other leading members of the Hindu community, many of whom had also assisted with handsome pecuniary donations. As a further indication of their liberal sentiments, they themselves attended the function in the evening—the first public act of Christian worship at which they had ever been present—and expressed themselves as being much impressed by the elaborate ceremonial and the Gregorian tones, which latter they identified with their own immemorial Vedic chants. In consequence of my transfer from the district, the building, though complete in essentials, will ever remain architecturally unfinished. The western façade is flanked by two stone stair-turrets (one built at the cost of Lāja Syām Sundar Dās) which have only been brought up to the level of the aisle roof, though it was intended to raise them much higher and put bells in them. There were also to have been four kiosques at the corners of the dome, for the reception of statues, but two only have been executed; the roof of the transepts was to have been raised to a level with that of the nave, and the plain parapet of the aisles would have been replaced by one of carved stone. The High Altar, moreover, is only a temporary erection of brick and plaster. I was at work upon the Tabernacle for it, when I received Sir George Couper’s orders to go; and naturally enough they were a great blow to me. The total cost had been Rs. 18,100.

In the civil station most of the houses are large and commodious and, being the property of the Seth, the most liberal of landlords, are never allowed to offend the eye by falling out of repair. One built immediately after the mutiny for the use of the Collector of the district is an exceptionally handsome and substantial edifice. The Court-house, as already mentioned on page 106, was completed in the year 1861, and has a long and rather imposing façade; but though it stands at a distance of not more than 100 yards from the high road, the ground in front of it has been so carelessly planted that a person, who had no
professional business to take him there, might live within a stone’s throw for years and never be aware of its existence. In immediate proximity are the offices of the Tahsildar, a singularly mean and insignificant range of buildings, as if purposely made so to serve for a foil to another building which stands in the same enclosure.

This is now used, or (as perhaps it would be more correct to say) at the time of my leaving the district was intended to be used, as a Museum. It was commenced by Mr. Thornhill, the Magistrate and Collector of the district, who raised the money for the purpose by public subscription, intending to make of it a rest-house for the reception of native gentlemen of rank, whenever they had occasion to visit head-quarters. Though close to the Courts, which would be a convenience, it is too far from the bazaar to suit native tastes, and even if it had been completed according to the original design, it is not probable that it would ever have been occupied. After an expenditure of Rs. 30,000, the work was interrupted by the mutiny. When order had been restored, the new Collector, Mr. Best, with a perversity by no means uncommon in the records of Indian local administration, set himself at once, not to complete, but to mutilate, his predecessor’s handiwork. It was intended that the building should stand in extensive grounds of its own, where it would certainly have had a very pleasing architectural effect; but instead of this the high road was brought immediately in front of it, so as to cut it off entirely from the new public garden; the offices of the Tahsildar were built on one side, and on the other was run up, at a most awkward angle, a high masonry wall; a rough thatched roof was thrown over its centre court; doorways were introduced in different places where they were not wanted and only served as disfigurations, and the unfortunate building was then nick-named “Thornhill’s Folly” and abandoned to utter neglect.

It remained thus till 1874, when the idea of converting it into a Museum received the support of Sir John Strachey, who sanctioned from provincial funds a grant-in-aid of Rs. 3,500. The first step taken was to raise the centre court by the addition of a clerestory, with windows of reticulated stone tracery, and to cover it with a stone vault, in which (so far as constructional peculiarities are concerned) I reproduced the roof of the now ruined temple of Harideva at Gobardhan. The cost amounted to Rs. 5,336. A porch was afterwards added at a further outlay of Rs. 8,494; but for this I am not responsible. It is a beautiful design, well executed, and so far it reflects great credit on Yusuf, the Municipal architect; but it is too delicate for an exterior façade on the side of a dusty road. Something plainer would have answered the purpose as well, besides having a more harmonious effect. After my transfer, operations at once
came to a stand-still and the valuable collection of antiquities I had left behind me remained utterly uncared for, till I took upon myself to represent the matter to the local Government. I was thereupon allowed to submit plans and estimates for the completion of the lower story by filling in the doors and windows, without which the building could not possibly be used, and my proposals were sanctioned. When I last visited Mathurd, the work had made good progress, and I believe has now been finished for some time; but many of the most interesting sculptures are still lying about in the compound of my old bungalow.

Though the cost of the building has been so very considerable, nearly Rs. 44,000, it is only of small dimensions; but the whole wall surface in the central court is a mass of geometric and flowered decorations of the most artistic character. The bands of natural foliage—a feature introduced by Mr. Thornhill's own fancy—are very boldly cut and in themselves decidedly handsome, but they are not altogether in accord with the conventional designs of native style by which they are surrounded.

The following inscription is worked into the cornice of the central hall:

جوہ بس سرکار کو منظر آئم خانی تیہا کیا با ماحب کیلکتر و مکسپریت ایما آئم نیتلیزیس کی مسکاری ے مہاریاں مینت کام کا نادر مسائیکسہ بنویا ے منگل مین کو دو دیوار ے مانند مینه ے تبل کاری ھی ایک درجه نظر آتا ھی کا لگن کا ہندعی اعداد کو افیک ے ہنٹ و رتم ے بھی خوش تے لہو موزوئین ھی پیہتے رہندا ھی گر ھی پیریوں گنی کو اقدام کا اسکو بھی ھی چڑھید ھی اسکو ھی پیہ تاریخ بنیا ھی ے مسائیکسہ موزوئین ھی باس رشب چین رپیا
سن 1856 فصلی

"The State having thought good to promote the ease of its subjects, gave intimation to the Magistrate and Collector,; who then, by the co-operation of the chief men of Mathurā, had this house for travellers built with the choicest carved work.* Its doors and walls are polished like a mirror; in its sculpture every kind of flower-bed appears in view; its width and height were assigned in harmonious proportion; from top to bottom it is well shaped and well balanced. It may very properly be compared to the dome of Afrasyāb, or it may

* Upon the word muaabbat, which is used here to denote arabesque carving, the late Mr. Blochmann communicated the following note:—"The Arabic nabata means 'to plant,' and the intensive form of the verb has either the same signification or that of 'causing to appear like plants': hence muaabbat comes to mean 'traced with flowers,' and may be compared with mus-kajjar, 'caused to appear like trees,' which is the word applied to silk with tree-patterns on it," like the more common 'bata-dar.'
justly be styled the palace of an emperor. One who saw its magnificence (or the poet Shaukat on seeing it) composed this *tarikh*, so elegant a rest-house makes even the flower garden envious."

As the building afforded such very scant accommodation, I proposed to make it not a general, but simply an architectural and antiquarian museum, arranging in it, in chronological series, specimens of all the different styles that have prevailed in the neighbourhood from the reign of the Indo-Scythian Kanishka, in the century immediately before Christ, down to the Victorian period which would be illustrated in perfection by the building itself.

It cannot be denied that it is high time for some such institution to be established; for in an ancient city like Mathurā interesting relics of the past, even when no definite search is being made for them, are constantly cropping up; and unless there is some easily accessible place to which they can be consigned for custody, they run an imminent risk of being no sooner found than destroyed. Inscriptions in particular, despite their exceptional value in the eyes of the antiquary, are more likely to perish than anything else, since they have no beauty to recommend them to the ordinary observer. Thus, as already mentioned, a pillar, the whole surface of which is said to have been covered with writing, was found in 1860 in making a road on the site of the old city wall. There was no one on the spot at the time who took any interest in such matters, and the thrifty engineer, thinking such a fine large block of stone ought not to be wasted, had it neatly squared and made into a buttress for a bridge. Another inscribed fragment, which had formed the base of a large seated statue, had been set up by a subordinate in the Public Works Department to protect a culvert on the high road through cantonments, from which position I rescued it. It bears the words *Mahārājanyā Deva-putrasya Huvishkasya rāja sam. 50 he 3 di 2*, and is of value as an unquestionably early example of the same symbol, which in the inscription of doubtful age given at page 138 is explained in words as denoting 'fifty.' A third illustration of official indifference to archaeological interests, though here the culprit was not an engineer, but the Collector himself, is afforded by the base of a pillar, which, after it had been accidentally dug up, was plastered and whitewashed and imbedded in one of the side pillars of the Tahsili gateway, where I re-discovered it, when the gateway was pulled down to improve the approach. The words are cut in bold clear letters, which for the most part admit of being deciphered with certainty, as follows: *Ayam kumbhaka dānam bhikshunam Suriyaya Buddhara-kshitanya cha prahitakānam. Anantyam (?) deya dharmma pa.............nam. Sarvasa prahitakānam ariya dakshitaye bha'vatu.* The purport of this would be:
This base is the gift of the mendicants Surya and Buddha-rakshita, prahitakas. A religious donation in perpetuity. May it be in every way a blessing to the prahitakas." A question has been raised by Professor Kern, with reference to another inscription, in which also a bhikshu was mentioned as a donor, on the score that a mendicant was a very unlikely person to contribute towards the expenses of any building, since, as he says, 'monks have nothing to give away, all to receive.' But in this particular instance the reading and meaning are both unmistakeably clear, nor is the fact really at all inconsistent with Hindu usage. In this very district I can point to two large masonry tanks, costing each some thousands of rupees, which have been constructed by mendicants, bairdias, out of alms that they had in a long course of years begged for the purpose. The word prahitaka, if I am right in so reading it, is of doubtful signification. It might mean either 'messenger' or 'committee-man;' a commissioner or a commissionaire.

The other inscriptions have for the most part been already noticed in the preceding chapters, when describing the places where they were found.

As a work of art, the most pleasing specimen of sculpture is the Yasa-ditta statue of Buddha, noticed at page 115; but archæologically the most curious object in the collection is certainly the large carved block which I discovered at Pāli-khēra in the cold weather of 1873-74. On one side is represented a group of six persons, the principal figure being a man of much abdominal development, who is seated in complete nudity on a rock, or low stool, with a large cup in in his hand. At his knee is a little child; two attendants stand at the back; and in the front two women are seen approaching, of whom the foremost bears a cup and the second a bunch of grapes. Their dress is a long skirt with a shorter jacket over it; shoes on the feet and a turban on the head. The two cups are curiously made; the lower end of the curved handle being attached to the bottom of the stem instead of the bowl. On the opposite side of the block the same male figure is seen in a state of helpless intoxication, supported on his seat from behind by two attendants, the one male, the other female. By his right knee stands the child as before, and opposite him to the left was apparently another boy, of somewhat larger growth, but this figure has been much mutilated. The male attendant wears a mantle, fastened at the neck by a fibula and hanging from the shoulder in vandyked folds, which are very suggestive of late Greek design.

The stone on which these two groups are carved measures three feet ten inches in height, three feet in breadth and one foot four inches in thickness, and the top
has been scooped out so as to form as it were a shallow circular basin. A block, of precisely the same dimensions and carved with two similar groups, was discovered somewhere near Mathurá, the precise locality, not having been placed on record, by Colonel Stacy in the year 1836, who deposited it in the Calcutta museum, where it still is. His idea was that the principal figure represented Silenus, that the sculptors were Bactrian Greeks, and that their work was meant to be a tazza, or rather a pedestal for the support of a tazza or large sacrificial vase. These opinions were endorsed by James Prinsep, and have prevailed to the present day. I believe them however to be erroneous, though not unnaturally suggested by a general resemblance to some such a picture as is given in Woolner’s Pygmalion of—

“Weak-kneed Si’erus puffing, on both sides
Upheld by grinning slaves, who piled the cup
Wherein two nymphs squeezed juice of dusky grapes.”

Of the two groups on the Stacy stone one represents the drunkard after he has drained the cup, and is almost identical with that above described. The other exhibits an entirely different scene in the story, though some of the characters appear to be the same. There are four figures—two male and two female—standing under the shade of a tree with long clusters of drooping flowers. The first figure to the right is a female dressed in a long skirt and upper jacket, with a narrow scarf thrown over her arms. Her right hand is grasped by her male companion, who has his left arm round her neck. He is entirely naked, save for a very short pair of drawers barely reaching to the middle of the thigh, and a shawl which may be supposed to hang loosely at his back, but in front shows only the ends tied loosely in a knot under his chin. Behind him and with her back to his back is another female dressed as the first, but with elaborate bangles covering nearly half the fore-arm. Her male companion seems to be turning away as if on the point of taking his leave. He wears light drawers reaching to the ankles and a thin muslin tunic, fitting close to the body and terminating a little below the knees. On the ground at the feet of each of the male figures is a covered cup.

As to the names of the personages concerned and the particular story which the sculptor intended to represent, I am not able to offer any suggestion. Probably, when Buddhist literature has been more largely studied, the legend thus illustrated will be brought to light. The general purport of the three scenes appear to me unmistakeable. In the first the two male conspirators are persuading their female companions to take part in the plot, the nature of the plot being indicated by the two cups at their feet. In the second the venerable
ascetic has been seduced by their wiles into tasting the dangerous draught; one of the two cups is in his hand, the other is ready to follow. In the third one, of which there are two representations, the cups have been quaffed, and he is reeling from their effects.

Obviously all this has nothing to do with Silenus; the discovery of the second block, which supplies the missing scene in the drama, makes it quite clear that some entirely different personage is intended. The tazza theory may also be dismissed; for the shallow bason at the top of the stone seems to be nothing more than the bed for the reception of a round pillar. A sacrificial vase was a not uncommon offering among the Greeks; and if the carving had been shown to represent a Greek legend, there would have been no great improbability in supposing that the work had been executed for a foreigner who employed it in accordance with his own national usage. But in dedicating a cup to one of his own divinities, he would not decorate it with scenes from Hindu mythology; while, on the other hand, the offering of a cup of such dimensions to any monastery or shrine on the part of a Buddhist is both unprecedented and intrinsically improbable.

Finally, as to the nationality of the artist. The foliage, it must be observed, is identical in character with what is seen on many Buddhist pillars found in the immediate neighbourhood and generally in connection with figures of Maya Devi; whence it may be presumed that it is intended to represent the sal tree, under which Buddha was born, though it is by no means a correct representation of that tree. The other minor accessories are also, with one exception, either clearly Indian, or at least not strikingly un-Indian: such as the earrings and bangles worn by the female figures and the feet either bare or certainly not shod with sandals: the one exception being the mantle of the male attendant in the drunken scene. Considering the local character of all the other accessories, I find it impossible to agree with General Cunningham in ascribing the work to a foreign artist, "one of a small body of Bactrian sculptors, who found employment among the wealthy Buddhists at Mathura, as in later days Europeans were employed under the Mughal emperors." The thoroughly Indian character of the details seems to me, as to Dr. Mitra, decisive proof that the sculptor was a native of the country; nor do I think it very strange that he should represent one of the less important characters as clothed in a modified Greek costume, since it is an established historical fact that Mathura was included in the Bactrian Empire, and the Greek style of dress cannot have been altogether unfamiliar to him. The artificial folds of the drapery were probably borrowed from what he sawon coins.
1. BACCHANALIAN SCULPTURE FROM PÁLI-KHERA
2. BACCHANALIAN SCULPTURE FROM PÅLI-KHERA
In the Hindu Pantheon the only personage said to have been of wine-hib-
bbing propensities is Balarāma himself, one of the tutelary divinities of Ma-
thurā; and it is probably he who was intended to be represented by a second
Bacchanalian figure included in the museum collection. This is a mutilated
statue brought from the village of Kukargama, in the Sa'dábad pargana.* He
stands under the conventional canopy of serpents’ heads, with a garland of
wild-flowers (ban-mála) thrown across his body; his right hand is raised above
his head in wild gesticulation and in his left hand he holds a cup very similar
to the one shown in the Páli-kherá sculpture. His head-dress closely resem-
bles Krishna’s distinctive ornament, the mukut; but it may be only the spiral
coil of hair observable in the Sanchi and Amaravati sculptures. In any case,
the inference must not be pressed too far; for, first, the hooded snake is as con-
stant an accompaniment of Sákya Muni as of Balarāma; and secondly, a third
sculpture of an equally Bacchanalian character is unmistakeably Buddhist.
This is a rudely executed figure of a fat little fellow, who has both his hands
raised above his hand, and holds in one a cup, in the other a bunch of grapes.
The head with its close curling hair leaves no doubt that Buddha is the person
intended; though possibly in the days of his youth, when “he dwelt still in his
palace and indulged himself in all carnal pleasures.” Or it might be a cari-
cature of Buddhism as regarded from the point of view of a Bráhmanical
ascetic.

*At Kukargama is an ancient shrine of Kukar Devi, where a mejá is held on the festival
of the Phul-dol. Chaiti lasii 7. Though in a dilapidated condition, the building is quite a modern
one, a small dome supported on plain brick arches; but on the floor, which is raised several feet
above the level of the ground, is a plinth, 4 feet 8 inches square, formed of massive blocks of a
hard and closely grained grey stone. The mouldings are bold and simple like what may be seen
in the oldest Kashmir temples. One side of the plinth is imperfect and the stone has also been
removed from the centre, leaving a circular hollow, which the villagers think was a well. But
more probably the shrine was originally one of Mahádeva, and this was the bed in which a
round lingam had been set. In a corner of the building were two mutilated sculptures of similar
design, and it was the more perfect of these two that I removed to Mathurā. A sketch of it
may be seen in Volume XLIV. of the Journal of the Calcutta Asiatic Society’s Journal for 1875.
A few paces from the shrine is a small brick platform, level with the ground, which is said
to cover the grave of the dog (Kukara) from whom the village is supposed to derive its name;
and persons bitten by a dog are brought here to be cured. The adjoining pond called Kárha (for
Kukara-áty) is said to have been constructed by a Banjára. Very large bricks are occasionally
dug up out of it, as also from the village Khera; one measured 1 foot 5 inches in length by 10
inches in breadth and 3 in thickness, another 1 foot 7 inches x 9 inches x 2½ inches. It is of
interest to observe that on the west coast of the Gulf of Cambay, 20 miles south of Bhaunagar,
is another place now called Kukar, the ancient name of which, as appears from an inscription
found there, was Kukatas; but the derivation is uncertain. The old Ját zamindárs are Gahors,
or Sisodiya, Thákurs from Sabpau.

43
However, Buddhism itself, though originally a system of abstractions and negations, was not long before it assumed a concrete development. In one of its schools, which from the indecency of many of the figures that have been discovered would seem to have been very popular at Mathurā, debauchery of the most degrading description was positively inculcated as the surest means for attaining perfection. The authority for these abominable doctrines, which, in the absence of literary proof might have been considered an impossible outcome of such teaching as that of Sākya Muni, is a Sanskrit composition called Tathāgata Guhyaka, or Guhyamārga, 'the collection of secrets,' of which the first published notice is that given by Dr. Rajendra Lāla Mittra in the introduction to his edition of the Lalita Vistāra. He describes it as having all the characteristics of the worst specimens of the Hindu Tantras. The professed object, in either case, is devotion of the highest kind—absolute and unconditional—at the sacrifice of all worldly attachments, wishes, and aspirations; but in working it out theories are indulged in and practices enjoined, which are at once the most revolting and horrible that human depravity could imagine. A shroud of mystery alone seems to prevent their true character from being seen; but divested of it, works of this description would deserve to be burnt by the common hangman. Looking at them philosophically, the great wonder is that a system of religion, so pure and so lofty in its aspirations as Buddhism, could be made to ally itself with such pestilent dogmas and practices. Perfection is described as attainable not by austerity, privations and painful rigorous observances, but by the enjoyment of all the pleasures of the world, some of which are described with a minuteness of detail which is simply revolting. The figures of nude dancing-girls in lascivious attitudes with other obscene representations, that occur on many of the Buddhist pillars in the museum, are clear indications of the popularity which this corrupt system had acquired in the neighbourhood. The two figures of female monsters, each with a child in its lap, which it is preparing to tear in pieces and devour, are in all probability to be referred to the same school: though they appear also in the Hindu Tantras and under the same name, that of Dākini. In the oldest sculptures the figures are all decently draped, and it has been the custom to regard them only as Buddhist, and all the nude or otherwise objectionable representations as Jaini. But this is an error arising out of the popular Hindu prejudice against what they call in reproach 'the worship of the naked gods.' The out cry is simply an interested one and has no foundation in fact: for though many Hindu temples, especially in Bengal, are disfigured by horrible obscenities,
I know of no Jaini temple in which there is anything to shock the most sensitive delicacy; while the length to which some of the recognized followers of Buddha could go in the deification of vast has been sufficiently shown by Dr. Mitra's description of the Guhuya samajha. And this, it should be added, though hitherto almost unknown to European students, is no obscure treatise, but is one of the nine most important works to which divine worship is constantly offered by the Buddhists of Nepal.

Of the different styles of architecture that have prevailed in the district, the memory of the earliest, the Indo-Greek, is preserved by a single small fragment found in the Ambarisha hill, where a niche is supported by columns with Ionic capitals. Of the succeeding style, the Indo-Scythian, there are a few actual architectural remains and a considerable number of sculptured representations. No complete column has been recovered; but the plain square bases, cut into four steps, found at the Chauwāra mounds, belong to this period, as also the bell-shaped capital, surmounted by an inscribed abacus with an elephant standing upon it, brought from a garden near the Kankāli tīla. It is dated the year 39, in the reign of Huvishka. In the sculptures, where an arcade is shown, the abacus usually supports a pair of winged lions, crouching back to back; but in a fragment from the Kankāli tīla, where the column is meant for an isolated one, it bears an elephant. In this last example the shaft appears to be round, but it is more commonly shown as octagonal. The round bases, of which such a large number were unearthed from the Jamālpur mounds, many of them inscribed with the names of the donors, would seem to have been used for the support of statues. The name by which they are designated in the inscriptions is Kumbhaka. The miniature pediments, carved as a diaper or wall decoration, show that the temple fronts presented the same appearance as in the Nāsik caves. This was peculiarly the Buddhist style and died with the religion to whose service it had been dedicated. After it came the mediæval Brāhmanic style, which was prevalent all over Upper India in the time of Prithi Rāj and the Muhammandan conquest. In this the bell-shaped capital appears as a vase with masses of dependent foliage at its four corners. These have not only a very graceful effect, but are also of much constructional significance, since they counteract the weakness which would otherwise have resulted from the attenuation of the vase at its base and neck. The shaft itself frequently springs from a similar vase set upon a moulded base. In early examples, as in a pair of columns from the Kankāli tīla and a fragment from Shergarh, the shaft has a central band of drooping lily-like flowers, with festoons dependent from them. Later on, instead of the band
a grotesque face is introduced, with the moustaches prolonged into fanciful arabesque continuations, and strings of pearls substituted for the festoons, or a knotted scarf is grasped in the teeth and hangs half down to the base with a bell attached to its end. Occasionally the entire shaft or some one of its faces is enriched with bands of foliage. Probably for the sake of securing greater height, a second capital was added at the top, either in plain cushion shape, or carved into the semblance of two squat monsters supporting the architrave on their head and upraised hands. For still loftier buildings it was the practice to set two columns of similar character one on the other, crowning the uppermost with the detached capital as above described; and afterwards it became the fashion to make even short columns with a notch in the middle, so as to give them the appearance of being in two pieces. Examples of this peculiarity may be seen in the Chhatthi Pālāna at Mahā-ban and the Dargāh at Noh-jhil. The custom, which prevailed to a very late period, of varying the shape of a shaft by making it square at bottom, then an octagon, and then polygonal, is probably of different origin and was only a device for securing an appearance of lightness.

From about the year 1200 A.D. the architectural history of Mathurā is an absolute blank till the middle of the 16th century, when, under the beneficent sway of the Emperor Akbar, the eclectic style, so characteristic of his own religious views, produced the magnificent series of temples, which even in their ruin are still to be admired at Brindā-ban. The temple of Rādhā Ballabh, in that town, built in the next reign, that of Jahāngir, is the last example of the style. Its characteristic note can scarcely be defined as the fusion, but rather as the parallel exhibition of the Hindu and Muhammadan method. Thus in a façade one story, or one compartment, shows a succession of multifoil saracenick arches, while above and below, or on either side, every opening is square-headed with the architrave supported on projecting brackets. The one is purely Muhammadan, the other is as distinctly Hindu; yet, without any attempt made to disguise the fact beyond the judicious avoidance of all exaggerated peculiarities in either style, the juxta position of the two causes no sentiment of incongruity. If in any art it were possible to revive the dead, or if it were in human nature ever to return absolutely upon the past, this style would seem to be the one for our architects to copy. But simple retrogression is impossible. Every period has an environment of its own, which, however studiously ignored in artificial imitations, must have its effect in any spontaneous development of the artistic faculty. The principle, however, is as applicable as ever, though it will deal with altered materials and be manifested in novel phenomena. Indian architecture, as
now in vogue at Mathurá, is the result of Muhammadan influences working upon a Hindu basis. The extraordinary power that resulted from the first introduction of the new element is all but exhausted; the system requires once more to be invigorated from without. A single touch of genius might restore it to more than all its pristine activity by wedding it to the European Gothic, to which it has a strong natural affinity. The product would be a style that would satisfy all the practical requirements of modern civilization, and at the same time display the union of oriental and western idea, in a concrete form, which both nationalities could appreciate. The combination of dome and spire, the dream of our last great Gothic architect, but which he died without accomplishing, would follow spontaneously; and Anglo-Indian architecture, no longer a byeword for Philistinism and vulgarity, might spread through the length and breadth of the empire with as much success as Indo-Greek art in the days of Alexander, or Hindu-Saracenic art in the reign of Akbar.

The eclecticism of the last-named period, which has suggested the above remarks, was followed by the Ját style, of which the best examples are the tombs and palaces erected by Súraj Mall, the founder of the Bharatpur dynasty, and his immediate successors. In these the arch is thoroughly naturalised; the details are also in the main dictated by Muhammadan precedent, but they are carried out with much of the old Hindu solidity and exuberance of fanciful decoration. The arcade of the Ganga Mohan Kunj at Brindá-ban is a very fine specimen of this style at its best. In later buildings, as in those on the bank of the Manasi Ganga at Gobardhan, the mouldings are shallower and the wall-ornamentation consists of nothing but an endless succession of niches and vases repeated with wearisome uniformity. The Bangala, or oblong alcove, with a vaulted roof of curvilinear outline, is always a prominent feature in this style and is introduced into some part of every façade. From the name it may be inferred that it was borrowed from Bengal and was probably intended as a copy of the ordinary cottage roof made of bent tamarind. It does not appear in Upper India till the reign of Aurangzеб; the earliest example in Mathurá being the alcoves of the mosque built by Abd-un-Nabi in 1661 A.D.

The style in vogue at the present day is the legitimate descendant of the above, and differs from it in precisely the same way as Perpendicular differs from Decorated Gothic. It has greater lightness, but less freedom: more elaboration in details, but less vigour in conception. The panelling of the walls and piers is often filled in with extremely delicate arabesques of intricate design.
but the effect is scarcely in proportion to the labour expended upon them; for the work is too slightly raised and too minute to catch the eye at any distance. Thus, the first impression is one of flatness and a want of accentuation; artistic defects for which no refinement of detail can adequately compensate. The pierced tracery, however, of the screens and balconies is as good in character as in execution. The geometrical patterns are old traditions and can be classified under a few well-defined heads, but they admit of almost infinite modifications under skilful treatment. They are cut with great mathematical nicety, the pattern being drawn on both sides of the slab, which is half chiselled through from one side and then turned over and completed from the other. The temples that line both sides of the High Street in the city, the monument to Seth Mani Bám in the Jamuná bágh and the porch of the museum itself are fine specimens of the style, and are conclusive proofs that, in Mathurá at all events, architecture is, to this day, no mere galvanized revival of the past, but is still a living and progressive art. If a model of some one of the best and most typical buildings in each of the late styles were added to the museum collection of antiquities, as was my intention, the series would give a complete view of the architectural history of the district, from which a student would be able to gather much instruction. A specimen of modern official architecture (?), as conceived by our Engineers in the Public Works Department, should further be placed in juxtaposition with them, as a model also, but a model of everything to be avoided.

Immediatly opposite the museum is the Public Garden, in which the museum itself ought to have been placed. It contains a considerable variety of choice trees and shrubs, but unfortunately it has not been laid out with much taste, and its area is too large to be kept in good order out of the funds that are allowed for its maintenance. It was extended a few years ago, so as to include the site of a large mound and tank. The former was levelled and the latter filled up. During the progress of the work a number of copper coins were discovered, which may very possibly have been of the same date as the adjoining Buddhist monastery; but being of no intrinsic value, there was no one on the spot who cared to preserve them. A little further on is the Jail, constructed on the approved radiating principle, and sufficiently strong under ordinary circumstances to ensure the safe-guard of native prisoners, though an European would probably find its walls not very difficult either to scale or break through. This exhausts the list of public institutions and objects of interest; whence it may be rightly inferred that the English quarter of Mathurá is as dull and common-place as most other Indian stations. Still, in the rains it has a
pleasant park-like appearance, with its wide expanse of green sward, reserved for military uses from the encroachments of the plough; its well-kept roads with substantial bridges to span the frequent ravines; and the long avenues of trees that half conceal the thatched and verandahed bungalows that lie behind, each in its own enclosure of garden and pasture land; while in the distant back-ground an occasional glimpse is caught of the broad stream of the Jamuna.

NOTES ON CHAPTER VII.

I.—LIST OF GOVERNORS OF MATHURA IN THE 17TH CENTURY.

1629. Mirza Isa Tarkhán; who gave his name to the suburb of Isapur (now more commonly called Hans-ganj), on the opposite bank of the river.

1636. Murshid Kuli Khan, promoted, at the time of his appointment, to be commander of 2,000 horse, as an incentive to be zealous in stamping out idolatry and rebellion. From him the suburb of Murshid-pur derives its name.

1639. Allah Virdi Khan. After holding office for three years, some disloyal expressions to which he had given utterance were reported to the emperor, who thereupon confiscated his estates and removed him to Delhi.

1642. Azam Khan Mir Muhammad Bákir, also called Irádat Khan. He is commemorated by the Azam-abad Sarás, which he founded (see page 31), and by the two villages of Azam-abad and Bákir-pur. He came of a noble family seated at Sáwa in Persia, and having attached himself to the service of Asaf Khan Mirza Jafar, the distinguished poet and courtier, soon after became his son-in-law and was introduced to the notice of the Emperor Jahángír. He thus gained his first appointment under the Crown; but his subsequent promotion was due to the influence of Yámín-ud-daula, Asaf Khan IV., the father of Mumtáz Mahall, the favourite wife of Sháhjáhán. On the accession of that monarch he was appointed commander of 5,000, and served with distinction in the Dakhin in the war against the rebel Khán Jahán Lodi and in the operations against the Nizám Sháhí’s troops. In the fifth year of the reign, he was made Governor of Bengal in succession to Kásim Khán Juwainí. Three years later he was transferred to Allahabad, but did not remain there long, being moved in the very next year to Gujarát, as Subadar. In the twelfth year of Sháhjáhán his daughter was married to prince Shuja, who had by her a son named Zain-ull-abidin. From 1642 to 1645 he was Governor of Mathurá, but
in the latter year, as he did not act with sufficient vigour against the Hindu malcontents, his advanced age was made the pretext for transferring him to Bihar. Three years later he received orders for Kashmir; but as he objected to the cold climate of that country he was allowed to exchange it for Jaun-pur, where he died in 1648, at the age of 76. He is described in the Naasir-ul-Umará as a man of most estimable character, but very harsh in his mode of collecting the State revenue. Azamgarh, the capital of the district of that name in the Banáras Division, was also founded by him.

1645. Makramat Khán, formerly Governor of Delhi.


1659. Kásim Khán, transferred from Murádábád, but murdered on his way down.

1660. Abd-un-Nabi, founder of the Jama Masjid (see page 150).

1668. Saff-Shikan Khán. Fails in quelling the rebellion.

1669. Hasan Ali Khán. During his incumbency the great temple of Kesava Deva was destroyed.

1676. Sultan Kuli Khán.

II.—Names of the City Quarters, or Mahallas.

1 Mandavi Ráni.
2 Bairág-pura.
3 Khirki Bisáti.
4 Naya-bás.
5 Arjun-pura.
6 Tek-narnaul.
7 Gali Seru Kasera.
8 Gali Bvaliyá.
9 Gali Bám-pál.
10 Tek Baná Kháti.
11 Gali Mathurá Me-gha.
12 Bázár Chauk.
13 Gali Bhairon.
14 Gali Thatherá.
15 Láí Darwázá.
16 Gali Lohiya.
17 Gali Nanda.
18 Teli-párá.
19 Tila Chaube.
20 Brindában Darwázá.
21 Gher Gobindí.
22 Gali Gopá Sháh.
23 Shah-ganj Darwázá.
24 Halán-ganj.
25 Chakra Tirath.
26 Krishan Gangá.
27 Go-ghát.
28 Káns ká kilá.
29 Hanumán tils.
30 Zer masjid.
31 Kushk.
32 Sámi Ghát.
33 Makhdúm Sháh.
34 Asi-kunda Ghát.
35 Vísránt Ghát.
36 Káns-kháir.
37 Gali Dásávatár.
38 Gor-párá.
39 Gosáín Ghát.
40 Kil-math.
41 Syám Ghát.
42 Jám Ghát.
43 Ránjí-dwára.
44 Bihári-pura.
45 Ballabh Ghát.
46 Márú Gáli.
47 Bengáli Ghát.
48 Kálá Maláh.
49 Chúna kankár.
50 Chamarhána.
51 Gopál-pura.
52 Saráí Rájá Bhádaurá.
53 Sengal-pur.
54 Chhónká-pára.
55 Mir-ganj.
56 Holi Darwázá.
57 Sítála Gáli.
58 Kampú Ghát.
II.—Names of the City Quarters or Mahallas—(concluded).  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Mahalla</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Year of Construction</th>
<th>Builder</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Dharmsálá</td>
<td>Principal Building</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Bham Bhatia</td>
<td>₹65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Dhruva Gháti</td>
<td>Principal Building</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>Sudhakar Bhatia</td>
<td>₹40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Dhrava Ghat.</td>
<td>Principal Building</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Nakhoda Bhatia</td>
<td>₹25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Bal tilla</td>
<td>Principal Building</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Lakh Bhatia</td>
<td>₹10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Bárá Jay Rám Dás</td>
<td>Principal Building</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Taktá Bhatia</td>
<td>₹13,731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III.—Principal Buildings in the City of Mathurá.

1. Hardinge Arch, or Holi Darwázá, forming the Agra gate of the city, erected by the municipality at a cost of Rs. 13,731.


3. Temple of Bijay Gobind, in the Satghara Mahalla, built in 1867 by Rijay Rám, Bohra, of Dattia, at a cost of Rs. 65,000.

4. Temple of Bala Deva, in the Khans-khár Bazar, built in 1865 by Kusháli Rám, Bohra, of Sher-garh, at a cost of Rs. 25,000.

5. Temple of Bhairav Náth, in the Lohár’s quarter, built by Bishan Lal, Khattri, at a cost of Rs. 10,000. It is better known by the name of Sarvar Sultán, as it contains a chapel dedicated in honor of that famous Muhammadan saint, regarding whom it may be of interest to subjoin a few particulars. The parent shrine, situated in desert country at the mouth of a pass leading into Kandahár, is served by a company of some 1,650 priests besides women and children; who, with the exception of a small grant from Government yielding an annual income of only Rs. 350, are entirely dependent for subsistence on the charity of pilgrims. The shrine is equally reverenced by Hindus, Sikhs, and Muhammadans, and it is said to be visited in the course of a year by as many...
as 200,000 people of all castes and denominations, who come chiefly from the Panjáb and Sindh. The saint in his lifetime was so eminent for his universal benevolence and liberality (whence his title of sahí) that he is believed still to retain after death the power and will to grant every petition that is presented to him. At the large fair held in February, March and April, the shrine is crowded with applicants, many of whom beg for aid in money. As the shrine is poor and supported by charity, this cannot be given on the spot; but the petitioner is told to name some liberal-minded person, upon whom an order is then written and sealed with the great seal of the temple and handed to the applicant. When presented by him to the person, on whom it was drawn, it is not unfrequently honoured. Such a parwána, drawn on one Muhammad Khán Afghán, was found on the fakír Nawáb Sháh, who in 1871 made a murderous attack on the Secretary of the Lahor Municipality. A report on the peculiar circumstances of the case was submitted to Government, and it is from it that the above sketch has been extracted in explanation of the singular fact that a Muhammadan saint has been enthroned as a deity in a Hindu temple in the most exclusive of all Hindu cities.

6. Temple of Gata-sram, near the Visránt Ghát, built by Prán-náth Sástri, at a cost of Rs. 25,000, about the year 1800.

7. Temple of Dwárákádhaí, commonly called the Seth’s temple, in the Asikunda Bázár, built by Párikh Ji, in 1815, at a cost of Rs. 20,000.

8. House of the Bharat-pur Báljas, with gateway added by the late Bálja Balavant Sinh.

9. House of Seth Lakhmi Chand, built in 1845 at a cost of Rs. 1,00,000.

10. Temple of Madan Mohan, by the Sámi Ghát, built by Seth Anánt Rám of Chúri by Ram-gárh, in 1859, at a cost of Rs. 20,000.


12. Temple of Bihári Ji, built by Chhakki Lál and Kanhaiya Lál, bankers of Mhow near Nímach, in 1850, at a cost of Rs. 25,000, by the Sámi Ghát: has a handsome court-yard as well as external façade.

13. Temple of Gobind Deva, near the Nakárcí tía, built by Gaur Sahay Mall and Ghan-Syám Dés, his son, Seths of Chúri, in 1848, with their residences and that of Ghan-Syám’s uncle, Rámchandra, adjoining.

14. Temple of Gopi-náth, by the Sámi Ghát, built by Gúráj and Jagannath, Seths of Chúri, in 1866, at a cost of Rs. 30,000.
15. Temple of Baladeva, near the Hardinge Arch, built by Balá, Ahír, a servant of Seth Lakhmi Chand, as a dwelling-house, about the year 1820, at a cost of Rs. 50,000, and sold to Ráé Bái, a baniya's wife, who converted it into a temple.

16. Temple of Mohan Jinn the Satghara Mahalla, built about 70 years ago by Kripá Rám, Bohra; more commonly known as Daukala Kunj, after the Chaube who was the founder's purohit.

17. Temple of Madan Mohan, in the Asikunda Mahalla, built by Dhanráj, Bohra, of Aligarh.


19. Temple of Dirgha Vishnu, by the street leading to the Bharat-pur gate, built by Rájá Patni Mall of Banárás.

20. The Sati Burj, or 'faithful widow's tower,' built by Rájá Bhagaván Dás in 1570.


22. The mosque of Aurangzeb, built 1669, on the site of the temple of Kesava Deva.

IV.—CALENDAR OF FESTIVALS OBSERVED IN THE CITY OF MATHURA.

Chait Sudi (April 1-15).

1. Chait Sudi 8.—Durgá Ashtami. Held at the temple of Mahávidya Devi.

2. Chait Sudi 9.—Rám Navami. Held at the Rám Jí Dwára.

Baisákh (April—May).


4. Baisákh full moon.—Perambulation of Mathurá, called Ban-bihár, starting from the Visránt Ghát; the only one made in the night.

5. Jeth Sudi 10.—The Jeth Dasahara. In the middle of the day, bathing at the Dasavamedh Ghát; in the evening kite-flying from the Gokarnes-var hill.

6. Jeth full moon.—Jal-játra. All the principal people bring the water for the ablution of the god into the temples on their own shoulders in little silver urns.
7. **Asārh Sudi 2.**—Rath-jātra.

8. **Asārh Sudi 11.**—Principal perambulation of Mathurā and Brindā-ban before the god takes his four months’ sleep; called *jugal jori ki parikrama.* The people start early in the morning either from the Visrānt, or some other Ghāṭ nearer their home, and after passing by the Sarasvati kund continue their way for about a mile along the Delhi road. The majority then make a straight cut across to Brindā-ban, while the others go on first to the Garur Gobind shrine at Chhatikra. This is the longest perambulation made and is said to be of 20 kos. All return to Mathurā the same day; any one who fails to do so being thought to lose the whole benefit of his pilgrimage.

9. **Asārh full moon.**—Byās-pūno. In the morning the Guru is formally revered; in the evening there are wrestling matches, and the Pandits assemble on the hills or house-tops for the ‘pavan pariksha,’ or watching of the wind; from which they predict when the rains will commence and what sort of a season there will be. When the wind is from the north, as it was in 1879, it is thought to be a good sign; and certainly the rain that year was superabundant.

**Srāvan (July—August).**

10. **Srāvan Sudi 3.**—Commonly called *Tij ka mela.* Wrestling matches near the temple of Bhūtesvar Mahādeva.

11. **Srāvan Sudi 5.**—The Punčh Tirath mela begins. A pilgrimage starts from the Visrānt Ghāṭ for Madhu-ban; proceeds on the next day to Santanu kund at Satoha and the Gyān-bauli near the Katra; on the third day to Gokarnesvar; on the fourth to the shrine of Garur Gobind at Chhatikra* and on the fifth to the Brahmad kund at Brindā-ban.

12. **Srāvan Sudi 11.**—Perambulation of Mathurā and Pavitra-dhāran, or offering of Brāhmanical threads to the Thākur.

13. **Srāvan full moon.**—The Saluno or Raksha-bandhan. Wrestling matches in different orchards near the temple of Bhūtesvar.

**Bhādon (August—September).**


---

*Chhatikra, on the Delhi road, was founded by Manu, Jama, and Bor, three Kachwāhās, who are said to have come from Hāl fourteen generations, i.e., about 300 years ago. Their
15. *Bhádon Sudi* 11.—A special pilgrimage to Madhu-ban, Tál-ban, and Kumud-ban. The general Ban-játra also commences and lasts for 15 days.

16. *Bhádon Sudi* 14.—The Anant Chaudas. The Patráki, or swimming festival, is held every Thursday in Srávan and Bhádon, but the principal day is the last Thursday before the Anant Chaudas, when there is a very great concourse of people, occupying the walls of the old fort and all the river-side gháts. There is no racing; but the swimmers, almost all of whom have with them large hollow gourds, or inflated skins for occasional support, perform a variety of strange antics in the water; while some are mounted upon grotesque structures in the shape of horses, or peacocks, or different kinds of carriages. The scene, which is an amusing one, is best witnessed from a barge towed up the stream to the highest ghát near Jaysinghpura, where the swimmers start, and allowed to drop down with the current to the pontoon bridge. About sunset there is a rude display of fireworks accompanied with much smoke and noise; but the swimmers remain in the water some two or three hours longer, when the proceedings terminate with music and dancing in the streets of the city.

*Kuḍár (September—October).*

17. *Kuḍár Badi* 8.—Perambulation of the city followed by five days’ festivities, during which it is customary to make a great number of little pewter descendants now retain only 1½ biwas, the rest having been sold to the mahant of the temple of Śyām Sundar at Brindá-ban, who is also muálidár. They say that the name of the place, when their ancestors first occupied it, was the same as now, and that it refers to the six (chha) sakhs, or companions of Rádhá, whose gupt bhavan, or unseen abode, is one of the sites visited by pilgrims. Another local explanation of the name is that it refers to the six villages, each of which had to cede part of its land to form the Kachhwáhi’s new settlement. There is a rakhya, wherein the trees are chiefly kadamba of small growth, though old, mixed with dhák, nim, karīl, and hina, and in it is a highly venerated shrine, dedicated to Garúr Gobind. The present building, which is small and perfectly plain, enshrines a black stone image of the god Gobind mounted on Garúr. Close by is a cave with a longish flight of winding steps simply dug in the soil, but no one can penetrate to the end on account of the fleas with which the place swarms. On Sávan Sudi 8, during the paunch tirath ka melá, the temple is visited by the largest number of pilgrims. There is a second fair on the day after the Holi, and a third on the full moon of Jeth. The revenue of the village all goes to the temple of Śyām Sundar at Brindá-ban. The local shrine has nág endowment. In a field immediately adjoining the homestead are some fragments of Buddhist relics. These were probably brought from the Gobind-kund, about a mile away, where some ancient building must once have stood. For digging the foundations of the small masonry ghát there, 20 years or so ago, it is said that some large sculptures were discovered; but as they were mutilated, no one took the trouble to remove them. I told Kúrha—the Pujári—to let me know when the tank was dry enough to allow of excavations being made, but I left the district before any such opportunity occurred.
figures called sānjhi, representing Krishna and the Gopīs, in whose honour also there are performances, all through the night, of the Rās dance.

18. Kuvār Sudi 8.—Meghnād Līla, or representation of the death of Rāvan’s son Meghnād. This is the first of the three great days of the Rām Līla, which is held on the open plain near the temple of Mahāvidyā. The entire series of performances, which commences from the new moon, includes most of the leading events in the Rāmāyana, such as the tournament, the defeat of Tārakā, the departure into exile, Bharat’s expedition to Chitra-kūt, the mutilation of Surpa-nakhā, the rape of Sita, the meeting with Sugriv, and the building of the bridge. A separate day is assigned to each incident, but the first six or seven acts of the drama are not invariably the same, and it is only on the 8th, 9th, and 10th days that many people assemble to see the show.

19. Kuvār Sudi 9.—Kumbhakaran Līla, with representation of the death of Rāvan’s brother, Kumbhakaran.

20. Kuvār Sudi 10.—Last day of the Dasahara, with representation of Rāma’s final victory over Rāvan. Though this fête attracts a large concourse of people, the show is a very poor one and the display of fireworks much inferior to what may be seen in many second-rate Hindu cities.

21. Kuvār Sudi 11.—Bharat Milāp. A platform is erected in the street under the Jama Masjid, on which is enacted a representation of the meeting at Ajudhyā between Prince Bharat and Rāma, Sitā and Lakshman, on their return from their wanderings. For the whole distance from that central spot to the Holi Gate not only the thoroughfare itself, but all the balconies and tops of the houses are crowded with people in gay holiday attire; and as the fronts of all the principal buildings are also draped with party-coloured hangings, and the shops dressed up to look their best, the result is a very picturesque spectacle, which is more pleasing to the European eye than any other feast in the Hindu calendar; the throng, however, is so dense that it is rather a hazardous matter to drive a carriage through it.

22. Kuvār full moon—Sarad-pūno. Throughout the night visits are paid to the different temples.

Bārtik (October—November).


24. Kārtik Sudi 1.—Anna-kut. The same observances as at Gobardhan, but on a smaller scale.
25. **Kártik Sudi**.—Dhobi-maran Líla. Held near the Brindá-ban gate to commemorate Krishna's spoliation of Kansa's washerman.

26. **Kártik Sudi** 8.—Gocháran, or pasturing the cattle. Held in the evening at the Gopál Bágh on the Agra Road.

27. **Kártik Sudi** 9.—Akhay-Navami. The second great perambulation of the city, beginning immediately after midnight.

28. **Kártik Sudi** 10.—Kans badh ka mela, at the Rangesvar Mahádeva. Towards evening, a large wicker figure of Kans is brought out on to the road, when two boys, dressed to represent Krishna and Baladeva, and mounted either on horses or an elephant, give the signal, with the staves all wreathed with flowers that they have in their hands, for an assault upon the monster. In a few minutes it is torn to shreds and tatters by the Chaubes and a procession is then made to the Vísránt Ghát.

22. **Kártik Sudi** 11.—Deotthán. The awakening of the god from his four months' slumber. A similar perambulation as on Asárh Sudi 11.

30. **Magh Sudi** 5.—Basant Panchami. The return of spring; corresponding to the English May-day.

**Mágh** (January—February).

31. **Phálgun** (February—March).

32. **Chait badi** (March 15—30).

33. **Chait Badi** 1.—Gathering at the temple of Kesava Deva.

33. **Chait Badi** 5.—Pháł-dol. Processions with flowers and music and dancing.
CHAPTER VIII

BRINDÁ-BAN AND THE VAISHNAVA REFORMERS.

Some six miles above Mathurá is a point where the right bank of the Jamuná assumes the appearance of a peninsula, owing to the eccentricity of the stream, which first makes an abrupt turn to the north and then as sudden a return upon its accustomed southern course. Here, washed on three of its sides by the sacred flood, stands the town of Brindá-ban, at the present day a rich and prosperous municipality, and for several centuries past one of the most holy places of the Hindus. A little higher up the stream a similar promontory occurs, and in both cases the curious formation is traditionally ascribed to the resentment of Baladeva. He, it is said, forgetful one day of his habitual reserve, and emulous of his younger brother’s popular graces, led out the Gopis for a dance upon the sands. But he performed his part so badly, that the Jamuná could not forbear from taunting him with his failure and recommending him never again to exhibit so clumsy an imitation of Krishna’s agile movements. The stalwart god was much vexed at this criticism and, taking up the heavy plough which he had but that moment laid aside, he drew with it so deep a furrow from the shore that the unfortunate river, perforce, fell into it, was drawn helplessly away and has never since been able to recover its original channel.

Such is the local rendering of the legend; but in the Purānas and other early Sanskrit authorities the story is differently told, in this wise; that as Balaráma was roaming through the woods of Brindá-ban, he found concealed in the cleft of a kadamb tree some spirituous liquor, which he at once consumed with his usual avidity. Heated by intoxication he longed, above all things, for a bath in the river, and seeing the Jamuná at some little distance, he shouted for it to come near. The stream, however, remained deaf to his summons; whereupon the infuriated god took up his ploughshare and breaking down the bank drew the water into a new channel and forced it to follow wherever he led. In the Bhágavata it is added that the Jamuná is still to be seen following the course along which she was thus dragged. Professor Wilson, in his edition of the Vishnu Purána, says, “The legend probably alludes to the construction of canals from the Jamuná for the purpose of irrigation; and the works of the Muhammadans in this way, which are well known, were no doubt proceeded by similar canals dug by the order of Hindu princes.” Upon this
suggestion it may be remarked, first, that in Upper India, with the sole exception of the canal constructed by Firoz Sháh (1351-1388 A.D.) for the supply of the city of Hisárá, no irrigation works of any extent are known ever to have been executed either by Hindus or Muhammadans: certainly there are no traces of any such operations in the neighbourhood of Brindá-ban; and secondly, both legends represent the Jamuná itself as diverted from its straight course into a single winding channel, not as divided into a multiplicity of streams. Hence it may more reasonably be inferred that the still existing involution of the river is the sole foundation for the myth.

The high road from Mathurá to Brindá-ban passes through two villages, Jay-sinh-pur and Ahalya-ganj, and about half way crosses a deep ravine by a bridge that bears the following inscription:—Sri. Pul banwódá Maháráj Des mukh Balá-bai Sáhib beti Maháráj Mádáho Ji Saindhíya Bahádur Ki ne marjat Khazánchí Múnik Chand ki, Jisukh kárkun, gumáshta Mahtáb Rás ne sambat 1890, mahina asdr bádi 10 gurudásare. Close by is a masonry tank, quite recently completed, which also has a commemorative inscription as follows: Táláb banwódá Lídá Kishan Líd beta Fakir Chand Sahukár, ját Dhúsar, Rahnewala Dillí ke ne, sambat 1929 mutábik san 1872 Ivi. That the bridge should have been built by a daughter of the Mahárája of Gwáliar and the tank constructed by a banker of Delhi, both strangers to the locality, is an example of the benefits which the district enjoys from its reputation for sanctity. As the road between the two towns is always thronged with pilgrims, the number of these costly votive offerings is sure to be largely increased in course of time; but at present the country on either side has rather a waste and desolate appearance, with fewer gardens and houses than would be expected on a thoroughfare connecting two places of such popular resort. An explanation is afforded by the fact that the present road is of quite recent construction. Its predecessor kept much closer to the Jamuná, lying just along the khádár lands—which in the rains form part of the river bed—and then among the ravines, where it was periodically destroyed by the rush of water from the land. This is now almost entirely disused; but for the first two miles out of Brindában its course is marked by lines of trees and several works of considerable magnitude. The first is a large garden more than 40 bighás in extent, surrounded by a masonry wall and supplied with water from a distance by long aqueducts. In its centre is a stone temple of some size, and among the trees, with which the grounds are ever-

* By some extraordinary misconception Dr. Hunter in his Imperial Gazetteer speaks of this garden aqueduct as if it were an elaborate system of works for supplying the whole town with drinking-water.
ETYMOLOGY OF BHAT-ROND AND BRINDÁ-BAN.

crowded, some venerable specimens of the kharī form an imposing avenue. The garden bears the name of Kushāl, a wealthy Seth from Gujarāt, at whose expense it was constructed, and who also founded one of the largest temples in the city of Mathurā. A little beyond, on the opposite side of the way, in a piece of waste ground, which was once an orchard, is a large and handsome bduli of red sand-stone, with a flight of 57 steps leading down to the level of the water. This was the gift of Ahalya Bāi, the celebrated Mahratta Queen of Indor, who died in 1795. It is still in perfect preservation, but quite unused. Further on, in the hamlet of Akrūr, on the verge of a cliff overlooking a wide expanse of alluvial land, is the temple of Bhat-rond, a solitary tower containing an image of Bihārī Ji. In front of it is a forlorn little court-yard with walls and entrance gateway all crumbling into ruin. Opposite is a large garden of the Seth's, and on the roadway that runs between, a fair, called the Bhat-mela, is held on the full moon of Kārtik; when sweetmeats are scrambled among the crowd by the visitors of higher rank, seated on the top of the gate. The word Bhat-rond is always popularly connected with the incident in Krishna's life which the mela commemorates—how that he and his brother Balarám one day, having forgotten to supply themselves with provisions before leaving home, had to borrow a meal of rice (bhdṛt) from some Brāhmans' wives—but the true etymology (though an orthodox Hindu would regard the suggestion as heretical) refers, like most of the local names in the neighbourhood, merely to physical phenomena, and Bhat-rond may be translated 'tide-wall,' or 'breakwater.'

Similarly, the word Brindá-ban is derived from an obvious physical feature, and when first attached to the spot signified no more than the 'tulsi grove;' brindā and tulei being synonymous terms, used indifferently to denote the sacred aromatic herb known to botanists as Ocimum sanctum. But this explanation is far too simple to find favour with the more modern and extravagant school of Vaishnava sectaries; and in the Brahma Vaivarta Purāṇa, a mythical personage has been invented bearing the name of Vrindā. According to that spurious composition (Brah. Vai, v. iv. 2) the deified Rādhai, though inhabiting the Paradise of Goloka, was not exempt from human passions, and in a fit of jealousy condemned a Gopa by name Sridāma to descend upon earth in the form of the demon Sankhāchura. He, in retaliation, sentenced her to become a nymph of Brindá-ban and there accordingly she was born, being, as was supposed, the daughter of Kedāra; but in reality the divine mistress of Krishna: and it was simply his love for her which induced the god to leave his solitary throne in heaven and become incarnate. Hence in the following list of Rādhai's
titles, as given by the same authority (Brah. Vai., v. iv. 17), there are three which refer to her predilection for Brinda-ban:—

Rádhá, Rásavári, Rásavasini, Rásikevári,
Krishna-prandáká, Krishna-priyá, Krishna-swárdipíni,
Krishná, Vrindáváni, Vrindá, Vrindávána-rínodíni,
Chandávati, Chándra-kántá, Sata-chandra-níbhánáná, Krishna-vámdáiga-sambhútá, Paramánanda-rípiní.*

In the Padma Puráña, Rádhá's incarnation is explained in somewhat different fashion; that Vishnu being enamoured of Vrindá, the wife of Jalandhara, the gods, in their desire to cure him of his guilty passion, begged of Lakshmi the gift of certain seeds. These, when sown, came up as the tulí, málati and dhátri plants, which assumed female forms of such beauty that Vishnu on seeing them lost all regard for the former object of his affections.

There is no reason to suppose that Brindá-ban was ever the seat of any large Buddhist establishment; and though from the very earliest period of Brahmanical history it has enjoyed high repute as a sacred place of pilgrimage, it is probable that for many centuries it was merely a wild uninhabited jungle, a description still applicable to Bhándir-ban, on the opposite side of the river, a spot of equal celebrity in Sanskrit literature. Its most ancient temples, four in number, take us back only to the reign of our own Queen Elizabeth; the stately courts that adorn the river bank and attest the wealth and magnificence of the Bharat-pur Rájás, date only from the middle of last century; while the space now occupied by a series of the largest and most magnificent shrines ever erected in Upper India was, fifty years ago, an unclaimed belt of wood-land and pasture-ground for cattle. Now that communication has been established with the remotest parts of India, every year sees some splendid addition made to the artistic treasures of the town; as wealthy devotees recognize in the stability and tolerance of British rule an assurance that their pious donations will be completed in peace and remain undisturbed in perpetuity.

When Father Tieffenthaler visited Brindá-ban, in 1754, he noticed only one long street, but states that this was adorned with handsome, not to say magnificent, buildings of beautifully carved stone, which had been erected by different Hindu Rájás and nobles, either for mere display, or as occasional residences, or as embellishments that would be acceptable to the local divinity. The absurdity

* * Rádhá, queen of the dance, constant at the dance, queen of the dancer; dearer than Krishna's life, Krishna's delight, Krishna's counter-part; Krishna, Brinda, Brinda-ban born, sporting at Brinda-ban; moon-like spouse of the moon-like god, with face bright as a hundred moons; created as the left half of Krishna's body, incarnation of heavenly bliss.*
of people coming from long distances merely for the sake of dying on holy
ground, all among the monkeys—which he describes as a most intolerable
nuisance—together with the frantic idolatry that he saw rampant all around, and
the grotesque resemblance of the Bairágis to the hermits and ascetics of the ear-
lier ages of Christianity, seem to have given the worthy missionary such a shock
that his remarks on the buildings are singularly vague and indiscriminating.

Mons. Victor Jacquemont, who passed through Brindá-ban in the cold
weather of 1829–30, has left rather a fuller description. He says, “This is a
very ancient city, and I should say of more importance even than Mathurá. It
is considered one of the most sacred of all among the Hindus, an advantage
which Mathurá also possesses, but in a less degree. Its temples are visited by
multitudes of pilgrims, who perform their ablutions in the river at the differ-
ent ghátas, which are very fine. All the buildings are constructed of red sand-
stone, of a closer grain and of a lighter and less disagreeable colour than that
used at Agra: it comes from the neighbourhood of Jaypur, a distance of 200
miles. Two of these temples have the pyramidal form peculiar to the early
Hindu style, but without the little turrets which in the similar buildings at
Benares seem to spring out of the main tower that determines the shape of
the edifice. They have a better effect, from being more simple, but are half
in ruins.” (The temples that he means are Madan Mohan and Jugal Kishor).
“A larger and more ancient ruin is that of a temple of unusual form. The
interior of the nave is like that of a Gothic church; though a village church
only, so far as size goes. A quantity of grotesque sculpture is pendent from the
dome, and might be taken for pieces of turned wood.” An immense number of
bells, large and small, are carved in relief on the supporting pillars and on the
walls, worked in the same stiff and ungainly style. Many of the independent
Rájás of the west, and some of their ministers (who have robbed them well no
doctor) are now building at Brindá-ban in a different style, which, though less
original, is in better taste, and are indulging in the costly ornamentation of
pierced stone tracery. Next to Benares, Brindá-ban is the largest purely Hindu
city that I have seen. I could not discover in it a single mosque. Its suburbs
are thickly planted with fine trees, which appear from a distance like an island
of verdure in the sandy plain.” (These are the large gardens beyond the tem-
ple of Madan Mohan, on the old Delhi road.) “The Doáb, which can be seen

* The description of the temple of Gobind Deva in Thornton’s Gazetteer contains
the following sentence, which had often puzzled me. He says:—“From the vaulted roof
depend numerous idols rudely carved in wood.” He has evidently misunderstood Mons.
Jacquemont’s meaning, who refers not to any idols, but to the curious quasipendentives, like fire-
scapes, that ornament the dome.
from the top of the temples, stretching away on the opposite side of the Jamuná, is still barer than the country on the right bank."

At the present time there are within the limits of the municipality about a thousand temples, including, of course, many which, strictly speaking, are merely private chapels, and thirty-two ghāts constructed by different princely benefactors. The tanks of reputed sanctity are only two in number. The first is the Brahm Kund at the back of the Seth's temple; it is now in a very ruinous condition, and the stone kiosques at its four corners have in part fallen, in part been occupied by vagrants, who have closed up the arches with mud walls and converted them into dwelling-places. I had begun to effect a clearance and make arrangements for their complete repair when my transfer took place and put an immediate stop to this and all similar improvements. The other, called Govind Kund, is in an out-of-the-way spot near the Mathurá road. Hitherto it had been little more than a natural pond, but has lately been enclosed on all four sides with masonry walls and flights of steps, at a cost of Rs. 30,000, by Chaudhárání Káli Sundari from Rajshahi in Bengal. To these may be added, as a third, a masonry tank in what is called the Kewar-ban. This is a grove of pipál, gúlar, and kadamb trees which stands a little off the Mathurá road near the turn to the Madan Mohan temple. It is a halting-place in the Banjátra, and the name is popularly said to be a corruption of kis éd, 'who lit it?' with reference to the forest conflagration, or dadváal, of which the traditional scene is more commonly laid at Bhadra-ban, on the opposite bank of the river. There is a small temple of Davánal Bihári, with a cloistered court-yard for the reception of pilgrims. The Gosáin is a Nimbárák. A more likely derivation for the name would be the Sanskrit word kṣāvályà, meaning final beatitude. Adjoining the ban is a large walled garden, belonging to the Tehri Rájá, which has long been abandoned on account of the badness of the water. The peacocks and monkeys, with which the town abounds, enjoy the benefit of special endowments bequeathed by deceased Rájás of Kotá and Bharat-pur. There are also some fifty chhattras, or dole-houses, for the distribution of alms to indigent humanity, and extraordinary donations are not unfrequently made by royal and distinguished visitors. Thus the Rájá of Dátiá, a few years ago, made an offering to every single shrine and every single Brahmán that was found in the city. The whole population amounts to 21,000, of which the Bráhmans, Bairágis and Vaishnavas together make up about one half. In the time of the emperors, the Muhammadans made a futile attempt to abolish the ancient name, Brindá-ban, and in its stead substitute that of Mándásabád; but now, more wisely, they leave the place to its own Hindu name and devices and
keep themselves as clear of it as possible. Thus, besides an occasional official, there are in Brindá-ban no followers of the prophet beyond only some fifty families, who live close together in its outskirts and are all of the humblest order, such as oilmen, lime-burners and the like. They have not a single public mosque nor even a karbala in which to deposit the tombs of Hasan and Husain on the feast of the Muharram, but have to bring them into Mathurá to be interred.

It is still customary to consider the religion of the Hindus as a compact system, which has existed continuously and without any material change ever since the remote and almost pre-historic period when it finally abandoned the comparatively simple form of worship inculcated by the ritual of the Vedas. The real facts, however, are far different. So far as it is possible to compare natural with revealed religion, the course of Hinduism and Christianity has been identical in character; both were subjected to a violent disruption, which occurred in the two quarters of the globe nearly simultaneously, and which is still attested by the multitude of uncouth fragments into which the ancient edifice was disintegrated as it fell. In the west, the revival of ancient literature and the study of forgotten systems of philosophy stimulated enquiry into the validity of those theological conclusions which previously had been unhesitatingly accepted—from ignorance that any counter-theory could be honestly maintained by thinking men. Similarly, in the east, the Muhammadan invasion and the consequent contact with new races and new modes of thought brought home to the Indian moralist that his old basis of faith was too narrow; that the division of the human species into the four Manava castes and an outer world of barbarians was too much at variance with facts to be accepted as satisfactory, and that the ancient inspired oracles, if rightly interpreted, must disclose some means of salvation applicable to all men alike, without respect to colour or nationality. The professed object of the Reformers was the same in Asia as in Europe—to discover the real purpose for which the second Person of the Trinity became incarnate; to disencumber the truth, as He had revealed it, from the accretions of later superstition; to abolish the extravagant pretensions of a dominant class and to restore a simpler and more severely intellectual form of public worship.* In Upper India the tyranny of the Muhammadians was too tangible a fact to allow of the hope, or even the wish, that the conquerors and conquered could ever coalesce in one common faith; but in the

* Thus, as it may be interesting to note, the Bráhman Samaj of the present day is no isolated movement, but only the most modern of a long series of similar reactions against current super-
Dakhin and the remote regions of Eastern Bengal, to which the sword of Islam had scarcely extended, and where no inveterate antipathy had been created, the contingency appeared less improbable. Accordingly, it was in those parts of India that the great teachers of the reformed Vaishnava creed first meditated and reduced to system those doctrines, which it was the one object of all their later life to promulgate throughout Hindustan. It was their ambition to elaborate a scheme so broad and yet so orthodox that it might satisfy the requirements of the Hindu and yet not exclude the Muhammadan, who was to be admitted on equal terms into the new fraternity; all mankind becoming one great family and every caste distinction being utterly abolished.

Hence it is by no means correct to assert of modern Hinduism that it is essentially a non-proselytizing religion; accidentally it has become so, but only from concession to the prejudices of the outside world and in direct opposition to the tenets of its founders. Their initial success was necessarily due to their intense zeal in proselytizing, and was marvellously rapid. At the present day their followers constitute the more influential, and it may be even numerically the larger half of the Hindu population: but precisely as in Europe so in India no two men of the reformed sects, however inmaterial their doctrinal differences, can be induced to amalgamate; each forms a new caste more bigoted and exclusive than any of those which it was intended to supersede, while the founder has become a deified character, for whom it is necessary to erect a new niche in the very Pantheon he had laboured to destroy. The only point upon which all the Vaishnavas sects theoretically agree is the reverence with which they profess to regard the Bhagavad Gita as the authoritative exposition of their creed. In practice their studies—if they study at all—are directed exclusively to much more modern compositions, couched in their own vernacular, the Braj Bhāshā. Of these the work held in highest repute by all the Brindā-ban sects is the Bhakt-mālā, or Legends of the Saints, written by Nābhā Ji in the reign of Akbar or Jahāngīr. Its very first couplet is a compendium of the theory upon which the whole Vaishnava reform was based:

Bkakt-bhakti-Bhaguvant-guru, chutra nām, vapu ek:

which declares that there is a divinity in every true believer, whether learned or unlearned, and irrespective of all caste distinctions. Thus the religious teachers that it celebrates are represented, not as rival disputants—which their descendants have become—but as all animated by one faith, which varied only in expression; and as all fellow-workers in a common cause, viz., the moral and spiritual elevation of their countrymen. Nor can it be denied that the writing
of many of the actual leaders of the movement are instinct with a spirit of asceticism and detachment from the world and a sincere piety, which are very different from the ordinary outcome of Hinduism. But in no case did this catholic simplicity last for more than a single generation. The great teacher had no sooner passed away than his very first successor hedged round his little band of followers with new caste restrictions, formulated a series of narrow dogmas out of what had been intended as comprehensive exhortations to holiness and good works; and substituted for an interior devotion and mystical love—which were at least pure in intent, though perhaps scarcely attainable in practice by ordinary humanity—an extravagant system of outward worship with all the sensual accompaniments of gross and material passion.

The Bhakt-málá, though an infallible oracle, is an exceedingly obscure one, and requires a practised hierophant for its interpretation. It gives no legend at length, but consists throughout of a series of the briefest allusions to legends, which are supposed to be already well-known. Without some such previous knowledge the poem is absolutely unintelligible. Its concise notices have therefore been expanded into more complete lives by different modern writers, both in Hindi and Sanskrit. One of these paraphrases is entitled the Bhakt Sindhn, and the author, by name Lakshman, is said to have taken great pains to verify his facts. But though his success may satisfy the Hindu mind, which is constitutionally tolerant of chronological inaccuracy, he falls very far below the requirements of European criticism. His work is however useful, since it gives a. number of floating traditions, which could otherwise be gathered only from oral communications with the Gosáins of the different sects, who, as a rule, are very averse to speak on such matters with outsiders.

The four main divisions, or Sampradáyas, as they are called, of the reformed Vaishnavas are the Sri Vaishnava, the Nimbáрак Vaishnava, the Madhva Vaishnava, and the Vishnu Swámi. The last sect is now virtually extinct; for though the name is occasionally retained, their doctrines were entirely remodelled in the sixteenth century by the famous Gokul Gosáin Vallabháchárya, after whom his adherents are ordinarily styled either Vallabha/cháryas or Gokulastha Gosáins. Their history and tenets will find more appropriate place in connection with the town of Gokul, which is still their head-quarters.

The Sri Sampradáya was altogether unknown at Brindá-ban till quite recently, when the two brothers of Seth Lakhmi Chand, after abjuring the Jainí faith, were enlisted in its ranks, and by the advice of the Guru, who had received their submission, founded at enormous cost the great temple of Rang Ji
THE SETH'S TEMPLE, BRINDÁ-BAN.
It is the most ancient and the most respectable of the four reformed Vaishnava communities, and is based on the teaching of Rámanuja, who flourished in the 11th or 12th century of the Christian era. The whole of his life was spent in the Dakhin, where he is said to have established no less than 700 monasteries, of which the chief were at Kánchi and Sri Ranga. The standard authorities for his theological system are certain Sanskrit treatises of his own composition entitled the Sri Bháshya, Gitá Bháshya, Vedártha Sangraha, Vedánta Pradípa and Vedánta Sára. All the more popular works are composed in the dialects of the south, and the establishment at Brindá-ban is attended exclusively by foreigners, the rites and ceremonies there observed exciting little interest among the Hindus of the neighbourhood, who are quite ignorant of their meaning. The sectarial mark by which the Sri Vaishnavas may be distinguished consists of two white perpendicular streaks down the forehead, joined by a cross line at the root of the nose, with a streak of red between. Their chief dogma, called Visishtádwaita, is the assertion that Vishnu, the one Supreme God, though invisible as cause, is, as effect, visible in a secondary form in material creation.

They differ in one marked respect from the mass of the people at Brindá-ban, in that they refuse to recognise Rádhá as an object of religious adoration. In this they are in complete accord with all the older authorities, which either totally ignore her existence, or regard her simply as Krishna's mistress and Rukmini as his wife. Their mantra or formula of initiation, corresponding to the In nomine Patris, &c., of Christian Baptism, is said to be Om Rámdya namah, that is, 'Om, reverence to Ráma.' This Sampradáya is divided into two sects, the Tenkalai and the Vadakalai. They differ on two points of doctrine, which however are considered of much less importance than what seems to outsiders a very trivial matter, viz., a slight variation in the mode of making the sectarial mark on the forehead. The followers of the Tenkalai extend its middle line a little way down the nose itself, while the Vadakalai terminate it exactly at the bridge. The doctrinal points of difference are as follows: the Tenkalai maintain that the female energy of the god-head, though divine, is still a finite creature that serves only as a mediator or minister (purusha-kára) to introduce the soul into the presence of the Deity; while the Vadakalai regard it as infinite and uncreated, and in itself a means (upaya) by which salvation can be secured. The second point of difference is a parallel to the controversy between the Calvinists and Arminians in the Christian Church. The Vadakalai, with the latter, insist on the concomitance of the human will in the work of salvation, and represent the soul that lays hold of God as a young monkey which grasps its mother in order to be conveyed to a place of safety. The
Tenkalai, on the contrary, maintain the irresistibility of divine grace and the utter helplessness of the soul, till it is seized and carried off like a kitten by its mother from the danger that threatens it. From these two curious but apt illustrations the one doctrine is known as the markata kishora-nyāya, the other as the mārgala-kishora-nyāya; that is to say, ‘the young monkey theory,’ or ‘the kitten theory.’ The habitués of the Seth’s temple are all of the Tenkalai persuasion.

The Nimbārak Vaishnavas, as mentioned in a previous chapter, have one of their oldest shrines on the Dhruva hill at Mathurā. Literally interpreted, the word Nimbārak means ‘the sun in a nim tree;’ a curious designation, which is explained as follows. The founder of the sect, an ascetic by name Bhāskarachārya, had invited a Bairagi to dine with him and had prepared everything for his reception, but unfortunately delayed to go and fetch his guest till after sunset. Now, the holy man was forbidden by the rules of his order to eat except in the day-time and was greatly afraid that he would be compelled to practise an unwilling abstinence: but at the solicitation of his host, the sun-god, Sūraj Nārāyan, descended upon the nim tree, under which the repast was spread, and continued beaming upon them till the claims of hunger were fully satisfied. Thenceforth the saint was known by the name of Nimbārka or Nimbāditya. His special tenets are little known; for, unlike the other Sampradāyas, his followers (so far as can be ascertained) have no special literature of their own, either in Sanskrit or Hindi; a fact which they ordinarily explain by saying that all their books were burnt by Aurangzeb, the conventional bête noire of Indian history, who is made responsible for every act of destruction. Most of the solitary ascetics who have their little hermitages in the different sacred groves, with which the district abounds, belong to the Nimbārak persuasion. Many of them are pious, simple-minded men, leading such a chaste and studious life, that it may charitably be hoped of them that in the eye of God they are Christians by the baptism of desire, i.e., according to S. Thomas Aquinas, by the grace of having the will to obtain salvation by fulfilling the commands of God, even though from invincible ignorance they know not the true Church. The one who has a cell in the Kokila-ban assured me that the distinctive doctrines of his sect were not absolutely unwritten (as is ordinarily supposed), but are comprised in ten Sanskrit couplets that form the basis of a commentary in as many thousands. One of his disciples, a very intelligent and argumentative theological student, gave me a sketch of his belief which may be here quoted as a proof that the esoteric doctrines of the Vaishnavas generally have little in common with the gross idolatry which the Christian Missionary is too often
content to demolish as the equivalent of Hinduism. So far is this from being
the case, that many of their dogmas are not only of an eminently philosophical
character, but are also much less repugnant to Catholic truth than either the
colourless abstractions of the Brahma Samaj, or the defiant materialism into
which the greater part of Europe is rapidly lapsing.

Thus their doctrine of salvation by faith is thought by many scholars to have
been directly borrowed from the Gospel; while another article in their creed,
which is less known, but is equally striking in its divergence from ordinary
Hindu sentiment, is the continuance of conscious individual existence in a future
world, when the highest reward of the good will be, not extinction, but the en-
joyment of the visible presence of the divinity, whom they have faithfully
served while on earth; a state therefore absolutely identical with heaven, as our
theologians define it. The one infinite and invisible God, who is the only real
existence, is, they maintain, the only proper object of man's devout contempla-
tion. But as the incomprehensible is utterly beyond the reach of human faculties,
He is partially manifested for our behoof in the book of creation, in which
natural objects are the letters of the universal alphabet and express the senti-
ments of the Divine Author. A printed page, however, conveys no meaning to
anyone but a scholar, and is liable to be misunderstood even by him; so, too,
with the book of the world. Whether the traditional scenes of Krishna's
adventures have been rightly determined is a matter of little consequence, if only
a visit to them excites the believer's religious enthusiasm. The places are mere
symbols of no value in themselves; the idea they convey is the direct emanation
from the spirit of the author. But it may be equally well expressed by different
types; in the same way as two copies of a book may be word for word the
same in sound and sense, though entirely different in appearance, one being
written in Nagari, the other in English characters. To enquire into the cause
of the diversity between the religious symbols adopted by different nationali-
ties may be an interesting study, but is not one that can affect the basis of faith.
And thus it matters little whether Radha and Krishna were ever real personages;
the mysteries of divine love, which they symbolize, remain, though the symbols
disappear; in the same way as a poem may have existed long before it was
committed to writing, and may be remembered long after the writing has been
destroyed. The transcription is a relief to the mind; but though obviously
advantageous on the whole, still in minor points it may rather have the effect of
stereotyping error: for no material form, however perfect and semi-divine, can
ever be created without containing in itself an element of deception; its
appearance varies according to the point of view and the distance from which
it is regarded. It is to convictions of this kind that must be attributed the utter indifference of the Hindu to chronological accuracy and historical research. The annals of Hindustan date only from its conquest by the Muhammadans—a people whose faith is based on the misconception of a fact, as the Hindus' is on the corrupt embodiment of a conception. Thus the literature of the former deals exclusively with events; of the latter with ideas.

At Báthi another Bairági of the same Sampradáya, by name Gobardhan Dás, who knew most of the Bhagavad Gíta by heart, told me that their chief seat was at Salimabad in Jodhpur territory, where the Gosáin had a complete library of the literature of the sect. He quoted some of the books by name, the Siddhánta Ratnanjali, the Girivajra, the Ratna-mála, the Setuká, the Jahnavi, and the Ratna-manjushá; but he could not specify the authors, or give any definite information as to their contents. Neither could he give a clear explanation of any difference of doctrine between his own sect and the Sri Vaishnavas. Like Rám Dás, the Pandit at Kokila-ban, the great point on which he insisted was that all visible creation is a shadow of the Creator and is therefore true in a measure, though void of all substantial and independent existence. A view which is aptly represented by the lines:

"The sun, the moon, the stars, the seas, the hills and the plains?
Are not these, O soul, the vision of him who reigns?
Is not the vision He? tho' He be not that which He seems?
Dreams are true while they last, and do we not live in dreams?
All we have power to see is a straight staff bent in a pool:"

the illustration given in the last line being the very one which these Hindu dreamers most frequently bring forward.

The Madhva Vaishnavas form a scattered and not very numerous community, and none of their temples, either at Brindá-ban or elsewhere in the district, are of any note. Their founder, Madhváchárya, was a native of Southern India, born in the year 1199 A. D. The temple where he ordinarily resided is still in existence at a place called Udipi. Here he had set up a miraculous image of Krishna, made with the hero Arjun's own hands, which had been casually thrown as ballast into a ship from Dwáaraká, which was wrecked on the Malabar coast. He is said to have been only nine years of age when he composed the Bhásha or commentary on the Gíta, which his disciples accept as of divine authority. Their distinctive doctrine is the assertion of an essential Duality (Dwaita) between the Jívatma, or principle of life, and the Paramátmá, or Supreme Being. Their sectarial mark consists of two perpendicular white lines
down the forehead, joined at the root of the nose and with a straight black streak between, terminating in a round mark made with turmeric.

In addition to these four original Sampradāyas, there are three schools of more modern origin, called respectively Bengali, or Gaurīya Vaishnavas, Rādhā Vallabhis and the disciples of Śwāmī Hari Dās.

The first-named community has had a more marked influence on Brindā-ban than any of the others, since it was Chaitanya, the founder of the sect, whose immediate disciples were its first temple builders. He was born at Nadiya in Bengal, in 1485 A.D., and in his youth is said to have married a daughter of Vallabhāchārya. However that may be, when he had arrived at the age of 24 he formally resigned all connection with secular and domestic affairs and commenced his career as a religious teacher. After spending six years in pilgrimages between Mathūra and Jagannāth, he finally settled down at the latter place, where, in 1527 A.D., being then only 42 years old, he disappeared from the world. There is reason to believe that he was drowned in the sea, into which he had walked in an ecstasy, mistaking it for the shallow waters of the Jamunā, where he saw, in a vision, Krishna sporting with the Gopis. His life and doctrines are recorded in a most voluminous Bengāli work entitled Chaitanya Charitāmrita, composed in 1590 by one of his disciples, Krishna Dās. Two of his colleagues, Adwaitanand and Nityānand, who, like himself, are styled Mahā Prabhus, presided over his establishments in Bengal; while other six Gosāins settled at Brindā-ban. Apart from metaphysical subtleties, which naturally have but little hold on the minds of the populace, the special tenet of the Bengāli Vaishnavas is the all-sufficiency of faith in the divine Krishna; such faith being adequately expressed by the mere repetition of his name without any added prayer or concomitant feeling of genuine devotion. Thus roughly stated, the doctrine appears absurd; and possibly its true bearing is as little regarded by many of the more ignorant among the Vaishnavas themselves as it is by the majority of superficial outside observers. It is, however, a legitimate deduction from sound principles: for it may be presumed that the formal act of devotion would never have been commenced had it not been prompted at the outset by a devotional intention, which intention is virtually continued so long as the act is in performance. And to quote from a manual of a purer faith, “it is not necessary that the intention should be actual throughout; it is sufficient if we pray in a human manner; and for this only a virtual intention is required; that is to say, an intention which has been actual and is supposed to continue, although, through inadvertence or distraction, we may have lost sight of it.”
The sectarian mark consists of two white perpendicular streaks down the forehead, united at the root of the nose and continued to near the tip. Another characteristic is the use of a rosary of 108 beads made of the wood of the tulas.

The recognized leaders of the Brindá-ban community were by name Rópa and Sanátana, the authors of several doctrinal commentaries and also, as is said, of the Mathurá Mátátmaya. With them were associated a nephew, named Jíva, who founded the temple of Rádhá Dámodar, and Gopál Bhatt, founder of the temple of Rádhá Ráman, together with some others of less note, whose names vary in different lists.* In the Bhakta Málá they are enumerated as follows:—

* The Tulsík mentions another famous Gosáin of somewhat later date, 1619 A.D., by name Jadau-Rópa, who came from Ujjiyín to Mathurá, and who had been visited both by Akbar and Jahángír.

† Hastáma would be literally 'a plum in the palm of the hand,' that is to say, a little thing completely in one's grasp. A similar phrase occurs in the Rámáyana of Tulasí Das, Book I., 36. Kartal-pat émalak somá.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shri Kaviyanath Bhattachal Shri Jyotirghyna Coke Gomjor</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vela Bhajan Surya Kashaayana Kambhu N Logha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brundaban Doodawas Jungal Charan Abhuanagya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pehoale Lekhani Pann Pratap Chabar Chit Dino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yat Yonhan Koh Sare Sake Hassamalo Kona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundesh Yonh Bhood Sambh Yash Rashi Upashik Parm Ghor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shri Kaviyanath Bhattachal Shri Jyotirghyna Coke Gomjor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Shri Brundaban Ko Madyuri Bhun Milin Brahvanan Kiyega ||
| Sarvam Ragharmman Bhunôgopal Chagar ||
| Brushekj Bhagwan Pipulvèdhal Yash Sagar ||
| Shonekhari Chagradha Leakanath Mahamunin Mudh Shorang ||
| Krushnadhan Pariyagam Ubale Brahikanri Hari Sheng ||
"Sri Rûpa and Sanátan and Sri Jiva Gosain were as a deep lake filled with water of devotion. With them prayer was ever ripe and in season and never bitter to the taste. Firmly fixed at Brindá-ban, full of devotion to the feet of the dual god, with their hands writing books and with their soul fixed on the formless idea, they held in their grasp all the essence of divine love, able to resolve the mysteries of the scriptures, worshippers of the all-blissful, ever staunch in faith. Sri Rûpa and Sanátan and Sri Jiva Gosain were as a deep lake filled with water of devotion.

"These are they who met together at Brindá-ban and tasted all its sweetness. Gopál Bhatt, who beautified the temple of Rûdhá Raman with all that he possessed; Hrishikes and Bhagaván Dás and Bíthal-vipul, that ocean of grace: Jagannáth of Thanesar; the great sage Loknáth; Madhu and Sri Rang; the two Pandits named Krishan Dás, who had mastered Hari in all his parts; Ghamandi, servant of Jugal Kishor, and Bhúgarbha, the rigid ascetic. These are they who met together at Brindá-ban and tasted all its sweetness."

The founder of the Rûdhá Vallabhis was by name Hari Vans. His father, Vyása, was a Gaur Bráhman of Deva-ban in the Saháranpur district, who had long been childless. He was in the service of the Emperor and on one occasion was attending him on the march from Agra, when at last his wife, Tára, gave birth to a son at the little village of Bád, near Mathurá, in the Sambat year 1559. In grateful recognition of their answered prayers, the parents named the child after the god they had invoked, and called him Hari Vans, i.e., Hari’s issue. When he had grown up, he took to himself a wife, by name Bukmini, and had by her two sons and one daughter. Of the sons, the elder, Mohan Chand, died childless; the descendants of the younger, Gopináth, are still at Devaban. After settling the daughter in marriage, he determined to abandon the world and lead the life of an ascetic. With this resolution he set out alone on the road to Brindá-ban and had reached Charthával, near Hodal, when there met him a Bráhman, who presented him with his two daughters and insisted upon his marrying them, on the strength of a divine command, which he said he had received in a vision. He further gave him an image of Krishna.

* In the above passage the words underlined are proper names.
with the title of Rádhá Vallabh, which on his arrival at Brindá-ban was set up by Hari Vans in a temple that he had founded between the Jugal and the Koliya gháts on the bank of the Jamuná. Originally he had belonged to the Madhváchárya Sampradáya and from them and the Nimbáraks, who also claim him, his doctrine and ritual were professedly derived. But in consequence of the mysterious incident, by which he had been induced to forego his intention of leading a celibate life and take to himself two now wives; or rather in consequence of his strong natural passions, which he was unable to suppress and therefore invented a fiction to excuse, his devotion was all directed not to Krishna himself, except in a very secondary degree, but to his fabled mistress Rádhá, whom he deified as the goddess of lust. So abominable a system was naturally viewed at first with no little amazement, as is clear from the language of the Bhakt Mála, which is as follows:

II मूल II
श्रीहरिरिंगुसुबांशे स्थान की रीति सकृत कोः चानि है ॥
श्रीराधाचरणप्राचार हृदे रीति सदृढ़ उपासि ॥
कुंकुमेलि दययति तदांकरि करत लक्षावसि ॥
सवर्णमन्दाप्रालाप चालिचिताः के चाधिकारि ॥
विचि निषेध नहि दास चाणन्य उस्किन्छ ब्रतारि ॥
श्रीव्यासमुन लघु अनुसरण सेषे भलैः परिचारि है ॥
श्रीहरिरिंगुसुबांशे स्थान की रीति सकृत कोः चानि है ॥

Translation of the text of Nabha Jy.

"The Gosain Sri Hari Vans: who can understand all at once his method of devotion? with whom the feet of blessed Rádhá were the highest object of worship; a most staunch-souled devotee; who made himself the page in waiting on the divine pair in their bower of love; who gloried in the enjoyment of the remnants of all that was offered at their shrine; a servant who never pleaded obligation or dispensation; a votary of incomparable zeal. Account him blessed who follows in the path of Vyása’s great son, the Gosain Sri Hari Vans; who can understand all at once his method of devotion?"

In the gloss, or supplement of Priya Dás, composed in the year Sambat 1769, the same sentiment is expanded and a reference made to the legend of the Bráhman and his two daughters.
His Devotion to Radha.

[Text content]
TRANSLATION.

"Would you know the one point in a thousand of Sri Hit Ji's ways? he adored Radha first and after her Krishna. A most strange and unnatural fashion, that none could even faintly comprehend save by his favour. He obliterated all distinction between obligation and dispensation; his beloved was in his heart: he lived only as her servant, singing the praises of the divinity night and day. All the faithful know his many edifying and holy actions; why tell and repeat them, since they are famous already.

"He left his home and came; his passion for Radha and Krishna had so grown: but you must know Hari had given an order to a wealthy Brâhman: 'Bestow your two daughters in marriage, taking my name, and know that their issue shall be famous throughout the world. By their means my worship shall spread among my faithful people, a path for the pathless, of high renown.' Obedient to the loving order he went home; the delight of all was past telling, for it was more than the mind could even conceive. Radha's dear spouse gave the gracious command: 'Publish abroad my worship and the delights of my sylvan abode.' He drank in with his very eyes the essence of bliss and gave it to every client who supported the cause of the female divinity. Night and day imbibing the honeyed draught of sweet song and cherishing it in his soul, with no thought but for Sýáma and Sýám. How is it possible to declare such incomparable merit? the soul is enraptured at the sound more than at that of any other name.'

By his later wives he had two sons, Braj Chand and Krishan Chand, of whom the latter built a temple to Radha Mohan, which is still in the possession of his descendants. The former was the ancestor of the present Gosáins of the temple of Radha Vallabh, the chief shrine of the sect. This was built by one of his disciples, a Kâyath named Sundar Das, who held the appointment of treasurer at Delhi. One of the pillars in the front gives the date as Sambat 1683. An earlier inscription, of 1641, was noticed by Professor Wilson, but this would seem to have been over the gateway leading into the outer court, which since then has fallen down and been removed. On the opposite side of the street is a monument to the founder, which however the present generation of Gosáins are too ungrateful to keep in repair. They are the descendants of Braj Chand's four sons, Sundar-Bar, Radha Ballabh Dás, Braj-Bhûkhan and Nagar Bar Ji; and the heads of the four families so derived are now Daya Lál, Manohar Ballabh, Sundar Lál and the infant son of Kanhaiya Lál.
Hari Vans was himself the author of two poems: the one, the Chaurāsi Pada, or '84 Stanzas,' in Hindi; the other the Rādhā Sudhā Nidhi, or 'Treasury of Rādhā's Delights,' in 170 Sanskrit couplets. The latter, though not much read, is held in great esteem and, regarded solely as a piece of highly impassioned erotic verse, it is a spirited and poetic composition. There is a good Hindi commentary upon it by one Bansidhar, dated Samvat 1820. As MSS. are scarce and Sanskritists may like to see a specimen of the text, I subjoin the first 25 and the last couplet in the original, followed by a translation:

|| ार रायासुधानिदिलिदिखते ||

|| लोक ||

यस्यः कदापि विवनाश्चलेल्लेत्तथचन्मातिघंपवनेन कृतायथमानी ||

योगिन्दरुपरमसचंकृतम्युक्तदृश्यन्ति तस्य नमः भवाणुमुखोऽदिपः || १ ||

ब्रह्मचरिकुत्सुद्धरभिमारस्यमत्रमत्रापमाद्वैथिवायाः ||

सम्बंधितारस्वार्थार्थवैष्णूष्टृफ तस्य नमः भवाणुमुखोऽदिपः || २ ||

योगिन्द्रहर्षसचविभाषामुख्येश्वरलिखिते न सम्बंधितारस्वार्थार्थवैष्णूष्टृफतस्य नमः भवाणुमुखोऽदिपः ||

स्योविकाराच्छन्नमनुस्वरस्तिं तं रामिकारुरुरेश्वरमहं स्वरामि || ३ ||

आधार युद्धलिनी यदापुरुसारायणः काम्य दत्तः प्रयुगाध्यक्षपि पिच्छमैले: ||

भावात्त्वेन भजतं रसकाम्येनु तं रामिकारुरुरेश्वरमहं स्वरामि || ४ ||

दिशित्या नायकसारारस्याकाकुकुस्याधिकारनिविन्दोच्छविचैविनिर्मिति बनी || ५ ||

कन्दर्शिकात्तिश्चलित्वात्तत्तन्त्युकुस्याधिकारनिविन्दोच्छविचैविनिर्मिति बनी || ६ ||

तद्व: प्रतिलोक्तटकाकलोलालावैयमेन सम्बंधितारस्तुस्वभावात् ||

राधारायणं हि मधुरकुलालिन्थानामविविधायति कदा रसिन्धुवारास्तु || ७ ||

वत्कुलोपि बहुष्: कलु काकुवाचिनित्य परस्य पुष्पमय पिच्छमैले: ||

तत्स्या: कदा रसिन्धुवारास्तुयायास्तकेतिकुस्याधिकारनान्माज्ञानी स्याम || ८ ||

वृद्धानि साक्षिकत्सां मूद्दतां दृश्यात्तोत्निमन्नर प्रक्षयेन चेत: ||

स्यामाराशिकात्तिथिभवासुरायोवं रायामधिभावामिह दिशित्या नायकसारारस्तु || ९ ||
Translation.

1. "Hail to the home of Vrisha-bhánú's daughter, by whom once and again even Madhu-sudan—whose ways are scarce intelligible to the greatest sages—was made happy, as she playfully raised the border of her robe and fanned him with its delicious breeze.

2. "Hail to the majesty of Vrisha-bhánú's daughter, the holy dust of whose lotus feet, beyond the conception of Brahma, Siva and the other gods, is altogether supernaturally glorious, and whose glance moistened with compassion is like a shower of the refined essence of all good things.

3. "I call to mind the dust of the feet of Radhiká, a powder of infinite virtue, that incontinently and at once reduces to subjection the great power, that was beyond the ken even of Brahma, Rudra, Sukadeva, Nárada, Bhíshma and the other divine personages.

4. "I call to mind the dust of the feet of Radhiká, which the noble milkmaids placed upon their head and so attained an honour much desired by the
votaries of the god with the peacock crest, dust that like the cow of heaven yields the fullness of enjoyment to all who worship with rapturous emotion.

5. "Glory to the goddess of the bower, who with an embrace the quintessence of heavenly bliss, like a bountiful wave of ambrosia, sprinkled and restored to life the son of Nanda, swooning under the stroke of Love's thousand arrows.

6. "When will there visit us that essence of the ocean of delight, the face of Radha with sweet coy glances, bewildering us with the brilliance of ever twinkling sportive play, a store-house of every element of embodied sweetness?

7. "When shall I become the handmaid to sweep the court-yard of the bower of love for the all-blissful daughter of Vrishabh, among whose servants oft and again every day are heard the soft tones of the peacock-crested god?

8. "O my soul, leave at a distance all the host of the great, and affectionately hie to the woods of Brindaban: here Radha's name is as a flood of nectar on the soul for the beatification of the pious, a store-house of all that is divine.

9. "When shall I hear the voice of blessed Radha, that fountain of delights crying 'Nay, Nay,' with knitted brows, as some gallant suitor, fallen at her feet, begs for the rapturous joy of her embrace?

10. "When, oh when, will Radhikà show me favour, that incarnation of the fullness of the ocean of perfect love, the marvellous glory of the glistening splendour of whose lotus feet was seen among the herdsmen's wives?

11. "When shall I attain to the blissful vision of the goddess of the blooming bower of the woods of Brindaban, her eyes all tremulous with love, and the different members of her body like the waves of an overflowing ocean of delight?

12. "O queen of Brindaban, I betake me to thy lotus feet, fraught with the honeyed flood of love's ambrosia, which planted in Madhu-pati's heart, assuaged by their grateful coolness the fierce fever of desire.

13. "Fain would my soul loiter in the woods sacred to Radha's loves, where the sprays of the creepers have been plucked by Radha's hands, where the fragrant soil blossoms with Radha's footprints, and where the frequent birds are madly garrulous with Radha's praises.

14. "When, O daughter of Vrishabh, shall I experience the conceit induced by excess of voluptuous dalliance, I your handmaid, charged with the message, 'Come and enjoy Krishna's dainties,' and answered with the smile, 'Only stay, friend, till night comes.'
15. "Ah! when shall I behold Radhá, with downcast eyes, bashfully stealing a distant glance at the moon-like orb of the face of the lord of lovers, as she trips with twinkling feet, all graceful in her movements, to the music of her own bangles?

16. "When, O Radhá, will you fall asleep, while my hands caress your feet, after I have tenderly bathed you and fed you with sweet things, wearied with your vigil through a night of dalliance in the inmost bower, in the delicious embrace of your paragon of lovers?

17. "O that the ocean of wit, the singular ocean of love's delights, the ocean of tenderness, the ocean of exuberant pitifulness, the ocean of loveliness, the ocean of ambrosial beauty and grace, the ocean of wantonness, blessed Radhiká, would manifest herself in my soul.

18. "O that the daughter of Vrishabhánu, looking up all tremulous and glistening in every limb like the flowering champa, would clasp me in her arms, charmed by my chanted praises of Syámsundar, as she listens for the sound of his pipe!

19. "Blessed Radhiká, cool me with the multiplicity of love that breathes in the swan-like melody of the girdle that binds your loins reddened with dalliance, and in the tinkling of the bangles, like the buzzing of bees, clustered round your sweet lotus feet.

20. "Blessed Radhiká, wreathed with the surge of a Ganges wave of heavenly dalliance, with lovely lotus face and navel as a whirl in the stream, hastening on to the confluence with Krishna, that ocean of sweetness, draw near to me.

21. "When, O blessed Radhiká, shall I rest upon my head your lotus feet, Govind's life and all, that ever rain down upon the faithful abundant torrents of the honeyed flood of the ocean of perfect love?

22. "When, O Radhá, stately as an elephant in gait, shall I accompany you to the bower of assignation to show the way, bearing divinely sweet sandal wood and perfumes and spices, as you march in the excitement of love's rapture?

23. "O blessed Radhá, having gone to some secluded slope of the Jamná and there rubbing with fragrant unguents your ambrosial limbs, the very life of Love, when shall I see your prince of lusty swains, with longing eyes, mounted on some high kadamb tree?
24. "When, O blessed Radhiká, shall I behold your heavenly face, clustered—as if with bees—with wanton curls, like some lotus blossoming in a lake of purest love, or a moon swelling an ocean of enjoyment, an ocean of delight.

25. "Ah! the name of Radhá, perfection of loveliness, perfection of delight, sole perfection of happiness, perfection of pity, perfection of honeyed beauty and grace, perfection of wit, perfection of the rapturous joys of love, perfection of all the most perfect that my soul can conceive!

170. "O ye wise, if there be any one desirous of transcendental happiness, let him fill the pitcher of his ears and drink in this panegyric, called the Rasa-sudhá-nidhi, or 'Treasury of Love's delights.'"

The Hindu poem, the Chaurási Páda, is much more popular, and most of the Gosáins know at least some of its stanzas by heart. There is a commentary upon it by Lok-náth, dated Sambat 1835, and another in verse, called the Rahasya artha-nirápana by Basík Lál, written in Sambat 1734. Neither of the two, however, is of much assistance to the student; all the simple passages being paraphrased with wearisome prolixity, while real difficulties are generally skipped. I subjoin the text and translation of the first 12 stanzas:

चाभ्य श्रीहितहरिविंशतवायी लिख्यते ||

राग विभास ||

||

जाँचे जाँचे प्यारे करे कोरे मोहि भावे
भावे मोहि जाँचे जाँचे करें प्यारे।
मेकों तैं भावती ठोर प्यारके नैनि मे
प्यारे म्याए चाहे मेरे नैनिके तारे।
मेरे तैं तन मन प्राणहूं तैं प्रीतम प्रिय
चपने कोटिक प्राण प्रीतम मेरों हारे।
जेन्द्रिहित हरिविंशदहिंचिनी सावल गौर
कहैं। कोन करे चलतरगनि न्यारे।
ⅱ २ⅱ
प्यारे बोली भामिनी बालु नीकी जामिनी भेज नवौं मेघमें दामिनी।
मोहन रचिकराष्ट री माईं ताकें लु मानु करे त्रेपो कैलां कामि।
वे श्रीहितहरिवंश श्रवण मुनत प्यारी राधिकारवनों मिलि गजगामिनी।

ⅱ ३ⅱ
प्रात समी देहा रस लंगट मुरत जुद जेजुल अलिफ।
श्रमवारिज घन बिंदु वदनपर भूपन शंगहि शंग विकूल।
कहु रत्नो तिलक सिखल अलकावलि वदनकमल मानं। अलिमुल।
वे श्रीहितहरिवंश मदनरंग रंग रहें नें बेन कटि सिखल टुकुल।

ⅱ ४ⅱ
बालु नै जुबती तैरे वदन ब्रांदंद भरों यिथके संगमके मुखत मुपचन।
श्रालस बलित बाल सुरंगरें कपोल बिंशकृत श्रवण उनोंदे दोउ नें।
शिलिक तिलक लेख किरत कुपुम केश किर सीमत भूषित मानीं तनें।
कहू वर उदार राश्ट कहू न सार दसन वसन लागत जब देन।
काहें मुरति भोर पलटे प्रीतम चोर बस किये खाम सिखे सत मेन।
गलित उदार धार माल सिखल बिकिनीवाल जे श्रीहितहरिवंश लतागुह केन।

ⅱ ५ⅱ
बालु प्रभात लतामंदिर में मुख वर्पत श्रील हरष जुगल वर।
गोरखां ब्रमिराम रंगरंगमें लटोक लटोक पल धरत ब्रवनि पर।
कुच कुमकुम रंजित मालावलि सुरतनाथ श्रीकां घामगर।
प्रिया प्रेम के शंक अलकृत चितृत चतुर चितरामित निधु कर।
दंपति शालि अनुराग मुदित कल गान करत मन हरत परस्पर।
वे श्रीहितहरिवंश प्रसंस परायण गायन चलि पुर देत मधूरतर।
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 210</th>
<th>THE CHAURASI PADA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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कैन चन्द्र जुती प्रिया चाहि मिलत लाल चौरखूँ रेन।
दुर्रवति क्षोच दुरे सुनि व्यारे रंगें गहले चैनें मेन।
रह नष्ठवंद विराने पट चटपट वे बैन।
जे श्रीहितादेविंश रथिक राधापति प्रभुनिधि मेन।

II 9 II

II राग विलाल ल II

आजु निकुंभजंजुमें पेलत नवलकिशोर नवीन किथेरी।
शिति अनुष्ठम अनुराग परस्य सुनि अभूत मुनि लर भेरी।
विदुम वठक विविध निर्मित घर नवकुंडपराग न भेरी।
बीमल ऋषिनय बैन दुर्पेश गार स्वाम नवकिथित गेरी।
मियुन हासिरियांकुर्ण प्रायण पीक केनोल कमल पर भेरी।
गोर स्वाम मुख बलह मनोहर नीशी बंधन मोचत डोरी।
हरिकर दुर्पेश विलालक अनुपयोग विभ्रम विकल मानखुल भेरी।
विदुम दुचाप्रलेखां प्रस्तुत प्रिय प्रतिविष जनाइ निहेरी।
नेति नेति वचनामृत सुनि सुनि ललितादिक देशत दुरिधेरी।
जे श्रीहितादेविंश करत करघुनन प्रनय केप मालालित तेरी।

II 8 II

शतिहां श्रद्धा तेरे नैन नलिन री।
भलवजुल इतरात रगमो भय स्विभागर मधिन मलिन री।
विधाल पलकमें उठत गोलकिशोर रघुन मृग यक्त चलि न री।
जे श्रीहितादेविंश श्रंककलङ्गमिनि वस्म पत्र श्रविनि शलीन री।


\[ \text{बनी राधा मंहनकी चारी।} \\
\text{बंदनोलविषि स्याम मनोहर सातकुमं तन गेरी।} \\
\text{भाल विसाल तिलक हृि कामिनि चितुकरचंद विच रेरी।} \\
\text{गज नाशक प्रभु चाल गयंदनि मगि वृषभामु मिसें।} \\
\text{नील निचल जुरति मरेिन पटवेति भदिा विि चेरी।} \\
\text{वे श्रीहिन्दरिवंश रसिक राधापति जु रति रंग वे चेरी।} \\
\]

\[ \text{\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{\\\text{}}}
Translation of the First Twelve Stanzas of the Chaurasi Pada.

I. "Whatever my Beloved doeth is pleasing to me; and whatever is pleasing to me, that my Beloved doeth. The place where I would be is in my Beloved's eyes; and my Beloved would fain be the apple of my eyes. My Love is dearer to me than body, soul, or life; and my Love would lose a thousand lives
for me. Rejoice, Śrī Hit Hari Vans! the loving pair, one dark, one fair, are like two cygnets; tell me who can separate wave from water?

II. "O my Beloved, has the fair spoken? this is surely a beautiful night; the lightning is folded in the lusty cloud's embrace. O friend, where is the woman who would quarrel with so exquisite a prince of gallants? Rejoice, Śrī Hari Vans! dear Rādhikā hearkened with her ears and with voluptuous emotion joined in love's delights.

III. "At day-break the wanton pair, crowned with victory in love's conflict, were all-exuberant. On her face are frequent beads of labour's dew, and all the adornments of her person are in disarray, the paint-spot on her brow is all but effaced by heat, and the straggling curls upon her lotus face resemble roaming bees. (Rejoice, Śrī Hit Hari Vans!) her eyes are red with love's colours and her voice and loins feeble and relaxed.

IV. "Your face, fair dame, to-day is full of joy, betokening your happiness and delight in the intercourse with your Beloved. Your voice is languid and tremulous, your cheeks aflame, and both your weary eyes are red with sleeplessness; your pretty tilak half effaced, the flowers on your head faded, and the parting of your hair as if you had never made it at all. The Bountiful one of his grace refused you no boon, as you coyly took the hem of your robe between your teeth. Why shrink away so demurely? you have changed clothes with your Beloved, and the dark-hued swain has subdued you as completely as though he had been tutored by a hundred Loves. The garland on his breast is faded, the clasp of his waist-belt loose (Rejoice, Śrī Hit Hari Vans!) as he comes from his couch in the bower.

V. "To-day at dawn there was a shower of rapture in the bower, where the happy pair were delighting themselves, one dark, one fair, bright with all gay colours, as she tripped with dainty foot upon the floor. Great Śyām, the glorious lord of love, had his flower wreath stained with the saffron dye of her breasts, and was embellished with the scratches of his darling's nails; she too was marked by the hands of her jewel of lovers. The happy pair in an ecstasy

* That is to say, it is nothing strange that Rādhā and Krishna should take such mutual delight in one another, since they are in fact one and are as inseparable as a wave and the water of which the wave is composed.

† The first line is a question put to Krishna by one of Rādhā's maids, asking him if her mistress had promised him an interview. The second line is a remark which she turns and makes to one of her own companions.
of affection make sweet song, stealing each other's heart (Rejoice, Sri Hit Hari Vans!) the bard is fain to praise, but the drone of a bee is as good as his ineffectual rhyme.

VI. "Who so clever, pretty damsel, whom her lover comes to meet, stealing through the night? Why shrink so coyly at my words? Your eyes are suffused and red with love's excitement, your bosom is marked with his nails, you are dressed in his clothes, and your voice is tremulous. (Rejoice, Sri Hit Hari Vans!) Rádhá's amorous lord has been mad with love.

VII. "To-day the lusty swain and blooming dame are sporting in their pleasant bower. O list! great and incomparable is the mutual affection of the happy pair, on the heavenly plain of Brindá-ban. The ground gleams bright with coral and crystal and there is a strong odour of camphor. A dainty couch of soft leaves is spread, on which the dark groom and his fair bride recline, intent upon the joys and delights of dalliance, their lotus cheeks stained with red streaks of betel juice. There is a charming struggle between dark hands and fair to loose the string that binds her skirt. Beholding herself as in a mirror in the necklace on Hari's breast, the silly girl is troubled by delusion and begins to fret, till her lover wagging his pretty chin shows her that she has been looking only at her own shadow. Listening to her honeyed voice, as again and again she cries 'Nay, nay,' Lalítá and the others take a furtive peep (Rejoice, Sri Hit Hari Vans!) till tossing her hands in affected passion she snaps his jewelled necklet.

VIII. "Ah, red indeed are your lotus eyes, lazily languishing and inflamed by night-long watch, and their collyrium all faded. From your drooping eyelids shoots a glance like a bolt, that strikes your swain as it were a deer and he cannot stir. (Rejoice, Sri Hit Hari Vans!) O damsel, voluptuous in motion as the swan, your eyes deceive even the wasps and bees.

IX. "Rádhá and Mohan are such a dainty pair, he dark and beautiful as the sapphire, she with body of golden lustre: Hari with a tilak on his broad forehead and the Fair with a roli streak amidst the tresses of her hair: the lord like a stately elephant in gait and the daughter of Vrishabhánu like an elephant queen: the damsel in a blue vesture and Mohan in yellow with a red khaur on his forehead (Rejoice, Sri Hit Hari Vans!) Rádhá's amorous lord is dyed deep with love's colours.

X. "To-day the damsel and her swain take delight in novel ways. What can I say? they are altogether exquisite in every limb; sporting
together with arms about each other's neck and cheek to cheek, by such delicious contact making a circle of wanton delight. As they dance, the dark swain and the fair damsel, pipe and drum and cymbal blend in sweet concert with the tinkling of the bangles on her wrists and ankles and the girdle round her waist. Sri Hit Hari Vans, rejoicing at the sight of the damsels' dancing and their measured paces, tears his soul from his body and lays them both at their feet.

XI. "The pavilion is a bright and charming spot; Rādhā and Hari are in glistening attire and the full-orbed autumnal moon is resplendent in the heaven. The dark-hued swain and nymph of golden sheen, as they toy together, show like the lightning's flash and sombre cloud. In saffron vesture he and she in scarlet; their affection deep beyond compare; and the air, cool, soft and laden with perfumes. Their couch is made of leaves and blossoms and he woos her in dulcet tones, while coyly the fair one repulses his every advance. Love tortures Mohan's soul, as he touches her bosom, or waist-band, or wreath, and timorously she cries 'off, off.' Pleasant is the sporting of the glorious lord, close-locked in oft-repeated embrace, and like an earth-reviving river is the flood of his passion.

XII. "Come Rādhā, you knowing one, your paragon of lovers has started a dance on the bank of the Jamuna's stream. Bevies of damsels are dancing in all the abandonment of delight; the joyous pipe gives forth a stirring sound. Near the Bansi-bat, a sweetly pretty spot, where the spicy air breathes with delicious softness, where the half-opened jasmine fills the world with overpowering fragrance, beneath the clear radiance of the autumnal full moon, the milkmaids with raptured eyes are gazing on your glorious lord, all beautiful from head to foot, quick to remove love's every pain. Put your arms about his neck, fair dame, pride of the world, and lapped in the bosom of the Ocean of delight, disport yourself with Śyām in his blooming bower."

If ever the language of the brothel was borrowed for temple use, it has been so here. But, strange to say, the Gosains, who accept as their Gospel these sensuous ravings of a morbid imagination, are for the most part highly respectable married men, who contrast rather favourably, both in sobriety of life and intellectual acquirements, with the professors of rival sects that are based on more reputable authorities. Several of them have a good knowledge of literary Hindi; but their proficiency in Sanskrit is not very high; the best informed among them being unable to resolve into its constituent
elements and explain the not very recondite compound *sudurūḥa*, which will be found in the second stanza of the Rādhā-sudhā.

To indicate the fervour of his passionate love for his divine mistress, Hari Vans assumed the title of Hit Ji and is popularly better known by this name than by the one which he received from his parents. His most famous disciple was Vyās Ji of Orchha, of whom various legends are reported. On his first visit to the Swāmī he found him busy cooking, but at once propounded some knotty theological problem. The sage without any hesitation solved the difficulty, but first threw away the whole of the food he had prepared, with the remark that no man could attend properly to two things at once. Vyās was so struck by this procedure that he then and there enrolled himself as his disciple, and in a short space of time conceived such an affection for Brindā-ban that he was most reluctant to leave it even to return to his wife and children. At last, however, he forced himself to go, but had not been with them long before he determined that they should themselves disown him, and accordingly one day in their presence took and ate some food from a scavenger’s hand. After this act of social excommunication he was allowed to return to Brindā-ban, where he spent the remainder of his life and where his *samādhi*, or tomb, is still to be seen.

Another disciple, Dhruba Dās, was a a voluminous writer and composed as many as 42 poems, of which the following is a list: 1, Jiv-dasā; 2, Baid-gyān; 3, Man-siksha; 4, Brindā-ban-sat; 5, Bhakt-námāvali; 6, Bhairabāman Pūrān; 7, Khyāl Hulās; 8, Siddhānt Bichār; 9, Prīti-chovani; 10, Anand-ashtak; 11, Bhajanāshtak; 12, Bhajan-kundaliya; 13, Bhajan-sat; 14, Sringārsat; 15, Man-sringār; 16, Hit-sringār; 17, Sabha-mandal; 18, Ras-muktāvali; 19, Ras-hirāvali; 20, Ras-ratnāvali; 21, Premāvali; 22, Sri Priyā Ji ki námāvali; 23, Rahasya-manjari; 24, Sukh-manjari; 25, Rati-manjari; 26, Neh-manjari; 27, Ban-bihār; 28, Ras-bihār; 29, Rang-hulās; 30, Rang-bihār; 31, Rang-binod; 32, Anand-dasā; 33, Rahasya-lātā; 34, Anand-lātā; 35, Anurāg-lātā; 36, Prem-lātā; 37, Ras-anand; 38, Jugal-dhyān; 39, Nirtya-bilās; 40, Dān-līla; 41, Mān-līla; 42, Braj-līla.

Other poems by different members of the same sect are the Sevak-bāni, the Ballabh-rasik ki bāni and the Guru-pratāp, by Dāmodar Dās; the Hari-nām-mahimā by Dāmodar Swāmī; the Sri Rāp Lāl Ji ka ashtaka, by Hit Ballabh; and the Hari-nām-beli, the Sri Lāl Ji badhai and the Sri Lārili Jū ki badhai by Brindā-ban Dās.
The only one of the three more important modern schools which yet remains to be mentioned is that founded by Swámi Hari Dás. The Gosáins, his descendants, who now, with their wives and children, number some 500 persons, own one of the most conspicuous of the modern temples, which is dedicated to Krishna under his title of Bihári Ji, or in more popular phrase Bánke Bihári. This is not only their head-quarters, but appears to be the only temple in all India of which they have exclusive possession. It has lately been rebuilt at a cost of Rs. 70,000; a sum which has been raised in the course of 13 years by the contributions of their clients from far and near. It is a large square red sandstone block of plain, but exceedingly substantial, character, with a very effective central gateway of white stone. This has yet to be completed by the addition of an upper story; but even as it stands, the delicacy of its surface carving, and the extremely bold projection of its eaves, render it a pleasing specimen of the style of architecture now in vogue at Brindá-ban—one of the few places in the civilized world where architecture is not a laboriously studied reproduction of a dead past, but a still living art, which is constantly developing by a process of spontaneous growth. The estate is divided into two shares or báts, according to the descent of the Gosáins. Their founder was himself a celibate; but his brother Jagannàth had three sons, Megh Syám, Murári Dás and Gopináth Dás, of whom the third died childless, the other two being the ancestors of the present generation. As is usual in such cases, the two families are at war with one another, and have more than once been obliged to invoke the assistance of the law to prevent a serious breach of the peace. Beyond the sainthood of their ancestor, but few of them have any claim to respect, either on account of their learning—for the majority of them cannot even read—or for the correctness of their morals. There are, however, two exceptions to the general rule—one for each bát—in the person of the Gosáins Jagadís and Kishor Chand; both of whom are fairly well read, within the narrow limits of their own sectarian literature, beyond which they have never dreamed of venturing.

In the original Bhakt-mála of Nábhá Ji, the stanza referring to Hari Dás stands as follows:

मूल ।

आश्चर्य उद्योत कर रसिक क्षाप हरिदास की ॥
जुगलनामश्रेी नम अपत नित कुंजीबंधारी ॥
अचिलीक बहैं के लि किथे मुखाये श्यामकारी ॥
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which may be thus translated:

"Tell we now of Hari Dás, the pride of Ṁadhīr, who sealed the list of the saints; who, bound by a vow to the perpetual repetition of the two names of Kunj-bihāri, was ever beholding the sportive actions of the god, the lord of the Gopis' delights; who was a very Gandharv in melodious song and propitiated Syām and Syāmā, presenting them with the daintiest food in daily sacrifice and feeding the peacocks and monkeys and fish; at whose door a king stood waiting in hope of an interview; Hari Dás, the pride of Ṁadhīr, who sealed the list of the saints."

This is followed by the Gloss, or Supplement of Priya Dás:

Which may be thus rendered:

"Who can tell all the perfections of Śrī Śvāmī Hari Dás, who by ever muttering in prayer the sacred name came to be the very seal of devotion. Some one brought him perfume that he valued very highly; he took and threw it down on the bank; the other thought it wasted. Said the sage, knowing his thoughts: 'Take and show him the god:' he slightly raised the curtain; all
was drenched with perfume. The philosopher's stone he cast into the water, then gave instruction: many are the legends of the kind."

Probable few will deny that at least in this particular passage the disciple is more obscure than his master; and the obscurity, which is a sufficiently prominent feature in the English translation, is far greater in the Hindi text, where no indication is given of a change of person, and a single form answers indifferently for every tense of a verb and every case of a noun. The Bhakt-Sindhu expands the two stanzas into a poem of 211 couplets and supplies a key to all the allusions in the following detailed narrative:

Brahm-dhir, a Sanádh Bráhman of a village now called Hariidáspur, near Kol, had a son, Gyándhir, who entertained a special devotion for Krishna under his form of Giridhári—'the mountain-supporter'—and thus made frequent pilgrimages to the holy hill of Gobardhan. On one such occasion he took to himself a wife at Mathurá, and she in due time bore him a son, whom he named As-dhir. The latter eventually married a daughter of Gangá-dhar, a Bráhman of Rájpúr—a small village adjoining Brindá-ban—who on the 8th of the dark fortnight of the month of Bhádon in the samvat year 1441 give birth to Hari Dás. Form his earliest childhood he gave indications of his future sanctity, and instead of joining in play with other children was always engaged in prayer and religious meditation. In spite of his parents' entreaties he made a vow of celibacy, and at the age of 25 retired to a solitary hermitage by the Mán Sarovar, a natural lake on the left bank of the Jamuná, opposite Brindá-ban. He afterwards removed to the Nidh-ban in that town, and there formally received his first disciple, Bithal-Bipul, who was his own maternal uncle. His fame soon spread far and wide, and among his many visitors was one day a Khattri from Delhi, by name Dayál Dás, who had by accident discovered the philosopher's stone, which transmuted into gold everything with which it was brought in contact. This he presented as a great treasure to the Swámi, who however tossed it away into the Jamuná; but then seeing the giver's vexation, he took him to the margin of the stream and bade him take up a handful of sand out of the water. When he had done so, each single grain seemed to be a facsimile of the stone that had been thrown away and, when tested, was found to possess precisely the same virtue. Thus the Khattri was made to understand that the saints stand in no need of earthly riches, but are complete in themselves; and he forthwith joined the number of Hari Dás's disciples.

Some thieves, however, hearing that the sage had been presented with the philosopher's stone, one day when he was bathing, took the opportunity of
stealing his *odagrām*, which they thought might be it. On discovering it to be useless for their purpose, they threw it away under a bush, and as the saint in his search for it happened to pass by the spot, the stone itself found voice to tell him where it lay. From that time forth he received every morning by miraculouss agency a gold coin, out of which he was to provide the temple-offerings (*bhog*) and to spend whatever remained over in the purchase of grain wherewith to feed the fish in the Jamunā and the peacocks and monkeys on its banks.

One day a Kāynth made him an offering of a bottle of *atar* worth Rs. 1,000, and was greatly mortified to see the Swámi drop it carelessly on the ground, so that the bottle was broken and the precious essence all wasted. But on being taken to the temple he found that his gift had been accepted by the god, for the whole building was fragrant with its perfume.

Again, a minstrel at the court of the Dehli Emperor had an incorrigibly stupid son, who was thereupon expelled in disgrace. In his wanderings he happened to come to Brindá-ban, and there threw himself down on the road to sleep. In the early morning the Swámi, going from the Nidh-ban to bathe, stumbled over him, and after hearing his story gave him the name of Tán-sen, and by the mere exercise of his will converted him at once into a most accomplished musician. On his return to Delhi, the Emperor was astonished at the brilliancy of his performance, and determined himself to pay a visit to Brindá-ban and see the master under whom he had studied. Accordingly, when he was next at Agra, he came over to Mathurá, and rode out as far as Bhat-rond—half-way—whence he proceeded on foot to the Nidh-ban. The saint received his old pupil very graciously, but took no notice of his royal companion, though he knew perfectly well who he was. At last, as the Emperor continued begging that he might be of some service, he took him to the Bihári ghát close by, which for the nonce appeared as if each one of its steps was a single precious stone set in a border of gold; and there showing him one step with a slight flaw in it, asked him to replace it by another. This was a work beyond the capacity even of the great Emperor, who thereupon contented himself with making a small endowment for the support of the sacred monkeys and peacocks and then went his way after receiving a most wearisome amount of good advice.

No further incident is recorded in the life of Hari Dás, the date of whose death is given as *Sambat* 1537. He was succeeded as Mahant by his uncle Bithal-Bipul; and he by Bihári Dás. The latter was so absorbed in enthusiasm that a Sárasvat Bráhman, of Panjábí extraction, by name Jagannáth, was brought over from Kol to administer the affairs of the temple; and after
his death the succession was continued through several other names, which it seems unnecessary to transcribe.

Thus far the narrative of the Bhakt-Sindhu; which, it will be seen, affords an explanation of the obscure allusions in the Bhakt-Mâlâ to the two presentations of the atar and the philosopher's stone, the daily feeding of the monkeys and peacocks and the Emperor's visit. In other matters, however, it is not at all in accord with the traditions accepted by the Swâmi's descendants; for they say that he was not a Sanâdh by caste, but a Sârasvat; that his family came not from Kol or Jalesar, but from Ucheh near Multân, and that he lived not four centuries ago, but at the most only three. It would seem that the author of the Bhakt-Sindhu was the partisan of a schism in the community, which occurred about 50 years or so ago, and that he has moulded his facts accordingly; for the Jagannâth whom he brings over from Kol is not named in a genuine list of the Mahants, which will be given hereafter. That he is utterly at fault in his dates, Sambat 1441—1537, is obvious at a glance; for the Emperor who visited Brindâ-ban was certainly Akbar, and he did not ascend the throne till Sambat 1612. It is true that Professor Wilson, in his Religious Sects of the Hindus, where he mentions Hari Dâs, describes him as a disciple and faithful companion of Chaitanya, who was born in 1485 and died in 1527 A.D. But although Hari Dâs had imbibed the spirit of Chaitanya's teaching, I know of no ground for maintaining that there was any personal intercourse between the two; had it been so, that fact would scarcely have escaped record in the Bhakt-Mâlâ or some one of its modern paraphrases. Moreover, I have by me a small pothi of 680 leaves, which gives a complete list of all the Mahants and their writings from the founder down to the date of the MS., which is Sambat 1825. The list is as follows: Swâmi Hari Dâs, Bithal Bipul, Bibârini Dâs, Nâgâri Dâs, Saras Dâs, Naval Dâs, Narhar Dâs, Rasik Dâs, and Lalit-Kishori, otherwise called Lalit-mohani Dâs. Allowing 20 years for each incumbency, which is rather a high average, since only an elderly man would be elected for the post, the date of Hari Dâs's death is thrown back only as far as Sambat 1665. His writings, moreover, are not more archaic in style than the poems of Tulsi Dâs, who died in Sambat 1680; and therefore on all grounds we may fairly conclude as an established fact that he flourished at the end of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th century A.D., in the reigns of the Emperors Akbar and Jahângir.

Each of the Mahants named in the above list is described as being the disciple of his immediate predecessor, and each composed some devotional poems, which are known as sakhis, chaubolas, or padas. The most voluminous writer is Bibârini Dâs, whose padas occupy 684 pages. In many of them he expresses
the intensity of his mystical devotion in terms of exaggerated warmth, which are more suggestive of an earthly than a divine passion. But the short extract that follows is of a different character, and is of special interest as confirming the conclusion already stated as to the date of Hari Dās; since it mentions by name both the Emperor Akbar and also the death of his famous friend Birbar, which occurred in 1590 A.D.

|| Rāg Nārā ||

काहा गवँ रे मृतक नर ||
स्थान स्थार के खान पान तन चौठ चलत रे निलज निदर ||
यहिं भविच म्हुँ बिदित चग बांमन बड़े भेखे बीरबर ||
मरत दुःखी हियो न जियो कियो न सहाय साहि अकबर ||
स्वासन निकसत # बुर चामुर राघे राघि † काल करतर ||
इतहि न उतहि बीच्ही मूल्यो है फिरत कोने के घर ||
सुखद सरन हरिचरनकमल भजि बादि फिरत भटकत घरघर ||
श्रीबिहारीदास छिदाश विपुलबल लटकि लम्बो संग सवापर ||

Translation.

"Why boastest thou thyself, O mortal man? thy body shall be the prey of dogs and jackals, though without shame or fear thou now goest delicately. This is known throughout the world to be the end of all: a great man was the Brāhmaṇ Birbar, yet he died, and at his death the Emperor Akbar was sad of heart, nor himself longer lived nor aught availed. When gods or demons breathe out their life, Death holds them in his maw, suspended, neither here nor there, but in an intermediate state. All astray and swelling with pride, on whom is thy trust? Adore Hari's blessed lotus feet; to roam and wander about from house to house is all vanity. By the strong aid of Hari Dās, Bihārini Dās has found and laid hold of the Almighty."

The founder of the sect has himself left only two short poems, filling 41 leaves, entitled Sādhāран Siddhaṇt and Ras ke pada. The former is here given both in the original text and in a translation. Most of the habitués of the

* One MS. for सय्यन निकसत reads त्रय निकसत नादेत.
† Bontha has the same meaning as the more common term जूगली बहु, 'to ruminate,' like a cow.
temple know the greater part of it by heart, though I have ascertained that very few of them have more than the vaguest general idea of the meaning. Even the best-informed of the Pujários—Kishori Chand—who went over it carefully with me, supplied an interpretation of some passages which after consultation with other Pandits I could see was quite untenable and was obliged to reject. The connection of ideas and the grammatical construction are often so involved that it is highly probable my version may still be not altogether free of errors, though I have done my best to eliminate them. The doctrine inculcated does not appear to differ in any essential point from the ordinary teaching of the other Vaishnava sects: the great duties of man, by the practice of which he may have an assured hope of attaining to ultimate salvation, being defined as submission to the divine will, detachment from the world, and an unquestioning faith in the mystery of the incarnation.

THE SADHĀRAN SIDDHĀNT.

II 0 II रागविभास

श्रीमाहिरिदासजीवत साधारणासिद्धांत लिखते II 0 II
हरि भजि हरि मन छांदि न मान नर तन को ॥
जिन बंधुरे जिन बंधुरे सिलसिल घनकों ॥
श्रन्मागैं भागैं भावना चौं पल लागैं पलकों ॥
काहि हरिदास मीठ ज्ञाँ भावे त्याँ । धन है सापूनको ॥ ॥
|| राग विलाल ||

हे हरि मोहं न विगारनकों तोसीं न भंडारनकों मोहि तोहि परी होड़ ॥
कौनघीं जोते कौनघीं हारे परिवारी न सोड़ ॥
तुमचारी मायाबाजी पसारी विचित मोहि मुनि काके मूले कोड़ ॥
काहि हरिदास हम जोते हारे तुम तहु न तोड़ ॥ ॥
बंदे नर्मद्यार मला ॥

चित न जलाय भाव समाधि भीतर न होइ श्रेगला ॥
न फिर दरदर पठदर न होइ श्रोळा ॥
काहि हरिदास करता किया से हुवा सुमेह सचल चला ॥ ॥
हित तों कोिे कमलनेंवों जा हित के भागे भोर हित के लागे फोका ॥
के हित कोिे साधुसंगतंस कोिे कलमधि जय जोका ॥
हरिकौ हित भेसे भेसे रंग मवीठ ॥
संसार हित भेसे भेसे रंग कसूम दिन दुखोका ॥
काहि हरिदास हित कोिे बिहारिसंग भोर निवाहू जोका ॥ ॥
सिनका बयार के बय ॥

व्याँ मावे त्यां उटन लेजाय भावने रख ॥
ब्रह्मलोक शिवलोक भोर लेक भस ॥
कहे श्रीहरिदास बिहार देशे बिना बिहारी नाहिं जस ॥ ॥
संसार समुद्र मनुष्य मोन नज़ मगर भोर जीव बहुबंदसि ॥
मन बयार प्रेरे सनेहपंड पंडति ॥
लाम पिंजरा लेमी मरजिया पदार्थचारि शंघंदिति ॥
कहिं हरिदास तेंदुः जीव पारस्ये ने गहिं गहे चरन शान्तदन्दिति ॥ ८ ॥
हरि के नामको भालय कित करत है रे काल फिरत घर यांचे ॥
बेर कुबेर कलु नहीं जानत चढ़ौँ फिरत है बांधे ॥
होरा बहुत जवाहिरसंहे कहा भयो हस्ती दरबांधे ॥
कहिं श्रीहरिदास महलमं बनिता बनठाड़ी मई ॥
तब कलु न चलत जब भावत संतकी ग्रांधे ॥ २० ॥
देसै श्रीन लेगन को लावन ॥
बुङ्खत नाहिं हरिचरणकन्दलको मृण्या जन्म गधावनि ॥
जब जममूल आय घरतहे करत भाप मनमावनि ॥
कहे श्रीहरिदास तबही चिरजीवि कुंजबिहारि चितावनि ॥ ११ ॥
मन लगाय प्रति कीजे कर कराराएं ब्रजबिहारि दोजे बोहनी ॥
बुंदाबनों बनडपबनों गुंजमाळ हाय पोहनी ॥
गे गे मुरारेतें मृण मगुरारेतें गये तन नेक न जोहनी ॥
श्रीहरिदासके स्वामी स्वामि कुंजबिहारि को चित ज्यो विषपर दोहनी ॥ १२ ॥

॥ राग कल्यान ॥

हरिको श्रेष्ठों सब खेल ॥
मृगुत्तंता जग ब्राह्मण रहि है कहं बिजेरो न खेल ॥
पनमद वैवन्द्रद राजमद जों पंडित्म में खेल ॥
कहे श्रीहरिदास यहै जिय जानो तीर्थकों मेल ॥ १३ ॥
माई धनि वे मुगी जे कमलन्तकं गृजित खपने खपने मर्तारन सहित ॥
धनि वे गाड़व वेंधे जे बंशरस पीवत भवन दोना जों जाई न बहत ॥
पंडित्म होंटिं मुनिजन चेते केते चेतहि दिन काम क्रोध लेन रहित ॥
मुनि श्रीहरिदास हमारे पति ते कठिन न जान दें ह्ये रायत गहत ॥ १४ ॥
II राग वरारी II

लाल मेरे दुखके दोस्ते ॥
मारण जात गाहि रखो री चंबला मेरो, नाहिं देखि बिना बोहना ॥
नागरि गूढ़िर ठंबिलोथो मेरा लाल गैराचनकौ तिलक माये मेहना ॥
श्रीहरिदासके खांमी बदसं ब्रह्मदेव न्यास हे या नगरी जिन बसो री बोहनी॥ १५ ॥

II राग कान्हरी II

भूठी बात जांची करि दिखायतहि हृदि नागर ॥
निकि दिन बुनत घेरवल्लो जाय प्रवंचको यागर ॥
ठाठ बनाय घोळी मिहरिको हे पुक्तैं प्यागर ॥
सुनि हरिदास यहि जिय जाने शुपनेहोसी जागर ॥ १६ ॥
जगत्प्रीति करि देशी नाही नेंग ठीको कोज ॥
झूठपति रंकलों देखै प्रकृति विरोध न बनयो कोज ॥
दिन जु गये बहुत जननके बसे जावे जिन कोज ॥
सुनि हरिदास मोत मलो पायो बिहारी बैसे पावे सब कोज ॥ १७ ॥
लेग तै मूल्यी मले मूल्यी तुम मलि मूल्यी मालाधारी ॥
प्रापने पति बौंड़े बैरनियों रति च्यों दारिनियों दारी ॥
स्थाय कहहत जे बाव मोते बिमुख बेकांजों जिन दुसरी करबारी ॥
कहि हरिदास जंग देवता पितरनकौ शर्या मारी ॥ १८ ॥
जेरी बीचे तोले हृदि मन मन नेर बात सब बादि ॥
दोस चारके हलमला में तू कहा लेगे नादि ॥
धनमद गौवनमद राजमद मूल्यी नगर बिवादि ॥
कहि श्रीहरिदास लेम चारपत्मयो बालकी लगे फिरादि ॥ १९ ॥
प्रेममुद्रादृष्टयुग गाहिरे बैसे लगे घाट ॥
बेकार्यौ चानि कहावत चानिप्यों की कहा परिव बाद ॥
Translation of the Siddhânta of Swâmi Hari Dâs.

Râg Bibhâs.

1. "O Hari, as thou disposest, so all things abide. If I would shape my course in any different fashion, tell me whose tracks could I follow. If I would do my own will, how can I do it, if thou holdest me back? (The lords of Sri Hari Dâs are Syâmâ and Kunj-bihâri). Put a bird in a cage, and for all its fluttering it cannot get away.

2. "O Bihâri, Bihârîni, none else has any power; all depends on your grace. Why babble of vain systems of happiness? they are all pernicious. To him who loves you, show love, bestowers of happiness (the lords of Sri Har Dâs are Syâmâ and Kunj-bihâri), the supporters of all living creatures.

3. "At times the soul takes flight hither or thither; but it finds no greater joy. Discipline it in every way and keep it under, or you will suffer. Beautiful as a myriad Loves is Bihâri; and Pleasure and all delights dwell in his presence (the lords of Sri Hari Dâs are Syâmâ and Kunj-bihâri) be ever contemplating his manifold aspects.

4. "Worship Hari, worship Hari, nor desert him out of regard for thy mortal body. Covet not, covet not the least particle of wealth. It will come to you unsought, as naturally as one eyelid droops upon the other. Says Sri Hari Das, as comes death, so comes wealth, of itself (or like death, so is wealth—an evil).

Râg Bildwâli.

5. "O Hari, there is no such destroyer as I am, and no such restorer as thou art:* betwixt me and thee there is a contest. Whichever wins or loses, there is no breaking of the condition. Thy game of illusion is wide-spread in diverse ways: saints are bewildered by it and myriads are led astray. Says Hari Dâs, I win, thou losest, but there is no change in thy love.

* For a similar expression of the same sentiment compare the following lines of Sâr Dâs; Mere pepan so, Hari, hari hau—Main garna, tum men bal thora, nichkhi hit pichimari hau. 'O Hari, you are vanquished by my sinfulness; I am so heavy and you so slight, that you get badly thrown.'
6. "O ye faithful, this is a good election: waver not in mind; enter into yourselves in contemplation and be not stragglers. Wander not from house to house, nor be in doubt as to your own father's door. Says Śrī Hari Dās, what is God's doing, is as fixed as Mount Sumeru has become.

7. "Set your affection on the lotus-eyed, in comparison with whose love all love is worthless; or on the conversation of the saints: that so the sin of your soul may be effaced. The love of Hari is like the durable dye of the madder; but the love of the world is like a stain of saffron that lasts only for two days. Says Hari Dās, set your affection on Bihāri, and he knowing your heart will remain with you for ever.

8. "A straw is at the mercy of the wind, that blows it about as it will and carries it whither it pleases. So is the realm of Brahma, or of Siva, or this present world. Says Śrī Hari Dās: this is my conclusion, I have seen none such as Bihāri.

9. "Man is like a fish in the ocean of the world, and other living creatures of various species are as the crocodiles and alligators, while the soul like the wind spreads the entangling net of desire. Again, avarice is as a cage, and the avaricious as divers, and the four objects of life as four compartments of the cage. Says Hari Dās, those creatures only can escape whoever embrace the feet of the son of bliss.

10. "Fool, why are you slothful in Hari's praises? Death goeth about with his arrows ready. He heedeth not whether it be in season or out of season, but has ever his bow on his shoulder. What avail heaps of pearls and other jewels and elephants tied up at your gate? Says Śrī Hari Dās, though your queen in rich attire await you in her chamber, all goes for nothing when the darkness of your last day draweth nigh.

11. "See the cleverness of these people: having no regard for Hari's lotus feet, their life is spent to no purpose; when the angel of death comes and encompasses them he does what seemeth him good. Says Śrī Hari Dās: then is he only found long-lived, who has taken Kunj-bihāri to his soul.

12. "Set your heart upon securing his love. With water-pot in hand perambulate the ways of Brāj and, stringing the beads of your rosary, wander through Brindā-ban and the lesser groves. As a cow watches her own calf and a doe its own fawns and has an eye for none other (the lords of Śrī Hari Dās are Syāmā and Kunj-bihāri) be your meditation on them as well balanced as a milk-pail on the head.
13. "All is Hari’s mere sport, a mirage pervading the universe without either germ or plant. The pride of wealth, the pride of youth, the pride of power, are all like the crow among birds. Says Sri Hari Dás, know this of a surety, all is but as a gathering on a feast-day, that is quickly dispersed.

14. "O sister, how happy are the does who worship the lotus-eyed, each with her own lord. Happy too the calves that drink in the melody of his pipe in their ears as in a cup from which no drop can be spilt. The birds too are like holy men, who daily do him service, free from lust, passion, and avarice. Hearken, Sri Hari Dás, my husband is a difficulty; he will not let me go, but holds me fast.

15. "O friend, as I was going along the road, he laid hold of my milk-pail and my dress; I would not yield to him unless he paid me for luck. ‘O clever milk-maid, you have bewitched my boy with the lustre of the go-rochan patch on your forehead’ (O lord of Sri Hari Dás), this is the justice we get here; do not stay in this town, pretty one."

16. "O clever Hari, thou makest the false appear true; night and day thou art weaving and unweaving; thou art an ocean of deceit. Though thou affectest the woman† in form and name, thou art more than man. Hearken ye all to Hari Dás and know of a truth it is but as when one wakes out of sleep.

17. "The love of the world has been tested; there is no real accord. See, from the king to the beggar, natures differ and no match can be found. The days of many births are past for ever; so pass not thou. Hearken to Hari Dás, who has found a good friend in Bihári; may all find the like.

18. "People have gone astray; well they have gone, but take thy rosary and stray not thou. To leave thy own lord for another is to be like a strumpet among women. Syámá declares: those men rebel against me who prefer another, and those too (says Hari Dás) who make great sacrifice to the gods and perform laboured funeral rites for departed ancestors.‡

* In two of the three MSS. of the poem that I have consulted, stanzas 16 and 15 are omitted and they appear clearly to be an interpolation by some later hand, being quite out of keeping with the context. They must be regarded as a dialogue between two of the Gopis and Jásoda.

† In this stanza it is the god’s illusive power, or Maya, that is addressed, rather than the god himself.

‡ Thus the Vaiṣṇavas, when they perform a Srédh, do not repeat the names of their own ancestors, but substitute the names of Krishna, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha.
19. "Worship Hari from the heart as long as you live; all things else are vain. It is only a matter of four days, what need of much baggage. From pride of wealth, from pride of youth, from pride of power, you have lost yourself in mere village squabbles. Says Hari Dás, it is greed that has destroyed you; where will a complaint lie.

20. "In the depth of the delights of an ocean of love how can men reach a landing-place? Admitting his helplessness he cries, What way of escape is open? No one's arrows fly straight, for all his boasting in street and marketplace. Says Sri Hari Dás: know Bihári to be a god who overlooks all defects in his votaries."

The Malúk Dáis, another modern sect of limited importance, have one of their religious houses at Brindá-ban, with a temple dedicated to Rám Ji, near the Kesi ghát. Their founder, according to the most probable tradition, lived in the reign of Aurangzeb, and was a trader by occupation. He is said to have written a Hindi poem called the Daaratna, together with a few short Sákhis and Padas in the same language; but no specimen of his composition has ever been published, nor is it known what, if any, are the distinctive tenets of the sect. Probably, they will be found to differ in no material respect from the doctrines of faith and quietism as inculcated by Hari Dás; though, an important practical difference consists in the recognition of Ráma, rather than Krishna, as the incarnation to be specially worshipped. I had intended to visit their Guru and collect from him the materials for a brief sketch of their history and literature, in order to complete this chapter; but unfortunately I neglected to do so while at Mathurá, and have now lost the opportunity of supplying the omission.

Another small and obscure sect, that of the Prán-náthis, is again one of the few, of whose literature Professor Wilson, in his essays on the religion of the Hindus, was unable to furnish a specimen. The sect has a single representative at Mathurá, and from him, before I left, I obtained a copy of one of the poems of Prán-náth himself.

It is very curious, both from the advanced liberalism of its theological ideas and also from the uncouthness of the language, in which the construction of the sentences is purely Hindi, while the vocabulary is mainly supplied from

* The number 'four' seems to be an allusion to the four stages of life: childhood, youth, manhood, and old age.

† The word *badd-pau* is doubtful and probably corrupt, though given in all three MSS.
Persian and Arabic sources. The writer, a Kshatriya by caste, lived at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and was under the special patronage of Chhattrasal, the famous Râjâ of Panna in Bundelkhand, who is commonly said by the Muhammadans to have been converted to Islâm, though in reality he only went as far as Prân-nâth, who endeavoured to make a compromise between the two religions. His followers are sometimes called Dhamis, from Dhâm, a name of the supreme spirit, or Parmâtmâ, and like the Sikhs and several of the later Hindu sects are not idolators, so far that they do not make or reverence any image of the divinity, but if they have any temple at all, the only object of religious veneration which it contains is a copy of the works of the founder. His treatises, which, as usual, are all in verse, are fourteen in number, none of them of very great length, and bear the following titles:—1, The book of Râs; 2, of Prakâs; 3, of Shat-rit; 4, of Kalas; 5, of Sanandh; 6, of Kirantan; 7, of Khulása; 8, of Khel-bat; 9, of Prakrama Ilâhi Dulhan (an allegory in which the Church, or 'Bride of God,' is represented as a holy city); 10, of Sâgar Singâr; 11, of Bare Singâr; 12, of Sidhi Bhâsa; 13, of Mârafat Sâgar; 14, of Kiyámât-nâma. The shortest is the last, of which I now proceed to give the text, followed by an attempt at a translation, which I am afraid is not altogether free from error, as I am not much versed in Kurânic literature and may have misunderstood some of the allusions. The owner of the MS., Karak Dâs by name, though professing so liberal a creed, was not a particularly enlightened follower of his master, for I found it impossible to convince him that the Isa of the Kurân, so repeatedly mentioned by Prân-nâth, was really the same as the incarnate God worshipped by the English. Like most of the Bairagis and Gosâins with whom I have talked, his idea was that the fiery and impetuous foreign rulers of the country were Sûraj-bansis, or descendants of the sun, and that the sun was the only God they recognized, as was evidenced by their keeping the Sunday holy in his honour.

But, without further preface, to proceed to the text of the poem. It stands as follows:—

\\\begin{verse}
|| श्रीहरि ||
\begin{align*}
| पाव उमत सु काहिया जारे & उठा मोमिना क्यामल भारे ||
| केरूतीहु माफक कुरान & तुमारे भागे काहे बयान || १ ॥
| ला केरा पाव उमत विरदार & छड़े रहो ही हुसियां ||
| बहियतनामे देवे सांप & भग्यार जही होसी बेबाक || २ ॥
\end{align*}
\\end{verse}
बरकत दुनियां ब्राह्मण कुरान

य दरगाहवे भारे बयान

tन दिन हैसी बंधा धुंध

कहा हैसी ब्राह्मण रेखेस

बब कहे जी बाजी कहा रहा

पात्साह इसा बरस चालोस

क्या हिंदु क्या मुस्लिमान

का क्या हैसी उठे कुरान

नब्बे नवे हुए बिताते

का लिख्यां ग्यारे सिपारे मांहे

हुक्कलां पेहने जामे दाये

य लिख्या चढ़े सिपारे मांहे

य जी बरस इसाकी काही

दस चम्पारि बारे के तीस

सातर बरस ब्राह्मण चा रहे

मेंमिना चलेबिजलोकी न्यांत

ब्राह्मण चाहेरी दमन जो रही

पुलसरात कही बड़ीको धार

प्ररमियतसलूनमें कहा वे

वे चाहेर कहा बयान

दस्सह इसां चम्पारि हमांम

बे लिख्या बीच सिपारे ब्राम

ब्राह्मण इसामहंदण्डब्राह्मण हमांम

पर ना देखें भांते चाहेरी
तो आदमकों नकल सबूत।
से साराही हुए रह ॥ १५ ॥
तोलागी लानत हुमा पुत्रां ॥
के आदम मेरा हुमा दुस्मन ॥ १६ ॥
सवेंके दिलप हृंद पातसाह ॥
आंठमे सिपारे जाहर कही ॥ १७ ॥
पर क्या करो तुम जो वाहीको नसल ॥
वह दीलप बेठा ले लानत ॥ १८ ॥
वे तुम सुनियेडिलके कान ॥
अब भी फेर आराम त्यूं ॥ १९ ॥
बीच देशा दोदे दिलके ॥
जिनकु तुम कहेंते कुफरान ॥ २० ॥
तामे ते साहेब आया नाहे ॥
से सबकी करसी सिफार ॥ २१ ॥
बीता गरीवार पेशेरवान ॥
तिनकी ब्रह्म तुमकी नाही धव ॥ २२ ॥
पढ़े चायरत पावे नाहे ॥
से हकीकत पावे कंगार ॥ २३ ॥
चायर हिंदुत्तो मै मुलकनबुल ॥
ब्रोता ब्रह्म फकीरा मै पातसाह ॥ २४ ॥
न मानो चो चारे देवों कुरान ॥
धुधकलंकी भावेगा नाही ॥ २५ ॥
मघरक मघर होवी वस ॥
तिनका भी करदेत नवें ॥ २६ ॥
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वो इस्कारत बेले निच बुध
ब्याख्या करतकर बतात्क कहे विचया प्रमृंजन्द
ब्रंजीर कहे इसा बुजरक
बहुध कहे मुशा वड़ा होरे
शाराने रसम जुदी कर रही
पुं छरमे जुदे नाम घर
अपनी अपनी सम्बन्धे सब
सब सगितारे यद्व यां
सत वसत दौट जुदे कोगे
टोने जहानमे थी उरमण
केंद्र केंद्र रामकड़ रासन
हंसावर से बनाया गुहाझ़ गुढाकी गुढाकी टैँगा
सब पूजरी साहेब वरत
वे लिखा तीसरे खिपारे
ललतकदर के तीन तकरार
अप्पे फिरस्ते बूढ़द घरे
वेर उत्तरी महोने हजार
हुकम दिया साहेब इसके हाथ
केंद्र गुहाझ़ देट कुरान
tीसरी तकरार की भज फजर
ब्राह्मण भेले खिपारे मे ब्रा लिखा
धारे कुंजकी टैँगा लेआे
विना हादी ना पाहेये सुध

सब कलुमबा कासी निकांद
सब ब्राह्मण ब्रा अंत pensions.

सब बुजरकी घनी की कही

रथ आलमकी भाया भार

माया ब्रह्मा वीणा येके टोगे

करम काउ वरियत जलन

साफ कोई आसमान घरंग

सब जहाँकी कियो मिलाय

cे वधान हुकम चिर लेवे

कलामबलं यु कोई वत

बेले ब्राह्मण जोभिके द्वारे

तीसरी फजर में बायाफार

ललतकदर के माहे ठहरे

गिर्ना टैट भ्रम विराद

भ्रम चलामती इनके साथ

दुनाहुल्लानेरांह व्याघ

g्यारे वदी मे टोगे नजर

के दुमे का नाही टेरां

ब्राह्मण उमलका कहिये लेआे
Go tell the chosen people; arise ye faithful, the day of judgment is at hand. I speak according to the Kurān and make my declaration before you. All ye heads of the chosen people, stand up and attend. The Testament (Wasiyat-nāma)* gives evidence: Eleven centuries shall be completed after the blessing of the world by the Kurān and by him who was merciful to the poor. A voice shall come from the tabernacle and Gabriel† shall take them to the appointed place. For three days, there shall be gloom and confusion, and the door of repentance shall be closed. And what? shall there be any other way? Nay, no one shall be able to befriend his neighbour.§

Say now what shall be the duration of this life, and what the clear signs of the coming of the last day. Christ shall reign for forty years, as is written in the 28th Sīpāra. Hindus and Musalmans shall both alike bring their creed to the same point. And what shall come about, when the Kurān has thus been taken away? this is a matter which I would have you now attentively consider.

When 991 years are past, then the Lord Christ will come. This is written in the 11th Sīpāra: I will not quote a word wrongly.|| The spirit of God

* Wasiyat-nāma is, I believe, a general name, including both the Kurān and the Hadis, which together make up the Muhammadan rule of faith; but I have not been able to trace the particular tradition, to which reference is here made, as specifying the exact number of years that are to elapse before Christ's second coming.

† Gabriel is accounted God's ordinary messenger: but here, I should rather have looked for Irafi, whose duty it will be to sound the trumpet at the last day.

‡ Revex may possibly stand for ravish.

§ Kheṣ is for ḅhweṣ, 'a kinsman.'

|| In spite of this emphatic assertion, the quotation would appear to be incorrect, for the 11th Sīpāra contains no such prophecy.
(i.e., Christ) shall be clothed in vesture of two different kinds; so it is stated in the Kurān. This is in the 6th Sipārā; whoever doubts me may see it there for himself. These now are the years of Christ, as I am going to state in detail. Take ten, eleven, and twelve thirty times (that it is say $10 + 11 + 12 \times 30 = 990$). Then Christ shall reign 40 years. The other 70 years that remain (after 990 + 40, to make up 1,100) are for the bridge Sirāt. The saints will cross it like a flash of lightning; the pious with the speed of a horse; but as for the merely nominal believers who remain, for them there are 10 kinds of hell;* the bridge Sirāt is like the edge of a sword, they fall or they get cut in pieces—none cross over. This is stated in the Āmiyat Salām; go and look at it carefully. The statement is clear, but your heart is too blind to see it. Christ stands for 10,† the Imām for 11, and in the 12th century, then shall be the perfect day-break. This is written in the Ām Sipārā, which is the 30th.

"When Christ, Muhammad, and the Imām are come, every one will come and bow before them. But you should see not with the eyes of the body, but, after reflection, with the eyes of the soul. Aẓāzil saw in person, but would not bow to Adam. Though he had done homage times without number, it all went for nothing. When they saw his pride,‡ the curse was pronounced and he became an outcast. Then Aẓāzil asked a boon: ‘Adam has become my enemy. I will pervert the ways of his descendants and reign in the hearts of them all.’ Thus it was between Adam and Aẓāzil, as is clearly stated in the 8th Sipārā. You take after him in sense, but what can you do, since you are his offspring. You look for Dajjāl § outside, but he sits at your heart, according to the curse.

"You have not understood the meaning of the above; listen to me now with the ears of the spirit. In like manner as He has always come, so will He come again. All the Prophets have been of Jewish race—look through them with the eyes of the soul—that is, they have sprung from the midst of Hindus, whom you call Kāfirs. Search now among your own people; the Lord has never been born among them. The races whom you call heathen will all be sanctified through him. The Lord thinks scorn of no man, but is compassionate to all who are humble. A veil is said to be over the Lord’s face. What? do you not know this? By the veil is meant ‘among Hindus;’ mere

---

* This is the Hindu computation; the Mahamadans reckon only seven hells.
† This is intended to explain the curious calculation given above, ‘ten, eleven, and twelve multiplied by thirty.’
‡ Aṭār here would seem to stand for Aḥankār.
§ Dajjāl, here the spirit of evil generally, is properly the name of anti-Christ.
reading does not convey the hidden intention; if you look only to the letter, how can you grasp the spirit? Thus is declared the glory of the Hindus, that the last of the Prophets shall be of them. And the Lord Christ, that great Prophet, was the king of the poor Jews. This is stated in the 5th Sipára; if you do not believe me, go and examine the Kurán yourself. It is also stated in the Hindu books that Budh Kalanki will assuredly come. When he has come, he will make all alike; east and west will both be under him. Some one will say, 'will both be at once?' this, too, I will clear up, explaining the intention to the best of my ability; without a guide you would not get at the truth. Kalanki, it is said, will be on a horse—this every one knows—and astrologers say that Vijayabhinaand will make an end of the Kalijug. Now, the Gospel says that Christ is the head of all and that he will come and do justice. The Jews say that Moses is the greatest and that all will be saved through him. All follow different customs and proclaim the greatness of their own master. Thus idly quarrelling they fix upon different names; but the end of all is the same, the supreme God. Each understands only his own language, but there is no real difference at bottom. All the scriptures bear witness that there are different names in different languages; but truth and untruth are the two incompatibles, and Maya and Brahm have to be distinguished from one another. In both worlds there was confusion; some walking by the law of Hindu, others by the law of Muhammadan ceremonial. But knowledge has revealed the truth and made clear both heaven and earth: as the sun has made manifest all creation and harmonized the whole world, so the power of God bears witness to God; he speaks and all obey. All who perform acts of religious worship do them to the Lord; the word of the Most High has declared it so. It is written in the third Sipára that he opened the gates of the highest heaven.

"The Laht-ul-kadr (or night of power) has three contentions: on the third dawn the judgment will commence. The spirits and angels will appear in person, for it was on that night that they descended;† the blessings of a thousand months descended also. The chiefs will be formed into two companies; God will give them his orders and through them there shall be salvation.

* For Khalaja I propose to read Khulaja; but even so the meaning elicited is not very satisfactory.

† The allusions are to the chapter of the Kurán called the Súrat-ul-kadr, which is as follows: "Verily we have caused the Kurán to descend on the night of power. And who shall teach thee what the night of power is? The night of power exceedeth a thousand months; therein descend the angels and the spirit by permission of their Lord in every matter; and all is peace till the breaking of the morn."
This is abundantly attested by the Kurân; the statement is in the ıntan alnad chapter. After the third contention will be the dawn; in the eleventh century it will be seen.

And what is written in the first Sîpâra? You must have seen that. They who accept the text kun* are to be called true believers. Now, if any one is a true believer, let him bear witness and prove the fact. Put off sloth; be vigilant; discard all pride of learning. He who hears with perfect faith † will be the first to believe. Afterwards, when the Lord has been revealed, all will believe. Heaven and hell will be disclosed, and none will be able to profit another. Lay your soul at your master's feet; this is what Chhatrasâl tells you."

From the doctrine as laid down by Prân-Nâth, that any one religion is as true as another, it is easy to advance to the conclusion that all religions are equally false. This is the view taken in the 'Byom Sâr' and 'Suni Sâr,' two short poems written in the time of Thâkur Daya Râm of Hâthras, by one of his retainers, named Bakhtâwar. Their purport is to show that all is vanity and that nothing, either in earth or in heaven, either visible or invisible, natural or supernatural, has any real existence. Several of the lines are almost literally translated from the Sanskrit Vedânta Sâra of Sadânanda Parivrajakâchârya, from which it would seem that the author, for all his atheism, did not contemplate any pronounced rupture with Hindu orthodoxy. He can scarcely be said to have founded a sect, though Professor Wilson speaks of his followers under the name of Sunya-vâdîs; but in every age of Hinduism there have been a few isolated individuals, such as Jâbâlî and Chârvâka, to whom such notions have recommended themselves. The following extracts are taken from a manuscript in the possession of Râjâ Hari Nârâyan Singh, the present representative of the chief, under whose patronage the poems were composed.

Commencement of the Byom Sâr.

*The text kun is the parallel of the Mosaic phrase, "and God said 'let there be light,' and there was light.'"

†He - al-Yahî, 'perfect faith' is faith without seeing, which alone is meritorious; for all who see must perforce believe.
This book is called the Byom Sar and contains the essence of the Vedas, excogitated by Sri Thakur Daya Ram. Between the Jamuna and the Sursari (i.e., the Ganges) stands Håthras in the midst, in the holy land of Antarbed, where nought ill can thrive. There Thakur Daya Ram holds undisturbed sway, the fame of whose glory has spread through the whole universe—a thorn in the breast of his enemies, a root of joy to his friends, ever growing in splendour like the crescent moon. One Bakhtawar came and settled there and was favoured by the Thakur, who recognized his fidelity. Under the light of his gracious countenance, joy sprung up in his soul and he wrote the Science of Vanity for the enlightenment of the understanding. Be assured that all things are like the void of heaven, contained in a void, as when you look into yourself and see your own shadow. After long ruminating, the noble Thakur has elicited the cream of the matter. In accordance with his teaching, I publish these thoughts. Listen, ye men of sense, to my array of arguments; first understand, then reply. The beginning of all things is in hollowness, hollow is also the end and hollow the middle; so says the preacher. The highest, the lowest, and the mean are all hollow; so the wise man has expounded. From nothing all things are born; in nothing all things perish; even the illimitable expanse of sky is all hollowness. What alone has no beginning, nor will ever have an end, and is still of one character, that is vacuum.

Specimens of the Sani Sdr.
All that is seen is nothing and is not really seen; lord or no lord it is all one. Mayā is nothing; Brahm is nothing; all is false and delusive. The world is all emptiness; the egg of Brahma, the seven dwīpas, the nine khandas, the earth, the heaven, the moon, the glorious sun, all, all are emptiness; so are Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahadeva; so are Kurma and Seshnág. The teacher is nothing, the disciple nothing; the ego and the non ego are alike nothing. The temple and the god are nought; nought is the worship of nought and nought the prayer addressed to nought; so know they who are enlightened by the influence of the Guru.”

The whole word was disconsolate, but is now gladdened for ever by the doctrine of Nihilism; it is plunged in joy and ecstatic delight, drunk with the wine of perfect knowledge. I enunciate the truth and doubt not; I know neither prince nor beggar; I court neither honour nor reverence; I take a friend by the hand and seek none other; what comes easily I accept and am contented; a palace and a thicket to me are all the same; the error of mine and thine is obliterated; nothing is lose, nothing is gain. To get such a teacher of the truth puts an end to the errors of a million of births. Such a teacher as has now been revealed—the incomparable Thákur Dayá Rám.”
CHAPTER IX.
BRINDA-BAN AND ITS TEMPLES.

On their arrival at Brindá-ban, the first shrine which the Gosáins erected was one in honour of the eponymous goddess Brindá Devi. Of this no traces now remain, if (as some say) it stood in the Seva Kunj, which is now a large walled garden with a masonry tank near the Rás Mandal. Their fame spread so rapidly that in 1573 the Emperor Akbar was induced to pay them a visit, and was taken blindfold into the sacred enclosure of the Nidhban,* where such a marvellous vision was revealed to him, that he was fain to acknowledge the place as indeed holy ground. Hence the cordial support which he gave to the attendant Rájás, when they expressed their wish to erect a series of buildings more worthy of the local divinity.

The four temples, commenced in honour of this event, still remain, though in a ruinous and hitherto sadly neglected condition. They bear the titles of Govind Deva, Gopi-náth, Jugal-Kishor and Madan Mohan. The first named is not only the finest of this particular series, but is the most impressive religious edifice that Hindu art has ever produced, at least in Upper India. The body of the building is in the form of a Greek cross, the nave being a hundred feet in length and the breadth across the transepts the same. The central compartment is surmounted by a dome of singularly graceful proportions; and the four arms of the cross are roofed by a waggon vault of pointed form, not, as is usual in Hindu architecture, composed of overlapping brackets, but constructed of true radiating arches as in our Gothic cathedrals. The walls have an average thickness of ten feet and are pierced in two stages, the upper stage being a regular triforium, to which access is obtained by an internal staircase, as in the somewhat later temple of Rádhá Ballabh, which will be described further on. This triforium is a reproduction of Muhammadan design, while the work both above and below it is purely Hindu.† It should be noted, however, that the

* This is the local name of the actual Brinda grove, to which the town owes its origin. The spot so designated is now of very limited area, hemmed in on all sides by streets, but protected from further encroachment by a high masonry wall. The name refers to the nine nidhis, or treasures, of Kuvera, the god of wealth. They are enumerated as follows: the Padma, Mahápadma, Sankha, Makara, Kachchapa, Mukunda, Nanda, Nila, and Kharva; but it is not known in what precise sense each separate term is to be taken. For example, Padma may mean simply a 'lotus,' or again, as a number, '10,000 millions,' or possibly, 'a ruby.'

† Thus eclecticism, which after all is only natural growth directed by local circumstances, has for centuries past been the predominant characteristic of Mathurá architecture. In most of
The central lintel supported on the straight jambs, without any injury to the stability of the building. They have been re-inserted in the course of the recent restoration. At the east entrance of the nave there is a small narthex fifteen feet deep; and at the west end, between two niches and incased in a rich canopy of sculpture, a square-headed doorway leads into the choir. a chamber some twenty feet by twenty. Beyond this was the sacrarium,* flanked on either side by a lateral chapel; each of these three cells being of the same dimensions as the choir, and like it vaulted by a lofty dome. The general effect of the interior is not unlike that produced by Saint Paul's Cathedral in London. The latter building has greatly the advantage in size, but in the other, the central dome is more elegant, while the richer decoration of the wall surface and the natural glow of the red sandstone supply that relief and warmth of colouring which are so lamentably deficient in its western rival.

The ground-plan is so similar to that of many European churches as to suggest the idea that the architect was assisted by the Jesuit missionaries, who were people of considerable influence at Akbar's court: were this really the case, the temple would be one of the most eclectic buildings in the world, having a Christian ground-plan, a Hindu elevation, and a roof of modified Saracen character. But the surmise, though a curious one, must not be too closely pressed; for some of the temples at Khajurao, by Mahoba, are of similar design and of much earlier date; nor is it very likely that the Jesuits would have interested themselves in the construction of a heathen fane. Such action on their part, supposing them to have taken it, would find a parallel in the persistency with which the Duke of York (afterwards James II.) stood out for the provision of two side chapels in Wren's design for the Protestant cathedral of St. Paul's,—a building which he hoped in the course of his reign to recover for the Catholics.

It would seem that, according to the original design, there were to have been five towers; one over the central dome, and the other four covering

---

* The Sanskrit terms for the component parts of a temple are—the nave, mandapa; the choir, antardipa, and the sacrarium garbha griha. The more ordinary Hindi substitutes are—for the nave sabha, and for the choir, jag-mohan; while mandir, the temple, specially denotes the sacrarium, and any side chapel is styled a mahal.
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respectively the choir, sacrarium, and two chapels. The sacrarium has been utterly razed to the ground; the chapel towers were never completed, and that over the choir, though the most perfect, has still lost several of its upper stages. This last was of slighter elevation than the others, occupying the same relative position as the spirelet over the sanctus bell in western ecclesiology. The loss of the towers and of the lofty arched parapet that surmounted the walls has terribly marred the effect of the exterior and given it a heavy stunted appearance; while, as a further disfigurement, a plain masonry wall had been run along the top of the centre dome. It is generally believed that this was built by Aurangzeb for the purpose of desecrating the temple, though it is also said to have been put up by the Hindus themselves to assist in some grand illumination. It either case it was an ugly modern excrescence, and its removal was the very first step taken at the commencement of the recent repairs.

Under one of the niches at the west end of the nave is a tablet with a long Sanskrit inscription. This has unfortunately been too much mutilated to allow of transcription, but so much of it as can be deciphered records the fact that the temple was built in sambat 1647, i.e., A.D. 1590, under the direction of the two Gurus, i'túpa and Sanátana. As it was in verse, it probably combined a minimum of information with an excess of verbosity, and its loss is not greatly to be regretted. The following is taken from the exterior of the north-west chapel, where it is cut into the wall some ten feet from the ground, and is of considerable interest:

शंभु ५४ श्री शकवंध आकबर शाह राज श्री करेमुल श्री पुष्पिराजाधिराज वंश महाराज श्रीमानवंतदसूल श्री महाराजाधिराज श्रीमानसिंहदेव श्री ब्रुदाबन वंश पीठस्वान मंदिर करासे। श्री गाविन्ददेव को कामउपरि श्रीशाल्याशदाग

* The south west chapel encloses a subterranean cell, called Pátál Devi, which is said by some to be the Gosāns' original shrine in honour of the goddess Brindā.

† The sacrarium was roughly rebuilt in brick about the year 1854, and contains an image of Krishna in his character of Giridiári (the mountain-supporter), with two subordinate figures representing, the one Mahá Prabhu, i.e., Chaitanya, the other Nityáñand.

‡ One section of this work originally appeared in the "Calcutta Review," and a correspondent, who saw it there, favoured me with the following note of a tradition as to the cause of the wall being built. He writes:— "Aurangzeb had often of an evening remarked a very bright light shining in the far distant south-east horizon, and, in reply to his enquiries regarding it, was told that it was a light burning in a temple of great wealth and magnificence at Brindā-ban.
"In the 34th year of the era inaugurated by the reign of the Emperor Akbar, Sri Maháráj Mán Sinh Deva, son of Maháráj Bhagaván Dás, of the family of Maháráj Prithiráj, founded, at the holy station of Brindá-ban, this temple of Gobind Deva. The head of the works, Kalyán Dás, the Assistant Superintendent, Máník Chand Chopár (?), the architect, Gobind Dás of Delhi, the mason, Gorakh Dás." There is some mistake in the engraving of the last words, which seem to be intended for Subham bhavatu, like the Latin 'Felix, faustumque sit.'

The Ráo Prithi Singh mentioned in the above was one of the ancestors of the present Maháraja of Jaypur. He had seventeen sons, of whom twelve came to man's estate, and to each of them he assigned a separate appanage, which, collectively, are known as the twelve kothris of Amber. Rájá Mán Sinh, the founder of the temple, was his great-grandson.

He was appointed by Akbar successively Governor of the districts along the Indus, of Kábul, and of Bihár. By his exertions the whole of Orísá and Eastern Bengal were re-annexed; and so highly were his merits appreciated at court, that, though a HIndu, he was raised to a higher rank than any other officer in the realm. He married a sister of Lakshmi Náráyan, Rája of Koch Bihár, and at the time of his decease, which was in the ninth year of the reign of Jhángir, he had living one son, Bháo Sinh, who succeeded him upon the throne of Amber, and died in 1621, A.D." There is a tradition to the effect that Akbar, at the last, jealous of his powerful vassal and desirous to rid himself of him, had a confection prepared, part of which contained poison; but caught in his own snare, he presented the innoxious portion to the Rájá and ate that drugged with death himself. The unworthy deed is explained by Mán Sinh's design, which apparently had reached the Emperor's ears, to alter the succession in favour of Khusrau, his nephew, instead of Salim.†

He accordingly resolved that it should be effectually put out, and soon after sent some troops to the place, who plundered and threw down as much of the temple as they could, and then erected on the top of the ruins a mosque wall, where, in order to complete the desecration, the Emperor is said to have offered up his prayers."

* Vide Professor Blochmann's Alm-i-Akbar, p. 341.

† The above tradition is quoted from Tod's Rájasthán. De Laët, as translated by Mr. Lethbridge, for Mán Sinh substitutes the name of Mirza Gházi Beg.
In anticipation of a visit from Aurangzeb, the image of the god was transferred to Jaypur, and the Gosaín of the temple there has ever since been regarded as the head of the endowment. The name of the present incumbent is Syâm Sundar, who has two agents, resident at Brindá-ban. There was said to be still in existence at Jaypur the original plan of the temple, showing its five towers, but on inspection I found that the painting, which is on the wall of one of the rooms in the old palace at Amber, was not a plan of the temple at all, but an imaginary view of the town of Brindá-ban, in which all the temples are represented as exactly alike, distinguishable only by their names, which are written above them. However, local tradition is fully agreed as to the number and position of the towers, while their architectural character can be determined beyond a doubt by comparison with the smaller temples of the same age and style, the ruins of which still remain. It is therefore not a little strange that of all the architects who have described this famous building, not one has noticed its most characteristic feature—the harmonious combination of dome and spire—which is still quoted as the great crux of modern art, though nearly 300 years ago the difficulty was solved by the Hindus with characteristic grace and ingenuity.

From the reign of Aurangzeb to the present time not a single step had ever been taken to ensure the preservation from further decay of this most interesting architectural monument. It was looked upon by the people in the neighbourhood as a convenient quarry, where every house-builder was at liberty to excavate for materials; while large trees had been allowed to grow up in the fissures of the walls, and in the course of a few more summers their spreading roots would have caused irreparable damage. Accordingly, after an ineffectual attempt to enlist the sympathies of the Archaeological Department, the writer took the opportunity of Sir William Muir's presence in the district, on tour, to solicit the adoption on the part of the Government of some means for averting a catastrophe that every student of architecture throughout the world would have regarded as a national disgrace. Unfortunately he declined to sanction any grant from Provincial funds, but allowed a representation of the ruinous condition of the temple and its special interest to be made to the Government of India, for communication to the Mahárája of Jaypur, as the representative of the founder.* His

* This line of action was, if I may be allowed to say so, extremely ill-advised, since it amounted to a quasi-recognition of the Mahárája's proprietary right in the temple. This year, (1863,) one of his local agents, on the occasion of a wedding in his family, gave an entertainment to his friends in the central space under the dome and thought nothing of whitewashing the walls and pillars of the interior up to about half their height, thus ruining the architectural effect, which depends so much
Highness immediately recognized the claim that the building had upon him and made no difficulty about supplying the small sum of Rs. 5,000, which had been estimated by the Superintending Engineer as sufficient to defray the cost of all absolutely essential repairs. The work was taken in hand at the beginning of August, 1873. The obtrusive wall erected by the Muhammadans on the top of the dome was demolished; the interior cleared of several unsightly party-walls and other modern excrescences; and outside, all the débris was removed, which had accumulated round the base of the building to the astonishing height of eight feet and in some places even more, entirely concealing the handsomely moulded plinth; a considerable increase was thus made to the elevation of the building—the one point in which, since the loss of the original parapet and towers, the design had appeared defective. Many of the houses which had been allowed to crowd the courtyard close up to the very walls of the temple were taken down, and two broad approaches opened out from the great eastern portal and the south transept. Previously, the only access was by a narrow winding lane; and there was not a single point from which it was possible to obtain a complete view of the fabric.

The next thing undertaken was the removal of a huge masonry pillar that had been inserted under the north bay of the nave to support a broken lintel. This was effected by pinning up the fractured stone with three strong iron bolts; a simple and economical contrivance, suggested by Mr. Inglis, Executive Engineer on the Agra Canal, in lieu of the costly and tedious process of inserting a new lintel and meanwhile supporting the wall by a masonry arch, which, though temporary, would have required most careful and substantial construction, on account of the enormous mass resting upon it.

On the south side of the choir stood a large domed and pillared chhattri of very handsome and harmonious design, though erected 40 years later than the temple. The following inscription is rudely cut on one of its four pillars:—

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{संवत् 1663 बरे कातिक बदि 5 शुभदिनें हजरत श्री} \\
\text{श्री शाहजहां राज्ये राजा श्रीभगरसिंहली के। बेठे। राजा} \\
\text{श्रीमोरमन री राजी श्री रंभावली चापंडी बैरागे बहु।}
\end{align*}
\]

on the rich glow of the red sand-stone. No notice was taken by the local authorities; but, on my representing the matter to Government, prompt orders were issued to have the mischief as far as possible undone.

* A revised estimate was afterwards prepared by the District Engineer, who put it at Rs. 75,000 for the exterior and Rs. 57,857 for the interior, making a total of Rs. 132,857.
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"In the year Sambat 1693 (i.e., 1836 A.D.), on an auspicious day, Kártik Badi 5, in the reign of the Emperor Sháhjáhán, this monument was erected by Ráni Rambhavati, widow of Rájá Bhim, the son of Ráná Amar Sinh."

This Ráná Amar Sinh, though one of the most gallant princes of his line, was the first sovereign of Mewár who had to stoop to acknowledge himself a vassal of the Delhi Emperor: not without a manful struggle, in which it is said that he fought against Jahángír's forces in as many as seventeen pitched battles. He was succeeded on the throne, in 1621 A. D., by his eldest son, Karan Sinh; while the younger, the Bhim of the inscription, being high in the favour of Prince Khuram, received also the title of Rájá with a grant of territory on the Banás, where he built himself a capital, called Bájmahal. He did not, however, long enjoy his honours; in his friendship for the young prince he induced him to conspire against his elder brother, Parviz, the rightful heir to the throne, and, in the disturbances that ensued he was slain; while Prince Khuram took refuge at the court of Udaypur till his father's death, in 1628 A. D., summoned him to ascend the throne of Delhi with the title of Sháhjáhán.

As the monument was in a very ruinous condition and had been rendered still more insecure by reducing the level of the ground round its foundations, it was taken down and re-erected on the platform that marks the site of the old saorarium, where it serves to conceal the base rubble wall that rises behind it.

These works had more than exhausted the petty sum of Rs. 5,000, which (as remarked at the time) was barely enough to pay for the scaffolding required for a complete restoration; but in the meantime Sir John Strachey had succeeded to the Government of these Provinces, and he speedily showed his interest in the matter by making a liberal grant from public funds. With this the roof of the entire building was thoroughly repaired; the whole of the upper part of the east front, which was in a most perilous state, was taken down and rebuilt; and the pillars, brackets, and eaves of the external arcades on the north and south sides, together with the porches at the four corners of the central dome, were all renewed. A complete restoration was also effected of the jag-mohan (or choir) tower, excepting only that the finial and a few stages of stone-work immediately under it were not added; for they had entirely perished and, in the absence of the original design, Sir John Strachey would not allow me to replace them. As a general principle the introduction of any new work under
such circumstances is much to be deprecated, but in this particular case there could not be any doubt as to the exact character and dimensions of the missing portions, since the stages of the tower diminish from the bottom upwards in regular proportion and all bear the same ornamentation. Certainly, the picturesque effect would have been immensely enhanced by giving the tower the pyramidal finish intended for it, instead of leaving it with its present stunted appearance.

The work was conducted under my own personal supervision without any professional assistance, except Mr. Jnglis's suggestion, which I have duly chronicled, up to March, 1877, when Sir George Couper, who had two months previously been confirmed as Sir John Strachey's successor, suddenly ordered my transfer from the district. The restoration would most assuredly never have been undertaken but for my exertions, and as I had been engaged upon it so long, it was naturally a disappointment to me not to be allowed to complete it. However, all that was absolutely essential had been accomplished and for the comparatively modest outlay of Rs. 38,365, nearly a lakh less than the Public Works estimate.*

Mr. Fergusson, in his Indian Architecture, speaks of this temple as "one of the most interesting and elegant in India, and the only one, perhaps, from which a European architect might borrow a few hints. I should myself have thought that 'solemn' or 'imposing' was a more appropriate term than 'elegant' for so massive a building, and that the suggestions that might be derived from its study were 'many' rather than 'few'; but the criticism is at all events in intention a complimentary one. It is, however, unfortunate that the author of a book which will long and deservedly be accepted as an authority was not able to obtain more satisfactory information regarding so notable a chef d'œuvre. The ground-plan that he supplies is extremely incorrect; for it gives in faint lines, as if destroyed, the choir, or jag-mohan, which happens to be in more perfect preservation than any other part of the fabric, and it entirely omits the two chapels that flank the cella on either side and are integral portions of the design. The cella itself is also omitted; though for this there

* A Government Resolution on 'the Restoration of Temples in the Mathurá District' was published by Sir John Strachey on the 1st April, 1876, and is exclusively occupied with my doings. The 6th paragraph begins as follows: "In respect of the work on the temple of Govind Jf at Brindá-ban, His Honor feels that the Government is much indebted to Mr. F. S. Growse for the able and economical manner in which its partial restoration has been effected, and has no hesitation in confiding to him its completion, without interference by any officer of the Public Works Department subordinate to the Chief Engineer."
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was more excuse, since it was razed to the ground by Aurangzeb and not a vestige of it now remains; though the rough rubble wall of the choir shows where it had been attached.

These two parts of the building, the sacarium and the choir, were certainly completed, towers and all. They alone were indispensably necessary for liturgical purposes and were therefore the first taken in hand, in the same way as in mediæval times the corresponding parts of a cathedral were often in use for many years before the nave was added.

In clearing the basement, comparatively few fragments of carved stone were discovered imbedded in the soil. There are some built up into the adjoining houses, but chiefly corbels and shafts, which were clearly taken from the lower stories of the temple. No fragments of the upper stages of the towers have been brought to light; from which fact alone it might reasonably be conjectured that they were never finished. This was certainly the case with the two side chapels; and the large blocks lying on the top of their walls, ready to be placed in position, are just as they were left by the original builders, when the work for some unexplained reason was suddenly interrupted. Probably, as in so many other similar cases, it was the death of the founder which brought everything to a stand-still. The tower over the central dome was also, as I conjecture, never carried higher than we now see it; but the open arcades, which crowned the façade, though not a fragment of them now remains, were probably put up, as the stones of the parapet still show the dents of the pillars. The magnificent effect which they would have had may be gathered from a view of the temple in the Gwalior fort; which, though some 600 years earlier in date, is in general arrangement the nearest parallel to the Brindâ-ban fane, and would seem to have supplied Mân Sinh with a model. It has been subjected to the most barbarous treatment, but has at last attracted the attention of Government, and is now being restored under the superintendence of Major Keith, an officer of unbounded archeological enthusiasm. There is no more interesting specimen of architecture to be found in all India.

A modern temple, under the old dedication, has been erected within the precincts and absorbs the whole of the endowment. The ordinary annual income amounts to Rs. 17,500; but by far the greater part of this, viz., Rs. 13,000, is made up by votive offerings. The fixed estate includes one village in Alwar and another in Jaypur, but consists principally of house property in the town of Brindâ-ban, where is also a large orchard, called Râdhâ Bâgh. This has been greatly diminished in area by a long series of encroachments; and a temple, dedicated to Ban Bihâri, has now been built in it, at a cost of Rs. 15,000, by
Rájá Jay Sinh Deóva, Chief of Charkhári, in Bundelkhand. About a hundred years ago it must have been very extensive and densely wooded, as Father Tieffenthaler, in his notice of Brindá-ban, describes it in the following terms:—

“L’endroit est couvert de beaucoup d’arbres et ressemble à un bois sacré des anciens; il est triste par le morne silence qui y règne, quoiqu’agréable par l’ombre épaisse des arbres, desquels on n’ose arracher un rameau, ni même une feuille; ce serait un grand délit.” The site of the Seth’s temple was also purchased from the Gobind Deva estate, and a further subsidy of Rs. 102 a year is still paid on its account.

The next temple to be described, viz., that of Madan Mohan, one of Krishna’s innumerable titles, stands at the upper end of the town on a high cliff near the Káli-mardan, or as it is more commonly called, the Káli-dah Ghát, where the god trampled on the head of the great serpent Káli. The story of its foundation is given as follows in the Bhakt Sindhu of Lachman Dáś, which is a modernized version of the Bhakt Málá. In this poem it is stated that the image of Gobind Ji was found by Rápa and Sanátan at Nand-gánv, where they had dug it up in a cattle-shed (Go-khirk men se níkar áye, táte Gobind nám ábaráye), thence they brought it to Brindá-ban and erected it on the site of the present temple near the Brahmsánd. They went daily to the neighbouring villages (Brindá-ban being at that time an uninhabited forest) and to Mathurá to beg; and one day a man in the city gave Sanátan an image of Madan Mohan, which he took and set up near the Káli-dah Ghát on the Dusásan hill. There, too, he built for himself a little hut to live in and gave the place the name of the Pasu-kándan Ghát, because the road was so steep and bad that no cattle could go along it* (níkau uncha dékh biñeshan Pasu-kándan wáh Ghát kaháí, táhán báthi manuskh lákáí). One day a merchant from Multán in the Panjab, a khattri by caste, named Bám Dáś, but more familiarly known as Kapúří, came down the river with a boat-load of merchandise bound for Agra, but stuck on a sand-bank near the Káli-dah Ghát. After trying in vain for three days to get off, he determined to discover the local divinity and implore his assistance. So he came on shore, climbed up the hill, and there found Sanátan, who told him to address his prayer to Madan Mohan. He did so, and his boat immediately began to float. When he had sold all his goods at Agra he came and brought the price to Sanátan, who told him to build a temple with it. This he did and added the Ghát also, all of red stone.

* This derivation is a very absurd one, Kándan being a Persian word. The real name of the Ghát is the Sanskrit Prasánkándan, taken either as a name of Siva, or as an epithet of the cliff, ‘standing out.’
THE TEMPLE OF MADAN MOHAN, BRINDA-BAN.
The temple, as we now see it, consists of a nave 57 feet long, with a choir of 20 feet square at the west end, and a sanctuary of the same dimensions beyond. The nave has three openings on either side and a square door at the east end, immediately outside of which the ground has a precipitous drop of some 9 or 10 feet; thus the only entrance is from the side. Its total height would seem to have been only about 22 feet, but its vaulted roof has entirely disappeared; the upper part of the choir tower has also been destroyed. That surmounting the sacraium is a plain octagon of curvilinear outline tapering towards the summit. Attached to its south side is a tower-crowned chapel of similar character, but much more highly enriched, the whole of its exterior surface being covered with sculptured panels; its proportions are also much more elegant. Over its single door, which is at the east end, is a Sanskrit inscription, given first in Bengali and then in Nâgari characters, which runs as follows:—

हर द्व गुस्वंश यत्तिता रामचन्द्रे
गुशिमगिरिव पूजो यस्य राधा वरसः ।
सकृत वुकुलराशि: श्रीगुणानन्दनायामा
अधित विधचःदेन्मन्दिरं नन्दसूनेऽः।

"Of Guru descent, a compeer of Mahâdeva, whose father was Râmchandra, whose son was Râdhâ Vasant, jewel of good men; that mass of virtue, by name Sri Gunnând, dedicated in approved fashion this temple to the son of Nanda (Nandkishor, i.e., Krishna)."

The above had never been copied before, and as the letters were raised, instead of incised, and also much worn, a transcript was a matter of some little difficulty. The Brâhman in charge of the shrine had certainly never troubled himself to take one, for he declared the inscription to be absolutely illegible or at least unintelligible, even if the letters could be deciphered. The information given is not very perspicuous except as to the name of the founder, and there is no indication of a date, but it would certainly be later than that of the main building (which was the work of Râm Dás). The court-yard is entered, after the ascent of a flight of steps, through a massive square gateway with a pyramidal tower, which groups very effectively with the two towers of the temple. As the buildings are not only in ruins, but also from peculiarities of style ill-adapted to modern requirements, they are seldom, if ever, used for religious service, which is ordinarily performed in an elegant and substantial edifice erected on the other side of the street under the shadow of the older fane. The annual income
is estimated at Rs. 10,100, of which sum, Rs. 8,000 are the voluntary offerings of the faithful, while only Rs. 2,100 are derived from permanent endowment. A branch establishment at Rádhá Kund with the same dedication is also supported from the funds of the parent house.

The nave, ruinous as it is, was evidently to a great extent rebuilt in comparatively recent times, the old materials being utilized as far as possible, but when they ran short, the place of stone being supplied by brick. A side post of one of the doors on the south side of the nave bears an inscription with the date *Sambat 1684* (A.D. 1827), but it simply records a successful pilgrimage made by a native of Kanauj in that year. In 1875 I greatly improved the appearance of the temple by reducing the level of the ground round the chapel, the plinth of which had been completely buried, and by removing a number of buildings from inside the nave and from the front of the chapel door. A boundary wall was also thrown down, and a new approach to the court-yard opened out from the east with a flight of masonry steps up the ascent. The latter were constructed by the municipality at a cost of Rs. 200; the rest of the expense was borne by the Gosáin.

The original image of Madan Mohan is now at Karauli, where Rájá Gopál Sinh, who reigned from 1725 to 1757 A.D., built a new temple for its reception, after he had obtained it from his brother-in-law, the Rájá of Jaypur. The Gosáin whom he placed in charge was a Bengali from Murshidabad, by name Rám Kishor; the name of the present incumbent is Mohan Kishor. He has an endowment in land which brings in a yearly income of Rs. 27,000. The god is fed seven times a day, the two principal meals being the *rāj-bhog* at midday and the *sayana* at sleeping time. At the other five only a light repast is offered, of sweetmeats, &c.; these are called the *mangal arti*, which takes place at dawn; the *dháp*, at 9 A.M.; the *sringar*, at 11 A.M.; *dháp*, again at 3 P.M.; and *sandhyartī*, at dusk.

With reference to this temple, a curious anecdote is told in the Bhakta Mālā of a devout Vaishnava, by name Súr Dás. He was Governor (Amin) of Sandila in Akbar’s reign, and on one occasion consumed all the revenues of his district in entertaining the priests and pilgrims at the temple. The treasure chests were duly despatched to Delhi, but when opened were found to contain nothing but stones. Such exaggerated devotion failed to commend itself even to the Hindu minister, Todar Mall, who threw the enthusiast into prison; but the

---

*On the road from Brindában to Jalt, within the boundaries of the village of Sunrakh, is a walled garden with a tank, called Rám Tál, part of the property of the temple of Madan Mohan.*
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grateful god could not forget his faithful servant and speedily moved the indulgent emperor to order his release. The panegyric on Sūr Dās stands thus in the text of the original poem; the explanatory narrative, as added by Priya Dās, is too long to copy:—

**Translation.**—“Joined together like two links in a chain are the god Madan Mohan and Sūr Dās, that paragon of excellence in verse and song, incarnation of the good and beneficent, votary of Rādhā Krishan, master of mystic delights. Manifold his songs of love; the muse of love, queen of the nine, came dancing on foot* to the melodies that he uttered; his persuasiveness as unbounded as that of the fabled twin brothers.† Joined together like two links in a chain are the god Madan Mohan and Sūr Dās.”

The temple of Gopināth, which may be slightly the earliest of the series, is said to have been built by Bāesil Jī, a grandson of the founder of the Shaikhs-ānat branch of the Kachhwāha Thākura. He distinguished himself so greatly in the repulse of an Afghan invasion, that Akbar bestowed upon him the title of Darbāri, with a grant of land and the important command of 1,250 horse. He also accompanied his liege lord, Rājā Mān Sinh of Amber, against the Mewār Rāna Pratāp, and further distinguished himself in the expedition to Kābul. The date of his death is not known. The temple, of which he is the reputed founder, corresponds very closely both in style and dimensions with that of Madan Mohan, already described, and has a similar chapel attached to the south side of the sacrarium. It is, however, in a far more ruinous condition;

* Each Rās (the Hindu equivalent for the European Muse) has a special vehicle of its own, and the meaning appears to be that the Rās Sringār, or Erotic Muse, alighted on foot the better to catch the sound of his voice.

† The fabled twin brothers are probably the two Gandharvas (heavenly musicians), who were metamorphosed into arjus trees till restored by Krishan to their proper form.
the nave has entirely disappeared; the three towers have been levelled with the roof; and the entrance gateway of the court-yard is tottering to its fall. The special feature of the building is a curious arcade of three bracket arches, serving apparently no constructural purpose, but merely added as an ornamental screen to the south wall, which already had a fine boldly moulded plinth and required no further adornment. The terrace on which this arcade stands has a carved stone front, which had been buried for years, till I uncovered it. The choir arch is of handsome design, elaborately decorated with arabesque sculptures. It was partly concealed from view by mean sheds which had been built up against it, all of which I caused to be pulled down; but the interior is still used as a stable, and the north side is blocked by the modern temple. This was built about the year 1821 by a Bengali Kayath, Nand Kumár Ghosh, who also built the new temple of Madan Mohan. The votive offerings here made are estimated at Rs. 3,000 a year, in addition to which there is an endowment yielding an annual income of Rs. 1,200.*

The temple of Jugal Kishor, the fourth of the old series, stands at the lower end of the town near the Kesi Ghát. Its construction is referred to the year Sambat 1684, i. e., 1627 A. D., in the reign of Jahángir, and the founder's name is preserved as Non-Karan. He is said to have been a Chauhán Thákur; but it is not improbable that he was the elder brother of Básíl, who built the temple of Gopináth. The choir, which is slightly larger than in the other examples, being 25 feet square, has the principal entrance, as usual, at the east end, but is peculiar in having also, both north and south, a small doorway under a hood supported on eight closely-set brackets carved into the form of elephants. The nave has been completely destroyed. The choir arch is an interesting composition with a fan-light, so to speak, of pierced tracery in the head of the arch, and a group above representing Krishna supporting the Gobardhan hill. I had caused the whole of the building to be cleared out, removing from the upper room of the tower an accumulation of pigeons' dung more than four feet deep; and at my suggestion the municipal committee had rented the temple for a rupee a month to ensure its always being kept clean and unoccupied for the ready inspection of visitors. As soon as I left the district, the new magistrate vetoed this arrangement, and I suppose the place is now once more a cattle shed.

The somewhat later temple of Rádhá Ballabh has been already mentioned in the previous chapter. It is in itself a handsome building and is further of special architectural interest as the last example of the early eclectic style.

* The Seth's Garden, where stands the Brahmotsava Pavilion, was purchased from the temple of Gopináth, and is still liable to an annual charge of Rs. 10.
TEMPLE OF GOPI-NÁTH, BRINDÁ-SÁN
THE TEMPLE OF JUGAL-KISHOR, BRINDÁ-BAN.
The ground plan is much the same as in the temple of Harideva at Gobardhan and the work is of the same character, but carried out on a larger scale. The nave has an eastern facade, 34 feet broad, which is in three stages, the upper and lower Hindu, and the one between them purely Muhammadan in character. The interior is a fine vaulted hall (63 ft. x 20 ft.) with a double tier of openings north and south; those in the lower story having brackets and architraves and those above being Muhammadan arches, as in the middle story of the front. These latter open into a narrow gallery with small clerestory windows looking on to the street. Below, the three centre bays of the colonnade are open doorways, and the two at either end are occupied by the staircase that leads to the upper gallery. Some of the carved panels of the stone ceiling have fallen; but the outer roof, a steep gable, also of stone, is as yet perfect. Some trees however have taken root between the slabs and unless carefully removed must eventually destroy it. The actual shrine, or cela, as also at the temple of Gobind Deva, was demolished by Aurangzeb and only the plinth remains, upon which a room has been built, which is used as a kitchen. As no mosque was ever erected at Brindā-ban, it is not a little strange that Mr. Fergusson in his History of Indian Architecture, when speaking of this very locality, should venture to say: "It does not appear proven that the Moslems did wantonly throw down the temples of the Hindus, except when they wanted the materials for the erection of mosques or other buildings." A thorough repair of roof, eaves and east front would cost Rs. 4,500, and as a typical example of architecture, the building is worth the outlay. A modern temple has been erected on the south side, and the nave of the old fabric has long been entirely disused. In fact this is the last temple in the neighbourhood in which a nave was built at all. In the modern style it is so completely obsolete that its distinctive name even is forgotten.

These five temples form a most interesting architectural series, and if Mr. Fergusson had ever been able to visit Brindā-ban or to procure photographs of them, it is possible that he would not have found the origin of the Hindu sikhara such an inscrutable mystery as he declares it to be. He conjectures that the external form may have been simply a constructual necessity resulting from the employment internally of a very tall pointed horizontal arch, like that of the Treasury at Mycenae. But so far as my experience extends, no such arch was ever used in a Hindu temple. On the contrary, the cela, over which the sikhara is built, is separated from the more public part of the building by a solid wall pierced only by a doorway small enough to be easily closed; while the chamber itself is of no great height and is covered in with a vaulted ceiling, as to the shape of which nothing could be learnt from a view of the sikhara.
outside; and vice versa. Thus at the great temple of Gobind Deva the central dome of the nave (or porch as Mr. Fergusson very inappropriately calls it) is perfect; but it is impossible to determine from thence with any certainty what would have been the outline and proportions of the tower that the architect proposed to raise over it. I have no question in my own mind that the origin of the sikhara is to be found in the Buddhist stūpa. Nor do I detect any violent break in the development. The lower story of the modern temple which, though most commonly square, is occasionally, as in the Madan Mohan and Radhā Ballabh examples, an octagon, and therefore a near approach to a circle, is represented by the masonry plinth of the relic-mound; the high curvilinear roof by the swelling contour of the earthen hill, and the pinnacle with its peculiar base by the Buddhist rails and umbrella on the top of a Dagoba. From the original stūpa to the temple of Parsvanāth at Khajurao of the 11th century, the towers of Madan Mohan and Jugal Kishor at Brindāban of the 16th, and the temple of Vishveshvar at Banaras, the gradation seems to be easy and continuous.

From a note at the foot of page 32 of his 'Cave Temples' it appears that Mr. Fergusson has been rather nettled by my exposure of his frequent inaccuracies and—having no excuse to offer—attempts to divert attention from them by ridiculing the view I have here advanced as to the origin of the sikhara. From the nature of the case it is simply a theory,—and whether it be right or wrong—in its integrity it must be incapable of positive proof. He is therefore not bound to accept it; but it certainly is rash of him to maintain, as a counter-theory, that the Brindāban sikharas are the result of an attempt on the part of Hindu architects to assimilate with their own traditional forms the novel beauty of the Muhammadan dome. The suggestion is absurd and admits of the easiest refutation, nor do I for a moment suppose that Mr. Fergusson ever seriously entertained it: it is simply employed as a polemical diversion. The type of an Orissan temple in the 6th and 7th centuries A.D., while Buddhism was still a power in the land and long before the Muhammadans had ever entered it, is illustrated by Dr. Rajendra Lāl Mitra in his 'Indo-Aryans,' by a wood-cut which is copied in the margin. It will be seen that the
GROUNDPLAN OF THE TEMPLE OF RÁDHÁ BALLABH AT BRINDABAN.
general contour is identical with that of the Brindá-ban shrines: and in the facades of the Jain caves at Gwalior similar sikharas are everywhere to be seen.

Of the smaller temples some have been casually mentioned in connection with their founders. Though of ancient date, they have been often renewed and possess no special architectural merit. The same may be said of the Bengali temple of Sríngár Bat, near the Madan Mohan, which, however, enjoys an annual income of Rs. 13,500, divided among three shareholders, who each take the religious services for four months at a time. The village of Jahángirpur on the opposite bank of the river, including the sacred grove of Bel-ban, forms part of the endowment.

The temple of Rádhá Dámodar has a special claim to distinction from the fact that it contains the ashes of Jíva, its founder, as also of his two uncles, the Gosáins Rúpa and Sanátaṇa, the founders of the temple of Gobind Deva, who in their life-time had expressed a wish to be buried together within its precincts. Their joint anniversary is celebrated in the month of Sáwan, when the three shrines are visited by great crowds of Bengalis, who, according to custom, make each some small offering. The proceeds used to be divided between the priests of the two temples; but in 1875, the Rádhá Dámodar Mahant made an attempt to engross the whole by excluding the Gobind Deva people from any participation in the ceremony. The plea advanced was that they were renegades from Vaishnavism since the time that they had complied with the Jaypur Máhrája’s order and marked their foreheads with the three horizontal lines that indicate a votary of Síva. This exclusion was naturally resented by the Gobind Deva Mahant, who claimed the immemorial right of free access to his founder’s tomb, and as there seemed cause to anticipate that the two rival factions would come to blows, precautions were taken to suppress all external manifestations whatever, much to the chagrin of the Rádhá Dámodar claimants, who had prepared to signalize their triumph by a display of exceptional magnificence.

Of the modern temples, five claim special notice. The first in time of erection is the temple of Krishna Chandrama, built about the year 1810, at a cost of 25 lakhs, by the wealthy Bengali Káyth, Krishna Chandra Sinh, better known as the Lálá Bábú. It stands in a large court-yard, which is laid out, not very tastefully, as a garden, and is enclosed by a lofty wall of solid masonry, with an arched gateway at either end. The building is of quadrangular form, 160 feet in length, with a front central compartment of three arches and a
lateral colonnade of five bays reaching back on either side towards the cells. The workmanship throughout is of excellent character, and the stone has been carefully selected. The two towers, or sikharas, are singularly plain, but have been wisely so designed that their smooth polished surface may remain unsullied by rain and dust.

The founder's ancestor, Bābu Murli Mohan Sinh, son of one Har Krishna Sinh, was a wealthy merchant and landed proprietor at Kándi in Murshidabad. His heir, Bihārī Lál Sinh, had three sons, Rádhá Gobind, Gangá Gobind, and Rádhá Charan: of these, the last-named, on inheriting his share of the paternal estate, broke off connection with the rest of the family and has dropped out of sight. Rádhá Gobind took service under Alláh Vírdi Khán and Siráj-ud-daulá, Nawábs of Murshidabad, and was by them promoted to posts of high honour. A rest-house for travellers and a temple of Rádhá Ballabh, which he founded, are still in existence. He died without issue, leaving his property to his brother, Gangá Gobind, who took a prominent part in the revision of the Bengal settlement under Lord William Bentinck, in 1828. He built a number of dharmśādás for the reception of pilgrims and four temples at Rámcandrapur in Nadiyá. These latter have all been washed away by the river, but the images of the gods were transferred to Kándi. He also maintained several Sanskrit schools in Nadiyá; and distinguished himself by the extraordinary pomp with which he celebrated his father's obsequies, spending, moreover, every year on the anniversary of his death a lakh of rupees in religious observances. Gangá Gobind's son, Prán Krishan Sinh, still further augmented his magnificent patrimony before it passed in succession to his son, Krishan Chandra Sinh, better known under the soubriquet of 'the Lálá Bábu. He held office first in Bardwán and then in Orisá, and, when about thirty years of age, came to settle in the holy land of Braj. In connexion with his temple at Brindá-ban he founded also a rest-house, where a large number of pilgrims are still daily fed; the annual cost of the whole establishment being, as is stated, Rs. 22,000. He also enclosed the sacred tanks at Rádhá-kund with handsome gháts and terraces of stone at the cost of a lakh. When some forty years of age, he renounced the world, and in the character of a Bairágí continued for two years to wander about the woods and plains of Braj, begging his bread from day to day till the time of his death, which was accidentally caused by the kick of of a horse at Gobardhan.* He was

* The following Hindi couplet is current in the district with reference to the death of the two millionaires, the Lálá Bábu and Párikh Ji:—

Lálá Bábu margaya, ghora doah lagiya,
Párikh ká kira pará; Bidhi son ko baste?
frequently accompanied in his rambles by Mani Rám, father of the famous Seth Lakhmi Chand, who also had adopted the life of an ascetic. In the course of the ten years which the Lálá Bábú spent as a worldling in the Mathurá dis-
trict, he contrived to buy up all the villages most noted as places of pilgrim-
age in a manner which strikingly illustrates his hereditary capacity for busi-
ness. The zamíndárs were assured that he had no pecuniary object in view,
but only the strict preservation of the hallowed spots. Again, as in the days of Krishna, they would become the secluded haunts of the monkey and the peacock, while the former proprietors would remain undisturbed, the happy guardians of so many new Arcadias. Thus the wise man from the East picked
up one estate after another at a price in every case far below the real value,
and in some instances for a purely nominal sum. However binding his fair promises may have been on the conscience of the pious Bábú, they were never recorded on paper, and therefore are naturally ignored by his absentee descend-
ants and their agents, from whom any appeal ad misericordiam on the part of
the impoverished representatives of the old owners of the soil meets with very scant consideration. The villages which he acquired in the Mathurá district are fifteen in number, viz., in the Kosi Pargana, Ján; in Chhátá, Nandganw, Barsána, Sanket, Karhela, Garhi, and Háthiya; and in the home pargana, Mathurá, Jait, Maholi, and Nabí-pur; all these, except the last, being more or less places of pilgrimage. To these must be added the four Gújar villages of Pirpur, Gulápur, Chamar-garhi, and Dhímri. For Nandgánw he gave Rs. 900; for Barsána, Rs. 600; for Sanket, Rs. 800; and for Karhela, Rs. 500; the annual revenue derived from these places being now as follows: from Nandgánw, Rs. 6,712; from Barsána Rs. 3,109; from Sanket, Rs. 1,642; and from Karhela, Rs. 1,900. It may also be noted that payment was invariably made in Brindá-
ban rupees, which are worth only thirteen or fourteen anas each. The Bábú
further purchased seventy-two villages in Aligarh and Bulandshahr from Rájá Bir Sinh, Chauhán; but twelve of these were sold at auction in the time of his heir, Bábú Sri Náráyan Sinh. This latter, being a minor at his father's
death, remained for a time under the tutelage of his mother, the Ráni Kaitháni,
who again, on his decease, when only thirty years old, managed the estate till the coming of age of the two sons whom his widows had been specially author-
ized to adopt. The elder of the two, Pratáp Chandra, founded an English
school at Kándi and a dispensary at Calcutta. He was for some time a Mem-
ber of the Legislative Council of Bengal, received from Government the title
of Bahádur, and was enrolled as a Companion of the Star of India. He died
in 1867, leaving four sons, Girís-chandra (since deceased), Púran-chandra,
Kánti-chandra, and Sarad-chandra. The younger brother, Isvar-chandra, who died in 1863, left an only son, Indra-chandra, who now enjoys half the estate, the other half being divided between his three cousins. During their minority the property was under the control of the Court of Wards; the General Manager being Mr. Robert Harvey of Calcutta. The gross rental of the lands in the Mathura district is Rs. 70,738, upon which the Government demand, including the 10 per cent. cess, is Rs. 49,496. The value of the property when taken in charge was estimated at Rs. 2,40,193; it has now increased to Rs. 3,80,892.

The great temple, founded by Seths Gobind Dás and Rúdhá Krishan, brothers of the famous millionaire Lakhmi Chand, is dedicated to Rang Ji, or Srí Ranga Nath, that being the special name of Vishnu most affected by Rámanuja, the founder of the Srí Sampradáya. It is built in the Madras style, in accordance with plans supplied by their guru, the great Sanskrit scholar, Swámi Rangúchárya, a native of that part of India.*

The works were commenced in 1845 and completed in 1851, at a cost of 45 lakhs of rupees. The outer walls measure 773 feet in length by 440 in breadth, and enclose a fine tank and garden in addition to the actual temple-court. This latter has lofty gate-towers, or gopuraś, covered with a profusion of coarse sculpture. In front of the god is erected a pillar, or dhvaja stambha, of copper gilt, sixty feet in height, and also sunk some twenty-four feet more below the surface of the ground. This alone cost Rs. 10,000. The principal or western entrance of the outer court is surmounted by a pavilion, ninety-three feet high, constructed in the Mathurá style after the design of a native artist. In its graceful outlines and the elegance of its reticulated tracery, it presents a striking contrast to the heavy and misshapen masses of the Madras Gopura, which rises immediately in front of it. A little to one side of the entrance is a detached shed, in which the god's rath, or carriage, is kept. It is an enormous wooden tower in several stages, with monstrous effigies at the

* He translated some of Rámanuja's works from the language of Southern India into Sanskrit, and was also the author of two polemical treatises in defence of the orthodoxy of Vaishnavism. The first is a pamphlet entitled Durjana-kal-panchána, which was written as an answer to eight questions propounded for solution by the Saivite Pandits of Jaypur. The Mahártája, not being convinced, had a rejoinder published under the name of Sajjana-mano-nuránjana, which elicited a more elaborate work from the Swámi, called Vyámooh-viḍrávànam, in which he brought together a great number of texts from the canonical Scriptures of the Hindus in support of his own views and in refutation of those of his opponents. He died on the 28th of March, 1874.
corners, and is brought out only once a year in the month of Chait during the
festival of the Brahmotsav. The mela lasts for ten days, on each of which the
god is taken in state from the temple along the road, a distance of 690 yards,
to a garden where a pavilion has been erected for his reception. The proces-
sion is always attended with torches, music, and incense, and some military
display contributed by the Rája of Bharatpur. On the day when the rath is
used, the image, composed of the eight metals, is seated in the centre of the car,
with attendant Bráhmans standing on either side to fan it with chauries. Each
of the Seths, with the rest of the throng, gives an occasional hand to the ropes by
which the ponderous machine is drawn; and by dint of much exertion, the
distance is ordinarily accomplished in the space of about two and-a-half hours.
On the evening of the following day there is a grand display of fire-works, to
which all the European residents of the station are invited, and which attracts
a large crowd of natives from the country round about. On other days when
the rath is not brought out, the god has a wide choice of vehicles, being borne
now on a palki, a richly gilt 'tabernacle' (punya-kothi), a throne (sinhasan), or
a tree, either the kadamb, or the tree of Paradise (kalpa-vriksha); now on
some demi-god, as the sun or the moon, Garúra, Hanumán, or Sesa; now
again on some animal, as a horse, an elephant, a lion, a swan, or the fabulous
eight-footed Sárabha. The ordinary cost of one of these celebrations is about
Rs. 5,000, while the annual expenses of the whole establishment amount to no
less than Rs. 57,000, the largest item in that total being Rs. 30,000 for the bhog
or food, which after being presented to the god is then consumed by the priests
or given away in charity. Every day 500 of the Sri Vaishnava sect are fed
at the temple, and every morning up to ten o'clock a dole of flour is given to
anyone of any denomination who chooses to apply for it.

The endowment consists of thirty-three villages, yielding a gross income
of Rs. 1,17,000, on which the Government demand amounts to Rs. 64,000.
Of the thirty-three villages, thirteen, including one quarter of Brindá-ban, are
in the Mathurá, and twenty in the Agra district. The votive offerings amount
on an average to Rs. 2,000 a year, and there is further a sum invested in the
funds which yields in annual interest as much as Rs. 11,800. In 1868, the
whole estate was transferred by the Swami—the deed of transfer bearing a
stamp of Rs. 2,000—to a committee of management, who on his death were
bound to appoint a successor. This arrangement was necessitated by the bad
conduct of his son Srinivásácharya—named according to family custom after
the grandfather—who, far from being a scholar like his father, is barely edu-
cated up to the ordinary level of his countrymen: while his profligacy is open
and notorious. Immorality and priestly dignity, it is true, are not universally accounted as incompatible qualities; but the scandal in his case is augmented by the ceremonial pollution he incurs from his habit of familiar intercourse with the lowest classes of the people, while his reckless extravagance knows no bounds. Since his father's death he receives a fixed allowance for his maintenance; but another Guru has been brought up from Madras to conduct the temple services, and the estate is entirely under the control of the committee. This consists of six members, of whom the most active is Seth Náráyan Dás. He is also appointed general attorney for the trustees, and all the temple property, valued at about 20 lakhs, is entered in his name. Since the new arrangement, there has been no falling off in the splendour of the festivals or in the liberality with which the different charities are maintained, while at the same time the estate has been improved and the cost of establishment reduced.

Of the villages that form the endowment, three in Mahában and two in Jalesar were conferred on the temple by Rájá Mán Sinh of Jaypur. Though the lawful heir to the throne, he never took his seat upon it. He was the posthumous son of Rájá Prithi Sinh, on whose death, in 1779 A. D., the surviving brother, Pratáp Sinh, claimed the succession. The nephew's right was subsequently upheld by Daulat Ráo Sindhia, but the young prince was devoted to letters and religion, and on being assured of an annual income of Rs. 30,000, he gladly relinquished the royal title and retired to Brindá-ban. Here he spent the remainder of his days in the practice of the most rigid austerities, till death overtook him at the age of 70, in 1848. For 27 years he had remained sitting cross-legged in one position, never moving from his seat but once a week when nature compelled him to withdraw. Five days before his death he predicted his coming end and solemnly bequeathed to the Seth the care of his old servants; one of whom, Lakshmi Náráyan Byás, was manager of the temple estate, till his death in 1874.

If the effect of the Seths' lavish endowment is impaired by the ill-judged adoption of a foreign style of architecture, still more is this error apparent in the temple of Rádhá Raman, completed within the last few years. The founder is Sah Kundan Lál, of Lakhnau, who has built on a design suggested by the modern secular buildings of that city. The principal entrance to the courtyard is, in a grandiose way, decidedly effective; and the temple itself is constructed of the most costly materials and fronted with a colonnade of spiral marble pillars, each shaft being of a single piece, which though rather too attenuated are unquestionably elegant. The mechanical execution is also good;
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but all is rendered of no avail by the abominable taste of the design. The facade with its uncouth pediment, flanked by sprawling monsters, and its row of life-size female figures in meretricious, but at the same time most ungraceful, attitudes, resembles nothing so much as a disreputable London casino: a severe, though doubtless unintended, satire, on the part of the architect, on the character of the divinity to whom it is consecrated. Ten lakhs of rupees are said to have been wasted on its construction.*

In striking contrast to this tasteless edifice is the temple of Radha Indra Kishor, built by Rani Indrajit Kunwar, widow of Het Kám, Brähman zamindár, of Tikári by Gayá. It was six years in building, and was completed at the end of 1871. It is a square of seventy feet divided into three aisles of five bays each, with a fourth space of equal dimensions for the reception of the god. The sikhara is surmounted with a copper kulas, or finial, heavily gilt, which alone cost Rs. 5,000. The piers are composed of four conjoined pillars, each shaft being a single piece of stone, brought from the Pahárpar quarry in Bharatpur territory. The building is raised on a high and enriched plinth, and the entire design is singularly light and graceful. Its cost has been three lakhs.

The temple of Radha Gopál, built by the Mahárája of Gwalior under the direction of his guru Brahmacári Giridhári Dás, is also entitled to some special notice. The interior is an exact counterpart of an Italian church and would be an excellent model for our architects to follow, since it secures to perfection both free ventilation and a softened light. It consists of a nave 58 feet long, with four aisles, two on either side, a sacrarium 21 feet in depth and a narthex of the same dimensions at the entrance. The outer aisles of the nave, instead of being closed in with solid walls, have open arches stopped only with wooden bars; and the tier of windows above gives on to a balcony and verandah. Thus any glare of light is impossible. The building was opened for religious service in 1860, and as it stands has cost four lakhs of rupees. The exterior has a mean and un-sightly appearance, which might be obviated by the substitution of reticulated stone tracery for the wooden bars of the outer arches below and a more substantial balcony and verandah in lieu of the present rickety erection above. An entrance gateway is now being added.

* In imitation of the bad example thus set, a new temple dedicated to Radha Gopál was built in 1873 by Láli Braj Kishor, a wealthy resident of Shábjáhpur, where he is district treasurer. It has a long frontage facing one of the principal streets, with a continuous balcony to the upper story, in which each pillar is a clumsily carved stone figure of a Sákhi, or 'dancing girl.'
There are in Brinda-ban no secular buildings of any great antiquity. The oldest is the court, or Ghera, as it is called, of Sawai Jay Sinh, the founder of Jaypur, who made Brinda-ban an occasional residence during the time that he was Governor of the Province of Agra (1721-1728). It is a large walled enclosure with a pavilion at one end, consisting of two aisles divided into five bays by piers of coupled columns of red sandstone. The river front of the town has a succession of ghats reaching for a distance of about a mile and a-half. Their beauty has been greatly marred by the religious mendicants who have taken possession of all the graceful stone kiosques and utilized them for cooking-places, blocking up the arches with mud walls and blackening the carved work with the smoke of their fires. I cleared out a great many, but left the task unfinished. The one highest up the stream is the Kali-mardan Ghat with the kadamb tree from which Krishna plunged into the water to encounter the great serpent Káliya; and the lowest at the other end is Kosi Ghat, where he slew the equine demon of that name. Near the latter are two handsome mansions built by the Ránis Kishori and Lachhmi, consorts of Ranjit Sinh and Randhir Sinh, two successive Rájás of Bharatpur. In both the arrangement is identical with that of a mediaeval college, carried out on a miniature scale, but with extreme elaboration of detail. The buildings are disposed in the form of a quadrangle, with an enriched gateway in the centre of one front and opposite it the chapel, of more imposing elevation than the ordinary domestic apartments, which constitute the two flanks of the square. In Ráni Lachhmi's kunj (such being the distinctive name for a building of this character), the temple front is a very rich and graceful composition. It has a colonnade of five arches standing on a high plinth, which, like every part of the wall surface, is covered with the most delicate carving and is shaded above by unusually broad eaves which have a wavy pattern on their under-surface and are supported on bold brackets. The work of the elder Ráni is of much plainer character; and a third kunj, which stands a little lower down the river, close to the temple of Dhir Samir,* built by Thákur Badan Sinh, the father of Súraj Mall, the first of the Bharatpur Rájás, though large, has no architectural pretensions whatever. The most striking of the whole series is, however, the Ganga Mohan Kunj, built in

* In explanation of the title of this temple, which means literally ‘a soft breeze,’ take the following line from the Gita Gobina of Jayaleva:

_Dhira-namire Yamunâ-dire vasati vane vana-mali,_

which may be thus translated—

He is waiting, flower-begarlanded, beneath the forest trees,

Where cool across the Jamunâ steals the soft delicious breeze.
the next generation by Gangá, Súraj Mall’s Ráni. The river front, which is all that was ever completed, has a high and massive basement story, which on the land side, as seen from the interior of the court, becomes a mere plinth for the support of a majestic double cloister with broad and lofty arch and massive clustered pier. The style is precisely the same as that which prevails in the Garden Palace at Díg, a work of the same chief; who, however rude and uncultured himself, appears to have been able to appreciate and command the services of the highest available talent whether in the arts of war or peace. His son, Ratn Sinh, would seem to have inherited his father’s architectural proclivities, for he had commenced what promised to be a very large and handsome mausoleum for the reception of his own funeral ashes, but died before the work had advanced beyond the first story. This is in one of the largo gardens outside the town beyond the Madan Mohan temple, and has not been touched since his death.

A few years ago the town was exceedingly dirty and ill kept, but this state of things ceased from the introduction of a municipality. The conservancy arrangements are now of a most satisfactory character, and all the streets of any importance have been either paved or metalled. This unambitious, but most essential, work has, up to the present time, absorbed almost all the surplus income; the only exception being a house, intended to serve both for municipal meetings and also for the reception of European visitors, which I had not quite completed at the time of my transfer. It is in Indian style with carved stone pillars and arches to the verandahs and pierced tracery in the windows. As the ground about it had also been taken up for a garden, the whole would have formed a conspicuous ornament to the official quarter of the town, where all the other buildings are on the conventional and singularly prosaic D. P. W. type. Education, as conducted on European principles, has never made much way in the town, in spite of the efforts of the committee to promote it by the establishment of schools of different grades. Some of these have been closed altogether. The Tahsíl school, completed in 1868 at a cost of Rs. 3,710, which included a donation of Rs. 500 from Swámi Rangachárya, the head of the Seth’s temple, still continues and has a room also for some anglo-vernacular classes; but the number of pupils, through variable, is never very large. The children find it more lucrative and amusing to hang about the temples and act as guides to the pilgrims and sight-seers. The dispensary, also opened in 1868, cost the small sum of only Rs. 1,943; but as yet it has no accommodation for in-door patients. As such a large number of people come to Brindában simply for the sake of dying there, while of the resident population nearly
one-half are professed celibates, the proportion of births to deaths is almost in
inverse ratio to that which prevails elsewhere; a circumstance which might well
startle any one who was unacquainted with the exceptional character of the loca-
ality. The population by the recent census was 21,467, of whom 794 only were
Muhammadans. The municipal income for the year 1871-72 was Rs. 17,549,
and this may be regarded as a fair average. Of this sum Rs. 16,666 were derived
from octroi collections; the tax on articles of food alone amounting to Rs. 13,248.
These figures indicate very clearly, what might also be inferred from the preced-
ing sketch, that there is no local trade or manufacture, and that the town is
maintained entirely by its temples and religious reputation. There was a mint
(Taksál) established here by Daulat Rao Sindhia, in 1786, whence the name of
the street called the Taksál-wali-Gali. When the Játs were in possession of
the country, they transferred it to Bharatpur, where what are called Brindá-
biani rupees are still coined. They are especially used at weddings, and when
there are many such festivities going on, the coin is sometimes valued at as
much as 13 anas, but ordinarily sells for 12.
NOTES TO CHAPTER IX.

I.—Calendar of Local Festivals at Brindá-ban.

Chait Sudi (April 1—15).

1. Chait Sudi 3.—Gangaur; adoration of Ganpati and Gauri. In the older Sanskrit calendars this day is generally named Saubbágya Sayana, and is appropriated to a special devotion in honour of the goddess Arundhati, which is recommended to be practised by all women who desire to lead a happy married life and escape the curse of early widowhood. At the present day the oblations to Gauri are accompanied by the repetition of the following uncouth formula, in commemoration of a Ráni of Udaypur, who, after enjoying a life of the utmost domestic felicity, had the further happiness of dying at the same moment as her husband:—

गार गार गनपति ईश्वर पूजे पारवती महेश गृजा छा चाला गोला गार
के सोना कार्टि कार्टटि दे टिमका दे रानी वरत करे वालादे रानी वरत करे
बार गया गारगया खेले ले राजाने दिया।

2. Chait Sudi 9.—Ráma’s birthday.

3. Chait Sudi 11.—Phul dol.

Baisákh (April—May).

4. Baisák Sudi 3.—Akhay Tij. Among agriculturists, the day for settling the accounts of the past harvest. Visits are paid to the image of Bihári, which on this festival only has the whole body exposed. The ceremony is hence called ‘Chandan bágha ká darsan,’ as the idol, though besmeared with sandal wood (chandan), has no clothing (bága). The temple bhog on this day consists exclusively of kakris (a kind of cucumber), dál, and a mash made of wheat, barley, and chand gráund up and mixed with sugar and ghít.


7. Baisákh Sudi 14.—Narsinh avatár.

Jeth (May—June).

8. Jeth Badi 2.—Perambulation, called Ban bihár ká parikrama. The distance traversed is between five and six miles, each pilgrim starting from the point which happens to be most convenient.
9. *Jeth Badi* 5.—The same, but at night.


11. *Jeth Sudi* 5.—Jal Játra.

On the full moon of *Jeth*, Gaj-graha ká mela: representation of a fight between an elephant and a crocodile in the tank at the back of the Seth’s temple.

*Asárh (June—July).*

12. *Asárh Sudi* 2.—Rath Játra. The god’s collation, or bhog, consists on this day only of mangoes, játan fruit and chand.

13. *Asárh full moon.*—Dhío dhío ká mela at Madan Mohan, followed by the Pavan Pariksha.

*Srāvan (July—August).*


17. *Srāvan Sudi* 9.—Fair at the Brahm Kund.

18. *Srāvan Sudi* 11.—Pavitra-dháran, or presentation of Bráhmanical threads.


*Bhádon (August—September).*


21. *Bhádon Badi* 9.—Climbing a greasy pole, which is set up outside the temple of Rang Ji, with a dhoti, a lota, five sers of sweetmeats, and Rs. 5 on the top, for the man who can succeed in getting them. This takes place in the after-room. In the evening, the Nandotsav, or festival in honour of Nanda, is held at the Sringár-bat, and continued through the night with music and dancing.

22. *Bhádon Sudi* 8.—Rádhá Ashtami. Rádhá’s birthday. A large assemblage also at the Mauni Dás ki tatti by the Nidh-ban, in honour of a saint who kept a vow of perpetual silence.

23. *Bhádon Sudi* 11.—Jal Jholni mela, or Karwatni, ‘the turning of the god’ in his four months’ sleep.
Kuvār (September—October).

24. Kuvār Badi 11.—Festival of the Sanjhi, lasting for five days; and mela at the Brahm kund.
25. Kuvār Sudi 1.—Dān Līlā at the Gyān-gudari and mela of the Kalpa-vriksha.
27. Kuvār Sudi 11.—Perambulation.

Kārtik (October—November).

28. Kārtik new moon.—Dīpotsav, or festival of lamps.
29. Kārtik Sudi 1.—Anna kūt, as at Gobardhan.
31. Kārtik Sudi 12.—Festival of the Davānal, or forest-conflagration.
32. Kārtik Sudi 13.—Festival of Kesi Dānāv.
33. Kārtik Sudi 14.—Nāg-līlā: at the Kāli-mardan Ghāt with procession of boats.
34. Kārtik full moon.—Fair at Bhat-rond.

Aghān (November—December).

35. Aghān Badi 1.—Byāhle-kā-mela, or marriage feast, at the Rās Mandal and Chain Ghāt.
36. Aghān Badi 3.—Rām līlā.
37. Aghān full moon.—Dau ji-kā-mela, in honour of Balārām.
38. Aghān Sudi 5.—Bihārī jānmotsav, or birth of Bihārī; also the Bha-rat-milāp.

Pūs (December—January).

39. Pūs Sudi 5 to 11.—Dhanur-mās otsav, observed at the Seths’ temple with processions issuing from the Vaikunth gate: ‘Dhanur’ being the sign Sagittarius. Throughout the month distribution of khichri (pulse and rice) is made at the temple of Rādha Ballabh.

Māgh (January—February).

40. Māgh Sudi 5.—Basantotsav. The spring festival.
41. Phālgun Badi 11.—Festival at the Mān-sarovar.
Phalgun (February—March).

42. Phalgun Sudi 11.—Phul dol.

43. Phalgun full moon.—The Holi or Carnival.

Chait Badi (March 15th to 31st).

44. Chait Badi 1.—Dhurendi or sprinkling of the Holi-powder, and Dol jatra.

45. Chait Badi 5.—Káli dahan and phúl dol.

46. Brahmotsav. Festival at the Seth’s temple, beginning Chait Badi 2 and lasting ten days.

II.—List of River-side Ghats at Brinda-ban.

1 Madan Ter Ghát, built by Pandit Moti Lal.

2 Rámd-gol Ghát, built by the Gosáin of the temple of Bihári Ji.

3 Kúli-daha Ghát, built by Holkar Ráo.

4 Gopál Ghát, built by Madan Pál, Rájá of Kurauli.

5 Nábhlavála Ghát, built by Rájá Hira Sinh of Nábha.

6 Praskandán Ghát, re-built by Gosáins of temple of Madan Mohan.

7 Súraj Ghát.

8 Koríya Ghát, said to be named after certain Gosáins from Kol.

9 Jugál Ghát, built by Hari Dás and Gobind Dás, Thákurs.

10 Dhúsar Ghát.

11 Naya Ghát, built by Gosáin Bha-jan Lál.

12 Sriji Ghát, built by Rájá of Jay-pur.

13 Bihári Ghát, built by Appa Rám from the Dakhin.

14 Dhúravára Ghát, built by Rájá Randhir Sinh of Dhúra.

15 Nágari Dás.

16 Bhúm Ghát, built by the Rájá of Kota.

17 Andha (i.e., the dark or covered) Ghát, built by Rájá Mán of Jaypur.

18 Tehriwára Ghát, built by the Rájá of Tehri.

19 Imla Ghát.

20 Bardwán Ghát, built by a Rájá of Bardwán.

21 Barwára Ghát.

22 Ránavat Ghát, built by the Rána of Udaypur.

23 Singár Ghát, built by the Gosáin of the temple of Singár-bat.

24 Ganga Mohan Ghát, built by Ganga, Ráni of Súraj Mall, of Bharatpur.

25 Gobind Ghát, built by Rájá Mán of Jaypur.

26 Himmat Bahádur’s Ghát, built by Gosáin Himmat Bahádur (see Chapter XI.)

27 Chír Ghát or Chain Ghát, built by Mahár Ráo, Holkar.

28 Hanumán Ghát, built by Sawáí Jay Sinh of Jaypur.

29 Bhaunra Ghát, built by Sawáí Jay Sinh of Jaypur.

30 Kishor Ráni’s Ghát, built by Kishori, Ráni of Súraj Mall, of Bharatpur.

31 Pandáwára Ghát, built by Chaudhári Jagannáth, of Lakh-nau.

32 Kesí Ghát, built by the Bharatpur Ráni, Lachhmi.
III.—Names of Mahallas, or City Quarters at Brindá-ban.

1. Gyan Gudari.
2. Gopesvar Mahadeva.
5. Bazar Gopináth.
7. Rádhá Nívás.
9. Radha Raman.
11. Pathár-pura.
15. Chir Ghát.
17. Gherá Gobind Jí.
20. Rám Jí Dwára.
21. Bazar Kánthiwrá (i.e., sellers of rosaries and necklacés).
22. Sewá Kunj.
23. Kunj Galí.
26. Ráš Mandal.
27. Kishór-pura.
29. Rangi Lál ki Gali.
30. Sukhan Máta Gali (i.e., street of dried-up small-pox).
31. Purána Shahr (i.e., old town).
32. Láriawáí Gali.
33. Gabdua ki Gali.
34. Gobardhan Darwáza.
35. Ahir-pará.
36. Dusúít (the name, it is said, of a sub-division of the Sanádh tribe).
37. Mahalla Barwára (from the number of bar trees).
38. Ghera Madán Mohan.
40. Purolít-wára.
41. Maní-pára.
42. Gautam-pára.
43. Ath-khambá.
44. Gobind bágh.
45. Loi Bazáí, (the blanket mart).*
46. Retívya Bazár.
47. Ban-khandi Mahádeva.
48. Chhipí kí Gali.
49. Ráewáí Gali (occupied by Bháts, or bards, who are always distin-
guished by the title Ráe).
50. Bundelá ká Bágí. Bundela is the god propitiated in time of cholera. He is always represented as riding on a horse. When small-
pox, the twin scourge of India, is raging, an ass is the animal to which offerings are made.
51. Mathurá Darwáza.
52. Ghera Sawái Jay Sinh.
53. Dhír Samír.
54. Mauni Dás kí tatti.
55. Gahvar-ban.
56. Gobind kund.
57. Rádhá Bagh.

* There is a large sale of Loí, or country blanketing, at Brindá-ban. The material is imported chiefly from Márwár and Bikaner in an old and worn condition, but is worked up again so thoroughly that natives count it as good as new.
CHAPTER X.

MAHÁ-BAN, GOKUL, AND BALADEVA.

The town of Mahá-ban—population 6,182—is some five or six miles from Mathurá, lower down the stream and on the opposite bank of the Jamuna. Though the country in its neighbourhood is now singularly bare, the name indicates that it must at one time have been densely wooded; and so late as the year 1634 A.D. we find the Emperor Shábjahán ordering a hunt there and killing four tigers. It stands a little inland, about a mile distant from Gokul; which latter place has appropriated the more famous name, though it is in reality only the water-side suburb of the ancient town. This is clearly indicated by the fact that all the traditional sites of Krishna’s adventures, described in the Puráñas as having taken place at Gokul, are shown at Mahá-ban; while the Gokul temples are essentially modern in all their associations: whatever celebrity they possess is derived from their having been founded by the descendants of Vallabhá-chárya, the great heresiarch of the sixteenth century. The existence of Gokul as a distinct town was no doubt long antecedent to its religious aggrandizement, and probably dates from the time when the old Hindu fort was occupied by a Muhammadian garrison and the Hindus expelled beyond its immediate precincts.

Taking, then, Mahá-ban as equivalent to the Gokul of Sanskrit literature, the connection between it and Mathurá has always been of a most intimate character. For, according to the legend, Krishna was born at the one and cradled at the other. Both, too, make their first appearance in history together and under most unfortunate circumstances, having been sacked by Mahmúd of Ghazni in the year 1017 A.D. From the effects of this catastrophe it would seem that Mahá-ban was never able to recover itself. It is casually mentioned in connection with the year 1234 A.D., by Minháj-i-Siráj, a contemporary writer, as one of the gathering places for the imperial army sent by Shams-ud-dín against Kálanjar; and the Emperor Babar, in his memoirs, incidentally refers to it, as if it were a place of some importance still, in the year 1526 A.D.; but the name occurs in the pages of no other chronicle; and at the present day, though it is the seat of a tahsíl, it can scarcely be called more than a considerable village. Within the last few years, one or two large and handsome private residences have been built, with fronts of carved stone in the Mathurá style; but the temples are all exceedingly mean and of no antiquity. The largest and
also the most sacred is that dedicated to Mathurá-náth, which boasts of a pyramidal tower, or sikhara, of some height and bulk, but constructed only of brick and plaster. The Bráhman in charge used to enjoy an endowment of Rs. 2 a day, the gift of Sindhis, but this has long lapsed. There are two other small shrines of some interest: in the one, the demon Trinávart is represented as a pair of enormous wings overhanging the infant god; the other bears the dedication of Mahá Mall Ráé, ‘the great champion prince,’ a title given to Krishna after his discomfiture of the various evil spirits sent against him by Kansa.

Great part of the town is occupied by a high hill, partly natural and partly artificial, extending over more than 100 bighas of land, where stood the old fort.* This is said to have been built by the same Ráná Katehra of Mewár to whom is also ascribed the fort at Jalesar. According to a tradition current in the Main-puri district, he had been driven from his own country by an invasion of the Muhammadans, and took refuge with the Rájá of Mahá-ban, by name Dígpál, whose daughter his son, Káñh Kunvar, subsequently married and by her became the ancestor of the tribe of Phástaking. It would seem that, on the death of his father-in-law, he succeeded to his dominions; for he made a grant of the whole of the township of Mahá-ban to his Purohits, or family priests, who were Sanádh Bráhmans, of the Parásar clan. Their descendants bear the distinctive title of Chaudhari, and still own two shares in Mahá-ban, called Thok Chaudhariyán. The fort was recovered by the Muhammadans in the reign of Álá-ud-dín, by Súfi Yahya of Mashhad, who introduced himself and a party of soldiers inside the walls in litters, disguised as Hindu ladies who wished to visit the shrines of Syám Lalá and Rohini. The Rána was killed, and one-third of the town was granted by the sovereign to Saiyid Yahya. This share†

* With the exception of the kúd, or keep, the rest of the hill is known as the kot.
† The division of proprietary rights in Mahá-ban is of very perplexing character, the several shares being very different in extent from what their names seem to indicate. The total area is 6,529 bighas and 10 biswa, distributed as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Bighas</th>
<th>Biswa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The 11 biswa Thok Chaudhariyán</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 9 ditto ditto</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thok Saiyidsí</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free lands resumed by Government</td>
<td>1,750</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common land</td>
<td>2,107</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,529</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-third of the profits of the common land goes to the Saiyids; the remaining two-thirds are then again sub-divided into three, of which one part goes to the 9 biswa thok and two to the 11 biswa.
is still called Thok Saiyidát, and is owned by his descendants; the present head of the family being Sardar Ali, who officiated for a time as a Tansildár in the Mainpuri district. The place where his great ancestor was buried is shown at the back of the Chhatthi Pálna, but is unmarked by any monument.

The story as told in different localities is so identical in all its main features that it may reasonably be accepted as based on fact; but it is difficult to determine an exact date for the event, or decide which of the Sissodia Princes of Chitor is intended by the personage styled ‘the Ráná Katehra.’ Still, though certainty is unattainable, a conjectural date may be assigned with some amount of probability; for as the Ráná Katehra is represented as still living at the time when the fort of Mahá-ban was recovered by Alá-ud-dín, his flight from his own country cannot have occurred very long previously, and may plausibly be connected with Alá-ud-dín’s memorable sack of Chitor, which took place in the year 1303. If so, he can scarcely have been more than a cadet of the royal line; for, according to accepted tradition, the actual Ráná of Mewár and ali his family had perished in the siege, with the exception only of the second son and his infant nephew, Hamír, the heir to the throne, who eventually not only recovered the ancient capital of his forefathers, but made it the centre of a far wider dominion than had ever previously acknowledged the Sissodia rule. The stratagem of introducing armed men disguised as women in closed litters into the heart of the enemy’s camp had been successfully practised against Alá-ud-dín himself after a former siege of Chitor, and had resulted in the escape of the captured Ráná. This may have suggested the adoption of the same expedient at Mahá-ban, either in fact to the Sufi, who is said to have carried it into execution, or to the local legend-monger, who has used it as an embellishment to his narrative.

The shrine of Syám Lalá, to which allusion has been made above, still exists as a mean little cell, perched on the highest point of the fortifications on the side where they overlook the Jamuná. It is believed to mark the spot where Jasodá gave birth to Mayá, or Joga-nídrá, substituted by Vasudeva for the infant Krishna. But by far the most interesting building is a covered court called Nanda’s Palace, or more commonly the Assi-Khamba, i.e., the eighty pillars. In its present form is was erected by the Muhammadans in the time of Aurangzeb out of older materials, to serve as a mosque, and as it now stands, it is divided, by five rows of sixteen pillars each, into four aisles, or rather into a centre and two narrower side aisles, with one broad outer cloister. The external pillars of this outer cloister are each of one massive shaft, cut into many
narrow facets, with two horizontal bands of carving; the capitals are decorated either with grotesque heads or the usual four squat figures. The pillars of the inner aisles vary much in design, some being exceedingly plain and others as richly ornamented with profuse and often graceful arabesques. Three of the more elaborate are called respectively the Satya, Treta and Dwâpar Yug; while the name of the Kali Yug is given to another somewhat plainer. All these interior pillars, however, agree in consisting as it were of two short columns set one upon the other. The style is precisely similar to that of the Hindu colonnades by the Kutb Minâr at Delhi; and both works may reasonably be referred to about the same age. As it is probable that the latter were not built in the years immediately preceding the fall of Delhi in 1194, so also it would seem that the columns at Mahâ-ban must have been sculptured before the assault of Mahmûd in 1017; for after that date the place was too insignificant to be selected as the site of any elaborate edifice. Thus, Mr. Fergusson’s conjecture is confirmed, that the Delhi pillars are to be ascribed to the ninth or tenth century. He doubts whether the cloister there now stands as originally arranged by the Hindus, or whether it had been taken down and re-arranged by the conquerors; but concludes as most probable that the former was the case, and that it was an open colonnade surrounding the palace of Prithi Raj. “If so,” he adds, “it is the only instance known of Hindu pillars being left undisturbed.” General Cunningham differs from this conclusion, and considers it utterly incredible that any architect, designing an original building and wishing to obtain height, should have recourse to such a rude expedient as constructing two distinct pillars, and then, without any disguise, piling up one on the top of the other. But such a design, however strange according to modern ideas, did not, it is clear, offend the taste of the old Mahâ-ban architects, since we find them copying it for decorative purposes even when there was no constructual necessity for it. Thus some of the inner columns are really monoliths, and yet they have all the appearance of being in two pieces.

A good illustration of this Hindu fancy for broken pillars may be seen at Noh-jhil, a town across the Ganges in the extreme north of the district. Here also is a Muhammadan dargâh, constructed out of the wreck of a Hindu temple. The pillars, twenty in number, are very simple in character, but exceptional in two respects; first, as being all of uniform design, which is quite anomalous in Hindu architecture; secondly, as being, though of fair height, each cut out of a single piece of stone. The only decoration on the otherwise plain shaft consists of four deep scroll-shaped notches half-way between the base and capital; the result of which is to make each column appear as if it were in
The explanation is obvious. In earlier days, when large blocks of stone were difficult to procure, there was also lack of sufficient art to conceal the unavoidable join in the structure. In course of time the eye became accustomed to the defect, and eventually required its apparent introduction even where it did not really exist. A similar conservatism may be traced in the art history of every nation, and more especially in religious art. In breaking up his columns into two pieces, and thus perpetuating, as a decoration, what in its origin had been a signal defect, the Hindu architect was unconsciously influenced by the same motive as the Greek, who to the very last continued to introduce, as prominent features in his temple facades, the metopes and triglyphs which had been necessities in the days of wooden construction, but had become unmeaning when repeated in stone.

The two ancient Brahanical temples on the Gwaliar rock, commonly known as the Sás Bahu, illustrate still more remarkably than the Noh-jhil dar-gáh the way in which what was originally a structural make-shift has subsequently been adopted as a permanent architectural feature. In the larger of these two buildings the interior of the spacious nave is disfigured by four enormous columns, which occupy a square in the centre of the area and obstruct the view in every direction. It is evident at a glance that, though the work of the same architect as the rest of the fabric, they are utterly out of harmony with his first design. Necessity alone can have compelled him to introduce them as props for a falling roof; while the shallowness and unfinished state of their surface sculpture further suggest that they were erected in great haste in order to avert a catastrophe which appeared imminent. They were as little contemplated at the outset as the inverted arches in Wells Cathedral, or as the rude struts inserted by General Cunningham in this very same building to support the broken architraves of the upper story. In the smaller temple, which is of somewhat later date, the internal arrangement follows precisely the same lines, though here the lesser span of the roof rendered the detached pillars unnecessary, the massive walls being quite sufficient by themselves to support the small flat dome and the low tower that surmounted it. The central columns, however, are here so artistically treated, and are in such excellent proportion to the other parts of the building, having been designed with them and not subsequently intruded, that they are really decorative and add beauty to the interior.

Both these temples, like that of Gobind Deva at Brindá-ban, to which they form a most valuable and interesting complement, originally consisted of three compartments—a fact which has not been previously noticed by any archaeologist.
In the larger Gwalior temple the nave and the choir remain, but the sanctum, as is usually the case, has been totally destroyed by the Muhammadans. That it once existed, however, is evident from the fact that the choir is seen from the interior to have communicated with an apartment beyond, though the opening is now closed with blocks of stone. In the smaller of the two temples the nave alone is perfect: the choir has utterly perished; but the end wall of the sanctum still exists in situ, built up into the ramparts of the fort. General Cunningham, in describing these buildings, has followed Mr. Ferguson in using, instead of ‘nave,’ the misleading word ‘porch,’ and has thus failed to notice the triple arrangement which otherwise could not have escaped him.*

To return to the Chhatthi Pálná. On a drum of one of the pillars is an inscription—now upside down—which I read as Rám dása kas eknavi kam, meaning, it would seem, ‘Column No. 91, the gift of Rám Dás.’ This would rather lead to the supposition that the pillars were all originally of one set and belonged to a single building, though it is quite possible that they may be the wreck of several different temples, all of which were overthrown by Mahmúd of Ghazni, when he captured the fort in 1017. In either case there can be no question as to the Buddhist character of the building, or buildings, for I found let into the wall a small seated figure of Buddha, as also a cross-bar and a large upright of a Buddhist railing. The latter is ornamented with foliated circular disks, on one of which is represented a head with a most enormous chignon, and—what is unusual—has four oval sockets for cross-bars on either side instead of three. These columns and other fragments had probably been lying about for centuries till the Muhammadans, in the reign of Aurangzeb, after demolishing a modern Hindu temple, roughly put them together and set them up on its site as a makeshift for a mosque. When Father Tieffenthaller visited Mahá-ban about the middle of last century, it seems that Hindus and Muhammadans were both in joint possession of the building, for he writes: ‘On voit à Mahá-ban dans une grande maison portée par 80 colonnes, une peinture qui représente Krishna volant du lait en jettant le clair et jouant avec d’autres. Cet édifice a été converti en partie en une mosquée, en partie en une pagode.’ But the connection of the building with

* I would here notice, as I may not have a better opportunity and it is a fact of interest, that the third of the Gwalior temples, commonly called the Téli ka mandir, about which General Cunningham hesitates to express an opinion, is certainly a Jain building. This is shown by the enormous height of the doorway, a feature peculiarly unbrahmanical, and by the two upper stories of the tower—as in the Buddh Gaya temple—which no Brahman would ever have thought of allowing over the head of the god.
Krishna or his worship, even at any earlier period, is entirely fictitious. That is to say, so far as concerns the actual fabric and the materials of which it is constructed: the site, as in so many other similar cases, has probably been associated with Hindu worship from very remote antiquity. In Sir John Strachey's time I obtained a grant of Rs. 1,000 for the repair of the building, which had fallen into a very ruinous condition, and in digging the foundations of the new screen-walls (the old walls had been simply set on the ground without any foundation at all) I came upon a number of remains of the true Hindu temple, dating apparently from no further back than about the year 1500 A.D. The Iconoclast would not use these sculptures in the construction of his mosque, since they had too recently formed part of an idolatrous shrine, but had them buried out of sight; while he had no scruple about utilizing the old Buddhist pillars. Whatever I dug up, I either let into the wall or brought over to Mathurá for the local Museum. The roof of the present building, as constructed by the Muhammadans, is made up of any old slabs and broken pillars that first came to hand; but two compartments are covered in with the small flat domes of the old temple, which are similar in character to the beautiful examples at Ajmer and Mount Abu.

Mothers come here for their purification on the sixth day after childbirth—chhatthi púja—whence the building is popularly known as the Chhatthi Pálna, and it is visited by enormous crowds of people for several days about the anniversary of Krishna's birth in the month of Bhádon. A representation of the infant god's cradle (pdlna) is displayed to view, with his foster-mother's churn and other domestic articles. The place being regarded not exactly as a temple, but as Nanda and Jasoda's actual dwelling-house, all persons, without regard to the religion they profess, are allowed to walk about in it with perfect freedom. Considering the size, the antiquity, the artistic excellence, the exceptional archaeological interest, the celebrity amongst natives, and the close proximity to Mathurá of this building, it is strange that it has never before been mentioned by any English writer.

It is said that whenever foundations are sunk within the precincts of the fort, many fragments of sculpture—of Buddhist character, it may be presumed—have been brought to light; but they have always been buried again or broken up as building materials. Doubtless, Mahá-ban was the site of some of those Buddhist monasteries which the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian distinctly states existed in his time on both sides of the river. And further, whatever may be the exact Indian word concealed under the form Klisoboras, or Cliso-
bora, given by Arrian and Pliny as the name of the town between which and Mathurā the Jamunā flowed—Annis Jomanes in Gignem per Palibothros decurrit inter oppida Methora et Clisobora, Pliny, Hist. Nat. vi., 22—it may be concluded with certainty that Mahā-ban is the site intended. Its other literary names are Brihad-vana, Brihad-āranya, Gokula, and Nandagrāma; and no one of these, it is true, in the slightest resembles the word Clisobora. But this might well be a corruption of 'Krishna-pura,' 'the city of Krishna,' a term used by the speaker as a descriptive title—and it would be a highly appropriate one—but taken by the foreign traveller for the ordinary proper name of the place. Colonel Tod thought Clisobora might be Batesar, and most subsequent English topographers seem to have blindly accepted the suggestion. There is, however, really no foundation for it beyond the surmise that Clisobora and Mathurā were quoted as the two principal towns in the country, and that Batesar must have been a place of importance, because its older name was derived from the Sūrasen, after whom the whole people were called Sauraseni. General Cunningham, in his 'Ancient Geography,' has thrown out a new theory and identifies Clisobora (read in one MS. as Cyrisoborka) with Brindā-ban, assuming that Kālikavartta, or 'Kalikā's Whirlpool,' was an earlier name of the town, in allusion to Krishna's combat with the serpent Kālika. But in the first place, the Jamunā does not flow between Mathurā and Brindā-ban, seeing that both are on the same bank; secondly, the ordinary name of the great serpent is not Kālika, but Kāliya; and thirdly, it does not appear upon what authority it is stated that 'the earlier name of the place was Kālikavartta.' Upon this latter point, a reference was made to the great Brindā-ban Pandit, Swami Rangáchárya, who, if any one, might be expected to speak with positive knowledge, and his reply was that in the course of all his reading, he had never met with Brindā-ban under any other name than that which it now bears.

The glories of Mahā-ban are told in a special (interpolated) section of the Brahmānda Purāṇa, called the Brihad-vana Mahātmya. In this,

* The parallel passage in Arrian's India is as follows:—Στουτον τον Ἰπακέα μάλιστα προς Σουρασγνών γεμίσαι βιβλία, Ἰνδικὸν ἔδεικν, ὅν πολίες μεγάλαι, Μεθορά τε καὶ Κλενόβορα, καὶ ποταμός ἱππάρχει πλοῦτος δαιμόνες την κωφήν αὐτῶν. As both authors seem to be quoting from the same original, the insertion of the words per Palibothros in Pliny must be due to an error on the part of some copyist, misled by the frequent mention of Palibothra in the preceding paragraphs. The mistake cannot be credited to Pliny himself, who fixes the site of Palibothra as 415 miles to the east of the confluence of the Ganges and the Jamunā. The gods whom Arrian proceeds to describe under the names of Dionysus and Hercules correspond closely with Krishna and Balarāma, who are still the local divinities of Mathurā.
its tirthas, or holy places, are reckoned to be twenty-one in number as follows:

Eka-vinsati-tirthena yuktam bhūrgunānavitam,
Yanal-ārjuna punyatamam, Nanda-kūpam tathaiva cha,
Chintá-harana Brāhmándam, kundam Sarasvatam tathá,
Sarasvati silā tatra, Vishnu-kunda-sanmāvitam,
Karna-kūpam, Krishna-kundam, Gopa-kūpam tathaiva cha,
Ramana-rāmana-sthānam, Nárada-sthānam eva cha,
Pūtanā-pūtana-sthānam, Trīnāvarttākhyā pūtanam,
Nanda-harmyam, Nanda-geham, Ghatam Ramana-samjnakam,
Māthurāndnothdhhavam kṣetram punyam pāpapranāsanam,
Janma-sthānam tu Sheshasya, jananam Yogamāyaya.

The Pūtanā-pūtana-sthānam of the above lines is a ravine, commonly called Putanā khār, which is crossed by the Mathurā road a short distance outside the town. It is a mile or more in length, reaching down to the bank of the Jamunā and, as the name denotes, is supposed to have been caused by the passage of Pūtanā’s giant body, in the same way as the Kans Khār at Mathurā.

At the Brāhmānd ghāt, where a ras, or ‘sacred dance,’ is held every Sunday, there is a small modern shrine of Mrittika Bihāri and the remains of a chhattri built by one Mukund Sinh, the greater part of which has been washed away by the river. A Jaini sculpture, probably brought from the Chhatthi Pālná, is let into the front of the little platform, on which are placed balls of sand in the shape of the pera sweetmeat, to represent the lump of earth that the child Krishna stuffed into his mouth, and which Jasodā saw develop into a miniature universe. These are called the Brāhmānd ke pera and are taken away by pilgrims as souvenirs of their visit. A pretty walk under the trees along the high bank of the river leads to the Chintá-haran ghāt, a quarter of a mile lower down the stream, a secluded spot, where a Ras is held every Monday. There are no buildings save a Bairagi’s cell. The Hindu cicerones never fail to speak with much enthusiasm of the liberality of Mir Sarfarāz Ali, grandfather of Sardār Ali, who never cut any of the timber for his own profit and allowed the pilgrims to make free use of it all: the property has now changed hands and the landlord’s manorial rights are more strictly enforced.

Between the town and the sandy expanse called the Raman Beti is a small grove known as the Khelan Ban, with several trees of the Pāras Pipar kind, which I have not seen elsewhere in this part of India, though in Bombay there
are avenues of it in some of the streets of the city. The largest, which is in front of the Bairagi’s cell, flowers profusely in the cold weather from November to February: the flowers, much resembling those of the cotton plant in form, are on first opening yellow and afterwards change their colour to red. The bud is exactly like an elongated acorn; the leaves resemble those of the pipal, but are smaller. On the high bank overlooking the Raman Reti (where is held a fair on the 11th of each Hindu month) are two handsome chhatrīs to members of Ali Khan’s family, of the same design as the one on the other side of the town, but in a more ruinous condition. The well close by is called the Gop Kúa. On the opposite bank, on what is an island in the rains, is the Koila Sarā, of much the same size as the one at Chaumuha. The gateways still retain their original wooden doors and are surmounted by corner chhatrīs as at Chháta. The whole area was occupied till 1871, when it was flooded by the river, which rose to an unusual height and carried away the city bridge, 18 pontoons of which were stranded here. Since then the site has been deserted, the villagers having all removed to higher ground. Outside one of the gates is a mosque and there are ruins of other edifices also—undermined and partly washed away by the river—including a square building said to have been a temple of Mahádeva, erected by Jawáhir Sinh of Bharatpur: the foundations have been laid bare to a depth of some six or seven feet.

The principal Hindu festivals observed in Mahá-ban are the Rám Lídá in the month of Kuvár, first set on foot by a late Tahsildár, Munshi Bhajan Lál; the Pútana melá, Kárítik Sudi 6th; the Jakhaiya melá, held on the Sundays of the month of Mág (there is a similar festival held at Paindhat in the Mustafabad pargana of the Mainpuri district, which is believed to have great influence on the fall of rain in the winter season) the Raman Reti, held on the sands of the Jamuná, Phálgun Sudi 11th; and the Parikama, or Perambulation, Kárítik Sudi 5th; this includes the town of Gokul and village of Réval, at which latter place Rádha’s mother is said to have lived.

The Muhammadians, who are only 1,704 in number, have several small mosques and two festivals. One of these, the Chatiyal Madár, is held on the 3rd of Jamáda’l-awwal, in honour of Saiyid Badía-ud-din, better known as Sháh Madár, whose principal shrine is at Makhanpur on the Isan. His festivals, wherever held, are distinguished by the name of Chatiyal, meaning ‘an open place,’ and the hereditary hierophants bear the title of Khalīfa. The second Muhammadian melá is the Urs Dargáh of Sháh Gílan, or Saiyid Makládúm. The dargáh was built about a century ago by Nawáb Sulaimán Beg.
Gokul.

The town of Gokul—population 4,012—being the head-quarters of the Vallabha-charyas, or Gokulashta Gosains, is throughout the year crowded with pilgrims, of whom the majority come from Gujarát and Bombay, where the doctrines of the sect have been very widely propagated, more especially among the Bhattias and other mercantile classes. In many of its physical characteristics the place used to present a striking parallel to the presumed morality of its *habitude*, its streets being tortuous and unsavoury, its buildings unartistic, its environs waste and uninviting; while to complete the analogy, though only five or six miles distant from Mathurá, it was cut off from easy access by the river, and was thus at once both near and remote, in the same way as its literature is modern and yet obscure. The picturesque appearance, which it presented from the opposite bank, was destroyed on nearer approach. For the temples, though they amount to a prodigious number and are many of them richly endowed, are nearly all modern in date and for the most part tasteless in design; while the thoroughfares were in the rains mere channels for the floods which poured down through them to the Jamuná, and at all other seasons of the year were so rough and broken that the rudest wheeled vehicle could with difficulty make its way along them. Efforts were made for many years to improve its sanitation, but without the slightest result; for the Gosain Muṣfidárs were quite indifferent to any reform of the kind, and were well content to let things remain as they were. However, by personally interesting myself in the matter and putting an active and intelligent Tahsíldar in local charge, I succeeded before I left the district in making it by universal consent one of the cleanest and neatest of towns, instead of being as formerly the very filthiest. It may be doubtful how long the reform will last, for constant supervision is necessary in consequence of the number of cattle driven within the walls every night, which render the place really what its name denotes, ‘a cattle yard,’ rather than an abode of men. Its most noteworthy ornament is a spacious masonry tank constructed some thirty years ago by a Seth named Chunna. The trees on its murgin are always white with flocks of large water-fowl of a quite distinct species from any to be found elsewhere in the neighbourhood. They are a new colony, being all descended from a few pairs which casually settled there no more than ten or twelve years ago. Their plumage is peculiar and ornamental, but not at all times easy to obtain, as the birds are considered to enjoy the benefit of sanctuary, and on one occasion, when a party of soldiers from the Mathurá cantonments attempted to shoot a number of them, the townspeople rose *en masse* for their protection. Immediately opposite the tank and between it and the river I had a new school built,
occupying three sides of a quadrangle with an arched gateway of carved stone on the fourth side facing the street. The cost was Rs. 2,440, the whole of which sum was raised by local subscription save only Rs. 500, which were allotted from the balance of the Government cess. A Sanskrit class has since been started, and so many wealthy pilgrims visit Gokul, who would be glad to spend their money on local institutions, if there were only some one to call their attention to them, that the school might easily be maintained as one of the largest and highest in the district.

The great heresiarch, Vallabhachārya, from whom Gokul derives all its modern celebrity, was born in the year 1479 A.D., being the second son of Lakshman Bhatt, a Telinga Brähman of the Vishnu Swámi Sampradāya. By the accident of birth, though not by descent, he can be claimed as a native of Upper India, having been born at Champaranána, a wild solitude in the neighbourhood of Banáras, whither his parents had travelled up from the south on a pilgrimage. Their stay in the holy city was cut short by a popular emeute, the result of religious intolerance; and the mother, who was little in a condition to encounter the distress and fatigue of so hasty a flight, prematurely gave birth on the way to an eight months' child. Either from an exaggerated alarm as to their own peril, or, as was afterwards said, from a sublime confidence in the promised protection of Heaven, they laid the babe under a tree and abandoned it to its fate. When some days had elapsed, and their fears had subsided, they cautiously retraced their steps, and finding the child still alive and uninjured on the very spot where he had been left, they took him with them to Banáras. After a very short stay there, they fixed their home at Gokul, where the child was placed under the tuition of the Pandit Náráyan Bhatt, and in four months mastered the whole vast range of Sanskrit literature and philosophy. His followers, it may be remarked, are conscientious imitators of their founder in respect of the short time which they devote to their studies; but the result in their case is more in accordance with ordinary experience, and their scholarship of the very slightest. When eleven years of age, he lost his father, and almost immediately afterwards commenced his career as a religious teacher. His earliest triumphs were achieved in Southern India, where he secured his first convert, Dámodar Dáś; and in a public disputation at Vijaynagar, the place where his mother's family resided, he refuted the arguments of the Court Pandits with such authority that even the King, Krishna Deva, was convinced by his eloquence and adopted the youthful stranger as his spiritual guide. Thenceforth his success was ensured; and at every place that he visited, Ujaiyin, Banáras, Haridwár, and Allahabad, the new doctrines enlisted a multitude of
adherents. A life of celibacy being utterly at variance with his ideas of a reasonable religion, he took to himself a wife at Banaras and became the father of two sons, Gopinath, born in 1511, and Bitthalmath in 1516. His visits to Braj were long and frequent. There, in 1520, he founded at Gobardhan the great temple of Sri-nath; and at Brinda-ban saw in a vision the god Krishna, who directed him to introduce a new devotion in his honor, wherein he should be adored in the form of a child under the title of Balkrishna or Bāl Gopāl; which is still the cultus most affected by his descendants at the present day. His permanent home, however, was at Banaras, where he composed his theological works, of which the most extensive is a commentary on the Bhagavad Gita, called the Subodhini, and where he died in the year 1531.

He was succeeded in the pontificate by his second son, Bitthalmath, who propagated his father’s doctrines with great zeal and success throughout all the south and west of India, and himself received 252 distinguished proselytes, whose acts are recorded in a Hindi work called the ‘Do Sau Bāvan Vārtā.’ Finally, in 1565, he settled down at Gokul and, at the age of seventy, breathed his last on the sacred hill of Gobardhan. By his two wives he had a family of seven sons, Giridhar, Gobind, Bāl-krishan, Gokulnath, Raghunath, Jadunath, and Ghansyām. Of these, the fourth, Gokulnath, is by far the most famous; and his descendants in consequence claim some slight pre-eminence above their kinsmen. His principal representative is the Gosāins at Bombay.

Unlike other Hindu sects, in which the religious teachers are ordinarily unmarried, all the Gosāins among the Vallabhaçhāryas are invariably family men and engage freely in secular pursuits. They are the Epicureans of the east and are not ashamed to avow their belief that the ideal life consists rather in social enjoyment than in solitude and mortification. Such a creed is naturally destructive of all self-restraint even in matters where indulgence is by common consent held criminal; and the profligacy to which it has given rise is so notorious that the late Mahārajā of Jaypur was moved to expel from his capital the ancient image of Gokul Chandrams, for which the sect entertained a special veneration. He further conceived such a prejudice against Vaishnavas in general, that all his subjects were compelled, before they appeared in his presence, to mark their forehead with the three horizontal lines that indicate a votary of Siva. The scandalous practices of the Gosāins and the unnatural subserviency of the people in ministering to their gratification received a crushing exposition in a cause célèbre for libel tried before the Supreme Court of Bombay in 1861, from the detailed narrative of which I have borrowed a considerable amount of information.
The dogma of Brahma-Sambandh, or 'union with the divine,' upon which Vallabhāchārya constructed his whole system, was, as he declares, revealed to him by the Deity in person and recorded word for word as it was uttered. This inspired text is called the Siddhānta Rahasya, and being very brief and of quite exceptional interest, it is here given in full:

"At dead of night, on the 11th of the bright fortnight of Srāvan, what is here written was declared to me, word for word, by God himself. Every sin, whether of body or soul, is put away by union with the Creator; of whatever kind the sin may be, whether 1st, original; 2nd, accidental (i.e., born of time
and place); 3rd, social or ceremonial (i.e., special offences defined by custom or the Vedas); 4th, sins of abetment; or 5th, sins sensual.* No one of these is to be accounted any longer existent; but when there is no union with the Creator there is no putting away of sin. Therefore, one should abstain from anything that has not been consecrated; but when once a thing has been dedicated, the offerer may do with it what he likes: this is the rule. The God of gods will not accept any offering which has already been used by the owner. Therefore, at the outset of every action there should be unreserved offering. It is said by those of a different persuasion, 'what is once given cannot be taken away; it is all God's;' but as is the practice of servants on earth, so would we act in the dedication through which everything becomes God's. Ganges water is full of impurities; and 'the holy Ganges' may be predicated of bad as well as good. Precisely the same in our case."

The last four lines are rather obscurely expressed. The idea intended is that as servants† use what remains of that which they have prepared for their masters, so what we offer to God we may afterwards use for ourselves; and as dirty water flowing into the Ganges becomes assimilated with the sacred stream, so vile humanity becomes purified by union with God.

The practice of the sect has been modelled strictly in accordance with these instructions. A child is Krishna-ed (christened) while still an infant by the Gosain's putting on its neck a string of beads and repeating over it the formula called the Ashtakshar Mantra, sri Krishna saranam mama (Deus adjutorium meum), but before the neophyte can claim the privileges of full communion he has to undergo a rite similar to that of confirmation, and at the age of twelve or thereabouts, when ready to take upon himself the responsibilities of life, he initiates his career by a solemn dedication (samarpana) of all that he has and is to the God of his devotion. This oblation of tan, man, dhan, as it is popularly

* There is a paraphrase on the Siddhánta Rahasya by Gosain Gokulnath, called Bhakti Siddhanta Vivriti; in which, with the characteristic fondness of Sanskrit commentators for scholastic refinements, he explains these terms in a much more narrow and technical sense than that which I have applied to them. As the text contains an uneven number of lines, it would appear at first sight to be imperfect: but this suspicion can scarcely be well founded, since in Gokulnath's time it stood precisely as now.

† Hence sevakas, 'servants,' is the distinctive name for lay members of the Vallabhaácharya community. The whole system of doctrine is known as 'Pushti marga,' or way of happiness, and its practice as 'Dalvi jivan,' the Divine life. Their sectarial mark consists of two red perpendicular lines down the forehead, meeting in a curve at the root of the nose with a red spot between them.
expressed—that is, of body, soul, and substance—is couched in the following terms:

The Ṛgveda: Sharyo man vasudhāparivāritamātipravargabhyārthakalārañjate kṛṣṇaviśeṣagacchāyatmaśaṅkṣepāyāntiśāntājñānamantāntiśāntaṁ mānavoḥ. Bhagavat kṛṣṇaḥ teṣām abhājantār xlabelartāntārāntānaṁ dāraṅgaraṇavāraṃ pārśvarāyā tmanam su madhyāyam dāvāṁ kṛṣṇa
tattvamī. 

"Om. The God Krishna is my refuge. Distracted by the infinite pain and torment caused by the separation from Krishna, which has extended over a space of time measured by thousands of years, I now, to the holy Krishna, do dedicate my bodily faculties, my life, my soul, and its belongings, with my wife, my house, my children, my whole substance, and my own self. O, Krishna; I am thy servant."*

Now, all this may be so interpreted as to convey a most unexceptionable meaning: that man should consecrate to God, wholly and without reserve, his body, soul, and substance, his every thought, word, and action, and all that he has, or does, or suffers, that such consecration is sufficient to hallow and ennable the meanest actions of our ordinary life and is an effectual preservative from all evil, while even good works done without such consecration are unprofitable and "have even the nature of sin."† This is the doctrine of Christianity, and it may be deduced from Vallabhāchārya's revelation without forcing the sense of a single word. But though there may be some slight doubt as to his own views, there can be none as to those entertained by his most immediate successors and transmitted by them to his disciples at the present day. For Gokulnāth, who is regarded as the most authoritative exponent of his grandfather's tenets, repeatedly insists in all his works, with the most marked emphasis, on the absolute identity of the Gosāin with the Divinity.‡ In fact, he goes even a step beyond this, and represents the Gosāin as so powerful a mediator that practically his favour is of more importance to us than God's: for, if God is displeased, the Gosāin can deprecate his wrath; but if the Gosāin is displeased,

* This formula is, I find, based on a passage in the Nārada Panchārātra.
† The final climax states the doctrine of the Anglican, but not of the Catholic Church.
‡ This extravagant doctrine pervades all the later Vaishnava schools, and is accepted by the disciples of Chaitanya no less than by those of Vallabhāchārya. The foundation upon which it rests is a line in the Bhāgavat, where the Guru is styled sarva-deva-maya, made up of all divinity.
God will be affected towards us in the same way, and conciliation will then be impossible. When to this it is added that the Gosáin obtains his position solely by birth, and that no defect, moral or intellectual, can impair his hereditary claim to the adoration of his followers, who are exhorted to close their eyes and ears to anything that tends to his discredit,* it is obvious that a door is opened to scandal of a most intolerable description. By the act of dedication, a man submits to the pleasure of the Gosáin, as God's representative, not only the first fruits of his wealth, but also the virginity of his daughter or his newly-wedded wife; while the doctrine of the Brahma Sambandh is explained to mean that such adulterous connection is the same as ecstatic union with the God, and the most meritorious act of devotion that can be performed. This glorification of immorality forms the only point in a large proportion of the stories in the Chaurási Vártá, or 'Accounts of Vallábháchárya's 84 great proselytes.' One of the most extravagant will be found given in full at the end of this chapter. The work commences with reference to the Revelation of the Siddhánta Rahasya, preceded by a brief colloquy between the Deity and the Gosáin, of which the following words are the most important:—

"Vallabha.—You know the nature of life: that it is full of defects; how can there be union between it and you?

"Krishna.—You will effect the union of the divinity with living creatures, and I will accept them. You will give your name to them, and all their sins shall be put away."

Professor Wilson interprets this as merely the declaration of a philosophical dogma, that life and spirit are identical; but (it can scarcely be doubted) the passage means rather that human life can only be purified by bringing it into intimate connection with God, or in default of God, with God's representative, the Gosáin.

* This is considered so essential a duty, that in the Dasa malans, or Vallábháchárya Dasalegues, 'See no faults,' stands as the Tenth Commandment.
Such being the revolting character of their theological literature, it is easy to understand why the Vallabha\'charyas have always shown a great reluctance to submit it to the criticism of the outer world of unbelievers, who might not be prepared to accept such advanced doctrines. Though there are several copyists at Gokul, whose sole occupation it is to make transcripts for the use of pilgrims, they would ordinarily refuse to sell a manuscript to any one who was not of their own denomination; and none of their books had ever been published till quite recently, when two or three of the less esoteric were issued from Pandit Giri Prasad\'s Press at Beswa in the Aligarh district. However, as in many other forms of religion, and happily so in this case, practice is not always in accordance with doctrine. Though there may be much that is reprehensible in the inner life of the Gosains, it is not at Gokul obtruded on the public and has never occasioned any open scandal; while the present head of the community, Gosain Purushottam Lal, a descendant of Bitthalnath\'s sixth son, Jadunath, deserves honourable mention for exceptional liberality and enlightenment. He is the head of the temple of Navanit-Priya, popularly called by way of pre-eminence, Raja Thakur,* and is the proprietor of the whole of the township of Gokul. His uncle and predecessor, Gobind Lal, died, leaving a widow, Janaki Bau Ji, and an only daughter. The latter, according to invariable custom, was married to a Bhatt, and by him had two sons by name Ran-chor Lal and Gop Ji. But, as by Salic law neither of them could succeed to the spiritual dignity, the widow adopted her nephew Purushottam, the son of her husband\'s brother, Braj Pali. The adoption was disputed by the two sons, who carried their suit in appeal even up to the Privy Council, and there were finally defeated. Under their mother\'s will, they enjoy a maintenance allowance of Rs. 900 a year, paid to the elder brother by the Gosain, and they have further retained—though under protest—all the property conferred by the Maharaja of Jodhpur on their common ancestor Murlidhar, the father of Gobind Lal and Braj Lal, who was the founder of the family\'s temporal prosperity and was the first muafidar of Gokul by grant from Sindia.

Gosain Purushottam Lal has one son, Raman Lal, through whom he is the grandfather of Braj Lal and Kanhaiya Lal. The latter of these has been adopted by Lachman Ji, a descendant of Bitthalnath\'s fourth son, Gokulnath, and is now the Gosain of the temple bearing that title. Thus the two principal endowments have both come into one branch of the family, and the Gosain is one of the very largest landowners and wealthiest residents in the district;

* He also presides over two temples dedicated to Baladeva and Madan Mohan near the Kankhal Ghat in Mathura, where he ordinarily resides.
while he wields, at the same time, in virtue of his religious character, an influence which is absolutely unbounded among his own people, and very considerable in all classes of Hindu society. In the official world, however, he is barely known even by name, as his estates are too well managed to bring him before the Courts, and he is still so far fettered by the traditions of his order that he declines all social intercourse with Europeans, even of the highest rank: so much so, that when the Lieutenant-Governor of these Provinces visited the station in 1873, and being unaware of this peculiarity, expressed in writing a desire to see him, the invitation was not accepted. The compliment was prompted by the Gosain's annual gift of a prize of Rs. 300 for the student who passes first in the general Entrance Examination for the Calcutta University; a donation which, under the circumstances, cannot have been suggested by any ulterior motive beyond a genuine desire for the furtherance of education. He has since converted it into a permanent endowment. In the same spirit, though he makes no claim to any high degree of scholarship himself, he has maintained for some years past in the city of Mathura a Sanskrit school, which is attended by a large number of adults as well as boys, for whom he has secured very competent teachers. He has also contributed freely to the Gokul new school and—as a further proof of the liberality of his sentiments—he gave Rs. 400 towards the erection of the Catholic Church.

At all the Vallabhacharya temples, the daily services are eight in number—viz., 1st, Mangala, the morning levee, a little after sun-rise, when the God is taken from his couch and bathed; 2nd, Sringara, an hour and-a-half later, when the God is attired in all his jewels and seated on his throne; 3rd, Gwala, after an interval of about three-quarters of an hour, when the God is supposed to be starting to graze his cattle in the woods of Braj; 4th, Raja Bhog, the mid-day meal, which, after presentation, is consumed by the priests and distributed among the votaries who have assisted at the ceremonies; 5th, Uttapan, about 3 P.M., when the God awakes from his siesta; 6th, Bhog, the evening collation; 7th, Sandhya, the disrobing at sunset; and 8th, Sayan, the retiring to rest. Upon all these occasions the ritual concerns only the priests, and the lay worshipper is simply a spectator; who evinces his reverence by any of the ordinary forms with which he would approach a human superior.

On the full moon of Asarh there is a curious annual ceremony for the purpose of ascertaining the agricultural prospects of the year. The priests place little packets of the ashes of different staples, after weighing them, in the sanc-
The temple is then closed, but the night is spent in worship. In the morning the packets are examined. Should any of the packets have increased in weight, that particular article of produce will yield a good harvest; and should they decrease, the harvest will be proportionately scanty.

As has already been mentioned, none of the buildings present a very imposing appearance. The three oldest, dedicated respectively to Gokulnath, Madan Mohan, and Bitthalnath, are ascribed to the year 1511 A.D. The last named, which is near the Jasodá Ghat, has a small but richly decorated quadrangle with bold brackets carved into the form of elephants and swans. It is quite uncared for and is rapidly falling into irreparable ruin. The most notable of the remainder are Dwárakánáth, dating from 1546 A.D., Balkrishan, from 1636, with an annual income of Rs. 4,420; Navanít Priya, or Dau Ji, the latter name being that of the Gosáin, whose grandson, Giridhári Ji, is now in possession, with an income of Rs. 9,382; Braj Ratn, under Gosáin Gokul Náth Ji, a descendant of Bitthalnáth’s younger son, Ghan Syám, with an income of Rs. 10,650; Shrí Chandrama, with Rs. 4,050, and Navanít Lál, Natwar, Mathures, Gopál Lál, and Brajeswar; all of these being quite modern. There are also two shrines in honour of Mahádeva, built by Bijay Sinh, Bájá of Jodhpur, in 1602. The principal melas are the Janm Ashtami, Krishna’s birthday, in Bhdón, and Anmkút on the day after the new moon of Kártik. The Trinávart mela is also held, Kártik bádi 4th, when paper figures of the demon are first paraded and then torn to pieces. The principal gate of the town is that called the Gándipura Darwáza. It is of stone with two corner turrets, but has never been completely finished. From it a road, about half a mile or so in length, runs between some very fine tamarind trees, which seem specially to affect the soil in this neighbourhood, down to Gándipura on the bank of the river, where is a baoli and a large house built by Manohar Lál, a Bhattach, now personal assistant at the Rewá Court. Below it is Ballabh ghat, with Koila immediately opposite on the right bank of the stream. This road is much frequented by pilgrims in the rains, and I had caused it to be widened and straightened, and the trustees of the Gokulnáth temple had promised to metal it; but probably this has not been done.

One small speciality of Gokul is the manufacture of silver toys and ornaments—figures of peacocks, cows, and other animals and devices—which are principally purchased as souvenirs by pilgrims. The designs are very conventional, and the work roughly finished; but some little taste is often displayed, and when better models are supplied, they are copied with much readiness and ingenuity. The articles being of pure silver, are sold for their weight in rupees.
with the addition of two anas in the rupee for the work; unless it is exceptionally well finished, when a somewhat higher rate is demanded.

Baladeva, or Baldeo.*

Some six miles beyond Mahá-ban, a little to the right of the high road leading to Sa’dabád and Jalesar, is the famous temple of Baladeva, in the centre of a modern town with a population of 2,835, which also bears the same name. The original village was called Kírhá, and still exists, but only as a mean suburb occupied by the labouring classes. Adjoining the temple is a brick-built tank, above 80 yards square, called variously Kshír Ságár, the ‘sea of milk,’ or Kshír Kund, or Balbhadra Kund. It is in a dilapidated condition, and the surface of the water is always covered with a repulsive thick green scum, which, however, does not deter the pilgrims either from drinking or bathing in it. Here it is said that Gosáin Gokulnáth was warned in a vision that a god lay concealed. Immediate search was made, and the statue of Baladeva, that has ever since been regarded as the tutelary divinity of the place, was revealed to the adoring gaze of the assembled multitude. Attempts were made to remove it to Gokul; but as every cart broke down, either from the weight of the stone, or the reluctance of the God to change his abode, a shrine was erected for his reception on the spot, and an Ahívási of Bhatiya, by name Kalyán, constituted guardian. From his two sons, Jamuná Dás and Musiya, or Sukadeva, are descended the whole horde of Pandas, who now find the God a very valuable property. They have acquired, by purchase from the Játs, the old village of Kírhá,† and are also considerable landlords in six other villages—viz., Artoni, Nera, Chhibarau, Kharaira, Núr-pur and Shaháb-pur, whence they derive an annual income of Rs. 3,853. This estate, which was for the most part a grant from Sindhia, forms, however, but a small part of their wealth, as the offerings made at the shrine in the course of the year are estimated to yield a net profit of Rs. 30,000 more. The Kshír-Ságár and all the fees paid by pilgrims bathing in it belong not to the temple Pándas, but to a community of Sanúdhí Bráhmans.

The temple, despite its popularity, is neither handsome nor well appointed. Its precincts include as many as eleven cloistered quadrangles, where accom-

* The latter name represents the common pronunciation, which (as in all similar words) has become corrupted by the practice of writing in Persian characters, which are inadequate to express the on termination.

† Besides the entire zamindári, the Pándas hold also 255½ bighas in Kírhá as muáfliára. Of this area, 79 bighas are occupied by buildings, while the remainder is either waste or orchard. As the township has no arable land attached to it, the name Baladeva does not appear at all in the district rent-roll.
modation is provided for the pilgrims and resident priests. No definite charge is levied on the former, but they are expected to make a voluntary donation according to their means. Each court, or kunj, as it is called, bears the name of its founder as follows:—1st, the Kunj of Rashk Lál of Agra and Lakhna, 1817 A.D.; 2nd, of Bachharáj, Baniya, of Háthras, 1825; 3rd, of Naval Karan, Baniya, of Agra, 1868; 4th, of Bhím Sen and Hulás Ráí, Baniyas, of Mathurá, 1828; 5th, of Dás Mal, Khattri, of Agra, 1801; 6th of Bhattácharya of Jaypur, 1794; 7th of Gopál, Bráhman, of Jaypur; 8th of Chiman Lál, of Mathurá, 1778; 9th, of Sadá Rám, Khattri, of Agra, 1768; 10th, of Chunna, Halwái, of Bharat-pur, 1808; and 11th, of Púran Chand, Pachauri, of Mahá-ban, 1801. The actual temple, built by Seth Syá́m Dás, of Delhi, towards the end of last century, stands at the back of one of the inner courts, and on each of its three disengaged sides has an arcade of three bays with broad flanking piers. On each of these three sides a door gives access to the cella, which is surmounted by a squat pyramidal tower. In addition to the principal figure, Baladeva, who is generally very richly dressed and bedizened with jewels, it contains another life-sized statue, supposed to represent his spouse Revati. Apparently she was an after-thought, as she is put away in a corner, off the dais. In an adjoining court is shown the small vaulted chamber which served the God as a residence for the first century after his epiphany. Near the tank is a shrine dedicated by Bihári Lál, Bohra, of Mursán, in 1803, to the honour of the god Harideva, and two stone chhatris in memory of the Pándas, Harideva and Jagannáth.

Two annual melas are held at Baladeva, the one Bhúdon sudi 6th (commonly called Deo Cháth), the other on the full moon of Agañh; but there is probably not a single day in the course of the whole year in which the temple courts are not occupied by at least as many as a hundred pilgrims, who come from all parts of Northern India. The cost of the religious ceremonial cannot be much, but a charitable dole of an ana apiece is given to every applicant; and as the Pándas with their families now number between 300 and 400 persons, the annual cost of their maintenance must be very considerable. After reasonable deductions on these three heads—viz., temple expenses, charity, and maintenance of the priests, the balance of profits is calculated at over Rs. 30,000. There is ordinarily a division among the shareholders at the end of every three months, when they make an allotment into twelve equal portions, that being the number of the principal sub-divisions of the clan, and then each sub-division makes a separate distribution among its own members. The votive offerings in the vast majority of cases are individually of very trifling amount; but even so, their collective value is not altogether to be despised. Thus, poorer pilgrims, in
addition to a few copper coins, often present a piece of sugar; and the heap of sugar accumulated in three or four days has been sold by auction for as much as Rs. 80. The shrine is a very popular one among all classes; scarcely ever is an important venture made without a vow that the God shall receive a fixed share of the profits, if he bring it to a successful issue; and even casual votaries, who have no special boon to beg, are often most lavish in their donations, either of money, horned cattle, carriages, horses, or other property. For example, a few years ago, Sûrajbhán, a wealthy merchant of Agra, gave Rs. 4,000 worth of jewellery for the personal adornment of the God.

It is unfortunate that the hereditary guardians of so wealthy a shrine should be such a low and thriftless set as the Ahivásis are. The temple-garden occupies 52 bighas of land and was once a well-planted grove. It is now a dirty, unsightly waste, as the Pándes have gradually cut down all the trees for firewood, without a thought of replacing them. They have thus not only deteriorated the value of their property, but also forfeited a grant that used to be made by the Mahárája of Bharat-pur for its maintenance. It is also asserted to be a common practice for the younger members of the clan, when they see any devotees prostrate in devotion before the god, to be very forward in assisting them to rise and leading them away, and to take the opportunity of despoiling them of any loose cash or valuable ornaments that they can lay their hands upon. It is believed that thefts of this kind are frequent; though the victim generally prefers to accept the loss in silence, rather than incur the odium of bringing a charge, that there might not be legal evidence to substantiate, against a professedly religious community. It appears in every way desirable that some extra police should be maintained at the expense of the Pándes, and a constable or two kept permanently on duty in the inner court of the temple. As an illustration of the esteem in which learning is held in this large and wealthy Brahmanical town, it may be mentioned that the school is not only merely a primary one, but is also about the smallest and worst of its class in the whole district.
NOTES TO CHAPTER X.

I.—CATALOGUE OF VALLABHĀCHĀRYA LITERATURE.

I.—Sanskrit works ascribed to the founder himself, divided into two classes: First, commentaries of considerable length on older writings of authority, being four in number, viz., Bhāgavata Tika Subodhini, Vyāsa Sūtra Bhāṣya, Jaimini Sūtra Bhāṣya, and Tattva Dipa Nibandha. None of these have I seen. Secondly, seventeen very short original poems entitled—Siddhānta Rahasya, Siddhānta Muktāvali, Puṣṭi Pravāha Maryāda, Antah-karanah Prabodha, Nava Rātra, Viveka Dhairyasraya, Krishnāsraya, Bhakti Vairāhini, Jala-bheda, Sannyāsa nirnaya, Nirodha-lakshana, Seva-phala, Bāl-bodh, Chatur-sloki, Panch-sloki, Yamunāśhtakam, and Purushottama Sahasra-nāma. Of all of these, except the last, I have obtained copies from Gokul.

II.—Sanskrit works ascribed to Vallabha's immediate successors. These also are, for the most part, very short. The principal are as follows: Sarvottama-stotram of Agni Kumār, Ratna Vivarna of Bīththalnāth, Bhakti Siddhānta Vivriti of Gokulnāth, Vallabhāshtakam of Bīththalnāth, Krishna Premāmiscitam of Bīththalnāth, Sīkṣa Patram, Gokulāśhtakam, Prem-Amritam of Gokulnāth, Śrī Vallabha-bhavāśhtakam of Hūri Dās, Madhur Ashtakam, Saran Ashtakām, Nāmāvali Acharya, Nāmāvali Goswāmi, Siddhānta Bhāvana, Virodha Lakshana, Sṛṅagara Rasamandalu, Saranopadesa, Raṣa-Siṇḍhu, Kalpadruma, Mālā Prasanga, and Chita Prabodha.


II.—SPECIMEN OF THE TONE AND STYLE OF POPULAR VALLABHĀCHĀRYA LITERATURE.

The following story of 'how Krishan Das showed his devotion to the Gosāins' is extracted from the Chaurasi Vārtā, and is interesting as a specimen both of the dialect and religious superstition of the locality. Though written some two hundred years ago, it might, for all internal evidence to the contrary, have been taken down only yesterday, word for word, from the mouth of a village
gossip. It does not contain a single archaic term, and in its unartificial style and rustic phraseology is an exact representation of the colloquial idiom of middle-class Hindus of the present century; yet it has absolutely nothing in common with the language officially designated the vernacular of the country, either as regards the arrangement of the sentence or the choice of words; the latter being all taken from the Hindi vocabulary, with the exception of three only—*vis.*, *kaul*, a ‘promise'; *sauda*, ‘merchandise'; and *khabr*, ‘news.' These are inserted as if on purpose to show that the non-admission of a larger number was a spontaneous and not a pedantic exclusion. As to its purport, the eulogy which it bestows on the extraordinary sacrifice of personal decency and honour, merely for the sake of procuring the Gosalins a good dinner, is so revolting to the principles of natural morality that it condemns the whole tenour of Vallabháchárya doctrine more strongly than any argument that could be adduced by an opponent. The style of the narrative is so easy and perspicuous that it can present no difficulty to the student, who alone will take an interest in the matter, and therefore I have not considered it necessary to add a translation:—

श्री शास्त्रायेंैं महारामूँ के सेवक कृष्णदास्य जी का बाल्य लिखी वाणी ने कृष्णदास यह गांव में रहते हेतो २६ महावदय भयो जविं चुनन हेते श्री शास्त्रायेंैं महारामूँ के सेवक गांव में रहते हेतो २६ परस्मय मिलकर बाँटते हें श्रीशास्त्रायेंैं महारामूँ के दर्शन को जातहते एक सम में स्वाधय दश पंद्रि मिलकर बाँटते हें श्रीशास्त्रायेंैं महारामूँ के दर्शन को प्रेक्षिल गांव कूं चले हें जो गांव में कृष्णदास रहते हेतो ता गांव में भ्राये हें कृष्णदास के घर भ्राये तब कृष्णदास तैं घर हेते नहीं कहू कार्य के लियें काय देते सीन एक गांव हेते। तहां गांव में गये हेतो श्रेष्ठ कृष्णदासस्य जी की स्त्री घर में हुती तब वा स्त्री ने तन भेजिएन को साज्ञांग दर्शवत बोली श्री कृष्ण-स्मरण बहिँदेव बोहित भादर सनमान करिं घर में बेतारे पार्षदः घर में भायें जयने मन में बिचार करन लगी जो अब कहा करिं तब सुचि भारे शो गुज्ज हमारे बनीया। मेसी नित्य टाक करत हें श्रेष्ठ बेहत हें जो तम मेरी मिलि बा में तोषों कहे से। तंहु से स्त्राजु बाबूदुकान युं बीने कामघो लामं हुं बाईं कहंगो जो स्त्राजु टोरण मिलुनि मोजों बीने
शामियों चहीयत है वो देत चैस बिचार कारिंग ध्यान मे बोह स्थो चली से वा बनियाँ की हाट उपर गईं तब वा बनियाँ ने हाट उपर टाकी तब वा स्त्री ने वा बनियाँ से कही जो मे तासें एक दिन मिलोंगी तू मेकों भाषा सेदा चाहिये है वो देत तब वा बनियाँ ने काठो जा काल करी तैन मे मानुंगे तब वा स्त्री ने एक काल करिये तब वा स्त्री कों सीधे शामियों चहीये से। लीजी बनियाँ पैते पाद्ध घर भारकर सेवाइं करिंग भी ठाकुरजी के। भग समाप्तके समयानुसार भग उसरायकर वानेसार कारिंग पाद्ध उन वेद्य-धन के प्रायलिया यो तब वेद्यवन्हूँ मनो माति प्रायलिया पाद्ध सांभ कों क्रुष्णदास घर भाये वो सब वेद्यव मिलिंके द्रवाक्षि कीये। जेव्रिकृष्ण कारिंग भोगये तब स्त्री से। कहा जो कहा खबर है वेद्यवन कों महाप्रायल लिया यो तब स्त्री ने कही जो महाप्रायल तो लिया यो तब क्रुष्णदास ने कही जा सिधा शामियों कहाँ ते लाह है कहा प्रकार किया होता सा सब कह दीया तब क्रुष्णदास स्त्री के उपर भोहत प्रश्नत भोहे पाद्ध स्त्री पुहँचने दोज जने ने सीढा महाप्रायल लिया वो। ध्यान प्राय महाप्रायल वित्या भारसंगते वो प्रायल लिया पाद्ध क्रुष्णदास सब वेद्यवन के पास भायके सबरी राष्ट्र भागवत वान। करत बीती जब महाराणी। भोहे तब सब वेद्यव क्रुष्णदास देयार्के चले तब क्रुष्णदास घारवौला दूर उनकों पोंचास्य गये पाद्ध चाप घर भाय खान कर प्रायलकुरजी को सेवा कारिंग भाप व्याप-प्रत कों गये पाद्ध स्त्री ने रखी कारिंग प्रायलकुरजी के। भग समुप्यो भग उसराय झानेसार कारिंग महाप्रायल धारकी राखवो तब क्रुष्णदास सांभ के। घर भाये तब वोह रोहे महाप्रायल दोज जनन्तं स्त्री पुड़िया ने लीजी पाद्ध क्रुष्णदास ने स्त्री से काठो जो तुमने वा बनियाँ को कालिका क्लाल कीये होता वो वोह देखन देयार्के ताते वोहा क्लाल पूरर कारिये तो मनो है तब स्त्री चाप उपचारं तक भी खान कारिंग फेरे वो। खान की खिंचार देयार है से वब कारिंग पामन मे महावर लगाये चली वो। बाये के दिन होते वो मेंद घर रहो हूँ वो। मायां मे बीच महेंद्रहसी ताके लियें क्रुष्णदास
लेख काही गौरव वाली है तुम मेरे कन्या उपर बैठ लेंगे नेंद्रचाय भार नातर तेरे पाम कीचसं भरी लायक मार्ग में कीच भरी है तब स्त्री का कुष्ठदास ने कन्या उपर चढ़ायिंका वा बनीयाँ की हाट उपर उतारदीनी तब वा स्त्री ने वा बनीयाँ की है लेख पालिंका कही बौध उपर चढ़ायिंका पानी है नयाँ तो कही जा पाम ठेय तब दांन वा बनीयाँ से कही जा तेरे पाम तो कीच मे भरी नहीं तब वा बनीयाँ ने वासं कही जा मार्ग में कीच भरी है तेरे पाम का रेंड़ की, रहे तब उन स्त्री ने कही जा तु नृविंक का कहा करीगर तू तेरा काम करी तब वा बनीयाँ ने कही जा यह बात लोकों बतानी चाहिए तब वा स्त्री ने कही जा मेरी महतार काँधाप चढ़ाय के लायक है तो यह बात मुनिक वा बनीयाँ को घावप्रध भया तो वष थूंता है सो वष पूछता जी यह कहा कारण है तो सब मेरे भाग तहा तब वा स्त्री ने सब प्रकार है तो सब कही जो मुनिक बनीयाँ अपने जन्मकों चिन्द्वार करन लायक तो बाग कही जा घन्य जन्म तुम्हारे है तो जिनको तैसे मन बांचा है तो मार दोज हाथ के निका दस्तवत करी तो बाग कही जा मेरी शरणार दमा कारण मेरे उपर कुपा कारण मेरी तुम बैठन हो पाँच वा स्त्री की कुपा प्रहर्यावर वापी घर पेंचमान ताया तो कुष्ठदास सों वा बनीयाँ ने बिनती की जो तुम मेरे मेरे शरणार दमा कारण यह मेरी बैठन है तो तुम मेरे नृविंक है पाँच वह बनीयाँ श्रीभक्तचारामोह महारूमुन की बैठे भेक मया तब वा बनीयाँ की नाम श्रीभक्तचारामोह महारूमुन ने बानचन्द धर्या पाँच वह बनीयाँ बड़ी भगवदीय भया तो कुष्ठदास के सतसंगत भया ताते संग करने तो भगवदीय का करने पाँच वह बनीयाँ कुष्ठदास सों वर्तमान नम नरत रहता तो कुष्ठदास की स्त्री से बैठन है संबन्ध राखे वे कुष्ठदास श्रीभक्तचारामोह महारूमुन के बैठे कुपामाच भगवदीय है ताते इनकी अनिवर्तनीय वार्ता है ताते इन की वार्ता कहाँ तांबे लिखिये वार्ता प्रथम न हबन्ध १९० वेमाय न ३४
CHAPTER XI.

THE THREE HILL PLACES OF MATHURA: GOBARDHAN, BARSANA, AND NAND-GANW.

At a distance of three miles from the city of Mathurá, the road to Gobardhan runs through the village of Satohá, by the side of a large tank of very sacred repute, called Sántanu Kund. The name commemorates a Rájá Sántanu who (as is said 'on the spot) here practised, through a long course of years, the severest religious austerities in the hope of obtaining a son. His wishes were at last gratified by a union with the goddess Gangá, who bore him Bhishma, one of the famous heroes of the Mahábhárata. Every Sunday the place is frequented by women who are desirous of issue, and a large fair is held there on the 6th of the light fortnight of Bhádon. The tank, which is of very considerable dimensions, was faced all round with stone, early last century, by Sawai Jay Sinh of Amber, but a great part of the masonry is now much dilapidated. In its centre is a high hill connected with the mainland by a bridge. The sides of the island are covered with fine rítha tree, and on the summit, which is approached by a flight of fifty stone steps, is a small temple. Here it is incumbent upon the female devotees, who would have their prayers effectual, to make some offering to the shrine, and inscribe on the ground or wall the mystic device called in Sanskrit Svastiká and in Hindi Satyá, the fylfot of Western ecclesiology. The local superstition is probably not a little confirmed by the accidental resemblance that the king's name bears to the Sanskrit word for 'children,' santána. For, though Rájá Sántanu is a mythological personage of much ancient celebrity, being mentioned not only in several of the Puránas, but also in one of the hymns of the Rig Veda, he is not much known at the present day, and what is told of him at Satohá is a very confused jumble of the original legend. The signal and, according to Hindu ideas, absolutely fearful abnegation of self, there ascribed to the father, was undergone for his gratification by the dutiful son, who thence derived his name of Bhishma, 'the fearful.' For, in extreme old age, the Rájá was anxious to wed again, but the parents of the fair girl on whom he fixed his affections would not consent to the union, since the fruit of the marriage would be debarred by Bhishma's seniority from the succession to the throne. The difficulty was removed by Bhishma's filial devotion, who
took an oath to renounce his birthright and never to beget a son to revive the claim. Hence every religious Hindu accounts it a duty to make him amends for this want of direct descendants by once a year offering libations to Bhishma's spirit in the same way as to one of his own ancestors. The formula to be used is as follows:—"I present this water to the childless hero, Bhishma, of the race of Vyágrapúda, the chief of the house of Śankriti. May Bhishma, the son of Sántanu, the speaker of truth and subjugator of his passions, obtain by this water the oblations due from sons and grandsons."

The story in the Nirukta Vedánta relates to an earlier period in the king's life, if, indeed, it refers to the same personage at all, which has been doubted. It is there recorded that, on his father's death, Sántanu took possession of the throne, though he had an elder brother, by name Devápi, living. This violation of the right of primogeniture caused the land to be afflicted with a drought of twelve years' continuance, which was only terminated by the recitation of a hymn of prayer (Rig Veda, x., 98) composed by Devápi himself, who had voluntarily adopted the life of a religious. The name Satoha is absurdly derived by the Bráhmans of the place from sattu, 'bran,' which is said to have been the royal ascetic's only diet. In all probability it is formed from the word Sántanu itself, combined with some locative affix, such as ethána.

Ten miles further to the west is the famous place of Hindu pilgrimage, Gobardhan, i.e., according to the literal meaning of the Sanskrit compound, 'the nurse of cattle.' The town, which is of considerable size, with a population of 4,944, occupies a break in a narrow range of hill, which rises abruptly from the alluvial plain, and stretches in a south-easterly direction for a distance of some four or five miles, with an average elevation of about 100 feet.

This is the hill which Krishna is said to have held aloft on the tip of his finger for seven days and nights to cover the people of Braj from the storms poured down upon them by Indra when deprived of his wonted sacrifices. In pictorial representations it always appears as an isolated conical peak, which is as unlike the reality as possible. It is ordinarily styled by Hindus of the present day the Giri-ráj, or royal hill, but in earlier literature is more frequently designated the Anna-kut. There is a firm belief in the neighbourhood that, as the waters of the Jamuná are yearly decreasing in body, so too the sacred hill is steadily diminishing in height; for in past times it was visible from Aring, a town four or five miles distant, whereas now a few hundred yards are
sufficient to remove it from sight. It may be hoped that the marvellous fact reconciles the credulous pilgrim to the insignificant appearance presented by the object of his adoration. It is accounted so holy that not a particle of the stone is allowed to be taken for any building purpose; and even the road which crosses it at its lowest point, where only a few fragments of the rock crop up above the ground, had to be carried over them by a paved causeway.

The ridge attains its greatest elevation towards the south between the villages of Jatipura and Anyor. Here, on the summit, was an ancient temple founded in the year 1520 A.D., by the famous Vallabháchárya of Gokul, and dedicated to Sri-náth. In anticipation of one of Aurrangzeb's raids, the image of the god was removed to Náthdwará in Udaypur territory, and has remained there ever since. The temple on the Giri-ráj was thus allowed to fall into ruin, and the wide walled enclosure now exhibits only long lines of foundations and steep flights of steps, with a small, untenanted, and quite modern shine. The plateau, however, commands a very extensive view of the neighbouring country, both on the Mathurá and the Bharatpur side, with the fort of Díg and the heights of Nand-gánw and Barsáná in the distance.

At the foot of the hill on one side is the little village of Jatipura with several temples, of which one, dedicated to Gokul-náth, though a very mean building in appearance, has considerable local celebrity. Its head is the Gosáin of the temple with the same title at Gokul, and it is the annual scene of two religious solemnities, both celebrated on the day after the Dip-dán at Gobardhan. The first is the adoration of the sacred hill, called the Giri-ráj Pújá, and the second the Anna-kút, or commemoration of Krishna's sacrifice. They are always accompanied by the renewal of a long-standing dispute between the priests of the two rival temples of Sri-náth and Gokul-náth, the one of whom supplies the god, the other his shrine. The image of Gokul-náth, the traditional object of veneration, is brought over for the occasion from Gokul, and throughout the festival is kept in the Gokul-náth temple on the hill, except for a few hours on the morning after the Diwáli, when it is exposed for worship on a separate pavilion. This building is the property of Giridhári Ji, the Sri-náth Gosáin, who invariably protests against the intrusion. Party-feeling runs so high that it is generally found desirable a little before the anniversary to take heavy security from the principals on either side that there shall be no breach of the peace. The relationship between the Gosáins is explained by the following table:
Dāmodar Ji, alias Dāu Ji,  
Gosāín of the temple of Śrī-nāth at Nāthdwāra.

Lachhraan Ji, Gosāín of temple of Gokul-nāth: died 1861.

Gobind Rāe Ji, Gosāín of temples of Navanit-Priya and Śrī-nāth, at Nāthdwāra.

Kanhaiya Lāl (adopted son),  
Giridhāri Ji, grandson of Gosāín Purushotam Lāl.

Immediately opposite Jatipura, and only parted from it by the intervening range, is the village of Anyor—literally ‘the other side’—with the temple of Śrī-nāth on the summit between them. A little distance beyond both is the village of Puchhri, which, as the name denotes, is considered the ‘extreme limit’ of the Giri-rāj.

Kārtik, the month in which most of Krishna’s exploits are believed to have been performed, is the favorite time for the pari-krama, or ‘perambulation’ of the sacred hill. The dusty circular road which winds around its base has a length of seven kos, that is, about twelve miles, and is frequently measured by devotees who at every step prostrate themselves at full length. When flat on the ground, they mark a line in the sand as far as their hands can reach, then rising they prostrate themselves again from the line so marked, and continue in the same style till the whole weary circuit has been accomplished. This ceremony, called Dandavati pari-krama, occupies from a week to a fortnight, and is generally performed for wealthy sinners vicariously by the Brāhmans of the place, who receive from Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 for their trouble and transfer all the merit of the act to their employers. The ceremony has been performed with a hundred and eight* prostrations at each step (that being the number of Rādha’s names and of the beads in a Vaishnava rosary), it then occupied some two years, and was remunerated by a donation of Rs. 1,000.

About the centre of the range stands the town of Gobardhan on the margin of a very large irregularly shaped masonry tank, called the Manasi

* In Christian mysticism 107 is as sacred a number as 109 in Hindu. Thus the Emperor Justinian’s great church of S. Sophia at Constantinople was supported by 107 columns, the number of pillars in the House of Wisdom.
Gangé, supposed to have been called into existence by the mere action of the divine will (mánasa). At one end the boundary is formed by the jutting crags of the holy hill; on all other sides the water is approached by long flights of stone steps. It has frequently been repaired at great cost by the Rájás of Bharat-pur; but is said to have been originally constructed in its present form by Rájá Mán Sinh of Jaypur, whose father built the adjoining temple of Harideva. There is also at Banáras a tank constructed by Mán Sinh, called Mán Sarovar, and by it a temple dedicated to Mánesvar: facts which suggest a suspicion that the name 'Mánasi' is of much less antiquity than is popularly believed. Unfortunately, there is neither a natural spring, nor any constant artificial supply of water, and for half the year the tank is always dry. But ordinarily at the annual illumination, or Dip-dán, which occurs soon after the close of the rains, during the festival of the Diwáli, a fine broad sheet of water reflects the light of the innumerable lamps, which are ranged tier above tier along the gháts and adjacent buildings, by the hundred thousand pilgrims with whom the town is then crowded.

In the year 1871, as there was no heavy rain towards the end of the season, and the festival of the Diwáli also fell later than usual, it so happened that on the bathing day, the 12th of November, the tank was entirely dry, with the exception of two or three green and muddy little puddles. To obviate this mischance, several holes were made and wells sunk in the area of the tank, with one large pit, some 30 feet square and as many deep, in whose turbid waters many thousand pilgrims had the happiness of immersing themselves. For several hours no less than twenty-five persons a minute continued to descend, and as many to ascend, the steep and slippery steps; while the yet more fetid patches of mud and water in other parts of the basin were quite as densely crowded. At night, the vast amphitheatre, dotted with groups of people and glimmering circles of light, presented a no less picturesque appearance than in previous years when it was a brimming lake. To the spectator from the garden

* In devotional literature mánasa has the sense of 'spiritual,' as in the Catholic phrase 'spiritual communion.' Thus it is related in the Bhakt Málá that Rájá Prithiraj, of Bikaner, being on a journey and unable to visit the shrine, for which he had a special devotion, imagined himself to be worshipping in the temple, and made a spiritual act of contemplation before the image (márti ka dhyána mánasa harte the). For two days his aspirations seemed to meet with no response, but on the third he became conscious of the divine presence. On enquiry it was found that for two days the god had been removed elsewhere, while the temple was under repair. He then made a vow to end his days at Mathurá. The emperor, to spite him, put him in command of an expedition to Kabul; but when he felt his end approaching, he mounted a camel and hastened back to the holy city and there expired.
side of the broad and deep expanse, as the line of demarkation between the steep flights of steps and the irregular masses of building which immediately sur-
mount them ceased to be perceptible, the town presented the perfect semblance
of a long and lofty mountain range dotted with fire-lit villages; while the clash
of cymbals, the beat of drums, the occasional toll of bells from the adjoining
temples, with the sudden and long-sustained cry of some enthusiastic band,
vociferating the praises of mother Gândâ, the clapping of hands that began
scarcely heard, but was quickly caught up and passed on from tier to tier, and
prolonged into a wild tumult of applause,—all blended with the ceaseless mur-
mur of the stirring crowd in a not discordant medley of exciting sound. Accor-
ding to popular belief, the ill-omened drying up of the water, which had not
occurred before in the memory of man, was the result of the curse of one
Habîb-ullah Shaâh, a Muhammadan fakîr. He had built himself a hut on the
top of the Giri-râj, to the annoyance of the priests of the neighbouring temple
do door, who complained that the holy ground was defiled by the bones and
other fragments of his unclean diet, and procured an order from the Civil Court
for his ejectment. Thereupon the fakîr disappeared, leaving a curse upon his
persecutors; and this bore fruit in the drying up of the healing waters of the
Mánasi Gândâ.

Close by is the famous temple of Hari-deva, erected during the tolerant
reign of Akbar by Râjâ Bhagawân Dâs of Amber on a site long previously
occupied by a succession of humbler fanes. It consists of a nave 68 feet in length
and 20 feet broad, leading to a choir 20 feet square, with a sacrarium of about
the same dimensions beyond. The nave has four openings on either side, of
which three have arched heads, while the fourth nearest the door is covered by
a square architrave supported by Hindu brackets. There are clerestory
windows above, and the height is about 30 feet to the cornice, which is
decorated at intervals with large projecting heads of elephants and sea-
monsters. There was a double roof, each entirely of stone: the outer one
a high pitched gable, the inner an arched ceiling, or rather the nearest
approach to an arch ever seen in Hindu design. The centre was really flat,
but it was so deeply coved at the sides that, the width of the building being
inconsiderable, it had all the effect of a vault, and no doubt suggested the
possibility of the true radiating vault, which we find in the temple of Govind
Deva built by Bhagawân's son and successor, Mân Sinh, at Brindâ-ban. The
construction is extremely massive, and even the exterior is still solemn and
imposing, though the two towers which originally crowned the choir and
sacrarium were long ago levelled with the roof of the nave. The material
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employed throughout the superstructure is red sandstone from the Bharatpur quarries, while the foundations are composed of rough blocks of the stone found in the neighbourhood. These have been laid bare to the depth of several feet; and a large deposit of earth all round the basement would much enhance the appearance as well as the stability of the building.

Bihári Mall, the father of the reputed founder, was the first Rajput who attached himself to the court of a Muhammadan emperor. He was chief of the Rajáwat branch of the Kachhwáhá Thákurs seated at Amber, and claimed to be eighteenth in descent from the founder of the family. The capital was subsequently transferred to Jaypur in 1728 A.D.; the present Maharájá being the thirty-fourth descendant of the original stock. In the battle of Sarnál, Bhagawán Dás had the good fortune to save Akbar's life, and was subsequently appointed Governor of the Panjáb. He died about the year 1590 at Láhor. His daughter was married to prince Saltn, who eventually became emperor under the title of Jahángír; the fruit of their marriage being the unfortunate prince Khusru.

The temple has a yearly income of some Rs. 2,300, derived from the two villages, Bhagosa and Lodhipuri, the latter estate being a recent grant, in lieu of an annual money donation of Rs. 500, on the part of the Rajá of Bharat-pur, who further makes a fixed monthly offering to the shrine at the rate of one rupee per diem. The hereditary Gosáins have long devoted the entire income to their own private uses, completely neglecting the fabric of the temple and its religious services.* In consequence of such short-sighted greed, the votive offerings at this, one of the most famous shrines in Upper India, have dwindled down to about Rs. 50 a year. Not only so, but, early in 1872, the roof of the nave, which had hitherto been quite perfect, began to give way. An attempt was made by the writer of this memoir to procure an order from the Civil Court authorising the expenditure, on the repair of the fabric, of the proceeds of the temple estate, which, in consequence of the dispute among the shareholders, had for some months past been paid as a deposit into the district treasury and had accumulated to more than Rs. 2,000. There was no unwillingness on the part of the local Government to further the proposal, and an engineer was deputed

* The estate is divided into twenty-four báts or shares, allotted among seventeen different families. It appeared that all were agreed as to the distribution, with the exception of one man by name Náryán, who, in addition, to his own original share, claimed also as sole representative of a shareholder deceased. This claim was not admitted by the others, and the zamindárs continued to pay the revenue as a deposit into the district treasury, till eventually the musáfírs concurred in making a joint application for its transfer to themselves.
to examine and report on the probable cost. But an unfortunate delay occurred in the Commissioner's office, the channel of correspondence, and meanwhile the whole of the roof fell in, with the exception of one compartment. This, however, would have been sufficient to serve as a model in the work of restoration. The estimate was made out for Rs. 8,767; and as there was a good balance in hand to begin upon, operations might have been commenced at once and completed without any difficulty in the course of two or three years. But no further orders were communicated by the superior authorities from April, when the estimate was submitted, till the following October, and in the interim a baniya from the neighbouring town of Aring, by name Chhitar Mall, hoping to immortalise himself at a moderate outlay, came to the relief of the temple proprietors and undertook to do all that was necessary at his own private cost. He accordingly ruthlessly demolished all that yet remained of the original roof, breaking down at the same time not a little of the curious cornice, and in its place simply threw across, from wall to wall, rough and unshapen wooden beams, of which the best that can be said is, that they may, for some few years, serve as a protection from the weather. But all that was unique and characteristic in the design has ceased to exist; and thus another of the few pages in the fragmentary annals of Indian architecture has been blotted out for ever. Like the temple of Gobind Deva at Brindá-ban, it has none of the coarse figure sculpture which detract so largely from the artistic appearance of most Hindu religious buildings; and though originally consecrated to idolatrous worship, it was in all points of construction equally well adapted for the public ceremonial of the purest faith. Had it been preserved as a national monument, it might at some day, in the future golden age, have been to Gobardhan what the Pagan Pantheon is now to Christian Rome.

On the opposite side of the Mánasi Gángá are two stately cenotaphs, or chhattris, to the memory of Rándhir Sinh and Baladeva Sinh, Rájás of Bharatpur. Both are of similar design, consisting of a lofty and substantial square masonry terrace with corner kiosks and lateral alcoves, and in the centre the monument itself, still further raised on a richly decorated plinth. The cela, enclosed in a colonnade of five open arches on each side, is a square apartment surmounted by a dome, and having each wall divided into three bays, of which one is left for the doorway, and the remainder are filled in with reticulated tracery. The cloister has a small dome at each corner and the curious curvilinear roof, distinctive of the style, over the central compartments. In the larger monument, the visitor's attention is specially directed to the panels of the doors, painted in miniature with scenes from the life of Krishna, and to the
cornice, a flowered design of some vitreous material executed at Delhi. This commemorates Baladeva Sinh, who died in 1825, and was erected by his son and successor the late Rájá Balavant Sinh, who was placed on the throne after the reduction of the fort of Bharat-pur by Lord Combermere in 1826. The British army figures conspicuously in the paintings on the ceilings of the pavilions.* Rájá Randhir Sinh, who is commemorated by the companion monument, was the elder brother and predecessor of Baladeva, and died in the year 1823. These chhattris are very elegantly grouped piles of building and have an extremely picturesque effect, which is heightened by the sheet of water in front of them. But from a purely architectural point of view, they are not of any great merit, and give the idea of having been executed by a contractor, who scamped the work to increase his own profit. The decorative details are mostly poor in themselves, and are repeated with a monotonous uniformity, which contrasts most disagreeably with the rich variety of design that distinguishes all the more important buildings either in Mathurá or Brinda-ban. The painting on the interior of the domes is also as heavy and tasteless as Hindu attempts at pictorial art generally are.

A mile or so from the town, on the borders of the parish of Rádhá-kund, is a much more magnificent architectural group erected by Jawáhir Singh in honour of his father Súraj Mall, the founder of the family, who met his death at Delhi in 1764 (see page 40). The principal tomb, which is 57 feet square, is of precisely the same style as the two already described. The best part of the design is the plinth, which is at once bold in outline and delicate in finish. With that curious blindness to practical requirements, which appears to have characterised the Hindu architect from the earliest period to the present, the decorated panels have been continued all round the four sides of the building, without a blank space being left anywhere for the steps, which the height from the ground renders absolutely necessary. The Rájá's monument is flanked on either side by one of somewhat less dimensions, commemorating his two queens, Hansiyá† and Kishorí. The lofty terrace upon which they stand is 460 feet in length, with a long shallow pavilion serving as a screen at each end,

* In the garden attached to this chhattri the Mahárájá has a house, where he stays on his visits to the town; but at all other times it is most obligingly placed at the disposal of European visitors.

† Hans-ganj, on the bank of the Jamuná, immediately opposite Mathurá, was founded by this Ráni. In consequence of a diversion of the road which once passed through it, the village is now that most melancholy of all spectacles, a modern ruin; though it comprises some spacious walled gardens, crowded with magnificent trees.
and nine two-storied kiosks of varied outline to relieve the front. Attached to Ráni Hansiya’s monument is a smaller one in commemoration of a faithful attendant. Behind is an extensive garden, and in front, at the foot of the terrace, is an artificial lake, called the Kusum-Sarovar, 460 feet square; the flights of stone steps on each side being broken into one central and four smaller side compartments by panelled and arcaded walls running out 60 feet into the water. On the north side, some progress had been made in the erection of a chhattri for Jawábir Singh, when the work was interrupted by Muhammadan inroad and never renewed. On the same side, the gháts of the lake are partly in ruins, and it is said were reduced to this condition, a very few years after their completion, by the Gosáin Himmat Bahádur, who carried away the materials to Brindá-pan, to be used in the construction of a ghát which still commemorates his name there. Such a wanton exercise of power seems a little startling, and therefore it will not be out of place to explain a little in detail who this warlike Gosáin was. A native of Bundel-khand, he became a pupil of Mahant Rájendra Giri, who had seceded from the Dasnámis,* or followers of Sankaráchárya, the most fanatical of all Hindu sectaries, and had joined the Saiva Nágas, a community characterized by equal turbulence unfettered by even the pretence of any religious motive. Through his instigations, Ali Bahádur, an illegitimate grandson of Báji Ráo, the first Peshwá, was induced to take up arms against Sindhia and establish himself in Bundel-khand as virtually an independent sovereign. In 1802, Ali Bahádur fell at the siege of Kálanjar, leaving a son, Shamsher Bahádur. At first the heir was supported by Himmat, who, however, continued quietly to extend his own influence as far as possible; and, on the combination of the Mahratta chiefs against the British Government, in which they were joined by Shamsher, foreseeing in their success an immediate diminution of his own authority, he determined to co-operate with the British. On the 4th of September, 1803, a treaty was concluded between Lord Wellesley and ‘Anúp-giri Himmat Bahádur,’ by which nearly all the territory on the west bank of the Jamuná from Kalpi to Allahabad was assigned to him. His death, however, occurred in the following year, when the lands were resumed and pensions in lieu thereof granted to his family.

Other sacred spots in the town of Gobardhan are the temple of Chakresvar Mahádeva, and four ponds called respectively Go-rochan, Dharm-rochan, Dharm-rochan, Dharm-rochan,

* The ten names—whence the title Das-námi—are tirtha, dârâna, cava, aranyâ, sarvasati, puri, bharati, giri, paucata, and ēdgara, one of which is attached to his personal name by every member of the order.
Pap-mochan, and Rin-mochan. But these latter, even in the rains, are mere puddles, and all the rest of the year are quite dry; while the former, in spite of its sanctity, is as mean a little building as it is possible to conceive.

The break in the hill, traversed by the road from Mathura to Dig, is called the Dán Ghát, and is supposed to be the spot where Krishna lay in wait to intercept the Gopis and levy a toll (dán) on the milk they were bringing into the town. A Bráhman still sits at the receipt of custom, and extracts a copper coin or two from the passers-by. On the ridge overlooking the ghát stands the temple of Dán Ráe.

For many years past one of the most curious sights of the place has been an aged Hindu ascetic, who had bound himself by a vow of absolute silence. Whatever the hour of the day, or time of the year, or however long the interval that might have elapsed since a previous visit, a stranger was sure to find him sitting exactly on the same spot and in the same position, as if he had never once stirred; a slight awning suspended over his head, and immediately in front of him a miniature shrine containing an emblem of the god. The half century, which was the limit of his vow, has at length expired; but his tongue, bound for so many years, has now lost the power of uttering any articulate sound. In a little dog-kennel at the side sits another devotee, with his legs crossed under him, ready to enter into conversation with all comers, and looking one of the happiest and most contented of mortals; though the cell in which he has immured himself is so confined that he can neither stand up nor lie down in it.

Subsequently to the cession by Sindhia in 1803, Gobardhan was granted, free of assessment, to Kuar Lachhman Sinh, youngest son of Baja Ranjit Sinh of Bharat-pur; but on his death, in 1826, it was resumed by the Government and annexed to the district of Agra. Of late years, the paramount power has been repeatedly solicited by the Bharat-pur Baja to cede it to him in exchange for other territory of equal value. It contains so many memorials of his ancestors that the request is a very natural one for him to make, and it must be admitted that the Bharat-pur frontier stands greatly in need of rectification. It would, however, be most impolitic for the Government to make the desired concession, and thereby lose all control over a place so important, both from its position and its associations, as Gobardhan.

The following legend in the Harivansa (cap. 94) must be taken to refer to the foundation of the town, though apparently it has never hitherto been noticed in that connection. Among the descendants of Ikshváku, who reigned at Ayodhya, was Haryasva, who took to wife Madhumati, the daughter of the
giant Madhu. Being expelled from the throne by his elder brother, the king fled for refuge to the court of his father-in-law, who received him most affectionately and ceded him the whole of his dominions, excepting only the capital Madhuvana, which he reserved for his son Lavana. Thereupon, Haryasva built, on the sacred Girivara, a new royal residence, and consolidated the kingdom of Anarta, to which he subsequently annexed the country of Arupa, or (as it is otherwise and preferably read) Anúpa. The third in descent from Yadu, the son and successor of Haryasva, was Bhima, in whose reign Ráma, the then sovereign of Ayodhya, commissioned Satrughna to destroy Lavana’s fort of Madhuvana and erect in its stead the town of Mathurá. After the departure of its founder, Mathurá was annexed by Bhima, and continued in the possession of his descendants down to Vasudeva. The most important lines in the text run thus:

Haryásvascha maháteja divye Girivarottame
Nivesayamása puram vásratham amaroapamah
Anartam náma tadrashtram suráshtram Godhanáyuntam.
Achirenaiva kálena samriddham prayapádyata
Anupa-vishayam chaiva vela-vana-vibhushitam.

From the occurrence of the words Girivara and Godhana and the declared proximity to Mathurá, it is clear that the capital of Haryasva must have been situate on the Giri-ráj of Gobardhan; and it is probable that the country of Anúpa was to some extent identical with the more modern Braj. Anúpa is once mentioned, in an earlier canto of the poem, as having been bestowed by king Prithu on the bard Sáta. The name Anarta occurs also in canto X., where it is stated to have been settled by king Reva, the son of Saryáti, who made Kusasthali its capital. In the Rámáyana, IV., 43, it is described as a western region on the sea-coast, or at all events in that direction, and has therefore been identified with Gujarát. Thus there would seem to have been an intimate connection between Gujarát and Mathurá, long anterior to Krishna’s foundation of Dwáráká.
BARSANA AND NAND-GANW.*

BARSANA—population 2,773—according to modern Hindu belief the home of Krishna's favourite mistress Rádhá, is a town which enjoyed a brief period of great prosperity about the middle of last century. It is built at the foot and on the slope of a ridge, originally dedicated to the god Brahma, which rises abruptly from the plain, near the Bharat-pur border of the Chháta pargana, to a height of some 200 feet at its extreme point, and runs in a south-westerly direction for about a quarter of a mile. Its summit is crowned by a series of temples in honour of Lárli-Ji, a local title of Rádhá, meaning 'the beloved.' These were all erected at intervals within the last two hundred years, and now form a connected mass of building with a lofty wall enclosing the court in which they stand. Each of the successive shrines was on a somewhat grander scale than its predecessor, and was for a time honoured with the presence of the divinity; but even the last and largest, in which she is now enthroned, is an edifice of no special pretension; through seated, as it is, on the very brow of the rock, and seen in conjunction with the earlier buildings, it forms an imposing feature in the landscape to the spectator from the plain below. A long flight of stone steps, broken about half way by a temple in honour of Rádhá's grandfather, Mahi-bhán, leads down from the summit to the foot of the hill, where are two other small temples. One of them is dedicated to Rádhá's female companions, called the Sakhis, who are eight in number, as follows: Lalítá, Visákhá, Champáká-latá, Ranga-devi, Chitra-lekha, Dulekhá, Sudevi, and Chandrávali. The other contains a life-size image of the mythical Brikh-bhán robed in appropriate costume and supported on the one side by his daughter Rádhá, and on the other by Sridáma, a Pauránik character, here for the nonce represented as her brother.

The town consists almost entirely of magnificent mansions all in ruins, and lofty but crumbling walls now enclosing vast, desolate, dusty areas, which once were busy courts and markets or secluded pleasure grounds. All date from the time of Rúp Bám, a Katára Bráhman, who, having acquired great reputation as a Pandit in the earlier part of last century, became Purohit to Bharat-pur,

* Both these interesting places, as also Baladeva, are entirely omitted by Dr. Hunter in his Imperial Gazetteer, and all the places in the district that he does mention are described with remarkable inadequacy and inaccuracy. Apparently his test of the importance of any locality is his own personal connection with it: hence the disproportionate length of some of the Bengal articles.
Sindhia,* and Holkar, and was enriched by those princes with the most lavish donations, the whole of which he appears to have expended on the embellishment of Barsāna and the other sacred places within the limits of Braj, his native country. Before his time, Barsāna, if inhabited at all, was a mere hamlet of the adjoining village Uchā-gān, which now, under its Gājār landlords, is a mean and miserable place, though it boasts the remains of a fort and an ancient and well-endowed temple, dedicated to Baladeva. Rūp Rám was the founder of one of the now superseded temples of Lārli Jī, with the stone staircase up the side of the hill. He also constructed the largest market-place in the town, with as many, is it said, as sixty-four walled gardens; a princely mansion for his own residence; several small temples and chapels, and other courts and pavilions. One of the latter, a handsome arcaded building of carved stone, has for some years past been occupied by the Government as a police-station without any payment of rent or award of compensation, though the present representative of the family is living on the spot and is an absolute pauper. Three cenotaphs commemorating Rūp Rám himself and two of his immediate relatives, stand by the side of a large stone tank with broad flights of steps and flanking towers, which he restored and brought into its present shape. This is esteemed sacred and commonly called Bhānokhar, that is, the tank of Brikha-bhān, Rádhhā's reputed father. In connection with it is a smaller reservoir, named after her mother Kīrāt. On the margin of the Bhānokhar is a pleasure-house in three stories, known as the Jal-mahall. It is supported on a series of vaulted colonnades which open direct on to the water, for the convenience of the ladies of the family, who were thus enabled to bathe in perfect seclusion, as the two tanks and the palace are all enclosed in one courtyard by a lofty bastioned and embattled wall with tower-like gateways.† Besides these works, Rūp Rám also constructed two other large masonry tanks, one for the convenience of a hamlet in the neighbourhood, which he settled and called after his own name Rūp-nagar; the second on the opposite side of the town, in the village of Ghāzipur, is the sacred lake called Prem Sarovar, which he faced with octagonal stone ghāts. Opposite the latter is a walled garden with an elegant domed monument, in the form of a Greek cross, to his brother Hem-rāj.

* It appears that Barsāna was an occasional residence of Mādho Rāo Sindhia; for a treaty of his with the Company, regarding trade at Baroch, dated the 30th of September, 1785, was signed by him there, as also the supplementary article dated the following January.

† Both the house and Bhānokhar have been considerably damaged by the new proprietor, who has removed many of the larger slabs of stone.
Contemporary with Rúp Rám, two other wealthy families resided at Barsána and were his rivals in magnificence. The head of the one family was Mohan Rám, a Lavana Bráhman; and of the other Lálji, a Tantia Thákur. It is said that the latter was by birth merely a common labourer, who went off to Lakhnau to make his fortune. There he became first a harkará, then a jamadár, and eventually the leading favourite at court. Towards the close of his life he begged permission to return to his native place and there leave some permanent memorial of the royal favour. The Nawáb not only granted the request, but further presented him with carte blanche on the State treasury for the prosecution of his designs. Besides the stately mansion, now much dilapidated, he constructed a large bdoli, still in excellent preservation, and two wells, sunk at great expense in sandy tracts where previously all irrigation had been impracticable.

The sacred tank on the outskirts of the town called Priya-kund, or Piripokhar, was faced with stone by the Lavaniyas, who are further commemorated by a large katra, or market-place, the ruins of the vast and elaborate mansion where they resided, and the elegant stone chhattris at the foot of the hill. They held office under the Rájá of Bharat-pur, and their present representative, Rám Náráyan, is now a Tahsildár in that territory.

Barsána had scarcely been built, when, by the fortune of war, it was destroyed beyond all hope of restoration, as has already been related in Chapter II of this memoir, page 42. As if this blow were not enough, in the year 1812 it sustained a further misfortune, when the Gaurua Thákurs, its zamindárs, being in circumstances of difficulty and probably distrustful of the stability of British rule, then only recently established, were mad enough to transfer their whole estate to the oft-quoted Lálá Bábú for the paltry sum of Rs. 602 and the condition of holding land on rather more favourable terms than other tenants. The parish now yields Government an annual rental of Rs. 3,109 and the absentee landlords about as much, while it receives nothing from them in return. Thus the appearance now presented by Barsána is a most forlorn and melancholy one.

The hill is still, to a limited extent, known as Brahma-ká-pahdr or Brahma's hill: and hence it may be inferred with certainty that Barsána is a corruption of the Sanskrit compound Brahma-sánu, which bears the same meaning. Its four prominent peaks are regarded as emblematic of the four-faced divinity, and are each crowned with some building; the first with the group of temples dedicated to Lárli Ji, the other three with smaller edifices, known respectively as the Mán-mandir, the Dán-garh and the Mor-kutti. A second hill, of less
extent and elevation, completes the amphitheatre in which the town is set, and
the space between the two ranges gradually contracts to a narrow path, which
barely allows a single traveller on foot to pass between the shelving crags that
tower above him on either side. This pass is famous as the Sánkari-khor,*
literally 'the narrow opening,' and is the scene of a mela (called the Búrhi
Líla) on the 13th of the month of Bhádon, often attended by as many as 10,000
people. The crowds divide according to their sex and cluster about the rocks
round two little shrines, erected on either side of the ravine for the temporary
reception of figures of Rádhá and Krishna, and indulge to their heart's content
in all the licentious banter appropriate to the occasion. At the other mouth of
the pass is a deep dell between the two high peaks of the Mán-Mandir and the
Mor-kutti, with a masonry tank in the centre of a dense thicket called the
Gahrwar-ban. A principal feature in the diversions of the day is the scram-
bling of sweetmeats by the better class of visitors, seated on the terraces
of the 'Peacock Pavilion' above, among the multitudes that throng the margin
of the tank some 150 feet below.

The essentially Hindi form of the title Lárlí, equivalent to the Sanskrit
Lalítá, may be taken as an indication of the modern growth of the local cultus.
Even in the Brahma Vaivarta, the last of the Puránas and the one specially
devoted to Rádhá's praises, there is no authority for any such appellation. In
the Vrāja-bhakti-vilása the mantra, or formula of incantation which the pil-
grims are instructed to repeat, runs as follows:—

Lalítá-sanyutam krishnam sarvaishu sakhibhir yutam
Dháye tri-veni-kúpa-stham mahá-rásā-kritotsavam.

NAND-GÁNW—population 3,253—as the reputed home of Krishna's foster-
father, with its spacious temple of Nand Ráe Ji on the brow of the hill over-
looking the village, is in all respects an exact parallel to Barsána. The dis-
tance between the two places is only five miles, and when the kettle-drum is
beaten at the one, it can be heard at the other. The temple of Nand Ráe,
though large, is in a clumsy style of architecture and apparently dates only from
the middle of last century. Its founder is said to have been one Rúp Sinh, a
Sinsinwár Ját, and it has an endowment of 826 bighas of rent-free land. It
consists of an open nave, with choir and sacrarium beyond, the latter being

* A similar use of the local form Khor, for Khol, may be observed in the village of Khaira,
where is a pond called Chintá-Khori Kund, corresponding to the more common Sanskrit compound
Chintá-harana.
flanked on either side by a Rasio and a Sejmahall, i.e., a cooking and sleeping apartment, and has two towers, or sikharas. It stands in the centre of a paved court-yard, surrounded by a lofty wall with corner kiosks, which command a very extensive view of the Bharat-pur hill and the level expanse of the Mathurá district as far as Gobardhan. The village, which clusters at the foot and on the slope of the rock, is, for the most part, of a mean description, but contains a few handsome houses, more especially one erected by the famous Rúp Rám of Barsána. With the exception of one temple dedicated to Mánaśá Devi all the remainder bear some title of the one popular divinity, such as Nar-sinha, Gopi-náth, Nritya-Gopal, Giridhári, Nanda-nandan, Rédhá-Mohan, and Jasodá-nandan. This last is on a larger scale than the others, and stands in a court-yard of its own, half way up the hill. It is much in the same style and apparently of the same date as the temple of Nánd-Ráé, or probably a little older; an opinion which is confirmed by its being mentioned in the mantra, which runs as follows:—Yasodá-nandanam bande nanda-gráma-vanádhipam. A flight of 114 broad steps, constructed of well-wrought stone from the Bharat-pur quarries, leads from the level of the plain up to the steep and narrow street which terminates at the main entrance of the great temple. The staircase was made at the cost of Bábú Gaur Prasád of Calcutta, in the year 1818 A. D. At the foot of the hill is a large unfinished square with a range of stone buildings on one side for the accommodation of dealers and pilgrims, constructed by Súraj Mall's Ráni, the Ráni Kishori. At the back is an extensive garden with some fine kírrni trees, the property of the Rája of Bharat-pur. They are, however, gradually disappearing, one by one every year, and no attempt is made to replace them. A little beyond this is the sacred lake now called Pán Sarovar, and supposed to be the pool where Krishna used to drive the cows to ‘water’ (pán). It is a magnificent sheet of water with noble masonry gháts on all its sides, the work of a Dowager Ráni of Bardwán in 1747 A. D. It measures 810 feet by 378, and therefore covers all but six acres. It is said to be designed in the form of a ship; but the resemblance is not very apparent to an uninformed observer. This is one of the four lakes of highest repute in Braj; the others being the Chandra-sarovar at Parsoli by Gobardhan, the Prem-sarovar at Gházipur near Barsána, and the Mán-sarovar at Arú. In the Mát pargana. On its margin is a little temple of Bibári, which bears on its front the following inscription: Sri Rédhá Gobind, Sri Gaddáhár Chaitanya, Sri Pávan-sarovar Kunj Srímáti Ráni Ranyesvari Rújá Kirtichand ki māta Sri Rújá Tilok Chand ji ki dādi jí rúj súbe Bangála Baradmón Sri Sandian Rúp ki jaga men bandhe Gumbáhta Sri Saphalya Rám Dás, Gokul Das sambat 1805. The following
commemorates some later repairs in 1849; Sri Nandisvar men Chhajju zamin-
dar ki patti men san 1155 sal, mah bhadra sudi men, Sri Pavan wa kunj paki
bhoyi, memar Mohan Lal, Chet Ram. Both these inscriptions are noticeable,
since, in spite of their modern date, they preserve the old and now entirely
obsolete name both of the village, Nandisvar (i.e., Mahadeva) instead of Nanda,
and also of the lake, Pavan, 'the purifying,' instead of Pan, 'to drink.' Near
the village is a kadamb grove, called Udho ji ká kyár, and, according to popular
belief, there are within the limits of Nand-gánw no less than fifty-six sacred
lakes or kunds; though it is admitted that in this degenerate age all of them
are not readily visible. In every instance the name is commemorative of
Krishna and his friends and their pastoral occupations.

Like Barsana and so many other of the holy places, Nand-gánw is part of
the estate of the representatives of the Lálá Bábú, who, in 1811 A.D., acquired
it for a merely nominal consideration from the then zamindárs. One reason
for their readiness to part with it is probably to be found in the fact, which has
only recently come to my knowledge, that their title was a very questionable
one. For the Pujáris of the temple have in their possession a sanad dated the
30th year of Alam Sháh giving the whole of the village to their predecessors
Paramánand and Rámkishan and their heirs in perpetuity.

If the few squalid buildings which at present disfigure the square at the
foot of the hill were removed, and replaced by a well, or temple, or other pub-
lic edifice, and the line of shops completed on the other side, an exceedingly
picturesque effect might be secured at a comparatively small cost. But it is
needless to expect any local improvements from the absentee landlords, while
the inhabitants are too impoverished to have a thought for anything beyond
their daily bread.

The above sketch of two comparatively unimportant places affords a good
illustration of a curious transitional period in Indian history. After a chee-
quered existence of five hundred years, there expired with Aurangzeb all the
vital energy of the Muhammadan empire. The English power, its fated suc-
cessor, was yet unconscious of its destiny and all reluctant to advance any
claim to the vacant throne. Every petty chieftain, as for example Bharat-pur,
scoining the narrow limits of his ancestral domains, pressed forward to grasp
the glittering prize, and spared no outlay in the attempt to enlist in his ser-
vice the ablest men of any nationality, either like Samru to lead his armies in
the field, or like Húp Ram to direct his counsels in the cabinet. Thus men,
whatever their rank in life, if only endowed by nature with genius or audacity, rose in an incredibly short space of time from obscurity to all but regal power. The wealth so rapidly secured was as profusely lavished; nor was there any object in hoarding, when the next chance of war would either increase the treasure ten-fold, or transfer it bodily to a victorious rival. Thus, a hamlet became in one day the centre of a princely court, crowded with magnificent buildings, and again, ere the architect had well completed his design, sunk with its founders into utter ruin and desolation.
CHAPTER XII.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF LOCAL NAMES IN NORTHERN INDIA, AS EXEMPLIFIED IN THE DISTRICT OF MATHURA.

In this, the concluding chapter of the general narrative, I propose to investigate the principles upon which the local nomenclature of Upper India has been and still is being unconsciously constructed. The inquiry is one of considerable importance to the student of language; but it has never yet been approached in a scientific spirit, and the views which are here advanced respecting this terra incognita in the philologist's map must be regarded as a first exploration, which is unavoidably tentative and imperfect. Many points of detail will possibly demand future rectification; but the general outline of the subject, the fixed limits within which it is contained and some of its more characteristic features of interior development have, it is hoped, been satisfactorily ascertained and delineated with a fair amount of precision.

It is not to be inferred from this prelude that a subject of such obvious interest has hitherto been totally neglected. On the contrary, it has given rise to a vast number of speculations, but all of the most haphazard description. And this from two causes; the first being a perverse misconception as to the vernacular language of the country; and the second, the absence up to the present time of any list of names sufficiently complete to supply a basis for a really thorough induction.

It seems a very obvious truism, and one that requires no elaborate defence to maintain, that the names of a country and of the places in it should primâ facie, and in default of any direct evidence to the contrary, be referred to the language of the people who inhabit them rather than to any foreign source. This, however, is the very point which most writers on the subject have failed to see. In order to explain why the founder of an Indian village gave his infant settlement the name, by which it is still known among his descendants, our laborious philologists have ransacked vocabularies of all the obscurer dialects of Europe, but have left their Sanskrit and Hindi dictionaries absolutely unopened.

A more curious illustration of a deliberate resolve to ignore obvious facts for the sake of introducing a startling theory based on some obscure and utterly problematical analogy could scarcely be found than is afforded by Dr. Hunter in his Dissertation on non-Aryan languages. In this he refers
the familiar local termination gānw (which argumenti gratiā he spells gāng or gaong, though never so written in any Indian vernacular) to the Chinese hiang, the Tibetan thiong, the Lepcha kyong, &c., &c., and refuses to acknowledge any connexion between it and the Sanskrit grāma. Yet as certainly as Anglo-Saxon was once the language of England, so was Sanskrit of Upper India; and it seems as reasonable to deny the relationship between grāma and gānw as between the English affix bury or borough and the Saxon burg. The formation is strictly in accord with the rules laid down by the Prākrit grammarians centuries before the word gānw had actually come in existence. Thus by Vararuci’s Sutra—Savatīta la-va-rūm, III., 3—the letter r when compounded with another consonant, whether it stands first or last, is always to be elided; as we see in the Hindi bdt for the Sanskrit vārtā, in kos for krosa, a measure of distance, and in pem for preman, love. So grāma passes into gāma, and whether this latter form or gānw is used depends simply upon the will of the speaker; one man calls the place where he lives Naugāma, another calls it Naugānw, in the same way as it is optional to say Edinbrō’ or Edinborough. For in Hindi as in Sanskrit a nasal can always be inserted at pleasure, according to the memorial line—Savindukdvindukayoh sydd abhede na kalpanam: and the distinction between m and n or w has always been very slightly marked; for example, dhimar is the recognized literary Hindi form of the Sanskrit dhīvar and at the present day villagers generally write Bhamāni for Bhavāni, though the latter form only is admitted in printed books. If speculation is allowed to run riot with regard to the paternity of such a word as gānw, every step in the descent of which is capable of the clearest proof, then philology is still a science of the future, and the whole history of language must be rewritten from the very commencement.

Perhaps of all countries in the world, northern India is the one which for an investigation of this kind is the most self-contained and the least in need of alien analogies. Its literary records date from a very remote period; are, in fact, far more ancient than any architectural remains, or even than any well-authenticated site, or definitely established era, and they form a continuous and unbroken chain down to this very day. From the Sanskrit of the Vedas to the more polished language of the Epic poems, and through the Prākrit of the dramatists, the old Hindi of Chand and the Braj Bhāsha of Tulsi Dās, down to the current speech of the rural population of Mathurā at the present time, the transitions are never violent, and at most points are all but imperceptible. The language, as we clearly see from the specimens which we have of it in all its successive phases, is uniform and governed throughout by the same phonetic
laws. And thus, neither from the intrinsic evidence of indigenous literature, nor from the facts recorded by history, is it permissible to infer the simultaneous existence in the country of an alien-speaking race at any period, to which it is reasonable to refer the foundation of places that still bear a distinctive name, prior to the Muhammadan invasion. The existence of such a race is simply assumed by those who find it convenient to represent as non-Aryan any formation which their acquaintance with unwritten Aryan speech in its growth and decay is too superficial to enable them at once to identify.

As local etymology is a subject which can only be investigated on the spot, and therefore lies beyond the range of European scholars, its study is necessarily affected by the prejudices peculiar to Anglo-Indian officials, who are so accustomed to communicate with their subordinates only through the medium of Urdu that most of them regard that lingua franca as being really what it is called in official parlance, the vernacular of the country. This familiarity with the speech of the small Muhammadan section of the community, rather than with that of the Hindu masses, causes attention to be mainly directed to the study of Persian and Arabic, which are considered proper to the country, while Sanskrit is thought to be utterly dead, of no interest save to professional scholars and of no more practical import in determining the value of current phrases than Greek or Hebrew.

The prejudice is to be regretted, as it frequently leads writers, even in the best informed London periodicals, to speak of India as if it were a purely Muhammadan country, and to urge upon the Government, as highly conciliatory, measures which—if taken—would most effectually alienate the sympathies of the vast majority.

Neither Urdu, Persian, nor Arabic, is of much service in tracing the derivation of local names, and it is hastily concluded that words which are unintelligible when referred to those recognized sources must therefore be non-Indian, and may with as much probability be traced up to one foreign language as another. Any distortion of the name of a town or village which makes it bear some resemblance to a Persian or Arabic root, is ordinarily accepted as a plausible explanation; thus Khánpur is substituted for Kánhpur, and Gházipur for Gádhipur, Gádhi, the father of Visvanítra, being a character not very widely known; while on the other hand a derivation from the Sanskrit by the application of well-established but less popularly known phonetic and grammatical laws, is stigmatized as pedantic and honestly considered to be more far-fetched than a derivation from the Basque or the Lithuanian.
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This may seem an exaggerated statement; but I speak from personal experience and with special reference to a critic who wrote that he thought the identification of Maholi with Madhupuri far more improbable than its connection with the Basque and Toda word uri, which is said to mean 'a village.'

Such philological vagaries have their birth in the unfortunate preference for Urdu, which the English Government has inherited from the former conquerors of the country, though without any of their good reasons for the preference. They are further fostered by a wide-spread idea as to the character of the people and the country, which in itself is perfectly correct, and wrong only in the particular application. The Hindus are an eminently conservative race, and their civilization dates from an extremely remote period. It is, therefore, inferred that most of their existing towns and villages are of very ancient foundation and, if so, may bear names to which no parallel can be expected in the modern vernacular. This hypothesis is disproved by what has been said above as to the continuity of Indian speech: it is further at variance with all local traditions. The present centres of population, as any one can ascertain for himself, if he will only visit the spots instead of speculating about them in his study, are almost all subsequent in origin to the Muhammadan invasion. When they were founded, the language of the new settlers, whatever it may have been in pre-historic times, was certainly not Turanian, but Aryan, as it is now; and though any place, which had previously been inhabited, must already have borne some name, the cases in which that old name was retained would be very rare. Thus, it may be remarked in passing, the present discussion supplies no ethnical argument with regard to the original population of the country. The names, once regarded as barbarous, but now recognized as Aryan, must be abandoned as evidence of the existence of a non-Aryan race; but, at the same time, since they are essentially modern, they cannot be taken as supporting the counter-theory. The names of the rivers, however, which also are mostly Aryan, may fairly be quoted as bearing on the point; for of all local names these are the least liable to change, as we see in America and our Colonies, where it is as exceptional to find a river with an English name as it is to find a town with an Indian one. And a still stronger and more numerous attested proof is afforded by the indigenous trees, nearly all of which (as may be seen from the list given in an appendix to this volume) have names that are unmistakably of Sanskrit origin.

Moreover, Hindu conservatism, though it doubtless exists, is developed in a very different way from the principle known by the same name in Europe. Least of all is it shown in any regard for ancient buildings, whether temples
or homesteads. Though Christianity is a modern faith as compared with Hinduism, and though the history of English civilization begins only from a time when the brightest period of Indian history had already closed, the material evidences of either fact are found in inverse order in the two countries. There is not a single English county which does not contain a longer and more venerable series of secular and ecclesiastical edifices than can be supplied by an Indian district, or it might even be said by an entire Presidency. Thus the temple of Govind Deva at Brindá-ban, which is popularly known in the neighbourhood as ‘the old temple’ par excellence, dates only from the reign of Akbar, the contemporary of Elizabeth, and is therefore far more modern than any single village church in the whole of England, barring those that have been built since the revival by the present generation. The same also with MSS. The Hindus had a voluminous literature while the English were still unable to write; but at the present day in India a MS 200 years old is more of a rarity than one five times that age in England. This complete disappearance from the surface of all material records of antiquity is no doubt attributable in great measure to the operation of the two most destructive forces in the known world, viz., white-ants and Muhammadans; but the Hindus themselves are not altogether free from blame in the matter. As if from a reminiscence of their nomadic origin, with all their modern superstitious dislike to a move far from home, is combined an inveterate tendency to slip away gradually from the old landmarks. The movement is not necessitated by growth of population, which, as in London, for instance, can no longer be contained within the original city bounds, but is a result of the Oriental idiosyncracy that makes every man desire, not—in accordance with European ideas—to found a family or restore an old ancestral residence, but rather to leave some building exclusively commemorative of himself, and to touch nothing that his predecessors have commenced, lest they should have all the credit of it with posterity. The history of England, which runs all in one cycle from the time of its first civilization, affords no ground for comparison; but in medieaval Italy the course of events was somewhat parallel, and, as in India, a second empire was built upon the ruins of a former one of equal or greater grandeur and extent. In it we find the modern cities retaining under some slight dialectical disguises the very same names as of old and occupying the same ground: in India, on the other hand, there is scarcely an historic site which is not now a desolation. Again, to pass from political to merely local disturbances: when London was rebuilt after the Great Fire, its streets, in spite of all Wren’s remonstrances, were laid out exactly as before, narrow and irregular as they had grown up piece by piece in the course
of centuries, and with even the churches on their old sites, though the latter had become useless in consequence of the change in the national religion, which required one or two large arenas for the display of pulpit eloquence rather than many secluded oratories for private devotion. When a similar calamity befell an Indian city, as it often did, the position of the old shrines was generally marked by rude commemorative stones, but the people made no difficulty about abandoning the exact sites of their old homes, if equally eligible spots offered themselves in the neighbourhood.

The same diversity of conservative ideas runs through the whole character: the Hindu quotes the practice of his father and grandfather and persuades himself that he is as they were, and that they were as their forefathers, unconscious of any change and ignoring the evidence of it that is afforded by ancient monuments, both literary and architectural. The former he prizes only for their connexion with the sect to which he himself belongs; whatever is illustrative of an alien faith he consigns to destruction without any regard for its history or artistic significance; and in an ancient building, if it has fallen into disuse, he sees no beauty and can take no interest; though this can scarcely be from the feeling that he can easily replace it with a better, a conviction which led our mediæval architects to destroy without compunction any part of an earlier cathedral, however beautiful in itself, which had become decayed or too small for later requirements. In all these matters England is far more critically conservative; believing in nothing, we tolerate everything; and profoundly distrusting our own creative faculties, we preserve as models whatever we can rescue from the past, either in art or literature.

These reflections may seem to wander rather far from the mark; but they explain the curious equipoise that prevails in the Indian mind between a profound contempt for antiquity and an equally profound veneration for it. The very slight regard in which ancient sites are held is illustrated by the use of the terms 'Little' and 'Great' as local prefixes. In consequence of the tendency to shift the centre of population, these seldom afford information as to the comparative area and importance of the two villages so distinguished: most frequently the one styled 'Little' will be the larger of the two. In some cases the prefix 'Great' implies only that when the common property was divided among the sons of the founder, the share so designated fell to the lot of the eldest; but ordinarily it denotes the original village site, which has been wholly or at least partially abandoned, or so diminished by successive partitions that it has eventually become the smallest and least important of the group.
The foregoing considerations will, I trust, be accepted as sufficiently demonstrating the reasonableness of my general position that local names in Upper India are, as a rule, of no very remote antiquity, and are primâ facie referable to Sanskrit and Hindi rather than to any other language. Their formation has certainly been regulated by the same principles that we see underlying the local nomenclature of other civilized countries, and we may therefore expect to find them falling into three main groups, as follows:

I. Names compounded with an affix denoting place.

II. Names compounded with an affix denoting possession.

III. A more indefinite class, including all names without any affix at all; such words being for the most part either the name of the founder, or an epithet descriptive of some striking local feature.

Running the eye over the list of villages in the Mathurâ district, we can at a glance detect abundant illustrations of each of these three classes. Thus under Class I. come such names as Nânak-pur, Pati-pura, Bich-puri, where the founder’s name is combined with the local affix pur, pura, or puri, signifying ‘a town.’ So also, Nau-gâma, Uncha-gânw, Badan-garh, Chamar-garhi, Rûpnagar, Pâl-kherâ, Brindâ-ban, Ahalya-ganj, Râdhâ-kund, Mangal-khoh, Mall-sarâi, and Nainu-patti. In all these instances the local affix is easy to be recognized as also the word to which it is attached.

Of Class II. the illustrations are not quite so obvious and will mostly require special elucidation; but some are self-evident, as for example Bhure-kâ, where the affix is the ordinary sign of the genitive case; Rane-rá, where it is the Mârvâri form of the same; and Pîpal-wârâ, where it represents the familiar wâld.

Under Class III. come first such names as Sûraj, Misri, and Gaju, which are known to have been borne by the founders; and under the second sub-division, Gobardhan, ‘productive in cattle;’ Sanket, ‘a place of assignation;’ Khor, ‘an opening between the hills;’ Bassi, ‘a colony;’ and Pura, ‘a town,’ indicative of a period when towns were scarce; with many others of similar character.

Looking first for names that may be included under Class I, we find that by far the most numerous variety are those compounded with the affix pur. This might be expected, for precisely the same reason that ‘ton’ is the most common local ending in England. But we certainly should not expect to find so large a proportion unmistakably modern, with the former part of the compound commemorating either a Muhammadan or a Hindu with a Persian name,
or one who can be proved in some other way to have lived only a few generations ago, and with scarcely a single instance of a name that can with any probability be referred to a really ancient date. As this fact is one of considerable importance to my argument, I must proceed to establish it beyond all possibility of cavil by yassing in review the entire series of names in which the ending occurs in each of the six parganas of the district.

The Kosi pargana comprises 61 villages, of which 9 end in pur; viz., 'Aziz-pur, Hasan-pur, Jalal-pur, Lâl-pur, Nabi-pur, Pákhar-pur, Râm-pur, Sháh-pur, and Sháhzád-pur. Six of these are unmistakably post-Muhammadan, one is apparently so, and two are of quite uncertain date.

In the Chhátá pargana there are 111 villages, and 16 of them have the pur ending; viz., Adam-pur, Akbar-pur, Bâzîd-pur, Deva-pura—so called from a 'temple' of Gopál, built by Muhkam Sinh, the ancestor of the present proprietors, whose Arabic name proves that he lived not many generations ago—Gházipur, Gulál-pur, Jait-pur, Jamál-pur, Khán-pur, Lár-pur, Mán-pur, on the Barsána range—so called from the Mán Mandir, the first erection of which cannot date from further back than the transfer of Rádha's chief shrine from Rával to Barsána, which took place in the 15th or 16th century A.D.—Pir-pur, Saiyid-pur, Tatár-pur, Háji-pur, and Kamál-pur. Of these 16 names, 12 are unquestionably modern, and of the remaining 4, nothing can be said with certainty either one way or the other.

Of the 163 villages in the Mathurá pargana, as many as 32 have the pur ending; viz., Alha-pur, said by local tradition to have been founded and so named only 200 years ago (the founder's descendants are still on the spot and most unlikely to detract from the antiquity of their family); A'zam-pur and Bákir-pur, both founded by A'zam Khá'n Mir Muhammad Bákîr, who was Governor of Mathurá from 1642 to 1645; Bhavan-pur; Bijá-pur, founded 200 years ago by Bijay Sinh, Thákur, on land taken from the adjoining village of Nahrauli; Daulat-pur; Daum-pura, one of 11 villages founded by the sons of a Ját named Nainu at no very remote period, since the share which fell to the eldest of the sons is distinguished by the Persian epithet kalán; Giridhar-pur, probably the most ancient of the series, but still dating from times of modern history, having been founded by Giridhar, a Kachhwáha Thákur of Satohá, whose ancestors had migrated there from Amber; Gobind-pur; Hákim-pur; Jámál-pur; Jati-pura, founded by Gosain Bitthal-náth, the son of Valabháchárya of Gokul, commonly called Jati Ji, about the year 1550 A.D.; Jay Sinh-pura, founded by Sawae Jay Sinh of Ambér about the year 1720 A.D.;
Kesopur, so-called from the famous temple of Kesava Deva, a fact which would sufficiently account for the name remaining unchanged, even though of ancient date; Lalpur, founded by a Thákur named Lalu, a member of the Gaurua clan, which is confessedly of late origin; Lál-pur, founded only a few generations ago by a Tarkar Thákur, Láram; Madan-pura, founded by an Ahir from the old village of Karnaul; Mádho-pur, dating 300 years ago, when it was formed out of lands taken from the adjoining villages and given to a Hindu retainer by Salim Sháh; Mirzá-pur; Muhammad-pur; Mukund-pur, so called after a Mahratta founder; Murshid-pur, founded by Murshid Kuli Khán, who was Governor of Mathurá in 1636 A.D.; Nabi-pur founded by 'Abd-un-Nabí, Governor from 1660 to 1668; Panna-pur, founded in 1725 A.D.; Ráj-pur, near Brindá-ban, so named with reference to the Ráj-Ghát, by a Sanádih Bráhman from Kámar in the 16th century; Rám-pur, named after the Rámtál, a place of pilgrimage there; Basúl-pur; Salim-pur, dating from the reign of Salim Sháh; Askar-pur, a modern alternative name for Satoha; Sháh-pur; and Dhak-pura. Of these 32 names, there are only five as to which any doubt can be entertained; all the remainder are clearly modern.

In the Mát pargana are 141 villages, and 41 end in pur; viz., Abhay-pura, settled by a Ját, Abhay Sinh, from Kaulána; Ahmad-pur; Akbar-pur; Amán-ullah-pur; Badan-pur; Baikunth-pur, founded according to local tradition 300 years ago; Baland-pur, founded in the 17th century by a Ját named Balavant; Bali-pur, founded by Bali, a Ját from Bájana about 1750 A.D.; Begam-pur; Bulákpur; Chánd-pur, of modern Ját foundation; Daulat-pur; Faridam-pur; Firoz-pur; Hamza-pur; Hasan-pur; 'Imiyat-pur; Ja'far-pur; Jahángír-pur; Jat-pura, a modern off-shoot from the adjoining village of Shal; Khán-pur; Khwája-pur; Lál-pur, founded by a Ját from Parsauli; Makhduámpur; Mir-pur; Mubárak-pur; Mu'in-ud-dinpur; Nabí-pur; Nának-pur, a modern offshoot from Musmina; Nausher-pur; Núr-pur; Pabbi-pur; Páti-pura, a modern colony from the Ját village of Dunetiya; Rae-pur, recently settled from Musmina; Sadík-pur; Sadr-pur; Sakat-pur; Sikándar-pur; Suhuá-pur; Sul tá- n-pur; and Udhan-pur. As to the foundation of 6 out of these 41 villages nothing is known; the remaining 35 are distinctly ascertained to be modern.

Of the 203 villages in the Mahá-ban pargana, 43 have the ending pur; viz., 'Abd-un-Nabí-pur; Ali-pur; Amír-pur; Islám-pur; Babádur-pur; Balaram-pur, recently founded by Sobhá Ráe, Kayath; Banárasí-pur, founded by a Bráhman, Banárasí, who derived his own name from the modern appellation of the sacred city called of old Váránasi; Bhankar-pur; Bichpuri, of modern Ját foundation; Daulat-pur; Fath-pura; Ghiyás-pur; Gohar-pur; Habib-pur;
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Hayát-pur; Hasan-pur; Ibráhím-pur; 'Isá-pur, founded by Mirza 'Isá Tarkhán, Governor of Mathurá in 1629 A. D.; Jádon-pur; Jagadis-pur, founded by a Parásar, Jagadeva, whose descendants are still on the spot and claim no great antiquity; Jamálpur; Jogí-pur; Kalyánpur; Kásim-pur; Khán-pur; Kishan-pur, recently settled from the village of Kúráb; Lál-pur; Manohar-pur; Mohan-pur; Mubáarak-pur; Muzaffá-pur; Nábí-pur; Nasir-pur; Núr-pur; Ráe-pur; Saiyid-pur; Shaháb-pur; Sháh-pur; Shahzád-pur: Sherpur; Tay-yibpur, and Zakariya-pur. Of these 48 villages, 35 are certainly quite modern: as to the remaining 8 nothing can be affirmed positively.

The 6th and last pargana, Sa’ddábad, contains 129 villages, of which 31 have the ending pur; viz., Abhay-pura, of modern Ját foundation; Bágh-pur, founded 300 years ago by a Ját named Bagh-ráj; Bahádur-pur; Bijal-pur; Chamar-pura; Dhak-pura; Fathulláh-pur; Ghátam-pur, founded in the reign of Shábjahán; Hasan-pur; Idal-pur: Mahábat-pur; Makan-pur; Mánik-pur, of modern Ját foundation; Mír-pur; Núrýán-pur, named after a Gosain of modern date, Náríyan Dás: Nasir-pur; Nasir-pur; Nau-pura; Ráe-pura, of modern Thákur foundation; Rúm-pura, recently settled from Sahpan, by a Bráhman named Mán Mall; Rashíd-pur; Sala-pur, founded by a Bráhman named Sabala; Salím-pur; Samád-pur, settled not many generations ago by a Ját named Sávadhán; Sarmast-pur; Sháháb-zúr-pur; Sher-pur; Sitbará-pur, a modern off-shoot of Garúmra; Sultán-pur; Taj-pur; and Zari-pura. Of these 31 names, 5 are doubtful, the other 26 are proved to be modern.

Adding up the results thus obtained, we find that there are in the whole district 172 villages that exhibit the termination pur, and of these as many as 141 are either obviously of modern origin, or are declared to be so by local tradition. It is also worthy of notice that in the above lists there has frequently been occasion to mention the name of the parent settlement from which a more recent colony has been derived; but in no single instance does the older name show the pur ending. Yet pura or puri is no new word, nor is its use as a local affix new; on the contrary we have the clearest literary proof that it has been very largely so employed from the very commencement of the Aryan occupation of India. What, then, has become of all the older names in which it once appeared? It is inconceivable that both name and place should in every instance have been so utterly destroyed as not to leave a trace behind; and we are thus forced to accept the alternative conclusion that the affix has in course of time so coalesced with the former part of the compound, that it ceases to be readily distinguishable from it. Now of names that are presumably ancient, it will be found that a considerable proportion terminate in oí, auli, aur, auri,
or aula. Thus, deducting from the 61 villages in the Kosi pargana, the nine
that have the modern termination puri, we have 52 left, and among that number 7
are of this character; viz., Banchauli, Chacholi, Chandauri, Mahroli, Sánchezauli,
Sujauli, and Tunaula. Again, of the 95 villages that remain in the Chhátá
pargana after deduction of the 16 ending in puri, 15 have the oI affix; viz.,
Ahori, Astoli, Baroli, Bharauli, Chaksauli, Darauli, Gangroli, Lodhauli, Mangroli,
Parsoli, Pillora, Rankoli, Rithora, and Tároli. Without continuing the
list in wearisome detail through the other four parganas of the district, it will
probably be admitted that, in earlier times, oI was as common a local affix as
puri in modern times, and must represent some term of equally general and
equally familiar signification. To proceed with the argument; these names,
though as a rule older than those ending in puri, are still many of them of no
great antiquity and can be proved to belong to an Aryan period, when the lan-
guage of the country was in essentials the same as it is now and the people
inhabiting it bore much the same names as they do still. Thus Sánchezauli is
derived from Sánchi Devi, who has a temple there; Sujáuli from a founder Suján,
whose descendants are still the proprietors; and Parsoli and Tároli from found-
ers named respectively Parsa and Tára. It may be presumed with absolute
certainty that these people, bearing such purely Indian names, whether they
lived 5, 10, or 15 generations ago, knew no language but their own vernacular,
and could not borrow from any foreign tongue the titles by which they chose to
designate their new settlements. Thus Dr. Hunter, and those who have fol-
lowed him in his speculations, may be correctly informed when they state that
in Tamil, or Telugu, or Toda, or even in Basque, there is a word uri, or uru, or
ur, which means 'village'; but yet if this word was never current in the ordi-
nary speech of Upper Ir-lia, the founders of the villages quoted above cannot
class have known of it. The attempt to borrow such a name as Sujáuli or
Maholi directly from the Basque is, when viewed under the light of local know-
ledge, really more absurd than to derive Cannington from Kanhay, or Dalhou-
sie from Déla-hási, 'with pleasant foliage.' The misconception, as already
observed, has risen from the erroneous idea that all village names are of remote
antiquity, and may therefore be illustrated by philological analogies collected
from all parts and ages of the world. In truth, uli or uri is simply puri with
the initial consonant elided. Such an elision, removing as it does the most
distinctive element in the word, may appear at first sight highly improbable; it
is, however, in strict accord with the rules of Hindi formation. The two first
śūtras of the second Book of Vararuchi's Prákrita-Prakáśa in the clearest man-
nor direct it to be made. The text stands thus:
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(1) Ayuktasydnadu. (2) Ka-ya-cha-ja-ta-da-pa-ya-vam prdyo lopah. That is to say, the consonants k, g, ch, j, t, d, p, y, and v, when single and non-initial, are generally elided. And as a convincing proof that this is no mere grammatical figment, but a practical rule of very extensive application, take the following familiar words, in which its influence is so obvious as to be undeniable. By the elision of the prescribed consonant we obtain from the Sanskrit sūgar, the Hindi sūgar, 'a pig'; from kōkila, koil, 'the cuckoo'; from sākhī, sāhī, 'a needle'; from tdtd, tā, 'a father's elder brother'; from pada, pā, 'a quarter'; from kāpa, kua, 'a well'; from Prādg, Prāg, the Hindi name of Allāhābād; and from jīva, jīa, 'life.' The rule, it is true, provides primarily that the letter to be elided must be non-initial; but one of the examples given in the text is su uriso for su purusha, 'a good man'; where the p is still elided, although it is the initial of the word purusha. This the commentator explains by declaring that 'the initial letter of the last member of a compound must be considered as non-initial.' Thus the mystery is solved, and Karnaul is at once seen to be Karna-pur; Karnauli, Kalyān-pur; Tāroli, Tarā-pur; and Sujāuli, Sujān-puri.

This practical application of the Prākrit grammarian's rule was first stated in my first edition of this Memoir. In my own mind it was so firmly established as an indisputable fact, and possessed in its extreme simplicity at least one of the great merits of all genuine discoveries, that I stated it very briefly and thought it unnecessary to bring forward any collateral arguments in its support. But I find that I much under-rated the strength of inveterate prejudices; for with the exception of one reviewer in a London scientific journal, all other critics seemed to regard my theory as the mere outcome of unpractical pedantry. I have therefore on the present occasion taken great pains to omit nothing, and I cannot believe that anyone, who will submit to the trouble of following my argument as I have now stated it, will still maintain 'that the direct derivation from the Turanian roots aul, ur, uri, is more probable than the forced and far-fetched Sanskrit derivation from one single root supported only by the theory of a grammarian, which may or may not have been put in practice in an unlettered age.' The writer of the remarks I quote would seem to imagine that language was the invention of grammarians; on the contrary, they are powerless to invent or even change a single word, and can merely codify the processes which are the result of unconscious action on the part of the unlettered masses. When Sujān-pur is converted in popular speech into Sujāuli, it is not because in one rule Vararuchi has directed the elision of the initial p, and in another rule the elision of the final n; but because
a Hindu's organs of speech (as the grammarians had noticed to be the invariable case) have a natural and unconscious tendency to the change.* This tendency in still existing in full force, and my observing it to be so in another local compound first suggested to me the identification of uri with puri. Thus the beautiful lake at Gobardhan with the mausoleum of the first of the Bharat-pur Rājās is called indifferently Kusum-sarovar, or Kusumokhar; and at Barsāna is a tank, called either Bhānakhar or Brikkhbhān kā pokhar, after Rādha's reputed father Brikh-bhān. Both in Kusumokhar and Bhānakhar it is evident that the latter part of the compound was originally pokhar, and in the same case as the initial p has been there elided, so also has it been in Sujāuli and Maholi. The explanation of the last-mentioned word 'Maholi' is one of the most obvious and at the same time one of the most interesting results of my theory. It is the name of the village some four miles from Mathurā, which has grown up in the vicinity of the sacred grove of Madhuban, where Rāma's brother Satrughna destroyed the giant Madhu. On the site of the captured stronghold the hero is said to have built a city, called indiscriminately in Sanskrit literature Mathurā or Madhu-puri: the fact, no doubt, being that Mathurā was originally the name of the country, with Madhu-puri for its capital. In course of time the capital, like most Indian cities, gradually shifted its site, probably in order to follow the receding river; while Madhu-puri itself, fixed by the locality of the wood that formed its centre, became first a suburb and finally an entirely distinct village. Simultaneously with these changes, the name of the country at large was attached par excellence to its chief city, and Madhu-puri in its obscurity became a prey to phonetic decay and was corrupted into Maholi. The transition is a simple one; the h being substituted for dh by the rule II. 27 Khu-gha-tha-dha bhām Hah, which gives us the Hindi bahira for the Sanskrit badkira, 'deaf,' and bahu for vadhū, 'a female relation.'

It will be observed that Madhu-puri as a literary synonym for Mathurā remains unchanged, and is transformed into Maholi only as the name of an insignificant village. Thus an easy solution is found for the difficulty raised by the same critic I have before quoted, who objects, 'If it is possible in the lapse of time to elide the p of puri, why have not the oldest towns in India like Hastina-pur yielded to the change? and in the case of more modern towns why do we not find the change half- effected, some middle place in the transition stage?" To the former of these two questions I reply that a name when once

* Thus the Agra shop-keepers, who have converted Blunt-ganj into Belanganj, have probably never heard of Vararuchí, but they have certainly, though unconsciously, followed his rules.
petrified in literature is preserved from colloquial detrition. Thus, of two places originally named alike, one may retain the genuine Sanskrit form, while the other becomes Prakritized, according to their celebrity or otherwise. A parallel is afforded by the names of many English families: the elder branches retain the old spelling, however much at variance with modern pronunciation, as, for instance, Berkeley and Marjoribanks; while the obscurer branches, who seldom had occasion to attach their signatures to any document, conform their spelling to the sound and appear in writing as Barkly and Marchbanks. Again, among those who retain the old form, some no longer pronounce the word in the old fashioned way, but alter its sound according to the more ordinary value of the letters in modern pronunciation. Thus Hastinapur exists unchanged, by virtue of its historical fame; had it been an obscure village it would probably have been corrupted into Hathaura. In fine, it may be accepted as a general rule that when the termination pur, pura, or puri is found in full, the place is either comparatively modern, or if ancient is a place of pre-eminent note. The one exception to the rule is afforded by names in which the first element of the compound is a Persian or Arabic word. Some of them may be much older and yet not more distinguished than many of pure Hindu descent, from which the p has disappeared; but the explanation lies in the natural want of affinity between the two members of the compound, which would prevent them from coalescing, however long they might be bound together.

To say that the actual process of transition can never be detected is not strictly in accordance with facts. The elision is not restricted to proper names, but is applicable to all words alike; and in Hindi books written and printed at the present day it is optional with the writer to use exclusively either kokila, or koil; sükra or súkr; káp or ká, or both indifferently. Again, to take a local illustration: Gobardhan, being a place of high repute, is always so spelt by well-informed people, but in vulgar writing it is contracted to Gordhan, and it is almost exceptional to come across a man whose name is Gobardhan Dás, who does not acquiesce in the corruption.

Next to pur, the local affix of most general signification and the one which we should therefore expect to find occupying the second place in popular

* A case in point is afforded by my own name, which is a corruption of the French gros and is from the same root as the Sanskrit guru (in the nominative case Gurus). It has come down to me with the spelling unaltered for more than 350 years; but the ou, which was originally pronounced as in the word 'growth,' or rather as the ou in group, has gradually acquired the harsher sound which more commonly attaches to the diphthong, as in 'brown.' In Mathurá, curiously enough, I was always known by the Hindus as 'Guru Sáhib,' and so got back to my original name.
use is *gráma, gáma, or gánw. It occurs, however, far less frequently, at least in an unmutilated state. Thus of the 61 villages in the Kosi pargana there are only two with this affix, viz., Dahi-gánw, named from the Dadhi-kund, and Pai-gánw from the Pai-ban-kund; *dadhi and *payas both meaning 'milk.' In the 111 Chhátá villages there are four, viz., Bhau-gánw, Nand-gánw, Naugáma, and Uncha-gánw. In the 163 Mathurá villages there are six, viz., Bachh-gánw, Dhan-gánw, Jakhin-gánw, Naugáma (properly Ná-gáma from its founder Nága), Nim-gánw, and Uncha-gánw. In the 141 Mát villages there is only one, Tenti-ka-gánw, and this a name given by Rája Súraj Mall—on account of the abundance of the *karīl plant with its fruit called *teni—to a place formerly known as Akbar-pur. In the 203 Mahában villages only two, viz., Nim-gánw and Páni-gánw; and in the 129 S'adábad villages, four, viz., Kukargama, Naugáma, Rísgáma, and Tasigau. The proportion is therefore little more than two per cent., and even of this small number the majority may reasonably be presumed to be of modern date. Thus Naugáma in the Chhátá pargana was formed in later Muhammadan times by a moiety of the population of the parent village Tároli, who under imperial pressure abandoned their ancestral faith and submitted to the yoke of Islám. Again the five or six villages, such as Bachh-gánw, Dahi-gánw, &c., that have sprung up round the sacred groves and lakes and retain the name of the *tirath unaltered, simply substituting *gánw for the original *ban or *kund, are almost certainly due to the followers of Vallabháchárya at the beginning of the 16th century, or to the Gosáin who composed the modern Brahma-vaivarta Purána and first made these spots places of Vaishnava pilgrimage. It may therefore be inferred that in older names the termination *gráma has, like *puri, been so mutilated as to become difficult of recognition. The last name on the list, viz., Tasigau, is valuable as suggesting the character of the corruption, which it exhibits in a transitional stage. The final syllable, which is variably pronounced as *gau, *go, or *gou, is unmistakably a distinct word, and can only represent *gánw. The former part of the compound, which at first sight appears not a little obscure, is illustrated by a village in the Mathurá pargana, Tasiha, a *patti, or subdivision of the township of Sonkh, which is said to bear the name of one of the five sons of the Ját founder, the other four being Ajal, Asa, Púrna, and Sahjuá. As these are clearly Hindi vocables, it may be presumed that Tasiha is so likewise, and we shall probably be right if we take it for the Prákrit form of the Sanskrit tishya, one of the lunar mansions, used in the sense of 'auspicious,' in the same way as the more common Púsa, which represents the asterism Pushya. Thus, as the letter *g can be elided under the same rule as the *p in *puri, the original termination
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gráma is not unfrequently reduced to the form on, in which not one letter of its older self remains. The most interesting example of this mutation is afforded by the village Parson. Its meaning has so thoroughly died out that a local legend has been in existence for some generations which explains it thus: that two days after Krishna had slain one of the monsters with which the country was infested, he was met at this spot by some of his adherents who asked him how long ago it was that he had done the deed, and he replied parson, ‘the day before yesterday.’ This is obviously as absurd as the kal kata, or ‘yesterday’s cutting,’ told about Calcutta; for apart from other reasons the word in vogue in Krishna’s time would have been not parson, but its original form parsvas. However, the true etymology, which is yet more disguised by the fact that office clerks always change the r into l and call the place Palson, does not appear to have been ever suggested till now. Clearly the name was once Parasuráma-gánw, or in its contracted form Parsagánw, and thence by regular transition has passed through Parsánw into Parson. If proof were required, it is supplied by the fact that a large pond of ancient sacred repute immediately adjoining the village is called Parasurám-kund.

The sacred ponds and groves with which the country of Braj abounds are, as might naturally be expected, ordinarily much older than the villages on their margin; and, as illustrated by the above example, it is always of the utmost importance to the philologist to ascertain their popular names. These are much less liable to corruption than the name of any village; for as the trāth is visited solely on account of the divinity with whom it is traditionally associated, his name is in it preserved intact, while as an element in the word that designates the village (a place most connected in the mind with secular matters) its primary import is less considered and in a few generations may be totally forgotten. Thus the obscure name of a pond,* which can only be ascertained by a personal visit, often reveals the name of the local deity or it may be of the founder of the settlement, and in that gives a surer clue to the process of corruption in the village name than could ever be afforded by any amount of library research. For example, the resolution of such a word

* Similarly in England it is the traditional names of the petty subdivisions of the village that are generally of most interest to the philologist. To quote the words of one of the most charming topographical writers of the present day: “Scores of the most singular names might be collected in every parish. It is the meadows and pastures which usually bear these designations; the ploughed lands are often only known by their acreage, as the ten-acre piece or the twelve-acres. Some of them are undoubtedly the personal names of the former owners. But in others ancient customs, allusions to traditions, fragments of history or of languages now extinct may survive” (Roundabout a Great Estate.)
as Senwa into its constituent elements might seem a hopeless undertaking; but
the clouds are dispelled on ascertaining that a neighbouring pond of reputed
sanctity is known as Syámkund. Thence it may reasonably be inferred that
the original form was Syám-gánu; the final m of Syám and the initial g
of gánu being elided by the rules already quoted, and the consonant y passing
into its cognate vowel. Other names in the district, in which the affix gánu
may be suspected to lurk in a similarly mutilated condition, are Jaiswa for
Jay-sinh-gánu; Basúun for Bishan-gánu; Bhútun for Bhím-gánu; Bádon for
Bádu-gánu* (Bádu being for Sanskrit Bádava) and Oháva for Udha-gánu.

Another word of yet wider signification than either puri or gráma, and one
which is known to have been extensively used as a local affix in early times,
is sthána, or its Hindi equivalent thána. And yet, strange to say, there is not
a single village name in the whole district in which its presence is apparent.
It probably exists, but if so, only in the very mutilated form of ha. Thus the
village of Satohá on the road between Mathurá and Gobardhan is famous for,
and beyond any doubt whatever derives its name from, a sacred pond called
Sántanu-kund. The eponymous hero is a mythological character of such
remote antiquity that he is barely remembered at all at the present day, and
what is told about him on the spot is a strange jumble of the original legend.
The word Satohá therefore is no new creation, and it can scarcely be expected
to have escaped from the wear and tear of ages to which it has been exposed,
without undergoing even very material changes. The local wiseacres find an
etymology in satu, 'bran,' which they assert to have been Sántanu's only
food during the time that he was practising penance. But this is obviously
absurd, and Satohá, I am convinced, is an abbreviation for Sántanu-sthána.
Instances are very frequent in which words of any length and specially proper
names are abbreviated by striking out all but the first syllable and simply
adding the vowel u to the part retained. Thus in common village speech at the
present day Kalyán is almost invariably addressed as Kalu, Bhagaván as Bhágú,
Balavant as Balú, and Múlchand as Múlú. In the last example the long
vowel of the first syllable is also shortened, and thus an exact parallel is afforded
to the change from Sántanu to Satu or Sato. Sato-thána then by ordinary rule,
if only the th in the compound is regarded as non-initial, becomes Satohána;
and the further loss of the final na cannot be regarded as an insuperable difficulty.

* Here, as Dr. Hørnle has pointed out, Bádon might be simply a corruption of Bádava, as
Jádon is for Jádava. But I think it more probable that, at the time, when the village was
founded, the word Bádava was no longer current in vernacular speech and had been superseded
by the Hindi Bádu, which by itself would not admit of expansion into Bádon.
An affix which has itself suffered from organic decay has a tendency to involve its support in the same destruction, and thus I feel no difficulty in proceeding a step further and interpreting the word 'Paithá' on the same principles as in Satohá. It is the name of a large and apparently very ancient village with a temple of Chatur-bhuj, rebuilt on the foundations of an older shrine, which had been destroyed by Aurangzeb. At the back of the god's throne is a hollow in the ground, which has given rise to a local etymology of the usual unscientific character. For it is said to be the mouth of the cave into which the people of Braj 'entered' (paithá) when Krishna upheld the Giri-ráj hill, which is about two miles distant from the village, in order to shelter them from the storm of Indra. Absurd as the legend is, it supplies a suggestion: for paithá, the verb 'to enter,' is unquestionably formed from the Sanskrit pravisháta; and if we imagine a somewhat analogous process in the case of the local name, and allow for the constant detrition of many centuries, we may recognize in 'Paithá' the battered wreck of Pratisithhána, which in Sanskrit is not an unusual name for a town.

Sthali, a word very similar in meaning to sthána, suffers precisely the same fate when employed as an affix; all its intermediate letters being slurred over, and only the first and last retained. Thus Kosi represents an original Kusa-sthali; and Társi with the sacred grove of Tál-ban, where, according to the very ancient legend, Krishna put to death the demon Dhenuk, is for Tála-sthali.

Kárab, the name of a large village in the Mahában pargana, is a solitary example of an affix, which I take to have been in full the Sánksrit vavra, 'a fort,' or 'field.' If so, it has suffered even more than sthali and has retained only one letter of its original self, viz., the initial v or b. Since hazarding the above suggestion I have come across a fact which is the highest possible testimony to its correctness: for a copper-plate grant of Dhruvasena, one of the Valabhi kings, transcribed in the Indian Antiquary, gives Hastaka-vavra as the name of the place now called Háthab.

Another termination, which we find occurring with sufficient frequency to warrant the presumption that it is an affix with a definite meaning of its own, is oi. There are five examples of it in the district, viz., Gindoi, Majhoi, Mandoi, Radoi, and Bahardoi. Of these the most suggestive is the first, Gindoi. Here is a pond of ancient sacred repute, called Gendokhar-kund, which is the scene of an annual melá, the Phúl Dol, held in the month of Phalgun. Hence we may safely infer that Gindoi is a compound word with Genda
for its first element. This is not an uncommon name for a Hindu, and its most obvious meaning would be 'a marygold.' So taken it would find a parallel in such proper names as Gulāh, 'a rose'; Tulsi, the sacred herb so called; Phūl, 'a flower'; and Puhap, for the Sanskrit pushp, with the same meaning. It may, however, be doubted whether it did not in the first instance represent rather the Hindi gainda, for gajendra, 'an elephant.' Besides preserving the name of the village founder, the term Gendokhar-kund is curious in another respect, as showing a complete popular forgetfulness of the meaning of the termination okhar at the time when the word kund with precisely the same import was added. English topography supplies a case exactly in point; for Wansbeckwater is composed of three words, which all mean exactly the same thing, but were current in popular speech at different times, being respectively Danish, German, and English. But to return to Gindoi, which we have found to be a compound word with Genda for its first element, the termination oi yet remains to be considered. I take it to be rápi, 'a pond.' In confirmation of this view it is worthy of note that in the Ghior pargana of the Mainpuri district there is a village called oi, pur et simple, surrounded on three sides by the river Arind, which in the rains becomes at that particular spot an enormous and almost stagnant sheet of water.* For such a place rápi would be a highly appropriate name, and for the transition from rápi to oai nothing is required beyond the elision of the p and change of v into its cognate vowel. Prefixing Genda, we have Genda-oi, Gendavai, and finally Gindoi; o being substituted for au, and i for ai, by the following Sūtrās of Vararuchi, AUTO ET I. 41, and ‘I’dl dhairye I. 39. The latter rule, it is true, refers strictly only to the word dhairya, which becomes dhiram in Prākrit, but it seems not unreasonable to give it a wider application. The above line of argument would command unqualified assent if it could be shown that each of the places with the oi ending was in the neighbourhood of some considerable pond. There is such a one at Mandoi, called Achārya-kund; and Bahardoi, founded at an early period by Thākurs from Chitor, who only about 30 years ago lost their proprietary rights and and now have all migrated elsewhere, is a place subject to yearly inundations, as it immediately adjoins some low ground where a large body of water is always collected in the rains. Radoi I have never had an opportunity of seeing, and therefore cannot say whether its physical characteristics confirm or are at variance with my theory: but at Majboi, which is a Gójar village on the bank of the Jamuná, there is certainly no vestige of any large pond, which

* For this curious fact so strikingly illustrative of my theory, I am indebted to Mr. McConeghcy, who conducted the last settlement of the Mainpuri district.
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would account for the affix \textit{r̄pī}. This one proved exception cannot, however, be regarded as a fatal objection; for the same effect may result from very different causes; as, for instance, the Hindi word \textit{bār} in the sense of 'a day of the week' represents the Sanskrit \textit{vāra}; while if taken to mean 'water,' or 'a child,' it stands in the one case for \textit{vāri}, in the other \textit{bāra}. Thus in the particular word Majhoi, the \textit{o} may belong to the first element of the compound and the \textit{i} be the affix of possession.

\textit{Ana} is another termination of somewhat rare occurrence. This is in all probability an abbreviation of the Sanskrit \textit{ayona}, which means primarily 'a going,' 'a road,' but is also used in the wider sense of simply 'place.' An example very much to the purpose is supplied by Vararuchi, or rather by his commentator Bhāmaha, who incidentally mentions \textit{munjāna}, 'a place producing the \textit{munja} plant,' as the Prākrit equivalent for the Sanskrit \textit{maunjāyana}. The district contains nine places which exhibit this ending, \textit{viz.}, Dotāna, Halwāna, Hathāna, Maharāna, Sihāna, Kaulāna, Mirtāna, Diwāna, and Barsāna. But what was only suspected in the case of the Gindoi group, \textit{viz.}, that all the names do not really belong to the same category, is here susceptible of positive proof. But to take first some of the words in which \textit{ayana} seems an appropriate affix; Sihāna, where is a pond called the \textit{kshirāgar}, may be for Kshirāyana; Dotāna, derived on the spot from \textit{dānton}, 'a tooth-brush,' which is suggestive of Buddhist legends and therefore of ancient sanctity, may well be for Devatāyana; Halwāna, where an annual melā is celebrated in honour of Balarāma, may have for its first element Hala-\textit{bhrīt}, a title of that hero, the final \textit{t} being elided and the \textit{bh} changed into \textit{v}; while the first syllable in the three names Hathāna, Kaulāna, and Mirtāna, may represent respectively Hasti, Komal, and Amrit; Amrit Sinh being recorded by tradition as the founder of the last-named village. But the resemblance of Diwāna and Barsāna to any of the above is purely accidental. The former commemorates the Jāt founder, one Diwān Singh, whose name has been localized simply by the addition of the affix \textit{a}, while Barsāna has a history of its own, and that a curious one. It is now famous as the reputed birth-place of Rādhā, who is the only divinity that—for the last two centuries at least—has been popularly associated with the locality. But of old it was not so: the hill on which the modern series of temples has been erected in her honour is of eccentric conformation, with four boldy-marked peaks; whence it is still regarded by the local Pandits as symbolical of the four-faced divinity, and styled \textit{Brāhma kā pahār}, or 'Brahma's hill.' This lingering tradition gives a clue to the etymology: the latter part of the word being \textit{sānu}, which is identical in meaning with \textit{pahār}.
and the former part a corruption of Brahma. But this, the true origin of the word, had entirely dropped out of sight even in the 16th century, when the writer of the Vraja-bhakti-vilása was reduced to invent the form Brishabhánu-pura as the Sanskrit equivalent for the Hindi Barsána. A somewhat similar fate has befallen the companion hill of Nand-gánw, which is now crowned with the temple of Nand Raé Jí, Krishná’s reputed foster-father. Its real name, before Vaishnava influence had become so strong in the land, was Nandí-gráma, by which title it was dedicated to Mahádeva in his character of Nandísvár; and the second person of the Hindu trinity, who has now appropriated all three of the sacred hills of Braj, was then in possession of only one, Gobardhan.

The local name Mai, or Maú, is found occasionally in all parts of Upper India and appears also in the Mathurá district, though not with great frequency. The one form seems to be only a broader pronunciation of the other in the same way as náu is the ordinary village pronunciation for nái, a barber, the Sanskrit nápita, and rau, a flood, or rush of water, is for raya, or rói, from the root ri, ‘to go.’ Twice the word stands by itself; twice as an affix, viz., in Pipará-mai and Ris-mai; once in connection with a more modern name of the same place, Mai Mirzá-pur; and twice, as in Ráe-pur Mai and Bará Mai, where the exact relationship with the companion word may be a little doubtful. In most of these cases I consider it to be an abbreviation of the Sanskrit mahi, meaning ‘land’ or ‘a landed estate.’ The elision of the h is not according to any definite rule laid down by the Prákrit grammarians, but certainly agrees with vulgar practice: for example, the word mahína, ‘a month,’ is always pronounced maína; and if it were given its full complement of three syllables, a rustic would probably not understand what was meant. At Mai Mirzápur the tradition is that the name commemorates one Maya Ram; and in the particular case, this very possibly may be so; but obviously instances of this very restricted derivation would be rare.

Nagar, ‘a town,’ has always been fairly popular as a local affix, and the Mathurá district contains seven examples of the word so used, viz., Rúpnagar, Sher-nagar, a second Rúp-nagar, Ma’súm-nagar, Rám-nagar, Birmagar, and Ráj-nagar. But it is in modern times and as a prefix that it enters most largely into any catalogue of village names. As a rule, whenever now-a-days an over-crowded town throws out a branch settlement, which becomes of

---

*Mr. Blechmann informed me that he had noted, with regard to this word ‘Mau,’ that it was found all over the wide area extending from Western Málwá to Eastern Audh, but did not seem to occur in Bengál, Bihár, or Sindh.*

---
sufficient importance to claim a separate entry in the Government rent-roll, it is therein recorded as Nagla so-and-so, according to the name of the principal man in it. On the spot, Nagla Bali, to take a particular case, is more commonly called Bali kā nagara; and after the lapse of a few generations, if the new colony prospers, it drops the Nagara altogether, and is known simply as Bali. The transmutation of the word nagara into Nagla and its conversion from a suffix into a prefix are due solely to the proclivities of native revenue officials, who affect the Persian collocation of words rather than the Hindi, and always evince a prejudice against the letter r. It is interesting to observe that in England the Teutonic mode of compounding names differs from the Celtic, in the same way as in India the Hindi from the Urdu: for while the Celts spoke of Strath Clyde and Abertay, the Teutons preferred Clydesdale and Taymouth.

The number of sacred woods and lakes in Braj accounts for the terminations ban and kund, which probably are not often met elsewhere. Examples of the former are Kot-ban, Bhadra-ban, Brindá-ban, Loha-ban and Mahá-ban; and of the latter, Bādhā-kund and Mādhuri-kund. The only name in this list, about which any doubt can be felt as to the exact derivation, is Loha-ban. It is said to commemorate Krishna's victory over a demon called Loha-jangha, i.e., Iron-leg; and at the annual festival, offerings of 'iron' are made by the pilgrims. In the ordinary authorities for Krishna's life and adventures I certainly find no mention of any Loha-jangha, and as we shall see when we come to speak of the village Bandi, local customs are often based simply on an accidental coincidence of name, and prove nothing but the prevalent ignorance as to the true principles of philology. But in the Vrihat-kathā, written by Somadeva in the reign of Harsha Deva, king of Kashmir, A. D. 1059-1071, is a story of Loha-jangha, a Brāhman of Mathurā, who was miraculously conveyed to Lanka: whence it may be inferred that at all events in the 11th century Loha-jangha, after whom the young Brāhman was named by the romancer, was recognized as a local power; and thus, though we need not suppose that any such monster ever existed, Loha-ban does in all probability derive its name from him.

The few local affixes that yet remain require no lengthened notice; of garh, or garhi, there are as many as twenty instances, viz., Nilkanth-garhi, a settlement of Jáesvár Thákurs; Sher-garh, a fortress commanding the Jamuná, built in the reign of Sher Shāh; Chamar-garhi, a colony of the factious Gújar tribe; Ahvaran-garhi; Chintá-garhi and Rustam-garhi, founded by Gahlot Thákurs in the reign of Aurangzeb; Badan-garh, commemorating Thákur Badan Siāh,
father of Súrāj Mall, the first Bharatpur Rájá; Ikhú-Fath-garh, founded by one of Súrāj Mall's officers; Birju-garhi, Chintá-garhi, Ináyat-garhi, Kankar-garhi, Lál-garhi, Máná-garhi, Mani-garhi, Rám-garhi, Shankar-garhi, Tilka-garhi, Bharú-garhi, and Tál-garhi, all founded by Játa during the fifty years that elapsed between the establishment of their brief supremacy and the British annexation. The name will probably never be used again as a local affix; and its extreme popularity during one half-century constitutes an interesting landmark in Indian provincial history, as proof of the troubled character of the country, when no isolated habitation was thought secure unless protected by a circuit of wall and ditch.

*Kherá*, as seen in Páli-kherá, Awa-kherá, Pál-kherá, Aira-kherá, Sar-kand-kherá, and Sel-kherá, invariably implies a state of comparative deprivation, which may be either of people or of land, according as it arises either from the emigration of the greater part of its inhabitants to some entirely different locality, or by the formation of a number of subordinate hamlets in the neighbourhood, which divide among themselves all the cultivated area and leave the old bazar merely as a central spot for common meeting.

*Patti* ordinarily implies a comparatively modern partition of family lands: thus the villages, into which the old township of Magora was divided by the four sons of the Tomar founder, are called after their names, Ajit-patti, Ghátampatti, Jájan-patti, and Rám-patti: and similarly Bújana was divided by the Játa into three villages known as Dilu-patti, Siú-patti, and Sultán-patti. The other four places in the district that have this affix do not, however, bear out the above rule. They are Lorha-patti, Nainu-patti, Patti Bahrám, and Patti Sakti. Nether of these has any companion hamlet dating from the same time as itself; and Nainu-patti is a place of considerable antiquity, which long ago was split up into eleven distinct villages.

Another word of precisely similar import is *Thok*. This is used in the Mahá-ban pargana as an element in the name of five out of the six villages that constitute the Sonai circle, and which are called Thok Bindávani, Thok Gyán, Thok Sárú, and Thok Sumeru.

*Khoh* is an exceptional affix, which occurs only once, in Mangal-khoh, the name of a village on a 'creek' of the old stream of the Jamuná. *Tata*, a bank, is similarly found once only, in Jamunaota, which is a contraction for Jamuna-tata.

Of *Sará* as an affix we have examples in A'zamábád Saráé, Jamál-pur Saráé, Mal Saráé, Saráé' Ali Khán, Saráé Dáúd, and Saráé Saliváhan. Only
at the two first is there any Sarie actually in existence; both of these are
large and substantial buildings erected by local Governors on the line of the
old Imperial road between Agra and Lâhor. The others were probably mere
ranges of mud huts, like the ordinary Sarie of the present day, and have there-
fore long since disappeared.

The Persian terminations ābūd and ganj, which predominate so largely in
some parts of India, have been little used in Hindi-speaking Mathurâ. Of ābūd
there are only six examples, being an average of one to each pargana, viz.,
A’zam-ābād and Murshid-ābād, each commemorating a local Governor in the
reign of Aurangzeb; Aurang-ābād, dating from the same period; Sa’dābâd, the
chief town on the demesne of Shâh-jâhân’s minister Sa’dullah Khân; and Asaf-
ābād, Bir-allâbâd, Gulshan-ābâd, and Salim-ābâd, named after founders of less
historical distinction.

Having thus passed in review every affix denoting ‘place’ that we have
been able to identify, we proceed to consider the second class of names, viz.,
those in which the affix signifies ‘possession.’ The examples under this head
are equally numerous and in a philological point of view of no less importance;
but the whole series is traversed by a single clue, and if this is grasped at the
beginning, it is found to lead so directly from one formation to another, that it
precludes all necessity of pausing for lengthy consideration at any particular
stage of the argument. Obviously, the simplest mode of expressing possession
is by attaching to the name of the owner the grammatical particle, whatever
it may be, which in consequence of its familiar use has been selected as the
special sign of the genitive or possessive case. This in modern Hindustani is
kt or kt, which we find employed in the following ten words, viz., Barkâ,
Mahanki, Berkâ, Marhâkî, Bhârtiyakâ, Bhûrekâ, Kânekâ, Marhuakâ, Salâkâ,
and Sûrkâ. In the last six names on the list the former part of the compound,
viz., Bhârtiya, Bhûrâ, &c., is known to be the name of the Jât founder of the
village. Thus we have an indisputable proof that about a century ago it was
not at all an uncommon thing to form names of places in this way. If no
earlier examples of the formation occur, it is most reasonable to explain their
absence by inferring, as in the case of purî, that in the course of time the rough
edges, that once marked the place where the word and its affix joined, have
become so worn and smoothed down that they can no longer be felt. Now by
eliding the k—a very simple proceeding and one quite in accordance with rule
—an amalgamation would be effected between the two elements of the com-
 pound which would totally alter their original appearance; and we have only
to reinsert it to discover the meaning of many names otherwise unintelligible.
Thus Bhálai, a settlement of Bhál Thákurs, is seen to represent Bhdl-ki (basti); Bághai is for Bág-h-ki; Madanai for Madan-ki; Ughai for Ugra-ki; Mahpai for Mahipa-ki; Jonai for Jamuná-ki (Jauna being mentioned by Vararuchi as the Prákrit form of Yamaná); and Semri, with its ancient temple of Syámalá Devi, for Syámalá-ki. Similarly, Indau is for Indra-ká and Karnau for Kar- na-ká: the representation of a + a by au rather than a being almost an invariable practice, as we see in ráu, a contraction for rójá, pánu for pada, nau for nava and tau for táta.

Ká, kt, however, are not the only signs of the genitive case in use; for in the Márwári dialect their place is occupied by rá, rt. Of this form, too, there are abundant examples, as might have been anticipated: for some centuries ago, migrations from Rájpútáná into Mathurá were very frequent and in a less degree continue to the present day. Thus, we have Umraurá, Lohurári, Ganesará, Bhurári, Puthri (from puth, a sand-hill), Bhainsára, Garumrá (for Garuda-rá) and Bágghrá, &c. At the last-named place the old village site is called Sher-ka-kherá, which puts the meaning of the word Bagharra beyond a doubt; the reduplication of the r being purely phonetic. In other names the consonant has not been reduplicated, but the same effect has been produced by lengthening the vowel. Such are Kunjera (where is Kunj-ban), Ráhera, Ránera (founded by Sissodia Thákurs, who named it after the Ráná of Chitor, whence they had migrated), Maghera, Nonera, and Konkera, &c.

The origin of the two particles ká and rt has been much disputed. I would suggest that they both represent an original kara, or kar. This we find used occasionally by Tulsi Dás as a substantive; as in the line tab kar as; vimoh ab nahin; ‘then the matter was so; now there is no delusion.’ More frequently it occurs as the sign of the genitive; and even in the line quoted it might be regarded in that light, by supposing an ellipse of some such word as hdl, or vyápárá. The transition from the one use to the other being so easy, it can scarcely be doubted that the particle and the substantive are really the same identical word. The loss of the final r would naturally cause a lengthening of the vowel, and thus kar becomes ká.

The alternative form rt may be explained by the elision of the initial k, which would ordinarily take place whenever kara was made the last member of a compound. Thus Ráná-kara becomes Ránára or Ránera; and the lengthening of the final a is not at all an exceptional phenomenon.

Not unfrequently, however, instead of being lengthened, the final a of the affix kara is dropt as well as the initial consonant. There consequently remains
only the letter r, which we see appearing as a final in such words as Kámar, Sabá,
Udhar, and Surír. Of these, Kámar (for Kám-ra) is probably an offshoot from the
neighbouring town of Kám-ban in Bharatpur territory, a famous place of Vaish-
nava pilgrimage; while Sabá and Udhar must have been named after their
respective founders, who in the one case is known to have been called Udh, or
Udhan, and in the other was probably some Sabhá. In Surír, which presents
peculiar difficulties, we fortunately are not left to conjecture. For a local
tradition attests that the town was once called Sugriv-ká Kherá. The resemblance
between the two names is slight that the people on the spot and the
unphilological mind generally would not recognize any connection between
them; but according to rules already quoted Sugriv-rá would pass naturally
into Surír, and the fact that it has done so is a strong confirmation of the
truth of the rules.

Another particle that is commonly used for investing substantives with a
possessive force is wūla, or wárd. Of this, as a component in a village name, we
have two illustrations in the district, viz., Pipálwára and Bhadanwára.* No satisfac-
tory attempt has hitherto been made to explain the derivation and primary
meaning either of this affix wūla, or of the somewhat less common hárd, which
is used in a precisely similar way. I take the latter to represent the
Sanskrit dhára (from the root dhari) in the sense of 'holding' or 'having,'
as in the compounds chhattrá-dhára, 'having an umbrella,' danda-dhára, ' hav-
ing a stick.' The elision of the d is quite according to rule, as in bahira, 'deaf,'
for badhira. Wūld, again, is I consider beyond any doubt the Sanskrit pāla, with
the same signification of ' keeping or 'having.' The substitution of v for p
is prescribed by Vararuchi in Sutra II., 15, who gives as an example the
Prákrit ādeo for the Sanskrit śāpa, 'a curse.' Thus we have from go-pāla, ' a
cow-keeper,' gowāla, and finally gwāla; from chaupāl the alternative form
chauvūrd, and from kotta-pāla, ' the governor of a fort,' the familiar kotwāl.

For the formation of adjectives that denote possession, the affix most
frequently employed, both in Sanskrit and modern Hindustani, is i. Thus
from dhán, 'wealth,' comes dhani, wealthy and from māla, 'a floral wreath'
comes māli, 'a florist.' Dr. Hunter, with much perverted ingenuity, has gone
out of his way to suggest that the latter are an aboriginal and non-Aryan race
and 'take their name from the tribal term for man, male, from which many

* It is curious to find in the English of the 9th century a word 'wárd' used precisely in the
same way. Thus the Mcræswara, or marsh folk, were the dwellers in the reclaimed flats of
Romney marsh; while the Cantwara inhabited the Caint, or open upland which still gives its
name to the county of Kent.
hull and forest people of northern and central India, possibly also the whole Malay race of the Archipelago, are called." I am not aware that in this theory he has found any followers: whatever the origin of the Malays, there is no more reason to suppose a connection between them and the Mális of our gardens, than between man, the biped, and man, a weight of 40 sers. As the letters of the alphabet are necessarily limited, it must occasionally happen that combinations are formed which are quite independent of one another and yet in appearance are identical. Among examples of the affix we find in Mathurá, from dhiming, 'a fisherman,' Dhimari, a fishing village on the bank of the Jamná: from a founder Husain, a village Husaini; from Pál, the favourite title of a Thákur clan, Páln; from Pingal, Pingari; from babul, the acacia, Babúri; from Khajar, Khajúri: and from kinára, ' the river bank,' Kinári. A lengthened form of the same affix is yá, which we find in Jagatiya and Khándiya.

Another affix, which in ordinary Sanskrit literature occurs as frequently as i and with precisely the same signification, is vat, vati. In vulgar pronunciation the consonant v generally passes into the cognate vowel; thus Bhagavati becomes Bhagoti, and Sarasvati, Sarasúti. I am therefore led to suspect that this is the affix which has been used in the formation of such village names as Kharat, Khatauta, Ajinothi, Bilothi, Kajirothi, Basonti, Báthi, Junsuthi, Sonoth, Bádauth, Barauth, Dhanoti, and Tatarota. All these places are presumably old, and nothing can be stated with certainty as to the period of the foundation, but the only one of them in any way remarkable is Báthi. Here is the sacred grove of Bahula-ban, with the image of the cow Bahula, who (as told in the Itihas*) addressed such piteous supplications to a tiger who was about to destroy her, that the savage beast could not but spare her life. A melá in her honour is still held on the fourth day of Kuwár, called ' Bahula chaturthi.' In every other instance where the ban is a place of any celebrity, it has supplied the foundation for the village name, and has probably done so here too. The transition from Bahula-vati to Báthi presents no insuperable difficulty; for a similar change of the dental into the cerebral consonant has occurred in the Hindi patten, 'a town,' and in mūrha, 'a fool,' for the Sanskrit mūdha; the insertion of the aspirate is the only irregularity which it is not easy to explain.

A third affix which can be more appropriately noticed here than elsewhere, though it has a somewhat different force, is a. This implies primarily 'a product,' or ' result.' Thus from ber, the fruit tree, comes the name of the

* A collection of stories supposed to have been related by Bhima-sena while he lay wounded on the field of battle.
village Bera, an orchard of ber trees; from Náhar, a man's name meaning 'lion,' Nahra; from Parsu, an abbreviation for Parsu-rám, Parsua; from Ráe [Sen], Raya; from Paramesvar Dás, Pavesara; and similarly Bisambhara, Dandisara, &c.

We may now pass on to the first sub-division of class III., in which are included all such village names as originally were identical, without addition or alteration of any kind, with the names borne by the founders; though the original identity, it must be remembered, is no guarantee against subsequent corruption. One of the earliest examples in the district is afforded by the village Son, which is said to have been the capital of a Rájá Son—or more probably Sohan—Pál, a Tomar Thákur from Delhi. Sonkh, Sonsa, and Sonoth, all three places in the immediate neighbourhood, would also seem to be named after him and to prove that he was an historical personage of at least considerable local importance. Another interesting illustration, which must also be of early date, is found in the name Dham Singh. Here Dham, which is the obsolete Prakrit form of dharma and is not understood at the present day, runs a great risk of being altered by people who aim at correctness, but lack knowledge, into the more intelligible word dhan. In modern times this style of nomenclature has been so prevalent that a single pargana—Mahá-bán—supplies us with the following examples, viz., Birbal, Gaju, Misri, Bhúra, Súraj, Bárú, Rausanga, Nauranga, Mursena, Bansa, Bhojua, Bhíma, and Súr. Of these, Rausanga for Rúp Sinha would scarcely have been recognizable but for the aid of local tradition. Occasionally the names of two brothers, or other joint founders, are combined, as we see in Sampat-jogi, Chúra-hansi, Bindu-buláki, and Harnaul. The latter is a curious contraction for Hara Navala; and as 'the swing' is one of the popular institutions of Braj, the word not unfrequently passes through a further corruption and is pronounced Hindol, which means a swing. This will probably before long give occasion to a legend and a local festival in honor of Rádhá and Krishna.

Under the same head comes the apparently Muhammadan name Noh; which, with the addition of the suffix jhil, is the designation of a decayed town on the left bank of the Jamuná to the north of the district. At no very great distance, but on the other side of the river, in Gurgánw, is a second Noh; and a third is on the Jalesar pargana, which now forms part of the Etá district. So far as I have any certain knowledge, the name is not found in any other part of India, though it occurs in Central Asia; for I learn from Colonel Godwin Austen that there is a Noh in Ladak or rather Rudok at the eastern end of the Pangang Lake, and on its very borders. The Yárkand
expedition is also stated in the papers to have reached Leh with Khotan, Kiria, Polu, and Noh, by the easternmost pass over the Kuen-lun mountains. Upon this point I may hope to acquire more definite information hereafter; the best maps published up to the present time throw no light on the matter, for though they give the towns of Kiria and Khotan, they do not show Noh, and its existence therefore requires confirmation. The three places in this neighbourhood all agree in being evidently of great antiquity, and also in the fact that each is close to a large sheet of water. The lake, or morass, at Noh jhil spreads in some years over an area measuring as much as six miles in length by one in breadth. It is no doubt to a great extent of artificial formation, having been excavated for the double purpose of supplying earth, with which to build the fort, and also of rendering it inaccessible when built. The inundated appearance of the country combines with the name to suggest a reminiscence of the Biblical Deluge and the Patriarch Noah. The proper spelling of his name, as Mr. Blochmann informed me, is Nūh, with the vowel a and the Arabic h, while Bādāon, who twice* mentions the town, in both places spells it with the imperceptible h; in the Kin-i-Akbari, however, which herein agrees with invariable modern usage, the final letter is the Arabic h. But if a reference to the Deluge were intended, the word Noh would not have been used simply by itself; standing as it does, it can scarcely be other than the name of the founder. Now (to quote Mr. Blochmann again) "Muhammadans use the name Nūh extremely rarely. Ādām, Mūsā, Yūsuf, and Ayūb are common; but on looking over my lists of saints, companions of Muhammad, and other worthies of Islam, I do not find a single person with the name Nūh; and hence I would look upon a connection of Noh with Noah as very problematical. I would rather connect it with the Persian nuḥ, 'nine,' which when lengthened becomes noh, not nūh; as the Persian diḥ, 'a village,' becomes deh, not dīh." But if we abandon the Semitic name, it will be better, considering the purely Hindu character of the country, to try and fall back upon some Sanskrit root, and I am inclined to regard the name as a Muhammadan corruption of nava—not the adjective meaning 'new,' but a proper name—and with the h added either purposely to mark the distinction, or inadvertently in the same way as rōjā is in Persian characters incorrectly written rōjah. In the Harivansā (line 1677) mention is made of a king Ushinara, of the family of Kaksheyu, who had five wives, Nrigā, Krimi, Navā, Darvā, and Drishadvati. They bore him each one son, and the boys were

* Once as the scene of a fight between Ikhāl Khān and Shams Khān of Bayāna (A. H. 992), and again as the place where Mubārak Shāh crossed the Jamuna for Jartoll.
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named Nriga, Krimi, Nava, Suı̂rvata and Sivi; of whom Nava reigned over Navarashtram; Krimi over Kumilā-puri; Sivi, who is said to be the author of one of the hymns of the Rig Veda (X. 179), over the Sivayas, and Nriga over the Yaudheyas. In the Mahābhārata the Usinaras are said to be a lower race of Kshatriiyas. They are mentioned by Pāṇini in a connection which seems to imply that they were settled in or near the Panjab; and in the Aitareya Brahmana, Usinara is collocated with Kuru and Panchāla. Again, Drishadvati, the fifth of Usinara's wives, recalls to mind the unknown river of the same name, which is mentioned by Manu as one of the boundaries of Brahmāvarta, and in the Mahābhārata as the southern boundary of Kurukshetra. From all this it may be inferred that the Navarshtra, over which Usinara's third son Nava reigned, cannot have been far distant from Mathurā and Gurgánw; and its capital may well have been the very place which still bears his name under the corrupt form of Noh or Nauh.

The second subdivision of class III. is of an extremely miscellaneous character and admits of no grouping, each name having a separate individuality of its own. Some of the more obvious examples have been already quoted: such as are Basai, 'a colony;' for the Sanskrit vasati (which at the present day is more commonly abbreviated by the alternative mode into bāstī); Chauki, 'an outpost' on the Gurgánw road; Nagariya, 'a small hamlet;' Barhū, 'a removal;' Garhi, 'a fort;' Mai, 'an estate;' Khor, 'an opening' between the Barsāna hills; Anyor, 'the other end' of the Gobardhan range; Pura, 'a town;' Kheriya, 'a hill;' and Toli, 'an allotment.' Others require more detailed explanation on account either of their intrinsic difficulty, or of the mythological disguise put upon them by the local pandits, who think there is no place in the whole of Braj which does not contain some allusion to Krishna. Thus they connect the word Mathurā with the god's title of Madhu-mathan; though the mere natural derivation is from the root mālt direct, in its primary sense of 'churning;' an exact grammatical parallel being found in the word 'bhidura, breakable,' a derivative from the root bhid, 'to break.' The name thus interpreted is singularly appropriate; for Mathurā has always been celebrated for its wide extent of pasture-land and many herds of cattle, and in all poetical descriptions of the local scenery 'the churn' is introduced as a prominent feature. I observe that Dr. Bājendralāla Mitra in a learned article on the Yavanas, published in the Calcutta Asiatic Society's Journal, has incidentally remarked upon a passage in the Sānti Parva of the Mahābhārat, in which the word Madhurā occurs, that this is the ancient form of Mathurā. Now I should hesitate to dispute any statement deliberately made by so eminent a scholar, but this appears to be a mere
obiter dictum, and I strongly doubt whether in the whole range of early Sanskrit literature the capital of Brāj is ever designated Madhurā. In the particular passage which he quotes, Lassen regards the word as the name of a river, and that the well-known city in the Dakhin is in the vernacular always spelt Madhura in no way affects the argument; for even if the two names are etymologically identical, which is probable but not certain, the dislike shown by all the languages of the south to the use of hard consonants is quite sufficient to account for the alteration.

Similarly the name of the country, Brāj, or Vraja, has nothing to do with the Vajra Senn, the son of Anirudh, who is said to have been crowned king of Mathurā on Krishna’s death; but comes immediately from the root vraj, ‘to go,’ and is thus a highly appropriate designation for a land of nomadic herdsmen. Equally at fault is the mythological derivation of ‘Bathen,’ the name of two large villages in the Kosi pargana, where Balaráma, it is said, ‘sat down’ (batthen) to wait for Krishna. Here, again, the real reference is to the pastoral character of the country, bathan being an archaic term to denote a grazing-ground. A still greater and more unnecessary perversion of etymological principles is afforded by the treatment of the word Khaira. This is popularly derived from the root kheidna, ‘to drive cattle,’ which was Krishna’s special occupation as a boy: but it is in fact the regular contraction of the Sanskrit khadira, the Acacia Arabica, more commonly known as the babul; as is proved by the contiguity of the village to the Khadira-ban, one of the twelve sacred groves. Other indigenous trees have contributed in like manner to the local nomenclature; thus the lodhra, or Symplocos, would seem to have furnished a name for the village of Lohi in the Māt pargana: the Tinduk Ghūt at Mathurā is probably so called not in honour of any pious ascetic, but with reference to the pasenu, or Diospyros, the Sanskrit tinduka, one of the most common trees in the district; and in the Sakra-ban, which gives its name to the village of Sakrāya, it would seem that the sakra intended is the tree, the Terminalia Arjuna, and not the god Indra, though he too is known by that title, which primarily means the strong or powerful.

The most interesting example of an elaborate myth based solely on the misunderstanding of a local name is to be found in the village of Bandi. Here is a very popular shrine, sacred to Bandi Anandi, who are said to have been two servants of Jasoda’s, whose special employment it was to collect the sweepings of the cow-shed and make them up into fuel. But in the inscription over the gateway leading into the court-yard of the temple, which is dated Samba
1575, there is no mention of Anandi whatever. Part is illegible, but the first words read clearly as follow: Svasti sri Sarvpard birajamdn Bandi Ji. Tasya sevak, &c. From this it may be inferred that Anandi has been added in very recent times simply for the sake of the alliterative jingle, and because there happened to be a second old figure on the spot that required some distinctive name. The original word was Bandi alone. The Gokul Gosains support their theory as to its etymology by making the Gobar Lila at Bandi one of the regular scenes in the dramatic performances of the Ban-jitra; but it is not accepted by the more old-fashioned residents of the village, who maintain that the local divinity was a recognized power long before the days of Krishna, who was brought there to offer at her shrine the first hair that was cut from his head. Their view as to the relative antiquity of the Bandi and the Mathurá god is certainly correct; for both the images now believed to represent Jasoda’s domestic servants are clearly effigies of the goddess Durgá. In the one she appears with eight arms, triumphing over the demon Mahishásur; in the other, which is a modern facsimile, made at Brindá-ban, after the mutilated original, she has four arms, two pendent and two raised above the head. Neither of them can represent a human handmaid; and thus they at once disprove the modern story, which would seem to be based on nothing more substantial than the resemblance of the word bandi to the Persian banda, meaning ‘a servant.’ The real derivation would be from bandya, or vandya, the future participle of the verb vand, signifying ‘venerable’ or ‘votary.’ Thus, what was once an epithet of a particular image of Devi became after a time its distinctive name; and eventually, being referred by the ignorance of the people to a more ordinary term of current speech, has originated a legend and a local festival for which in fact there is no foundation whatever.

The above is one illustration of a general rule that all presumably ancient local names are entirely different in origin and meaning from any terms of current speech with which they may happen to be identical in form. Thus, as we have already seen, the village Parson has no connection with parson, the common adverb of time; neither is Paitha so named, as being near the mouth of the cave into which the people of Braj ‘entered’ (paitha). Again, Rál, a large village in the Mathurá pargana, is not so called as being the scene of one of Krishna’s ‘battles’ (rāḍ), as local Pandits say; nor because the extensive woods round about it abound in rál, or ‘resin’; but rather it is a contraction of Rája-kula, ‘a king’s house;’ a compound of similar character with Gokul, a ‘cow house,’ the name of the town where
Krishna was nurtured by the herdsman Nanda. Rával, a village in the same neighbourhood, the reputed home of Rádha's maternal grandfather Surbhán, may be identical in meaning; or it may even represent an original Rádhabúla, in which case it would be curious as affording the earliest authority for Rádha's local existence and pre-eminent rank. Koila, again, is evidently not the bird called in Sanskrit Kókila and in Hindi Kóil; for who would dream of calling a place simply Cuckoo without any affix such as in the possible compound Cuckoo-town? Neither is it the exclamation Kótá, uttered by Vásudeva as he was bearing the infant Krishna across the Jamuná; for whatever the language then in vogue, it certainly was not modern Hindi: nor again; and for a similar reason, does the word Koila mean 'charcoal,' with a reference to the ashes of the witch Pútané, washed across the stream from the town of Gokul. But it may be taken for granted that the final consonant stands for rá and has the possessive force of that particle, while the former member of the compound is either Kó, 'the water-lily,' or Kó, for Króra, 'a wild boar.' The extensive morass in the neighbourhood, well known to sportsmen as the Koila jhíl, renders either derivation probable and appropriate. If the fact were not now placed on record, a few more years and the philologists who look for the origin of Indian names in every language, saving only the vernacular of the country, would seize the opportunity of declaring Koila to be merely a mispronunciation of the English 'quail.' Similarly, it may reasonably be conjectured that Kukar-gama is not so called because a Banjára in his travels happened to bury beside the village pond a favourite dog (kukarr), though the slab supposed to cover the dog's grave is still shown; but rather, as the village is certainly of ancient date and was colonized by Thákurs from Chitor, it is probable that its name commemorates the otherwise unknown founder, since Kukura occurs in the Mahábhárat as the proper name of a king, and may therefore have been at one time in common use. To pass yet more rapidly over a few other illustrations of the same rule, that apparent identity is equivalent to real difference: Kámár does not commemorate Krishna's gift of a blanket (kamél) to the shivering hermit Durvásas, but rather implies a migration from the older town of Káma; 'Ainch' does not refer to the 'stretching' of Krishna's tent-ropes, through the real derivation is doubtful; 'Jáu' is not the imperative verb 'go,' but a corruption of yána, 'lac.' Marna, now altered by office copyists to Bharna, has no relation to the 'death' of one of Krishna's enemies; and 'Jait' is not simply an abbreviation for játira, but (as shown by the village pronunciation Jaint) represents an original Jayanta, which occurs in Sanskrit as the name both of a river and a country.
It must, however, be borne in mind that the application of this rule is restricted exclusively to local names of ancient date. Thus the name of the village Sanket is really identical with the Sanskrit word sanket, meaning 'an assignation' or 'rendezvous'; the place which lies half-way between Barsana and Nandgánew, the respective homes of Rádhá and Krishna, having been so called by the Gosains of the 16th century with the special object of localizing the legend. Similarly, Pisáya with its beautiful forest of kadamb trees, to which the author of the Vraja-bhakti-vilása gives the Sanskrit title of Pipásavana, may really bear a name identical with the Hindi word pisáya, 'thirsty,' if the name was first assigned to the spot by the Gokul Gosains as a foundation for a story of Rádhá's bringing a draught of water for the relief of her exhausted lover. But this is questionable, since it appears that there is a place with the same name, but without any similar legend, in the Aligarh district: both are therefore most probably far anterior to the 16th century and susceptible of some entirely different explanation. The Aligarh Pisáya is, I find, described as having the largest jungle or grazing ground in that district; and this suggests that the word may very well be a corruption of the Sanskrit pasárya, 'fit for cattle.'

In all these and similar cases it is impossible to arrive at sound conclusions without a large amount of local knowledge; while the absurdity of the explanations advanced by the local Pandits demonstrates the equal necessity for acquaintance with at least the rudimentary laws of philological science. Scholastic speculations made without reference to physical features or to the facts of village history are always liable to summary disproof; and no one with any respect for his own reputation should think of pronouncing off-hand upon the derivation of the name of any place regarding the circumstances of which he has not very definite information. For example, as the village Jati-purá is on the border of the Ját state of Bhrant-pur, what could be more plausible than to say that it is so called as being a Ját colony; but, as a fact, it has always been inhabited by Bráhmans, and its founder was the Vallabháchárya Gosáin, Bithál-náth, who was popularly known by the name Jatíji. Similarly, while the Naugáma in the Chháta pargana really connotes the meaning which the form of the word most obviously suggests, viz., new town, the Naugáma near the city of Mathurá stands for an original nágagráma, and commemorates its founder, Nága. As a parallel example in English topography take the town of Bridge-water; the latter member of the compound referring not to any stream, as would naturally be supposed, but to the Norman chief Walter, who built his castle there. Again, Lodhauli (in accordance with the principles
stated in the earlier part of this chapter) might be at once set down as equivalent to Lodha-puri; but here, too, the caste of the residents forbids such a derivation, for they have always been not Lodhas, but Jádons; and the modern name is a perversion of Lalitá-puri. Phálen again and Siyára would be inexplicable but for the knowledge that they are built, the one on the margin of a pond, called Prahlád kund, and the other by the Chir Ghát, a very ancient and now comparatively neglected tirath on the Jamuná. The confusion between the letters s and ch is one of the peculiarities of the local dialect. Thus Amar Sinh is frequently called Amarchu; the village of Parsua, in the mouths of the villagers on the spot, is indistinguishable from Pilchua; Chakri, after becoming Saki, gives a name to Sakitra, where is an ancient shrine of Chakresvar; and so too Chira-hára becomes Siyára.*

Although it may safely be laid down as a general principle of Indian toponymy that the majority of names are capable of being traced up to Aryan roots, it is possible that the rule may have some exceptions. In the Mathurá and Mainpuri districts there is a current tradition that the older occupants of the country were a people called Kalíra. The name seems to support a theory advanced by Dr. Hunter in his Dissertation, where he quotes a statement from some Number of the Asiatic Society's Journal to the effect that the whole of India was once called Kolaria. On the strength of a number of names which he sees in the modern map, he concludes that the race, from whom that name was derived, once spread over every province from Burma to Malabar. He finds indications of their existence in the Kols of Central India; the Kolas of Katwár; the Kolís of Gujurášt; the Kolítas of Asám; the Kalíras, a robber caste in the Tamil country; the Kalárs of Tinnevelly, and the Kolís of Bombay, &c., &c. Upon most of these names, as I have no knowledge of the localities where they exist, I decline to offer any opinion whatever, and can only express my regret that Dr. Hunter has not exercised a little similar caution. For he proceeds to give a list of town-names, scattered as he says over the whole length and breadth of India, which seems to me of the very slightest value as a confirmation of his theory. No one should be better conversant than himself with the vagaries of phonetic spelling; and yet he gravely adduces as proof of the existence of a Kol race such names as Kulianpur and Kulian; though it is scarcely possible but that, if correctly spelt, they

* Chira is itself a contraction for chíwára, which shows that the elision of a simple consonant, which became the rule in Prákrit, was occasional also in pure Sanskrit. Similarly the Sanskrit word vija, 'seed,' which lexicographers derive from the root jiw with the prefix vi, is, I conceive, simply a colloquial form of víva, with which it is identical in meaning.
would appear as Kalyánpur and Kalyán; the latter being still a popular Hindi name and the Sanskrit for ‘auspicious.’ Moreover, if the race was ever so widely spread as he supposes, it is inconceivable that they should give their tribal name to the different towns they inhabited; for such names under the supposed circumstances would have no distinctive force. For example, if the Hindus were suddenly to be swept out of India, the race that superseded them would not find a single village bearing such a name as Hindu-pur, or Hindugánw. Obviously it is only a country that derives its name from a tribe, while towns and villages commemorate families and individuals. To ascertain who the Kalárs were is certainly an interesting question, but one upon which it is as yet premature to speak positively. My own impression is that the name denotes a religious rather than an ethnological difference, and that they were—in this neighbourhood at all events—Buddhists or Jains. At many of the places from which they are said to have been ejected by the ancestors of the present Ját or Thákur families, I have found fragments of Buddhist or Jain sculpture, which can only have been the work of the older inhabitants, since it is certain that the race now in possession have never changed their religion. It is, of course, possible that these Kalárs may have been non-Aryan Buddhists; but the old village names, which in several cases remain unchanged to the present day, such as Aira, Madem, Byonhín, &c., though of doubtful derivation, have certainly anything but a foreign or un-Indian sound.

These and a considerable number of other names yet require elucidation: but the words with which I prefaced the first edition of this work, in anticipation of the present argument, have now, I trust, been so far substantiated that I may conclude by repeating them as a summary of actual results. "The study of a list of village names suggests two remarks of some little importance in the history of language. First, so many names that at a hasty glance appear utterly unmeaning can be positively traced back to original Sanskrit forms as to raise a presumption that the remainder, though more effectually disguised, will ultimately be found capable of similar treatment: a strong argument being thus afforded against those scholars who maintain that the modern vernacular is impregnated with a very large non-Aryan element. Secondly, the course of phonetic decay in all its stages is so strictly in accord with the rules laid down by the Prákrit grammarians, as to demonstrate that the Prákrit of the dramas (to which the rules particularly apply), even though extinct at the time when the dramas were written for the delectation of a learned audience, had once been the popular language of the country; and as Anglo-Saxon imperceptibly developed into modern English, so has Prákrit
been transmuted into modern Hindi, more by the gradual loss of its inflections than by the violent operation of any external influences." Thus the recognition of Persian or any dialect of Persian as the vernacular of the country implies an historical untruth as regards the past, and can only be verified in the future by the obliteration of all existing traditions.

The following list shows the changes of most frequent occurrence in the conversion of Sanskrit words into Hindi:

1. \( a + a \), after the elision of a consonant, generally becomes \( au \) or \( ao \); thus from \( pada \) we have \( pdo \), or, by insertion of a nasal, \( p\ddot{n}w \); from \( r\ddot{j}d, r\ddot{d}o \); from \( t\ddot{a}t, \) 'father,' \( t\ddot{a}u \); from \( gh\ddot{d}t, \) 'a wound,' \( gh\ddot{d}u \); and from \( t\ddot{a}d\ddot{a}g, \) 'a pond' (itself derived from \( t\ddot{a}t, \) a slope), \( t\ddot{a}l\ddot{d}o \). So too in the \( R\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}y\ddot{a}n R\ddot{a}m\ddot{a} \) occasionally appears in the form \( R\ddot{a}u \).

2. Not unfrequently, however, \( a + a \) becomes \( e \): thus from \( b\ddot{a}d\ddot{a}r\ddot{a} \), the jujube, we have \( b\ddot{e}r \); and from \( k\ddot{a}d\ddot{a}l\ddot{a} \), a plantain, \( k\ddot{e}l\ddot{a} \). A similar substitution of \( e \) for \( d \) takes place in \( s\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}l \), the cotton-tree, for \( s\ddot{a}l\ddot{m}\ddot{a}l \); in \( s\ddot{a}j \), a couch, for \( s\ddot{a}y\ddot{a} \); and in \( t\ddot{e}r\ddot{a}k, \) thirteen, for \( t\ddot{r}a\ddot{y}\ddot{d}\ddot{a}s\ddot{a} \).

3. Conversely \( e + a \) is sometimes made equivalent to \( a + a \): thus \( d\ddot{e}v\ddot{a} \), after elision of the \( v \), becomes \( d\ddot{d}u \).

4. \( b\ddot{h} \) becomes \( h \): thus from \( a\ddot{b}\ddot{h}\ddot{r}a \) comes \( a\ddot{h}\ddot{r} \), and from \( T\ddot{i}r\ddot{a}b\ddot{h}\ddot{u}k\ddot{t}i \), the name of a country, \( T\ddot{i}r\ddot{h}\ddot{u}t \).

5. \( c\ddot{h} \) is elided: thus \( s\ddot{u}\ddot{c}\ddot{h}i \), 'a needle,' becomes \( s\ddot{t}\ddot{i} \).

6. \( d\ddot{h} \) becomes \( h \): thus from \( b\ddot{a}\ddot{d}\ddot{h}\ddot{r}a \), 'deaf,' we have \( b\ddot{h}\ddot{i}r\ddot{a} \); from \( m\ddot{a}d\ddot{h}\ddot{u}k\ddot{a} \), 'the Bassia latifolia,' \( m\ddot{a}\ddot{h}\ddot{u}a \); from \( v\ddot{a}\ddot{d}\ddot{h}u \), 'a female relation,' \( b\ddot{a}\ddot{h}\ddot{u} \); and, in the \( R\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}y\ddot{a}n, \) for \( k\ddot{r}\ddot{o}\ddot{d}\ddot{h}i \), 'angry,' \( k\ddot{h}\ddot{o}i \). So too the possessive affix \( d\ddot{h}\ddot{\ddot{a}}r\ddot{a} \) becomes \( h\ddot{a}r\ddot{a} \).

7. \( d \) occasionally becomes \( l \): thus from \( b\ddot{h}\ddot{d}\ddot{r}a \), 'good,' after elision of the conjunct \( r \), we have \( b\ddot{h}\ddot{a}l\ddot{a} \). This \( l \) again may be changed into \( r \): thus from \( V\ddot{i}\ddot{d}a\ddot{r}\ddot{b}\ddot{h}a \), the name of a country, comes \( B\ddot{i}r\ddot{a}r \).

8. \( k \) is elided: thus \( v\ddot{a}r\ddot{d}\ddot{h}\ddot{a}k\ddot{a}i \), 'a carpenter,' becomes \( b\ddot{a}\ddot{h}\ddot{a}i \); \( v\ddot{r}\ddot{i}\ddot{\ddot{c}}k\ddot{i}k\ddot{a} \), 'a scorpion,' \( b\ddot{i}\ddot{c}\ddot{h}\ddot{\ddot{u}}k\ddot{a} \); and \( s\ddot{\ddot{u}}k\ddot{a}r\ddot{a} \), 'a pig,' \( s\ddot{\ddot{\ddot{v}}r\ddot{a}r \).

9. \( k \) may also become \( h \): thus in the \( R\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}y\ddot{a}n, a\ddot{l}\ddot{h}a \) stands for \( a\ddot{l}\ddot{k}a, \) 'false.' So also \( k\ddot{h} \): thus \( m\ddot{u}\ddot{k}\ddot{h}a, \) after insertion of the nasal, becomes \( m\ddot{u}\ddot{n}\ddot{h} \).

10. \( l \) in a conjunct is elided: thus \( v\ddot{a}l\ddot{k}\ddot{a}l, \) 'the bark of a tree,' becomes \( b\ddot{\ddot{k}}k\ddot{a}l \). Occasionally also simple \( l \); as \( o\ddot{k}\ddot{h}\ddot{\ddot{a}}l, \) 'a mortar,' for \( u\ddot{l}\ddot{u}\ddot{k}\ddot{h}\ddot{\ddot{a}}l \).
11. *m* and *v* are interchangeable: thus *dhivara*, ‘a fisherman,’ becomes *dhímar*; *gauna* stands for *gamana*, *Bhamani* for *Bhavná*, and *kunvar* for *kumára*. Similarly *jun*, or *jaun*, in the sense of ‘time,’ stands for *jám*, the Sanskrit *yáma*, the nasal being an insertion. So also in the Gitá *Gobinda vámana* is made to rhyme with *pávana*.

12. A nasal can be inserted anywhere, as in *gánu*, ‘a village,’ for *gráma*, and in *kaun*, ‘who,’ for *ko*.

13. *p* simple is elided: as in *kúa*, ‘a well,’ for *kúpa*; *bhúla*, ‘a king,’ for *bhúpalá*; *kuit*, the tree *Feronia elephantum*, for *kapithha*; and *aur*, the conjunctive particle, for *apara*. So also when standing first in a conjunct; thus from *supta*, ‘asleep,’ comes *sota*. It may also be changed into *v*, as in *gwála*, for *gopálá*, and *kotwal* for *kótta-pála*.

14. *r* becomes *n*: thus *karavíra*, ‘the oleander,’ becomes *kanavíra*, *kanera*, *kanel*.

15. *r* in a conjunct is elided: thus *gráma*, ‘a village,’ becomes *gám*, or *gánu*; *karma*, ‘an act,’ *kám*; *Srácán*, the month so called, *Sávan*; *vártta*, ‘business,’ *bát*; and *vartman*, ‘a road,’ *bát*, where the charge of the dental into the cerebral *t* compensates for the loss of the final *n*.

16. *sh* is converted into *kh*, optionally, whenever it occurs. Similarly the Greek *βοξη* represents the Sanskrit *varsha*, and in the modern Cretan dialect becomes again *vroshé*.

17. Cerebral *t* occasionally becomes *r*: thus from *parkati*, ‘the Ficus venosa,’ we have *pákár*.

18. *t*, when simple, is elided: thus from *játi-phálu*, ‘a nut-meg,’ comes *jái-phál*: and from *Sitalá*, the goddess of small-pox, *síyar*. Thus, too, in the Rá máyana, *Sítá* frequently appears as *Śita*, or *Siya*.

19. *v* when simple is elided: as in *upás*, ‘a fast,’ for *upavás*.

20. Simple *y* is elided: as in *mór*, ‘a peacock,’ for *mayára*; *Prág* for *Prayág*; and *Ojha*, ‘a particular caste,’ for *Upádhyáya*.

21. The loss of one consonant in a conjunct receives compensation in the lengthening of the preceding vowel: thus we have *nim* for *nimba*; *náti*, ‘a grandson,’ for *naptrí; ḍge*, ‘before,’ for *agre; āk*, the plant *Asclepias gigantea*, for *arká; ādhá*, ‘half,’ for *urdha*; and *rítá*, ‘empty,’ for *rikta*. 
Any philological student who wishes to prosecute further inquiries in this interesting subject will find all the laws of euphonic mutation most exhaustively discussed and illustrated in Dr. Høernle's Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages, a work that appeared simultaneously with the former edition of this Memoir. Both for breadth of research and accuracy of analysis it is a book beyond all praise and may justly be ranked—in its own particular sphere—with the famous Grammar of Bopp, which forms the basis of all modern comparative philology.
CHAPTER XIII.

PARGANA TOPOGRAPHY.

I.—PARGANA KOSI.

The pargana of Kosi is the most northern of the three on the western side of the Jamuná and borders on the district of Gurgaon. It is the smallest of the Mathurá six, having an area of only 154 square miles. It yields an annual revenue of Rs. 1,52,013. Its villages, sixty-one in number, with six exceptions, are all bhaiyáchari, divided into infinitesimal shares among the whole of the community; so that, barring a few shopkeepers and menial servants, every resident is to some extent a proprietor. In the ordinary course of events, all would be, not only members of the same caste, but also descendants of one man, the founder of the settlement; but in many instances, in spite of the right of preemption, several of the subordinate shares have been bought up by outsiders. A fresh assessment is made privately every year; and, according to the amount of land actually under cultivation, each tenant proprietor pays his quota of the revenue at so much per bigha, and enjoys the remaining profits as his private income. The Government demand is realized through the head-men or lumber-dars, of whom there are generally several in each village. As a natural result of this minute sub-division of estates, there is not a single landed proprietor in the whole pargana of any social distinction. The two wealthiest inhabitants are both traders in the town of Kosi—Chunni Lál, son of Mohan Lál, and Kusháli Ram, son of Lál Ji Mall—with incomes of Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 4,943 respectively. The former has no land at all, the other owns one small village.

Of the six zamindári villages, only two were so previous to the last settlement; viz., Pákhar-pur, the property of Kusháli Rám above mentioned, and Jáu, a purchase of the Lálá Bábú. The other four have acquired their exceptional character only within the last few years; Garhi having been bought from the Játs by Sah Kundan Lál, of Lakhnau; Majhoi and Rám-pur having been conferred, after the mutiny, on Rájá Gobind Singh, of Háthrás, and Chauki on Shiv Sahay Mall, of Delhi, at the same time. One maháá of Chaundras has also quite recently been constituted into a zamindári; and two or three other villages, now in the hands of money-lending mortgagees, will probably become so before long.

The Muhammadans number only 8,093 out of a total population of 65,298, and, with the exception of a few scattered families, are almost confined to seven places, viz., Barba, Bisambhara, Dotána, Jalál-pur, Kosi, Mahroli, and Sháhpur,
At three of these, viz., Bisambhara, Dotána, and Jalál-pur, they even slightly out number the Hinduś.

The predominant Hindu casts are Játs, Jádons and other Gaurna, i.e., spurious, Thákur tribes. There are also a considerable number of Gújars, though these latter have now in every place ceased to be proprietors. They muster stronger in the adjoining pargana of Chhátá, and were ringleaders of disaffection during the mutiny. In consequence, eight of their villages—Majhó and Rám-pur in Kosí, Basái, Husaini, Jatwári, Karhri, Khursí and Ujánhí in Chhátá—were confiscated and conferred on Rájá Gobind Sinh. They had previously disposed of their four other Chhátá villages, Chamar-garhi, Dhímri, Gulál-pur and Pir-pur, to the Lálá Bábú. The course of years has not reconciled the ejected community to their changed circumstances, and so recently as the 29th of September, 1872, the widowed Rání’s agent, Jay Rám Sinh, was, in result of a general conspiracy, barbarously murdered at night while sleeping in the Jatwári chaupdl. Six of the murderers were apprehended, and, after conviction of the crime, were sentenced to death, but one escaped from the jail before the sentence was executed.

In the year 1857, the period, during which there was no recognition of government whatever, extended from the 12th of July to the 5th of December. With the exception of the Gújars, who assembled at Sher-garh and distinctly declared themselves independent, there was little or no ill-feeling towards the British Crown expressed by any class of the population; though many persons took advantage of the favourable opportunity for paying off old scores against ill neighbours, and especially for avenging themselves on their natural enemies, the patwáris, or village accountants, and Bohrás, or money-lenders. Thus there was a pitched battle between Hathána and the adjoining village of Bánswa in Gurgáon; the patwáris at Barha and Bisambhara had all their papers destroyed; at Pákharpur, Ganga Dán, bohá, was plundered by the zamindárs of Kádona and Sirthála; at Kotban, Dhan-ráí, bohá, was only set at liberty on payment of a ransom; and at Little Bathan, Lekhrúj, bohra, after seeing all his papers seized and burnt, was himself put to death. The Játs of Kámár, after plundering Moti Rám, bohá, proceeded to turn the police out of the place, and raised a flame which spread across the border into the adjoining district; but they afterwards atoned for this indiscretion by the assistance which they gave to the Deputy Collector, Imdád Ali, in suppressing the Gújars.

The trees most commonly found growing wild in the pargana are the nám and the pilá, while every piece of waste ground (and there are several such
tracts of large extent,) is dotted with clumps of *karil*. The soil is not suited to the growth of the mango, and there are scarcely any considerable orchards either of that or indeed of any other fruit tree; the one at Sháh-pur being the only notable exception. Of the total area of 97,301 acres, there are 71,490 of arable land; the crops most extensively grown being *joár, chana*, and barley. The wheat sold at the Kosi market comes chiefly from across the Jamuná. The number of wells has been much increased in late years and is now put at 1,879, of which 846 are of masonry construction. The Jamuná, which forms the eastern boundary of the pargana, is crossed by ferries at Sháh-pur, Khairálí, and Majhói. The new Agra Canal passes through the villages of Hathána, Kharót, Hasanpur Nagara, Kosi, Aziz-pur, Tumaula, and Dham Sinha, a length of ten miles, and is bridged at Kharót, Kosi, Aziz-pur, and Tumaula. The high road to Delhi traverses the centre of the pargana, passing through the town of Kosi and the villages of Kotban, Aziz-pur, and Dotána; and from the town of Kosi there is a first-class unmetalled road to Sher-garh, a distance of eleven miles. The *Balkabandi*, or Primary, schools are twelve in number, being one for every five villages, an unusually favourable average: the attendance, however, is scarcely so good as in some other parts of the district; as it is difficult to convince a purely agricultural population that tending cattle is not always the most profitable occupation in which boys can be employed.

In addition to the capital, there are only four places which merit special notice, viz., Batán, Dotána, Kúnar, and Sháh-pur.

**Kosi** is a flourishing municipality and busy market town, twenty-six miles from the city of Mathurá, most advantageously situated in the very centre of the pargana to which it gives a name and on the high road to Delhi. As this road was only constructed as a relief work in the famine of 1860, it avoids all the most densely inhabited quarters, and the through traveller sees little from it but mud walls and the backs of houses. The Agra Canal runs nearly parallel to it still further back, with one bridge on the road leading to Majhói and Sher-garh, and another at Azíz-pur, a mile out of the town on the road to Mathurá.

The zamindárs are Júts, Shaikhs, and Brahmins; but the population, which amounts to 11,231, consists chiefly of baniyas and Muhammadan *kasábs*, or butchers, who are attracted to the place by its large trade in cotton and cattle. It is estimated that about 75,000 *mans* of cotton are collected in the course of the year and sent on down to Calcutta.*

---

* The exportation of cotton for the whole district was estimated in the year 1872-73 at 225,858; the exportation therefore must be very considerable.
The nakkhās, or cattle market, is of large extent and supplied with every convenience—a fine masonry well, long ranges of feeding troughs, &c. On every beast sold the zamindārs levy a toll of two anas, and the Chaudharis as much; in consideration for which payment they are bound to maintain two chaukidārs for watch and ward, and also to keep the place clean and in repair. Prices, of course, vary considerably, but the following may be taken as the average rates:—Well-bullocks from Rs. 30 to Rs. 60 each; cart-bullocks from Rs. 50 to 75; a cow from Rs. 15 to 50; a calf from Rs. 10 to 30; a buffalo from Rs. 25 to 50; and a male buffalo calf from Rs. 2 to 10. There are two market days every week, on Tuesday and Wednesday; and in 1868-69, when a tax of one and a quarter ana was levied on every beast sold, it yielded as much as Rs. 2,188-13-0; the zamindars' receipts at two anas a head and the Chaudharis' at the same rate amounted to Rs. 3,502-2-0 each. Taking Rs. 25 as an average price per head, which would be rather below than above the mark, the amount of money changing hands in the course of the year was Rs. 7,00,425. The exports of grain are put at 200,000 mans and there are in the town some 100 khattas, or cellars, ordinarily well filled with reserve stores for the consumption, not only of the residents, but also of the numerous travellers passing up and down the great thoroughfare on which the town stands, and who naturally take in at Kosi several days' supplies, both for themselves and their cattle. There is also very considerable business done in country cloth, as all the villages in the neighbourhood are purely agricultural, and supply most of their wants from the one central mart.

As the town lies in a hollow, it is liable to be flooded after a few days' continuance of heavy rain by a torrent which pours in upon it from Hodal. This was the case in 1873, when much damage was done to house property; and the subsequent drying up of the waters—which was a tedious process, there being no outlet for their escape—was attended with very general and serious sickness. The only remedy lies in developing the natural line of drainage, and the necessity of some such operation has forced itself upon the notice of the canal department; but no definite steps have yet been taken in the matter.

The income of the municipality is about Rs. 12,000 per annum; but this sum is a very inadequate test of the actual trade done, since there is no duty either on cotton or on cattle, excepting beasts intended for slaughter.

The area of the parish is 2,277 acres, on which the Government demand used to be Rs. 6,700; but the assessment was proved to be too severe by the distress it caused to the zamindars, and it was reduced to Rs. 4,790.
The principal annual melas, or fairs, are—1st, the Dasahara, only started between forty and fifty years ago by Lalu Singh, khattri, and Darbári Singh, baniya; 2nd, the Muharram; and 3rdly, the Phul-dol, on Chait badi 2, which is a general gathering for all the Jâts of the Denda pál from Dah-gánw Kot-ban, Nabi-pur, Umraura, and Nagara Hasan-pur.

In the centre of the town stands a large Sarúe, covering nineand-a-half bighas of land, with high embattled walls, corner kiosques, and two arched gateways, all of stone, ascribed to Khwájá I’tibárár Khán, governor of Delhi, in the reign of the Emperor Akbar. On the inside there are ranges of vaulted apartments all round, and the principal bazír lies between the two gateways. The building has been partially repaired by the municipality at a cost of Rs. 4,000, and if the inner area could be better laid out, it might form a remunerative property. At present it yields only an income of between Rs. 300 and 400 a year; even that being a considerable increase on what used to be realised. A large masonry tank, of nearly equal area with the sarúe, dates from the same time, and is called the Ratmákar Kund, or more commonly the 'pakka taláo.' Unfortunately it is always dry except during the rains. The municipality were desirous of having it repaired, but it was found that the cost would amount to Rs. 3,500, a larger sum than the funds could afford. The enclosing walls are twenty feet high and the exact measurement is 620 by 400 feet. Three other tanks bear the names of Mayá-kund, Bisákha-kund, and Gomati-kund, in allusion to places so styled at the holy city of Dwáráká, or Kusasthali—a circumstance which has given rise to, or at least confirms, the popular belief that Kosi is only a contraction of Kusasthali. The Gomati-kund, near which the fair of the Phul-dol is held, Chait badi 2, is accounted the most sacred and is certainly the prettiest spot in the town. The pond is of considerable size, but of very irregular shape and has a large island in the middle. There are two or three masonry gháts, constructed by wealthy traders of the town, and on all sides of it there are a number of small shrines and temples overshadowed by fine kadamb, pipal, and bar trees, full of monkeys and peacocks; while the tank itself is the favourite haunt of aquatic birds of different kinds. There are a few handsome and substantial private houses in the quarter of the town called Baladeva Ganj; but as a rule the shops and other buildings have a very mean appearance; and though there are a number of Hindú temples and four mosques, they, too, are all quite modern and few have any architectural pretensions.

A little beyond the town on the Delhi side close to the new canal and not far from the Idgáh is a tirath called Mábhai, with a masonry tank and temple,
which is looked after by a Pandit of the Rádhá Ballabh sect, called Bál-mukund. When I went to see him, he would only talk in Sanskrit and derived the name of the place from Mā bhaishih, 'fear not,' the exclamation of Krishna to the herdsmen when the forest was set on fire. But there was an old fort of the same name in the Bulandshahr district near the town of Kliurja, where no such legendary explanation would be applicable. The word is a peculiar one, and I am unable to offer any suggestion regarding it.

The Sarāugis, or Jainis, have three temples at Kosi, dedicated respectively to Padma-Prabhu, the sixth of the Jinas or Tirthánkaras; Nem-náth, or Arishtanemi, the twenty-second; and Mahávíra, or Vardhamána the twenty-fourth and last of the series,* who is supposed to have died about the year 500 B. C. A festival is held at the temple of Nem-náth, which is the smallest and most modern of the three, on the day after the full moon of Bhúdon, when water is brought for the ablution of the idol from a well in a garden at some little distance. Any processional display, or beating of drums, or uttering of a party cry is so certain to result in a riot that extra police are always told off to prevent anything of the kind, and to confine every religious demonstration strictly within the walls of the temple. The antipathy to the rival faith on the part of the Vaishnava Hindus is so strong that it is ordinarily expressed by saying that it would be better, on meeting a mad elephant in a narrow street, to stand still and be trampled to death than to escape by crossing the threshold of a Jaini temple.

As regards the essential matters of conservancy, water supply and road communication, the condition of the town is satisfactory and has been much improved by municipal action. Most of the streets are either metalled or paved, and lighted by lamps at night. A neat dispensary has been opened and is well attended, though as yet it has no accommodation for indoor patients. A small bungalow has been built for the meetings of the committee and for occasional use as a rest-house; the ground between it and the dispensary being laid out as a garden for the supply of fruit and vegetables and as a decorative feature at the entrance of the town. A new market was also designed with lines of substantial brick-built and stone-fronted shops of uniform character, arranged on three sides of a square, which was secured end levelled for the purpose. In order to further the speedy completion of a work which it was thought would so much improve both the appearance of the town and also the finances

* Each Tirthánkara has his own distinctive sign: Mahávíra, a lion; Padma-Prabhu, a lotus; Nem-náth a conch; Chandra-Prabhu, a moon, &c.; and it is only by these marks that they can be distinguished from one another, as all are sculptured in the same attitude.
of the municipality, a loan of Rs. 12,000 was contracted, with the sanction of Government, to be repaid in the course of four years by half-yearly instalments, beginning from October, 1874. Before application was made for the loan, Rs. 6,000 had been already expended, and with a further allotment, to about the same extent, from ordinary municipal income, the market might have been completed by the end of 1878. But unexpected changes in the schedule of taxation reduced the octroi receipts so considerably that the annual income was nearly all exhausted by the charges for establishment, repairs, and the repayment of the loan. Thus the work dragged slowly on; and since I have left the district has come, I believe, to a dead standstill. At its commencement an illustration was afforded of the extraordinary mania with which the local baniyas are possessed for hoarding large quantities of grain. This they do in the hope that a year of famine will come when they will be able to realise a rapid fortune by selling their stores at enormously high rates. As the grain is simply thrown into a pit sunk in the ground, and no precautions taken to preserve it from the damp, in a few years the greater part of it becomes quite unfit for human consumption, and its sale would only increase the general distress by spreading disease. This, however, is a consideration which has no influence on the mind of a baniya: he has a fixed method of squaring accounts with Providence, and holds that the foundation of a sumptuous temple, at the close of his life, is an ample atonement for all sins of fraud and peculation, and the only one which Divine justice is entitled to demand from him. Such a pit came to light after the heavy rains of 1873. Five of the shops then in course of construction began to settle and give way to such an extent that they had to be taken down. On digging a few feet below the foundations to ascertain, if possible, the cause of the accident, a subterranean granary was revealed with an invoice stating that it had been filled in Sambat 1898 (1841 A.D.), and contained in all 1,303 mans of different kinds of grain. The greater part of this was so much damaged that it had to be destroyed, and the sale of the remainder realised only Rs. 324, which did not cover the cost incurred in digging it out, filling up the pit, and rebuilding the shops.

The tahsli school was built by the Public Works Department at a cost of Rs. 6,000. The police, maintained by the municipality on an annual grant of Rs. 1,800, are located in a corner of the sarao, with an entrance made through the old wall directly on to the high road, opposite the parao. The latter is the property of private individuals, who levy a toll on every animal or vehicle driven into its enclosure,—the rates being fixed by the municipality—and pay Rs. 10 a month for the monopoly.
On the 31st of May, 1857, the rebels on their march to Delhi stopped at Kosi and, after burning down the Customs bungalow and ransacking the police station, proceeded to plunder the tahsili, but Rs. 150 was all that they found in the treasury there. The records were scattered to the four winds, but were to a great extent subsequently recovered. The Musalmáns of Dotána, the Játs of Aziz-pur, and the Gújars of Majhóri and Rám-pur lent a willing hand to any deed of mischief; but the townspeople and the inhabitants of the adjoining villages of Hasan-pur Nagara, Umraura, Dahgánw and Nabi-pur, gave what assistance they could in maintaining order, and as an acknowledgment of their good behaviour one year's jama was remitted and a grant of Rs. 50 made to each lumberdár. The position of the town between Agra and Delhi and the strength of its fortified sáré have rendered it a place of some importance at other periods of local disturbance. Thus, in 1774, the Ját Raja, Ranjit Sinh, on his retreat to Barsána, occupied it for some time and again, in 1882, after the death of Najaf Khan, his nephew, Mirza Shafi, fled to it as a temporary refuge from before his rival Afrázýáb Khan.

**Bathan, Great and Little**, are two populous and extensive Jat villages (the former with a Halkabaní school) in the immediate neighbourhood of the town of Kosi. According to popular belief, the name is derived from the circumstance that Balaráma here sat down ' (baithen) to wait for his brother Krishna'; but like so many of the older local names, which are now fancifully connected with some mythical incident, the word is really descriptive simply of the natural features of the spot, *bathan* being still employed in some parts of India to denote a pasture-ground for cattle. In the same way Brinda-ban, 'the tulsí grove,' is now referred to a goddess Vrindá; Loh-ban, 'the lodhri grove,' to a demon Loha-jangha; and Kotban, 'the limit or last of the groves,' to a demon Kota, whose head was tossed to Sirthala, and his hands to Hathána. On the outskirts of Great Bathan is an extensive sheet of water with a masonry ghát built by Rúp Rám, the Katára of Barsána, which, by its name Balbhadrá-Kund, has either occasioned, or at least serves to perpetuate the belief that Balaráma was the eponymous hero of the place. Here, on *Choít bádi 3*, is held the Holanga Fair, when some 15,000 to 16,000 people assemble and a sham fight takes place between the women of Bathan, who are armed with clubs, and the men from the neighbouring village of Jáv, who defend themselves with branches of the acacia. At a distance of two miles, between two smaller groves, each called Pádár Ganga, the one in Bathan, the other in Jáv, is Kokilaban, the most celebrated in Hindi poetry of all the woods of Braj: so much so,
indeed, that the word is often used as a synonyme for 'the garden of Eden.' It comprises a wide and densely-wooded area,* the trees becoming thicker and thicker towards the centre, where a pretty natural lake spreads cool and clear, and reflects in its deep still waters the over-hanging branches of a magnificent banyan tree. It is connected with a masonry tank of very eccentric configuration, also the work of Rúp Ráma; on the margin of which are several shrines and pavilions for the accommodation of pilgrims, who assemble here to the number of some 10,000, Bhadon sudi 10, when the Rás Lila is celebrated. There is also a walled garden, planted by a Seth of Mirzapur, who employed as his agent Ghan-pat Ráma, one of the Kosi traders. It has a variety of shrubs and fruit trees; but, like most native gardens, is rapidly becoming a tangled and impenetrable jungle. Adjoining it is a bárah dari, or pavilion, constructed in 1870, by Nem Ji, another Kosi baniya, out of money left for the purpose by his brother Bansi dhar. A fair is held in the grove every Saturday and a larger one on every full moon, when the principal diversion consists in seeing the immense swarms of monkeys fight for the grain that is scrambled among them. The Bairági belongs to the Nimbárak Sampradáya.

Between Kokila-ban and the village is another holy place, called Kabir-ban besides the Pádar-Gangá. The origin of the word Pádar is obscure; it is interpreted by kara, 'green,' and therefore may be a corruption of the Sanskrit páda, 'a tree.'†

At little Bathan, a curious ridge of rock, called Charan Pahár, crops up above the ground, the stone being of precisely the same character as at Barsána and Nand-gánw. It was once proposed to utilize some of it for engineering purposes, but such strenuous objections were raised that the design was never carried into execution. The name of the present hermit is Radhiká Dás. This, it is said, was one of the places where Krishna most delighted to stop and play his flute, and many of the stones are still supposed to bear the impress of his 'feet,' charan. The hill is of very insignificant dimensions, having an average height of only some twenty or thirty feet, and a total length of at most a quarter of a mile. On the rock are several specimens of the tree called Indrajau (Wrightia tinctoria), which I have not seen elsewhere. In the cold weather it is almost entirely bare of leaves, but bears bunches of very long slender dark-green

---

* It is 212 bighas in extent; 54 bighas being held rent-free by the Mahant of the Hermitage, who also has all the pastureage and fallen timber of the whole area, with a further endowment of 22 bighas of arable land in Jáv.

† It is mentioned by name in the Vraja-bhakti-viláas as पाडरबन
pods, each pair cohering lightly at the tip. There is also an abundance of a
craggy shrub called Ganger, a species of Grewia (?) and a creeper with white
sweet-scented flowers which may be the zedoary. Its native name is *nirbisi*.
In the small belt of jungle, which environs the hill, may also be found almost
every variety of the curious inedible fruits for which Braj is noted, viz., the
karil, plu, pasendu, hingot, barna, and anján-rukh. A little beyond the neighbour-
boring town of Kāmar, just across the Gurgion border, is a very similar ridge
called the Bichor hill, from a large village of that name.

**DOTÁNA,** population 1,185, is a Muhammadan village on the high road
between Kosi and Chhátá with a number of old buildings which are sure to attract
the traveller’s attention. There are seven large tombs dating from the time of
Sháhjáhán and Aurangzeb if not earlier (there are no inscriptions) three
mosques of the same period, erected respectively by Ináyat-ullah Khán,
Kázi Haidar Khán and Ruh-ullah Khán; a modern mosque founded by Abd-ul
Barkat, and four small gardens.

A masonry tank, which covers an area of 12 bighas and is in good
repair, though dry for the greater part of the year, is said to have been
constructed by the village founder Kabir-ud-din Auliya. One of his most
illustrious descendants was Sádullah Khán, from whom the town of Sádabad
derives its name, the minister of Sháhjáhán, in whose reign Dotána is said to
have been a large town. Shernagar originally belonged to the same family, and
three members of it are commemorated by the three Pattis, called respectively
Lál, Ruh-ullah and Malak. A distributary of the canal runs within a few
yards of the tank, which might easily be filled from it. Near it is the tomb of
Kudús and Anwar, two of the village patriarchs.

Many of the large brick houses in the village are in a most ruinous condi-
tion, and the zamindárs are now in poor circumstances. In the mutiny they
joined the rebels in plundering the Kosi Tahsili, and part of their estate was
confiscated and bestowed on Kunvar Shám Prasád, a Kashmiri, formerly
Tahsildar of Mahá-ban, who has transferred it to his sister, Maháráni. The
name Dotána is thought to be derived from Dánton, a tooth-brush, and if so,
is rather suggestive of Buddhist legends. The place is mentioned by Bishop
Heber in his Journal, who writes: "January 7th, 1825.—Traversed a wild but
more woody country to Dotána. Here I saw the first instance of a custom
which I am told I shall see a good deal of in my southern journey, a number
of women, about a dozen, who came with pitchers on their heads, dancing and
singing to meet me. There is, if I recollect right, an account of this sort of dance
in Kehama. They all professed to be Gopis, or milk-maids, and are in fact, as the thánadár assured me, the wives and daughters of the Gwálá caste. Their voices and style of singing were by no means unpleasant; they had all the appearance of extreme poverty, and I thought a rupee well bestowed upon them, for which they were very thankful.” There can be no doubt also that this is the place to which John de Lact, in 1631, alludes in his India Vera, though he calls it Akbar-pur, the name of the next village. “This was formerly a considerable town; now it is only visited by pilgrims who come on account of many holy Muhammadans buried here.” Annual fairs are still held in honor of three of these holy men, who are styled Hasan Shahid, Sháh Nizám-ud-dín, and Pir Shakar-ganj, alias Bábá Faríd. The shrines, however, are merely commemorative and not actual tombs; for Hasan, “the Martyr,” is probably Ali’s son, the brother of Hussain; Nizám ud-dín Aulia is buried at Delhi; and the famous Faríd-ud-dín Ganj-i-Shakkar lies at Fák Patan near the Satlaj.

KÁMAR, population 3,771, six miles from Kosi on the Gurgáon border, is still a populous Ját town with a considerable trade in cotton; but in the early part of last century was a place of much greater wealth and importance, when a daughter of one of the principal families was taken in marriage by Thákur Badan Sinh of Sahár, the father of Suraj Mall, the first of the Bharat-pur Rájás. On the outskirts of the town is a large walled garden with some monuments to his mother’s relations, and immediately outside it a spacious masonry tank filled with water brought by aqueducts from the surrounding rakhyas. This is more than a thousand acres in extent, and according to village computation is three kos long, including the village, which occupies its centre. For the most part the trees are exclusively the plílu, or salúvóra oleóides, very old, with hollow trunks and strangely gnarled and distorted branches. The fruit, which ripens in Jeth, is sweet and largely eaten by the poor, but as a rule not sold, though some is occasionally dried and exported. A Bairági of the Nimbárák Sampradáya, by name Mangal Dás, has a hermitage with a small temple of Bihári Ji, in the midst of some fine kadamb trees, which form a conspicuous group at one end of the rakhya. He has a great reputation for sanctity and the offerings made during the last 30 years have enabled him to have a fine masonry tank constructed, of great depth, at an outlay of Rs. 2,500; from its appearance it might be taken to have cost even more. It is filled to the brim in the rains, but soon becomes dry again; a defect which he hopes to obviate by paving it at the bottom. It is about half a mile from the village and is a pretty spot. Had I remained in the district, I should have got the tank finished; arrangements were being
made when the order came for my transfer. At a rather greater distance in the opposite direction is a lake with unfinished stone gháts, the work of Rájá Súraj Mall; this is called Durvásas-kund, after the irascible saint of that name; but there is no genuine tradition to connect him with the spot; though it is sometimes said that the town derives its name from a ‘blanket’ (kamal) with which Krishna persuaded him to cover his nakedness. Among the trees on the margin of the lake are some specimens of the Khandár or Salvadorá Púnica. This is less common than the oleoides species, and is a prettier tree and blossoms earlier. Its fruit, however, is bitter and uneatable. In the town are several large brick mansions built by Chaudharí Jasavant Sinh and Sítá Rám, the Rájá’s connections, and one of them has a fine gateway in three stories, which forms a conspicuous land mark: but all are now in ruins. At the back of the artificial hill on which they stand, and excavated to supply the earth for its construction, is a third tank of still greater extent than the other two, but of irregular outline, and with only an occasional flight of stone steps here and there on its margin.

A temple of Súraj Mall’s foundation, dedicated to Madan Mohan, is specially affected by all the Játs of the Bahin-wár pál,* who are accounted its chelas, or sons, and assemble here to the number of some 4,000, on Chait badi 2 and the following day, to celebrate the mela of the Phúl-dol. The school, a primary one, is not a very prosperous institution. The Chaukidárí Act has been extended to the town; but it yields a monthly income of only Rs. 60, which, after payment of the establishment, leaves an utterly insignificant balance for local improvements. The only work of the kind which has been carried out is the metalling of the principal bazar.

Shah-pur, under the Játs the head of a pargana, is a large but somewhat decayed village on the bank of the Jamuná, some ten miles to the north-east of Kosi. It is one of the very few places in this part of the country where the population is almost equally divided between the two great religions of India; there being, according to the census of 1881, as many as 1,137 Muhammadans to 1,084 Hindus. The total area is 3,577 acres, of which 2,263 are under the plough and 1,314 are untiiled. Of the arable land 612 acres are watered by wells, which number in all 63 and are many of masonry construction. The Government demand is Rs. 3,907. The village was founded

* Pál is the peculiar name for any sub-division of Játs. In the Kosi Pargana, the principal Ját Páls in addition to the Bahin-wár, who own Kémá and 11 other villages, are the Danda, Lokana, and Ghatana. Similarly every sub-division of Mewális is called a chát.
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towards the middle of the sixteenth century, in the reign either of Sher Sháh or Salim Sháh by an officer of the Court known as Mir Ji, of Biluch extraction, who called it Sháhpur in honour of his royal master. The tomb of the founder still exists not far from the river bank on the road to Chaundras. It is a square building of red sandstone, surmounted by a dome and divided on each side into three bays by pillars and bracket arches of purely Hindu design. By cutting off the corners of the square and inserting at each angle an additional pillar the tomb on the inside assumes the form of a dodecagon. On the other side of the village, by the road to Bukharáí, is another tomb, in memory of Lashkar Khán, a grandson of the village founder: it is solidly constructed of brick and mortar, but quite plain and of ordinary design. Nearly opposite is the hamlet of Chaukí with the remains of a fort erected by Nawáb Ashraf Khán and Arif Khán, upon whom Sháhpur with other villages, yielding an annual revenue of Rs. 28,000, were conferred as a jágir for life by Lord Lake. There is a double circuit of mud walls with bastions and two gateways of masonry defended by outworks, and in the inner court a set of brick buildings now fallen into ruin. This was the ordinary residence of the Nawáb, and it was during his lifetime that Sháhpur enjoyed a brief spell of prosperity as a populous and important town. It would seem that the fort was not entirely the work of Ashraf Khán, but had been originally constructed some years earlier by Agha Haidar, a local governor under the Mahrattas, who also planted the adjoining grove of trees.

The village has continued to the present day in the possession of Mir Ji's descendants, to one of whom, Fázil Muhammad, the great grandfather of Natha Khán, now lumberdár, we are indebted for the large bágh, which makes Sháhpur the most agreeable camping place in the whole of the Kosi pargana. It covers some sixty or seventy bighas, and, besides containing a number of fine forest trees, mango, jáman, mahúś and labera, has separate orchards of limes and ber trees; while the borders are fenced with the prickly nág-phani interspersed with nimás and babúla, having their branches overspread with tangle masses of the amar-bét with its long clusters of pale and faint-scented blossoms. The yearly contracts for the different kinds of fruit yield close upon Rs. 1,000. Though a mile or more from the ordinary bed of the river, it is occasionally, as for example in the year 1871, flooded to the depth of some two or three feet by the rising of the stream. The more extensive the inundation, the greater the public benefit; for all the fields reached by it produce excellent rabi crops without any necessity for artificial irrigation till, at all events, late in the season. In the village are three mosques, but all small; as the Muhammadan population,
though considerable, consists, to a great extent, merely of kasdös; there is also a temple erected by the Mahrattas. The chief local festivals are the Dasahara for Hindús and the Muharram for Muhammadans, both of which attract a large number of visitors from the neighbourhood. There is a weekly market on Monday and a small manufacture of earthen händis. The halkabandi school which, for some years, maintained only a struggling existence, has been better attended of late, since the completion of the new building.
II.—PARGANA CHHATA.

The pargana of Chhata has a population of 84,598 and an area of 256 square miles. It lies immediately to the south of Kosi, with the same boundaries as it to the west and east, viz., the State of Bharat-pur and the river Jamuna; and, further, resembles its northern neighbour in most of its social and physical characteristics. Being the very centre of Braj, it includes within its limits many of the groves held sacred by the votaries of Krishna; but, with the exception of these bits of wild woodland, it is but indifferently stocked with timber, and the orchards of fruit trees are small and few in number. The principal crops are joar and chand, there being 63,000 acres under the former, and 29,000 grown with chand out of a total area of 160,433. A large amount of cotton is also raised, the ordinary outturn being about 20,000 mans. But the crop varies greatly according to the season; and in 1873 did not exceed 1,500 mans, in consequence of the very heavy and continuous rains at the beginning of the monsoon, which prevented the seed from being sown till it was too late for the pod to ripen. The coarse sandstone, which can be obtained in any quantity from the hills of Nand-ganw and Barsana, is not now used to any extent for building purposes, but it is the material out of which the imperial sarais at Chhata and Kosi were constructed, and is there shown to be both durable and architecturally effective. The western side of the pargana is liable to inundation in exceptionally rainy seasons from the overflowing of a large jhal near Kama in Bharat-pur territory; its waters being augmented in their subsequent course by junction with the natural line of drainage extending down from Hodal. In 1861, and again in 1873, the flood passed through Unchagaon, Barsana, Chaksauli, and Hathya, and extended as far even as Gobardhan; but no great damage was caused, the deposit left on the surface of the land being beneficial rather than otherwise.

The first assessment, made in 1809, was for Rs. 1,02,906. This was gradually increased to Rs. 1,77,876, and was further enhanced by the last settlement. Much land, formerly lying waste for want of water, was brought under cultivation on the opening of the Agra Canal. This has a total length of 11 miles in the pargana, from Bhadavali to Little Borna, with bridges at each of those places and also at Rahera and Sahar.

Till 1838 Sher-garh and Sahar were two separate parganas, subordinate to the Aring tahsil; but in that year Sahar was constituted the headquarters of a tahsildar, and so remained till the mutiny, when a transfer was made to
Chhátá. The latter place has the advantage of being on the highroad, and is tolerably equi-distant from east and west, the only points necessary to be considered, on account of the extreme narrowness of the pargana from north to south. Thus, its close proximity to the town of Kosi—only seven miles off—is rather an apparent than a real objection to the maintenance of Chhátá as an administrative centre.

The predominant classes in the population are Játs, Jádons, and Gaurua Thákurs of the Báchhal sub-division; while several villages are occupied almost exclusively by the exceptional tribo of Ahivásis (see page 10) who are chiefly engaged in the salt trade. A large proportion of the land—though not quite to so great an extent as in Kosi—is still owned by the original Bhaiyáchári communities; and hence agrarian outrage on a serious scale is limited to the comparatively small area where, unfortunately, alienation has taken place, more by improvident private sales, or well-deserved confiscation on account of the gravest political offences, than from any defect in the constitution or administration of the law. The two largest estates thus acquired during the present century are enjoyed by non-residents, viz., the heirs of the Lálá Bábú (see page 258), who are natives of Calcutta, and the Ráni Sáhib Kunvar, the widow of Rája Gobind Singh, who took his title from the town of Háltrns, the old seat of the family, though she now lives with the young Rájá at Brinda-ban. Of resident landlords, the three largest all belong to the Dhúsar caste, and are as follows: First, Kanhaiya Lál, Sukhvási Lál, Bhajan Lál, and Bihári Lál, sons of Rám Bakhsh of Sahár, where they have property, as also at Bharáuli and three other villages, yielding an annual profit of Rs. 3,536. Second, Munshi Nathu Lál, who, for a time, was in Government service as tahsildár—with his son, Sardar Sinh, also of Sahár, who have an assessable estate of Rs. 3,874, derived from Astoli, Tatár-pur, and shares in nine other villages; Nathu Lál’s father, Giridhar Lál, was sometime Munisif of Jalesar, and was descended from one Harsukh Ráe, who received from Rájá Súraj Mall the grant of Tatár-pur, with the title of Munshi, by which all the members of the family are still distinguished. Third in the list is Lálá Sýán Sundar Dás, son of Shíu Saháy Mall, a man of far greater wealth—his annual profits being estimated at a lakh of rupees. He is the head of a firm which has branch houses at Káunh-pur, Agra, and Amritsar, and other places, and owns the whole of the large village of Naugámá and half of Tároli. For many years he was on the worst possible terms with his tenants; but the dispute between them has at last been amicably arranged, and during the recent famine the eldest son, Badri Prásád, came forward as one of the most liberal landlords in the district.
The two places of most interest in the pargana, Barsána and Nand-gánu, have already been fully described; there remain Chaumuhá, Chhátá, Sahár, Sehi, and Shergarh, which may each claim a few words of special mention.

Chaumuhá, population 2,275, on the high road to Delhi, 12 miles from the Mathurá station, was included in the home pargana till the year 1816. It has the remains of a large brick-built saráe, covering upwards of four bighas of land, said to have been constructed in the reign of the Emperor Sher Sháh. It now brings in a rental of only some Rs. 20 a year, being in a very ruinous state. This fact, combined with the perfect preservation of the parallel buildings at Chhátá and Kosi, has given rise to a local legend that the work was bad in the first instance, and the architect, being convicted of misappropriating the funds at his disposal, was, as a punishment, built up alive into one of the walls; the corpse, however, has not been discovered. Immediately opposite its upper gate, though at some little distance from it, stands one of the old imperial kos minars. Though in itself a clumsy erection, it forms a picturesque object as seen through the arch from inside the courtyard, and would make a pretty sketch. When Mándho Bái Sindhia was the paramount power, he bestowed this and other villages in the Agra and adjoining districts on the celebrated pandit, Gangá-dhar Shástri, who constituted them an endowment for educational purposes. In 1824, one quarter of the estate was assigned to his sons Tika-dhar and Murli-dhar; the remainder, yielding an annual rental of Rs. 24,000, of which Rs. 3,730 come from Chaumuhá, is the property of the Agra College. In the old topographies the saráe is described as situate at Akbar-pur, a name now restricted to the next village, since the discovery of an ancient sculpture supposed to represent the four-faced (chaumuhá) god Brahma. It is in reality the circular pedestal of a Jaini statue or column, with a lion at each corner and a nude female figure in each of the four intervening spaces: the upper border being roughly carved with the Buddhist rail pattern. The inhabitants are chiefly Gaurúa Thákurs. A weekly market is held on Tuesday. There is a primary school; also a bungalow occupied by an assistant patrol in the customs; a small new mosque inside the saráe; a temple of Bihári Ji, built by Kási Dáś, Bairági, some 200 years ago, and kept in repair by his successors; and two ponds known as Bihári-kund and Chandokhar. As a punishment for malpractises during the mutiny, the village was burnt down, and for one year the Government demand was raised to half as much again.

Chhátá, since the mutiny the capital of the pargana, has a population of 6,014. It is on the high road to Delhi, 19 miles from Mathurá, with a camping
ground for troops, about 46 bighas in extent. The principal feature of the town
is its sarāe (already noticed at page 29), which covers an area of 20 bighas, its
walls measuring 732 feet by 694. Jacquemont, who saw it in the year 1829,
describes it as "a large fortress, of fine appearance from the outside, but it will
not do to enter, for inside there is nothing but misery and decay, as every-
where else, except perhaps at Mathurā and Brindā-ban." He would find matters
improved now, for in 1876 I had a broad street laid out through the centre of
it from the one gate to the other, and at the time of my transfer it had become the
principal bazār in the town. I had also sent up an application to Government
for a grant of Rs. 3,500 for the repair of the gateways, which possess consider-
able architectural merit. The repair of the side walls and cells I had already
taken in hand and nearly completed, by means of small annual allotments out
of the chaukidāri fund.

In 1857 the sarāe was occupied by the rebel zamindārs, and one of the
bastions (now built up square) had to be blown down before an entrance could
be effected. — The town was subsequently set on fire and partially destroyed,
and twenty-two of the leading men were shot. It was originally intended to
confiscate the zamindārs' whole estate, but eventually the jama was only raised
to half as much again for one year. The population are chiefly Jāts, the next
most numerous class being Jādons. The name is derived by the local pandits
from the Chhattrā-dharana-lila, which Krishna is said to have held there; but
there is no popular legend regarding such an event, nor any very ancient sacred
place in its vicinity; though the Vraja-bhakti-vilāsa (1553 A.D.) mentions,
it is true, a Chhattrā-ban and a Sūraj-kund. The latter is still in existence to
the north-east of the town, and is a large sheet of water with one good masonry
ghát built by a Brāhman, Bijay Rám, an officer of the Bharat-pur Rāj, who also
built the very large brick house adjoining it, now in ruins. All round the tank
are fine old trees and beyond it an extensive rakhya of chhonkar, pilu, and hingot.
There is another tank on the Mathurā road called Chandra-kund, which it
would be an improvement to deepen and embank. The word Chhátá probably
refers to the stone chhattris which surmount the sarāe gateways, and form
prominent objects in the landscape from a long distance. There is a tahsili
school, and a weekly market on Fridays. The Hindús have nine small temples
and the Muhammadans four mosques.

Sahār — population 2,776 — seven miles from Chhátá and nine from Gobar-
dhan, was, from 1838 to 1857, the headquarters of a tahsili. At the beginning
of last century it was a place of considerable importance under the Jāts, being
the favourite residence of Thákur Badan Sinh, the father of Sūraj Mall, the first
of the Bharat-pur Rájás. The handsome house which he built for himself is now unoccupied, and to a great extent in ruins; and the very large masonry tank which adjoins it was left unfinished at his death and has never since been completed. The word Sahár would seem to have been originally either Sabhá-rá, or Sabhá-pur. Probably the latter; for in the Mainpuri district there is a place called Sabháwar, which is clearly for Sabhá-pur, and from which to Sahár the transition is an easy one. The township is divided into two thoks, the one of Bráhmans, the other of Muhammadans, and the latter have four small mosques and a dargáh. The Government demand under the present settlement is (including nazúl) Rs. 5,392, collected by 16 lumberdás. Part of the land has been transferred by the old proprietors to the two Dhúsar families that have been seated here for some generations and are really the principal people in the place. In the town are several old houses with carved stone gateways of some architectural pretension; also a tank, with two masonry gháts, called Mahesar-kund, another known as Mánik-Dús-wálá-kund, and a small ruined temple of Baladeva. There are a police station, a post-office, a weekly market held on Wednesday, and a very well attended primary school. For the accommodation of the latter I had a large and substantial building erected, in the form of a double corridor, arched and vaulted, running round three sides of an open square, with a low wall and central gateway on the fourth side or front. The cost was Rs. 1,858.

The Agra Canal runs close to the town and is bridged at the point where it crosses the Gobardhan road. It would have been much better to have diverted the road and so brought the bridge, which is now a mile away, nearer to the town. As matters stand at present, the canal, instead of being a blessing, is an intolerable nuisance. On account of the depth of its bed and the absence of any distributary, no water can be had from it for irrigation, while some hundreds of acres that used to be close to their owners' doors can now be reached only after a circuit of some three miles, and are, of course, very much lowered in value.

In the mutiny there was no disturbance here except that the lock-up was broken open, a suspected rebel let loose, and the patwári's papers seized and destroyed.

A short time ago a dispute arose between the Muhammadans and the Hindús as to the possession of a site on which they wished to erect, the one party a mosque, the other a temple. The real fact, as afterwards more clearly appeared, was that the Hindús had originally a temple there, which the Muhammadans had thrown down and built a mosque over it. This, too, had fallen, and the
ground had for some years remained unoccupied. The case, when brought into court, was decided in favour of the Hindūs, who thereupon set to work and commenced the erection of a shrine to be dedicated to Rādhā Ballabh. In digging the foundations, they came upon the remains of the old temple, which I rescued and brought into Mathurā. They consist of 10 large pillars and pilasters, in very good preservation and elegantly carved with foliage and arabesques, and also a number of mutilated capitals, bases, &c., the whole series proving an interesting illustration of the mediæval Hindū style of architecture. Their value is increased by the fact that two of the shafts bear inscriptions, in which the date is clearly given as Sambat 1128 (1072 A. D.) The style that I call 'the mediæval Hindū,' and of which these pillars afford a good late example, began about the year 400 A. D., and continued to flourish over the whole of Upper India for more than seven centuries. It is distinguished by the constant employment in the capital, or upper half column, of two decorative features, the one being a flower-vase with foliage over-hanging the corners, and the other a grotesque mask. The physiognomy of the latter is generally of a very un-Indian type, and the more so the further we go back, as is well illustrated by a pillar in the underground temple in the Allahabad Fort. The motif is precisely the same as may be seen in many European cinque cento arabesques, where a scroll pattern is worked up at the ends, or in the centre, into the semblance of a human face. The fashion with us certainly arose out of the classic renaissance, and in India also may possibly have been suggested by the reminiscence of a Greek design. But it was more probably of spontaneous and independent origin; as also it was among our Gothic architects, in whose works a similar style of decoration is not altogether unknown. In the earlier examples, such as that at Allahabad, the face is very clearly marked; though even there the hair of the head and the moustaches are worked off into a scroll or leaf pattern. In later work, of which numerous specimens may be seen in my collection of antiquities in the Mathurā museum, the eyes are made so protuberant, and the other features so distorted and confused by the more elaborate treatment of the foliage and the introduction of other accessories, that the proportions of a human face are almost and in some cases are altogether destroyed. The tradition however exists to the present day; and a Mathurā stone-mason, if told to carve a grotesque for a corbel or string-course of any building, will at once draw a design in which are reproduced all the peculiarities of the old models.

Sahib is a place of some note, as being the centre of a clan of Gauras, i.e., spurious, Thákurs, who derive their distinctive name of 'Báchhal' from the Bachh-ban here. They are numerous enough to form a considerable item in the
population of the pargana, where they once owned and where they still inhabit as many as 24 villages, viz., Sehi, Chaumuh, Sihána, Akbarpur, Jaitpur, Bhavgánw, Mái, Basi Buzurg, Gángroli, Jávali, Dalota, Siyára, Bahta, Kajíoth, Agáryála, Tároli, Parsoli, Mangroli, Naugáma, Undí, Gora, Ránera, Bhaírauli and Baroli. The Báchh-bàn is now a 'grove' only in name, and is accounted one of the hamlets of the town. In it is the temple of Bihári Jí, to which the Báchhuls resort; the Gossáins, who serve it, being accounted the Gurus of the whole community. The name Sehi is probably derived from Sendhna, 'to exca-
vate,' as a great part of the village area (1,442 bighas) consists of broken ground and ra
nes (khár and behár). Other 106 bighas are occupied by tanks and ponds, one of which is called Rithário, another Bhábhardí, after the name of the Bách-
hal, who dug it in the famine of 1837. In 1842 the village was put up to auction for arrears and bought in by Government. After being farmed for some years by Kunvar Faiz Ali Kháín, it was sold in 1862 for Rs. 4,800 to Seth Gobind Dáis, who, in the following year, sold it to Swámi Rangáchárýa, the head of his temple at Brinda-bàn, for Rs 10,000. The annual Government demand is Rs. 6,100. There are four other hamlets in addition to the Báchh-bán, called respectively Odhúta, Garh, Devipura (in the khádar) and Little Hazárá. The old khera bears the name of Indrauli, and is said to have been at one time the site of a large and populous town. It was certainly once of much greater extent than now, as is attested by the quantity of broken bricks that strew the adjoining fields; but there are no ancient remains nor traces of any large build-
ing. It is still, however, a fairly well-to-do place, most of the houses in the bazár being of masonry construction, and a few of them partly faced with carved stone. The school has an attendance of about 40 boys; the population being 2,311. In the courtyard of the temple of Bihári Jí is a square chhattri of red sand-stone with brackets carved in the same style as some in the Brinda-bàn temple of Gobind Devá; and of those that support the eaves of the temple itself six are of the same pattern. The shrine has evidently been rebuilt at a much later period; and on one of the pillars is cut a rough scrawl with the date Sambat 1805, which is no doubt the year of its restoration. In the village is a small temple of Hanumán, recently rebuilt; and outside, a semi-Muhammadan shrine, erected by a chamáir, Khumáni, about the year 1860. There are two annual melas held at it, in Baisák and Kártik, on the day of the full moon. They are attended equally by Hindus and Muhammadians (as is the case with the shrine of the Bare Miyan at Jalesar) and of the two ministers one is a Bráhman, the other a Musalman Fákír. A mosque which, seen from a little distance, looks rather an imposing structure, was built by two Patháns, Kásim Kháín and Alam
Khán of Panipat, who had a jagir of 24 villages, 12 here and 12 about Sonkh. Their descendants were reduced to poverty under the Bharat-pur Ráj; but one of the family, Guláb, has lately in part repaired the mosque.

**Sher-garh**—population 4,712—eight miles from Chhátá, with which place it is connected by a metalled road, derives its name from a large fort, now in ruins, built by the Emperor Sher Sháh. The Jamuná, which once washed the foot of its walls, is now more than a mile distant from it. The Hindús would derive the name from Šíhara, Krishna's marriage wreath; but though this is improbable, it is clear that there was a town here long before the time of Sher Sháh; for in taking down one of the towers of the fort, I came upon a stone carved with foliage of decidedly early Hindú or Buddhist character, with the trefoiled circle so common in the Kashmir temples. There were six towers to the fort and four gates, called the Dehli, the Madár, the Páni or water gate, and the Khirkí or postern. By the latter, which is now the most frequented of all, is the school which I had built in 1875 at a cost of Rs. 1,988, in the same style as the one at Suhár. The original zamindárs were Patháns, but in 1859, in execution of a decree held by Kishori Lál, Bohra, the whole of their estate, excepting 1½ biswa, still held by the sons of the late Asaf Khán, a descendant of the old family, was put up to auction and sold for Rs. 16,200 to Muhammad Núr Khán of Merath, from whom it was purchased for Rs. 20,000 by Seth Gobind Dáś. It now forms part of the endowment of the temple of Dwárákácháds in the city of Mathurá. In the mutiny, considerable alarm was caused to the townspeople by the Gújars of the neighbouring villages, who made this their centre, and whose estates were afterwards confiscated and bestowed on Rája Gobind Sinh of Háthrás. The Hindús have twelve small temples; the Saráugí is one, dedicated to Parsvanáth, and the Muhammadáns three mosques. The weekly market is held on Thursday. There is a police station, a district post-office, and besides the school for boys there are two for girls, one of the latter having been supported till his death by Asaf Khán. The town is singularly well-supplied with roads, for, in addition to the one to Chhátá, it has three others (unmetalled) leading direct to Kosi, to Jait, and, across a bridge of boats, to Noh-jhil.
III.—PARGANA MATHURA.*

The Mathurá pargana is the last of the three lying to the west of the Jamuna. It is the largest in the district, comprising as many as 247 villages and townships, with a population of 220,307 and an area of 401 square miles. Under the Jat and Mahratta Governments of last century its present area was in five divisions—Aring, Sonkh, Sonsa, Gobardhan, and Farrah; Aring being the jāgir of Bājā Bāī, the queen of Daulat Rao Sindhia, who (if local traditions are to be believed) inherited all the ferocious qualities of her infamous father Gatgagay Shirzi Rāo, the perpetrator of the massacre of Pūna. In 1803, when the country was ceded to the Company, two parganas were formed, Mathurá and Aring, which were put under a single Tahsildar, who was stationed at the latter place; and this arrangement continued till 1868, when his office was transferred to its present more appropriate location at the capital. The 84 villages, that had previously constituted the Farrah pargana of the Agra district, were added in 1878.

The first settlement was assessed at Rs. 5,149 for Mathurá and Rs. 98,885 for Aring, making a total of Rs. 1,04,034, which was gradually increased to Rs. 2,14,336; the actual area also having undergone considerable change. For, in 1828, after the conclusion of the war with Durjan Sāl, 15 villages on the Bharatpur border were annexed, and about the same time several muḍjī, estates in the neighbourhood of Mathurá were resumed. The first contractor for the Government revenue was a local magnate, whose name is still occasionally quoted, Chaube Rudra-man, who, after one year, was succeeded by Khattri Beni Rām.

In addition to the City, it includes within its limits some of the most notable places in the district—such as Brindā-ban, Gobardhan, and Rādhā-kund—as also several large and populous villages which are of modern growth and have no special characteristic beyond their mere size, as Parson, Phendar, Uspahr and others, each with two or three thousand inhabitants. The principal landed proprietors are the trustees of the Seth’s temple at Brindā-ban: Gosāin Purneshottam Lāl of Gokul; the Rāja of Awa; the heirs of the Lālā Babū, in

*In Dr. Hunter’s Imperial Gazetteer, under the letter S, between an article on Sadiya in Assam and one on Sadras in the Madras Presidency, there is a brief notice with the curious heading Sadra. This is described as being the south-western tahsil of the Mathurá district; as if there were not necessarily a sadr, i.e. a home, or head-quarters, tahsil in every district in India.
Calcutta; and Seths Ghansyám Dás and Gobardhan Dás of Mathurá; not one of whom resides immediately upon his estate.

The predominant classes of the population are Játs, Bráhmans, and Gaurua Kachhwáhás. The ancestor of all the latter, by name Jasráj, is traditionally reported to have come at some remote, but unspecified, period from Amber, and to have established his family at the village of Kota, whence it spread on the one side to Jait, and on the other to Satoha, Girilhar-pur, Páli-khera, Maholi, Nahrauli, Naugáma, Nawáda, and Társí: which at that time must have formed a continuous tract of country, as the villages which now intervene are of much more modern foundation. The estates continued for the most part with his descendants till the beginning of the present century; but seventy years of British legislation have sufficed to alienate them almost entirely.

The most common indigenous trees are the ntn, babál, remju, and kadamb: and the principal crops tobacco, sugarcane, cháná, cotton, and barley; bójrá and joáir being also largely grown, though not ordinarily to such an extent as the varieties first named. Wheat, which in the adjoining parganas is scarcely to be seen at all, here forms an average crop. The cold-weather instalment of the Government demand is realized principally from the outturn of cotton. An average yield per acre is calculated at one man of cotton, seven of joám, three of bójrá, six of wheat, eight of barley, five of cháná, eight of tobacco, and ten and a half of gur, the extract of the sugarcane. The cost of cultivation per acre is put at Rs. 7 for the kharij and Rs. 10 for rabi crops. The river is of little or no use for irrigation purposes; but after the abatement of the rains it is navigated by country boats, which are always brought to anchor at night. Water is generally found at a depth of 49 feet below the surface of the soil; and it is thus a matter of considerable expense to sink a well, more especially as the sandiness of the soil ordinarily necessitates the construction of a masonry cylinder. The Agra Canal has proved a great boon to the agriculturist; it has a length of 16 miles in the pargana, from Konai to Sonoth, with bridges at Basonti, Aring, Sona, Lál-pur, and Little Kosi.

Aring—Population 3,579—nine miles from Mathurá, on the high road to Díg, was, from 1803 to 1868, the head of a tahsili, removed in the latter year to the Civil Station. Near the canal bridge, the navigation channel to Mathurá branches off on the one side and on the other a distributary, that runs through the villages of Usphár and Little Kosi. Till 1818 the town was a jágir of a Kashmir Pandit, by name Bába Bisvanáth. On his death it was resumed and assessed
at Rs. 6,447, which sum has subsequently been raised to Rs. 10,000. In 1852, the old Gaurua zamindar's estate was transferred at auction to Seth Gobind Dás, who has made it part of the endowment of his temple at Brindában. In the mutiny the rebels marched upon the place with the intention of plundering the treasury, but were stoutly opposed by the zamindars and resident officials, and driven back after a few shots had been fired. Lálá Rám Bakhsh, the hereditary patwári, who also acted as the Seth's agent, was conspicuous for his loyalty, and subsequently received from the Government a grant of Rs. 1,000 and the quarter jama of the village of Kothra, which he still enjoys. The Tahsildár, Munshi Bhajan Lál, also had a grant of Rs. 1,200, and smaller donations were conferred upon several other inhabitants of the town, chiefly Bráhmans. It is much to be regretted that a misunderstanding with regard to the management of the estate has arisen within the last few years between the Seth and his agent, the Lálá, which threatens to sever entirely the latter's connection with the place. Aríng is generally counted as one of the 24 Upabans, and has a sacred pond called Kilol-kund, but no vestige of any grove. Various mythological etymologies for the name are assigned by the local pandits; but, as usual, they are very unsound. Probably the word is a corruption of Arishta-gráma; Arishta being the original Sanskrit form of ritha, the modern Hindi name of the Sapindus detergens, or soap-berry tree. The Gosáins would rather connect it with Arishta, the demon whom Krishna slew.

There is a school of the tahsli class (which hitherto has been liberally supported by Lálá Rám Bakhsh), a post-office, a police-station in charge of a Sub-Inspector, and a customs bungalow, recently moved here from Satoha. Three small temples are dedicated respectively to Baladeva, Bihári Ji, and Pipalesvar Mahádeva; and the ruins of a fort constructed last century preserve the name of Phundá Rám, a Ját, who held a large tract of territory here as a jágir under Rájá Suraj Mall of Bharat-pur. The Agra Canal passes close to the town, and is bridged at the point where it crosses the main road. The market day is Sunday. The avenue of trees extending from Mathurá through Aríng to Gobardhan was mainly planted by Seth Sukhánand.

AURANGABAD—population 2,219—was originally a walled town. It is four miles from the city of Mathurá on the Agra road, and derives its name from the Emperor Aurangzeb, who is said to have made a grant of it to one Bhim Bhoj, a Tomár Thákur, with whose descendants it continued for many years. For some time previously to 1861 it was however held rent-free by a Fá fir, commonly called Bottle Sháh, from his bibulous propensities, a grantee of Daulat Ráo Sindhia. On his death it was assessed at Rs. 691, which was subsequently
raised to Rs. 898. The place is frequently, but incorrectly, called Naurangábad. It also has the subsidiary name of Mohanpur, from one Mohan Lál, a Sanúdh, a man of some importance, who came from Mát and settled there last century. On the bank of the Jamuná is an extensive garden, and on some high ground near the old Agra gate a mosque of the same age as the town, which presents rather a stately appearance, being faced with stone and approached from the road by a steep flight of steps. The weekly market is held on Friday, and is chiefly for the sale of thread and cotton. The Government institutions consist of a police-station and a school. For the accommodation of the latter, which for some years past had borne an exceptionally high character, I had a handsome and substantial building erected, with pillars and tracery of carved stone, which now forms the most conspicuous ornament of the place. This was the last work that I completed before I left the district. A view is given of it as an example of the way in which the indigenous style of architecture can be adapted to ordinary modern requirements. A reach of sandy and broken ground extends from the town to the river, where a bridge of boats affords means of communication with Gokul and Mahá-bán on the opposite bank. Aurangábad is the chief place for the manufacture of wicker chairs and couches, which find a ready sale among the English residents of the adjoining station.

Farah—population 3,642—has a camping ground for troops on the high road to Agra, from which district it has only lately been detached. It was founded by Hamida Begam, the mother of the Emperor Akbar. About the year 1555, during the exile of the Emperor Humáyun the town was the scene of a battle between Sikandar Shah (a nephew of Sher Sháh) and Ibrahim Shah, in which the latter was defeated, though he had with him an army of "70,000 horse and 200 persons, to whom he had given velvet tents, banners, and kettle-drums." Sikandar, whose force did not exceed 10,000 horse, offered peace upon condition of receiving the government of the Panjab, but on his overtures being rejected, he joined in battle, and by his victory became sovereign of Agra and Delhi, while Ibiráhim fled to Sambhal.

Sonkh—population 4,126—is on the road from Mathurá to Kumbhir. It is a very thriving and well-to-do place, with a large number of substantial brick-built shops and houses, many of them with carved stone fronts. Under the JátS it was the head of a local Division. It is said by the Gosáins—with their usual absurdity—to derive its name from the demon Sankhásur; but, according to more genuine local tradition, it was first founded in the time of Anang Pál, the rebuilder of Delhi, probably by the same Tomar chief who has left
other traces of his name at Son, Sonsa and Sonoth. The ancestor of the present community was a Ját, by name Ahalâd, whose five sons—Ása, Ajal, Pûrna, Tasiha and Sahjua—divided their estate into as many separate shares, which still bear their names and are to all intents and purposes distinct villages, with the Sonkh bazar as their common centre. This lies immediately under the Khera, or site of the old fort, of which some crumbling walls and bastions still remain. It was built by a Ját named Hati Singh, in the time of Sûraj Mall of Bharatpur, or Jawâbir Singh; but the khera itself must be many hundreds of years older. There are two market-places in it, the one belonging to Sahjua, the other to the Pûrna zamindârs. The market day for the former is Thursday, for the latter Monday. But a considerable amount of business is transacted every day of the week; there being as many as 200 baniyas’ shops and almost enough local trade to justify the incorporation of a Municipality. In Sahjua there are several extensive orchards of mango and ber trees, with an octagonal stone chhattri (commemorating the grandfather of the present lumbardar), and three masonry wells of exceptionally large dimensions; all attesting the greater wealth and importance of the Ját proprietors during the short period of the Bharat-pur Hegemony. About a mile from the bazâr, just across the Bharat-pur border, at a place called Gunsâra, is a very fine masonry tank, worthy of a visit from any one in the neighbourhood, being on the same scale and in much the same style as the Kusum-Sarovar near Gobardhan. This was the work of the Râni Lakshmi, the consort of Baja Randhir Singh, who also built the beautiful kunj that bears her name on the bank of the Jamunâ at Brindâban. The tank was not quite completed at the time of her death, and, according to native custom, has never been touched since. Adjoining it is an extensive walled garden overgrown with khirni and other trees that are sadly in need of thinning. In the centre is an elaborately carved stone plinth for a building that was designed but never executed. Though the population of Sonkh exceeds 4,000, the school has an attendance of no more than sixty pupils, of whom only six are the sons of the Ját zamindârs. The five pattis stand as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Thoks</th>
<th>Lumberdâs</th>
<th>Wells</th>
<th>Population (1872)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ajal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ása</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pûrna</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahjua</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasiha</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4,111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ajal thoks are called Bhág-mall, Jagraj, Sirmaur, and Kunja. Ása is now divided into two distinct maháls.

The Pûrna thoks are named Kisana and Iswar.

The Sahjua; Bilúchi and Bewal.

The Tasiha; Tâj, Urang and Manohar.
Where the road branches off to Gobardhan is a towered temple of Mahádeva, with a masonry tank of no great area, but very considerable depth, which was commenced twenty years ago by a Bairági, Rám Dás. It is now all but completed, after an outlay of Rs. 1,300, which he laboriously collected in small sums from the people of the neighbourhood, with the exception of Rs. 200 or 300, which were granted him from the balance of the Chaukidári fund. The avenue of trees along the road between Sonkh and Gobardhan was almost entirely planted by another Bairági by name Sálagrám, who began the work out of a donation made him by the deceased Rájá of Bharat-pur on the birth of his son and heir.
IV.—PARGANA MAT.

The pargana of Mát is the most northern of the three on the east of the Jamuna, and is a long, narrow, straggling tract of country lying between the river and the Aligarh border. As it abounds in game of various kinds—black buck, wild boar, and water-fowl—it has considerable attractions for the sportsman; but in every other point of view it is a singularly uninviting part of the district. There are no large towns, no places of legendary or historical interest, no roads, no local trade or manufacture, and no resident families of any distinction. The soil also is generally poor, the water bad, and—except quite at the north—there are few groves of trees to relieve the dusty monotony of the landscape. As if to enhance the physical disadvantages of the locality by an artificial inconvenience, the tahsil has been fixed at the mean little village of Mát in the extreme south, on the very borders of the Mahá-ban pargana; though the merest glance at the map will show that Surir—a place with a larger population than Mát—is the natural centre of the division. Its recognition in that character would be an immense boon both to Government officials and to the agriculturist. The present arrangement dates from a time when the pargana was of very different extent, and Mát easily accessible from all parts of it. For, till 1860, it included the whole of the Raya sub-division to the south; while in the north, Noh-jhil formed an entirely separate tahsil. This was more in accordance with the division of territory existing in the reign of the Emperor Akbar, when the whole of Mát proper came under Mahá-ban, and Noh-jhil made part of pargana Noh in the Kol Sarkár. Immediately before the cession of 1804, the latter was the estate of General Perron; while Mát, with Mahá-ban, Sa’dabád, and Sali-pau was held by General Duboigne.

As now constituted, the pargana has a population of 95,446, and an area of 223 square miles, comprising 141 villages, which form 153 separate estates. Of these, the great majority are bhaiyáchári, and thus it comes about that the richest resident landlords are the members of a Bráhman family quite of the yeoman class, living at Chháhiri, a hamlet of Mát. They are by name Pola Rám and Parasurám, sons of Rádha, and Kalhan, son of Bál-kishor, and have jointly an assessable income of Rs. 9,276 a year, derived from lands in Mát, Bijauli, Harnaul, Jaiswa, Jávara, Nasithi and Sámauli. They have lately been at considerable expense in building a school in their native place. Three other men of substance, of much the same social position, are Lachhman,
Brahman, of Bhadra-ban; Serhu, Brahman, of Tenti-ká-gánw, and Lála Rám, Baniya, of Jáwara. Of non-residents, Rao Abdullah Khán, of Salim-púr in Aligarh, a connection of the Sa’dábad family, has estates about Khánwal and Karúhi, on which the annual Government demand is about Rs. 2,000; the Bálá of Mursán enjoys a royalty of Rs. 1,061 from the Dune티ya circle; and Lálas Mahí Lál and Jánaki Prasad own the two large villages of Arua and Bhadánwára.

After the mutiny, as many as eighteen villages (eleven in whole and seven in part), belonging to the rebel leader Umráo Bahádur of Nának-púr, were confiscated, and all the proprietary rights conferred on Seth Lakhmi Chand rent-free for the term of his natural life. On his death, the grant was further extended to his son, Seth Raghu-aná-th Dás, on payment of the half jama; but the muáfi estate (being about Rs. 8,000 a year), which alone he retains in his own hands, it may be presumed, will lapse entirely on the termination of the second life. The zamindári was transferred to his uncle, the late Seth Gobind Dás, C.S.I., and by him constituted part of the endowment of the temple of Dwárákádhis at Mathurá. The original proprietor was a member of a family that had always been in opposition to the British Government, and died fighting against us at Delhi. Their principal seat was at Kumona in Bulandshahr, where, in 1807, Dunde Khán, with his eldest son, Ran-mast Khán, who is said to have been possessed of perfectly marvellous and Herculean strength, held the fort for three months, though the garrison consisted of a mere handful of men. After the surrender, a pension of Rs. 6,000 a year was settled upon Ran-mast Khán, which his widow enjoyed till her death, an event which took place a few years ago; but the father's whole estate was declared forfeit and bestowed upon Mardán Ali Khán of Chatári, a scion of the same stock. Umráo Bahádur was the child by adoption of Dunde Khán's second son, Nawáb Ashraf Khán of Nának-púr, and, as above mentioned, was killed in the rebel army before Delhi. With him fell his youngest brother, Mazhar Ali Khán, who left a son by name Rahím Khán, who is now either dead or at the Andamans; the sole surviving representative of the family being a son of Umráo Bahádur's—Amír Bahádur—who was too young to be engaged in the rebellion with his father.

To the south of the pargana the predominant class are Gauruá Thákuris; while in the north the agricultural community are almost exclusively Jás, mainly of the Nohwári sub-division. The principal winter crops are joór, bódhra, maize and cotton, the latter occupying some 13,000 acres, while til, arhar, and hemp are also grown, but ordinarily in the same field with joór. In the hot weather
about 24,000 acres are under *chaná*, 18,000 under wheat, and 13,000 under barley. Though there are indigo factories at four places, *viz.*, Lohi, Karahri, Bhalaí and Arun, the first named has almost entirely suspended operations, and at the other three the plant used is mainly grown in villages across the border in the Aligarh district. The most productive lands are the alluvial flats, which, in the rains, form part of the river bed; the high bank that bounds them is generally bare and broken, and the soil further inland poor and sandy, where the only trees that thrive well are *nim*, *farás* and *babúl*. Connection with the opposite parganas of Kosi, Chhatá, and Mathurá, is maintained by two bridges of boats (the one from Chhín-pahári by Noh-jhíl to Sher-gárh, the other from Dungoli to Brindá-ban,) and as many as seven ferries, at Ráe-púr, Faridám-púr, Musmina, Surír, Oláwa, Iloli Guzar, and Mát. Scarcely any attempt has been made to provide for internal communication. In the whole pargana there is not a single yard of metalled road, except in the Mát bazár, where it has been constructed out of the Chaukídári tax; the only bit of first-class unmetalled road is the four miles from Noh-jhíl to the Sher-gárh bridge; the remaining thoroughfares are for the most part narrow, winding cart tracks, sunk so much below the level of the adjoining fields that in the rains they assume the appearance of small rivers. In 1856, a strip of land was taken up of sufficient width for the construction of a good broad road to extend from the Brindá-ban bridge to the town of Noh-jhíl, thus traversing all the southern half of the pargana. But little was done beyond marking it out; and as all the lower part of it for some miles lies across the ravines, where it was annually cut away by the rains, it was for at least six months in the year all but impassable; the sum allowed for its maintenance, Rs. 5 a mile, being considered quite inadequate to carry out more than the most superficial repairs. However, before I left the district, I was able to accomplish this most desirable work, and that without any additional grant for the purpose, simply by concentrating the whole of each successive annual allotment on a particular part of the road, instead of dribbling it out over the entire length of 22 miles. Every year I built a culvert or two, or a bridge, burning the bricks and lime on the spot, employing local workmen and doing nothing by contract; and the result, after four years, was a permanently good level road, over which it was quite possible to drive in an English buggy. The road connects three places of some importance in the pargana, *viz.*, Mát, Surír and Noh-jhíl at the one end with Sher-gárh, which is a perfect terminus of roads, and at the other with Brindá-ban and Mathurá; while a short branch from Mát would bring it in contact with the station on the new line of railway at Baya, and another from Noh-jhíl with the market of Bajúna.
Many of the smaller thoroughfares here, as in other parts of the district, are rapidly being obliterated, and unless speedy measures are taken for their preservation, very great inconvenience must eventually result. The occupants of the fields through which they pass encroach upon them year by year, till at last, in the less frequented tracts, nothing is left but a mere ridge scarcely broad enough for a foot-path. When the traffic is too considerable to allow of this complete appropriation, the lane is narrowed till it barely admits the passage of a single cart; a high bank is then raised on either side with earth always excavated from the roadway, which, thus, is sunk several feet below the level of the country and in the rains becomes a deep water-course. In the dry season of the year it is rendered equally impassable by huge aqueducts carried across it at short intervals in order to convey water for irrigation purposes from a well on one side to lands forming part of the same farm that happen to lie on the other. A small sum is annually allotted for the maintenance of a certain number of village roads, and as I have practically demonstrated, this money might be much more advantageously expended than has hitherto been the custom, if it were used for the systematic prevention of encroachments and the construction of occasional syphon drains and culverts.

As a rule, the bhaiyáchári villages have a much more prosperous appearance than those which have passed into the hands of some one wealthy proprietor. In the former case every shareholder plants the borders and waste corners of his fields with quick growing trees, such as the fávás, or tamarisk, which he fells from time to time as he wants timber for his well or agricultural implements, or for roofing his house, but immediately supplies their places by new cuttings. Thus the village lands from a little distance often look picturesque and well-wooded, though possibly there may not be a single grove or orchard on them. In a zamindári estate, on the other hand, the absentee landlord is represented on the spot only by an agent, whose sole duty it is to secure as large a yearly return as possible for his employer. Every manorial right is strictly enforced, and trees are felled and sold in large quantities, and never replaced, either by the tenant, who is not allowed to cut a single stick, however urgent his requirements, and therefore has no object in planting, or by the landlord, who cares nothing for the well-being of the village, which can be sold as soon as its productiveness is exhausted. It would be difficult, perhaps impossible, to mention a single instance in the whole district of one of the new landlords doing anything whatever for the permanent improvement of his estate. It never even occurs to them that their tenants have the slightest claim upon their consideration. Having probably amassed their fortune by usury, they are willing to make advances
at exorbitant rates of interest for any improvements the cultivators may wish to carry out themselves; but their ears are closed to any other application.

To prevent the possibility of any individual acquiring a fixed status, leases are never given but for very short periods; accumulation of arrears of rent is encouraged for the three years that the law allows, when immediate action is taken for the recovery of the full amount increased by interest; if any payment has been made in the interim, though the tenant intended it to be on account of rent, the landlord maintains that it is absorbed in the clearing off of the advances; no intimation is given to the patwári of the amount of these advances, nor, as a rule, is any payment made in his presence; but after the lapse of some weeks, when the ignorant boor, who probably did not pay in cash, but through the intervention of a baniya, has forgotten what the amount was, the patwári is ordered to write a receipt for such and such a sum, and this document is accepted by the stolid clown without a question—ordinarily without even hearing it read—and is at once put away and either lost or eaten by white, ants, while the counter-part remains as legal evidence against him. To increase the confusion, the rent is collected not only without adequate witnesses or any written memorandum, but also at any odd time and by a variety of different persons, who are ignorant of each other's proceedings; the agents are changed every six months or so, and (as the patwári can only read Hindi) are by preference people who know only the Persian character. The result is, that any adjustment of accounts is absolutely impossible; the patwári, the agents, and the tenants, are all equally at fault, and the latter are solely dependent on the mercy of the landlord, who, at a fortnight's notice, can eject every single man on the estate. Thus, during a single month of the year 1873, more than a hundred suits were filed against the people of one village for arrears contracted in 1870. After the lapse of three years, the defendants—who are so ignorant that they cannot state the amount of their liability for the present season, but depend entirely upon the patwári and the baniya—can only urge that they know they have paid in full, but (almost necessarily under the circumstances) they have no oral witnesses to the fact, while the village account-books, which constitute the documentary evidence, are so imperfect as to form no basis for a judgment. At the same time, in the hope of producing the impression that an innocent man was being made the victim of a gigantic conspiracy, actions for fraud and corruption were instituted against both agent and patwári, and other criminal proceedings were taken against the villagers for petty infringements of manorial rights. Virtually, such pseudo-zamindárs refuse to accept the position of land-
lords; they are mere contractors for the collection of the Imperial revenue, and it seems imperative upon the Government to recognize them only in that inferior capacity, and itself to undertake all the responsibilities of the real landlord. Since they have no influence for good, both policy and humanity demand that at least their power for evil should be restricted within the narrowest possible limits.

The most noticeable feature of the pargana is the extensive morass, from which the town of Noh-jhil derives the latter part of its name. Its dimensions vary very much at different seasons of the year and according to the heaviness of the rainfall, but it not unfrequently spreads over an area measuring six miles in length by one in breadth. It is the favourite haunt of large swarms of water-fowl, which are caught at night in nets, into which they are frightened by torches and fires lit on the opposite bank. They ordinarily sell for about Rs. 4-8 the hundred. The lands which have a chance of being left dry by the subsidence of the waters in time to be sown with hot-weather crops, bear the distinctive name of Lána, and are formed into separate estates, which it is a matter of no little difficulty to assess at their average value. When there is any harvest at all, it is exceptionally good; but not unfrequently the land remains flooded till seed-time is over, and the only source of profit then left to the proprietor is the pasturage. The inundation, though primarily the result of the natural low level of the country, has been artificially increased by excavations made some centuries ago with the express object of laying the approaches to the Fort under water: this being one of the special modes of rendering a stronghold impregnable laid down in Sanskrit treatises on the art of war. An outlet was provided by a winding channel, some five miles in length, called the Dhundal Nála, which passed under Firoz-pur and joined the Jamuna near Mangal-khoh; but its mouth is now completely blocked for a long distance. The cost of re-opening it has been estimated at Rs. 2,093; an expenditure which would soon be recovered by the settled revenue of the reclaimed land. A simpler, but at the same time a less efficient, remedy might be found in the reconstruction of an embankment ascribed to Nawáb Ashraf Khan, which formerly existed near the village of Musmina, and was kept in partial repair by the Ját zamindárs of that place till 1866. In that year the jhil was entirely dry, and the dam being in consequence neglected, the next heavy flood washed it away. To provide an exit for the water seems, however, far preferable to blocking its entrance; as the temporary submersion has a very beneficial effect on the land, and its total prevention might result in rendering a large area absolutely unculturable. A well-devised scheme of drainage for this part of the country,
the transfer of the tahsili from Mát to Surir, and the completion of the road between Noh-jhíl and the Brinda-ban bridge, are the three great requirements of the district which urgently demand a speedy settlement.

**Máti**—population 4,093—has for some years past given a name to a pargana, though it is nothing but an exceptionally mean assemblage of mud hovels, without any bazar or even a single brick-built house. It stands immediately on the high bank of the Jamuna, but is separated from the actual bed of the stream by a mile of deep sand, and the ferry which connects it with Sakaráys on the opposite side is therefore very little used. Four miles lower down the stream is the Brinda-ban bridge of boats; the road which leads to it skirting for some distance the margin of an extensive morass, called the Moti-jhíl, which, though never very broad, sometimes attains a length of nearly two miles. The township (jama Rs. 8,983) is divided into two thoks, Bajá and Múla, and was till recently owned entirely by Bráhmans and Thákurs, but some Muhammedans are now in part possession as mortgagees. The Chaukidári Act is in force, but yields an income of only Rs. 52 a month, which leaves a very small balance for local improvements. The school is merely of the primary class, and not so well attended as the one in the adjoining hamlet of Chháhíri. There is an old mud fort, and within its enclosure stand the tahsili and police-station, the only substantial buildings in the place. Though there is no grove of trees to justify the title, it is still designated as one of the Upabans, and is a station in the Ban-játra; the name being derived from ‘the milk-pails’ (mdt) here upset by Krishna in his childish sports. At Chháhíri, a little higher up the stream, is the sacred wood of Bhándir-ban, a dense thicket of ber, hina, and other low prickly shrubs, with a small modern temple, rest-house and well in an open space in the centre. Just outside is an ancient fig-tree (bat) which Krishna and his playmates Balarám and Sridáma are said to have made their goal when they ran races against each other (see page 59). A large melé, chiefly attended by Bengális, is held here, Chait bádi 9, and is called the Gwál-mandala. The temple in the grove is dedicated to Bihári; that under the Bhándir-bat, to Sridáma. In the village are three other small shrines in honour of Rádhá Mohan, Gopál, and Mahádeva. Two mosques have also been recently built by the Muhammedans. In the mutiny the only act of violence committed was the seizure of six grain-boats passing down the river, for which the zamindárs were subsequently fined.

**Bajana**—population 4,427—about five miles north-east of Noh-jhíl, has from time immemorial been occupied by Játs. Many years ago, the three leading men divided it into as many estates, called after their own names, Sultán Patti,
Dila Patti, and Siu Patti. These are now to all intents and purposes distinct villages, each with several subordinate hamlets, where most of the landed proprietors reside, while the old bazár still remains as a common centre, but is mainly occupied by tradespeople. In it are the saráí, police-station, built in 1869, and halkabandi school. Here, too, every Saturday, a large market is held; all the dealers who attend it having to pay an octroi tax at graduated rates, according to the commodities which they have for sale. These duties are farmed out to a contractor, who in 1865, the year when the last revision of settlement took place, paid for the privilege Rs. 340, a sum which has now been increased to Rs. 429. This income certainly is not very large, but as the market is a popular one, it might, beyond a doubt, be greatly increased, if only the headmen would recognize the obligation, under which they lie, of occasionally devoting part of the proceeds to local improvements. Up to the present time they have done nothing: the market is held in the main street, which is so densely crowded from one end to the other that all through traffic is obstructed; the saráí is too small to accommodate one-half the number of visitors, and there is no separate yard in which to stall horses and cattle; the clouds of dust that rise from the unmetalled roadway make it painful to see and breathe, and would seriously damage any goods of better quality that might be brought; and, in addition to all this, an open space at the end of the street, where the crowd is the very thickest, has been selected as a convenient spot for depositing all the sweepings of the town till they are carted away as manure for the fields. Even the two substantial masonry wells which there are in the bazár have not been constructed by the market trustees, but are the gift of one of the resident shopkeepers.

Another market is held on Thursday, but exclusively for the sale of cattle. A considerable amount of business is transacted, though the animals offered for sale are generally inferior in quality to those brought to the Kosi market on the opposite side of the river. Bájana has also been one of the depôts for Government stallions since 1856, when the establishment was transferred here from the adjoining village of Shankar-garhi, at Aligarh.

The two pattis of Sultán and Dila are watered by a short branch of the Ganges Canal, which enters the district at the village of Ahmad-pur, and passes also through Shankar-garhi. In Siu Patti the proprietary shares are not reckoned by biswas but by wells, which, whether really so or not, are put at 36 in number. The jama is Rs. 3,400, and the quota of each ‘well’ is Rs. 96, making a total of Rs. 3,456; the surplus of Rs. 56 going to the lumberdárs. Similarly, in Mát, the reckoning is by ploughs and bulls; a
plough being a share and a bull half a share. Dilu Patti has two hamlets, Murliya Jawáhir and Murliya Badám; Sultán Patti five, viz., Naya-báś, Dél-garhi, Prahlád-garhi (of which one biswa was sold 18 years ago to an Athwá-riya), Ajnot and Idal-garhi; and Sin Patti three, viz., Jareliya, Mahá-rám-garhi, and Bhút-garhi. At the time of the mutiny Umráo Bahádúr was proprietor of 2½ biswas in Dilu Patti, was mortgagee of 10 biswas in Thok Badám and farmed as much of Thok Hira. This was confiscated with the rest of his estates; the 2½ biswas were conferred on Seth Lakhmi Chand, the other parcels of land have reverted to their original owners. Half of Thok Kamala was also declared forfeit, but eventually returned on payment of a fine; the zamindárs having joined in the assault on the Fort of Noh-jhil. One of the number, Khúba, who had been specially forward in attempting the life of the Tahsíl-dar, Sukhvási Lál, died in jail before sentence. The Arázi Kásht Sultán Patti and Arázi Dilu Patti are lands recovered from the jhil and separately assessed—the one at Rs. 90, the other at Rs. 152.

Noh-jhil—population 2,674—is a decayed town, 30 miles from Mathurá, which, up to the year 1860, was the head of a separate tahsilí now incorporated with Mát. The original proprietors were Chauhán Thákurs, who were expelled in the thirteenth century by some Játs from Narwári near Tappal, and others from Jartúli near Khair, in the Aligarh District, who afterwards acquired the name of Nohwár, and at the present time are further distinguished by the title of Chaudhri. They brought with them as púrohits some Gáur Bráhmans of the Phátkak clan, who received various grants of land, and at the last settlement their descendants owned 15 biswas of the township, the remaining five being held by Muhammadan Shaikhs. In the seventeenth century some Bilúchis were stationed here by the emperor, for the express purpose of overawing the Játs; but their occupation did not last above 80 years. On the 4th of June, 1857, the Nohwár Játs of the place with their kinsmen from the neighbouring villages of Musmina and Pársoli attacked the fort and plundered all the inhabitants except the Bráhmans, with whom, as above shown, they had an hereditary connection. The lumbardár, Gháns Muhammad, was killed, and all the Government officials fled to the village of Théra by Surír, where the Malakáná zamindárs gave them shelter, and in acknowledgment of their loyalty subsequently received a donation of Rs. 151 and a remission of Rs. 100 on the yearly jama, which still continues. The estate is now held as follows: 12½ biswas by the Bráhmans, 3½ by Shaikhs, and 4½ biswas of alluvial land by the Seths. This latter share had been purchased at auction by Umráo Bahádúr’s father, and was confiscated with the rest of his property. Two outlying suburbs are called respectively Toli
Shaikhán and Toli Khádím-i-dargáh. The Fort, of which incidental mention has been already made, is of great extent, covering 31 bighas of land. It was rebuilt about the year 1740 by Thakur Devi Singh, an officer in the service of the Bharat-pur Bajá. It is now all in ruins, but its crumbling bastions command a fine view of the extensive lake that spreads for miles beneath it. Within its enclosure is the old tahsil, built in 1826, now converted into a police-station, and a lofty tower erected in 1836 for the purposes of the Trigonometrical Survey; ascent is impossible, as the ladder in the lower story was destroyed in the mutiny and has not been replaced.

Outside the town is a Muhammadan makbara or tomb, called the dargáh of Makhddum Sahib Shah Hasan Ghori, traditionally ascribed to a Dor Bajá of Kol who flourished some 300 years ago. This is not in itself improbable, for about that time all the Aligarh Dors became converts to Islám.* The buildings are now in a dilapidated condition, but include a covered colonnade of 20 pillars which has been constructed out of the wreck of a Hindu or Buddhist temple. Each shaft is a single piece of stone 5½ feet long, and is surmounted by a capital, which adds an additional foot to the height. The latter are sculptured with grotesques, of which the one most frequently repeated represents a squat four-armed monster, who, with his feet and one pair of hands raised above his head, supports, as it were, the weight of the architrave. The shafts, though almost absolutely plain, are characteristic specimens of an eccentricity of Hindu architecture. (See page 275.) Several other columns have been built up into the roof; one carved in low relief with several groups of figures, parted from one another by bands of the pattern known as the ‘Buddhist railing,’ has been taken out and transported to Mathurá. The statues which adorned the temple have probably been buried under ground; but no excavations can be made, as the place is used for Muhammadan

---

* When Kol was finally reduced by the Muhammadans in the reign of Nasir-ud-din Mahmúd (1246-1265), it was under a Dor Baja, and the tower, which was wantonly destroyed by the local authorities in 1860, is supposed to have been erected 659 A.H. (1274 A.D.) on the site of the principal temple of the old city. Among the Hindus, however, the tradition is somewhat different; they ascribe it to the Dor Baja, Mangal Sen, who gave his daughter Padmavati in marriage to the heir of Raja Bhim of Mahrara and Khatawa, who soon after his accession was murdered by his younger brothers. The widow then retired to Kol, where her father built the tower for her. At Noh-khera in the Jalasár pargana there is a local tradition of a Raja Bhim, and possibly the above may be the person intended. The father of Mangal Sen was Buddh Sen, who transferred his capital from Jalal to Kol. He was the son of Bilaj Ram (brother of Desarat Singh, who built the fort at Jalasár), the son of Náhar Singh, who built the Sambhal fort, the son of Gobind Singh, the son of Mukund Sen, the son of Vikrama Sen, of Baran, now called Bulandshahr.
interments. The saint’s waz or mejá is held on the 14th of Ramazán, and his
tomb is visited by some of the people of the neighbourhood every Thursday
evening. There was an endowment of 300 bighas of land and a yearly pension
of Rs. 100, but the latter ceased on the death of Makhdúm Bakhsh, the represen-
tative of the original grantee, and the land was settled at half jama (Rs. 80)
in 1837. In the bazáir are a small mosque and two temples built by the
Mahrattas. The proximity of the jháir renders the town feverish and unhealthy,
and the establishment of a branch dispensary would be a great boon to the
inhabitants.

Surir—population 5,199—by its position the natural centre of the pargana,
is a small town on the high road half-way between Máit and Nob-jhíl. It is about
a mile from the left bank of the Jamuná, where is a ferry to Bahta on the opposite
side. It is said to have been called at one time Sugriv-khera, after the name of
one of the different founders; this appellation is now quite obsolete, but it explains
the origin of the word Surir, which is thus seen to be a contraction for
Sugriv-rá. The oldest occupants were Kalárs (the local name, as it would
seem, for any aboriginal tribe), who were expelled by Dhákaras, and these again
by Rájá Jitpál, a Jaes Thákur. His posterity still constitute a large part of
the population, but have been gradually supplanted in much of the proprietary
estate by Baniyas and Bairágis. The township (jama Rs. 9,619) is divided
into two thóts, called Bija and Kalán; and there are 11 subordinate hamlets.
Three small temples are dedicated respectively to Mahádeva, Lakshmi Náráyan,
and Baladeva. There is a police station, a primary school, and a weekly market
held on Monday. At the time of the mutiny, Lachhman, the lumberdár, with
11 others, was arrested on the charge of being concerned in the disturbances
that took place at the neighbouring village of Bhadanwára, in which the zamindár,
Kunvar Dildár Ali Khán, was murdered, his wife violated, and a large
mansion that he was then building totally destroyed. He was considerably in
the debt of his banker, Nand Rám of Raya, who, when the estate was put up
to auction, bought it in, and has been succeeded as proprietor by his nephew
Jánaki Prasad.
V.—PARGANA MAHÁ-BAN.

The Mahá-ban pargana has a population of 116,829 and an area of 239 square miles. It forms the connecting link between the two divisions of the district. Its western half, which lies along the bank of the Jamuná, forms part of the Braj Mandal, and closely resembles in all its characteristics the tracts that we have hitherto been describing: its towns are places of considerable interest, but the land is poor and barren, dotted with sandhills and intersected with frequent ravines. To the east, beyond Baladeva, the country is assimilated to the rest of the Doáb; the soil, being of greater productiveness, has from time immemorial been exclusively devoted to agricultural purposes, and thus there are no large centres of population nor sites of historic interest.

In area and subordination the pargana has undergone several changes; for originally it formed part of Aligarh, and then for some years recognized Sa’dabád as its capital, before it was finally constituted a member of the district of Mathurá. In 1861 it made over to Sa’dabád some few villages on the border, and received instead the whole of the Raya circle, including as many as eighty-nine villages, which till then had been included in Mát; together with three others, Baltikri, Birbal, and Sonkh, which were detached from Háthras. A glance at the map will show that a further rectification of its boundary line to the north is still most desirable; as all the 18 villages of the Ayra-khera circle occupy a narrow tongue of land that runs up along the Aligarh border, in such immediate proximity to the Mát tahsil that they would clearly be benefited by inclusion in Mát jurisdiction.

The river forms the boundary of the pargana to the south as well as the west, and in the lower part of its course is involved in such a series of sinuosities that its length is out of all proportion to the area it traverses, and thus necessitates the maintenance of no less than eleven crossing places, viz., the pontoon bridge at the city, a bridge of boats at Gokul, and ferries at Páni-gánw, Habíb-pur or Basai, Baroli, Kanjauli, Kolla, Tappa Saiyid-pur, Sehat, Akos, and Nera. The contracts for all these, excepting the one at Kolla, are given in the Agra district.

Of the 151,846 acres that form the total area, 110,618 are ordinarily under cultivation. The crops principally grown are jodr, bapra and the like on 57,000 acres; wheat and barley on 38,700; cotton on 8,000, and chana on 4,000. Water-melons are also raised in large quantities on the river-sands;
and the long grass and reeds, produced in the same localities, are valuable as materials for making ropes, mats, and articles of wicker-work.

The number of distinct estates is 216, of which 18 are enjoyed rent-free by religious persons or establishments, and 89 are in the hands of sole proprietors, as distinct from village communities. The castes that muster strongest are Jás and Bráhmans, who together constitute one-half of the entire population. The great temples at Balaideva and Gokul, though they have also endowments in land, derive the principal part of their income from the voluntary offerings of pilgrims and devotees. Of secular proprietors the wealthiest—as in most other parts of the country now-a-days—are novi homines of the baniya class, who have laid the foundation of their fortune in trade. First in this order come Mahi Lál and Jánaki Prasád of Raya. Their ancestor, Nand Rám, was a petty trader of that town, who realized large profits by the sale of grain in the famine of 1838. In partnership with him was his brother, Magná Lál, who, having no natural heir, adopted his sister's grandson, Jánaki Prasád. In 1840 Nand Rám died, and as of his two sons, Mahi Lál and Bhajan Lál, the latter was already deceased, leaving issue, Jamuná Prasád and Manohar Lál, he left his estate in three equal shares, the one to his son, the second to his two grandsons, and the third to his adopted nephew. For some years the property was held as a joint undivided estate; but in 1866 an agreement was executed constituting three estates in sevencity; Jánaki Prasád's share being the village of Bhadanwára, Mahi Lál's that of Aru, both in Mát; and Jamuná Prasád and Manohar Lál's, ten smaller villages in the Mahá-ban pargana. As the main object of this agreement was simply to get rid of Jánaki Prasád, the others continued to hold their two-thirds of the original estate as one property. But after a time, thinking that the discrepancy between recorded rights and actual possession might lead to difficulties, in 1870 they executed another deed, by which the two shares were again amalgamated. This joint estate, including business returns, was assessed for purposes of the income tax, as yielding an annual profit of Rs. 16,066; the Mahá-ban villages, in which they are the largest shareholders, being Acharu, Chúra-Hansi, Dhaku, Gonge, Nágal, and Thana Amar Sinh. Some misunderstanding having subsequently arisen, the uncle and nephew again divided their joint estate. Their kinsman Jánaki Prasád, in addition to his Mát village of Bhadanwára, has shares in Gains, Karakári and 15 other villages in Mahá-ban, from which he derives a net income of Rs. 14,260.

Of much the same, or perhaps rather lower, social standing are a family of Sanádh Bráhmans at Jagadis-pur, money-lenders by profession, who are
gradually consolidating a considerable estate out of lands which for the most part they first held only in mortgage. The head of the firm in their native village, where they have been settled for many generations, is by name Harideva, with whom is associated in partnership his nephew, Chunni Lál, son of a deceased brother, Isvari. Besides owning three parts of Jugadís pur, they have also shares in Daulat-pur, Habíb-pur, Kárab, Kakárí, Sahora, Wairani, and 16 other villages, producing a net income of Rs. 12,572. A brother of Harideva's, by name Púran Mall, has a separate estate, being part proprietor of Bahádur-pur Itauli, &c., while a relative, Baladeva, living at Gokul, has a further income of Rs. 18,311 derived from trade and lands that he owns at Daghaíta and Arhera in the Mathurma pargana. This latter's father, Param Sukh, was the brother of Hira-maní, Harideva's father; and it was their father Jawáhir—nicknamed Kuteliya, 'the pedlar'—son of another Harideva, who began in a very small way to form a nucleus for the fortune which his descendants have so rapidly accumulated.

The Saiyíds of Mahá-ban (see page 15), though of inferior wealth, have claims to a more ancient and honorable pedigree. They have a joint income of Rs. 6,084, drawn chiefly from the township of Mahá-ban and the villages of Nagara Bháru, Gohar-pur, Sháhpur Ghoísa, and Naraúli: but the shareholders are so numerous that no one of them is in affluent circumstances.

The PachhauríS of Gokharaulí have a joint income estimated at Rs. 10,695. The most prominent person among them is Kalyán Siníh, and the actual head of the family, the Thakuráni Prán Kunwar, his cousin Bakhtíwar Siníh's widow, has adopted one of his sons, by name Rám Chand. They trace their descent from one Bhúpat Siníh of Savaran-khera in the small central India state of Bháuda, who came from thence to settle at Satóha—a village between Mathúra and Gobardhan. There he died and also his son, Parasu-rám Siníh; but the grandson, Púran Chand, removed to Gokharaulí, where he acquired large possessions in the time of the Mahrattas. At the present day there is not a single village in the old pargana of Mahá-ban, in which his descendants have not some share, though it may often be a small one. In several they are sole proprietors, and they have other estates in the Agra district. At the outbreak of the mutiny, the fort of Gokharaulí was surprised and taken in the absence of the head of the family, Ballabh Siníh, grandson of Púran Chand. It was, however, soon after recovered by him and his cousin, Kalyán Siníh; the Tahsíldar Major in the 17th Regiment; and their great local influence further enabled them to raise a large body of volunteers in pursuit of the rebel army. When the disturbances were over, Ballabh Siníh was appointed tahsíldar of
Kosi, but he soon threw up the appointment, as he had no taste for office work, and his private property required superintendence. As Prán Kunwar's adoption of a son has given rise to much litigation on the part of the rival claimants to the inheritance, it may be of use to add a genealogical table showing clearly the degrees of relationship:

**Bhupat Sinh,**
(of Savaran-khera in Bhadaura; came from there and settled at Satoha.)

Parasu-rám Sinh, of Satoha.

Púran-chand, of Gokharauli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>of Bhadaura.</td>
<td>of Gokharauli.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballabh Sinh,</td>
<td>Bháktáwar Sinh =</td>
<td>Prán Kunwar,</td>
<td>Prán Kunwar,</td>
<td>Prán Kunwar,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tahsildar of Kosi,</td>
<td>Prán Kunwar,</td>
<td>present head</td>
<td>present head</td>
<td>present head,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>died a. p.</td>
<td>of Gokharauli</td>
<td>of the family.</td>
<td>of the family.</td>
<td>of the family.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rám-chand, adopted by Prán Kunwar.

Beyond the three towns of Gokul, Mahá-ban, and Baladeva, which have already been fully described, the only other places in the pargana which require more than the most cursory notice are the four great centres of Ját colonization, whose history involves that of all the villages subordinate to them.

**Ayra-khera,** an old township with no arable land attached to it, is popularly said to be the mother of 360 villages. It is still the recognized centre of eighteen which are as follows:—Ayra (or Era), Báron, Bhankarpur, Bhúra, Bibávali, Bindu Buláki, Birahna, Búrbal, Gáirnra, Gau, Kakarári, Lálpur, Manína Bálú, Misí, Nim-gánw, Pírí, Sabáli, and Sampat Jogi. The founder is said to have been a Pramár Thákur, by name Nain Sen, who himself came from Daharua, another village in this pargana, but whose ancestors had migrated from Dhár in the Dakhan, the Rája of which state is still a Pramár and of a very ancient family. He had four sons, whose names are given as Rompa (or Rúpá), Sikhan, Birahna, and Inchráj, and among them he portioned out his new settlement. They again had each issue, viz., Rúpá five sons, the founders of the five northern villages, Bindu-Buláki, Nim-gánw, Pírí, Bibávali, and Bhúra; Sikhan four sons, who settled the four villages to the south-west, Kakarári, Birahna, Báron, and Gáirnra; Birahna five sons, who founded the five villages to the east, Sabáli, Búrbal, Era, Misí, and Gau; and Inchráj four...
sons, who founded the four villages to the north-west, Mánina Bál, Bhankarpur, Lálpur, and Sampat Jogi. The bazár is considered the joint property of Búpa’s descendants, and their permission is necessary before any new shop can be built in it. The market, which is held on a spot close to the bazár, twice a week, Wednesday and Saturday, is the property of the zamindárs of the four villages founded by Sikhan’s sons, who give it out on contract for about Rs. 50 a year to four baniyas, who take a weighing fee from every purchaser, six chhatáns in each rupee’s worth of grain. The land is occupied almost exclusively by the Ját community, with the exception of Lálpur, which is held by Bráhmans, the descendants of the founder’s purohit, who belong to the Sanádh clan. Adjoining the village there is a small piece of woodland, 20 bighas 4 biswas in extent, held rent-free by some bairágis, which is called Niwárí, i.e., Nimwári. It makes a convenient place to camp in, being enclosed in a belt of fine old ním and púpri trees, with a solitary ímlí and a number of pasendú and karít bushes in the centre. This is accounted part of Lálpur. The school has an attendance of about 60 boys. The older occupants of the place, whom Nain Sen dispossessed, are said to have been Kalárs, whatever may be the tribe intended by that ambiguous term. His brethren, whom he left behind at Daharua, all became Muhammadans, and it may be presumed that it was his obstinate adherence to the faith of his fathers, which made it necessary for him to emigrate. The event therefore cannot be referred to any very early period. Though himself a Thákur, it is curious to observe that his descendants for very many generations past have been reckoned as Játs of the Godha sub-division. This they explain by saying that the new settlers, being unable to secure any better alliances, intermarried with Ját women from Karil in the Aligarh district, and the children followed the caste of their mothers. There is a general meeting for all the members of the clan at the festival of the Phúl Dol, which is held Chait badi 5.

At Bhúra, which is one of the 18 villages, is an old brick-strewn khéra, locally ascribed to the Kalárs. Wells have been sunk all over it for the purpose of irrigating the adjoining fields, but, so far as can be ascertained, no antiquities have ever turned up. On the top is a cairn, marking the grave of some Saiyid, name unknown. The soil is so sandy that a well anywhere except on the khéra falls in as soon as dug, unless protected by a masonry cylinder. For the convenience of revenue officials the whole of the Ayra-khéra circle has been divided into 18 groups, and each group is entered in the records under the name of some one of its constituent homesteads, which is accounted the village and the others its hamlets. But, on the spot, each bears its own name,
and as they all lie very close together and are pretty nearly the same size and have the same general features, being all occupied by members of the same clan, the effect upon a chance visitor is a little bewildering. Neither do the fields of one hamlet all lie together, but are intermingled with those of several others. The tract however is well-wooded with babul trees dotted about the borders of the fields and frequent small mango orchards. It is also well-cultivated, the only bits of waste being the Bairágis' hermitages, green little nooks, the last remnants of the original jungle.

Ar-Khera is said to have been the parent of twenty-eight villages, eleven of which are still grouped together under the collective name of the taluka Ar Lashkarpar. They are as follows:—Bansa, Basar-Bhikhandi, Bir Aliabad, Gurera, Khalána, Khajfri, Nigora, Nonera, Pavesara, Polna, and Sujánpur. The last of these, with an area of 243 acres, is uninhabited and is owned by the Ját Raja of Mursán. The Khera itself has been deserted for very many years past, and though a melâ in honour of Barahi Devi is held there twice a year, even the goddess does not remain permanently on the spot, but is merely brought over for the occasion.

Madem.—This is a circle of five villages occupied by Jâts of the Dangri sub-division. Their ancestor, by name Kapur, is said to have been a Sissodiya Thákur from Jaitai in the Sa'dabád pargana, but originally from Chitor, whose five sons, Chhikára, Bhojua, Jagatiya, Naurnga, and Ransingha, founded the villages that still bear their names. In consequence of their laxity in allowing widow re-marriage they lost caste and from Thákurs became Ját. The older occupants of the locality are represented to have been Kalárs. Chhikára and Ransingha now form the central settlement. At the siyar, or shrine of the goddess of small-pox, who is specially worshipped once a year in the month of Asárh, I noticed a small figure apparently Jain, which slightly confirms my view that Kalár is the local name for the older followers of that faith.

Raya—population 2,752—is a small town on the Aligarh road, seven miles from Mathurá, and the first station on the Light Railway from that city to Hâthras. It has no arable land of its own, but is the recognised centre of as many as twenty-one Ját villages which were founded from it. These are as follows:—(1) Nágal, (2) Gonga, (3) Súraj, (4) Dhákú, (5) Acháru, (6) Bhaín-súrn, (7) Siyara, (8) Banáu, (9) Pararári, (10) Súrnas, (11) Tirwa, (12) Khawwa, (13) Narwa Hansi, (14) Thana Amar Sinh, (15) Saur, (16) Pokhar Hirday, (17) Malhai, (18) Khairári, (19) Bhíma, (20) Koil, and (21) Chura Hansi. The first fourteen of these are the older settlements and are called the chaundah
PARCANA MAHÁ-BAN.

taraf; the other seven are subsequent offshoots. The town is said to derive its name from its founder Rao Sen, who is regarded as the ancestor of all the Jats of the Godha clan. There is an old mud fort ascribed originally to one Jamsher Beg, but rebuilt in the time of Thákur Daya Rám of Háthras. The principal residents are now Jánaki Prasád, Jamuná Prasád, and Mahi Lál, of whom mention has been already made. A Bairági of the Nimbárik persuasion by name Harnám Dás, enjoys a considerable reputation as a Pandit. There is a large orchard of mango and Jáman trees, twenty-three bighás in extent, planted by Sri-Kishan Dás, Baniya, whose son, Jugal Kishor, has also one of the two Indigo factories in the town; the other belonged to the late Mr. Saunders. There is also a smaller orchard in the possession of a Bairági by name Rúp Dás. At the back of the police-station is a pond called Khema-rá, after the man who had it dug, and on the Mát road, near a Thákur-dwára, another called Rawá, probably after the founder Ráe Sen. Market days are Monday and Friday. The town is administered under Act XX. of 1856, and section 34 of Act V. of 1861 is also in force. The line of railway has been constructed along the side of the road, and, as at first laid, crossed and re-crossed it so frequently that all road traffic would have been greatly impeded. This defect was subsequently remedied, and there are now only three crossings in its entire length of 29 miles; but the fine avenue of trees has been terribly cut up.

SONAI—population 2,393—is a township on the Háthras road which, like Raya, finds no place in the Revenue Records, being there represented by its eight dependent villages. These are Thok Bindávani, Jhok Gyán, Thok Kamal (better known as Khojua), Thok Sárú, Thok Sumera, Bhurári, Nagar Bari and Nagar Jangali. The Begam Umrao Shah in 1772 built a fort here, which in 1808 was held by Thákur Daya Rám, of Hathras, and for some years subsequently was used as a tahsíli. Not a vestige now remains of the old buildings, which were pulled down and the materials used for the construction of the new police-station. The site is well raised and commands an extensive view. I would have built a school upon it, but it was represented that the children would be afraid of ghosts. The saráe was constructed in the time of Tahsildár Zahúr Ali Khán, one of the Lál Khání family, seated in the Bulandshahr district. Market days are Sunday and Thursday.
VI.—PARGANA SA’DABÁD.

The pargana of Sa’dabád is bounded by the districts of Aligarh and Agra to the north and south, Eta to the east, and the Mathura pargana of Mahában to the west. It has a population of 89,217 and an area of 115,498 acres, divided into 131 separate estates, of which 52 are held by sole proprietors and the remainder by communities of shareholders. Though water is ordinarily found only at the considerable depth of 30 feet below the surface and is often brackish, most of the land is of excellent quality, yielding a good return on every species of agricultural produce; barley, cotton, jodhr, and arhar being the principal crops, with a considerable amount also of hemp and indigo. The predominant classes are Játs and Bráhmans, who together constitute nearly one half of the total population. At the beginning of the century, Bájá Bhagavant Sinh of Mursán was one of the largest landed proprietors; but the estate in Sa’dabád held by the present Bájá consists only of the villages of Bhurká, Jhagarári, and Nagara Ghariba, which yield an annual income of Rs. 3,000. Another local magnate of great importance at the same period was also a Ját by caste, Thákur Kusháli Sinh, the brother-in-law of Durjan Sál, the usurper of the throne of Bharat-pur. His estates, some 10 or 11 villages lying round about Mahrára, now on the line of Railway, were all confiscated at the close of the war, when a settlement was made with the former proprietors and some of the hereditary cultivators. At present the principal people in the pargana are the Muhammadan family seated at the town of Sa’dabád, at whose head is the Thakurání Hakím-un-Nissa, the widow of Kunwar Husain Ali Khan. (See page 20).

The remaining large landowners are of a different stamp, being nouveaux riches, who have acquired whatever wealth they possess within the last few years by the practice of trade and usury. The most prominent members of this class are—1st, Sri Ram, Bohra, son of Madári Lál, Bráhman, of Salai-pur, who returns his net income at Rs. 15,500, derived from shares in 20 different villages; 2nd, Mittra Sen, a Baniya of Háthras, who has an income of Rs. 12,125, arising from lands in Mirhávali, Samad-pur, and four other places; and 3rd, Thákur Dás and Sítá Rám, the sons of Jay Gopál, Dhúsar, who enjoy an income of Rs 12,116, from Jatoi, Kúpa, Nagara Dali and shares in 11 other villages. Most of the indigo factories are branches of the Chotna concern, a firm which has its head-quarters near Sonai, in the Háthras pargana. Mr. John O’Brien Saunders, of the Englishman, was the senior partner: he died in 1879.
Strictly speaking, there is not in the whole of Sa’dabad a single town;* for even the capital is merely a largish village with a population of 3,295. It was founded by a character of considerable historical eminence, Vazir Sa’dullah Khan—the minister of the Emperor Sháhjáhán—who died in 1655, three years before the accession of Aurangzeb. For some time after the annexation of 1803, it continued to be recognized as the capital of a very extensive district, which had the Jamuná as its western boundary and comprised the parganas of Jalesar, Mát, Noh-jhil, Mahá-ban, Raya, Khandauli, Sikandra Ráo and Firozábád, in addition to the one named after itself. This arrangement existed till 1832, when the Mathurá District was formed and absorbed the whole of the Sa’dábad circle, with the exception of Sikandra Ráo, which was attached to Aligárh, and Firozábád and Khandauli, which compensated Agra for the loss of Mathurá. If the size of the place had accorded in the least with its natural advantages, it would have been impossible to find a more convenient and accessible local centre; as it stands on a small stream, called the Jharna, which facilitates both drainage and irrigation, and it is also at the junction of four important high roads. Of these, one runs straight to Mathurá, a distance of 24 miles; another to the Railway Station at Mánik-pur, which is nine miles off; while the remaining two connect it with the towns of Agra and Aligárh. The Tahsíl, which occupies the site of a Fort of the Gosán Himmat Bahádúr’s, is a small but substantial building, with a deep fosse and pierced and battlemented walls. As it has the advantage of occupying an elevated position, and is supplied with a good masonry well in the court-yard, it might in case of emergency be found capable of standing a siege. There is in the main street a largish temple with an architectural façade; but the most conspicuous building in the town is a glittering white mosque, erected by the late Kunwar Irshád Ali Khán, near his private residence. There are two other small mosques; one built by Ahmad Ali Khán, Tahsildár, the other ascribed to the Vazír, from whom the place derives its name. The zamindári estate was at one time divided between Bráhmans, Játs, and Gábháls, of whom only the former now retain part

* As an illustration of the curious want of perspective, which characterizes all Dr. Hunter’s notices of this district in his Imperial Gazetteer, I observe that while he totally omits the towns of Baládawa, Barána and Nandgánw, gives six lines to Gokul and barely half a page to Brindá-ban, he devotes special paragraphs to two places in this Sa’dábad pargana, viz., Biswá and Kunánda, which even in a book like the present devoted exclusively to one particular district, I can find nothing to say about, except that Dr. Hunter has mentioned them. They are not towns, nor even villages, but simply two groups of scattered and utterly insignificant agricultural hamlets, which for convenience of revenue purposes have been thrown together under collective names.
possession, the remainder of the land having been transferred to Muhammadans and Baniyas. The town is not large enough to form a municipality, but is administered under Act XX. of 1856. The principal melá is the Rúm Lílá, started only 40 years ago by Pachauri Mukund Sinh, when Tahsíldár. The oldest temples are two in honour of Mahádeva, one of Hanumán, and a fourth founded by Daulat Ráo, Sindhia, dedicated to Murli Manohar. In the mutiny the place was attacked by the Játs, and seven lives were lost before they could be repulsed. A Thákur of Háthras, by name Sámant Sinh, who led the defence, subsequently had a grant of a village in Aligarh, while two of the Játs ringleaders, Zálím and Deokaran of Kursanda, were hanged.

Immediately opposite the road that branches off to Jalesar is a neat little rest-house for the accommodation of the officers of the Public Works Department; and about half a mile from the town on the Agra side is a large and commodious bungalow of the Kunwar's, which is always placed at the disposal of his English friends. It is surrounded by extensive mango groves, and attached to it is a spacious garden, very prettily laid out and well-kept, containing many choice varieties of trees, flowers, and creepers.

Sahpau (probably for Sah-pura)—population 3,635—is the largest village in the pargana, a little off the Sa’dábád and Jalesar road, and close to the Mánikpur Railway Station. The Thákur zamindárs are Gahlots, who trace their descent from Chitor, and say that at one time they had as many as 52 villages in this neighbourhood. The elder branch of the family, as at Sahpau, Kukargama, Isaunda, &c., take to themselves the title of Sah; the second, as at Tehu in Jalesar, that of Chaudhari; and the youngest, that of Ráo. Thákur Buddh Sinh of Umargarh now owns 5 biswas of the estate, purchased by his father, Thákur Tikam Sinh; Bindaban Sah is lumbardár of other 10, and Jhaman Sah of the remaining 5. But out of these 15 biswas, Chunni Kúar, wife of Panna Lál, baniya, has acquired 7½ viz., 5 of Bindaban's and 2½ of Jhaman's. Two families of Sanádh Bráhmans have long enjoyed a málikána of Rs. 175, payable in four shares, two of Rs. 62-8-0 and two of Rs. 25 each, but the liability to further payment is now disputed by the proprietors, since one share has been sold and another mortgaged to a baniya, by name Bidhi-chand. There are 5 hamlets, called Sukh-rám, Badamá, Tiká Ráum, Kusháli, and Mewa. The Baniyas are all either Báraseni Vaishnavas, or Jaeswá Sarángis. The latter say that they came from Chitor with the Thákurs. They have a modern temple dedicated to Nem-náth, where a festival is held in the month of Bhádon. It stands immediately under the site of the old fort, which is well raised and occupies an area.
of 13 bighas. It has yielded a large supply of massive slabs of block kankar, which have served as materials for constructing the basement story of several of the houses in the bazar. Some late Jaini sculptures, representing each a central seated figure with minor accessories, have also been exhumed; I removed to Mathurá and placed in the museum there one of the most characteristic. Outside the town near Panna Lál’s indigo factory is a raised terrace, now sacred to Bhadra Káli Mátá, which also is partly constructed of kankar blocks, and on the top of it are placed a great number of late Jaini figures with part of the large Sínádsan on which the principal idol had been seated. Here a buffalo is offered in sacrifice at the Dasahara festival. In the suburbs of the town are some 12 or 13 mango orchards with small temples and Bairagis’ cells, and in a field by itself a large square domed building, of more architectural pretensions, which commemorates a Thákur window’s self-immolation. The lower part of the walls at each of the four corners has been almost dug through for the sake of the bricks, and unless repaired the whole must shortly fall. The town is administered under Act XX. of 1856.
APPENDIX A.

CASTE: ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT.

Indian caste is ordinarily regarded as an institution sui generis, which must be accepted as a potent social influence, but cannot be explained either by parallel facts in other countries or by an enquiry into its own development, since that is buried in the depth of pre-historic antiquity. Such an opinion is not altogether well-founded, for—whatever may be thought as to the similarity between the restrictions imposed by caste in India and by other artificial contrivances in Europe—it is certain that though the broadly-marked separation of the Brâhman from the Thákur dates from an extremely remote period, the formation of subordinate castes is a process which continues in full operation to the present day and admits of direct observation in all its stages. The course of Indian tradition is to all appearance unbroken, and until some breach of continuity is clearly proved, the modern practice must be acknowledged as the legitimate development of the primary idea.

It is nothing strange that the Hindus themselves should fail to give any reasonable explanation of the matter; since not only are they restricted by religious dogma, but every society is naturally as blind to the phenomena of its own existence as the individual man is unconscious of his daily physical growth. On the other hand, European outsiders, who might be expected to record simple facts with the accuracy of impartial observers, are misled by the prejudices which they have inherited from the early investigators of Oriental literature.

The Code of Manu was among the first, if not the very first Sanskrit didactic work of any importance made known to the world at large through the medium of a translation. At that time it was unhesitatingly accepted as the ultimate authority on all the subjects of which it treated, and hence the fourfold division of Hindu society into Brâhman, Kshatriya, Vaisya and Súdra was universally recognized as an absolute fact. The later discovery of the Vedas, and the vast reach of antiquity which opened out upon their interpretation, made the Mánava Dharma Sástra appear a comparatively modern production. The explanations, which it gives of phenomena dating back in their origin to the remotest past, can only be regarded as theories, not as positive verities; while, again, the vast range of later Sanskrit literature, which has now become available to the student, affords a test of its accuracy in the descriptions which it gives.
of contemporary society. Impartially judged by either standard, the authority of the Code will be found materially shaken. Its theories of origin are as devoid of Vedic confirmation as its pictures of existent society are irreconcilable with the testimony of all independent literature, whatever the age in which it was produced. If such a clearly defined fourfold division ever existed, how happens it that one-half of the division remains in full force to the present day while the other moiety has sunk into absolute oblivion? The Brāhmanical order is still a living entity, and the Kshatriya is adequately represented in modern speech by the word Thákur, or Bájput, while the Vaisya and Súdra have so completely disappeared—both in name and fact—that an unlettered Hindu will neither understand the words when he hears them, nor recognize the classes implied when their meaning is explained to him.

And not only is this the case in the present day, but it appears to have been so all along. In the great epic poems, in the dramas, and the whole range of miscellaneous literature, the sacerdotal and military classes are everywhere recognized, and mention of them crops up involuntarily in every familiar narrative. But with Vaisya and Súdra it is far different. These words (I speak under correction) never occur as caste names, except with deliberate reference to the Mánava Code. They might be expunged both from the Rámáyana and the Mahábhárat without impairing the integrity of either composition. Only a few moral discourses, which are unquestionably late Brāhmanical interpolations, and one entire episodical narrative, would have to be sacrificed; the poem in all essentials would be left intact. But should we proceed in the same way to strike out the Bráhman and the Kshatriya, the whole framework of the poem would immediately collapse. There is abundant mention of Dhívaras and Nápitas, Sútradháras and Kumbhákáras, Mahájanas and Baníjes, but no comprehension of them all under two heads in the same familiar way that all chieftains are Kshatriyas, and all priests and litterateurs, Bráhmans.

It is also noteworthy that Mann, in his 12th book, where he classifies gods and men according to their quality (guna), omits the Vaisya altogether; and, again, in the Ádi Parvan of the Mahábhárat (v. 3139) we read—

Brahma-Kshatrádayas tasmá Manor jétas tu mánaváh,  
Tato' bhavad, Mahárája, Bráhma Kshattreṇa sangatam.*

From which it would seem that the writer recognized a definite connection between the Bráhman and the Kshatriya, while all the rest of mankind were

* "Bráhman, Kshatriya and the rest of mankind sprung from this Manu. From him, Sire, came the Bráhman conjoined with the Kshatriya."
relegated to the indeterminate. And further, if the Vaisyás had ever formed one united body, they would inevitably, at some period or another, have taken a more prominent part in Indian politics then there is reason to suppose they ever did. Investiture with the symbolic cord gave them social position, and the wealth which their occupation enabled them to amass gave them power. Union apparently was the only condition required to make them the predominant body in the State. With far humbler pretensions and less internal cohesion than Manu assigns to the Vaisyás, the free cities of Germany and the burghers of England established their independence against an aristocracy and an ecclesiastical system in comparison with which Kshatriyás and Bráhmans were contemptible.

The obvious, and indeed inevitable, inference from this popular ignorance, literary silence, and historical insignificance appears to be that the two classes of Vaisya and Súdra never existed (except in Manu's theory) as distinct bodies; and that the names are merely convenient abstractions to denote the middle and lower orders of society, which have indeed distinctive class features engendered by similarity of occupation, but no community of origin, and in reality no closer blood connection between the component sub-divisions than exists between any one of these sub-divisions and a Bráhmanical or Kshatriya family.

In the whole of the Rig Veda the word Vaisya occurs only once, viz., in the 12th verse of the famous Purusha Súkta. Dr. Muir, Professor Max Muller, and in fact all Sanskrit scholars, with the solitary exception of Dr. Haug, assign this hymn to a comparatively late period. It is the only one which mentions the four different kinds of Vedic composition, rich, sáman, chhanda, and yajush, a peculiarity noticed by Professor Aufrecht, and which seems to be absolutely conclusive proof of late composition. And not only is the hymn itself more recent than the body of the work, but the two verses which alone refer to the four castes seem to be a still more modern interpolation. In the first place, there is nothing the least archaic in their style, and they might stand in any one of the Puránas. Without exciting a comment. That this may be apparent they are quoted in the original:

Bráhma'nya mukham ásid, báhu Rájanayah kritab,
Uru tad ásyà yàd Vaisyabh, padbhýám Súdro ajáyata.*

Secondly, they are irreconcilable with the context; for while they describe the Bráhman as the mouth of Purusha and the Súdra as born from his feet, the very next lines speak of Indra and Agni as proceeding from his mouth and the Earth from his feet.

*"The Bráhman was his mouth: the Rájanaya was made his arms; what is the Vaisya was his thighs; from his feet sprung the Súdra."
We are, therefore, justified in saying that in the genuine Veda there was no mention of caste whatever; nor was it possible that there should be, on the hypothesis now to be advanced, that the institution of caste was the simple result of residence in a conquered country. This is confirmed by observing that in Kashmir, which was one of the original homes of the Aryan race, and also for many ages secured by its position from foreign aggression, there is to the present day no distinction of caste, but all Hindus are Brāhmans. Thus, too, the following remarkable lines from the Mahābhārata, which distinctly declare that in the beginning there was no caste division, but all men, as created by God, were Brāhmans:

Na visesa'sti varnānām, sarvam Brāhmaṇa idam jagat,
Brahmanā pārva arishtam hī; karmabhīr varṇātīm gatam *

At the time when the older Vedic hymns were written, the Aryan was still in his primeval home and had not descended upon the plains of Hindustan. After the invasion, the conquerors naturally resigned all menial occupations to the aborigines, whom they had vanquished and partially dispossessed, and enjoyed the fruits of victory while prosecuting the congenial pursuits of arms or letters. For several years, or possibly generations, the invaders formed only a small garrison in a hostile country, and constant warfare necessitated the formation of a permanent military body, the ancestors of the modern Kshatriyas and Thākurs. The other part devoted themselves to the maintenance of the religious rites, which they brought with them from their trans-Himalayan home, and the preservation of the sacred hymns and formulae used in the celebration of public worship. Of this mystic and unwritten lore, once familiar to all, but now, through the exigency of circumstances, retained in the memory of only a few, these special families would soon become the sole depositories. The interval between the two classes gradually widened, till the full-blown Brāhman was developed, conscious of his superior and exclusive knowledge, and bent upon asserting its prerogatives. The conquered aborigines were known by the name of Nāgas or Mlechhas, or other contemptuous term, and formed the nucleus of all the low castes, whom Manu subsequently grouped together as Súdras, esteeming them little, if at all, higher than the brute creation. (Hastinas cha turang-gus cha Súdrá Mlechchās cha garhítāh—Sīnīd vydhrād varūhīs cha. XII. 43.)†

**There is no distinction of castes; the whole of this world is Brāhmanical as originally created by Brahma; it is only in consequence of men's actions that it has come into a state of caste divisions.**

† "Elephants, horses, Súdras, despicable barbarians, lions, tigers and boars."

---

* Na visesa'sti varnānām, sarvam Brāhmaṇa idam jagat, Brahmanā pārva arishtam hī; karmabhīr varṇātīm gatam *

† "Elephants, horses, Súdras, despicable barbarians, lions, tigers and boars."
But a society, consisting only of priests, warriors, and slaves could not long exist. Hence the gradual formation of a middle class, consisting of the offspring of mixed marriages, enterprising natives, and such un aspiring members of the dominant race as found trade more profitable, or congenial to their tastes, than either arms or letters. The character of this mixed population would be influenced in the first instance by the nature of the country in which they were resident. In one district the soil would be better adapted for pasturage, in another for agriculture. But in both it would be worked principally by aborigines, both on account of the greater labour involved, and also because the occupation of grazing large flocks and herds (which had been characteristic of the Aryan race in Vedic times) is incompatible with the concentration which is essential for the security of a small invading force. The graziers would receive some name descriptive of their nomadic habits, as for example 'Ahir'; the word being derived from ābhi, 'circum' and īr, 'ire,' the 'circumventes,' or wanderers. Similarly, other pastoral tribes—such as the Gwálás and the Ghosis—derive their distinctive names from go, 'a cow;' combined with pāla, 'a keeper,' and ghosha, 'a cattle station.' In an agricultural district the corresponding class would in like manner adopt some title indicative of their occupation, as, for example, the Kísáns from kriski, 'husbandry,' the Bhúnhárs from bhāni, 'the ground,' and in Bengal the Chásis from chás, 'ploughing.' Or (and the same remark applies to every other class) they might retain the old Indian name of the district in which they were located, as the Káchhis from the country of Kaśh. Again, so long as vast tracts of lands were still covered with forest, the followers of the chase would be at least as numerous as the tillers of the soil or the grazers of cattle. And, since the Aryan element in the middle and lower strata of society was composed of those persons who, without any penchant for learned study like the Bráhmans, entertained a preference for sedentary pursuits rather than those of a more exciting nature such as the majority of their Thákur kinsmen affected, so the castes that followed the chase, not as an amusement, but as a means of livelihood, would naturally consist exclusively of aborigines. And as a matter of fact, it is found to be the case that all such castes have the dark complexion and the other physical characteristics of the lower race. Such are the Badhaks and Aheriyas, who derive their name—the one from the root, badh, 'to kill,' the other from the Hindi aher, 'game,'—so, too, the Dhánus and the Lodhas, whose names are contracted forms of Dhánuska, 'a Bowman,' and Lubdhaka, 'a huntsman.' These two tribes have now abandoned their hereditary avocations—the Dhánus being ordinarily village watchmen, and the Lodhas agriculturists,—though in Oudh the latter were, till
quite recently, still connected with the forest rather than the fields, being the wood-cutters, whose business it was to fell timber and transport it by the Ghogra river to Bahram Ghát and other marts.

In this way the majority of the servile or so-called Súdra castes came into existence, in order to supply the unproductive classes with food; and subsequently, when population grew and towns were built, their number was vastly increased by the new trades that sprung up to satisfy the more complex requirements of urban life. Then, too, last of all, and by no means simultaneously with the other three, as represented in the legends, the Vaisya order was produced. For the purpose of facilitating barter and exchange, traders established themselves, either on the sea-coast, or at places convenient of access for the inhabitants of two dissimilar tracts of country, and forming a confederation among themselves would take a collective name, either from the locality which they occupied, as Ajudhyávāsis, Mathuriyas, or Agarwálás, or simply from the special branch of trade which they pursued, as Sonárs, Lohiyas, or Baniyas. From the facility of acquiring wealth and the civilizing influence of social contact, these merchants would soon form a striking contrast to the simple rural population who brought their produce for barter, and would receive some vulgar title indicative of the difference; hence the name of Mahájans, 'the great people.' And all such names, having once firmly attached themselves, would be retained, even when they ceased to be strictly applicable, in consequence of migration from the original seat, or change in profession or circumstances.

Upon this theory we come to a clear understanding of the popular feeling about caste—a feeling which unmistakably exists in the native mind, though opposed to dogmatic teaching—that below the Bráhman and the Thákur there are a number of miscellaneous divisions, but no two well-defined collective groups. There is a vague impression that the Vaisya is properly a tradesman and the Súdra a servant; while it is definitely ruled that the former is the much more respectable appellation of the two. Thus a difficulty arises with regard to a family that is distinctly neither of Bráhman nor Thákur descent, and from time immemorial has been engaged in some specially ignoble trade or exceptionally honourable service. The latter aspires to be included in the higher order, in spite of his servitude; while the former, though a trader, is popularly ranked in the same grade as people who, if they are to be known by any class name at all, are clearly Súdras. This never occurs in precisely the same way with the two higher Manava castes, though one or two facts may be quoted which at first sight seem to tell against such an assertion. For example, there are a numerous
body of carpenters called Ojhas (the word being a corruption of Upádh- 
yáya), who are admitted to be of Bráhmanical descent and are invested with 
the sacred cord. But common interests forming a stronger bond of union than 
common origin, they are regarded rather as a species of the genus Barhai than 
of the genus Bráhman; their claim, however, to the latter title never being 
disputed if they choose to assert it. Similarly, as the trade of the usurer is 
highly incompatible with priestly pretensions, the Bráhmans who practise it are 
gradually being recognized as quite a distinct caste under the name of ‘Bohdas 
and Athwarayas.’ There are also some pseudo-Bráhmanical and pseudo-Thákur 
tribes who rank very low in the social scale; but even their case is by no means 
a parallel one, for it is admitted on all sides that the original ancestor of—for 
example—the Bháts and Ahívásis was a Bráhman, and of the Gaurnas a Thák-
kur. The doubt is whether the descendants, in consequence of the bend-sinis-
ter on their blazon, have altogether lost their ancestral title or only tarnished 
its dignity; whereas with a Sonar who claims to be a Vaisya, it is not any 
suspicion of illegitimate descent, nor any incompatibility of employment, that 
raises a doubt, but rather the radical incompleteness of the original theory and 
the absence of any standard by which his pretensions may be tested.

In short, excepting only the Bráhman and the Thakur, all other Indian 
castes correspond, not to the Scottish clans—with which they are so often com-
pared, and from which they are utterly dissimilar—but to the close guilds 
which in mediæval times had so great an influence on European society. As 
the Goldsmiths formed themselves into a company for mutual protection, so the 
Sonárs combined to make a caste;—the former admitted many provincial 
guilds with special customs and regulations, the latter recognized many sub-
ordinate gotras; the former required a long term of apprenticeship amounting 
virtually to adoption, the latter made the profession hereditary; the former 
required an oath of secrecy, the latter insured secrecy by restricting social in-
tercourse with outsiders. As the founders of the company had no mutual con-
nection beyond community of interest, so neither had the founders of the caste.

When we say that all architects are sons of S. Barbara or all shoemakers of S. 
Crispin, those being their patron saints, the expression is quite intelligible. 
What more is implied in saying that Sanádhs are sons of Sanat-Kumára? 
To attach any literal meaning to a tradition which represents a Bráhmanical 
caste as born of the Gáyatri (a Vedic metre) is a precisely similar absurdity 
to saying a company was born of the Pater Noster and Ave Maria, because on 
certain days every member was bound to repeat his rosary. A history of caste 
in the sense in which the phrase is generally understood, viz., the tracing each
caste to one definite pair of ancestors, is from the circumstances of the case an impossibility.

With Brāhmans and Kshatriyas matters stand somewhat differently. Though, so far as any one subordinate division is concerned, it may often happen that its individual members never at any time formed one family, yet as all the subdivisions are in the main descendants of the early Aryan conquerors, to that limited extent they have a genuine community of origin. So long as the line of demarcation which separated them from the aboriginal inhabitants of India remained clearly defined, while the only distinction among themselves lay in the difference of occupation, the conversion of a Kshatriya into a Brāhman would not be a more unusual occurrence than the retirement of a Christian knight, when wearied with warfare, into the peaceful seclusion of the cloister. The most famous example of such a transformation is that supplied by the legend of Visvāmitra, which must ever prove an insuperable difficulty to the orthodox Hindū, who accepts the Mānava doctrine of an essential and eternal difference between the two castes. At the present day, when Brāhmanism has become an inseparable hereditary quality, the priestly character has been transferred to the religious mendicants and ascetics who—allowing for the changed circumstances of time and place—correspond to the Brāhmans of antiquity, and like them freely admit associates from every rank and condition of Hindū society. The apparent difference is mainly due to the fact that in primitive times the Aryan outsiders were all of one status, while now they are infinite in variety.

Theoretically, the essence of the Kshatriya is as incapable of transfer or acquisition, except by natural descent, as that of the Brāhman, but the practice of the two classes has always been very different. The strength of a community that lays claim to any esoteric knowledge lies in its exclusiveness; but a military body thrives by extension, and to secure its own efficiency must be lax in restrictions. It may be observed as a singular fact that all the very lowest castes in the country, if interrogated as to their origin, will say that they are in some way or another Thākur; and this is illustrated by a passage in Manu, where he mentions several outcast tribes as Kshatriyas by descent. Whence we may infer that at all times there has been a great freedom of intercourse between that class and others. Indeed, if we are to accept the legend of Parasurām as in any sense expressing an historical event, the whole Thākur race has been repeatedly extirpated and as often re-formed out of alien elements. Nor is this at variance with modern usage, for no Hindū rises to the rank of Rājā, whatever his original descent, without acquiring a kind of Thākur character, which in most instances is unhesitatingly claimed by, and conceded to, his descendants.
in the third or fourth generation, after alliances with older families have given some colour to the pretension. And the illegitimate sons of Thākurs, who by the Code of Manu would be Ugras—their mothers being Musalmánis or low-caste Hindú women—are, as is notorious, generally accepted, either themselves or in the person of their immediate descendants, as genuine Thākurs. Again, many of the higher Thākur classes acknowledge the impurity of their birth in the popular tradition of their origin. Thus the Chandels (i.e., the moon-born) profess to be derived from the daughter of a Banáras Brāhman, who had an intrigue with the moon-god; and Gahlots (the cave-born) from a Rāni of Mewār, who took refuge with some mountaineers on the Mālya range.

From all this it follows that, whatever the dignity and antiquity of some particular Thākur families, the Thākur caste is a heterogeneous body, which, like the miscellaneous communities of lower pretensions which we have already discussed, is held together more by similarity of circumstances than unity of origin. The same principle of caste-formation is still actively at work through all grades of Indian society. The comparatively modern organization of many so-called castes is attested by the Persian names which they have thought proper to assume,—for example, the Darzis, the Malláhs, the Mimárs, &c. A large proportion of the first-named are really Káyaths, which shows that the term 'Darzi' is still in a transitional state, and has not yet thoroughly shaken off its original trade meaning. The older word for a tailor is stāji, which, like so much of the Hindi vocabulary, having become unfashionable, now implies a workman of an inferior description. Similarly, randi, 'a woman,' has become a term of reproach for 'a woman of bad character'; and nágara, Hindi for 'a city,' is used at the present day to denote, not even a village, but only a mere 'hamlet.' The desire to dignify a mean calling by a high-sounding name—as when a sweeper is called mìhtar, 'a prince,' and a cook khaliśa—has been often cited as an Oriental idiosyncrasy, which to the mind of a European is productive of ridicule rather than respect. It gives occasion, however, to many a new caste-name. Thus the k hàkrob, or street-sweeper of the town, regards himself under the Persian designation as the superior of the village bhungi or scavenger; and the Mimárs, or bricklayer, the Shoragar, or saltpetre manufacturer; the Chúna-paz, or lime-burner; the Kori, or weaver, and even the Mochi or cobbler, in assuming the name descriptive of his calling, almost forgets that he belongs to the universally-despised caste of the Chumār.

To judge from the Census Returns, it would seem that these partially-developed castes are only recognized in some few districts and totally ignored
in others. Thus, Mathurá is a great centre of the stone-cutter's art; but the men who practise it belong to different ranks, and have not adopted the distinctive trade-name of sāng-tarāsh, which seems to be recognized in Aligarh, Hamírpūr, and Kumaon. Again, in every market town there are a number of weighmen, who, no doubt, in each place have special guild regulations of their own; but only in Banáras do they appear as a distinct caste, with the name of palle-ḍārs. So too at Saharanpur some fruit-sellers—whose trade, it may be presumed, has been encouraged by the large public garden at that station—have separated themselves from the common herd of Kunjrás, or 'costermongers,' and decorated their small community with the Persian title of Mewafarosh. As might be expected, this disintegration of society and adoption of a novel nomenclature prevails most extensively among the lower orders, where the associations connected with the old name that is discarded are of an unpleasant nature. But even in the higher classes, where the generic title is one of honour, it is frequently superseded in common parlance by one that is more distinctive, though it may be of less favourable import. Thus, among Bráhmans a Bobra sub-caste is in course of formation, and a Cháube of the Mathurá branch, when settled elsewhere, is invariably styled neither Bráhman nor Chaube, but Mathuriya. Illustrations might be multiplied indefinitely; but the few now cited are sufficient to prove how caste subdivisions are formed in the present day, and to suggest how they originated in the first instance.
# APPENDIX B

## THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

### Subscriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount (Rs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Agra</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceeds of a Lottery, through the Very Rev. Father Symphorien</td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priests of the Mission</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Ralph Kerr, Lt.-Col., 10th Royal Hussars</td>
<td>1,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscount Campden, do. do.</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon-Major Cattell, do. do.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Watkins, Captain, do. do.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyce Combe, Captain, do. do.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hon. C. C. W. Cavendish, do. do.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. H. Roe, Surgeon, do. do.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Pembroke, Lieut., Commissariat Officer</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col. Dillon, C.B., C.S.I.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offertory, All Saints' Day, 1874</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Gobind Das, C.S.I.*</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. H. the Mahárája of Chirkbári, Bundelkhand</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rája Hari Náráyan Sinh, of Khátras</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lála Syám Sundar Dáś</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Maháráj Gosain Purushottam Láłów, of Gokul</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rája Prithi Sinh, of Awa</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. S. Growse, C. S.</td>
<td>4,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcolm Reade, C. S.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percy Wigram, C. S.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. A. McConaghey, C. S.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. F. Hall, C. S.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. H. Twigg, C. S.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Scott, C. S.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. L. Harrison, C. S.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. G. Hind, District Engineer</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Arcy McArthy</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. Ellis, Merchants, Agra</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Neil, Assistant Patrol, Customs</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor Higher</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. H. Davis, Assistant Supdt. of Police</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. B. Seaman, Civil Surgeon</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahbúb Masih</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. A. Lloyd, Education Department</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The sanction of the Government was obtained, in the first instance, before a subscription was accepted from any Hindu gentleman.*
Statues of the Sacred Heart, of the B. Virgin and Child, and of S. Joseph, from the Dowager Marchioness of Lothian and the Duchess of Buccleuch (through Lord Ralph Kerr).

Life-size crucifix (indulgenced), from Lord Ralph Kerr.
Persian carpeting for the Altar steps, from J. W. Tyler, M.D., F.R.C.S.
A crystal chandelier for the Choir, from Mr. John Ellis, Agra.
A crystal chandelier and a marble chair, from Seth Raghunath Das.
A marble chair; from Lalla Badri Prasad.
The Font, from Lalla Ratn Lal.
The Stations of the Cross, from the Men of the 10th Royal Hussars.

The above lists are inserted in this volume as an interesting record of the cordiality that prevailed among all classes of the community during my official connection with Mathura, and as a permanent acknowledgment of the generous assistance that I received in carrying out a project which I had greatly at heart. A description of the unfinished building has been given in an earlier chapter. Any want of congruity that may be detected in the design is mainly attributable to the same cause as paralyzes the action of almost every District Officer in India, viz., his liability at any moment to be transferred to some entirely different part of the country. As I was not in a position to put down the whole of the money at once, and did not wish, in case of my sudden removal, to leave the Mission burdened with a design which it would require a very large outlay to complete, I commenced the work in a simple and inexpensive style, and pushed it on as rapidly as possible. By the end of the year, when part of it had been roofed in and roughly furnished, I felt myself at liberty to launch out into more elaborate architecture, which I intended to continue so long as I was on the spot, but which could be stopped without serious practical injury to the fabric, if I were removed. Many of the bald features,
which now strike the eye unpleasantly, were intended as merely temporary make-shifts, and, if I had been allowed the time, would gradually have given way to something better; carved stone being everywhere substituted for plain brick and mortar. The interior, with the important exception of the High Altar, is virtually complete, and is to my mind both religious and picturesque in its effect. The external façade, as it now stands, conveys a very imperfect idea of what it was meant to be. The building was intended as a protest against the standard plans and other stereotyped conventionalities of the Public Works Department; and it has at least the one great architectural merit of being absolutely truthful; no one on seeing it but would immediately understand that it was a Catholic Church, built in an eastern country for the use of a mixed congregation of Europeans and orientals. As a proof that in some quarters at all events my idea was thoroughly appreciated, I cannot resist the pleasure of appending an extract from a letter which appeared in the correspondence columns of the London Tablet, in its issue for October 26th, 1878:—

"To Mr. F. S. Growse, of the Bengal Civil Service, we owe an ecclesiastical building which is quite unique of its sort in India, and may in the richness of its details compare favourably with approved European workmanship. The munificence of that gentleman, combined with rare artistic taste, has enabled him to cull all the rich treasures of a rich neighbourhood in the service of religion. His knowledge of the district of which he is both the historian and the renovator pre-eminently fitted him for this labour of love. Mathura chapel is a combination of Christian and pagan art, and peculiarly interesting as the sole work of native artists, whose chisels have certainly not diminished the beauty and solemnity associated with altar and sanctuary. Finer or more elaborate carving could not be seen anywhere. Men acquainted with the delicate screen work of India will find it here for the first time engrafted on a Christian church, conveying the solemnizing effect of stained glass. Rigidly adhering to the idea of employing native art alone, Mr. Growse has to the smallest item excluded articles of exotic growth, substituting, for instance, Murádábad vases for the trumpery foreign importations so frequently seen on other altars.

"The remark of Mr. Fergusson that 'Architecture in India is a living art' is nowhere more happily illustrated than in the recent restorations of Mathurá, a work also due to Mr. Growse. Engaged in those restorations, the thought must naturally have arisen in connection with English buildings, why employ English models, often alike incompatible with the climate and genius of the people, when there are indigenous ones, and those far more beautiful, near at hand? Why disfigure the Oriental landscape with buildings as incapable of appealing to the sympathies of the people as of meeting the requirements of art and comfort? Along, too, with considerations about architecture would come the thought—why not employ Indian arts more generally?

"It may be unorthodox to say so, but I confess the most sumptuous English fans in India communicate a very different impression to that communicated by a visit to the Pearl Mosque at Agra. What that impression is any reader of Bishop Heber will easily understand. So great is it, that one may be pardoned for wishing to impregnate an Indian Christian temple with some of its distinctive features."
"This is precisely what Mr. Growse has done at Mathurâ; and I can conceive no more graceful way of familiarising natives with Christian symbols than bringing them to ornament them with their own matchless art. Prejudice is at once silenced, and sympathy, if not, inquiry, aroused. An attempt is made to place ourselves in accord with something they most cherish in their affections. We sound a note of nature, and, in doing so, may lay claim to some reciprocal esteem. It is the same policy that crowned with success the labours of S. Francis Xavier in Southern India, and in more recent times illumined the path of the Abbé Dubois. These saintly men sought the empire of the mind through the empire of the heart.

"Any endeavour to revive such a policy in Northern India ought to be a source of unmixed satisfaction. Mr. Growse's chapel stands as a speck of the ocean, under the shadow of the great Hindu city of Krishna. May it some day stimulate a work in inverse ratio to its size."
APPENDIX C.

LIST OF TREES THAT GROW IN THE DISTRICT.

ADANSIONA digitata; no native name: the Baobab or monkey-bread tree; two fine specimens in one of the gardens in cantonments.

AGASTI, from the Hindu saint of that name; Æschynomene or Sesbania grandiflora; a small soft-wooded tree with large handsome flowers, which are eaten as a vegetable.

AKOL, for Sanskrit ankola; a small tree with yellow flowers, which I have seen only in the Konai rakhya, where there are several specimens of it. Apparently the Alangium.

AM, for Sanskrit āmra; Mangifera Indica, the mango tree.

AMALTAS, Cassia Fistula; the Indian Laburnum.

AMLA, from the Sanskrit amla, the Latin amara, with reference to the acidity of its fruit. Phyllanthus Emblica, or Emblica officinalis.

ARNI, Clerodendrum Phlomoides, a shrub with sweet-scented flowers, resembling the honey-suckle.

ARUA, for Sanskrit aralu, Ailanthus excelsa. A fine forest tree, with leaves from two to three feet long, and panicles of yellowish flowers. Frequent in the avenue along the Mathurā and Delhi road.

ASOK, Sanskrit asoka; Saraca Indica or Jonesia Asoka; indigenous in the forests of southern India, where it is famous for its magnificent red flowers; I have never seen it blossom here.

BABIRANG, Embelia robusta, a small tree, called by that name at Nangáma in the Chhátá pargana, but apparently known in other villages as the ajánrutha; flowers in February and March when almost bare of leaves. It is used as a remedy for colds and rheumatism (bai), which may be the origin of the name.

BABUL, Acacia Arabica.

BASHERA, for Sanskrit viháataka, Terminalia bellerica. A tall straight-growing tree with large leaves and greenish yellow flowers of unpleasant smell. Fruit a large ovoid nut, used in dyeing and tanning, also as a medicine and for making ink; the kernels are eaten, but are said to be intoxicating. Frequent in the avenue on the Mathurá and Delhi road.
Bakayan, Melia Azedarach, a small tree, which for a few weeks in the spring presents a handsome appearance with its large clusters of lilac flowers, but for the greater part of the year it is leafless and ragged-looking, with bunches of dry yellow fruit.

Bar, for Sanskrit vata, Ficus Bengalensis, the Banyan tree.

Barna, for Sanskrit varana, Cratæva religiosa. Flowers and puts forth new leaves in April, when its large cream-coloured blossoms give it a handsome appearance.

Bel, for Sanskrit vitva, Ægle marmelos. The pulp of the fruit is used for making sherbet; also to mix with mortar. The leaves are sacred to Mahádev.

Ber, for Sanskrit badara; Zizyphus jujuba; cultivated for its fruit.

Chhonkar, Prosopis spicigera; very common throughout the district; occasionally grows to quite a large tree, as in the Dohani Kund at Chaksauli. It is used for religious worship at the festival of the Dasahara, and considered sacred to Siva. The pods (called sangri) are much used for fodder. Probably chhonkar and sangri, which latter is in some parts of India the name of the tree as well as of the pod, are both dialectical corruptions of the Sanskrit sankara, a name of Siva; for the palatal and sibilant are frequently interchangeable.

Dhak, for Sanskrit dagdha, 'on fire,' with reference to its bright flame-coloured flowers; Butea frondosa.

Dho, for Sanskrit dhava, covers the whole of the Barsána hill; is apparently the Anogeissus pendula or myrtifolia. A small tree, nearly bare of leaves all through the dry season.

Dungal, another name for the Pilu.

Faras, Tamarix articulata, a graceful tree of rapid growth, readily propagated from cuttings.

Gondi, Cordia Rothii, a small tree. The fruit, a berry with a yellow, gelatinous, pellucid pulp, is edible, but insipid. The viscosity of the fruit gives its name to the tree (from gond, 'gum').

Gúlar, Ficus glomerata, a large tree, the wood of which is specially used for well frames, as it is all the more durable for being in water. Its fruit grows in clusters on the branches and trunk; whence probably the vernacular name (from gola a 'ball'): the same peculiarity has suggested its botanical epithet, glomerata.

Gangar, a small scraggy shrub at Charan Pahár, Barsána and elsewhere, apparently a species of Grewia.
INDIGENOUS TREES.

RINGOT, Balanites Roxburghii, a small thorny tree, with a hard fruit, which is filled with gunpowder and used for fireworks. Its roots spread far and throw up suckers at a considerable distance from the trunk.

HYNS, Capparis sepiaria, a very strong, thorny creeper.

IMLI, Tamarindus Indica, one of the largest, handsomest, and most valuable of all Indian trees, but a very slow grower. But for this last defect it would be an excellent avenue tree, as it is never leafless and gives shade all the year round.

INDRAJAU, Wrightia tinctoria. At Charan Pahár. Bare of leaves in the cold weather, at which time it is hung with bunches of long, slender, dark-green pods, each pair cohering slightly at the tip.

JAMAN, for Sanskrit Jambu: Engenia jambolana; generally planted round the border of large mango orchards. Is never leafless. The fruit, like a damson in appearance, has a harsh but sweetish flavour.

JHAU, Tamarix dioica; a dwarf variety of the Farás, which springs up after the rains on the sands of the Jamuná, where it forms a dense jungle.

KACHNAR, for Sanskrit Kanchandrá, Bauhinia variegata; a moderate sized tree, which presents a beautiful appearance in March and April, when in full flower.

KADAMB, Sanskrit Kadamba. Abundant in the Chhátá and Kosi parganas, where it forms large woods, as especially at Písiya. There are two kinds, the more common being the Stephigyne parvifolia; the other, a much finer tree, the Anthocephalus Cadamba, or Nauclea Cadamba of Roxburgh.

KAIT, for Sanskrit Kapittha; Feronia elephantum; the elephant or woodapple. An ornamental tree with a hard round fruit; the leaves have a slight smell of aniseed.

KATIAYA, Celtis Australis (?) at Písáya. A middle-sized tree with yellowish-white flowers and eatable fruit.

KATIYÁR, Xylosma (?). A small tree with dense sombre foliage, long stiff thorns, and flowers in small yellow tufts like the babúl.

KARYL, for Sanskrit Karira; Capparis aphylla; the typical fruit of Braj.

KHÁVUR, for Sanskrit Khajúra; Phénix Sylvestris; the wild date palm.

KHIRNI, for Sanskrit Kshirina, 'the milky'; Mimusops Indica; a large evergreen tree with a fruit that ripens in May and June and tastes like a dried currant.

KHANDAR, Salvadora Persica. A tree very similar to the Pilu, but of more graceful growth. Its f. úi is uneatable.

LABERA, and LABORA, two varieties of the Cordia latifolia. A soft-wooded, crooked-growing tree, with eatable fruit.
LALYARI, a middle-sized tree which presents a very handsome appearance with
its large dull-red and yellow flowers, which open in February and March.
The tree appears to be very rare and little known and I cannot trace it in any
botanical work. There is one on the Shergarh and Kosi road, another at
Barsána, and others near Dotana. I tried to rear it in my own garden, but
the young trees died after I left. The name is obviously derived from the
colour (tdi) of the flowers, but natives take the word to be lariyari, 'quarrel-
some,' and have a prejudice against it accordingly.

MAHÚA, for Sanskrit madhuka, with allusion to the sweetness of its flowers;
Bassia latifolia; scarce in the district.

MÁLSARÍ, Mimusops elengi, an evergreen tree with sweet-scented star-shaped
flowers, which are used for garlands; whence the name, from māla, a
'garland' and sara, a 'string.'

NYM, for Sanskrit nimba, Melia Indica, the tree which thrives better in the
district than any other.

NYM CHAMBÉLÍ, otherwise called Biláyati Bakáyan; Millingtonia hortensis;
a handsome, fast-growing tree with fragrant white flowers.

NAUSÁTÍ, Erythrina Indica, the Indian coral-tree. Its flowers, of a dazzling
bright scarlet, make a fine show in March, before the new leaves appear.
The name would seem to be a corruption of naua sapta, 16; with reference
to the 16 modes of enhancing personal beauty; as if they had all been
exercised upon this beautiful tree.

PAPRI, Ulmus integrifolia; a large tree, bare of leaves in the cold weather.

PÁRBÁ-PÍPAR, a name which probably means 'the Persian pipal.' A tree
found only at two places in this district, the Dhru-tila at Mathurá and the
Khelá-ban at Mahá-ban. The flower closely resembles that of the cotton
plant. There are avenues of it in some of the streets of Bombay.

PASENĐÁ, Diospyros cordifolia; a small tree with dense foliage, but considered
an unlucky tree to take shade under; very common in the rakhyas. It has
an uneatable fruit of unpleasant smell and bitter taste.

PYLU, with the same name in Sanskrit; Salvadora oleoides; forms large woods
in the Chhátá and Kosi parganas. A stunted misshapen-looking tree,
generally with cracked or hollow trunk and exposed roots. It bears an eat-
able fruit.

PILUKHÁN. Ficus cordifolia; a large tree rarely found in the district. It may
be seen at Konai and in the Kokila-ban. It is common in the neighbourhood
of Hari-dwár.
PyPAl, for Sanskrit pippala; Ficus religosa.

REMIA, Acacia leucophloea; a thorny tree common in the rakhyas in conjunction with the Chhonkar.

Rítha, for Sanskrit arishta; Sapindus detergens; the soap berry tree; found at Satoha.

SAHAIiNA. For Sanskrit sobhnjana; Moringa pterygosperma or Hyperanthera moringa; the horse-radish tree.

SAHORA, Streblus asper (?). A small scraggy tree with rough dark-green leaves and eatable fruit, a yellow one-seeded berry. Single trees are common all over the district.

SHAH-túT. Morus Indica; the mulberry tree.

SÉMÁL, for Sanskrit Salmali; Bombax heptaphyllum; the cotton tree. Flowers in March when bare of leaves, like the kachnár, dhák, and nausath.

SIRIS, for Sanskrit siriskha, is the vernacular name both for the Acacia speciosa, which, in spite of its botanical epithet, is a very unsightly tree for a great part of the year, when its branches are bare of leaves and hung only with large, dry, yellow pods, rattling with every breath of wind. The same name is given to a similar but larger and much handsomer tree, the Albizzia odoratissima, which has red-brown legumes.
GLOSSARY.

ADHAM SÚDH, half.
AÍKLI-BAIKLI, incoherent nonsense.
AÍNTH, pride, conceit.
AKÁSI VEITT, dependence on the rains; said of fields where there is no artificial irrigation.
ALÁ, wet.
ALÁL-TAPPU, incoherent, absurd.
ALÁNA BATÁNA, strangers.
ALÍN, a stone jamb of a doorway; a pilaster, or attached pillar, as distinguished from khambh, a detached pillar.
AMÁNA, obstinate; incredulous.
AMÉR, delay, late.
AMOLÁK, invaluable; coal-dust used as a dry colour in making ānjhis.
ĀN, a curse.
ANÁKHTÓTA, extraordinary.
ANÁSAR (for an-avasar), want of leisure, domestic work.
ANTÁ CHIT, senseless.
ANTÍ, an ear ring.
AŚHÁN (for athmaná), evening.
ATÚTI, fire.
AUD, literally ‘waterless;’ a term applied to a man who dies childless, with no son to make him the ordinary funeral libations. It is also the name given to the little masonry platform often seen near a village, on which twice a year jars of water are set, in order to lay the ghost of some childless person.

BAITHAK, the village club and hospice; also a rest-house at a holy place for the accommodation of the Gosáín on his annual visit on the feast-day.
BÁKHAR, a house.
BÁRAH-BÁS, a term used vaguely with reference to any large and ancient village to imply that a number of hamlets, though not necessarily exactly twelve, have been founded from it. Such are Bhadanwára, Baranth, &c., of which a rustic will say:—Uske bárah-bás hain; níce kahta hain; kuchh base hain; kuchh ájar hain.
BÁRDI, an ox.
BÁBHI, a class of weavers.
BÁS, a hamlet, as distinguished from kherá, the parent settlement.
GLOSSARY.

Bhāshi, a brother's wife (for bhratrisvadha).
Bhagavatīya, devout.
Bhainkara, crying, as of a child.
Bharna, the capital of a pillar.
Bharota, a bundle of wood or fodder.
Bhātyen, to, for, as regards.
Bhob, the first watering of any crop.
Bhuțā, a father's sister.
Bhūmiya, a low altar or platform on the outskirts of a village, dedicated to the local divinity, or rather demon, corresponding to the Grām Devi of the Mainpuri and other districts. It often resembles in form a Muhammadan grave, consisting of an oblong block of stone or brickwork with a recessed pillar at one end; offerings are made upon it to avert the spells of witchcraft, &c.
Bhumra, early morning.
Bhushri, of a dull red colour, as a cow.
Birokha, afternoon.
Bitonda, a stack of cow-dung fuel.
Biyāri, supper-time, evening.
Bohr-gat, the trade of a bohrā, or money-lender.
Bot, a flat earthenware flask holding about two sera.
Bundi, tail-less.

Chachá, a father's younger brother.
Chenta-pot, the young of insects or lower animals generally.
Chhail-kari, a small ring worn in the upper part of the ear.
Chhajja, stone eaves of a house or other building, supported on projecting brackets.
Chattrá, a dole-house, where cooked food is given in charity to indigent applicants.
Chhāri, small, paltry, slight; as chhari savāri, 'a small retinue.'
Chhari, the shaft of a pillar.
Chhenkna, to reject, excommunicate.
Chhora, Chhori, a boy, a girl.
Chira, the capital of a pillar, when it has brackets attached to it.
Chunai, masonry work.

Dadhaiya, fresh, as a colour.
Dansra, a bullock or other horned animal of inferior quality.
Darż, a line.
Daritā, a coloured shawl worn by married women.
Dása, in architecture, a string-course.
Dehrí, a threshold; also a strip of pavement between two piers of an arcade.
Dhár, stature.
Dehrí, a Chamár.
Dehvatí, a daughter's daughter.
Dhíng-Dhíngí, force, violence.
Dhúmar (for Sanskrit dhúmara), smoke-coloured, dun, as a cow.
Dila, in architecture, a panel.
Dobrá, a long piece of cloth of double width, used as a carpet.
Dola-pát, the masonry pillars and stone cross-bar supporting the pulley over a well worked by bullocks.
Doli hona, to go away.
Dothain, early morning, sunrise.
Elak, a sieve.
Faujdar, a title much affected by Jāts and used simply as equivalent to their caste name.
Gámi (for grámya) rustic, clownish.
Garai, the occupation of a grazier (for guárai).
Gariyárá, or Gárára, a cart-track.
Garúa, a brass drinking vessel.
Gauchh, the moustache.
Gaurú, a name given to certain clans of Thákur descent, that are held in lower esteem than other branches of the same parent stock, in consequence of their lax views regarding marriage and other social institutions.
Gh DAYU, used by the Chaubes for gáti.
Gohnjí, Gohnji, a father-in-law, mother-in-law.
Gók (for gókáka), a look-out; a window on an upper story with a projecting balcony.
Gola, a bundle of leaves, fodder, &c., and specially of jhár-beri.
Góhána, to escort pilgrims.
Góhána, an escorter of pilgrims. Bráhmans of this description are always going backwards and forwards between Mathura and Brinda-ban.
Gót (for goshtha, a cattle-enclosure), an enclosure usually made by a thorn fence and used for stacking straw, fuel, &c., or stalling cattle.
Guhar, a confederacy.
Gunda, wicked.
Gush-jána, to close in wrestling.
Háneu, excessive greed.
Hambáj, yes.
GLOSSARY.

HANGI, a fine linen sieve for sifting flour, as distinct from CHALKI, a coarse sieve for grain.

HATH CHANTI, a dexterous theft from under one's own eye.

HATO, HATE, was, were (for the and the).

HAY HAY, properly an interjection, but often used as a noun meaning greed; thus, "usko rupaye ki hay hay rahi hai, 'he is most greedy for money.'"

HEJ, affection.

HELA PARN, to call, shout.

HILWA, an untrained beast of draught, yoked as an outrigger.

HUN, I, for main or ham: as wahán hun gayo hato, 'I had gone there.'

HURDANG, a disorderly dance.

I, frequently substituted for a as in LACHHMIN for LACHHMAN.

INCH, an undertaking on the part of the village baniya to settle the landlord's demand for rent on the security of the tenant's crops, of which he takes delivery after harvest. The arrangement, which results in an account of the most complicated description, is so carried out as totally to frustrate the intentions of some of the main provisions of the Rent Law; and, as it pauperizes the tenant without in any way enriching the landlord, it may justly be regarded as one of the main causes of the prevalent agricultural distress. The institution of Government banks seems to be the only means of checking the evil. At present Rs. 3-2-0 per cent, per mensem is not an uncommon rate of interest.

INDHAN, properly 'fuel'; a sluggard.

ITEX, so much.

ITTAN, this side, this way; used only by the Chaubeas.

JAI, the oblique case of the demonstrative pronoun, as já samay, 'at that time'; jáko pita, 'his father.' Those who argue from the existence of this and a few similar peculiarities that Hindi is only a generic name for a variety of vulgar dialects that have little or nothing in common, might with equal reason maintain that in Shakespeare's time there was no such language as English; for even the greatest writers of that period, when books were few and man untravelled, occasionally betray by their provincialism the county that gave them birth.

JAG-MOHAN, the choir, or central compartment of a Hindu temple, usually surmounted by a sikha, or tower.

JABAILA, jealous.

JABAILAPAN, or JALKOKRAN, jealousy.

JENGA, a calf.

JERI, a wooden pitch-fork, also called lagi.

JET BHAR LENA, to close with an antagonist in a struggle.
Jhamil, delay.
Jnabap, a prop, an attached shaft or pilaster.
Jhira, a blind well.
Jhunjhanka, early morning.
JiJa, a sister's husband.
JiJiya, a sister.
Jirnodhar, the restoration of a ruined temple or other building.
Jonhar, naughtiness, peevishness, in a child.
Jot, exorcisms and incantations as practised by Jogis.
Jute, near.

Kaura (for kajjal), lampblack.
Kaka, a father's younger brother.
Kan-vrit, professional begging.
Karkas, a kind of water-fowl abounding at Gokul and Gobardhan.
Kathari, equivalent to gudari, a tattered garment.
Kathua, a wooden dish.
Kathauta, in the lump; equivalent to the more common goi, or the Arabic revenue term bilmukta.
Kaura, a morsel.
Khan, time (for kshan).
Khandar, brush-wood.
Khandi, an instalment.
Khera, the original village site, as distinguished from the subordinate hamlets of later formation.
Khera-pat, 'the lord of the khera,' the hereditary village purohit.
Khilli, a jest, joke.
Khor, a double sheet or wrapper, as an article of clothing.
Khunt, a corner.
Khurka, a noise, like akat. Thus khurku so bhayo, 'there was some sort of a noise'.
Killa, a great noise, or outcry.
Killi, a cry, alarm, as main na killi machdi, 'I gave the alarm.'
Kitek, how much.
Kohar, a pole set slanting over a well to assist in drawing water by hand.
Komara chakha, 'easy noon,' a little before noon, Komara being equivalent to narm, as in the phrase narm kos, 'an easy or short kos,' and chakkad being the midday collation. The expression is sometimes altered to komara dopahar.
Kripa, grace, or favour, used as equivalent to the Persian complimentary phrase tasvir. Thus aj to dp na kahan kripa kali? 'Where has your honor been to-day?'
Glossary

Kumār-gaṇha, a piece of ground near a village set apart for the burial of children that die as infants, before they have been initiated into Hinduism.

Kunā, a court; an occasional residence, or rest-house, generally a building of elaborate architectural design in the form of a cloistered quadrangle.

Kushna, to be jealous.

Kuskut, sharpening plough-snares; the work of a village smith.

Labāra, young of cattle.

Lakora, a bundle, as of grass, vetches, &c.

Lang, side.

Langtar, a row.

Lapāk, a wheedler, flatterer.

Lāsh, the Persian word for 'a corpse,' often used of a man who is merely wounded.

Latax, side, direction, as purāb kī latax, 'to the east'; also figure, or attitude.

Laudri, a twig or switch.

Litre, worn-out shoes.

Lohnda, a small iron pan.

Malāriya, a small earthen pot.

Malūk, good.

Māmī pina, to be a partisan of any one, to support his cause.

Marāza Mubārak, 'the lucky disease,' a euphemism for 'the itch.'

Māre, bread made of flour mixed with ghāf and baked only on the tawa. This Hindus can eat on a journey with their clothes on, and a Brāhman can eat it, though it has been baked by a bania. Ordinary bread, rotī, must be eaten with the clothes off, and cannot be eaten at all if baked by a man of inferior caste.

Marhaiya, a hut.

Marbor, pride, affectation.

Mathauriya, an earthen pot used in churning.

Muddai, the Arabic law-term for 'a prosecutor'; generally used by villagers, in the sense of 'an enemy,' and thus frequently applied to 'the defendant.'

Mukarna, or Mukar-Jana, to deny.

Muk-Mukka, a blow with the fist.

Namāt, attentive to.

Nārik, a corner of a building, a projection.

Nātni, a son's daughter.

Nauā, a barber.
NIECEHARA, leisure, opportunity.
NIKHRA, bright and clean.
NIRSA (for ni-ras), bad, worthless, counterfeit (as a coin).
NOHERA, a cattle-yard.

O, a frequent substitute for ā as a masculine termination in nouns and verbs.

OJHA, a Brāhman carpenter (for updāhāyā).
OKHA, counterfeit, as a coin.
OL, a hostage.

ONGA, to oil the wheels of a carriage.
O, a class of weaver.
O R UTHNA, to stand up in any one's behalf.
OSĀH, an out-building (for apasārīta).
OT, profit.
OTA, a low wall.

PAISA, a quarter of a town, so also pāra (from pada, a quarter).
PAKHARA, the second watering of any crop.
PALOTA, an iron-monger.

PAMB, 8 row.

PARAMATHA, a kind of bread, like māro.
PAHUA, alluvial land that requires no artificial irrigation; being flooded by the river in the rains, it retains its moisture all through the year.

PATAKA, a leaf of a tree.
PATKARA, a slap on the top of the head, as distinct from thappar, a slap on the face, and thēp, a slap on any other part of the body.
PENDNA, short, stunted in stature.
PHAÎNA, a kind of bread, the same as māro and parāmatha.
PICHKAURA, a single sheet, or wrapper, used as an article of clothing.
PICHHWĀRA, the back of a house.
PILLA, a little dog, a puppy.
PITA PARIKH, used either separately or together, remorse.
POLL, the entrance hall or door of a house.
POR, heads, a turn; thus suh apni pot ko gures men ājātā hai, 'when it comes to his turn he gets angry.'

PRATĀP, a term of compliment, like the Latin auspice or Persian izzdāl.
PUCHHI, grazing-fees, at so much per head, or rather tail.
PULAJ, low lands lying between sand-hills; used at Sanker.
PUR, a hide.
PŪTH, sand-hills.
RAPU CHAKHAR HONA, to run away, to skedaddle.
RAXHYA, a preserve, a bit of woodland near a village, in which, from a religious sentiment, no trees are allowed to be cut by any one; even the dry timber being generally accounted the perquisite of some Bairdzi who has his hermitage on the spot. Any villagers found cutting a green bough would be excommunicated from caste privileges for a term of years.
RÁNI, self-sown. Thus, rákhri ráni upaji, 'a weed has come up of itself.'
RENONA, to walk slowly.
RENJTAA, an ass's foal.
RENHTAA, a spinning wheel.
RENHTI, a wheel for cleaning cotton and separating it from the cotton seed, bamsa.
RENÍ (from the Sanskrit root ri, 'to distill'), any substance from which dye can be extracted.
RÉNGHNA, to languish.
RÉSNA, to leak.
SABHA, the nave of a temple.
SASARAU, early in the morning, betimes.
SÁNTA, a thonged stick for driving cattle.
SÁN, a cow-house.
SAUB, a quilt, or padded wrapper.
SEL-KHARI, steatite, soap-stone.
SÉNHÁN, or SEHL, a well-digger (from sendāna, to mine).
SÉTH-GÁNTH, cobbling (from setra, a derivative of sī, 'to sew.')
SÉNNI, a broom.
SON, a substitute for the affix se.
SUH BARTHA, to be silent.
SWÁNT, relief: thus, dandá dato hi swánt par gai, 'as soon as the medicine was given, he got relief.'
TÁNKHÍ, a tank, or reservoir for water, when cut out of the natural rock, as on the Nand-gáñw and Barsána hills. Probably from tāñki, 'a chisel.'
TĀR, the base of a pillar.
TARAK, a square beam.
TÁV, a father's elder brother (for tādé).
TÉHARI, a shopkeeper's stall.
TÉHAR, affectation, display.
TIKRA, a kind of bread, like madra.
TILLA, a blow.
TIKÁRA, the third watering of any crop.
TEPPAS, pomp.
TON, a trace.
TORA, in architecture, brackets supporting the projecting caves or sāhāja.
ULLĀT, quickness.
ULLA, bread of the kind described under mārā.
UNHAR, like.
UTTAN, that side; used only by the Chaubes.
USBARANA, to change or remove, as courses at a dinner.
Wā, demonstrative pronoun or definite article, as wā bānīya wā wā strī sān bāhī, ‘the baniya said to the woman.’
YUN HIN, just so, gratis, for nothing.
ZAMINDĀR, ‘a landowner,’ used as equivalent simply to a Jāt by caste, without special reference to mode of life.
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Purshí me, 181.
Puttha, 32, 335.
Púli-kihera, 124, 166.
Punjabjana, 64, 68.
Pún Sarvar, 315.
Péraoli, 32, 329.
Parson, 333.
Patanaji, 59.
Pétali-patra, 51, 106.
Pani Malé Bajes, 134.
Phálès, 99, 362.
Pislya, 74, 79, 94, 351, 423.
Ponmom bridge, 139.
Póthra-kund, 131.
Prabhás, 64, 68.
Prakhéd, 123.
Pralambha, 59, 87.
Prasmada, 112.
Prán-usáthis, the, 230.
Prém Ságar, 63.
Prinslop, James, 107.
Public Garden, 174.
Purseottam Líl, Gosím, 149, 239, 417.
Purseka Bálí, the, 409.
Pátana, 55.
Pétana-khár, 220.

Ráná, 74, 186, 159, 311, 350.
Rádha Bág, 249.
Rádha Ballabh, temple of, 173, 202, 265.
Rádha Dámodar, temple of, 257.
Rádha Gopál, temple of, 263.
Rádha Krishna, Seth, 14.
Rádha-kund, 62, 82, 89.
Rádha-Raman, temple of, 262.
Rádha-súdhá-nídhi, the, 203.
Rádha-vallabhí, the, 199.
Rághunáth Dás, Seth, 12, 386.
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NOTICES

Mathurá: a District Memoir. By F. S. Growse. Second Edition. (Printed at the North-Western Provinces and Oudh Government Press.) It has been our lot not only to see, but also to read through, nearly all the accounts of districts and of provinces which the example of Dr. W. W. Hunter has drawn in recent years from so many Anglo-Indian officials. They contain a magazine of local information which has never been duly appreciated in this country. So far as possible, the cream of the labour of a hundred willing but unknown workers will be given to the English public in the forthcoming Imperial Gazetteer of India. But students will always be anxious to resort to the fountain-head. To such we recommend Mr. Growse's District Memoir as probably the one among all which is most inspired with the genuine love of India and the Indian people. A photograph of a great native banker (now dead), taken by a native, faces the title-page; and all through the volume native art, native forms of religion, native manners and customs, are the chief subjects dealt with. Mr. Growse is not only one of the first of Hindi scholars; he is also a sympathetic imitator of Hindu architecture. To turn to his pages and his numerous photographs, after having dazed our wits in the labyrinthine figures of an administration or settlement report, is like passing from the glare of a tropical sun into the cool of some Hindu shrine or Muhammadan tomb. We feel that we are learning something of the charm which still envelopes the East for all those who have the faculty to perceive it.—Academy.

We wish there were more Indian civil servants like Mr. Growse, with eyes open to see and intellects cultivated to appreciate the marvels of which the country where their sphere of duty lies is full. Unhappily, Indian "civilians" are as a class Philistine to their hearts' core. A competent observer tells us that "it is a very exceptional thing for them to possess a real knowledge of the colloquial vernacular," and that "they know next to nothing really of the habits, standpoints, and modes of thought of the people." They do not think these things worth knowing. Contempt for the race they are called upon to rule is too often the dominant feeling in the awkward, cold, pig-headed, and narrow-minded young Englishman who goes out to India from an English university or an English crammer's establishment. It is a feeling which is absolutely fatal to an intelligent appreciation of Hindu or Muhammadan art or literature.

The author of this exceedingly interesting district memoir is an official of a very different type. It may be truly said of him that "he brought an eye
for all he saw" when he entered upon the charge of the district which for several years was subject to his sway. He brought, too, no inconsiderable literary faculty to describe what he saw. And this interesting volume is the result.

We should add that Mr. Growse's volume is illustrated by a number of excellent photographs, not the least interesting of which is that representing the pretty Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart at Muthurā, an edifice the erection of which is mainly due to the author's zeal and liberality.—Tablet.

The lately published second edition of Mr. Growse's Mathurā Memoir shows that, excellent as the first was, improvement was not impossible. That a trifle gives perfection, though perfection is not a trifle, has been well remembered; and throughout the volume may be noticed slight fresh touches of polish which greatly enhance its value. More important additions have been made to the chapters which deal with Hinduism, the etymology of place-names, and the development of the local style of architecture. The autotype illustrations are from negatives taken by native photographers of Mathurā, and, except in one case, are remarkably successful. Amongst the photographs is one of the Catholic Church at Mathurā, which, with this book, will be an abiding proof of how wide a field there is in India for the working of English learning and culture and taste. A labour of love rather than duty, and therefore unlike most similar performances, Mr. Growse's work amply proves the superiority of the man who has something to say over the man who has to say something. It is a pity, if nothing more, that an officer so intimate with Mathurā and its people should have been transferred to less familiar and less congenial fields of administration. With the accession of another king who knew not Joseph, Mr. Growse found himself compelled to bid farewell to his favourite antiquities, to leave his restorations unfinished, and to depart for Bulandshahr. He carried with him, however, the notes which have enabled him to produce this second edition.—Pioneer (two notices).

Some years ago the Government of the North-Western Provinces resolved to publish a series of local memoirs of the various districts constituting that province. The Memoir under review is one of that series; and it is unquestionably the fullest and most valuable of all that have been hitherto published. Its value is sufficiently shown by the fact that this is already the second edition after the short interval of six years, the first edition having been published in 1874. Good as the latter was, the value of the second edition has been much increased by the addition of new and important matter. The best of these additions undoubtedly is the last chapter of the first
part, which treats of "the etymology of local names in Northern India as exemplified in the district of Mathurá." Mr. Growse has certainly succeeded in proving his general position that "local names in Upper India are, as a rule, of no very remote antiquity, and are, *prima facie*, referable to Sanskrit and Hindi rather than to any other language," though some of his derivations perhaps will not meet with general acceptance. Another valuable new chapter is the fourth, which gives probably the fullest extent description of the Holi festival of the Hindus; and the eighth, which gives a very detailed account of some of the most important Vaishnava reformers. Of the older portions of the *Memoir*, the most interesting are the two historical and archaeological chapters; one of which narrates the fortunes of Mathurá during the period of Muhammadan supremacy, while the other relates what is known of the history of that city and its famous monasteries and stupas in the early centuries of our era, when it was almost wholly given up to Buddhism. The extremely interesting remains of this period, the discovery and preservation of which are mainly due to the indefatigable exertions of the author of the *Memoir*, are carefully and minutely described. The whole work is divided into two parts, and the second is wholly devoted to statistical information which, though unreadable to the general public, will, of course, be extremely useful to Government officials. The requirements of the former are liberally consulted by the first and much the larger part, which contains separate chapters on probably everything of interest connected with Mathurá. Not the least of the merits of the book consists in the many beautiful photographic and other illustrations of the most notable persons, buildings and antiquities of Mathurá. Altogether it is a model of what a district memoir may be made, and the author is to be congratulated on the success which he has achieved.—*Indian Antiquary.*

More fortunate than Lahore is Mathurá in yielding treasures of ancient times and in possessing a man who has entered heart and soul into its history, past and present. In 1874 Mr. Growse published the first edition of his interesting work on Mathurá, which formed one of a uniform series of local histories compiled by order of the Government. To what was a most interesting memoir the author has added in the second edition, recently published, many important chapters, expanded a few remarks on the etymology of local names into a thorough philological discussion, and supplemented topographical notes. The memoir is, moreover, beautéfully illustrated with plates produced by the London Autotype Company, so as to give the reader a vivid picture of the subject in hand. Mr. Growse points out with justice the possibility of an Anglo-Indian architecture—but not as carried out by the Public Works Department—being spread throughout India, with as great a success as Indo-Greek art in the days of Asoka, or the Hindu-Saracenic art in the reign of Akbar. The author of Mathurá is a man of taste as well as of learning, and has in consequence
Mr. F. S. Growse has published a second edition of his Mathurá: a District Memoir, the first edition of which we noticed in this paper when the work first appeared in 1874. The author is well known not only as a scholar and archaeologist, but by the great service he has done in rescuing from utter ruin and oblivion many of the interesting remnants of native art and architecture with which the Mathurá district—the classic land of the Hindus—abounds. Of his labours in this direction we have already spoken at some length in Vol. IX. of the Indo-European Correspondence (pp. 130 and 148), in our notice of the first edition of Mr. Growse's work. Since it first appeared the author has, we regret to say, been transferred from Mathurá, where he was Magistrate and Collector, to Bulandshahr. During the three years' interval between the first appearance of his Memoir and his removal to another station he had added largely to his stock of local information, and being, as he tells us, unwilling that the fruits of his labour should be lost, he asked and obtained the sanction of Government for the issue of a second edition from the Allahabad press. The work now appears much enlarged and enriched—among other things—by upwards of thirty handsome illustrations.

One of Mr. Growse's acts while he was at Mathurá was the erection of a Catholic chapel, a work which it can hardly be contested is valuable if only as an experiment of a very sound principle—namely, the utilising of native art to form an appropriate and characteristic style of Christian architecture in India. The Mathurá chapel, Mr. Growse says, is intended as "a protest against the 'standard plans and other stereotyped conventionalities'" of the Public Works Department; but it seems to us to be, at all events, implicitly a protest as well against the unfortunate tendency there is among Europeans in India to Europeanize whatever falls under the influence of Christianity. We call this tendency unfortunate because it not only unnecessarily widens the already wide chasm between Christianity and paganism; not only because it practically ignores the existence of native art as if it were an essentially unholy barbarism, but because the tendency aims at what is really impracticable.

Mr. Growse's lines had fallen on a nursery of Hindu art which survives in Mathurá to the present day. That art, though pagan, contains much that is really great and noble in conception and in workmanship, and he has essayed to show how it may be made the handmaid of Christian Gothic art in the construction of the Mathurá chapel. The photograph of the interior, though it represents the building as much more sombre than it probably is in reality, justifies the architect's saying that it is both religious and picturesque in effect. The view is a diagonal one, and shows
us part of the nave and a small section of the chancel arch—the one, we presume, which offended the splenetic engineer. The roof of the nave is vaulted, and the clerestory is lighted by circular windows. It is the pillars, however, which arrest one's attention, the capitals and shafts being of purely oriental design. The effect is, to our mind, most graceful. The south aisle is lighted by pointed windows, and on the panels between are the Stations of the Cross, surrounded again by oriental tracery. Through a gothic archway in the south-east corner we catch a glimpse of the Lady Chapel and its altar. The exterior of the chapel, though complete in essentials, is architecturally unfinished. We regret that it is likely to remain so, because this incompleteness detracts considerably from the general effect. In spite, however, of drawbacks the exterior of the Mathurá chapel is singularly pleasing. We fear we speak somewhat vaguely when we say that there is a peculiar mellowness about it—an effect which we doubt not is the result of good proportions and an absence of mere meretricious ornament. —Indo-European Correspondence.

We do not hesitate to affirm that Mr. Growse's work is decidedly the best and most interesting of the local histories yet published. He is an accomplished scholar and a well-known archaeologist and antiquarian; his long residence at Mathurá gave him ample opportunities for collecting valuable materials. After the publication of the first edition of his Memoir Mr. Growse remained at Mathurá for nearly three years longer, during which time he added largely to his stock of local information. This information he has utilised by bringing out a revised and enlarged edition of his work. This edition is adorned with beautiful illustrations, the cost of which, Mr. Growse tells us in his preface, has been defrayed by the millionaire and public-spirited Seths of Mathurá.—Hindu Patriot.

These two historical and archaeological chapters are unquestionably among the best and most interesting of the Memoir; though, indeed, it is difficult to single out any particular chapter for special praise, as the subject of almost every chapter has its own interest, and every one is treated by the author with a fulness and thoroughness which seemingly leaves nothing to be desired. One chapter, however, must not be passed over without special mention. It is the twelfth or last of the first part, and treats of "the etymology of local names in Northern India, as exemplified in the district of Mathurá." The subject is not altogether new; on the contrary it has given rise to a vast number of speculations, but most of those hitherto put forth have been of the most haphazard description. The present is the first attempt, on a larger scale, to attack the problem in a scientific spirit and on consistent and well-founded historical and grammatical principles. The general position that the author maintains is that "local names in Upper India are, as a rule, of no very remote
antiquity, and are, *prima facie*, referable to Sanskrit and Hindi rather than to any other language." Mr. Growse very clearly proves this; and there can be no doubt that his view is perfectly correct. One thing impresses itself very clearly upon the mind in reading this chapter—that no one is competent to pronounce an opinion on the subject unless he possesses an intimate and minute knowledge of the history of the locality, added to a thorough acquaintance with the phonetic laws that regulate the development of the modern Indian languages from the Prakrit and Sanskrit. Mr. Growse is one of the few that possess both these qualifications.

It would be impossible within the space of a short review to do justice to the great mass of information distributed in the various chapters. The *Memoir* is a large quarto volume of upwards of 500 pages, and its external "get up" is creditable to the Government Press of Allahabad, where it has been printed. Altogether the work is a model of what a district memoir ought to be, and Mr. Growse is to be congratulated on the success which he has achieved.—*Calcutta Review*.

Mr. Growse modestly informs us, in the preface to the first edition, that this is one of the uniform series of local histories compiled by the order of the Government. It would, however, be a very fortunate Government that could obtain a series of district memoirs all prepared with the same accuracy and fulness of detail and in the same scientific spirit as this one. Mr. Growse has brought to his task an amount of general and special scholarship and of enthusiasm which few district officers possess, and he has produced a work which, take it altogether, stands without rival among local Indian histories.—*Calcutta Review*.
A work which is remarkable, no less as a monument of sound scholarship and patient industry than as giving the fullest information respecting a comparatively unknown portion of our Oriental dependencies, is "Mathura, a District Memoir," by F. S. Growse, B.C.S. (printed at the North-Western Provinces and Oudh Government Press), of which a new and greatly enlarged edition has recently been issued.

The volume in question, which is as sumptuous in appearance as it is interesting in respect of its contents, forms one of a uniform series of local histories compiled by order of the Government, and first appeared so long ago as in 1874. As it is now seen, however, it has been so much augmented and subjected to such careful revision as to be practically a new work, and must be recommended to all readers who take an intelligent interest in the history and present status of the North-West Provinces of India.

Mr. Growse's explanation of the various systems of mythology which have prevailed in the district forms not the least valuable portion of his work to students. One notable feature is the almost entire absence of Muhammadanism among the native population in spite of the attempts at Moslem rule made in former days; side
by side with this may be noted the author's account of that strange race the Jats, as well as his history of Rajput caste generally. One section is devoted to an examination into the cultus of the deified hero Krishna, and a curious inquiry into the resemblance which has so often been noticed between the myths attaching thereto and some of the great truths of Christianity; Mr. Growse, than whom few can be better qualified to judge, is disposed to look on this as merely fortuitous. Equally worthy of note are his account of the annual miracle play, the great pilgrimage of which it forms a prominent feature, and the peculiar Holi festival, in connection with which may be studied the history of the intrusion of Buddhism into the province, the reform under the Vaishnava sectaries, and the modern introduction of Catholicism, in which Mr. Growse has taken no small part. All artists must approve of his plea for the adaptation of native architectural forms to the requirements of Christian worship, instead of the obtrusion of unsuitable alien styles, and the photograph of the church at Mathurá is enough to show how successfully this may be done by a competent architect. The antiquarian portion of the volume is not the least important, dealing with the discoveries, by the author and others, of sculpture inscriptions, and so forth, invaluable alike to artist and historian. The temples at Brindá-ban and elsewhere are described in a manner which throws almost a new light on the subject of Indian art, and the several photographs are most beautiful. Before closing a necessarily brief notice of this important work, we must draw attention to Mr. Growse's protest against the too common neglect by etymologists of the Sanskrit element in the various native dialects, and to what he says about the revolting practices taught and carried out by the more advanced Buddhists; these latter may astonish some of those "new light" apostles who are so fond of eulogising the followers of Gautama and their principles at the expense of Christianity. Altogether the volume is in itself unique, and must prove of the greatest service to the Oriental student.—Whitehall Review.